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THEME: TOWARDS A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PEACE MOVEMENTS 

IPRA Study Group on Peace Movements have already organized 
three conferences in Yugoslavia, Denmark, and UK. Substan
tial development has been reported. However, the lack of 
comparative work has been pointed out as a shortcoming 
throughout the conference. At this conference, special at
tention will be paid to the international comparison of re
search data and conclusions. 

SUB-THEMES: 

1. Public op1n1on and peace movements 
2. Analysis of the rise and fall of peace movements 
3. Alternative security and peace movements 
4. Political parties and peace movements 

CONFERENCE CONVENORS: 

CONFERENCE ADVISORS: 

Katsuya Kodama (main convenor) 
Nigel Young 
Ole Waever 

HAkan Wiberg 
Jan 6berg 

CONFERENCE ASSISTANTS: 

SPONSORED BY: 

nna MOller 
Hideki Tamai 
Tadashi Kainuma 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sweden 
Tampere Peace Reseach Institute (TAPRI) 
Nordic Cooperation committee (NORDSAM) 
Lund Univrsity Peace Research Institute (LUPRI) 

PLACE OF CONFERENCE: 

FACILITIES: 

Hotel SPARTA 
Tunavagen 39. Lund 
Tel: 046-12 40 80 

Post office, bank, kiosk, supermarket, pub, pay-telephones, 
pay-copyingmachine, are available at the Sparta center. Bus 
1 & 6 outside Hotel SPRTA take you downtown in 10 minuites. 
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PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE 

OF A CONFERENCE ON THE STUDY OF PEACE MOVEMENT 

#######################################################I#### 
August ~7. ~~:oo 

(Monday) REGISTRATION 
~4:00 

~4:00 

OPENING 

(some opening addresses) 

Mr. Katsuya Kodama 
Or. Jan Oberg 
Prof. Nigel Young 

Prof. Gencho o. Piryov 
'The international thinking and peace movements' 

15:30 

Coffee (at the Conference Room) 

16:00 

RESEARCH ON PEACE MOVEMENTS 

or. Frank Rupprecht ~;r..:;.~t 
'The concept(term, definition) of peace movement in past and 
present. 1 ~ 

Prof. Nigel Young 
'Research on peace movements' 

or. Vilho Harle 
'The implementation of peace ideas: The case of the outlawry 
of war' 

17:30 

Free time 
------------~-----------------------------------------------

19:30 

WELCOME PARTY (at the Conference Room) 

##l#############llll#########l###l#########l###l####ll#l#### 
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August. lB. 09:00 
(Tuesday) 

PUBLIC OPINION AND PE~CE MOVEMENT 

Dr. Unto vesa 
'Finnish public opinion and peace movement' 

Dr. Lue De smet 
'Belgian peace movement polled' 

Dr. Ivan Tomek. 
'Some questions of peace and war in the public opinion in 
CSSR' 

1.0:30 

Coffee (at the conference Room) 

11:00 

ANALYSIS OF THE RISE AND FALL OF PEACE MOVEMENTS 

Dr. Niels,.Petter Gleditch 
'The rise and fall of the 'new' peace movement' 

Mr. KatsUya Kodama 
'Red vs. Green: A comparative analysis of peace movements in 
Finland, Denmark and Japan' 

Prof. Klaus Eichner 
'US-and West German peace movement' 

12:30 

Lunch (at the Sparta Restaurant) 
--------------------------------------------~---------------
·August. 18. 14:oo 

ANALYSIS OF THE RISE AND FALL OF PEACE MOVEMENT 

Prof. Michael Krasner 
'Decline and persistence in the contemporary Danish and 
British peace movements' 

Mr. JOrn BOy Nielsen 
'On Danish peace movement' 

Ms. Judith Winther 
'The Danish peace movements and the political development' 

15:30 

---------------------~--------------------------------------
Coffee (at the Conference Room) 
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1.6:00 

ANALYSIS OF THE RISE AND FALL OF PEACE MOVEMENT 
Dr. Kent Lindkvist 
'On Swedish peace movements- analysis of the rises and 
falls' 

Dr. Roberto zadra 
'Peace movement in Italy' 

Dr. Matthias Finge 
'The new peace movement and its conception of political en
gagement' • 

17:30 

Evening free, but alternatives will be susqested 

############################################################ 

############################################################ 
August. 1.9. 09:oo 
(Wednesday) 

ALTERNATIVE SECURITY AND PEACE MOVEMENT 

Prof. Ohtori Kurino 
'Alternative security and peace' movements in the case of 
Japan' 

Dr. Glenn Hook 
'The anti-nuclear discourse in Japan: Implication fer 
praxis' 

Dr. Suman Khanna 
'Non-Violence:The means .tg an end or the means and the end?' 

10:30 

Coffee (at the Conference Room) 

11:00 
PEACE EDUCATION AND PEACE MOVEMENT 

Dr. Magnus Haavelsrud 
'Education and development- in relation to peace movements' 

Dr. Kenneth Wilson 
'Peace activism, education and the causes of war' 

Prof. JOrgen P. Jensen 
'l.OO years of indoctrination debate initiated by Oanish 
peace movements' 

12:30 
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Lunch (at the Sparta Restaurant) 

14:00 

POLITICS AND PEACE MOVEMENT 

Mr. Ole Waever 
'Politics of movement- towards a political theory for peace 
movements' 

Prof. Susan E. Myers 
'Domestic factors in u.s. national security policy:The in
fluence of four non-governmental organizations on nuclear 
weapons manufacturers and nuclear weapon policy' 

Dr. Anders Gross 
'Peace movement and Suiss direct democracy: New chances, new 
conflicts and possible impulses for new sac. movement in the 
Wester Europe' 

15:30 

Coffee (at the Conference Room) 
------------------------------------------------------------' 16:00 

E~BT-WEST DIALOGUE 

Mr. KOszegi Ferenc 
'Brothers in peace? Peace movements in East and West Europe' 

Mr. Rudiger Schlaga 
'Peace movement as a party's tool. The peace council in the 
German Democratic Republic' 

Prof. Tom KronsjO 
'Institutionalization of peace movements' 

17:30 

Free time 

19:30 

at Chinese Restaurant, 
(Tatung, Bantorget 6) 
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August. 20. o9:00 
(Thursday) 

CASE STUDIES OF PEACE MOVEMENT 

or. Nils Ivar Ag5y 'The Norwegian peace movement and the question of conscien-
tious objection to military service in Norway 1885-1922' 

or. Ron Eyeman 'A comparative study of Green Peace movements in Europe' 

Dr. N. N. Naik 'World peace movements: India's role for peace and disarma-

ment' 

------------------------------------------------------------10:30 

coffee (at the conference Room) 

------------------------------------------------------------
11:00 

CLOSING 

·1.session: a short summary of the conference 

2.session: for the future works of IPRA 
study Groups on Peace Movements 

12:30 
###l########ll######ll####l####l#####l#######l########ll#### 

14.:30 
Guided tour around Lund city(optional) 
*start at Kulturen 
*the tour covers catnedral, Lund 
university old Bui1ding and Lundagard 
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'The Peace Movements of the United States of America and Western 
Germany: Results of an Intercultural Empirical Study' 

by Klaus Eichner, University of Hamburg, FRG 

Paper to be presented at the Lund Conference on Peace Movements 
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In this paper, some results of an intercultural study comparing 

the U.S. American and the West German peace movements ·are 

presented and discussed. Among other things, these findings are 

confronted with presumtions and analyzes as they have been put 

forward in commentaries of the press or in publications of the 

peace movement. 

Both the study and this report are based on the conviction that 

the essential elements of the two nations' peace movements are 

covered by an analysis of the structure of the peace groups. It 

is also presumed that this comparison covers the extreme poles of 

the Western peace movements: It has been repeatedly claimed or 

suggested that the U.S. American peace movement occupy the poles 

of pragmatic orientation, conventional political means, 

patriotism, neutrality with respect to party politics and 

professionalism in that sense that the U.S. peace movement 

functions as a pressure group. In contrast to this, the West 

German peace movement should rather be labelled an ideological 

movement, which utilizes unconventional means. It has been said 

to be oriented internationally and partially towards the Soviet 

Union. With respect to party politics, it be leaning fairly 

strongly towards the left. It has been described as a 

citizens'action committee, and, as such doesn't work in a 

professional manner. Other peace movements in the West, such as 

the Scandinavian, the French and the ones in Southern Europe be 

placed in the middle of the spectrum defined by these two extreme 

poles. The French peace movement e.g. be a case in point 

displaying both a strong orientation towards the Communist Party 

and a patriotic and pragmatic orientation . 

The credo of this study is that the intercultural comparison of 

two poles opposite to each other with respect to their social 

orientation is of particular importance when we are concerned 

with the exploration of a social phenomeneon, especially because 

it is exactly the 'difference' between the two social units that 

enables us to dicover what it is that such movements really have 

in common. An intercultural comparison of such social units 

permits the identification of idiosyncratic cultural conditions 1 

but also, as has already been voiced, of elements· which are 

common to both movements. 

1 
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The guiding question thus reads: How is peace work organized in 

different societies ? Does the cultural and political system 

within which the movement operate have any impact on them or 

rather, how do the peace movements utilize the social and 

political opportunities ? 

Also, how does the common notion of peace pervade the current 

efforts of the movements and how do they appraise their 

achievements ? 

These questions can be investigated empirically, or rather 

statistically by comparing samples. Under certain conditions 

significant differences can be stated, the condition being that 

both samples of peace groups are random samples of their 

populations. In addition to this, structural comparisons can be 

made based on relations among factors which are either of the 

same kind or diffeent. 

A. random sample of peace movements was collected according to a 

particular modus in each case. Both were questionned by mail 

survey which was identical in large parts. Data collection was 

completed in 1985/86. The study thus contains data and 

information on peace movements on the threshold of SDI, whereas 

Gorbachev's peace initiative was advanced later. 

In the ongoing presentation, some exemplary results concerning 

organizational structure, system of action, demands and 

assessments of succes are presented and interpreted . 

Simple comparisons reveal that the u.s. American peace movement 

represented in the peace groups which are "officially" known 

(Peace Resource Book 1986) without doubt is a more 

professionalized organization than the West German. On the 

average, American peace groups show a considerably higher level 

of hierarchy than German ones. Not only is there a higher average 

number of different positions, the American peace movement has 

available positions which are, in part, full-time jobs and, as 

such, office holders are paid for their work. These positions

executive director, volunteer coordinator, fundraiser, editor 

etc. - practically do not exist within German groups. Considering 

the average age of peace group members, it is worth noting that 

the U.S American peace movement has considerably less members of 

student age but has more members in higher age groups, relatively 

2 
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speaking. Thus the age pyramid of the U.S. peace movement is much 

closer to the one of 'normal' organizations than the German peace 

movement. 

Table 1: Age Pyramid of Peace Movements 

Percent 

-ZB -3B -·· ••• -·· -·3 

A similar picture results from the analysis of various status 

features: The percentage of people with graduate education being 

· about equal ( 27 %) , the German peace movement having slight 

preponderance, there is a difference with respect to blue collar 

and white collar workers. Within these categories, and especially 

with regard to white collar workers, the U.S. peace movement 

clearly predominates. It is interesting that the percentage of 

unemployed members is markedly higher in the u.s. A. - 11 % than 

in the FRG, where only 4 % of the membership is unemployed. This 

may be due to the fact that the work done in the U. S. peace 

movement tends · to incorporate aspects of 

qualification, in particular political ones, 

unemployed to the movement. 

professional 

which attrack 

If the degree of cooperation with similar institutions is 

regarded as another indication of a movement's 

professionalization, 

between the dummy 

cooperation read: 

a clear difference emerges: The correlations 

variable U.S.A and various levels of 

3 
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local cooperation 

national cooperatioon 

international cooperation 

+.37** 

+.55** 

+.12 

(** .001 level of significance) 

It is obvious that the u.s. movement's preponderance is extremely 

strong on the national level which reflects geographically and 

culturally the dominating importance of the nation in the U.S.A. 

Also U.S. peace groups are older on the average than West German 

peace movement. This is a hint not so much at less tradition of 

the West German peace movement than that it indicates less 

continuity of the institutions and organizations, respectively. 

Both cultures have seen peace movements for more then 50 years, 

but the West German peace movement is the movement of NATO' s 
' double track decision whereas the American is the movement of 

Vietnam and increased nuclear armament. 

An interesting parallel exists with respect to the development of 

mean membership. Usually, average membership decreases during 

boom periods of group formation, while it increases in periods of 

consolidation and decreases again in times of stagnation. The 

German peace movement exemplifies this pattern to an almost 

paradigmatic extent. 

Table 2: Membership and Foundation in the FRG 

se - - - - - -.- - - - - - r - - - - - -. 

' ' 
' 4B - - r - - J - - J 

38 

'%/Mean 

28 - - '- -
' 

' 1- - - - - - "I 

' 
;----'---· 

18 - - , - -· - - - .- - -.!. - - , - - -· 

' ' ' 
., 

1970 1979 1989 1901 1992 1983 1984. 

year 

-· Members 
CMca.n) 

Found~tion 
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While group format-ion culminated in 1980, membership was at its 

lowest point but grows considerably up to 1983. In 1984 

stagnation seems to set in with respect to group foundations as 

well as average membership. Membership development of the U. S. 

peace movement takes a similar course though membership reaches 

its lowest point in 1981. But in all, the development takes a 

more even course. 

Table 3: Membership in the U.S.A. (indexed to FRG) 

Average Members U.S. 
Peace Movement ··r ---------------------------

··~-------------------

Nc1nhers 28 l --------~~..: ----·_ ----
18---------------------------

•+-----+-----+-----4-----4-----~----~ 
1978 1979 1988 1981 1982 1983 1984 

This courve likewise exemplifies the more professional 

orientation of the U.S. peace movement although 

not be compared directly because the mode 

memberships can 

of membership 

participation is very different: While the West German peace 

movement recruits simply 'members', the U.S. peace movement has 

available volunteers, members apd people on the mailing lists. 

In summing up these exemplary data, it can be said that the u.s. 
peace movement has in fact achieved a higher degree of 

organizational professionalism and continuity and acts upon it, 

respectively. 

There is even harder evidence for this thesis as soon as the 

basic sample comparison is abandoned in favor of an 

organizational-structural approach. Following thoughts serve as 

an illustration: There are certain structural interrelations 

which have been noticed again and again. One of these finding is, 
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for instance, that at least in the initial phase, the degree of 

outside cooperation increases as the organization gets older. 

Now, if there exists such a positive relationship between the age 

of a country's organisation and their degree of cooperation with 

similar organizations, we shall assume that this country's 

organizations tend to exhibit conventional organizational 

structures. This is exactly what can be maintained with respect 

to the U.S. peace movement: Throughout we find a strong positive 

correlation between the organization's age and its degree of 

cooperation on various levels. This is not at all true for the 

German peace movement; there is even a slight negative 

relationship between these two factors. Thus the peace movements 

of the two countries exhibit completely different organizational 

structures. 

Now, the question is wether these different organizational forms 

also produce different outputs. Often, the system of action is 

viewed to be the central output of such a movement. The term 

'system of action' refers to the type of externally oriented 

actions that are carried out by the organization as well as to 

the continuance and frequency of these activities. Organizational 

efforts doubtlessly focus on the range of peace activities, and 

external attention centers around them as well. 

Looking at the wide range of activities that have been carried 

out, the first thing to comment on is that the U.S. peace 

movement performs some activities that either do not have a 

counterpart in the West German peace movementor are hardly ever 

performed by it. Some examples are canvassing, phone banking, 

talk shows. The following activities are relevant for both peace 

movements: leafletting, film/slide show, panel discussions, 

rallies, protest in silence, peace fasting, peace worship, 

occupation of buildings, blockade of military facilities and arms 

plant, traffic blockade. 

In accordance with the introductory 

the U.S. peace movement tends to 

thesis, it can be stated that 

carry out informative and 

intermediary activities, whereas the West German peace movement 

tends to engage in direct or coercive activities. The finding 

that panel discussions, film showings and worships are more 

important to the U.S. peace movement is highly significant. Both 
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attach about equal importance to peace fasting and protest in 

silence. 

Two reasons seem to account for this finding: on the one hand, 

intermediary activities require an organizational management of 

the kind that is more easily provided by semi-professional 

organizations. On the other hand, the bias concerning the 

utilization of means can be safely attributed to the 

possibilities and chances which lie in the particular political 

system. Canvassing, letterwriting campaigns, phone banking, etc . 

are probably adequate conventional means of political pressure 

and lobbying. Since the pressure extorted by the U. S. peace 

groups is concentrated on people rather than on parties, these 

activities have at least some prospect of succes. Within a 

political system organized around party politics, these 

activities would probably be ineffective - at least this seems to 

be the perception of the peace activists. Thus the peace 

movements of these countries are definitely 'children' of their 

political systems whose possibilities they utilize persistently. 

In addition to this evident output, another one which could be 

delineated as a mental output can be analyzed: I am referring to 

the demands the peace movements direct at themselves. There an 

underlying parallel of argumentation exists but there is also a 

bias through all demands. 

First, let us take a look at the following demands and the 

distribution of the answers: 
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Tables 4: Demands of the peace movements 

Table 4.1: "The peace movement should mobilize as many peaple as 
possible'' 

Country 

FRG USA 

INCLUDE MANY 
totally agree 

Count Percent 95.9% 81.0% 

agree 
Count Percent 2.0% 10.3% 

in between 
Count Percent 5.2% 

disagree 
Count Percent 2.0% 1.7% 

totally disagree 
Count Percent 1. 7% 

Table 4.2: "Within the unions and at work, the peace work should 
be intensified" 

Country 

FRG USA 

MORE AT WORK 
totally agree 

Count Percent 77.6% 52.6% 

agree 
Count Percent 12.2% 31.6% 

in between 
Count Percent 10.2% 12.3% 

disagree 
Count Percent 3.5% 
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Table 4.3: "The peace movement should strive for cooperation with 
all political groupings which consider themselves as 
part of the movement" 

Coun"try 

FRG USA 

COOP ALL POLIT 
totally agree 

Count Percent 67.3% 55.4% 

agree 
Count Percent 24.5% 14.3% 

in between 
Count Percent 6.1% 12.5% 

disagree 
Count Percent 7.1% 

totally disagree 
Count Percent 2.0% 10.7% 

The peace movements tend to take the same point of view. Although 

there is also some difference, this type of demands is likely to 

be part of the programmes of both peace movements. The claim to 

reach as many people as possible tends to be shared to a greater 

extend than the claim to extend peace work within the unions. The 

demand for cooperation with all political groupings of the 

movement finds less support in both countries. It is nonetheless 

noteworthy that the U.S. peace movement displays a more 

differentiated viewj)oint and does not voice demands as strongly 

as the West German, Maybe this is a further indication of the 
. ' 

professionalized character of the u.s. peace movement ? 

At last, let us examine wether peace groups perceive their work 

to be succesfull. Without question, succes consists of many 

elements and is not :restricted to the political goals disarmament 

and peace politics. Perception of succes was measured along 

various dimensions. 
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Tables 5: Perceptions of succes 

Table 5.1: "The peace movement has been very succesfull so far" 

Country 

FRG USA 

SUCCES 
totally agree 

Count Percent 27.1% 1. 7% 

agree 
Count Percent 43.8% 12.1% 

in between 
Count Percent 25.0% 48.3% 

disagree 
Count Percent 2.1% 34.5% 

totally disagree 
Count Percent 2.1% 3.4% 

Table 5. 2: "Arms issues, which used to be discussed and decided 
upon almost exclusively by experts such as politicians 
and the military, have now entered the consciousness 
of the broad population'' 

Country 

FRG USA 

BROAD POPULATION 
totally agree 

Count Percent 34.7% 29.3% 

agree 
Count Percent 49.0% 32.8% 

in between 
Count Percent 12.2% 25.9% 

disagree 
Count Percent 4.1% 10.3% 

totally disagree 
Count Percent 1. 7% 
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Table 5.3: "A broad coalition has developed: within the framework 
of the peace movement, groups holding different 
attitudes and ideologies have joined together" 

Country 

FRG USA 

COALITION 
totally agree 

Count Percent 28.6% 12.1% 

agree 
Count Percent 57.1% 29.3% 

in between 
Count Percent 14.3% 39.7% 

disagree 
Count Percent 17.2% 

totally disagree 
Count Percent 1.7% 

Table 5. 4: "The peace movement has remained independent from 
political parties'' 

Country 

FRG USA 

INDEPENDENT 
totally agree 

Count Percent 36.0% 8.6% 

agree 
~ount Percent 42.0% 41.4% 

in between 
Count Percent 20.0% 27.6% 

disagree 
Count Percent 2.0% 17.2% 

totally disagree 
Count Percent 5.2% 

It is obvious that there is a clear difference with respect to 
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the assessment of succes. First of all, the U.S. peace movement 

displays the same tendency that has discussed above: it shows a 

more differentiated assessment. Furthermore, the U.S. peace 

movement perceives its succes to be considerably lower than the 

West German. Both the assessment of the single dimensions and the 

attitude towards overall succes are significantly lower. This 

certainly does not have that much to do with the_ achievement of 

political goals, rather it seems to reflect the character of the 

West German peace movement as an institution of mental support 

which also serves to evaluate the idea of peace. The answer to 

the following question also reflects the more optimistic attitude 

of the West German peace movement: 

Table 6: "It is possible to convince the majority of the 
population of the peace movement's views" 

Country 

FRG USA 

CONVINCE MAJORITY 
totally agree 

Count Percent 32.7% 25.9% 

agree 
Count Percent 40.8% 25.9% 

in between 
Count Percent 18.4% 27.6% 

disagree 
Count Percent 8.2% 19.0% 

totally disagree 
Count Percent 1.7% 

The reaction of the West German peace movement is significantly 

more optimistic. This finding-clearly contrasts with the answer 

to the question wether activities should be temporarily stopped 

now in favor of increased discussion: 
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Table 7: "At this point, the peace movement should emphasize 
discussion rather than activities" 

Country 

FRG USA 

MORE DISCUSSION 
totally agree 

Count Percent 4.3% 3.5% 

agree 
Count Percent 27.7% 3.5% 

in betl~een 
Count Percent 17.0% 12.3% 

disagree 
Count Percent 27.7% 36.8% 

totally disagree 
Count Percent 23.4% 43.9% 

In spite 

work, the 

of the noticeable more optimistic evaluation of its 

West German 

often that this change 

peace movement states significantly more 

of course should be adopted. The question 

is wether this reflects a national characteristic - Germany being 

the country of poets and great thinkers - as opposed to being a 

nation of activists ? Or can this finding 

work in the 

be accounted for by 

FRG ? Maybe it also structural conditions of peace 

indicates that the work done by the West German peace movement is 

not so much aimed at political as it is at mental elements . 
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The aim of this paper is to give a look on the new peace movement which, as far 
as I can see, has not yet been given in the existing literature.' The specificity 
of this look is due to my double education as a political and as an adult 
educational scientist. Therefore, my approach can be qualified as the one of a 
political psychologist. It is an approach of someone who tries to understand how, 
why and what for people do personnally and politically commit themselves in the 
new peace movement. 

Of. course, this research interest cannot be isolated from more theoretical and 
philosophical questions which I also follow up. Those are the questions of the 
type and the nature of future political commitment within highly industrialized 
societies. 

My personal commitment is another reason why I want to better understand the 
type and the nature of modern political commitment. 

In a first chapter I will summarize the most important findings of a research I 
have conducted for at least four years now, and in which I have tried to make 
explicit how people under'i'tand their own personal/political commitemnt within the 
new peace movement. 

In a second chapter I will try to assess the position of the new peace movement 
concerning two questions, i.e. the question of the Euromissiles and the question 
of fear and anxiety. This assessment is to my opinion necessary in order to 
better understand the very nature of the new peace movement. 

In a third conclusive chapter I will then put this understanding into relation 
with the more general question of political commitment within highly 
industrialized societies. 

I--!Then·--····r··-r·atk---arout·--nl"'e "liter<:tture on the new peace move111ent- I exclusively 
refer to· books and to sone articles which's object is the new peace move~ent as 
one whole coherent phenoBenon (!;ee biblio-;~raphy). This e>:cludes in particular 
the huge <:tmounl of articles and paper~ dealin~ with a limited a~pect oj the new 
peace movement. 
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The empirical basis of this chapter is the above mentioned long term research 
which has recently lead to a PhD in political science. 2 One of its aims was to 
identify and to make explicit the main argumentations (why one should commit 
oneself for peace) which the new peace movement had used between 1980 and 
1984 in Europe and the United States. Methodologically I have exclusively worked 
on leaflets, texts, papers, books, etc. which the new peace movement has 
produced himself during its main activity years. 

Knowldege about the new peace movement (its history, its structure, its 
importance within a country, its impact on public opinion, etc.) was only used to 
assess the relative importance and weight of the different actors (which have 
produced the argumentations). 
Concretely, I first isolated the mairi critics and the main claimings and then 
tried to identify the argumentations which went along with them. I implied that 
these argumentations at the same time tell why and what for one commits oneself 
in the new peace movement. 

') ·-· 

Before presenting a certain amount of these argumentations, let me make some 

general observation pertaining to the identity of the new peace movement: this 1·· ~i {k,i 
movement is not only l}eterogeneous in what concern• its member organizations (\. · 
or its member groups, but also in what concerns its way of looking at the 

·problem. In fact, within the same movement, at least ten different, sometimes 
even contradictory argumentations do (pacifically?) coexist. Nine out of ten 
argumentations are completely international, and it is intersting to observe that 
the main distinction must be made between the United States on the one hand 
and Europe - East and West - on the other. 
Furthermore, none of the argumentations is specific to a structure, to an 
institution or to an organization. They are rather specific to d.ifferent ways of 
approaching the peace issue; in this sense we can talk of a feminist approach, of 
a leftist and trade-unionist approach, of a christian approach, of an· approach of 
ecologists, as well as of an approach of high ranked ex-NATO generals. In other'7 
words, argumentations are not produced by institutions, but by persons and l 
social groups. 
Out of these ten argumentations only one directly continues the traditional 
pacifist approach to peace and disarmament. The anti-nuclear argumentation 
instead, born with Hiroshima, is generally integrated. 
Let me now briefly summarize each of these ten main argumentations: 

0 
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First argumentation: power relations 
----·-~···~-----····---~- - -----··--·········----------·-·· 

This first argumentation does not focus on the dangers of the nuclear arms 
race, but on the decision· taken by a national government (in particular Italy) to 

implant the Euromissiles on its ground. 

3 

This decision - which is considered of capital importance for the future of Italy, 
of Europe and of the whole humankind - has been taken without consulting the 
concerned populations. As far as the government is involved in this decision, it 
is considered to have acted in a anti-democratic manner. As far as the ~ 
implantation has been imposed to a national government by the United States, 
these latter are considered as being imperialists. 

() 

Anti-democratism and imperialism are seen linked, so that the new peace -~ uWI'~·w.ov 
movement considers that its role is to restore democracy within the nation, as 

0 
.-kou 

well as to restore national sovereignty. The most adequate means to do this 
consists in mobilizing a maximum number of persons, be it through big 
demonstrations or through votes (referendum). The conception of political 
commitment is the one of challenging the government, i.e. the one of a power 
relation between on the one side those who decide (or who have already 
decided) about the question of life and death, and on the other side those who 

are suffering from these decisions. ~ V<\- """."-'\M re.....k\:;;11"' ~obQ..v, w..<J Ll.cl.kM ~~ \ 

~ l~'t ~~f.<. 

Also this second argumentation has mainly been found in Italy, but also among 
the west-german trade-union DGB. It is argued that war is the opposition not of 
peace but of development, whereas peace is essentially seen as the absence of 
war; and this absence of war is a necessary condition for development. On the 
other hand, development is considered as the main driving force behind peace, 
Consequently, war is considered being the result of social but even more 
economic injustice, ·an injustice which it in turn still furthers. The main injustice 
happens between the North and the South (overdevelopment versus 
underdevelopment), whereas the conflict between the East and the West is seen 
as the cause of this injustice. 

In other words, relations of cooperation and dialogue between East and West will 
help to bring about developement and more justice into the relations between 
the North and the South. Therefore, to oppose the arms race is a means to 
commit 01;1Eiself to fight poverty and injustice of the Third World. This 
argumentation, though marginal in the new peace movement, assigns a specific 
role to Europe; Europe is in the center of this argumentation, since it is Europe 
which has to deconnect from the other two superpowers (and from their blocs), 
and to link itself with the developing countries. 

This "emancipation of Europe" from the superpowers will go together with its 
commitment for peace and justice. 
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This argumentation actually is strictly limited to the level of international 
relations, so that in fact it does not consider other political actions than appeals 
to governments in order that they dialogue and cooperate among themselves. It 

is but a new version of the traditional pacifist argumentation. 

This is one of the most used argumentations within the new peace movement. It 
has its roots in the critic of the "equilibrium of deterrence" prevailing among 
the two superpowers. In reality, it is not so much the critic of the actual 
situation of deterrence, which puts the world into a state of terror, than rather 
the critic of the underlying logic of deterrence. This logic pretends that the 
permanent threat of war is an absolutely necessary condition for the 
maintainance of peace. And this logic of deterrence is so to say an 
institutionalized version of the distrust between the two superpowers, as well as 
of modern nuclear technologies. It is thereofore this logic of deterrence which is 
considered being responsable for. the nillilea;·arms race, as it is going on since 
the second World War. 

In oposition to most of the other argumentations, this one sees the Euromissiles 
and their implantation as being a logical continuation, rather than a rupture, of 
this logic of deterrence. Therefore the aim of the new peacJB..~?rement is to 
disrupt the logic of deterrence, ""WI \A~ 1'-"W\O'W S 

On a technological and domestic level this could be done through putting up a 
non-aggressive defense (which can range from a non-defensive military 
technology (swiss model) to social defense). On a political and international level 
this breaking down of the logic of deterrence can best be achieved through 
diplomacy. In fact, enhancing a climate of confidence is seen as being a first 
and necessary step towards the disruption of the logic of deterrence. Like the 
previous argumentation, this one also sees its main action on the level of the 
international political climate; here too, the political commitment mainly takes the 
form of pressure put on ~he two superpowers, and mostly on NATO, in order 
that they dialogue in a climate of mutual confidence (for example through 
declarations and unilateral actions like: "No first use", stopping nuclear testing, 
non-implantation of Euromissiles, etc.). 

I have found this forth argumentation mainly in West Germany, in the 
Netherlands, as well as among the "Generals for Peace and Disarmament". It's 
main point is the critics of the Reagan administration, which is accused of 
preparing a nuclear first strike againts the Soviet Union. On the technological 
level, this preparation takes the form of a "first strike capability", whereas on 
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the strategic-doctrinal level it takes the form of the idea of "decapitation" of 
the USSR. This strategic doctrine actually means a rupture with the traditional 

logic of deterrence. 

Moreover, this argumentation pretends that the United States do prepare a 
limited nuclear war which is planned to take place on european ground; in other 
words, Europe would become the battlefield of the two superpowers. This also 
means that Europe can no longer be considered as being protected by the USA 
and ·by the NATO, since it is used by the latter as an (american) nuclear 
platform in order to threaten and to attack the USSR. To be available for this 
aim, the United States not only have to hide their plans from the europeans 
(citizens and governments), but they have to undertake a vast public relatc·ons 
campaign, in order to manipulate the european public opinion (so that the 

europeans accept to be the future victims of a nuclear ~ar). t'\<QA.Mp~t·ot., \\,;o-TUifl1/l.r 
. Ill+~ tvi&!t &~ 1Wt- ~"'--&' 

It is precisely at this level that the new peace movement sees its main task: it (?.i+{ltl 
feels that it has to inform the population and the governments of Europe, so ~pt.tfu_t-M 

that they become conscious of what is really at stake (preparation of a limited 'w;" vou _., 
11\)~(., 

nuclear war in Europe), and that they become conscious of the real dangers of 0 ~ -

the Euromissile-implantation ("to die for the United States"), 

In other words, the new peace movement sees its role as the one of a counter
expert; this means counter-expertise to the population so that, on the basis of 
solid information, it can put pressure on the european governements, but it also 
means counter-expertise to the governments themselves. After having become 
conscious of the dangers and the stakes of the Euromissile-implantation, the 
europeans of the West, governments and citizens, should do everything to 
extract themselves from the american strategy of decapitation. 

F~!th -~.!P:~!!!.~!.ltation: ~~~:r.~-~de~haf.Jen. __ ~~-~- Waff_~n·: 
("To further peace without arms") 

I reduce here this fifth argumentation to its basic "skeleton", as I have mainly 
identified it in Western Germany. But as such it can also be found more 
generally within christian. grassroots movements, within non-violent movements, 
as well .as with the "Women for Peace". This argumentation takes its point of 
departure from the assertions that the actual situation is extremely dangerous, 
that a limited or global nuclear war is inevitable in the long term and that the 
individual and collective death (due to a nuclear war) is (almost) certain. In 
fact, these assertions are neither the result of evaluation of the state of 
international relations, nor the result of an analysis of the strategical doctrines, 
nor the result of a thorough study of modern military technology, The basis of 
this argumentation is instead the legitimate fear of the individuals for their own 
survival and for the survival of Humanity. Considering that the continuation of 
the actual arms race leads, according to this argumentation, directly to suicide, 
only a radical unilateral step· towards disarmament might eventually be an 
outcome. 



The argumentation which is used here is neither technical, nor political, but 
purely moral, religious or ethical, since even the slightest chance for survival 
(through unilateral disarmament) is to prefer to a death which is certain. For 
the biggest part of the supporters of this argumentation, governments and 
politicians are part of this dangerous arms race, so that they and their 
commitment for disarmament cannot be trusted in. 

It is therefore considered that each individual which is conscious of the 
dangers, has to take responsibility and to act consequently. In other words, the 
taking in charge of unilateral disarmament by everyone is a question of 
survival. This argumentation then leads to a "grass-roots" type of political 
commitment (blocades, occupations, local nuclear free zones, etc.). 

~i?th.-~.!l'~_!lle_ntation_£__~~t1s!Jruch aus dem Irrenhaus" 
("Escape from the mental hospital") 

This sixth argumentation cannot really be considered as being an autonomous 
one, since it is a combination of the fourth argumentation ("Europe as the future 
battlefield of the superpowers"), the fifth argumentation ("Further peace without 
arms") and the eighth argumentation ("European Nuclear Disarmament"), 

This original combination allows it to specify the critic of the governments and 
the political system, as well as the concrete claimings, i.e. a denuclearized and 
more generally demilitariazed unified Europe (East rind West) on the basis of 
individual concern and personal/political commitment. 

This seventh argumentation was mainly identified in Great Britain around the 
CND; it can be linked to the critics formulated in the third ("Logic of 
deterrence") and the fourth argumentation ("Europe as the future battlefield of 
the superpowers"), 

Compared to the two latter ones, this argumentation deepens the analysis of the 
arms race, which is no more seen as the cause of the problem, but rather as a 
symptom of a more generally "sick" society. E.P. Thompson has coined the 
concept of "exterminism" to describe the inevitable process towards extermination 
which the industrial civilization is engaged in. This is a process on which 
politics do no longer have any control, since they are themselves part of the 
problem. On can therefore talk of an "erosion of politics", which is parallel to 
the progression of exterminism. 

Like the fifth argumentation ("Further peace without arms"), this argumentation 
leads to the conclusion that politics have to be reconquered by the person and 
by its own responsibilization (popular sovereignty). It considers that the 
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political commitment has to start on a local level and - like the fifth and sixth 
argumentation - through personal consciousness rising, as well as through other 

educational processes, 

This eighth argumentation, which is certainly among the most spread in western 
and eastern Europe, can be found explicitly in the first phase (until 1983) of the 
END-campaign (which has been perverted afterwards). It takes its start in the 
statement that Europe is destined to become the future battlefield of the two 
superpowers (fourth argumentation). But compared to the previous seventh 
argumentation, this is not the result of an inevitable exterminist process, but 
rather the consequence of the logic of deterrence, of the Cold War and of the 
existence of the two military blocs (third argumentation). According to this 
argumentation, the arms race which will lead to a nuclear war in Europe, 
exclusively happens between the two superpowers and Europe is so to say its 
victim. Stopping the arms race certainly means a rupture of the logic of 
deterrence, but furthermore also an overcoming of the separation of Europe into 
two blocs. This idea of Europe as a third force or a third way was already 
found in the second argumentation; but in opposition to this one, the eighth 
argumentation does not think of an Europe of Nation-States and governments, 
since they actually owe their existence to the two superpowers and since they 
are therefore completely submissive to them. Instead, this "United Europe" 
should ·be built by the european people from the East and the West, which are 
united and joint in their geography, their history and their common culture. 
Like in the seventh argumentation, the commitment for peace has therefore to 
come from the people at the grass-roots level, through autonomous movements 
within each european country ("Detente from below"), 

Nevertheless, this conception of political commitment is less anti-institutional, 
than it is the case of the fifth, the sixth and the seventh argumentation. One 
can say that this eighth argumentation, more than any other 0ne, joins together 
a certain amount of different argumentations, which, in part, explains its 
popularity. 

Nip.th argu~entatio!_l: "Freeze!" 

I have analyzed the US Freeze campaign as being first of all a movement, and 
only in the second place an appeal to freeze the nuclear arms race. As a 
movement, it represents the convergence of a multitude of mainly grass-roots 
groups which act essentially on a local level. Progressively "Freeze" has been 
taken in charge by american political personalities; it then concentrated on a 
precise claiming, i.e. the freeze of testing, producing and deploying nuclear 
arms. The point of departure of the american Freeze is nevertheless the same as 
is the case in Europe, which is the reaction against a new stept in the nuclear 
arms race. It is a step which is mainly marked by the appearance of a new 
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military technology, allowing a first strike and therefore inciting a strategy of 
attack or decapitation. Freeze considers that it is this new step of the arms race 
(and not for example the arrris race's exterminist drive) which is particularly 
dangerous, and which will lead quasi inevitably to a nuclear catastrophy. 

Confronted to the choice of life and death, no political nor ideological 
consideration is no longer valuable: to commit oneself for a Freeze becomes an 
ethical and moral obligation. In opposition to the fifth argumentation ("Further 
peace without arms"), which from the point of view of the type of commitment is 
certainly closest to it, Freeze only considers this last stage of the nuclear arms 
race as being dangerous; that's why it "only" claims a nuclear freeze and not a 
unilateral and total disarmament. In other words, traditional deterrence is 
considered as having worked, and it has therefore to be maintained, if not 
restored. As said before, the conception of political commitment which goes along 
with this argumentation is neither openly anti-institutional, nor a simple appeal 
to the governments. It is particular to this american conception of democracy 
where politicians are seen as human persons with ethical and moral judgments. 
In this conception of democracy, non-violent resistance and civil disobedience 
are not considered in contradiction with the more traditional political commitment 
of voting and electing. 

This is the only argumentation which explicitly links the new peace movement to 
the anti-nuclear movements of the end of the fifties and the beginning of the 
sixties. I have in particular identified this argumentation among the "Physicians 
for Social Responsability", but it can also be found among a certain number of 
other "concerned" scientists, who are personnally committed to peace and 
disarmament. 

In this argumentation, the point of departure is not the one of observing a new 
stage of the nuclear arms race, but the scientific analysis (since the fifties) and 
the more and more solid scientific evidence of the consequences of nuclear 
energy (civil and military), 

It is argued that in the least case of nuclear conflict or accident, modern 
medicine will not be able to help the population. And it is on the basis of this 
statement - and on the basis of an ethical choice in favor· of life -, and not on 
the basis of a rational argumentation, that the opposition to the nuclear arms 
race is justified. This tenth argumentation also pretends that the truth about 
the dangers of nuclear energy is deliberately hidden from the public by the 
governments; it is therefore the task of the scientists to inform the population 
and to figure as counter-experts. At the same time, the scientists and in 
particular the medical profession should become more independent from the 
governments, since the medical or scientific point of view is not anymore the 
same as the political one. This is, to my opinion, another version of the same 
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anti-institutional conception of political commitment as it can be found in the 
fifth, the sixth and the seventh argumentation. 

In what concerns research on the new peace movement, I am of the oprmon that 
it is necessary to go beyond the simple description of specific groups committed 
to peace and the description of their structure or their functioning. It is also 
necessary to find a deeper understanding of the new peace movement than it 
·can be obtained when one sticks to the study of its impact on puolicopinion, on 
political parties or on national governments. Actual writings on the new peace 
movement unfortunately remain either highly descriptive or extremely ideological, 
which is of course linked to the passionate nature of the issue. 
It is nevertheless to be hoped that research on the new peace movement will 
lead to a more analytical understanding of the very nature of the new peace 
movement. 

In this chapter I want to show how my approach of the new peace movement's 
main argumentations can at least be a first step towards such a understanding, 
Let me concentrate on two aspects which to my opinion are particularly helpfull 
in understanding the new peace movement, i.e. the aspect of the Euromissiles on 
the one hand and the aspect of fear and anxiety on the other. 

The fact that the new peace movement is born at the same time as the 
implantation of the Euromissiles took place in Europe has brought some 
researchers, some writers and many journalists to state that it exclusively is an 
opposition movement to Euromissiles, which it of course also is. Nevertheless, one 
can oppose the same Euromissiles for many very different reasons. Despite its 
psycho-political obviousness, the people who have studied the new peace 
movement, once they had identified its main claimings or slogans, remained stuck 
to this reality. 
If they were sympathetic .to the movement, they then tried to identify the 
concrete proposals or a~ternatives, they tried to assess the seriousness or the 
feasability of these proposals or they tried .to estimate the efficiency or the 
chances of success of these proposals. Others concentrated on the rationality of 
the protest or tried to make it more rational. 
If the people who studied the new peace movement were rather hostile to it, 
then they for example tried to point out whether the claimings or the proposals 
were realistic. Others wanted to assess the implications of the new peace 
movement's protest on the planned deployment schedule, on the Atlantic Alliance, 
on the defense of Europe or simply on the security of the United States. Very 
probably, the aim of most of the studies concerning the impact of the new peace 
movement on public opinion was only to assess its eventual impact in the 
deployment schedule. 



Most of the studies written about the new peace movement, including the main 
slogans of the new peace movement itself, give the impression that this 
movement was only interested in fighting the Euromissiles. I will challenge this 
assertion on the basis of the argumentations I have identified within the new 
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peace movement. If one looks at these argumentations, one can see that the 
Euromissiles do not actually occupy the place which is generally attributed to 

~~~ 
· .. &A ~~-~\t_-Q_ them. This can be explained through the fact that, even if the new peace fi~t""'· · 

movement has been set in motion by the Euromissiles, it has, during its 
1 t ~ 

commitment, undergone a process of "consciousness rising", or rather a process ~~ \ 
of formation of its argumentations. At least for some argumentations this is some ~ ' 
kind of educational or formative process, within which the new peace movement 
has elaborated its specific argumentations by integrating the question of the 
Euromissiles into a more general scheme of comprehension. 

The ten argumentations are then but ten different ways to integrate the 
Euromissile-question into such a more general scheme of comprehension; it is 
this mechanism of integration which explains why, in each of these 
argumentations, the Euromissiles do not appear anymore as being an isolated 
problem. 

I do not want to go systematically over all the ten argumentations; I will just 
summarize here the four main different (stakes as they exist within the new 
peace movement), as well as their relation to the Euromissi!es. 

The first stake is the one of the Reagan adiministration in particular and of the 
United States in general; they are said to prepare, through NATO, a nuclear 
first strike or attack against the USSR, which's battlefield will be Europe. What 
is at stake here are politicians and political administrations. The Euromissiles) ~ 

and their implantation is not a problem in itself, but part of a more general (),~ •.Jl,-1-

problem of irresponsible political leaders and extremely dangerous strategic wl0, .. ~~ 
--~-t I doctrines. w; '11'-'\'l}JM- ' 

The second stake is the one of international relations, i.e. more concretely the 
stake of conflictual relations between the United States and the USSR. These 
conflictual relations, due to distrust and deterrence (which are mutually 
reinforcing) strengthen the logic of the two blocs and therefore accelerate the 
arms race, Here the Euromissiless are not a problem in themselves either, but 
they are part of a more" general problem of (conflictual) relations among nation
states. 

The third stake is pertaining to nuclear energy (civil and military) which is 
seen as being a problem in itself. Here, the specificity of the Euromissiles 
disappears, since they are just one more (quantitative) step towards nuclear 
catastrophy. The only qualitative change stems back to Hiroshima and the 

. invention of the atomic bomb. In other words, the Euromissiles are just another 
occasion to bring the same (old) nuclear issue on the table. 
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The fourth stake is the one of the dynamics of militarization and exterminism, 
which will inevitably lead to a catstrophy. The Euromissiles do not qualitatively 
change neither the nature of militarization nor the exterminist process; they are 
just one milestone more on the already very marked "road to Armaggedon". In 
other words, like above the Euromissile-debate is just another occasion to 
remind the people of the exterminist dynamics the industrialized civilization is 
engaged in. The nuclear issue mentioned above can be considered as being one 
single aspect of this exterminist process. 

On the basis of these four stakes one can distinguish between two different 
roles the Euromissiles· are playing within the argumentations of the new peace 
movement. 

Within the two first stakes the Euromissiles do have a certain role to play since 
their non-implantation would have a certain effect on the stakes in question: it 
would either mean a sign of goodwill towards the USSR (which in turn probably 
would improve the relations between the USA and the USSR), or a first step 
away from aggressive strategic doctrines (which also can improve the relations 
between the USA and the USSR), or both. In other words, the effects of the 
non-implantation are seen as purely political; here the Euromissiles-debate 
becomes a political one. The problems - as they are defined by the 
corresponding argumentations - can and must be solved on a political level 
(negociations, elections of new politicians, confidence building measures, etc.). 
Those two stakes also see the problem in a very limited and particularly time
limited manner. One has to ask whether the new peace movement really had the 
capacity to play a certain role on this political level within such a short time; 
this might be somehow in contradiction with the way these argumentations of the 
new peace movement conceive the problem. 

In the last two stakes, the Euromissiles do not play a significant role at all; 
they are in fact an "excuse" to bring up more fundamental and more dynamic 
questions, such as nuclearization, militarization, exterminism, etc. Compared to 
the last two stakes, these are not primarily political questions, since they are 
pertaining to the process of industrial civilization, of which politics is only an 
element. In other words, these stakes and the problems which go along with 
them cannot be solved on, a purely political level; to my opinion, this is rather a 
cultural issue. At least a part of the new peace movement, which has defined the 
stakes in this manner has also ·elaborated some adequate ways of (cultural) 
action, such as local nuclear free zones or other kinds of educational activities. 

.1..1 

_Summing up, one can say that within the same new peace movement there are ~ 
those for whom the Euromissiles play a certain role; they define the problem as) Tl1f. \lvt · 
being political in the traditional sense and they see their action as having to be)· 
a political one; at the same time, they probably didn't have the means to tackle 
with such a highly political problem. · 
On the other hand there are those whose problem is the dynamics and the 
exterminist drive of a civilization; for them the Euromissi!es are hardly more 
than an occasion to remind one of the existence of this drive. They define the 



problem as being a cultural one, (western industrialzed culture), and that's why 
the Euromissile-debate - which through the media has become a political debate 
- does not completely fit into their· scheme of looking at the problem. 

It would be interesting to push this internal contradiction within the same new 
peace movement further; one could for example explore the hypothesis of holding 
this contradiction at least partly responsible for a certain "failure" of the new 
peace movement, since this is, to my opinion, a contradiction between two 
radically different ways of looking at the problem, which in turn determine two 
different types of political commitment.' 

-----
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'1... If it is -z:;ot in priority the Euromissiles, what then has mobilized the new peace 
movement? What are the psycho-political forces which have made it one of the 
strongest movements since the Second World War? 
It is interesting to go back to the debates which were taking place between 1981 
and 1983; at that time almos.t every writer who was hostile to the new peace 
movement had reproached its way of mobilizing people through anxiety and 
fear.• Unfortunately, noone who was sympathetic to the movement, and in 
particular no peace researcher, has taken the time to seriously discuss this 
assertion. The fact that research on the new peace movement has, as far as now, 
not wanted to open this debate, is to my opinion an interesting observation in 
itself. And this is even more astonishing, knowing that a part of the new peace 
movement (in particular the fifth and sixth argumentation) explicitely talks of 
fear: people supporting these argumentations say to be afraid of a future 
nuclear war, and that for them this fear is already in itself a sufficient reason. 
to oppose Euromissiles and the nuclear arms race. In other argumentations, this 
same idea is more implicit. 
Let me now try to see from the way the new peace movement argues what role it 
actually assigns to anxiety and to fear. \...,;,+ ""- ~Uv..~..,;f 

Therefore I have to go back to the ten argumentations the new peace movement 
uses in order to justify to itself and to explain to others how, why and what for 
it acts as it does. Within ~hese ten argumentations, we can again identify four 
ways of argueing, corresponding to the fours stakes mentioned above. 

The first stake was the one of president Reagan and its administration, but more 
generally the one of the politicians. The new peace movement reproaches to them 

··not' to be reasonable (although they might be rational), and· wants reason to 
return to politics. The type of argumentation used is some kind of commen 

:r·-y-~;-c;···--··-c-o-n-·f"fTCt_be_t'W··e.-e .. n·· two different conceptions of political comu1itment and 
political action was verified in ~any european countrie~ (in particular in Uest 
Germ~ny and in Italy) between the supporters of grass-roots actions and those 
who were in favor of more centralized political actions (big manifestation~). 

q The french writers - seeing themselves as the watchdogs of rationalism - were 
p~rticul~rly ~~g~r in this field, ~5 this is ~hown by the huge ~mount of french 
liter~ture wh1ch trie~ to prove th~t the new (f~r the~ m~inly german) peace 
m~vement i5 from the emotion~! p~int of view comp~rable to th~ e~ergence of 
n ~ :r i s Kr , 
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sense,. stating that in the modern world the capitalist and the communist world 
view have to coexist, and that it is therefore more reasonable to have peaceful 
·relations with the USSR. 

The second stake was the one of the international order and the bloc logic. Here 
-1 the new peace movement argues in a highly rational way, stating that 

lo international relations based on deterrence and mutual distrust not only are 
unreasonable, but that they are also irrational. It sees this irrationality for 
example in the economic and social costs of the arms race within one country, 
but also in the growing gap between overdevelopfed and underdevelop¥ed 
nations. In other words, this type of argumentation not only wants reason but 
also rationality to turn back to politics. 

The third stake is the nuclear one, i.e., as we said, one aspect of the exterminist 
drive. Those who concentrate on this stake argue that even if, in the short 
term, nuclear arms may be politically et strategically rational, it is ethically and 
morally reprovable to go on with nuclear energy (civil and military). Even 
though the argumentation on this issue has become more and more rational in 
the last years, it is nevertheless based, in the last analysis, on a (personal) 
moral and/or ethical choice for life. 

The last stake is the arms race's dynamics or exterminist drive, which, as a 
drive, will lead to a catastrophy. Here it is argued that this drive makes one 
afraid, and that this fear is fully legitimate. Rational arguments or reasonable 
discourses are assimilated by this type of argumentation to the political system, 
which is itself seen as a part of the exterminist dynamics. Those who call upon 
this type of argumentation use other arguments than rational or reasonable ones 
in order to justify their commitment for peace: professionals (like physicians or 
physicists) invoke for example the ethics of their profession (the ethics of life), 
whereas others (for example grass-root christians or "Women for Peace") invoke 
some kind of moral decision or moral choice ("Status confessionis") which's roots 
are beyond rationality or reason. 

On this question of anxiety or fear, we can now distinguish two types of 
argumentations why to mobilize for peace: 
On the one hand there ar~ those who are mobilized by the fear of some kind of 
irrational or irresponsble political actor or action; their argumentation is rational 
and reasonable, without· often asking themselves, whether the political system 
they adress is able to hear this argumentation. They are actually afraid of the 
absence of reason and want enlightment (i.e. the project of modernity) to be 
(finally) realized in politics. For them, the only guarantee for survival is more 
rationality and more reason. 

1:3 

On the other hand there are those who are mobilized by fear because of fear; fl 
they hold rationality responsible for the exterminist dynamics and are precisely ( · 
afraid that this type of rationality will continue. Their type of argumentation 
and their commitment are rooted in moral or ethical choices, which do not have 
to be rationally or reasonably argued. In other words, they call in their 



commitment upon a spiritual and/or religious dimension; therefore, more reason 
and more rationa.Jity will not automatically make them feel more safe. 5 Very 
probably, these people do not want the process of enlightment (nor the 
corresponding project of modernity) to continue, but they would prefer other 
values than rationality and reason to (re)orientate the future of our societies. 

The persons who wrote about the new ·peace movement and who were hostile to 
it, have always behaved as if this movement was only composed of supporters 
who refer to this second type of argumentation. On the other hand, those who 
were sympathetic to the new peace movement, were always behaving as if this 
movement was only composed of people using the first type of rational 
argumentations. 

Let me now sum up this second chapter: within the same new peace movement 
there do exist two main tendencies, for which the stakes, the types of 
argumentation and the social basis from which they recruit are different. 

For the first tendency the stakes are of political (domestic and international) 
nature and the argumentations used always refer to rationality and reason. 
People who belong to this tendency usually come from or do sympathize with 
political parties (mainly from the left) and/or trade-unions; but they may also be 
military men (NATO generals), scientists or traditional pacifists. 

For the second tendency the stakes refer to the question of life and death (in 
particular to the question of the "second death" of Jonathan Schell) and the 
type of "argumentation" used refers to ethica.J, to mora.1 and therefore to 
spiritua.1 and/or religious dimensions. The supporters of this second tendency 
may belong to the "Women for Peace", to christian and green grass-roots 
movements, but they may also be scientists who are invoking the ethical 
dimension of their profession. 

Referring to the famous distinction within the West German Green Party, one 

.1A 

could call the first tendency the rea.Jist one, whereas the second tendency would ~~ ..... In 7_ 

be the fundamentalist one. It is generally known that these two tendencies have lf"""IX.J"<- -
a very conflictual relation,; and this can be verified within the new peace 
movement in a certain amount of debates which have been taking place. 

On the basis of this analysis of the new peace .movement's argumentations one 
could be tempted to forecast its future: unless there is a new concrete problem 
coming up and which can be translated into a political debate (like it was the 
case of the implantation of the Euromissiles, and like it might be the case of 
SDI), the realist tendency of the new peace movement will either fall asleep or ;,t" w~t 
disappear. The fundamenta.Jist tendency· instead is and will not be negatively ~OM'- ~~ 

affected by the implantation of the Euromissiles or other ?Vents of this type. o:L;....._T~ 
. lliil"' ~ kt n Wv\- vl J.k (}j; UAik d.M, ! 
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opinion ~ link between a certain analysi' of hi~hlY indu~trtalized ~octeties' 
dynamics on the one hand and the reefflergence of spiritualis~ and religions on 
the other. 
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This prediction is confirmed by recent observation of the growth of grass-roots~ 
movements and grass-roots actions; "Women for Peace", christian grass-roots 

groups or groups of scientist groups have been growing ever since the 14 1~ implantation of the Euromissiles. u·· ' 

Let me now, in a conclusive chapter, try to assess the consequences of what has 
been said as far as now onto the future of politics and of political commitment in 
highly industrialzed societies. 

It is true that the distinction between a realist and a fundamentalist type of 
political commitment have appeared with the green movement and not with the 

' new peace movement. But this distinction has never been empirically assessed 
and theoretically reflected. This study of how, why and what for people commit 
themselves in the new peace movement might advance us also on this theoretical 
level. 

Concretely, I will take the two main tendencies of the new peace movement as I 
have identified them before and then show how they relate to politicas. 

It appears that the first, realist, tendency has a traditional conception of 
politics: politics are the one and only means of solving the problems this 
tendency has identified itself, i.e. the problems of politicians, of political 
priorities (policies), of conflict resolutions between nation-states, etc. The 
relation to politics is therefore a traditional one too: people supporting this 
tendency believe in the political system and in political institutions ·(for example 
in parties, in administrations, in courts, etc.), as well as in their capacities to 
solve the identified problems. The way to commit oneself personnally for peace 
consequently passes through traditional political institutions and procedures, like 
voting, electing, collecting signatures, informing the public, putting pressure on 
politicians, counter-expertising, negociating, etc. Summing up, one can say that 
this realist tendency of the new peace movement has a highly coherent 
conception: the stakes it has identified were of political nature and specific to 
the Euromissile-debate. The answers to these questions are also seen in ., 

traditional political means. One can ask here whether traditional politics is an 
adequate means to tackle with problems such as Euromissiles (not to talk about 
the arms race). 

The second, fundamentalist, tendency within the new peace movement is just the 
opposite: it uses the Euromissile-debate to bring up stakes which are not at all 
specific to this debate, and it recurs, in order to do so, on a completely new 
way of political commitment. This new way is the result of a new conception of 
"politics", which can be caracterized as follows: first, politics is responsible for 
the actual situation, as well as for the exterminist dynamics the industrial 
civilization is engaged in; it is therefore part of the problem and not part of the 
solution. Second, being part of the problem, politics is declared unable to find 
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solutions; in other words7 traditional politics is unable to act in favor of peace 
and disarmament. Consequently, the power of politics and politicians shall not be 
increased but reduced. FundamentaJists actually do not believe anymore in 
politics, political institutions and politicians to find a solution to the arms race 
and to exterminism. Their concrete commitment is based on the following three 
premises: 
- The worsening of the situation, which will lead to nuclear annihilation, seems 
to them inevitable; their commitment is therefore based on despair. 
- It is today impossible to find a ready-made solution to the fundamental 
problem of exterminism; the required change has to be radical and fundamental, 
and it has therefore to start with each person. 
- Since politics is part of the problem, fundamentalists refuse to take power at 
any level, and this is certainly one of the most radical transformations in 
western history. 

The "political" commitment of fundamentalists is therefore personal, pragmatic, 
local and human. One can give as examples local blocades, the creation of local 
nuclear free zones, peace camps, but also all kind of community educational 
activities happening in small groups and on a local level. The main aim of this 

·type of commitment is the (trans-)formation of the person according to the 
Green-CND slogan: "The personal is political!" 

Not only does the fundamentalist tendency of the new peace movement have 
nothing to do anymore with party politics, but considering the current theories 
on social and political movements, it is to my opinion not even sure anymore 

~ 
whether it still can be called a "movement". In fact, the main actually existing 
theories of social or political movements (Touraine, Habermas, Inglehart) do not 
foresee a movement which refuses to believe in traditional politics and political 
solutions. 

For me as a peace researcher there remains one big question which the 
fundamentalist tendency of the new peace movement intuitively already has 
answered: "Can the goals of peace be advanced by active participation in 

electoral campaigns?"• 
Unable to have an answer at this stage of my research, I must nevertheless 
point out that people beh~ve and will behave politically and more generally in a 
way which is coherent with their analysis and their argumentation: if they do 
not believe in politics ahd political solutions, they try to elaborate new ways of 
"political" commitment and "political" actions. That's why the aim of my paper 
was to understand and to make explicit how people committed in the new peace 
movement understand and analyze the actual situation. 
Let me conclude that - unless there's a radical change in the dynamics of our 

1 highly industrialized societies - the fundamentalist understanding of the problem 
land therefore the fundamentalist "political" commitment will very probably but 
0 increase. In other words and to my opinion, the so. called "failure" of the new 

~ 
6--,rilT·;----·q-iJ"i"'S"t-r~T~~-n~lated by t~.nalo·JY from the green m(1vem~nt, where this 
debate ha5 already been going on for a longer li~e. See: Martin SRIAH, 
"Environmental I se and electoral ism·, in The Ecologist_, Vol.l4., Ho.3, 1984, 
pp,lll)-118 
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peace movement, not being able to prevent the implantation of the Euromissiles, 
has actually furthered fundamentalism within and outside the new peace . IM? ni~f ~ 
movement. ~ · b• O, ~n I 
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Nils Fetter Gleditsch: 

THE RISE AND FALL OF THE NEW PEACE MOVEMENT 

1. Rise and fall? 

By now it should be obvious to dispassionate as well as passionate 

observers that the 'new' peace movement which arose in Western 

Europe in the late 1970s is declining, or even dying. 

In the heyday of the movement hundreds of thousands of 

demonstrators could be called into the str~ets in opposition to 

the neutron bomb or NATO's double-track decision of 1979. Today, 

the demonstrations are fewer, artd smaller. 

The situation is quite parallel to vrhat happened in the 1960s: 

The late 1950s and early 1960s was a very active period of nuclear 

protest, particularly on the issue of radio-active fall-out. By 

the mid-1960s this campaign was dead, or reduced to a fraction of 

its original size. 

The nuclear activism around 1960 seemed to end in a victory: 

the signing of the Partial Test Ban Treaty. We know now that 

the PTB was an early sign of political detente and an important 

environmental measure, but that it had little direct impact on the 

arms race. But this was not obvious at the time. The nuclear 

activism 

defeat: 

of 

the 

the late 1970s and early 1980s 

Ground-Launched Cruise Missiles 

ende<'l in 

(GLCMs) 

apparent 

and the 

Pershing II were deployed, and this did intensify, at least for a 

while, the race in intermediate-range nuclear delivery vehicles.In 

retrospect, the defeat of 1983 may be as unreal as the victory of 

1963: it is questionable whether the progress in the disarmament 

negotiations in 1986-87 would have occurred without the widespread 

moral revulsion against the nuclear arms race cha111pi011(:~<1 primarily 

P by the 'new' peace movement. In a sense, the movement has won the 

war, even if it seemed to lose all the major battles. 
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the question" of victory or defeat 

that this type of social movement is 

who think that the effects of 

beneficial, might profitably devote 

makes 

bound 

peace 

some 

thought to how the peaks of the protest can be used to strengthen 

the influence of the move1nent' s ideas. 

2. The peace movement as a protest movement 

A protest 

social ill 

movement is an ad hoc movement organised 

or government policy which the members 

against 

oppose. 

some 

Such 

movement may develop a very broad political platform, as did the 

labor movement, and may even form the basis of a political party. 

This gives a permanence to the movement, but it also undermines 

the clarity and simplicity of its message. If the party is to gain 

political influence, it must be l'lilling to compromise. Virtually 

no political position can be sacred. For a protest movement, on 

the other hand, certain principles can never be compromised, 

because they form the essence of the organization. 

If the social ill is present on a long-term basis and impinges 

people's daily life, a more or less permanent existence may be ., 'V"\1"' on 
possible for t!le protest movement, too. Alcoholism, drug abuse, 

discrimination against women or racial minorities, are such issues 

in the West. The daily work of alleviating the consequences of the 

social ills, and converting the individual, makes participation in 

such a movement meaningful, even in the absence of major political 

breakthroughs. 

War is obviously a major social ill. From time to time it will 

impinge on people's daily life, \<then a war takes place on one's 

own territory or when large numbers of soldiers are sent to 

Vietnam or Afghanistan and thousands get killed or wounded. 

\ 

While wars may generate opposition, they tend more 

to arouse patriotism. Peace movements have therefore 

declined, or even evaporated, in the escalation to war. 

frequently 

generally l 
World War o 

I is a classic example, the Falklands war a more recent one. The 
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more serious a war, the stronger the pressure for conformity. The 

emergence of a strong peace movement is more likely to be 

triggered by intervention in some remote area, where defeat would 

not threaten the mother country. When such interventions become 

protracted, peace sentiments may gain temporary allies among those 

who would primarily have favored a quick and easy military 

victory. A costly Vietnam or Afghanistan campaign is a better 

target for a peace movement than a Grenada or Czechoslovakia-type 

invasion. 

The arms race is also a social ill. It impinges on daily life 

in the sense that the resources consumed by arms could have been 

put to other, more constructive uses. 'One tank equals x hospital 

beds' is a well-known slogan. However, in peacetime few countries 

spend so much on the armed forces that it becomes a major social 

problem. In Western Europe, this may have been the case during the 

rapid military build-up after the outbreak of the Korean war, but 

a great deal of this build-up was financed by the US, directly or 

indirectly. Today, most NATO countries spend around 3% of the 

Gross Domestic Product on arms, a figure which is not increasing. 

Military spending as a share of total public expenditure is in 

decline. A lot could be done with the military spending if 

diverted to health programs or education. But the military 

establishment does not get the 'lion's share', and there is Il<' 

obvious linkage to any particular cause if the money was released 

through disarmament. Hence, a moderate arms race as such provides 

~oar target for a long term socjal movement. 

The threat of nuclear extinction is obviously the major social 

t ill in the nuclear arms race. But this threat is both too vast and 

too~ to inspire action. The incentive for denying the 

threat is considerable. And if the threat is not denied, it is 

t more likely to cause psychic numbing than political action. On ·- -this basis, psychiatrists as well as activist researchers (Martin, 

19 .• ) have argued that the peace movement shoulU avoid identifying 

itself with the doomsday theory of nuclear \Yar or at least refrain. 

from making this the central theme of its campaign. 

The issue that gives rise to the most permanent organizational 

structure within the peace movement is conscription. Military 

service has a direct and obvious impact on the life of young 
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males, even in the absence of war, and forces reflective persons 

to take personal 8tam1. Conscientious objection se1·ves the peace 

movement with a ~egular supply of fresh blood. Organizations based 

largely on COs, such as many national branches of the War 
Resisters' International, have shown considerable durability. 

However, basing recruitment to an organization on conscientious 

objection,, means leaving out women, which are generally more peace

minded. A high turnover of members and activists may also be. a 

problem. 

On the whole, it seems unlikely that peace movements will be 

able to recruit mass membership for long periods of time under the 

conditions which currently prevail in Western Europe and North 

America. Indeed, several authors have made a point of listing 

reasons why peace movements fail (e.g. Clotfelter 1986). Perhaps 

we should turn the question around: why do peace movements exist? 

3. Why peace movements exist 

3.1 Issues 

(

Peace movements exist because there is not peace. Thus far the 

answer is obvious. The problem is that the strength of· the 

movement is not clearly related to the amount of un-peace. In the 

West, military expenditure rose most rapidly after tl.l.a __ _Iior.ean_w..@J~.,-

~nd so did international tension - but this was not a peak period 

for peace movement activity. If we look at anti-nuclear movements 

specifically, the nuclear arms race between the superpowers 

accelerated (particularly in terms of delivc.ra:)l€: warheads) after 

the PTD of 1963, while the anti-nuclear movement declined. The 

issues which gave birth to the 'new' peace movement in 1978-79 are 

particularly interesting in this regard. The neutron bomb was a 

particular phenomenon in a much larger development: the 

specialization of nuclear weapons effects. The enhanced radiation 

(and thus killing effect against human beings) and the lower blast 

effect led to a good slogan: 'the bomb that kills people and 

leaves the buildings standing'. But it is questionable whether 

this particular warhead warranted the enormous amount of 

attention, to the exclusion of other nuclear developments. In 
' ~ .. 
particular, the implications of the neutron bomb for nuclear war 

I 
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in Europe are much smaller than what was believed initially, by 

proponents as well as critics. - The GLCMs and the Pershing II 

missiles were a much more serious matter, in terms of arguments in 

favor as well as against. The arguments about 'linkage' between US 

strategic weapons 

substitute nuclear 

extremely accurate 

(hitting control 

nuclear war, etc. 

and conventional weapons in Europe, about 

Warfare on European soil, about the use of 

ballistic missiles in decapitation ztrategies 

centers) and cruise missiles in protracted 

etc. these were (and remain) genuinely 

important nuclear issues. Yet, even in this case West Europeans 

have the devoted excessive attention to these 572 nuclear warheads 

in contrast to the modernization of other tools on the nuclear 

battlefield. In particular, the relative ·l 

based cruise missiles, which will probably have at least, as much 

escalatory potential as the GLCl1s. The tendency to concentrate on 

the GLCfo.ts and ignore the ALCHs and the SLCf.1s was evident not only 

in the peace movement in the countries directly affected (UK, ~lest 

Germany, Italy 1 and the Netherlands) but also in other West 

European countries, such as Norway. 
' .! 
• .. 
"" Such examples make it hard to believe in any simple and direct ~ 

relationship between the emergence of a movement and the issue on ~J 
which it focuses. It is not the issue which creates the movement, ~4 
but the movement w~ich selects the issue -out of a vast store of~~~ 
possible issues in the nuclear arms race. The neutron bomb, the ~ 
Pershing !Is and the GLCf.1s made their fame because they happened -:s~ 
to be around at the right time. 

Nevertheless, the 
' 

initial point obviously stands: without a 
nuclear arms race. no movement against it. 

3.2 Opportunity 

If the nuclear arms race is the main 'push' factor of 

protest, democracatic government is the main 'pull' 

Critics of the movement are quick to point out that 

nuclear~ 
factor. t 
nuclear 

protest movements pro,test only the actions of Western governments 

and thus exert a one-sided influence on the balance of terror. 

There is something to this, but the criticism must be modified in 
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have been quite explicit in their condemnation of Soviet as well 

. {("\ ;-:;,s Western nuclea.c weapons, the SS-20s as well as the Pershing IIs 

J»>"' 1~ and GLCMs. The Peace movement in the West still tends to believe 

that the West is the :Jriving force in the nuclear arms race 

) mainly because of its qualitative lead - and that Soviet policy is 
mainly reactive. But the nuclear gap between We~t and East is no 

longer so vast as to spare the East the moral condemnation of the 

non-aligned movements. Soviet-sponsored 

promote a simple one-sided message, but 

overall peace movement is negliyible 

(Solomon 1985, pp. 105-115). 

peace movements still 

their support within the 

compared to the 1950s 

A second point of modification is that there has been some 
peace 

to a 

movement activity in 

considc4able extent 

Eastern Europe (cf. e.g. Hall, 

inspired by similar ideals 

1986)' 

as the 

movement in the West and sometimes even in direct collaboration 

with it. Furthermore, news stories surface from time to time about 

official East European reluctance to agree to Soviet nuclear 

policies. Such hidden nuclear protest is also likely to be 

stimulated by public nuclear protest in the West. 

Nevertheless, it remains true that democratic countries 

iikely to have more protest movements in any sphere of life, 
1.. 

0 particularly in a 'sensitive' area like national security. 

are 

and 

But 

this is a constant factor and tells us little if anything about 

the emergence of particular protest movements, such as the 'new' 

peace movement of the 1980s. These most certainly did not emerge 

because Western European countries suddenly became more democratic 

in 1979. Since the Korean war there has been a sluw long-term 

trend in ~1estern countries towards greater npcnne:>s in national 

security affairs - ith an important reversal in the US after 1980. 

Such opennens may generate increased opposition, because new 

targets of protent become visible. Dut this trend appears to have 

no relation to the ups and downs of peace movement activity in the 

past three decades. 

If freedom of expression becomes sverely constrained - as it 

did under the f'.1cCarthy period in the US this may affect 

neqatively people's willingness to participate in movements which 

may be labellccl as 'unpatriotic'. This may help to account for the 

,, 
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lack of peace movement activity during the Korean war 

contrast to the Vietnam war fifteen years later. 

3.3 Foreign influence 

in 

The argument about democracy is used as much as a moral judgement 

on the peace movement as an explanatory factor. Much the same 

holds for the 1 Soviet influence' factor, or '~lestern influence' in 

the official propaganda from the East. 

I Thot 

~ covertly 

major powers attempts to exercise influence - overtly and 

in popular movements, cannot be dismissed. The Soviet 

Union must have pumpted massive amounts into political movements 

controlled by its icleological allies - as has the US and .other 

Western countries. Such support may be given covertly, as when the 

CIA sponsored Radio Free Europe, the International Union of 

Socialist Youth, the International Student Conference, etc. or 

overtly as \'lhen political activists are invited on free trips to 

the us or the USSR. 

Exposures of such support have generally failed to ask what 

proportion of total funding was involved, whether or not there 

were implicit or explicit strings involved, and whether or not any 

lasting ties of loyalty were developed. In the case of the 'new' 

peace 

free 

movement, only overt support ·in very minor amounts (such as 

trips to meetings in Moscow) have been demonstrated. Such 

support is unlikely to have any strong or lasting effect. 

In fact, it is remarkable that among the many spies exposed in 

the West, there is not a single documented case where the peace 

movement was the spy's primary arena. And the document~d efforts 

of the hundreds of KGB and GRU agents expelled from Western 

countries in the past decades, also point to a number of targets 

which apparently have had higher priority than the peace movement, 

or have more easily yielded success: military institutions, 

foreign ministries, arms factories, etc. (Engherg 1985)~ Peace 

movements are obviously targets for infiltration they are 

worth infiltrating precisely because they arc not controlled by 

those same interests - but the peace movements will have to gain 
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considerably in incluence before they be9ome major targets for 

infiltration. 

3.4 The anti-establishment factor 

It:im Salomon (1985, 1966) has argued that the peace movement can 

only be properly understood as an anti-establishment movement. 

---------------Many of the predominantly middle-class, well-educated peace 

activists reject not only nuclear weapons and the logic of 

deterrence, but the dominant values ()f their society. A study of 

the British Cumpaign for Nuclear Disarmament in the early 1960s, 

for instance, showed that such general anti-establishment traits 

were a factor in recruitment to the organization (Parkin 1968). 

Anti-establishment thinking and action can 

poll \.ltion, against domestic 

or against the arms 

take several 

policies like 

race. In this 
directions 

housing or education, 

perspective, anti-nuclear activism springs from a much more 

general· feeling of dissatisfaction with society and its ruling 

elite. Anti-nuclear or peace activism is chosen because the issue 

~
'is there at the right time. When the force of a specific issue is 

-~ spent, some activists go back to political passivity, others turn 

~ to new issues. . 

Salomon's hypothesis is consistent with much of my previous 

argument. 

chosen at 

emphasis, 

(1986, pp. 

It does not explain, however, why a particular issue is 

a particular time. Solomon puts ~ great deal of 

probably too much, on N~TO's double-track decision 

116ff.) As argued above, there is no obvious 

relationship between specific issues and nuclear activism. So why 

did the anti-establishment factor lead to anti-nuclear activism in 

Western Europe in 1979 and not in 1969 or 1989? '\, '\..lo. ~t.d...:iL. u.Q..o..AJlM 

~ "'"~ ""~ .A~~ 

3.5 Cycles of protest? 

Th8 American historian 

cycles of nuclear protest 

initial cycle in 1945-47, 

has identified three ~ 
since the start of the nuclear age: an 1 

a second cycle between 1954 and 1963, 
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t concentrating on the issue of nuclear testing, and a third cycle 

from 1979. Boyer shows how public concern expressed itself in a 

variety of ways in these three periods - in culture and art, as 

well as in political action.' Many of the themes from one cycle 

reoccur in the next, but their durability appears to be limited. 

Boyer's periodization (which is not n central 

book) is particularly appropriate to the US, but 
Western Europe, too. 

issue in his 

seems to fit 

The G wave of antinuclear activism gave way to cold war 

rhetoric rather quickly. The idea of a 'peaceful atom' and belief 

in the feasibility of civil defense took over from nuclear fear. 

The -~ wave was more durable. Boyer speculates about the 

reasons ~ts ~e: an illusion of diminished risk after the 

conclusion of the Partial Te.st Ban Treaty, a lack of immediatecy 

after nul:lear testing had gone underground and the rililk was 

longer poisoned by radioactive fallout, a positive attitude 
no 

to 
peaceful nuclear energy, 'the complexity and comfort of deterrence 

theory', and finally the diverting effect of the anti-Vietnam war. 

Among these factors, the effect of the PTB would seem to be 
particularly important. 

of looking for particular events, I think we should 
that movements of this so1.·t are bound to be cyclicaL A 

k Instead 

{\ recognise 
period of decline is more or less inevitable, and special issues 
can do little more than hasten or slow the decllr,

1
-e-.---'-.:.c:_;_::.::__;===-

An important reason for this cyclical phenomenon is the 
psychological 

vJflf' t-'wl 7._ which has no 
Hear and tear on activists grappling with an issue 

simple solution. Basically, peace movements will only 

with fairly radical solutions. If they win a 

battle, dozens of potential new battles loom ahead. The 

&<>-.., • be satisfied 

particular 

for a complete victory are extremely remote. Thus, 

to interpret either a victory or a def8at us an 

justification for quitting can he found in c.i:·hcr 

means that the original goal has bt~cn achieved; 

prospects 

tempting 

point. A 

victory 

that it is unachievable. 

it is 

end-

case: 

rlcfeat 
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t Anti-establishment protest does not end, but takes new forms. 

We cannot tell from examining a single movement whether the 

establishment or anti-establishnient forces are gaining. Anti

establishment movements may gain in one area and lose in another. 

In the early 1980s, for instance, a great of publicity was given 

to the 'right winy wave' in the party politics of a number of West 

European countries (and the US). This movement was seen as a 

backlash aCJainst SOJrte of the raclicalism of the 1960s and 1970s, 

and led to the P.lection of conservativ·~ IJOVernments in a nur.1ber of 

count:cies, sometimes even very conservative. Yet this 'right-wing 

wave coexisted with the emergence of the ne\'1 anti-nuclear weapons 

movement. .,1- ·&-r- \A.,(M., 

. I!> I~- <.lt<b£..;..2-.UJJ>M.!"' 
During the recnnt decline of the anti-nu.cl.'{ar movement, other 

radical causl.":ls have gainE:d c;round. ~nv lronmt'ntapconccrn St~ems to 

tht:! incrca5e a(jain, as is concern with third-world isnues, be on 

solidarity campaiyns with the South African majority, with the 

Sandinista in Hicnragua, etc. As in the 1960s, attention turned 

I
~ away from the Bast-West 

~movements er.1erge and the 

conflict and towards th~ third world. New 

old decline. t~: MM!! ~ u,{c(l;J d.;.!l)~ ., 
·O.Jy. w-u.MUI!.J.<I w.v. '\J.AJJo\ I,......, 

Some of the activists no doubt will transfer from one movement 

to thl! other. In Norway, for instance, there was a significant 

overlap in activists in the two largest radical causes: the 

f 
., 

movement against Common Market membership (1962-63 and 1970-72) ~\~ 

and the anti-nuclear protest. (Bjerklund 1902). But many activist: \~~ ,~~ 

also no doubt retire to political passivity. v~-~-

The change of theme within the ~sAJaeRt movem!nts::> 

permits a renewal in porsonnel within the movements' 

organizations. This may be sorely needed, because social 

1aovements, unlike political parties, tend to have an informal 

organization ann rely heavilY on the prestige of their original 

founders. The Nor"vmgian anti-Common Market moyement (Norway's most 

successful anti-establishment movement in the foreign policy area) 

was in the paradoxical position of performing a democratic 

funclion by giving the majority of the public a political tool 

while at the :;;unt"! time being extremely undemocratic in 

(Gleditsch & Hellevik 1977; Bj0rklund 1982). ,.""'organization 

hoc {Jroun r.clll livP with thi!': kinrl 

its own 

An ad 
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dilemma would have become a big strain in the long run. Other 

movements have established a system for democl:atic decision

making. But with low participation these systems have little 

significance. 

3.6 Living with cycles 

r.tembers of cyclical movements starting to experience a downturn, 

may react in several different ways. r. common reaction in peace 

movement is to call for involvement in broader issues. After years 

of failing to abolish n~clear weapons, activists may conclurle that 

nuclear weapons cannot be abolished without breaking with NATO or 

some other more fundamental change. _Such a broadening of the 

platform may make the program of the organization more consistent 

and more convincing to the committed, but is also likely to take 

the organization into an even steeper decline. In Norway, for 

instance, where over 2/3 support NATO, it would he folly for the 

anti-nuclear movement to oppose Nl\TO membership, even if 

position might be seen as more 'logical' by some activists

certainly by many opponents. 

this 

and 

A variant of the call for a broader program, is the call for a 

more constructive, more positive program. The widespread interest 

in 'alternative defense', 'non-provocative defense', etc, is one 

outgrowth of this. This.has become one of the 'growth areas' in 

peaCe research (cf. e.g. Journal of Peace Research 1984, 

1987). While such a development may be very significant for the 

political influence of the movement, there is r.o evidence that it 

will stem the decline of the movement itself. Demonstrations are 

not organised for positive goals. Any constructive suggestion is 

potentially divisive. 

Violence is another reaction within a movement in decline. The 

initial justification is usually 'counter-violence'. Peaceful and 

legal demonstrations are found to be ineffectual, anti lose their 

news value. The movement may start to walk an escalation ladder: 

civil 

police 

rung 

disobedience, 'non-violent pushing', 

brutality - and with Baader-Meinhof 

self-clefense against 

tactics at the upper 

of the ladder (cf. Younq 1977). While P.lP.ments of t:hP. stuclent 
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following behinrl at the lower rungs of the ladder, peace movements 

have generally c'l.eclined in more grnce.ful ways. 

If it is inevitable that peace movements qre cyclical, whcit 

then can be done by those who have a long-term and more permanent 

commitment? I cannot develop ~·s theme at length, but two 

suggestions may be in order: ir t, in addition to the mass 

movements, more stable, permane peace organizations need to be 

maintained, which can keep the issues alive 'N'hile ~e general 

public has its attention directed elsewhere. ~nd, peace 

activists may be active in political parties, which are mar~ 

suitable arenas for cons.tructive proposals and for horse-trading. 

They should be under no illusions: the comvromises forged in the 

political arena will be heavily influenced by the perception of 

the influence of the non-party peace movement. While the movement 

is at' its top, peace dCtivists will be eo-opted by the parties. 

When the movemcrat dl~cline:s, the veace activists' ideas will face 

more competition. 

It is much too early to asse5s the historical significance of 

the third wave of antinuclear activism. I've already indicated 

that I find it implausible that ne(]otiations towards a ban on 

medium-range w~apons would be so far advanced unless the peace 

movement had brought this issue into focus. Present-clay nuclear 

activists may <tlso take heart frolil one of the few published pieces 

of research on the effectiveness of peace movements: t>1elvin Small 

(1987) argues that anti-Vietnam war protests had significant 

influence on the political leadership in the US and thus, 

indirectly, on the conduct of the war. 

Unless the nuclear arms race is brought under control, ther~ 
will no doubt be a fourth wave a nuclear protest. Those with a 

long-term cou1initrt1ent should at least keep ready for the day, and 

hope that the fourth wave may he the decisive one. ~ 
0 
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1. Introduction 

In a lot of West-European countries, especially in the 
FRG,Austria and It~ly, different parts of the New Social 
Movements (NSM) and particularly the peace movements are 
the pioneers as to supplement. the representative 
{"indirect") democratic system by addi.ng instruments of 
direct democracy. 

Particularly the possibility to laungh popular initiatives 
for amendments and corrections of the constitution and 
referendums against parliamentary decided laws to provoce 
natiomvide votations concerning "basic questions of life" 
are demanded by parts of the nsm. 

In Switzerland, however, the NSM and especially the peace 
movement - the "old" ( 1955 - 1963) as the "ne1<" one ( 1984) 
and the "movement betlveen" IJith its peace-initiatives in 
1972 and 1977 - , made experieces with the popular 
initiatives and their formal defeats,which produced an at 
least ambivalent relationship from the activists in the 
NSM towards the possibilities of direct democracy as it is 
common in Switzerland. 

In this paper I IJould like to present some of these 
experiences from the NSM primarly with the initiative as 
the so called "progressive half" of the popular democratic 
rig~ts and secondly with the referendum, the half with a 
"braking" politcal function ,which in the last ten years 
and their repressive tendencies got more and more an 
instrument also used by progressive forces (Gross,1987 c). 

Especially I would like to show why different occlusions 
concerning the reformal potentials of the direct democracy 
were drawn by different parts of the NSM in Switzerland, 
particularly by different tendencies in the Swiss peace 
movement. 

Although the peace movement insists on an large distance to 
the swiss political system as far as the actual outputs are 
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concerned' there are. at. least certain tendencies within the 
peace movement and ironically those,who openly are fighting 
for the most radical reforms like the abolition of the 
Swiss army and their replacement by a ''global peace policy'' 
which take a basically positive approach towards direct 
democracy. 

2. Specificies of Swiss direct democracy and the debate on 
''New forms of democracy'' 

This .is particularly the case for the popular initiative 
as an instrument for making discussed nationwide 
unconventional proposals which otherwise wouldn't be 
discussed by the public, and less to introduce a new 
article in the federal constitution - which is originally 
the basic aim of a popular initiative. 

This is mainly the argument why the ''Group for a 
Switzerland without an army'' (GSoA) which represents the 
most radical tendency within the Swiss peace movement, 
founded as a organisation with now 2000 members in autumn 
1982, launged its popular initiative in spring 1985, ~hich 

was deposed •~ith more than 11o.ooo signatures in september 
86 (the 100'000 signatures fore a national initiative have 
to bee collected within 18 month) - a first positive 
result, which suprised 
movement itsself (the 

also moderate activists of the peace 
nationwide votation about the 

1 For instance: The official comprehension of the 
''armed neutrality'';the heavily militaristic "parxis of 
national security policies; swiss export industries and 
bancing system which are dominating the structure of the 
swiss foreign policies - until details suchs as Liechten
stein, which is treated by the Swiss army,which has a 
training place near the border to Liechtenstein,like 
central american states are treated by the USA: All this is 
producing after nearly 40 years of in Switzerland 
particularly cold war statements by leading political 
feagures as ''Switzerland has no army, Switzerland is an 
army'' without any other member of the political class 
protesting against such a militaristic rteduction of 
society. 
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abolition of the swiss army will be organised by the 
federal goverment in the early Nineties). 

In this way the political culture in Switzerland also 
shapes and influences the appositional movements. They 
intern reproduce and reflect this ''democratic'' political 
culture sometimes even more or at least as much as the 
dominant parties and organisations. 
In the final part of my paper I am going to discuss the 
relevance of my theses about the peace movement by means of 
examinating other NSMs, especially the anti-nuclear, women
liberation and ecological movements. 

I will finish this prese~tation by trying to propose some 
conclusions from the experiences of the NSM and the peace 
movement in Switzerland with the Swiss direct democracy for 
other european social movements interested in alternatives 
to their representative, indirect democracies more or less 
in a legitimatorial crises. 

I will do this with a interest in substancial democratic 
reforms for general emanzipation and that people can 
influence more effectivley the resolution of those 
problems from whom they are existencely concerned.In doing 
so I will try to avoid both uncritical admiration of the 
S••iss system as well as the total negation of its possible 
alternative potentials. 

This attempt ought to be a ~ontribution to the discusssion 
about "NeH Forms of Democracy" recently developped also 
inthe scientifically debate by HELD an others (1986). With 
Held I argue, that we shouldn't try to replace 
of representative (indirect) democracy but to 
them with instruments of direct democracy. 

institutions 
complete 

This Has already the aim of the democratic movements which 
introduced the direct democracy in the swiss cantons and 
federal political systems during the second part of the 
19th century (GROSS,l983).z 

zcontrarly to what the dominant historiographical 
tendencies of this century ought to make believe and 
contrarly to what a lot of people in- and outside of 
switzerland believe Switzerland was a the time of its first 
constitution 1848 a representative democracy in which the 
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"How institutions of. representative democracy are to be 
comb.ined «ith those of direct democracy '!" This is hoi,• 
HELD puts the question (1986,p.6) He defines ''direct or 
participatory democracy'' as a "s~'stem of decision making 
~bo••t public affairs in which citizens are directly 
involved''(op.cit.p.7J and ,as I would like to add, without 
delegation of the citizen decision power to any 
representatives. 

In this direction I would look for the solution of the 
poJ.itcal "paradox" KRASNER/PETERSEN (1986,p.l55) 
formulate,when they point out, that the (danish) peace 
movement has to ''somehow find a way to work through the 
politcal parties" if it wants to "make anything more than 
a moral statement'' although parties are loosing more and 
more their oppeness and ability to realise those 
institutional reforms which are socially necessar·y. 

The possibilities of direct democracy would also decrease 
tl1e pression on social movements in only parliamentary 
systems to transform themselves into parties (as shown by 
the German Greens) iun order to get political power. 
A transformation process during which the risks to loose 
all the radical power and reform punch by also unconciouss 
adaptation - formally and concerning the issues - of the 
own movement to the dominant structures is rather big as 
one historically can see in quite a lot of exemples 
(NARR, 1980). 

ROCHON (1982)is arguing that national political units ''are 

only reminder of the so called democratic traditions in the 
prerevolutionary "alp-republics" was the national 
votation,in which every amendment to the constitution by 
the majorities of the two chambers of the parliament has to 
be aproved by the majority of the voters and the cantons 
(''Obligatory constitutional referendum''), 
The theoretical bases of the democratic movement in the 
swiss cantons - the first appositional movement against the 
founders mainly formed by farmers,small commerciants and 
the precurssors of the labor movement (similar to the 
social bases of the populist movement in the USA in the 
1890es) - are more to be found in the french revolution 
than in the associative tradition of the aristocratical 
alp-''republics'' of Old-Switzerland during the Middle Ages. 
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less able to cope •dth direct citizen participation" .He 
looks for "the ideal of a form of government in "hich all 
citizens Hou.l.d have a chance to directly express their 
views" in smaJler "action groups". 
But his study of action groups in the Netherlands sholJs 
that they "do not fulfiJl the democratic potential" ROCHON 
theoretically claimed for them. although smaller groups 
allo<J m-ore participation for cit.i.7.ens as highly 
institutionalised bodies and they can get around the 
"monopoly on agenda setting and policy formation held by 
large organisations in representative democracies'', ROCHON 
analysis "the inability of action groups to influence 
national politics". 

ROCHON's study shows that bulding up smaller action 
groups is not enough to enter ''the locus of power in 
advanced industrial societies" "hich at least needs also 
institutional reforms to break not only the agenda setting 
monopole of parliament and parties but their decision 
making monopole. 

Of course also the direct political democracy has it's 
"form"-limits (NARR,1980 and 1982),but they are not as 
restrict as the ones of indirect democrarcy an~ offers a 
larger field of possibilities to influence the decision 
making process 
movements are3. 

to less organised actors as the social 

Nevertheless SlJiss democracy too is in a sort of crises.One 
can argue in this sense in two ways. 

First the popularity of partisan politidal engagement is 
very low . A particular but not new sign for the 
legitimatory problems of the swiss politcal system is the 
decrease of voters participation at local,regional and 
federal votations,in general held once in a quarter of an 
year.As consequence of this decrease of institutional 
participation a liberal editor argued, that it wouldn't be 

'In this paper I can't realise this intention 
satisfactionarly .I will try this later after my Ph D-work 
on the "switzerland without an army - initiative" and the 
politcal culture in Switzerland during the l980es , which I 
ouht to finish next spring. I nevertheless developped this 
intention here to show my interest in this work and to 
stimulate discussions about it. 
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certain, that direct.democracj will survive the end of this 
century in switzerland (TA, 31st of july 1987). 

A particular crises'symbole of the traditional 
institutional ways of participation is the increase of 
unconventional! activities in the last 20 years 
(KRIESI,1981 and LEVY/DUVANEL,1984).Also conservative 
newspapers as the NZZ are anlysising ''as a challenge to the 
governemental parties the side by side ofapathy and 
activism'' in Swiss politics (NZZ,31st of July 1987), 

Secondly one could argue with Sir Karl Pbpper that Swiss 
democracy isn't democratic at all. POPPER recently defined 
as democratic only those political systems in which the 
people can get rid of their government without bloodshed 
(''Zur Theorie der Demokratie'' in DER SPIEGEL (Hamburg),3d 
of august 1987). 

But in Switzerland allthough it is seen as a motherland of 
democracy in general people can't recall to their 
government because it is elected by the parliament only.And 
it has paradoxely been one of the consequences of the swiss 
democracy that with the increasing degree of organized 
capitalism in Switzerland grew up a kind of "democratic 
corporatism whose political symbol is the big coalition in 
office in the federal government since 1959 in the same 
pariisan composition.• 

It is hardly imaginable that results of national elections 
as those which' Switzerland is looking for in autumne could 
influence the composition of the government.Even when the 
quite moderate Swiss Green Party would mobilize more 
electors as the conservative agrarian party, the greens 

4 The seven seats of the Swiss federal governmtn 
(Bundesrat) are occupied since 1960 corresponding to the 
''great magic formula'' by 2 freedemocrats (the historically 
leading swiss bourgeois party),2 christiandemocrats (the 
first, conservative federal opposition),2 socialdemocrats 
(as representatives of the labour' move~ent as the second 
federal appositional movement) and one of the agrarian 
''people-party'', They all after 1891 entered the federal 
governmtn until then monopolised by the freedemocrats 
corresponding their ability to organise referendums and 
popular initiatives successfully.(BRASSEL et al,l984) 
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could hardly enter the government even if they want to. 
Neither a minister would resign if his party has lost the 
election.So Sir POPPER's restrict definition of democracy 
i~ ha~dly to be used for Switze~land. 

2. Switzerland: An Eldorado for the NSM? 

According to Brand's (1985) theses about the social 
conditions allowing the NSM to prosper and develop 
Switzerland should be an especially fertile ground for 
them. 

For instance, '"the significance an mobilizing power of the 
traditional lines of conflict, especially the left-right 
axis'' is indeed remarkably small. The Communist Party has 
been of some importance only for a short period after World 
War II. For 50 years the Trade Unions have been prefering 
coll~ctive bargaining and collective agreements to strikes 
and similarly spectacular forms of conflict-solving. Since 
1948 they have - by a special amendment to the Swiss 
Constitution - been integrated into "democratic 
corporatism'" (Katzenstein, 1984, p~esented by Kriesi, 
1986c) and so have come to play ~ certain role within the 
pre-legislative deciscion-making process. However, its 
limits become obvious if we compare the extent of the Swiss 
welfare-system to that in other countries such as the 
Netherlands, England, Germany, and Sweden. Especially in 
areas like w~rker'~ participation, collective health 
insurances, the tenant's rights and job-security. 

The unions have repeatedly tried to improve the social 
security system by means of popular initiatives, but as a 
rule weren't successful due to ~he lack of organisation and 
mobilization power. This weakness is one of the 
consequences of institutional role ensuing passiveness of 
the union-members and other workers mentioned tbove (cf. 
W.D. Narr 1980 concerning ''politics and the question of 
form''). 

Concerning the situation in Switzerland I would therefore 
like to modify Brand's description of the ''conflict 
pacifying effects of welfare system''. What we have in 



Switzerland instead is a conflict-pacifying, even conflict
suppressing effect of corporatist structures. These effects 
infact enhance those conflicts produced by the political 
culture, such as denying the existence of political and 
social conflicts or the marginalisation of reform 
movements, which manifests itself in open and hidden 
~epression against reformers. 

A certain conservative immobility and aversion against 
political r·enewal, which is a typical feature of Swiss 
political culture, is the result of the historical 
developpments of the last 140 years. 

Noreover this "democratic corporatism" finds a parallel on 
the level or party and government politics in the specific 
Swiss "Konkordanz"-system (Brassel et al, 1984). A short 
time after the unions were "appeased" (1937) the 
Socialdemocrats were integrated into the federal government 
(1943). Since 1959 infact the three largest bourgeois 
parties have formed a "big coalition" 1\nown as the 
''Zauberformel'' (magic formula) with the Socialdemocratic 
Party. 

This big coalition still exists today, inspite of repeated 
tensions which were the·result of the socialdemocratics 
becoming more radical after 1968, the economic crisis of 
the mid-seventies, the subsequent limitation of public 
spending and the consequences of the ecological crisis; a 
phenomena which caus~d important segments of the 
socialdemocratic party to sypathise more and more with 
atleast some of the demands expressed by the NSM. 

This specifically Swiss form of government is a historical 
consequence of the basically open and accessible Swiss 
political system, which can be caracterised by a weak 
central power and by a pronounced federalism. 

The Swiss states, the so called Kantone, have a large 
political autonomy, which nowadays seems to be somewhat 
decreasing however. The french political scientists 
Badie/Birnbaum (1979,S.234ff) go so far as to say that "in 
Switzerland there is neither a real center nor a real 
state-power 11

• 

The reasons for this fact are again to be found in history. 
After what was a regular civil war, the economically 
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prospering liberal bourgeoisie in 1848 created a minimum 
state-power with insufficient administrative instruments, 
in order to establish a home market. Inspite of ever 
increasing state interference (Linder, 1983) the Swiss 
economy has retained to this day a high degree of autonomy 
compared to other Westerneuropean countries. 

From the assertion made by the German political scientist 
Jaenike (1986) that the parliament can only be as powerful! 
as the statepo,~er, we can derive a similar conclusion to 
the effect that popular rights in Switzerland can only be 
as powerful! as statepower. 

Formative elements for the openness of the Swiss political 
system are above all the popular rights of initiative and 
referendum, which were gained by the first appositional 
movement, the Democrats, in the second half of the 19. 
century first on cantonal and later on the federal level 
(Gross, 1983). Add to this the introduction of the 
proportional polling system for the federal parliament, 
which became a reality after the success of the third 
popular initiative in this matter. By the way this was in 
the days of the first and last General Strike in 
Switzerland (in November 1918) and the last success with 
the means of a popular initiative by the Swiss labour 
movement. 

These elements produced on the one hand the already 
mentioned "democratic corporatism". On the other it led to 
the gradual integration of all parties capable of using the 
instruments of initiative and referendum with success. This 
happend to the loosers of the civil war at the end of the 
last century (the catholic-conservatives), as well as to 
the farmer-party in the 1920's and on the banner of 
national reconciliation in the face of facisme and war to 
the Socialdemocratic Party (1943). 

What we have here is a specifically Swiss dialectics of 
"barring through opening'' of the political system .. This 
aspect is emphazised, furthermore, by the geographical. 
~mallnes~ of Switzerland and the cumulation of roles 
resulting in the concentration of the economic, political 
and military subsystems ( "~lilizsystem"). 
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Kriesi is right then. when he says, that: 
Direct democracy in Switzerland principally offers new 
protest groups institutionalised chances of access, which 
are not available in other countries. In so far there is 
infact a tendency in Switzerland to utter a moderate and 
specific protest. The institutionally garanteed opening of 
the system through the possibility of a plebiscite does not 
yet ensure practically a real access to political power." 
(1986,8.342) 

Apart from the limited action-competence& (in the sense· of 
Hannah Arendt's notion, 1981) following the socialisation 
and life as a salaried worker in a capitalist society 
mechanisms of domination have come into being in 
Switzerland as well; mechanisms which are limiting more and 
more the reform potentials especially of the popular 
initiative. The instruments of the direct democracy have 
got indeed even more blunt then they already have been 
before. 

This was perceived by parts of the peace movement only in 
the second half of the 1970's and has entered the 
collective consciousness of the NSM only after the defeats 
of the year 1984. 

The consequence was, that those who have had exaggerated 
hopes have been deeply disappointed and now tend to holy 
decry the instruments of direct democracy as futil work 
therapy. A more thoroughly reflected attitude and other 
consequences of the defeats of the NSM in popular votation 
I am going to developp later on. 
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~. The NSM and the Swiss Direct Democracy 1942 - 1986 

1·1 New Social Mouvements and Popular Initiatives 

Table 1: The Representatives of Swiss Popular Initiatives 
in the Period 1942 - 1986 

Phase I Phase II Phase Ill Phase IV Phase V 
1942-50 1951-59 1960-68 1969-77 1978-86 

Parties 40 46 44 41 30 

Permanent 
Organi- 40 33 22 :30 
sations 

Committees 20 18 22 11 25 

Popular 
Initiative 27 27 15 
~lovement 

(Part of NSN) 

---------------------------------------------------------
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

( n) ( 1 0 ) (22) ( 9 ) ( 37) ( 40) 

This table shows two characteristics of direct democracy in 
Switzerland: 

1. Generally the popular initiative isn't used 
''spontaneously by the population'' but by highly 
organised bodies like parties and associations. So far 
as parties are concerned they generally belong to the 
left, but for the last 30 years their quota is 
decreasing. As a matter of fact this developement is 
nationwide not as pronounced as on the level of the 
city of Zurich (Gross, 1987). 
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2. The frequency of the use of the popular initiative 
co~~esponds to cycles of activation and protest in 
Switzerland (Kriesi et al, 1981). Corresponding peaks 
can be located in the 70's joining the awaking after 
1968 and less evident in the 80's and 50's. Especially 
in these periods many movements launching popular 
initiatives emerged from the NSM (for the difference 
between a movement for a popular initiative and the 
NSM see Epple, 1986b,p.150ff). 

Without complying with the difference between the "old 
social movements'' and the now existing NSM (Epple, 1986a) 
precursors of the new peace - and ecological movement 
already organised four, respective two popular 
initiatives.The issues of the peace movement initiatives 
have been the halfing of the military budget in favour of 
social investments (1955/1956) and the prevention of the 
supply of the Swiss Army with nuclear arms. 

The issue of the popular initiatives of the ecological 
movement was the protection of a riverside and the 
prevention of the construction of a hydraulic power plant. 
Three of these five initiatives came to the vote and have 
been rejected by the voters. 

There were no such social movements in the 60's. They 
reached their peak only in the 70's. It has to be pointed 
out that the actors used the whole spectrum of 
possibilities for political activation, from conventional 
"old" to unconventional "new" forms (Kriesi et al, 1981; 
Ruegg/Nuessli, 1985;SCHMITT,l987,p.122). Although th~ 
initiative is one of the old political rights it offers 
great participation possibilities and as a consequence the 
initiative is attractive also for the NSM. Insofar the NSM 
set up a link between ''old" and "new" politics, but it's of 
utmost importance to distinguish precisely the two kinds of 
handling the popular initiative (Gruner/Hertig, 1983}. 

Following initiatives of the 70's and 80's can be connected 
more or less with the NSM: 

1. The peace movement took part in five initiatives: once 
against exportation of arms (1972), twice for the 
institution of a civil service (1977, 1984) and lately 
against an installation of a military camp in a 
beautiful countryside and for the abolition of the 
SHiss Army. 
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2. The woman liberation movement tryed to introduce the 
equality of rights of the sexes in the Federal 
Constitution and succeded only partly; in 
vain they tried to liberalise abortion twice and to 
establish a mother insurance once. 

3. The anti-nuclear and the ecological movement launched 
three initiatives against the construction of further 
nuclear power plants and initiatives to limit 
pollution by automobil traffic, respectively for 
democratic participation in the construction of 
motonvays. 

4. The movement for solidarity with foreigners in 
.Switzerland and abroad used the instruments of direct 
democracy a couple of times already: once directly 
with an initiative for a more solidarical politic 
towards immigrants; twice they launched referendums 
against a controversial developpement credit in favour 
of an affiliated company of the World Bank and 
against an aggravation of the law dealing with 
refugees. 

These movements for solidarity can be seen as part of a 
more universal civil rights movement, which already 
launched successfully referendums against a federal police 
and against aggravation of penal law. These referendums 
against laws voted for by a nee-conservative majority in 
the Parliament are the expression of a new type of 
understanding of referendums that can also offer the left 
the instrument to prevent further reduction of civil 
rights. 

Finally we have to add that parts of the NSM a couple of 
times directly or indirectly took part in campains for 
initiatives especially of the Socialdemocratic Party and 
the small Progressive Party. This was the case in the 
socialdemocratic initiative for a more responsible attitude 
of Swiss Banks towards the Third World. 

I despense myself of trying to mesure the ''success'' of 
these initiatives more or less supported by the NSM's. 
Werder (1918) strikes a quite a positive balance for the 
postwar period, Epple's (1986b) estimation concerning 
especially the initiatives of the peace movement in the 
lasi 40 years is rather negative. None of these initiatives 
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was successful! in votation (only two of the total of 113 
popular initiatives since World War II have been accepted 
by a mayority of voters; as a matter of fact more than half 
of these 113 initiatives have been withdrawn after smaller 
or bigger concessions made by the Parliament). 

~.2. The NSM and the new use of the referendum 

Table 2: The Autors of Swiss federal referendums against 
laws in the period of 1942 - 1986 

Phase I 
1942-50 

Parties 

permanent 
organisat. 50 

non perma
nent 
committees 50 

part of so
cial move
ments 

Phase II 
1951-59 

33 

33 

27 

7 

Phase Ill 
1960-68 

25 

38 

38 

Phase IV Phase V 
1969-77 1978-86 

55 13 

36 40 

20 

9 27 

---------------------------------------------------------

total 
( n) 

100% 
( 6) 

100% 
( 1 1 ) 

100% 
( 7 ) 

100% 
( 1 1 ) 

100% 
( 1 5 ) 

This table confirms the analysis made for the popular ini
tiatives as far as the frequency of their use-intensivation 
during the last ten years and the organisational needs 
fortheir use are concerned. 
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B1Jt it is also an expression for a new political use of 
the referendum. 

llntil 1970 the referendum was only seen as a brake in the 
legislation process and as an instrument particularly in 
favour of the big conservative associations on the 
preeparliamentary level (NEIDHART 1 1970). Only exceptionally 
it was used by the left nr progressive movements. Until 
then it was seen as an instrument to prevent politcal 
progress. 

In the Seventies and the Eighties, with the ideological, 
economical and ecoligical crises and the new social 
movements not represented in the preparliamental level 
expressing them the referendum's political identity was 
enlarged. 

In other words: Progress has become an ambivalent issue. 
It didn t loose at all its traditional sense: For instance 
in the eighties the legislatory reforms in favour of sexual 
equality were refused by the conservative association of 
the right by a referendum but supported by the majcirity of 
the voters. 

But it got a new dimension of a kind of "overtechnicsation"" 
(Nuclear pa><er plants) and "state-repressniveness" against 
which the new social movementents mostly together with the 
left 5 launghed referendums - in most of the cases with one 
exception without formal succes but with a positive view in 

•In Switzerland the Socialdemocratic Party (SPS), 
which in the same time is part of the nearly ''eternal'' big 
coalition-government mentioned above as the party itself 
also sees her as the main appositional power in the country 
- another paradox which is specific to Swiss national 
politics, and the three smaller left wing parties, the 
orthodox communist one,which hasn't yet made up its decline 
during the Cold War, the trotzkist one of the 
4.International and a after-68-unorthodoxe party 
(Progressive Organisations, POCH), the latter two very 
affiliated to the nsm and using a lot of times in the last 
20 years local and regional as federal instruments of the 
direct democracy as a efficient method for making public 
their own partisan positions - initiatives as referendums 
have also a identity-making-function (WERDER,1978). 
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the eyes of the referendum-makers (because of their 
possibility of agenda setting,making public positions, 
which in the parliament only have a marginal position). 

They got also a majority of the voters, when they 
succeded in building up a "value-conerving-vot.ers 
majority", Hhich «as the case in 1978 concerning new 
federal police forces. They failed in this sense recently 
with a referendum against a more repressiv law against 
refugees, Hhich was approved by a majority of the voters in 
spring 1987.There the nsm have buildt up a kind of "civil 
right coalition movement" defending liberal positions in 
the S«iss asyl-politics, which is an other expression of 
how the Swiss ruling class politics don't reflect the 
humanistic visite-card-image of SHitzerland abroad. 

But although referendums against more repressive·laws 
concerning refugees or penal-code (1982) or favouring the 
building Of new neuclear powerplants (1979) were lost by 
the coalition of the new and old progressive movements in 
Switzerland in a numeric sense (the majority of the voters 
voted In favour of the government-positions) they succeded 
in two ways: By these referendums it was proved that 
outside of the parliament the liberal opposition against a 
harder position of the ruling classes was larger than 
inside the perliament and the big mass medias and the 
agenda setting of federal politics didn t follow only the 
interests of the majorities in government and parliament. 

If these positiv effects could have been reeched otherwise 
with less efforts than the ref~rendums needed is another 
question.At least the legitimation effect is higher when 
the appositional movements also - not necessaryly only -
use the institutional instruments of the popular rights 
beside the other, even more extraparliamentary ways of 
opposition until ''direct action'', which in Switzerland is 
less part of the "politcal culture" than elswhere. 

5. General characterstics of the Swiss Peace Movement 

As already mentioned above the Swiss society is less 
peaceful - at least when we use a notion of peace ,which 
is larger tan the absence of war and is more than the 
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existence of an armistice (NARR, 1987) - and much more 
militarised than people from abroad would think. 

Swit.zerland is like Sweden a "neutral and militaristic 
country" and for Switzerland I would underline,what Inga 
THORSSON at the final press conference of the 6.END
Convention in Coventry said for Sh•eden: ''\Ve are militarised 
because h'e are neutral". 

Nevertheless the Swiss peace movement has a rather other 
history which much less progressive characteristics than 
the peace movement in the scandinavian countries in general 
or Sweden in particular (For the latter I base myself 
upon the articles of HANSEN,l985, and 
KRASNER/PETERSEN,l986). 

In its general upanddowns it follows the periodisation of 
YOUNG 1986 and 1987). It has a strong tradition at the 
beginning of this cenntury and after the first World War 
during the Twenties (BEIN/EPPLE, 1987 and GROSS, 1986 b). 
Contrarly to EPPLE (1986, b) Swiss society hasn't a 
tradition of militarisation stable over centuries. Of 
course the milice-forcies and the tradition of shooting
associations with their great impact during the bourgeOis 
revolution in the first half of the 19 th century produced 
a particular near relationship between patriotisme, 
democracy , the people , the army and the 
state.Nevertheless I would argue that their has been and 
their still is a strong civil society in Switzerland which 
shouldn't be to fastly identified with the state and the 
army. 6 

The identification - braking up in the 70es and the 80es -
between army, state and civil society was the effect of the 
anti-fashist-coalition of the 30es, which produced a real 
"national consiliation" before and in the first years of 
the second World War and which after it got first glorified 
and secondly was reproduced by the anti-communist-coalition 
during the Cold War. This is my thesis for the historical 
reaso11s of the militarisation of the Swiss society as a 
essentially a product of the 20th century and not an older 

6 Unfortunately their are until now no special studies 
on civil society in Switzerland either actual noch 
histroical. 
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one. 

Consequently the old and the new peacemovement couldn't 
identify its aims with the policy of the main parties and 
the goverment like in Sc~ndinavia (HANSEN ,1985).The Swiss 
peace organisation defended all over the time since second 
World war a less ambivalous notion of neutrality with a 
more solidarical sense in favour of the south . Highlights 
of this camapign have been the anti-nuclear-initiatives of 
the late 50es and the early 60es - their effect in 
providing the Swiss army without nuclear power is 
contested,because the initiatives failed but the civil 
industry was interested in the Swiss signatur under the 
non-nuclear-proliferation-threaty - and the anti-arms
export-initaitive of 1972 which was the biggest success of 
an popular initiative launghed by a.social movement since 
1919 - it failed only by some thousands of votes. 

The Swiss political culture of isolation and self
orientation ( "Sonderfall-Denken", "Igelmentalitat") <;hich 
has finds its special expression 1986 in the no bf the 
majority of the Swiss voters against the UN (SCHOENI,l987) 
also marked the Swiss peace movement. Although it's 
organisational opportunity structures 1National 
coordination by the independant Swiss Peace Council since 
1945) were excellent it could turn over the european 
sensibilisation of the eighties in general. Also in Bern 
their have been two national demonstrations in winter 1981 
and autumn 1983 - with the largest crowed demonstrating 
ever seen in the last decades in the Swiss capital - but 
the social , organised bases of the Sw~ss peace movement 
still remained weak and very fragmentated. 
This is one of the great differencies between the peace 
movements of the Netherlands and Switzerland although their 
are also similaryties in both countries like the relative 
easy access of new demands to the political agenda 
(KRIESI/PRAAG,l987). 

The decline of the Swiss Peace Movement at 1983/1984 was 
enlarged not only by the employment of the nato-missils but 
also by the lost of the latest ''moderate'' popular 
initiative for the creation of a civil service as a 
alternative to the military service in early 1984, quite in 
general a fateful year in the relations between Swiss 
democracy and the nsm. 
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1984 The Fateful Year 

As usually four weekends in 1984 have been votation
weekends. In every of these four votations the voters had 
to give their opinion to initiatives, in which the NSM had 
been taken part and therefore were of great importance for 
them: 

1. In February 1984 52% of the citizens entitled to vote 
took part of the votation about the proposal to 
establish a civil service in Switzerland. A 64% 
mayority refused the proposal. During the zenit of the 
Swiss peace movement - in December 1983 the Swiss 
capital Berne saw 50'000 persons taking part in a big 
demonstration for peace - quite a lot of these 
demonstrators had been in vain very hopefull for the 
success of this small reform. 

2. In Mai 1984 the Swiss people voted with 73% against 
the initiative concerning the Banks, after a campaign 
led by the banks with millions of Francs. 

3. In September 1984 followed the two most important 
votations of the year for the future ~<ithout nuclear 
power plants in Switzerland. The initiatives had been 
rejected only by 55% of the voters. Again the 
electricity companies had spent millions of Francs for 
a campaign using primitive .arguments like "No wages 
without electricity'' against the anti-nuclear
movement. 

4. Finally in December 1984 the initiative for a mother
Insurance launched by the womans liberation movement 
was rejected. With one of the worst results in the 
history of direct democracy (16%). The effect was not 
as contraproductive as suspected in these cases; 
because lately parliament voted in favor of similar 
insurance against which the ultra-conservative 
association of commerciants organised referendum. 

The womans liberation movement isn't descouraged at all and 
decided recently to launch the third initiative within 20 
years for the liberalisation of the abortion legislation 
next spring after the Parliament had produced an noli-zero
game during the last 8 years. 
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After this disasterous year of fate for the five 
initiatives supported by the NSM a lot of young people 
didn't see any sense any more in the use of the popular 
initiative. 

This mainly became obvious in the peace movement. Because 
in 1984 already a radical and for many people utopian 
project for a new initiative was discussed, the abolition 
of the Swiss Army by the GSoA-Initiative already mentioned 
above. 

The GSoA tried to developp a new use of the popular 
initiative by the left or the nsm: No more tactically try 
to enter a moderate reform into the constitution but try to 
provoce a national debate over a tabu. In doing so the GSoA 
intensified the tendency of the peace movement to be a 
"Anti -Est.abl ishement-~lovement" ( SALOMON, 1986, p. 117) and the 
peace movement in Switzerland got more and more a "movemer.t 
reflecting a general critical attitude to established 
social ,-alues."(SALO~ION,l986). 
For the GSoA war isn't a political possibility any more in 
Europe because the escalation towards a nuclear war has to 
be analysied as a nearly ''automatical'' process. In this 
sense preparing a survive of such a warAy an army makes r1o 

sense (any more) and this illusion should be replaced by 
the challenge to prevent ~<ar by investing for instance tche 
money used for the army in a positive peace policy. In this 
new thinking smaller countries in ~urope perhaps have more 
opport.uni t.ies to overcome a an-achronistic national 
~ttitude,an hypothesis which isn't only defended by the 
GSoA but also the indipendent peace movement in Hungary 
(EHRING/HUECKING,l983,p.329) and some organisations in the 
Netherlands,Danemark,Austria and France. 

In the Swiss debate the sense or futility of the popular 
initiative had been implicitely or explicitely more 
discussed than the above mentioned new idea for a non 
militarian foreign policy 

Three examples of quotation from those who had worked a lot 
for the civil-service-initiative shall illustrate the 
widely-held convictions about the potentials of the 
initiative for the NSM. 

A young woman, who then had made her first political 
experiences, said ''initiatives are no instruments any more 
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to e,·oke an,v change in this country". One of the 
secretaries of the movement for a civil service said: "The 
popular initiative isn't a popular instrument any more'', 
And nne of his comrades «rote: "To me it seems today, that 
basic preconditions for direct democracy do not exist 
anymore". (All quotations, Gross 1984) 

Expert political observers took similar conclusions. A 
socialdemocratic editor wrote: 

"Initiatives of the left have no chance under present 
conditions. As long as the bourgeois parties can spend an 
average of three times more money in the pre-votation 
campaign as the left, the plebiscitarian democracy is only 
a coat wrapping a veil of legitimation around really 
existing capitalism." 

Also exponents of ecological associations who had worked 
hard for initiatives against nuclear power plants point out 
thal: "environment protection policies are no longer 
possible with only the democratic instruments undermined by 
the ideologues of economic growth." 

Some of the exponents of the council of peace which is one 
of the important organising centers of the Swiss peace 
movement wrote, that the instrument of the popular 
initiative is questionable anyway. 

they developped their critics already in the end of the 
seventies. then - six years after women had gotten the 
right to vote and the number of p~ople entitled to vote had 
doubled thereway - efforts were made to double the number 
of signatures necessary for an initiative. In the mid 7o's 
a lot of initiatives had been launched and bourgoies 
politicians used to call it a "flood" of initiatives. 

So in referendum votation the number of signatures for an 
initiative was doubled 1977 (From 5o'ooo to 1oo'ooo) and a 
time-limit of 18 months for their collection was set up. 

Intellectuals with a similar affiliation to the peace 
movement are defending following theses: 
''The future of the Swiss peace movement will depend on the 
question, if it continues to march on the beaten path of 
initiatives, or it it goes on the 'new' way , which has 
been developped particularly in the years from 1981 until 
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1984 while searching for new issues, actions- and 
organt~ation-forms.' '(Bein/Epple,l986,p.ll9) 

But more sophisticated attitudes have been developped since 
by the NSM. On the one hand by the anti-nuclear movement, 
that launche~ two initiatives after the Tschernobyl 
catastrophy, on the other hand by the ecological movement 
that organised four initiatives against the construction of 
fuitlter motocways in Switzerland, which has already a 
dense nlotor,~a)"-net .. 

One of the secretarys of the association carrying the anti
motorway-initiatives, who has been one of the promoters of 
the civil-service-initiative wrote about his view of those 
initiatives: 

''If the elected political representatives of the people in 
the federal and cantonal parliaments are obviously unable 
to react efficiently and quickly in this ecological 
situation, it's up to the people itsself to react with the 
classical instrument of the popular initiative." (VCS
journal, 2/87) 

And the manager of WWF-Switzerland wants to use the 
initiative differently in the future.For example he finds 
its useful! as an impuls to fundamental debats on urgent 
problems.(TA,27.9.86) 

With this opinion he joins the radical part of th~ peace 
movement, which is organised in the ''Group for a 
Switzerland \'lithout an Army" (GSoA), that collected 111'300 
signatures for their init.iative "For a Switzerland Without 
an Army and for an Universal Politic for Peace". Quite a 
.lot of people even within the NSM had been surprised by the 
successful! campaign for the collection of these 
signatures. 

Among the members of the GSoA a majority doesn't believe in 
a successful! votation on this issue in a quantitative 
sense. For them the importance lies within the fact, that a 
question presently more repressed than discussed beco~es a 
nationwide issue (Epple, 1986a). Because every change is a 
result of an evolution which starts with an other way of 
thinking this would mean an important step towards the aim 
of coexistence without armys. 
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The most important point concerning the radical use of the 
initiative as the GSoA sees it is to look upon initiatives 
no longer as a vehicule to renovate directly the 
constitution by finding a mayority of vbters, but to use it 
as an instrument to force public discussions about urgent 
proposals, which are usually repressed. 

Unt) l t.he 80's the Swiss Army was nearly a "holy co1<" and a 
taboo. There are signs for change in this sense and already 
for a ce~tain success of the work of the GSoA. An indicator 
for this is the result of the latest initiative of the 
Socialdemocratic Party for the introduction of the right to 
launch referendums against arms credits voted in the 
Parliament. Nobody' has foreseen a 40% approval to this 
initiative. This is particularly astonishing because the 
opponents to this new democratic right as usual tried to 
blow it up to a plebiscite for or against the army and 
tried to discredit the supporters of the initiative as 
public enemies. 

Of course one has again and again to reflect upon the 
limits of the reform potential of initiatives and not to 
get fixed on them as the only instrument for social change. 

Because on the other hand the above already mentioned 
dialectics of the Swiss political system was recently again 
expressed by a liberal editor: 
"The less possibilities for legal change there are in the 
established order, the more the disposition to revolte, 
violence and revolution grows. The more there are 
possibilities for participation and collective influence, 
the more identification and integration are increasing." 
(Blum, TA 1. 4. 87) 

The task of NSM should be, to try to provoke a sociale 
change with revolutionary effects by using the popular and 
ather rights without viole 
nee in a democratic way. This would allow us the extension 
of our life possibilities without integration in an unhuman 
syst.em. 

Andreas Gross, August, 15th 1987 
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~LX,'"~ .D. Hook 

The Anti-Nuclear Discourse in Japan: 
Implications for Praxis 

The anti-nuclear movement in Japan, like movements elsewhere, has 
gone through periods of activity and dormancy. The signature 
campaign for SSDI in 1977-1978, which collected over 20 million 
signatures, the signature campaign for SSDII in 1981-1982, which 
collected nearly 90 million signatures (although only 29 million 
were valid), and a signature campaign started by the communist
affiliated Gensuikyo in 1985, which had by the summer of 1986 
already collected over 20 million signatures, are the most recent 
examples of noteworthy anti-nuclear activity. As, in addition to 
the signature campaign, the activities of the anti-nuclear 
movement in 1981-82 included the organization of mass rallies in 
Hiroshima and Tokyo, which respectively drew 186,000 (94,500 
according to Police sources) and 406,000 (186,000 according to 
police sources), and the promulgation of a number of influential 
anti-nuclear statements, this period is most important to our 
discussion. One statement, in particular, was especially 
influential: The Statement by Writers to Appeal against the 
Crisis of Nuclear War (1). Here we will discuss the implications 
of this statement for the growth of the anti-nuclear movement in 
Japan. This should help to shed light on the relationship between 
the anti-nuclear discourse and praxis. 

The anti-nuclear movement in Europe, which had become 
particularly active at the beginning of the 1980s, was 
instrumental in encouraging Japanese writers to issue an anti
nuclear statement. Specifically, the German writer Hans Peter 
Breuer, who visited Japan in November 1981, asked Japanese 
writers to cooperate with their German colleagues by signing a 
statement opposing nuclear weapons in Europe, which had been 
adopted by the League of German Writers in Spring 1981. A similar 
appeal was issued by Soviet writers at the seventh Soviet Writers 
Conference. After a meeting with Breuer about a dozen Japanese 
writers met to discuss the idea of independently issuing an 
anti-nuclear statement (2). In this way, the catalyst for the 
anti-nuclear statement by Japanese writers came from Europe. 

The Japanese writers were themselves concerned about the growing 
threat of nuclear war, particularly the threat arising from plans 
to produce or deploy weapons such as the cruise missile and the 
neutron bomb (3). They thus determined to issue an anti-nuclear 
statement, even though they were uncertain Japan's other men and 
women of letters--novelists, writers, critics, poets--would be 
prepared to join them in this protest. Despite these initial 
misgivings, the number of those who did sign was beyond 
expectation, reaching 287 at the time the statement was issued in 
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January 1982 (4), and 534 by April 1 when it was handed to the 
then Prime Minister, Suzuki Zenko (5). 

The statement reads as follows (6): 

Enough nuclear weapons are presently stockpiled on the earth to 
massacre all living creatures many times over. If nuclear war 
once breaks out, it will not anymore be limited to the 
destruction of a single country, region or continent, but will 
mean the destruction of the earth itself. Despite this, the 
frightening idea that a limited nuclear war is possible has 
recently been publicly announced and is being put into practice 
through the development of the neutron bomb, new types of 
rockets, cruise missiles, and so on . 

We oppose these ideas and developments. A limited war with 
nuclear weapons is impossible. It is perfectly clear that, if 
nuclear weapons are once used, the war will quickly escalate and 
develop into an all-out nuclear war, and lead to the destruction 
of the whole world . 

For the survival of the human race we aim at the abolition of 
nuclear weapons, rising above all differences between states, 
race and social systems as well as all differences in thought and 
belief, and demand that the leaders and responsible officials of 
all countries immediately put a stop to this new arms race. At 
the same time, we demand that the Japanese government strictly 
adhere to the three non-nuclear principles, 

We, who have experienced Hiroshima and Nagasaki, consider that 
our duty to the human race is to make every effort in order to 
prevent the earth from once again becoming a new, morev~r the 
final battlefield for nuclear war. We appeal to all the people on 
earth to immediately act for peace. Never giving up, and making 
all out effort. 

The importance of the statement can be understood from the 
following. First, commentators pointed to the ''epoch making'' 
nature of the statement, the first one of its kind to be issued 
by the Japanese literary world (7). It was thus given prominent 
coverage by the Japanese media. For instance, one of Japan's 
leading newspapers, the ~£~hi £hi~Q~n. gave front-page coverage 
to the statement in the 21 January 1982 edition, commenting: 
"This is the first time so many writers have voluntarily joined 
together, rising· above differences in organization or political 
opinion, in order to oppose nuclear [war),'' Such coverage by the 
media was important in helping to spread anti-nuclear activities 
throughout the nation and among different sectors of society, for 
it wiped out the image that anti-nuclear activities are partisan 
activities of "communists" or "socialists" (8). 

Second, the writers' statement, and its coverage by the media, 
helped to legitimize anti-nuclear activities (9). By issuing an 
anti-nuclear statement, Japanese writers demonstrated that they 
shared a common sense of crisis and fear of nuclear war. The fact 
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that they were able to overcome political differences was proof 
of their deep sense of crisis. By taking the lead in issuing a 
statement the writers thereby contributed to the spread of the 
anti-nuclear movement. 

Third, the statement was influential in encouraging other 
occupational groups and citizens' groups to issue anti-nuclear 
st~tements. Representative groups, which were formed at the 
time, are the Japanese Musicians Against Nuclear Weapons 
(February 1982), Cameramen's Movement Against Nuclear Weapons 
(February 1982), Japanese Actors' Appeal for Peace (March 1982), 
Association of Dbctors and Dentists against Nuclear War (April 
1982), Architects Association Demanding Abolition of Nuclear 
Weapons (May 1982), Association of Movie Directors Demanding the 
Abolition of Nuclear Weapons Now (May 1982), and Poets Aiming at 
the Abolition of Nuclear Weapons from the World (June 1982). The 
wide variety of groups formed at the time shows the catalytic 
role the writers' statement played in encouraging other 
occupational groups to issue anti-nuclear statements and 
participate in anti-nuclear activities . 

Fourth, the· statement was given a specifically political meaning 
by being sent to the leaders of the nuclear power states as well 
as by being personally delivered to the Japanese prime minister. 
A reply was received from Brezhnev. This was the first time a 
former Soviet head of state had replied directly to an appeal on 
the popular level (10). The reply, which was given front-page 
coverage in the 2 March 1982 edition of the t.§~hi, states: "In 
order to avoid the destruction of the world, we respect the 
voices of all the peace-loving forces. We are prepared to enter 
into discussions with Japan regarding the problem of the non-use 
of nuclear weapons.'' The statement, the signatures and 
accompanying opinions by Japanese writers, Brezhnev's reply, a 
reply from the Chinese embassy, and the "Appeal from Hiroshima," 
a popular appeal scheduled to be delivered to United Nations 
Headquarters at the time of SSDII, were presented to Prime 
Minister Suzuki on April 1 (11) . 

Finally, a riumber of Japanese writers attended the International 
·Pen Club meeting in London in March 1982 and asked .the 
representative of national pen club associations to support the 
Japanese statement. Support was given by representatives from the 
United Kingdom, United States, France, East Germany, Hungary, 
Bulgaria, and so on (the USSR is not a member of the 
International Pen Club) (12). In this way, the statement was 
given international significance. 

I Q~i1iQi§~ Qf 1h~ ~1~1~~~ll1 
' 

The above discussion should nonetheless not to be taken to mean 
all of Japan's writers supported the statement. In particular, 
strong opposition was voiced by Yoshimoto Takaaki, a well known 
writer, and others, who penned a number of critical articles and 
made statements in leading magazines to try to undermine anti
nuclear activities. The criticism took three forms: (1) criticism 
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of 
the 
the 

the motivi~tion for issuing the statement, 
act of issuing the statement, ( 3) criticism 
statement. 

(2) criticism of 
of the content of 

(1) The motivation of the writers was impugned by questioning 
whether they in fact issued the statement out of concern for the 
"survival of the human race" (13). This criticism implied that, 
far from being concerned 1o1ith the "survival of the human race," 
the writers were simply following the lead of writers overseas, 
especially Soviet writers, who had earlier issued a similar 
statement (14). 

(2) The statement, as with anti-nuclear statements and activities 
in Europe, directs attention away from the suppression of 
Solidarity in Poland (15). This criticism implied that, even 
though this may not be the motivation for issuing the statement, 
the act of issuing a statement itself can influence the 
information agenda, moving the spotlight of concern away from 
Soviet and Polish government pressure on Solidarity, 

(3) There were two main criticisms of the content, (a) The 
statement creates the impression that only America is to blame 
for the arms race as it makes no mention of Soviet deployment of 
nuclear weapons against Europe, such as the SS20 (16). Thus, even 
though the statement makes no direct mention of the United 
States, as it omits any mention of Soviet weapons, the impression 
is create that it is not so much an anti-nuclear statement so 
much as an anti-American one. This leads to the criticism that 
the Japanese movement is "Soviet made" (17), 

(b) Expressions such as "enough nuclear weapons are stockpiled on 
the earth at present to massacre all living creatures many times 
over,'' or ''if nuclear war once breaks out, it will., .mean the 
destruction of the earth," sound like "science fiction" (18), 
This criticism implies that the writers exaggerated the damage 
likely to arise from a nuclear war . 

Given the importance of the statement in helping to galvanise the 
anti-nuclear movement in Japan, the criticism of the statement by 
other writers, and the overall decline of the movement after the 
end of UN SSDII, how should we evaluate the statement, 
particularly in terms of its content? The following five points 
are germane to the discussion. 

First, the statement starts out by stressing that present 
stockpiles of nuclear weapons can "massacre all living creatures 
many times over." In an accompanying commentary the writer mainly 
responsible for drafting the statement, Nakano Takatsugu, states 
that presently stockpiled nuclear weapons can ''massacre the whole 
human race seven times over'' (19). We have already noted that 
Yoshimoto criticised this aspect of the statement as being like 
''science fiction.'' In a thought provoking article Brian Martin 
has also commented on how the peace movement and its allies 
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exaggerate the 
suggests that, 
North America 
weapons. 

damage to be expected in a nuclear war (20), This 
as in Japan, anti-nuclear statements in Europe and 
stress the threat to existence posed by nuclear 

In regard to the idea of "overkill" Martin suggests, after 
discussing the lack of scientific evidence to support the idea 
that nuclear war would actually mean the death of most or all of 
the world's population, that '', .. the idea of 'overkill' if taken 
to imply the capacity to kill everyone on earth, is highly 
misleading'' (21). He expands on why this should be so in a note, 
explaining that linear extrapolations from the number of dead in 
Hiroshima can not be applied to future nuclear war, for to do so 
is analogous to saying ''there is enough water in the ocean to 
drown everyone on earth 12 time.s" ( 22). He offers a number of 
reasons why those taking an anti-nuclear stance may exaggerate 
the damage arising from nuclear war--to justify inaction, to 
stimulate action, through fear of death, to justify concern, and 
so on (23). In the case of the Japanese writers, starting out the 
statement by mentioning nuclear stockpiles can massacre living 
creatures "many times over" was undoubtedly meant to stimulate 
action, although Martin stresses "what is needed is not an 
expansion of the threat but rather some avenue which allows and 
encourages people to take action to challenge the threat'' (24), 

Second, the state~ent suggests that a nuclear war cannot be 
limited and will lead to the "destruction of the earth itself." 
Martin sketches three scenarios where the use of nuclear weapons 
might not ''quickly escalate and develop into an all-out nuclear 
war, and lead to the destruciion of the whole world'' (25), First, 
as a result of a limited nuclear war in the periphery, such as 
the Middle East, a state of emergency is declared in the US and 
allied countries and democratic freedoms are greatly curtailed. 
Second, a limited nuclear war occurs between the US and USSR, 
with the loss of say 5 to 10 million lives, and again a state of 
emergency is declared, with a concomitant massive mobilisation of 
political and military resources in preparation for the next war . 
Third, in the aftermath of a global nuclear war, in which 
hundreds of millions are killed in the US, USSR and Europe, 
brutal policies are implemented in order to push ahead with 
recovery, and authoritarian or military regimes spring up in the 
areas not directly affected by the war . 

These three scenarios suggest that nuclear war might not lead to 
the "destruction of the earth itself." In other words, as 
American strategi.sts' "worst case" scenario gives an exaggerated 
picture of Soviet aggressiveness, so the Hriters' 11 Worst case 11 

scenario gives an exaggerated picture of the destruction likely 
in a nuclear war. Pointing this out does not mean we follow 
Yoshimoto in concluding such talk is like "science fiction." The 
point is different: those who issue or support anti-nuclear 
statements and actions laclc political preparedness in regard to 
what individuals should do to stop a limited nuclear war, what 
they should do after the start of such a war, or indeed what they 
should concretely do to promote disarmament (26). Perhaps it is 
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a lack of creative ideas on how to tackle these problems that 
leads to a stress on the "destruction of the earth itself" in 
nuclear war. At least those who believe in the "destruction of 
the earth" are not taking political action in preparation for 
what to do after nuclear weapons are used. 

Third, by focussing on weapon developments associated with the 
United States, the statement implies that, as suggested by 
Yoshimoto, the United States bears responsibility for the arms 
race and the increasing danger of nuclear war. Thus, the 
statement may be taken to be anti-American rather than anti
nuclear, and thus a product of Soviet design. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss either of the 
superpower's responsibility for the arms race or the increasing 
danger of nuclear war. Suffice it to say that, as a result of 
only concretely mentioning weapons associated with the United 
States, the statement loses legitimacy in the eyes of those who 
are prepared to be "anti-nuclear" but not "anti-American," The 
"anti-American" nuance of the statement suggests to some a pro 
Soviet stance. As one wri·ter commented: "I do not fall behind 
others in my hatred of war and my love of peace. However., ,the 
nuclear weapons referred to in the statement are only the neutron 
bomb, cruise missile, and other American weapons. The SS20, 
Backfire bombers and other Soviet weapons are not touched on. By 
just looking at this one fact, it is clear that the movement this 
time is a result of the maneuvering of the Soviet Union, which is 
trying to freeze the handicap of the United States, which is 
behind in nuclear deployments" (27), The strong support the 
statement received from w~iters and its impact on the growth of 
the movement clearly shows this response to be an aberration. 
Neverthless, in order to avoid criticism of just being ''anti
American," the statement could have been more clearly 
universalistic in orientation: mention could have been made of 
weapons associated with the Soviet Union as well as the United 
States, or concrete details of the weapons could have been 
avoided . 

Fourth, the statement does make a universalistic appeal in 
suggesting everyone _should rise above the differences between 
states, race, social system or differences in thought and belief, 
suggesting the statement was not a result of ''Soviet 
maneuvering.'' This type of universalistic orientation is 
particularly important in Japan, where the anti-nuclear movement 
has been spltt between rival groups, most prominently the 
communist-dominated Gensuikyo and the socialist-dominated 
Gensuikin, leading many citizens to be wary of involvement in the 
anti-nuclear movement. The non-partisan stand taken by the 
writers was instrumental in drawing together members of the 
literary world of all political and ideological persuasions. 
Other occupational and citizens groups formed thereafter also 
stressed their non-partisan nature. This facilitated wide-scale 
participation fn the anti-nuclear movement. 

At the same time, however, a universalistic .appeal to. one 
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humanity, undivided ,as a result of differences, may not be an 
effective way to influence policy, even though it may 'effectively 
mobilize the masses (28). Invoking the threat of an enemy of this 
universalism is one way to undermine the universalistic 
discourse. As one opponent of the statement phrased it: ''It is 
t~e inevitable fate of the peace move1nent in the liberal states 
to be used by totalitarian states. This is the first thing that 
must be understood ... There are quite a few examples in history 
where, as a result of naive, emotional pacifism being used by 
totalitarian states, the effect [of the peace movement] was the 
opposite of that intended" (29), In this way, the anti-nuclear 
movement can be characterised as well meaning, but unaware of the 
stern realities of the political world, where ''the statements of 
intellectuals and the anti-nuclear movement have always been used 
for the political purposes of either the eastern or western 
camp ... " ( 3 0 ) . 

Finally, in order to achieve their goal, the abolition of nuclear 
weapons, the writers directed their demand specifically to the 
''leaders and responsible officials'' of all countries, including 
Japan, and more generally to people around the world, who are 
aslted to "act for peace." On the one hand, the statement appeals 
concretely to those who have a vested interest in the maintenance 
of nuclear weapons; on the other hand, it appeals abstractly to 
people everywhere to act for peace, without hinting at how this 
is related to the abolition of nuclear weapons by leaders and 
responsible officials. In short, the statement suggests an 
uncalled for trust in the ability or will of political leaders to 
carry out disarmament, a.nd maltes no mention of how people can 
oppose nuclear weapons and the possibility of nuclear war in 
their everyday life. 

In the case of Japan, moreover, stricj:ly abiding by the "three 
non-nuclear principles'' (not to produce; possess, or introduce 
nuclear weapons) would mean calling into question the US-Japan 
security treaty, which is explicitly "anti-American." One writer 
suggests how linking the two would affect him: "I am quite simply 
against nuclear war and so I was fully in favor of the statement. 
However, if in the future being against nuclear weapons is linked 
to the Security Treaty and such like, then I will immediately 
withdraw" ( 31). This suggests the difficulty of proposing 
concrete agendas likely to gain the support of a majority of 
Japanese people, who support the US~Japan Security Treaty at the 
same time that they oppose nuclear weapons (32). In short, even 
pressuring the government into abiding by declaratory policy, not 
to mention the idea of pressuring it to pursue an alternative 
security policy, such as the creation of a nuclear-free zone in 
the Asia-Pacific region, is particularly difficult, especially as 
American bases and communication facilities integrate Japan into 
US global nuclear strategy, 

The above discussion of the anti-nuclear statement issued by 
Japanese writers seems to suggest a number of points to bear in 
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mind when discussing the implications of the anti-nuclear 
discourse for praxis. 

First, the Japanese writers, like others issuing anti-nuclear 
statements, were taking a stand against a war Q-'2f.Q£.'2 its 
outbreak. As such, they were immediately faced with the task of 
legitimizing their statement at that particular point in time. 
This was done by pointing to something Q-'2~ in the arms race, for 
if nothing new could be pointed to, then there would be no 
particular reason to issue the statement at that time. This means 
that those issuing anti-nuclear statements may tend to stress or 
exaggerate the danger of nuclear war arising out of changes .in 
the situation at the time of the statement, otherwise the raison 
d'etre for its promulgation will be undermined. As we have seen, 
they may also create the impression that the action is partisan: 
the Soviet SS20s were nothing new to the European situation as 
were the cruise and Pershing deployments. Although such 
statements may be effective in the short term for galvanizing the 
movement, the long term consequence may be a decline in the 
effectiveness of anti-nuclear appeals: the anti-nuclear movement 
may come to be thought of as the little boy who cried wolf, 

Second, this suggests that the danger of nuclear war should not 
be exaggerated. There seems to be no evidence suggesting the 
political efficacy of the anti-nuclear movement is enhanced by 
exaggerating the danger of nuclear war (33). My own research on 
the anti-nuclear movement in Japan tentatively suggests that it 
is when people feel a direct threat to their own lives that they 
are likely to act with political efficacy, as occured in Japan at 
the time of the 1954 Bikini.incident, when a nation-wide movement 
arose in protest against the "death ash" resulting from an 
American hydrogen bomb test (34). Thereafter, the anti-nuclear 
movement in Japan was institutionalised, and the annual meetings 
to oppose nuclear weapons started to be held in Hiroshi~a, 
thereby internationalising the Japanese movement. 

Third, the catalytic role the writers' statement played in 
galvanizing the anti-nuclear movement suggests the importance of 
identifying those agents most effective in promoting anti-nuclear 
activities. Heretofore the atomic-bomb victims of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki have effectively issued anti-nuclear statements, 
precisely because they speak of nuclear war from the perspective 
of the victim (35). The agents most effective in promoting anti
nuclear activities no doubt differ in each society. For instance, 
in the United States the medical doctors, the Catholic bishops, 
and old cold-war warriors such as George Kennan seem to have been 
successful in challenging the itrategist~ discourse, thereby 
providing new space for anti-nuclear voices to be raised. 

Fourth, the importance of taking a non-partisan stand, as seen in 
the case of the writers' and other statements in 1982, was 
mentioned above. Events in the interim suggeat a non-partisan 
stand is also important in order to gain coverage by the media. 
This has been amply demonstrated in the attitude the media has 
taken towards the signature campaign now underway by the 
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communist-affiliated Gensuikyo. The campaign has been virtually 
ignored except for newspapers or magazines associated with the 
Japan Communist Party. 

Finally, the question of the political efficacy of anti-nuclear 
statements needs to be asked. By their very nature such 
statements are issued in consideration of the need to make an 
appeal general enough to promote anti-nuclear activities. on a 
wide scale, but speci.fic enough to promote concrete action 
towards the desired goal. Of course, issuing an anti-nuclear 
statement aiming at disarmament is a concrete action towards the 
desired goal; however, unless future concrete actions can be 
rooted in everyday activities meant to realize more immediate 
goals, then the political efficacy of the statement is bound to 
be limited. Herein lies the importance of investigating the 
relationship between the anti-nuclear discourse and prakis, 
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A PA!'t:i'< 'I'ITLSD __ "POLITICAL PARTIES AND PEACE l'lOVEI'lENTS" 

PRE:SENTED AT TH~ IPRA STUDY GROUP ON PEACE J'tESE:ARCH AND 

PEACE 1'10V£t•!ENT AT F'ROSTAVAU:."EN HOO!'t (NE:AR LUND) SWEDEN 
BY o~· KALU 

In presentin~ this paper, my disc0urse is ~ivi~ed intG 
f eur )Hlr ts: 

1. Attributes which miike )O<>litical q~~rties credil»le 
and vice versa.. 

2. The si0nificance af Peace Movements in Prometi@n 
<Df Peuce. 

3. Relationshi? between pelitical parties and ~-e 
Peace Movements. 

4. Cmnclusicn. 

!:"art I: Attributes •.-1hich make pelitical parties creciill>le 
ami vice ve=rsa: 

The ~mrlci has been in crisis ancl in almast all part @f 
the Wt!lrld, people 2.re in )9crf>etual 01gc:my. Adaeal to this, 
is the fear to'f nuclear explesimn, cle1iberate mr accidental, 
resultin! in mass killin!s. HGstilities ubound, fGr instance 
between the 12 r.wnths from May 1!179 t® A)l>ril 1~80., "almost 
half the ceuntrics of the world were believes h~lcling peGple 
in )!}risGn bec<?.use c•f their ll'"'litieal or religi.,us beliefs. 
Many 0f these prisoners were detainea with0ut charge Gr trial 
and terturea. Others lvcre executes after unf;air trials .,r 
assasinated by death squards," So reporteel the Amnesty 
Internatirunal in 19~0. 

It is assumecl, however, that the peo~le, especially 
p~liticians sh•uld learn and benefit from knswledse anel 
experience to create f~r fell~w citizens stable and peaceful 
atmes,here in which they can live ha~'ily and in ~rssperity. 
Whether in the government ~r in ~ppesition, p&liticians are 
entruste<:.l with the destin<J af their n«ticns an4i so have 
influence on decisi•ns aftectin~ every facet of their natien-
states. · 

our world is in crisis and the reme~y lies largely 
~n political leaders a~cl their pelitical ~arties more than 
ether 1reups cf people. They should ~ear this in mincl, 
reflect bn what goes wr@n1 in their countries, learn frcm 
~ast mistakes, laok ana werk hopefully _te the future. The 
primary ~bjective shG>ul<li he "unity and stability. Ano:l t .. 
achieve this, pmliticians shculcl o~serve all those virtues 
fer which men are esteemed - fi~elity, friendship, huma~ity 
;m<ll reli9ion. 
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Except ~~en the Military intervene by ~rgAnized coups 
in which civili<:m 9ove:rnments are ®U.$:teci and re!"lace~ by the 
Military Administrati~ns as has ~~eri the case. in most African 
countries end in Latin.America, gevernments of natianal-states 
are run by civilian-rolitical parties. Military Aclministrations 
are undem~cratic and un~opular. 

A pelitical party, therefore, is an arganizecl and 
resisterecl ~ody of civilians with eyes an running the gavernment 
sf a state if siven the mandate ta dn sn by the electorate. 
The mandate is sought at the palls thraugh elections thrBugh 
elections prepcrly scl1eduled nnd conducted in nCC@rdance with 
the censtitution <•f the csuntry. Each state is free to allow 
any num~er 0f political parties it wishes to CGntend at any 
given time. In the United Kin!dom fwr example, arc two maj~r 
p~litical parties - the e~nserv~tive ancl the Lab•ur Parties. 
In Norway, ten mnjur p@litical parties exist, namely: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

!'). 

10. 

The La::;our Party 

The Con§ervative Party 

Christi~n People's Party 

The Centre Party 

The Sccialist Party 

The Liberal Party 

The Pr·~·sressive Party 

The New Liberal Party 

Worker~;' C<!>mmunist Party, ;;one 

The Communist Party. 

Unlike Demecr~tic ty~e ~f ~0vernment, a Socialist System 
is syn0nim0us with its political party, roeted in rigidity 
and always at a lert to ebey the master's VGice. 

In Demecrncy, :wli tical l~arties wishing te con test 
electi~ns pu~lish their mai~festoes t~ highliiht what they 
hape to achieve if given themandate by the el~ct~rate to 
~overn. The manifestoes fGrm the bases f6r ,~litical 
c~mpaigns by which the p>a.rties i<i!eolo,gies are bre?ught dawn 
t0 the grass r~ot. As ~~litical ~arties seek ~ffices, they 
make li>fty pr~:ntises which they s<:1y they ~1ill fulfill if 
elected. Such lofty pr~mises are chosen because the ?Dliticians 
think they are likely to ap~eal to the widest possible 
number ~f elact~rs. out, as has often been the case, when 
faced. 1vith the problems rJ~f office, such lofty pr .. mises are 
usually for~otten, an~ gevernment is c~rried en in res~ense 
ta. day-to-ei<ay [)rc:;:;sure ~f circumstances. 

It is the duty of every political party which wins 
at the elec'ci,;n ·c.::: form the governmunt. It ]'lr=>vides g<'>Oel 
~Gvernm~nt and promotes the Welfare •f the people with~ut 
discriminntian. In the ~rt mf governance the party f~llGWS 
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the principles cf freedGm, equity an~ justice to c~nsolidate 
the unity ef the citizens. This is as far as the dQmestic 
and the internal aff~irs D{ a state is c•ncerned. But 
activities of a stotc is n0t limited tm itself. It extends 
~ey~nd its regional boundaries. ''Although each st~te is 
severeign if cannot realistically ignore the existence of 
other states. A rJ.Ition-st~te canncver affmrd er forset that 
the acti•ns of other states may ~eci£ively influence its mwn 
clestinies". Ench nati•n state therefore ought t~ be dedicate~ 
t~ the prometicn of internatianal csuperation, werlci peace 
and un~erstandin~. These, amon9 athers are what p0litical 
p~rties arc exp0cted t~ d~ in its domestic and forei9n p~licies. 

But experience shaws that pelitical parties have been 
knmwn t~ circumvent the truth and h~ve recourse to the use 
of force to at~end to their political ambitianD different 
from what they ~reached at party c~mpaign rallies bcf•re the 
electi~n which brins them intQ power. These ~cviatiens ~re 
lil«ckecl Ui" by .nll s.:;rts af cruelty, torture, detentie>n and 
impris<l>nrnent. In the internationill sphere, insteacl e>f w<Drkinc; 
fer internatic·n~l llarmQny, peace ~nd ccoper3tion, nation
states whi~ u~ senti1ncnts in order to fcr1ncnt crisis. The 
interventions cf the Smviet Union in Afghanistun and .that 
vf the United States in Latin America are livin~ examples• 
Ab0ut the intE~rvcmticn of the Seviet Union in t\fghanistan, 
"the SC>viet Union 1·mnts n.:lthing less than te> transform the 
S~cial and political Dtructure, the cult~re ancl the beli~fs 
against the ·::ill of ttle Afghan y;eople". u:In ;a<idi tian to their 
brutal measures to m~intain military control ~ver Afghanistan, 
the s~viet plnnners and their Afghan praxies are busily at 
w0rk laying thG foundatiBns far a new Afghanistan medelled 
on S0viet Centrr~l Asian Republic". 

The intervention p~licy of the United states in Latin 
Americo< ,,n t .. ~ o:thcr hancl has been due ta the desir-e f®r 
econemic exp~ncion end the M~nrQe Doctrine. 

The b:iO stq•er-pov,ers are neted f<>r military interventions 
which they try to ~efencl. Their defence, thoush unacceptable 
ran9es friDm thc~ir interest being either in dan<;Jer ~r under 
actual att~ck; if the interest is nat di~cctly theirs, it 
shall be that of their allies; er perh<qns, the intervention 
is necessary where nati0nal honour has been insulted. .;ncl 
such reas<ms are ah;ays C<ilatcd 1·1i th leg ali ti~JS. The ultimate 

1 f · ' t · · ' · '· th oF_, • t · 1 · t goa o 1n~erVen lOn 1s 1~vas1mn wy e use~~1rec m1 1 ary 
for6e. This is proceeded ~y military aid as baits to govern
ments er factions chmsen f<ilr support as W@S the case during 
the Ni§erian cJie<frn 1-.'ar ~lf 1967 - 1970. Econemic intervention 
is ancther ty:)e sf interventi'On. It takes the form "'f b®ycott, 
either by rcfusins to buy the export cr~p of a country, as 
was the case Hhcn 'che Unite<!! states refused Cubbln Suc;ar ancl 
Nicaraguan c6ffec; or to stop supply ~f commodities, e.g. 
American wheilt deliveries t .. Nicaragua. Acldecl to the list is 
Devel~pment Ai~. It is als~ an important instrument ~f 
interventio~:>n. 
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The apartho::iC: n'gime in SQtUth Africa oppresses the 
Africans bcycn( (cc~ription. And ~ltheugh S~uth Africa is 
highly inuustrL1lized, ·and "ende~Jes 1~ii:h natur;ul resources, 
the maj~rity of the people - the indagencus inhabiL~nts of 
the cGuntry live in ~bject poverty, with•ut political and 
basic human ri-Jh ts". There are little or n<> emp;l;;ymen t 
spjl•G>rtuni t~<::E:, n':. f;oci Oill amenities, even the ););jsic necessities 
of life ~ deni.:=d Africans, f'E>r, it is the fS><:>licy "'f the 
regime t~~cccp the ~rea eccupied by i\fric;uns perpetually uncler
develG>JHHi. 'l'h<JS•:.! v;hn are f®rtunate to get employment work 
under very tryin<:; c::m.:'itic~Jns. Racial E!iscriminatic.m is rife. 

The a~n~theid uovernment is regimental in character 
since there is dominance ~f military influence in the decilicyn 
making prmccss of the government t& supcess po~ular deman~s 
f0r ref@rms. 

The D~mocratic Republics of Ang~lQ and Mmzamhique which 
su,psrt the Liberation Movements in S0uth Africa an~ Namibia 
are enemies of the Racial South Africa. Censequently, seuth 
Africa has been mnking effarts te chang~ the gevernments 0f 
the countries lly fcrcc and install their pappeps there. 

The cembined econemic, military an~ c~lenial activities 
of the United Stntes, Britain, France, Japan, New Zealand and 
AUstralia tuwards the island dwellers of the Pacific Ocean 
cause much distress, disgust and despair. On acceunt of these, 
the Pacific ·conference 0f Churches in the islands in 1960 

· prGtested to Brii:icin and the United states O>.gainst bemb tests. 
That, n~t withstanCins, France tested immediately after in 
Tahiti and New Caledcnia. The peeple 0f New Cale~~nia and 
Tahiti are still under the French c~lcynial administrati~n. 
\-vest P'ap>ua, hc:ndecl 0ver t~ Indanesia has n<~ pc>litic.al destiny, 
&evel~pment or improvement af standnrd ~f living as Human Rights 
are ~ften violated. The same conciiti0ns ~rcv~il in the Leyalty 
Islands and Polynesia which are still also under the French 
~~vernment. The economy 0f these islan~s are ex~lmited by 
the acti vi tie'' c;f foreign aver-lar<ls. 

Activities ef governments h3ve been sampled. It sh~ulcl 
~e notecl that activities ef governments are the activities 
ef the f"<lllitical p2<rties which cG>ntrGl them. The party men 
form the cabinet 311d share p~litical offices. Peace has so 
far eluded the ~~rld because politicians dG not acqui~e an~ 
keepl the qualiti::;s '•lhich men are esteemed - are n .. t merciful, 
faithful, hum<tnc, uprisht <>.ncl religiP.>tls. 

Often [)COille associate f..'Glitics \vith p<>Her, hence the 
phrase, 'po,,;er politics•. This to certain extent makes 
politicians posse3s the hearts of ir~~>n, and act withaut 
reflecti'!ln. Tile \·101-d, 1 pGH.;er', ass<>ciated with p-..litics is 
n®t a~solute. In the worcis of E.H. Carr, ••the ~ewer politics 
is often· u:;:ed in ,-,.n invicliol:Js sense, as if the element sf 
pmwer or seif-asserti•n in p~litics were s~mbthing abnormal 
;;~nd susce;;>tiPlG ::>f eliminati<!ln from a heal thy political life. 
C0nversely, there is a ciispositi0n even ammng some writers 
wh0 are n3t strictly speaking, realists, t• tr6at p~litics 
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as thl! sci·~nc·.::. ~::f ~·O\:er und self-Rsserti@n «nd exclude 
fr<)m~ })y defini ticn, -;;:~cti.Gns inspdred Ly m~Dr:!l c~Dnsciwusness .. 

h UCI1 ' ' ' 11 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' t' ' 1 ' • • • .:;, t:(:.Lr;,J.. :_:_()';_;l.C<>I ~m~ ~ea. l.ens (lre m~s e::H·.i~ng. 

Pelitics c"'nnvc >e: divorced from j<l0\ver. But the •hamo 
pc'lli ticus 1 v1hu purt;ue·s nothing !Du t p.:n-1er is as unreal <~ 
myth ,:J.s the 1 h•.;uc ~conomicus• whOl fllUrsues n<!>thing but gain. 
P~litical action must be based ~n a c~-Grdinatien uf morality 
and power". · 

2. The Si<Jnific;"ncc, of Peace ~·l®vements in the Promfi>ti~n 
6f PeD.ce: 

Traditionill!y, the word 'peace• means the Qp~~site ·of 
war. "~Jar i~; ch::;t·.:,ctcrisecl by physical h:ilrm ;mrl c:>vert 
hcostilities ume>nJ nations, and, peace, the l«.ck ~f them". 
But a ne\·1 schc-c•l of th<~U<jht G)Jeuk of pe,ace as the opp0site 
of vi,·,lr~nce "b.,cause, viclence can include the less t01nsible 
f<!!rrn of per!,cn.:~l unci societal injury". Peace means main
tenance 0f doQestic transquility, reduction of international 
tensions 1 abrJen,:c of war 1:1ncl the mai nten.unce of s111cial <:>rder 
where basic hun2n n~eds - such as f®acl, h~using, medical 
care, ancl educution are met and certain basic decencies -
such us the ri'_.ht: a.;w.inst t~rture, unjust arrest and deten
tion, senecide and ~xtrajudicial execution are respected 
in actual practico~ Asscciati®ns t® CGver the conce~t of 
~eace, therefore, 2re many, and the numbers are still on the 
increu.se. 

The current WQrld Directory mf Peace Research Institutions, 
publishecl by the United N;;,tiGn Educatienal, Scientfic anGI cultural 

~fsan:j;z<i'!:.Wn(UNJ!:SCO) I•o.55 (Fifth Editicsn Revised) ccontnins 313 
such institutions scattered ~ver 45 cGuntries. Activities 
c<".lvere<li by rr.os-t cf the Peace Associati<:ms inclucle research, 
jt>Ublicuticm, truining, d0cumentation, research pr<'lmiDtien, 
cenference ors~nization 1 financing, policy-making, data 
collection, ~mon~ others. 

It is difficult t(\l s.tn1.te with any amount 'iif cert<iinty 
the erigin of Pe~cc MGvements. One-thins is certain, that 
is, frem the buuinning cf history, peiDple have been gatherin! 
voluntarily or by comr.lissi.,ns to sue f0_r peuce where pe01ce is 
threatened or is 2l)sent. such ~~therin9s, in cnse they are 
all®wed tm function for any reas~nble l~ngth of time are 
recognized as .. Puctcc ,\sS<!>Ci·• tions within the society. Among 
the I~GS of NiJcri2, communities in the ru~al arens organize 
members of certain age grades te kee' the peace of their 
res~ective cc~~unities for definite peri~d:; of years,say 
three ~r seven years. During the Peace-keepinl periods, 
the age grn~es settle disputes ~f civil nature and see th~t 
no effG>rt is c;Jurcc'. to ti;ke care of f'eace V!ithin the f~erioci. 
Either ceuld l1~vc bean the ~ri!in ~f Peace assGciatiens. 

TracinJ tho history oof the Intern:;,ti&nal Fell<>wship 
of Recenciliction, Janneke Pestma qu~ted a Dutch Peace WGrker 
as saying, "';ie ~:re neither the first nor the last. History 
has stur tcd bcf ,,~-"' l;ls and it ~.·ill cmn tinue after V!e are gene"· 
''Peace dorkers :sn•t luck back a lst, abserbed as they are 
in their stu0~lc for Peace in their mwn time. And yet it -· - ~ 
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can be enceur3;ing t~ realize there were peo~l~ before us, 
u cloud C:Jf ·.-;itn:.;~;:.: linked \'-'ith us as \4e .-,re viith those v:hil> 
c·:..'lme after U!.3". 

Before ti1c nJv~nt of the FellQ~ship of Reconciliati0n 
in 1914 1 the r>:<:OV•.-'l":>~n\: known as the Peace 5G>cicty cxisteC:~ 
The aim cif th·c~ ~rcJLl. ~Jas the ~b~liti0n 0£ ~~r ~n'l the establi
shment Gf ~ jt.tst ;:c~c2. Members were fearless in s~e~king 
agninst the injustice~ of the time. Reli9ions sects, hilve 
been knOY.Jn to ~::rc:;:.!.Ch r:eac-e :tltHJ. 

Ac ti viti '..:·r: ::f inc:i v iduu.ls and groups to ::;;pe,-ak und plreach · 
peade were intensified after the Napoleonic war in 1~15. 
Among such pc::c~:-lc:. v;;;s dn Am~:ric.Jn Fhil0sopher1 Herry D<lvitrl 
Th~re<iln \V[HJ el7l:;h.:-.t:;izcd e~n the importance ef Peace r .. ievements. 
Christians, cs:~ci::lly fr•m Britain, Germany and the United 
States intcn;::;ific~<:.' rrei1chin·;;s for peace 3.nd excho:mge of visits. 
N<iltable amon'c:; the <jroups were Kees Boeke, a Dutch Quaker 01ncl 
his wife and Dctty Cadbury the British Quaker who centred 
their acti vi ti<:es in Lond~;n. Their Jllreilching ab<'U t non--,i{>lence 
and peace ~reused the enthusiasm 6f many 2rGund Europe to 
join the grOUi)• K~C£ Boeke was expelled from ~n0land. 
Later in 1919, in a hcuse called Detty ead~ury and Kees Doeke 1 s· 
Friendship H~use in Diltheven in 1919 an important meeting 
on nr;n-viol• . .!nc::: n.nd F":;ace v-Jas held by the ;reUl1->. That meetinCJ 
is beliuve:,.i ir~ :c:x:1e quarters tro-day as the fermal inaugusation 
sf International Fell•wshi~ of Reconciliatien. IFoR, as it 
is pe~ularly called has ~ranches scattereQ all-$Ver the werld. 
llranches cov.":'[ most of \'Jestern E:uropean ceun tries, J ai"an, 
China, Australia, New Zealand, Africa~ and Latin America. 
Its activities include research, training, documentatien, 
research · pr0mol:ion··,·. ce~'!lca ti.-.n, c0nference, financins and 
support ef non-vidtent movements fer social justice and re
conciliation. 

Effert:~ to cr:·~nize the Associati0n hew called the 
Internation2l Pqnc~ 2esearch ASS$Ci~tion (IPRA) st~rted in 
the 1950s throu~h contacts ~f sch0lars from western EUr~pe 
2nG1 North ~:\nF_:.riC7}. 1~~rom its inception, the aim has been 
mainly 'Pe2cc Rcsa~rch•. aut the concept of Peace Research 
has been changins since the sixties of this century. 

The Interr1nti8n~l Peace Research Ass~ciation was 
established il; 1954~ Since then its secretariat h3s been 
located in Gr6ningon, the Netherlands, in Oslo (Norway); in 
Tampere (S•.Jc._\cn) · • .. :and· ·in Columbus, OhiCI>, U.S.A. }\New in Rim Janerie 
organizes .:1nc1 holc:s General Conferences ev~ry two Years. 
The Executive body Gf the Assaci~tion, the IPRA Council hns 
members dr<:~Hn frc.r:1 Liltin America, AsiO<, Afric;a, N•,rth America, 
EO<stern E:uropc an~ \iestern EuroFe· 

Activities include eenferences, seminars, prometiC~>n of 
stusy 9roups, transnati~nal ana internati®nal cellabgrations 
anei researches. 

The International Peace Research Ass~ciotien has as its 
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m.-ain disci pl incs :.cl~- ·:.:ic .~;l science, soci c)l ngy, ec•:-nc:rnics, 
la•,J, educ.:~ti~n ::::IY.:;!:].:::·::, r·::.'• 

It ~ "U'"·····r.~ ... :~-~-- ',·.···n t·· "clv"nc·· "nt -'·~, .;,.1· -· 
.:.:1 ~-~ ... 1--~~1;,; ., -·:·:. --:'.-"-· c _ ... ~--· e .... cro~..:.C ... 1} 1nd.ry 

research ~n tne cotl~l~J:~ns 0£ pt~~ce nnd the causes uf war. 
At regional 1-:vul~, it tJ~G the Asian Council of Pe3ce 
Res2arch i\sseci ·li:j_:)n .''.JV:1 ·l:hc Latin American Council ;:,f Pe~1ce 

i-lesearch. 

Sources 0f of revc11Uc: The Associ~tien gets its revenue 
from Intcr-9ovcrnr.1c~il-~;:,l Orjc1nizi:lticns (UNESCO and FAO), 
Priv~te ~nd Public Fcun:~tions anJ individual contributors. 

Each Peace rc;cvcor.~::nt h:cs its C>l,•n hist<lry to tell and, 
history d~es not m~rit ~uch consideration in this paper. 
Therefore the briuf histcrical narratives ef IFOR ancl IPRA 
surf ice. 

Peace M~vernent h~s so far contributed much ta the 
promctian of w•rld ~o~ca. It accelerates transnationnl 
organizati•ns in the ficl~ of peace ~nd cGnflict research 
and attends spcci~lly t~ tl1c premoti~n c~f interregionill Cs
S}'leratiGn. 

Awnr~ness h~s ~;en cro2ted on the need for mutual c~
operQtion between ~ha (cvclop~d Qnd developing c0cntrias 
through crgunized c~·t1fcrrcnc8s, semin~rs and workshrups by 
Pe~ce M0vemcnts ~t n~ti~rt~l ~nd intcrnaticnnl levels. 

Tl1rcugh the inturv~11tior1s ~f reace Associati~ns such 
as the Amnesty Intcrn~ti~nnl And the Internntimnal Peace 
Brigade, Pee~lc wh ~re detained ~r imprisened are kn~wn 
to be released. In c.1ddi ticm, Peace Hovemen t:> concern themselves 
with the \r/elfarc cf tll>Z· ·refu·;ees nn<i1 tnke steps t~ see about 
their humane tre~;,tm·:,nt :'.n their hc.st ceuntries as v1ell as 
alertin! the United Nations Cemmissi~n ~n Refugees ab0ut them. 
Peace Movements constitute data banks f~r inf~rmati~n about 
malaclministration, injustice, military concriptiens, nuclear
arms race, nuclear-\·Hiu.pon::. muhufw.cturing and st~ck-pilling, 
CQ1Gniznti0n, bom~ tests, ec0nemic deprivati~n and exploit~
tion, raci~l discrimin~tion, t~rture and war. 

Peac~ M@vem~nt m~ctings are ~ccasions f~r peeple ~f 
different r.uce·sJ cli:Zf'-'n;nt fields .e;f specialis.ution_,.differ~nt 
religions sec::ts and i)·:_oli 1:ic.-ll ideole~jie.s to meet n.nd discuss 
en Pecv .. ce. 

Like any otl1er l1ur;;;111 or0anizati~,ns problems 8re beund 
tc& be noticed in Pec~cc l·i·0v~:.~men ts ~ ~ 

1. 8ast-v1est c~.mflict: It is very unfortun.o.te th<1t celd 
vJar exists in Pc~lc.:.: l:ovc:rt:cnts. This is :an out cl!.lme of 
pelitical bias •JGin:.; en ;_.c_:b,een the E;ast and the .Jest 
European C0untrics. It is ruoted in idemlogicnl differences 
which give rise to suspicion, distrust and unnecess~ry 
fears. This ugly situ .ticn showed up at the Third C<>nvention 
of the European Nuclc~~ Disarmament which to~k rlace in the 
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month of July, 19~~ ~t P~ruci~. As ~ result, the deliberation 
"!t the c~nvention ·.::.\;_; ::lr;,o;;t marred «r; <iele:y<tcs from the 
East mnd ·r;es t Sun-..;x:;,n cc-untt-ies exhibi te<l n;t ti enal syrnp.:ttlly 
t~Wc1rds h~)me ~-::'vc:.::'n:-:1·:.:·ni:s. 

2. Discrimin;,tiun: In pl:ace mt-,Vei:l~nts .:lre .se~< diBcrimin3-
ti ons ctS ac ti vi tf,~?;u:'·' r;·,:,n-cen tred and therefore becomte 
men-dominated. Hot cnly 'cll<:t women are less heard, key 
pasts are held ])y ~~en Group or committees f0r specific 
assic;nments have r11~11 c::.ntrolling the activities or the 
nssiJnments in uccar(;lJlCc wittl the powers ar resulations 
settin,; up the cor:iuitt,;;c;:; or the cJroups. Peacernevements 
ure not :liit for sc~x c.~L:;crir.oinaticns · becJ.use n" p(;,:<ce Ciln be 
founded en discrimin-:ti~jn. Pe3ce Movements need take steps 
nmt only to ~ttr~ct wo~an members intc their fmlds but also 
to 9i ve them res~:HJn::.:i~:.\1~.; !cey posi tf(}n s. In this \·!i'ly, Hem en 
feel cr~nfic"lent ~ne~ <t;op:::ccL.:tive of their r,.le in the m!l:lvernents. 
There is als~ the sclf-ri;hte•us attitude between the Church 
and the Pe<J.ce Gr:;.u;Js ::·c meetings, •t~hich "ttt:i.tude i::; no't to 
the best interest cf Pc~cc Movements. This confr•ntatienal 
self-righte~us attitude was shmwn at the meeting of the Third 
Conventien ~)f the curop...:an Nuclectr Dise.rmament at Peru~iil 
in July, 1984. At the Convention, Stephen Junnicliffe, 
editor of the Churchl>n ~agister attributed the failures af 
Pdace Movements at Jic:l00LIBS t0 p~litic~l m0tiff, ancl en4ed 
up !...1y st«ting, 11 th.:.: 1:1ci:-r:.l issue ;.:-e-ssed by the nrms r.';tc~, 

with its p®tential tc Jcstroy all life, very often is §iven 
a lower priority ~~~n n~vccating variGUS p~litical freedoms, 
;;tnd 1~e c2.n end u;:, c-ci<.:ly cnc.u9h, playins; our :)art in the 
col.<:l \•ier f(~r f<e,;,r r:;f )Jcinc; Culled mt cm the reds". Deli
berations at the C'-"nvcntion were ~ impossible due t® 
discrimino:Jtory ;:;reju:.:ico::: th,]t ,/cathslic delegate frcm P<'>land 
admitted his clis~llpoinbJ0nt ~nd daubted if he could ever 
attend the next r::uro~'csn Nuclear Dise.rmament Ccnvention. 

rn·abili ty .,,f Pence ·_;,);:-}:•-';~:-; to Live Peace: The rei\ son \vhy 
peace still elu~es soci0ties and the world at large is that 
members of Peace Mova~cnts f~il to live peace. Consequently 
~eace fails to m~ke any impnct ~mong the peaple. A peaceman 
laves, n& matter the unju;;t and vielent actions of enemies. 
Things are still wh~:t 'cl:cy :<rei peacewise despite the lcn~th 
ef time effort:; h<.\r..: J~c(m :.lirc=cted t0 the achievement of 1-Jorlldl 
peace. The reasbn i1: th~t human beings attentiens are mis
ctirecteQ. J\ttenti,>nl~ :tro focussecl '"n institutions \·ihich 
have no minds and do n~t ~link for themselves instead on 
human bein;js thcm:::elvcs l~ocause they have minds ;;;nd can think 
and reflect ever c!el:iuwJ. i"ihat is the sum b<>tal of pe<>ple' s 
decisions shape in:;titutions and make them what they appear 
t~ be Daily events in thE! l·;orld to-~ay us we see them in !!he 
televisiwns, hear th.c,n ovccr the ra<rlic and reacl them in nei~S
!'R)!Iers - wars hyje>.cl:in:;::::;, kidnappings, murder, manufacturing, 
m<l1~ernizing <nnd stocl~;.i il ins ,.,f nuclear 1•/eapons reve01l the 
trend wf people's nin(. Since the beginning of time, different 
religious or<:>Uibs h:W·2 i'oun pre2ching for l">rld peace te n<.> 
avail beca~se cmphu:--:;;is h,:-:.s ~:.)een Qn "religian te cha.nge" 
insteacl of the mcmL>cr~:.l of rel-igious sects ttl) reform themselves 
and live by example>. In ~ similar view, it is only when we, 
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members of Peace I<c·-.r.~:.:.-:-:tri:!·; ·:.;is·c"'lver ourscl ves th~t d(~c~=nt 

life counts and 3t~rt to re-orient 3Ur lifeTstyle ti1~t 
socic.:ty, l\lfter ~;cr::·c ·(.:i.r.1c:, c:;n cll.71n•:.;e for s;ood .. Tht~n it 
becomes possible fer p~~c~ ~:f mind to radiate ~1itl1in the 
f ~mil ies, cor.lp:..)un~~::;, c:.:.•UI:it.;ni ties .:1nd '..:ork-r~·l ,-:tees. 

Pc.1rt 3: Relation:::·1i_;_:- :~.cc'c·.;c;.:;n Politici:ll l'ilrtics <:1nd Peuce 
i'lovements: · ----·--· 

A f<ecJiOn5ll P•..;::~cc: ;\:.-:r;oci;.'lti·c ... n schecJulcd its meeting in 
Decembcor 1986 in '' c:.unt;.-y in the Third i·i0rld. A member 
in the hest country ~~~le t~ th~ secret;ary in confidence, 
"our country :-JQe~~n'i.: ::~:vuur or<Janizu.tit,ns ~r· in.~ividuals 

who supervise Humw1 ni~ht~. Y~u could speak of neligions 
Dimensic•ns". Fror;: UV.c! ;:cl.iticul party an·Jle, the qul>tiltien 
is pregnant with mcan~nss. It illustrates what pmliticill 
parties ( governm<::nt:::) thin>: of Pence f•i<>vements. ;ihy eo 
}Deli tical f:~artic:s h ::vf~ ::;uch .-::1n ir:1pression ~hc'IUt Peace f\1-:r,ve
ments? PoJ.iticnl P~rtics i1~ve p~or im~ression of Peace 
Movements ~s er:~niz~ti(~ns o~~msed to their policies; orgilni
zations very critic~l cf st~tes activities; intruders which 
must be eliminated ~r t:iDGd to submissi~n. ~;ith these in 
the back of their Dlil1~3, they set tc ~et holcl mf members 
of ~cace Mrovements ~ne m~kc them suffer hLimiliations, detentions, 
imprisonment or death 2n~ if possible Gutlaw the arganizatiDns. 

Examples a~oun( ~bout peaplc of ~eace who suffered 
persecu ticn in the ll;m,::::: ,:,f cruel governn:!.en ts. During the 
reign of terror in Germany under the Nazt Government, 
attrocities escal~ttcd. In Austri~, a leader c)f the Lea~ue 
of tl1e White Cross, ~~~x Jo3ef Mctzger a member of Fcllowshij) 
0f Heconciliation ·,;:1::: :.• . .;:::hctl:.:ed by the order of the Gcvcrnment 
en account af his ~ctivo involvem~nt in Peace nnd nmnviolent 
c~mpai~ns. Another A~:~tri~n, toa, nnmed Fr~nz Jagerstatter, 
a devout christinn ~nd {~ther ~~ three refused to cio military 
service even thou-::;h he ·.1<1:::. ;::-remised noncombat;;nt service. 
He refused to have nnything to d0 with army unifGrm. The 
Nazi Regime, an Au~ust 9, 1943 condemned him to death and 
heheadecl him. Of hir:. it vms ~1ri tten, "his sacrifice •,;as ~;~1Yt.9.8 
beyond measures; tl·:;, c.ove,.: life, his family, hist.£ial€!·, his 
nei:)ibours. Yet !10 fc~ t ~Jound te .refuse c'?>mpromises VJhich 
\.YGUld h::1ve saved his life". 

In June ·1902, 23 l2ndcrs of the Turkish Peace A&sQciation 
(TPA) were impriscncd for oubversive activities ~s a result 
ef their active clisnri.l.J.mcnt campaigns. The pris01n terms 
ranged frc;,m 8 Y'_,::r::; ::-.ne: twcr. They apjl'ealled aguinst the 
j u·:!.jemen t, «nd ol tlv:u ~h the ;.>rosecu t0r recommended ncqui tal, 
the judyes refused. The Turkish Authority refused their 
release des:.;i te ~-Ji··:c: :.:~·:rcu.d prote:; ts. They were j E~.ilecl. 

I( 
Mr. sulak Sivarnksa, n renown Buddist Schol~r and Social 

otctivist from Tai'.!Cln ,,1-~<; "rres'tcd in August 5, 1~84 in nangk®k 
"for offending the Th;::i r,lOnarchy". The accusation >vi<lS that 
he commented in an int~::-vi~w discussion ~n Thai Education 
-ys·tcm Ci<v,r~'K':·:"l .-, f:-i\.11l'1inc: member mf the Co-crdinating .:::. • y..l. ~ .. ~ ..;.I< •• ' ... • • '-' :;1• 
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Grcup for Reli9io11 i.!l 3~cicty and an ~ctiv~ ndvoc~t~ ft)r 
nonviolent means i~r ~c:lvins ~roblems W3S rE~fu~ed b:1il until 
August 20, 198t], ~-~·h~_:n :1i:.- c::se w~s tr::1nsferred tc• be triec.! in 
a milit~ry court. 

The and is nvt y~t ir1 sisht ~f the ~overnm~nts• persecutiGn 
;>Jf members l:_~f the: P:.:.-:cc r··,cvome:nts. This stt:.:rm::; from \t.Jr~:,nu 
~erseption of p~litic:-!1 ~.--,!rties tovJards the Pe:::tcc novements. 
G0vernment security .\:.:·.;ncic:s ~r!2 used Ly Gove;rnmen t~; to 
jec;tr<'-•y Peace 1'-lovd.l·:,nb:. 

Pc::1ce I~iovr.:m-~::nt:.; i.ll."t.:; Gr(_j:lniza.tions -~;h ):3C mt:..::mb(~rs volun
tarily jeinecl tosctl1~r for social devclepm~nt b~sed on peace 
and justice. con~r:xy to ~olitical parties' views, Pe~ce 
Novements .see =jt.JV;-::rnr.,c~ntf.; ;J.f~ pr.;liticiil.l ~uthorities G'n \-:hich 
IJ.~roper administr:-tti<'-n c;:f ~t naticn-st:tte de£JC!nds. ';;h.=-1t the 
Pe.1ce t'lovemcnts c:--:)·:.~ct. frcAn the gf!·)vernments is tG t:tke c:1re 
of the v.'elfare of l:h-2 citizens. Disc,"\r'r_]reements arise \.·Ihen 
the ;overnmc:nts de not J,:;::ke pro-per cctre of the citizens or 
pursue pelicies ini1.1ic::l t~J human personnlity. It is on 
record th2.t PQa.cc :-:ov·:.:r.1c:nt~:: sive praises to.:. uovernmcnts 
when they cleliv0r the :.:.j.::s. For instnnce, n Cath(·lic 
dclcsate from Pol~il:~ ~t the Third Ccnvcrti~~n of the Eurcpean 
Nuclenr Dis~rmnmont in 1984 confessed that ''with~ut peace
work within pulist1 5o=iQty there would net have been the 
t1.·.'C m~Jjor amnestic:-~ th .. \JC the ~overnment had recently ~ranted.'' 

The Cold ~ar irt l''~~~cc Movement has generated hatred 
instead of love ir. th~ r.-:ovement. In confirmution, a delt-.:gate 
ilf the Third convention c·f the Eur.s.pe;;m Nucle;:;r Disarmar.1ent 
in 1984 Cemmentcc, 11 th" nuclear hol<'lcaust, if occurs, will 
in lQrge part be the rQsult 0f Qecades of Christi~n anti
cemmunism. we have legitimated hatred, even when speaking 
.af leve. •Jlle turn to each other ami: n<::>t om each other". 
Again at the Theolegy of· Pe·ace Seminar in ·Budapest, Jae Peacock 
wro:>te, 11 one ccvndition ,;[ this new C>pening fer the church is 
th;;t it st;ay <DUt 0f r,c:litics and camcerns itself .;mly v1ith 
'ersonal and spiritu~l concerns except, whenever possibl~, 
to SUPi".lOrt governr.,._~nt :·:: . .:licy Gn peacE! qucsticns 11 • 

Peace I"•ioVC!Ii1E:nt::; c:::Gj:cr,:tte vv·ith ~Jovernments v.1hen they 
(governments) dcli vc;r the c;oods und jtresen t ccns true ti ve 
criticisms wh~n tl12y :~!·esent ebnexious i'olicies. But 
gev~rnment attitu~cs tow2r~s the Peace ~iove1nents are hostile 
~nd domineering. 

Part 4 Cenclusicn: 

Peace is n~y.;r..:!:--::,.;:::r~· in '~ society. ··Ni th.::-ut Pe~tce th~re 
is no devel\:.,prn0nt. ·ACC(.!r'dins tc ,.;cJnm Curle, 11 Pe~ce is 
a condition frem whicl1 the individu~ls or graups cmnaern 
gain more advant:~.;c {:·1an disadvantage 11 • It is only in at
mosphere of peace th~t ~n iJe~l 9ov~rnment can emf~rge ~nd 
execute devt:.;lopmen \.: ~::.J.""O·_;l~O..Hilncs and raise the standard of 
living of the peO~·l..,. In oth«r to achieve this, po>litical 
~11rties and F'cacc i·!·:.::.vt.=r.H:.:nts should see each 0ther «S a 
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Peace I·;0ve:n: . .!n -~:r; :Jh .ulJ inten.sify pt!<l.Ce ccluc ~ti•r·n i1rnong 
rnemb·et .. s -~nd n.,~n-m-~-r.!L.: .:I':.- in <a-t:..;er tt; make citizens 'tihc· i'\re 
?e;,tential mc~mb-=c.s 1~n- .. _, ,-:,1_.~.:-ut pE.:uce ffir.)vement. 

E:ff~·rts shc:ul-~: :.<.: :·:.(.Untcr.~ t;:: inct:"f!~~;;u membershitJ (~f 
Pe.Jlce I·h,;velrh:.:-nt~J ;_,~, -C}1'...: ~.n·tr .. (:l!cin<J the.! ~H)licy of 5% ;;dul t 
pGpulntion cuv~r:;:~ ... v~r~ f~?r. Gy this meth~Jd, pe~ce 
mcvements \vin 5% ,::::2 ti;,_ -~:~c1ult ;·,,,\;•Ul:1tion of ~ C<:[)Untry 
annually and \':J·ith:Ln ;:·.-1.1:: -time m(;mbcrshil) ~f pe:!iCE.! movements 
~-Jill f_jrc•\.·i. This m._- -!n::.; c..:~nv-:~rtin:; the entire t.:lt!ctor;:;.te to 
the way of pence. 

To m.s.ke the rh.:C2_-:,:::r;ry impre:::siens in the society, 
members of ~c~ce ~ov~r~~JltG sh~-ulC present pe~ce ~ttitudes~ 
Of .J.ll prr!}fessi..::n~:, p.:e.a.ce. i.s· th2 mest difficult. All 
cthc:rs are mon(i->~~~:::.c · :i1ilc (t...S.Ct is mul ti-J:..::.sic in the 
sense th.2t :: p;..;:-tc(: ~-r~:c::iti(.n,_:r is ju~~!>Jec! by his c')ttitut~s 

to every situ~ti?n in ~r1y cnvircrnent. It is th~refQre funda
ment;ll that ,]. pC.::lCC: ~.:;_"·:c·::i"ti·..:ncr sht:·>Uld be bcth c-:.nscious 
i:lnd c:~.utiens cJf :f.IYJ :: .. t.·...::·::·:·:. ht:: takes, :=J.ny st:.~temcnts he m~kes 
(or-J.l er vo~ritten); ;.:lY: c,J.li~:-re of people ht: 0.ssoci.~1tes \.-Jith 
an•~ even hi~ ~:•tin; o;:· _ ;·.;:-~nk~n~ h:J.bi ts •. ;1 peC<Ce l'raction:r 
see3 througn cne sti~~r~~c1~l2t~es ef d~1ly ~vents~ reca9n~zes 
limit~ticns ~n ~ctiviti~~ ~nd hilS a dne,,J intuitive $r~an ~n " . 
realiti~::; ~7f ~lcti·:-·n;:;. P·.':".!··t,ce r.13.ker~:o should i~arn ~bout the 
livin~ legenllls <'!ln peace like Ganclhi, Dr. l'!artin Luther Kin<g 
and 01 mf P 2.lmc. 

The mvst .. cov:::t~·t::.:::.:>\..i::~ ···,rize is r~n=~ce.. F~ace should be 
h . ... . ~-•• 1 ' 1. . t. f . th sG.ug c uy 1.nd.u~ !i a:~~ ·.:C:.L :=-ts gronups r;.r Si!lC~e ~~s, ~r, w~ -

out ·peCJce 1i1.::: itscl~ i.s r;t ... .-3ninsless. In his c®mmencement 
a:;ldress ut the Amu:-:.c-:n Uni ver si ty, \·iashin:;ton D .c. in June 
10, 1~63, the formur pr~~iJerit sf the United States, J~hn 
F. Kennedy ,.i!'f1 said "I lnve ch<:>scn this time ilnd iJlace t11> 
discuss a twpic on ~rl1icl1 isn~rance toQ often abcunds ~nd the 
truth is t~a r~raly p=rceivcd - and that is the mmst imp~rtant 
t~~ic on earth; Pcnc2. The kin~ mf peace that mAkes life 
on earth w0rth livin~ - ~nd the kind that enables men and 
n.iltions to src::.l.l .:tnd to hope '-lnci build n. better life f"r their 
children". 

Like Kenm::dy, :t ~ ·.,5.11 pay dividends if psli tic01l parties 
and the Peace ~lovct~~nt~ rcg~rd •Pence discussi0n' ~s mGst 
imr)ortl:tnt unr.t t::-d<c ::-:~.:e::·.-~.; tc• agree not tro 'Jisugree on matters 
that will f0ster c<>·•~u~~lion between 'the twQ b0dies @nd 
make for l;;,,3tinJ ;.'-':~~c. Pe<.>.ce ~-;!l>vements shoul•i influence 
ether impert:~nt or.:··:niz·:ti.;..·ns \.vith u vic\··J· to injectin-~ pe~ce 
"'ttituc\es ~n tlv:;,rc ;n .. : t;l•.,ir members. Assrociations like the 
Peu.ce 1'-!wvement, th•.; ;~oi.:-:L~~, Internil.tif))nal, ~,fomen Or9anizatienr;;, 
Students' BIDdies ::11'1•-~ thC! i·ted Cress that have interni!itiona.l 
reputatiGn and roco~:1itian ~hould be linked with the Peace 
t•lovements. The: Co.:-)r•.::r:·.t:ive r··iGvement hilS taken steps in the 
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Peace r-·iovem:;:;nt:s ;·;h·.ulJ intensify pt!=~.ce ~duc::ltin;n .u::ong. 
members ~nd nen-m~~L.;r~ in c;rGer tu make citizens whc· ~re 
}DQten tial me::mb-2rs kn. •\; :::.L·:.:-u t peace mlo}vemt=n t·. 

E:fferts sh<:uL.: :_,;c r:.cuntc,(; t:' incre;-;:>t; membership =~f 

Pe~ce Nu~em2nts ~y th~ i!·ltr .. -~ucing the i~')licy nf 5% Adult 
pc.pulwticn c.ov,.:r::.'~(.: ,_:v:_,ry y0;:.:r. Dy this meth·:.:oc:l, pe::1ce 
mcvt:ments \vin 5% -:.~::: the: :::ch.:l t ;~.~ !-j~l:1ti~)n of ::1 C<:lUntry 
annually u.nd \vith:i.n ;~·;r:t:.: !cime membership ~f pe.!ice movemt..!nts 
v1ill grG'v·i. This m.._:·:.n~:: C(;nvcrtin:; the entire electGrZlte tc 
the way of peAce. 

To 1nake the n~=C2S~~:ry impre~siens in the society, 
members· of pe~1ce IJOVC!.I....:ni:[.;; sht-Ul(i present pePtce .!\ttitu.-:?_es .. 
Of all pr•fessiGnc, pe&ce is the most difficult. All 
others ure m~Dno-;J::::.:ic · . .:hilc 1-·;~....~ce is multi-basic in the 
sense th~t a pc~cc ;.r~ctitir.n(:r is ju~~ed by his nttitut~c 
to every situ1ti~n in ~n~ cnvircment. It is thurefmre funda
ment~! that a peace ;;=::ctiticncr shc)uld be both c0nscious 
and c~utioos Qf 3ny ~t~~~ he takes, any st::;turncnts he m~kes 
(oral er written); ~~1~ c~libre mf people he ~ssocintcs with 
and even his e.-:ttin·:; Oi~ ~:rinkin; h'lbits. A fJec.:ce l'r@ctioner 
sees thrGugh the StlpcrfiCi31ities of d~ily 8vents, reco~nizes 
limitati3ns ~n ~ctiviti~c ~nd hns a deep intuitive ~r~sp Qn 
real i tie::; ,jf ac ti·:.:·n~;. P:.!:-:~ce rn.:aker!:; should learn 2.bcu t the 
livin~ legends "'n peace like Ganc:!hi, Dr. Nartin Luther King 
and Ol<!>t Palme. 

The mvsJi.~.cov·~!!:"i::c:::::ur~ :··.rize is r':')eflce. Peace shc:ulE! be 
sGught by inf!lial:.; n::: >'<.:11 .:os gr«:>ups or s<>cietieos, f:.r, with
out peace lifa itself 1.~ ~~-~aningless. In his cemmencement 
n~dress at the Am~ric~n University, Washington o.c. in June 
10, 1!63, the forour presiJent Gf the Uniteci States, J~hn 
F. Kennedy,G!'fl suid."I h~ve chcscn this time ,_nd placet.., 
discuss a tmpic on ~1ich isnGrance toe often abounds and the 
truth is t~~ rarely Jl~rceived - and that is the mmst im~~rtnnt 
tapic on earth: Pu~c8. The kin~ Qf peace that makes life 
on earth w0rth'livin~- nnd the kind that enables men and 
n~tions to 9row and to hope nnci build n better life fer their 
children". 

Like Kennedy, it ·.;i.ll !·'"Y dividends if pmlitic"ll parties 
and the Peace Moveb~nts rcGarci 'Pence discussi0n' as most 
imp0rtant and tqkc stc1)~ tc agree not ta disagree Gn matters 
that will f0ster c<~~Qr~tion between the twQ b0~ies and 
make for Lasting :·:c.::•.cc. Pence ~11l>vcments sh.,ul~i influence 
ether impe~tant cr~-~JliZ~!ti~·ns with a view tw injectin~ peace 
attitucles t>n tl1•::>rc :1nc.: t!l•.:ir members. Ass,>ciations like the 
Peace Mevement, the ~ot~ry ·rnte~n~ti®nal, ~Jomen Org~nizatians, 
students' Scr>dies ::tlh:.': the i·Zed Cress that have internationu.l 
reputation :>.nd ::-oco··:liU.on should hi! linked with the Pe;;tce 
Mavements. The C(J:l;cr::tive M~vement h~s taken steps in the 
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right direction ;_;y r.l:::l:iw; the necessary linkiitge tc l'e:1Ce 
I-~ovcment. At the; Con~,.:.~c;::s of the Intern.ilti;;-.~n~l Cooperative 
,\llLwce in ,{ars.c_\1 in 1~72 ::~nd the Centrul Co;mmittee in 
Butlq~~ in 1973 it :-.~-·.-... ~l:·.·t.:u~.: t\·Jo Fam"-'US Resc-lutic~ns "t•D ,,.;ork 
for 1he cstablishr.1.:.:nt :_·f 1-~~stin:; }H::~1ce ~tnd sccurit~i"· 

Before the fc:-r-r.Ll =:cc\,~;:ti0n mf the 1972 Res~~lutiom, 
the President ~f tll(~ Int~rn~ti0nal CoGper~tive Alli-1ncc, 
Or .f'iuuri tz Bonou (:n.;·.: the: r-articij)<an ts 1 R t ten ti<)n t:, the 
fact that the Univ0r~:::l Dccluration of Human Rights and the 
A.ssem!:;-ly Resolutic'n Cc.nccrnc:d v.:ere f~:tr frcm univcrF.ul 
im;;ler.~ent01tion. He' n_,r:1indcd them tc") ef the crisis and 
conflicts gaing ~n in pnrts cf th~ world ~nd concluded by 
emph::~sising, ''in vi.:;·_.: u~ :::11 these iitdiGU.S w.cts of violence, 
we c~nnot ~dopt ~ c!ofa~t!st attitude• ~Je must ~rmtest 
against such evil ~u~ds n~tionally and intern~tien~lly. 
The voice of th(: C·>co;·.,:,J.· ::ti ve f•'i<'>VE!men t .ag;;~inst such inhuman 
outr~ses should.]Je.~c~~d~o- Like the Cc-0perative Movement, 
let other organ1z~~1 .. ns JC1n hands with the Peace Movements 
~nd rilise their v:~ice:! ~lee ngainst such lnhumnn ovtrages. 
Peace r•·ic.::vement~ sh.::u_l,_: :"!.niti-"J.te t1ctit:1ns to make the realiza
tion possible \tithin ~:j~S(:n~ble time. 

In order to -~v~;i: c~nflicts, and to i:-r0perly co-ordinRte 
activities, J)fZ<S~d.:::iJ.itv ::-hc:uld be S(!)Uoht for the re,Jistered 

- :J 11 
l"e<?.ce ncsearch In.stitui:L.n:.> by the United Nation Educr.tiomrtl·~· 
c-ultural ~rg<!.ni,_zR-t~Hl!. (Ui•!E:::Co) t<l meet cccasi~mally and [. 
have joint ~elib~r~ti~ns un Peace. It is in such a forum 
that an emphasis shoulJ ~e la!d ~n the prGp®sed 5% A•ult 
p3~ulation c0ver~ge, review joint prGpes~ls and set tarsets. 

PeeJE>le, the \·Jorlc~ ever u.re members .,f the human 
family. Lsve and kindness shoul~ exist in the family to 
attract peace and Jccep pence. \\'herever a persll>n is born, 
ami unGler wh;ottever system, the persen still sh<lres Vlith 
us our camman humanity. Peace of the human race should 
be the prime CGncern cf uvery peacemen and every pGlitician. 
Let there be peace. 
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v1h ··le hum;::tn 
sus:·,ici ~n :o.:1d 
·rhe r,,sult: 

is the: ·:!)_-~\:; :~-:}_f Lc~t\·i~:en the 2x;-:-l-~:itcr an~l the cx:·~l.:")ited; the~ 

aristo~=r~t ~~d the commoner, tt1e ~rivilcged ~11rt the undcr
~rivilc:-··-:_•(.:~ ':,his {!iff"'.::1.~cnce is the s;"'urcc ._:;f rc:scntment, 
~tru~:~~l-:.::, -~:::..;~c. nte:nt. ;tnd revc-lts. In the •..-~orld scenes ts-d:ry, 
~re scr~ . .-.-!:;; -:·:f ::..~-::v·:~·luti(~ns - g:-::vernmentw.l, t]rc-up ::nd ;-,err;.~;n,tl 
to stt"'::_]:c.! -~:;_c:~ ::~l2nce betv.,een the h,tves .?J.nd ht1ve-n·::~ts~.;\ the 
cc.ntent~~,.: .::n(1 the disc~~ntentl!d. The situ.:1tian is w0rs~n:.ng 
as th~ c ·v=.rn~~nts, gr~u~s and individuals fnr fenr and 
mistrust :::~e:l: fer an unh,->ly <llli::mce ?.nd st·~ck-pilcs "f de::tc:ly 
wci:!pons. 

Thi,=. ::i:cu:ti(:n c:1n :::nly ch::tn\je by iinr.~reJvin~ the rel~l.1.:2.~Jn
ship b~t~ccn the ;~8litic31 parties and the Pe~cc ~.ovements. 
It is .onl.y t 11<".: ·.:.m:-r<>ved n:L:ti·:,nshi? tllut can bring the needed 
re~liz~ti(:l1 211C sanity and ~G replaces h~te with l~ve. In 
the wor·:1:3 .;.f L~ ;,r:ci \1/0.lter Russell, "The present State of 
civiliz~tion in a werld revalutian ~gninst pe~ce, happ~ness 
~nd love, even to th~ destruct~on ~~ the GGd of peace, and. 
love u.nd bco.uty. It can end only in the blt.:\}~)clic:st and rn~st::. 

cvstly Hu.r in :>um;:;n history unless the caus~ ot this division 
~f the cQntcntG~ ~nti ~iscentented is removed and the hum~n rQc~ 
united t~r fer the c~mmnn g~Gci t!if all men". 

Pe~cc, ii·:.JVCoi~H.:nts should ;,c:celcr'lte P~~ce Educ:~tinn t~· the 
Gcncrnl ~u~:~ic with em~hnsis ~n ncn-viml~nce ns the str•sn9est 
WG3l)an f~~ ~~~cc re3to~Dti0n and ?reservatisn. The mether 
earth i_: ·c>.> ... ;r.le f::Jr c,ll humans. Theref<!!re men u.nd w~m~n 
~ught tc =ay~r~ themslves members af the same f~mily des?ite 
diffcrc .. (:~s in rnc~, culture and l~nguage~ ~lembt~rs Df a 
f<lmily ~~·: .. ·'::lil~.~s::. t~getner and shun Cc.Jnflicts th•;.H.ltjh retaining 
their j_nc:i virll.1 ::>.1 icen ti ties. The f ·•mil y ties bind them 
tii:~gethcr "throu~L e ... f~ctivc c-.,mmunic::ltion. Peace f•levements 
c~n initi~te ~cti0ns which bring palitic~l parties and the 
Peace i"•iovcl:1Cnts_,......cleser W reflect s.n 'peace' using nan
inflomhlat~ry lnnsuagc. ~he objective is to win pGlitical 
partic3 ·~·:) Jchr~ -...·:ay rzf ~eUlce. Cnce pmlitical parties appreciate 
the v:::Jlu"' ,;:: ':~·::,::ce• a.nd apply the principles of ~eace in 
N~tion~l-gcv~rnments, ec~nnmic grewth and development will 
f~llo~. ~c•nc~ic in~ercaurs~ will Jevel•~ between states. 
Such col .. _a.borG.t5 .. :-:-ns in solvinc ecvnomic pr0blem~.-; '-'~.uld minimis~ 
distrust,· fe:c:r and h";;tilitie; and clevcl:>p mutu<~l interest 
and cu~pi~~tion. 

We :::!S humons should refl~ct ~n th~ dangers thot confront us 
in this nL~ch:c . .r· ,.;orld, "and to r""mind us aof the ne·,·: .. srld 
tht~.t i:: :-~·-~-:-~: ··:d.-t .. :-~in ·:-.ui.- reo.~n if v;e could mov~ bt.=.:y:::.nd G·Ur 

prescnc :·:~~-~r~;; c:.ncJ e:ntagmnisrns". 

Therefore r.v::;mbers '3f Peace r-·inv.:!!ment.E; sh0Uld give: great 
cencern ~t the present situation in th~ world at this nuclear 
age. Thc!y sil(uld bc~r in mind the w~rds of ~alter Redney, 
"History •.:ill nc·,t f.:JJr;ive th,.ose men and wo•men ldh" knGvling ;.;hat 
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i:e ,_;v :Ju·t :.-~.c:..::.:;_;;J tc fold their :1:Arns :-.nd stn.nd by \-Jhil~ 
f:~rc..:;:~ -- :~r-~.--::.:ii::".'...:.:; -~:L-~ de~t-ad:-rti-:1ns prev.:til" ::.r -"1S Edmunc:: 
Burk, t.h.::: ::~Acncii ~:hil·osoph.::r c-pin:~d, nEvil.s C::ln only 
trium·_:h -. .-il·-=-:.. uiser..l:!n refus,~! to ..:~et" o i··1e:mb~::rs !;rf Pe::1ce 
r,.,, .. v,·.r·,;;_-11-::.··· --,._. ~---·thut'Cith"'' m(~-n nnd '·}·~ncn :,lh'" 'l.·n..:' 1 '·'J.'n.-r V'h·"t tP (: ~~ ..., ~ ·- -·· •• '• .._ - '· ~ ' ••••• • • • • '· • • • " ',:J ~· • 

and th<: :o :r·_;i::.::nK:n 11 , in th1:"! tvh") ."J.;)tove - qu~::~:;ti:~ns.. Pr::,:lce 
i"1tlVC:::r,1-:.i·:.·C·:: ·:::·:·.:~_-. __ :f,·,r-.: E-h---uld initi::tc 1.."'ef .. :.,r:n:'5 th.n-t 1/Jill 
l·m·,-·'""·· ;-•· · ···.··1:-i-J.'c-Il~ll;,-. l"'t•···~-~n "···.'J.'tJ.'col """''tJ.'e·~ ·trir' th,-, I!.&. ,,y._ .. ;I •••• -· . - • ...> .-
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1)INTRODUCTION: 
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223 64 Lund, Sweden 

This paper touches upon sensitive parts of peace movements
inner conflicts among peace movements. It is, in my•opinion, 
worthwhile to analyze the conflicts not only for academic 
development but also for peace movements themselves in a 
long run. The paper intends to analyze the inner conflicts 
of peace movements and attempts to make clear problems in
volved in the conflicts, although it leaves any concrete 
conclusions for the further research. 

By including many types of movements which advocate •peace• 
in a single category, peace movement(s), we tend to have a 
misguided image that all the peace movements share the same, 
or at least similar character(s) and goal(s). Consequently, 
it is believed that there is (or should be) a harmonious 
consensus among them. This popular picture, however, is far 
from reality. There are many types of peace movements with 
different goals, characters, methods, etc. In fact, some 
movements are -so different that it is difficult to find ele
ments in common among them except a name shared under peace 
movement(s).· What is more, there are some cases that peace 
movements conflict with each other. In some countries, the 
world of peace movements is by no means peaceful. It is, in 
my opinion, of great significance to be aware of the diver
sities and differentiations among peace movements. 

In respect of conflicts among peace movements, I think it 
useful to make a distinction between red-type peace movement 
and green-type peace movement. Red-type peace movement is 
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the one which has its ideological basis on communism and is 
in many cases initiated and supported by communist party. 
The main target o.f the criticism of red-type peace movement 
is imperialistic militarism and consequently weaponry system 
of us and western Europe. On the other hand, the main target 
of green-type peace movement is both imperialistic mili
tarism and hegemonic militarism, and consequently weaponry 
systems of both US and Soviet Union. Green-type peace move
ment has grass-root and decentralized character. New peace 
movements in the beginning of 1980's were dominated by this 
type of peace movement in many countries of West Europe. 
This is a brief picture of red-type peace movement and green 
-type peace movement, although this picture can not escape 
from criticism for its over simplification . 

Differences of character as well as political orientation 
have led conflicts between red-type peace movement and 
green-type peace movement in some countries. You will find 
such conflicts in Japan, Denmark and Finland. Concretely 
speaking, conflicts have broken out between Gensui-kvo 
(Councils against A-H Bombs) and Gensui-kin(Congress against 
A-H Bombs) in Japan, Cooperation Committee for Peace and Se
curity(Cooperation Committee, for short) and No to Nuclear 
Weapons in Denmark, and Peace Committee and Peace Union in 
Finland. In spite of some big differences of political envi
ronments and political culture of these countries, the con
flicts are of similar character and invite a comparative 
analysis. This paper is based on several interviews with 
leaders of the peace organizations and a few studies previ
ously done by other scholars as well as my personal ex
periences. 

2)BACKGROUND: 

2 

A) JAPAN: 

In 1954, crewmen of the Japanese fishing vessel were radi
ated by the Hydrogen bomb test at Bikini atoll. This Bikini 
incident shocked the Japanese public and inflamed sentiment 
against nuclear weapons. In response of overswell of public 
concern and activity, the First World Conference against 
Atomic and Hydrogen Bomb was held in Hiroshima on 6th, 
August 1955. This conference gave birth to Gensui-kyo(Japan 
Council against A-H Bombs). 

In 1964, Gensui-kyo split into two organizations. Some mem
bers left Gensui-kyo and formed a new peace organization, 
Gensui-kin(Japan Congress against A-H Bombs). The immediate 
cause of this split was different stances over whether nu
clear test by any countries, capitalist or socialist, should 
be opposed, and over how to evaluate the Limited Nuclear 
Test-ban Treaty. Gensui-kin, allied with the Socialist Party 
(Nihon Shakai-to), insisted that nuclear test by any coun
tries should be opposed to and support the Limited Nuclear 
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Test-ban Treaty as a step for total prohibition of nuclear 
tests. On the other hand, Gensui-kyo, allied with the Japan 
Communist Party(Nihon Kyosan-to), took the position that nu
clear nuclear weapons in socialist countries were for world 
peace and should not be opposed to and that the Limited Nu
clear Test-ban Treaty would not change the situation of nu
clear armament and therefore should be opposed to. 

Since then, these two major peace organizations have been 
conflicting each other over a few issues, which will later 
be discussed in details. The split and the conflicts among 
peace movements have no doubt damaged the image of peace 
movement. Many citizens including hibakusha(survivors of 
atomic bomb) lost their zeal for anti-nuclear movements and 
left there, although we also recognize the existence of some 
persistent activists. For around 10 years, peace movements 
in Japan had been stagnated partly because of the split and 
conflicts among peace movements . 

In 1977, the joint World Conference against Atomic and Hy
drogen Bombs was held in Hiroshima by both Gensui-kyo and 
Gensui-kin as well as other citizens' organizations. After 
over 10 years' splits, these organizations could finally 
take joint activities which attracted a wide range of people 
from all over Japan. This joint conference had been held ev
ery summer for until 1985. 

3 

However, it took only a few years for this honeymoon period 
to come to a period. Already in 1980, these two organiza
tions came to quarrel each other over the issues of nuclear 
energy, Soviet nuclear tests and participation of the radi
cals well-known in the movement against Tokyo International 
Airport to the joint conference. The heating conflict be
tween Socialist party and Communist party has worsened the 
situation. They could eo-organize the conference until the 
40th anniversary of Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings, but in 
1986 the relationship between Gensui-kyo and Gensui-kin de
teriorated so badly that they found it impossible to orga
nize the joint conference. It seems extremely unlikely that 
the joint conference will be organized in near future . 

B) DENMARK: 

Although the history of Danish peace movements is an old 
one, the two_peace organizations to be discussed in this pa
per are relatively new. 

The Cooperation Committee for Peace and Security was founded 
in 1974, shortly after the 1973 World Peace Council congress 
in Moscow in which about thirty Danes participated. This 
starting has given the organization strong leanings toward 
the Communist party, although the committee claims that it 
is an independent organization from any political parties 
and aims to cut across party lines. The Cooperation Commit-
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tee has been an umbrella organization of peace groups, 
labour unions, occupational groups, and individuals. Its or
ganizational structure is hierarchical. Members are dedi
cated ones and have high discipline. 

The first issue that they tackled was over the Danish pur
chase of the F-16 aircraft. In 1977-78, it organized a very 
successful campaign against the neutron bomb. It received 
nation-wide support and enjoyed a rapid growth of the orga
nization with many new local groups. This neutron bomb con
troversy gave a kind of legitimacy to the Cooperation Com
mittee. It made a further growth after the NATO double-track 
decision on the deployment of nuclear missiles in 1979. 

4 

Because of its pro-Soviet orientation, however, the image of 
the Cooperation Committee harshly deteriorated by the Soviet 
invasion to Afghanistan, the establishment of martial law in 
Poland and the deployment of Soviet nuclear missiles, SS-20. 

Partly encouraged by the development of the new peace move
ments such as 'the Interchurch Peace Council' in the Nether
lands, 'Green Party' in West-Germany, and 'No to Nuclear 
Weapons' ·in Norway, some independent-minded people who could 
not stand the Cooperation Committee's pro-Soviet orientation 
formed a new peace organization, No to Nuclear weapons 
(NtA). 

' The foundation of the No to Nuclear Weapons was a quick re-
sponse to NATO's decision in December 1979, concerning de
ployment of nuclear missiles. As early as November 1979, a 
small group of individuals published an appeal to the public 
and received a positive response. The group set up a peace 
seminar in January, 1980, which resulted in the foundation 
of No to Nuclear Weapons in Denmark. 

The No to Nuclear Weapons has had a grass-root character and 
de-centralized structure from the beginning. There is no 
formal leadership and even no individual membership. A num
ber of local groups as well as other groups are, in struc~ 
ture, loosely affiliated to the organization. To estimate 
the number of members is, therefore, not an easy work . 
Roughly 10 ooo individuals are on the mailing list, and 
around lOO local groups and other groups are at present af
filiated. 

In the beginning, it cooperated with the cooperation com
mittee to organize Easter marches and October demonstra
tions, though with some difficulties. 1982-83 were the years 
of biggest peace demonstrations in many countries of Western 
Europe. Denmark was not an exception. October demonstration 
in Copenhagen in '83 recorded 150 000 participations: This 
is considered one of the biggest demonstrations in Europe, 
if the size of country and the number of population are 
taken into consideration. One of the reasons for this large 
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number of participation is that in '82 and '83, practically 
all the peace movements, groups and organizations worked to
gether. 

Since around 1984, the relations between the cooperation 
Committee and the No to Nuclear Weapons have become worse. 
In preparation of peace demonstrations, the two organiza
tions were engaged in long and energy-consuming negotia
tions, which in many cases produced no results. 

October demonstration in 1985 raised a question whether the 
No to Nuclear Weapons would be allowed to invite a German 
poet, an exile from East-Germany. After a long debate, the 
No to Nuclear Weapons was allowed to invite him and the 
demonstration was eo-organized . 

At Easter march, 1986, they split. The No to Nuclear Weapons 
wanted to invite Polish theater group from Krakow ,. which had 
keen interests in peace issues, to the Easter demonstration. 
Their performance was concerned with democracy of Poland as 
well as East-West questions. The Cooperation Committee re
fused to have their performance at the demonstration. In 
consequence, the march was organized separately. 
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October demonstration, 1986 was very complicated. The World 
Peace Council congress was held in Copenhagen. The discus
sion of the demonstration was almost completely covered by a 
question whether the demonstration should take part in the 
congress. The demonstration committee had discussion after 
discussion and spent more than half a year to make a deci
sion. They at last ended up in some kind of compromise. The 
No to Nuclear Weapons agreed to join the congress on condi
tion that it was allowed to include delegations from non-of
ficial peace movements in Eastern block. 

At '87 Easter demonstration, the No to Nuclear Weapons was 
not active in preparation at all. only one representative 
went to committee for the demonstration, who preferred to do 
nothing and say nothing. This seems to be an attempt to 
avoid formal split, and at the same time long heated discus
sion which could bring no fruits . 

C) FINLAND: 

The two large peace organizations in Finland have a longer 
history than those in Japan and Denmark. The Finnish Peace 
Union was founded in 1920 after World War I. Before World 
War II, the Peace Union was the best know peace organiza
tion, largely due to its long time chairman Felix Iversen, 
who gave considerable influence to the development of the 
Peace Union as well as the Finnish Peace Committee. 

The Peace Union has had pacifist orientation since its foun
dation. It is a confederation of many peace organizations, 
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such as committee of 100, Finnish section of War Resisters 
International, Conscientious Objectors' group and Teachers 
for Peace. Among them, Committee of lOO has been the most 
influential group to the character of Peace Union. The Peace 
union also has some one hundred local associations of its 
own as well as individual associations. The number of indi
vidual memberships is around 5 000. 
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Many of the local groups are situated in the Swedish-speak
ing areas, and therefore majority of members of Peace Union 
are Swedish-speaking people. The situation provides an ad
vantage to the cooperation among Nordic peace organizations. 

As a politically and religiously nonaligned, the Peace Union 
gives special emphasis on scientific peace research. The 
Peace Union is a member of the International Peace Bureau. 

The Finnish Peace Committee was founded in 1949. It has ap
proximately 30 000 individual membership, 16 district orga
nizations, and some hundred local peace groups, as well as 
84 national member organizations. Among national member or
ganizations are some trade unions and most of the political 
parties. It has political and national broadness in its mem
berships of both individuals and organizations affiliated. 

The Finnish Peace Committee has also solidarity committee 
inside its framework, such as Finnish-African Committee, and 
are in close cooperation with some solidarity organizations 
like Finnish-Arab People's Friendship Society. Finnish Peace 
Committee is working not only as anti-war, disarmament orga
nization, but also as an umbrella organization for solidar
ity organizations. 

Although Peace Committee has broad political relations, it 
is obvious that Communist Party in Finland has influenced 
quite strongly to Peace Committee. It has favourable stance 
and good relations to policies of Soviet Union and East-Eu
ropean countries. The Finnish Peace Committee has been af
filiated to International Peace Bureau. 

Both Peace Union and Peace Committee are participating in 
END conventions. But the delegates of Peace Committee has 
been frustrated with the views of many peace organizations 
there on unofficial peace activities(independent peace move
ments/dissidents movements) in Eastern Europe. 

In 1979 when United Nations declared the disarmament week, 
Peace Committee organized a peace demonstration. After some 
years, the UN disarmament week demonstration developed to be 
an annual event with broad cooperation of many different or
ganizations, including Peace Union. 

In 1983, they could organize a biggest demonstration during 
UN disarmament week, in which 230 000 people participated at 
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106 different places in Finnish at the same time. 230 000 
people means as much as 5% of whole population in Finland. 
This figure is extremely big from West-European standards. 
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In the process of joint events such as UN disarmament demon
stration, some small conflicts between Peace Committee and 
Peace Union have been recorded. At one demonstration, for 
example, some members of Peace Union wanted to have a ban
ner, 'Ban the nuclear missiles both from East and West', 
near the soviet Embassy. This attempt met opposition from 
Peace Committee and could not be carried out. They have had 
disagreements on the evaluation of official foreign policy 
of Finland as well as the evaluation of unofficial peace ac
tivities in Eastern-Europe • 

Peace Union used to be a membership organization of Peace 
Committee, but a few years ago Peace Union formally left 
there to clear the relationships between the two organiza
tions. Now they stopped to eo-organize large demonstrations . 

The relation between the two organizations, however, is not 
as bad as the ones in Japan and Denmark. Their different ap
proaches to different subjects have produced so called 
'unstated labour of division' in peace movements. Both orga
nizations try not to compete but to compensate each other. 
They still exchange the information on peace issues and in
vite each other to seminars, at least officially. 

3)SOURCES OF DISPUTES: 

The two types of peace movements have disagreements on the 
several issues. There are of course special circumstances of 
each of the three countries to be taken into considerations. 
Let me briefly go over them according to issues in question. 

A)EVALUATION OF SOVIET NUCLEAR MISSILES: 

On this issue, you can sketch similar pictures in all the 
three countries. Namely, 'red' type of peace movements are 
less critical to Soviet nuclear missiles, saying that they 
are basically of defensive character, while 'green' type of 
peace movements are critical to Soviet nuclear missiles·as 
strongly as to American ones. 

In Japan this was in fact a main issue of disagreement which 
split one national peace organization into two in 1964. Some 
activists were frustrated with the favorable attitudes to
wards Soviet missiles of the mainstream of Gensui-kyo, and 
left there. They organized a new peace organization, Gensui
kin, under the slogan of 'We Cry Against Any Nuclear weapons 
Of Any Country, Socialist or Capitalist'. This slogan, which 
is not acceptable to Gensui-kyo, is still be one of the main 
sources of disputes. 
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In my interview, a representative of Hiroshima Gensui-kyo 
criticized the slogan by saying, 'the slogan looks fine on 
the surface, but if you study even a bit on the differences 
of social and political systems between socialist countries 

_and capitalist countries, you soon recognize how frivolous 
it is. Gensui-kin people do not have any ability to recog-
nize this simple fact'. Of course criticism comes from the 
other side, too. A representative of Hiroshima Gensui-kin 
said, 'This slogan is a basis of our peace movements. As 
long as they don't accept the slogan, it is extremely diffi
cult to cooperate with them. I think that their one-sided 
movement is seriously harming the image of peace movement in 
general'. 
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The situation is similar in Denmark and Finland. No to Nu
clear Weapons in Denmark and Finnish Peace Union are guite 
critical to the deployment of Soviet nuclear missiles, ss-
20. on the other hand, the Cooperation Committee in Denmark 
and the Finnish Peace Committee concentrate their criticism 
and attention on the deployment of American nuclear missiles 
in Europe. They give counten~nce to Soviet Union by stress
ing Soviet peace actions/proposals, such as moratorium on 
nuclear explosions, pledge of no first use of nuclear 
weapons and Soviet proposal of the elimination of all nu
clear weapons by 1999, and by doing so, they show that USA 
is responsible for the nuclear arms race and Soviet missiles 
are necessary evils to defend the Eastern block from aggres
sive American imperialism. 

Both 'red' type of peace organizations and 'green' type of 
organizations agree that they are opposed to American nu
clear missiles and that ban of nuclear weapons is urgently 
needed. But they disagree on the evaluation over Soviet mis
siles specifically. This has been one of the major sources 
of conflicts between the two types of peace movements . 

B)EVALUATION OF UNOFFICIAL PEACE ACTIVITIES IN SOVIET UNION 
AND EASTERN EUROPE: 

Since the beginning of '80s, a few attempts to establish in
dependent unofficial peace_ groups have been recorded in 
Eastern block. Listed are, for example, 'Moscow Trust Group' 
in Soviet Union, 'Peace Group for Dialogue' in Hungary and 
'Church Peace· Movements' in GDR. These attempts have been 
well covered by the magazines and newsletters of West-Euro
pean peace movements, e.g. Journal of European Nuclear Dis
armament. These attempts of unofficial peace activities have 
invited very hot debates, and often serious conflicts among 
peace movements in the West. 

In Japan, these attempts are not well-known, and therefore 
this issue is hardly a source of conflicts between the two 
peace organizations. This is more European issue. 
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In Denmark and Finland, this is one of the most disputable 
issues. The two types of peace movements even do not agree 
on the names to call these unofficial peace groups in the 
Eastern block. No to Nuclear Weapons in Denmark and the 
Finnish Peace Union call them 'independent peace movements' 
or 'independent peace initiatives', while Cooperation Com
mittee in Denmark and the Finnish Peace Committee call them 
'dissidents' movements'. This difference of the naming ex
press the different value-judgments of the respective peace 
organizations on unofficial peace groups. 
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Both No to Nuclear Weapons and the Finnish Peace Union have 
very close relationships with these 'independent peace move
ments' and regard them· as real peace movements and real 
voices of East-European people. They think the relations es
sential for a real dialogue, between East and West. The Co
operation committee in Denmark and Finnish Peace Committee 
think differently. According to them, (official) peace orga
nizations in Soviet Union and other Socialist countries are 
not only sectors or sections of foreign offices of these 
countries, but also original mass movements of these coun
tries. They regard unofficial peace groups as 'dissidents' 
groups' with distorted visions of peace, which are far from 
real representative of people there. 

The hot debates can lead to be serious conflicts when they 
are followed by real actions. Especially in Denmark, as we 
have already seen, No to Nuclear Weapons have attempted to 
invite some activists from unofficial peace groups in East
European countries to demonstrations and conferences orga
nized together with Cooperation Committee. These attempts 
have created nearly endless discussions at the preparatory 
meetings for joint-events as well as conflicts between the 
two organizations involved. 

C)EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS: 

In Japan, this has been a source of conflicts. Gensui-kin 
has been unconditionally opposed to all nuclear power plants 
except the ones for experimental use. In fact, some groups 
affiliated to Gensui-kin specifically advocate abolition of 
nuclear power plants. They are quite radical and often use 
non-violent direct actions, such as lying down on the road 
to prevent transportation of uranium. Because of this criti
cal attitudes to nuclear power plants, Gensui-kin has suc
ceeded to have strong solidarity relations with the move
ments in the Pacific islands which are opposed to dumping of 
nuclear waste of Japan in the Pacific Ocean. 

The attitudes of Gensui-kyo on nuclear power plants have 
been more ambiguous. In the beginning, it supported nuclear 
power plants, saying that military use of nuclear energy 
would be changed to peaceful use of nuclear energy. It de
manded strict control and regulations to limit the use to 
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only peaceful one, but it showed basically favorable atti
tudes to nuclear power plants. 
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As the time passed, however, it gradually changed the atti
tudes. It now says that it can not support nuclear power 
plants under today's level of technology and under today's 
world situation in which it is almost impossible to limit 
the use to peaceful one, although it does not deny the pos
sibility of nuclear power plants in future. The reasons for 
this change are the happenings of some accidents like Three 
Mile Island's accident, the arising of dumping problem of 
nuclear waste in the Pacific Oceans, and the last, not the 
least, realization of difficulties in developing solidarity 
relations with 'new' peace movements in West Europe and 
movements in the Pacific islands . 

It seems, however, that there are still some discords on 
this issue inside Gensui-kyo. It is still much less critical 
to nuclear power plants than Gensui-kin and tries to avoid 
the issue as an issue to harm 'unification' of movements, 
especially at joint-events. 

Conflicts caused by the different attitudes on this issue 
have been recorded at some joint events. 'Hiroshima Action 
for Peace, 1982', for example, created some conflicts after
wards in spite of unprecedented success in attracting nearly 
200 000 participants from all over Japan. Gensui-kyo de
manded not to touch on provocative issues, including the 
abolition of nuclear power plants, at the assembly. The com
mittee of the Action for Peace, of which both Gensui-kyo and 
Gensui-kin are key-members, decided to exclude the opposi
tion of nuclear power plants from the slogans of the Action 
for Peace, as Gensui-kyo demanded. At Hiroshima Memorial 
Park where the Action was carried out, however, some groups 
of Gensui-kin made demonstrations against nuclear power 
plants. Gensui-kyo criticized the demonstrations, while Gen
sui-kin commented such criticism for depriving freedom of 
expressions and actions. 

In Denmark and in Finland, the issue of nuclear power plants 
is not on the main agenda of peace organizations. Any of the 
four main peace organizations in these countries do not have 
formal policies concerning nuclear power plants. According 
to the estimation of key-persons of these peace organiza
tions, however, there seems to be difference in general 
opinion of members between the two types of organizations. 
Most members of No to Nuclear Weapons in Denmark and the 
Finnish Peace Union are against nuclear power plants, while 
the opinion on the issue is divided in Cooperation Committee 
in Denmark and the Finnish Peace Committee. But this differ
ence is hardly a source of conflicts in the two countries. 

D)AFFILIATION TO POLITICAL PARTY(IES): 
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Affiliation or close relationships to specific political 
party ( ies) of peace organizations can be a source of con
flicts. Although none of the six peace organizations in ex
amination have formal affiliation to any specific political 
party(ies), some informal affiliation and close relations to 
specific political party(ies) are recognizable. 

Japan is an extreme case. In spite of the official state
ments, affiliations of the peace organizations to specific 
political parties are almost taken for granted. Gensui-kyo 
has strong relations to Japan Communist party, while Gensui
kin has relations to Japan socialist party, though to a 
lesser degree. The different affiliation itself is one of 
the sources of serious conflicts, especially when the two 
political parties involved are in antagonistic relations . 
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At present Japan Socialist party is in a process of depart
ing from Marxist ideology and strengthening cooperation with 
so called middle of the readers. This process is at the same 
time the one to disengage itself from Communist party. As a 
result, hot conflicts have started between Socialist party 
and Communist party in Japan. While Communist party severely 
criticizes Socialist party for its conversion, Socialist 
party level caustic criticism at the other for its 'unreal
istic'' self-righteous' way of thinking. The conflicts have 
been brought into the world of peace movements. 

In Denmark, No to Nuclear Weapons has good contacts with So
cial Democratic party, Socialist People's party, Christian 
party, and Radical Left party. However, the contact is made 
on more personal level and No to Nuclear Weapons as an orga
nization can be said to be fairly independent organization 
from any specific political parties. Cooperation Committee, 
on the other hand, is more closely connected with a specific 
political party, Communist party. Therefore, it receives 
some criticism for being 'a tool of Communist party'. This 
criticism can be a cause of conflicts between peace organi
zations, but the problem of affiliation to political party 
is much less serious one in Denmark than in Japan. 

In Finland, both Peace Committee and Peace Union have broad 
and flexible relations with political parties. Though Peace 
Committee has had strong influence from Communist party, it 
has also strong ties with other political parties. Communist 
party, Central party, Rural party, students' organization of 
conservative· parties, and political youth organization of 
Social Democratic party are the formal member organizations 
of the Finnish Peace committee. Peace Union does not have 
such formal contacts with political parties. But it has had 
good contacts with Social Democratic party, Communist party, 
Swedish People's party, and recently Green party and the 
youth of conservative parties. It seems that affiliation to 
political parties is not a source of conflict in Finland, 
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since both peace organizations have broad relations with po
litical parties. 
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4)DIFFERENCES IN ORGANIZATIONAL WAY: 

It is of sociological interests that the two types of peace 
organizations have different organizational ways. It seems 
that 'green' type of peace organizations attempt to go in 
the direction of de-centralization, while 'red' type of 
peace organizations have solid systematization and central
ization. This difference in organizational ways can be an 
element to promote conflicts, although it is not a source of 
conflict by itself. 

In Japan, Gensui-kyo is much more solidly organized and sys
tematized than Gensui-kin. While Gensui-kyo has high degree 
of unity and uniformity, Gensui-kin is more like confedera
tion of many trade unions and citizens' groups with differ
ent characteristics . 

Both organizations have different interpretations on 
'democracy'. According to Gensui-kyo, it implies 'democratic 
centralization', while it is 'democratic decentralization' 
for Gensui-kin. This difference can be clearly seen in case 
of conflict a 'Hiroshima Action for Peace' in 1982. There, 
Gensui-kyo expected Gensui-kin to follow the decision of 
central committee of the 'Action' to limit the appeals to 
peace and disarmament and to exclude other appeals such as 
abolition of nuclear power plants from the appeals. For Gen
sui-kyo, to follow the decision of central committee is the 
basic rule of democracy. But some groups of Gensui-kin did 
not follow the decision and advocated abolition of nuclear 
power plants, at the 'Action'. 

There are two reasons for demonsstrating the abolition of 
the nuclear power plants at the 'Action' against the deci
sion of central committee, practical one and theoretical 
one, though they are closely interrelated. Practical reason 
is that because of decentralized structure of .Gensui-kin, 
committee of Gensui-kin could not stop the affiliated groups 
to break the decision. The other reason is that Gensui-kin, 
at least some of the core members, regarded that the deci
sion of central committee of the 'Action' to control the ap
peals and activities of participants is itself against the 
basic rules of democracy. The differences in organizational 
ways and ideas on organizational ways are making the con-. 
flicts more complicated in Japan. 

In Denmark, too, you can find clear difference in organiza
tional ways of the two organizations. No to Nuclear Weapons 
has extremely decentralized structure. It has neither indi
vidual memberships, nor formal leaders. It has only an of
fice, one or two workers ·at the office, and loosely affili
ated local chapters and some other 'groups. On the other 
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hand, Cooperation Committee is much more centralized and 
systematized. This explains the superiority of Cooperation 
committee over No to Nuclear Weapons in efficiency, continu
ity, and finance. 
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Because of the decentralized structure of No to Nuclear 
Weapons, it is difficult to know who are representing it, 
and how much. Discussions between formal representatives of 
Cooperation Committee and informal representatives, more or 
less individual activists of No to Nuclear weapons are not 
easy ones. The difference of the structure of the two orga
nizations is an element to further the conflicts in Denmark. 

There is also difference in organizational ways of the two 
organizations in Finland, though to a lesser degree than in 
Denmark. The Finnish Peace committee has more solid system
atization and centralization than the Finnish Peace Union. 
Group members as well as individual members are more loosely 
.affiliated to Finnish Peace Union. It seems, however, that 
this difference has almost nothing to do with conflicts be
tween two organizations. 

S)SOME SOCIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS: 

A) THE CLOSER IN SIZE AND POWER THE TWO ORGANIZATIONS ARE, 
THE MORE INTENSE THE CONFLICTS ARE: 

It is clear that the conflict between peace movements in 
Japan is the most intense, then less in Denmark, and further 
less in Finland. A crucial question here is why so. 

One possible explanation is that the closer in size and 
power the two organizations are, the more intense the compe
tition is. The two organizations in Japan have more or less 
same capacity of memberships as well as influential power. 
Both attempt to occupy the representative position of 
Japanese peace movements. Competition for having initiative 
is in many occasions very hot. Such hot competition is more 
likely to occur under the existence of more or less equally 
powerful organizations . 

In Denmark, No to Nuclear Weapons may attract far bigger 
number of people at peace march, but Cooperation Committee 
has more devoted and efficient activists. Depending on what 
measures used, the size and power of the two organizations 
differ. But if you take several elements into one considera
tion, it can be said that the two organizations have similar 
degree of power. 

In Finland, it is clear that Finnish Peace committee is far 
bigger and stronger than Finnish Peace Union. Peace Commit
tee has around 30 ooo individual memberships, while Peace 
Union has only some 5 000 individual memberships. The scale 
of finance is also quite different. It seems that this dif-
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ference of size and 
nizations to make 
movement, in stead 
same activities. 

power has made easier for the 
'unstated division of labor' 
of competing for initiatives 

two orga
in peace 
over the 

B)THE SIMILAR THE ADVOCATIONS OF THE TWO ORGANIZATIONS ARE, 
THE MORE INTENSE THE CONFLICTS ARE: 
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It may sound paradoxical, but this is how things are at 
least among the three countries in examination. If the two 
organizations share many of the advocations, (but not all), 
the two organizations are more likely to conflict each other 
intensely. There are two possible explanations for this. One 
is that in such situation as the advocations of the two or
ganizations are similar, each organization must show clearly 
its uniqueness as well as rightness of their assertions, in 
comparison with those of the opposite organization. In many 
cases, this is done by harsh criticism to the other organi
zation, which can lead to intense conflicts between the two 
organizations. Second reason is that the organizations with 
similar advocations are more likely to compete each other 
for attracting the similar category of people and groups. 
Therefore, it is more difficult for them to make 'division 
of labor in peace movements'. 

In Japan, where the conflicts are the most intense, the two 
organizations share many advocations, in spite of the dif
ferent stances over the evaluation of Soviet nuclear mis
siles, nuclear power plants and a few others. For both Gen
sui-kyo and Gensui-kin, 'Atomic Bomb Victims Relief Law' has 
been one of the greatest concerns. A popular slogan, 'No 
More Hiroshimas, No More Nagasakis, No More Hibakusha', has 
been shared by both organizations. They have similar appeals 
to the public and the government by similar ways. It seems 
that this similarity of the advocations of the two organiza
tions is making the conflict intense . 

In Finland, where the conflicts are the least intense, the 
situation is different. While the Finnish Peace committee is 
more concerned with solidarity of the developing countries 
peace through friendships, the Finnish Peace Union is more 
concerned with conscription, militarization of women, and 
non-violent civilian defense. There are also apparent dif
ferences in the ways of activities. The Peace committee is 
rather· an organization of actions such as demonstrations 
than of research, while the Peace Union is rather an orga
nization of study and research. These differences make it 
easier for the two organizations to get along with each 
other by making 'unstated division of labor in peace move
ments'. 

C)THE STRONGER THE AFFILIATION TO A SPECIFIC POLITICAL PARTY 
IS, THE MORE INTENSE THE CONFLICTS ARE: 
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It is not easy to assess comparatively the influence of the 
affiliation of peace organizations to political parties on 
intensity of conflicts, partly because of the differences in 
political environments of the three countries. 
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In Japan, each peace organization is affiliated to a spe
cific political party. Gensui-kyo is in a close relationship 
with Japan communist party and_Gensui-kin is linked, (though 
not officially), with Japan Socialist party. The conflicts 
of political parties can easily be brought into the world of 
peace movements. Especially when the two political parties 
have disagreements, the relations of the peace organizations 
can not help deteriorating. As we have already seen at the 
sources of conflict, the affiliation to political party(ies) 
itself can be a source of conflict. In this respect, to have 
affiliation to a specific political party can make the con
flicts between the peace organizations more likely, and when 
conflicts happen, more intense. 

In Denmark, only Cooperation Committee has similar affilia
tion to a specific political party, Communist party. No to 
Nuclear Weapons also has contacts with some political par
ties, but their relationships are more on personal level 
than on official level. The lacking of its affiliation to 
specific political parties seems to be one of the elements 
of making the conflicts between the peace organizations less 
intense than that in Japan. 

In Finland, the situation is different. The Peace Committee 
has a close relationship with Communist party, but at the 
same time a few other political parties are formal members 
of their organizations. The Peace union does not have any 
formal memberships of political parties, and have close con
tacts with several political parties, among which are Social 
Democratic party, communists Party, and Swedish People's 
party. Both peace organizations have relations with multiple 
political parties, and this seems to be contributing to the 
smoother relations between the two organizations. 

DlEFFECTS'OF CONFLICTS: 

There are different degree and different kinds of effects on 
different category of people. Let me examine the effects of 
conflicts on non-activists, rank-and-files of peace organi
zations, and leaders/ardent activists. 

ON NON-ACTIVISTS: It can be safely said that non-activists 
tend to receive bad images on peace movements in general 
from the conflicts between peace organizations. If the con
flicts continue long as in case of Japan, it becomes diffi
cult for peace organizations in conflict to recruit new mem
bers. 
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ON RANK AND FILES: You can find the polarization among the 
rank and files. Recognizable number of rank and files usu
ally lose their enthusiasm due to the conflicts between 
peace organizations, and they quite from there. But at the 
same time, some of the rank and files become more devoted to 
the peace activities as the struggles go on. They are asked 
to justify their actions, thoughts and affiliations when 
they are engaged in conflicts with other organizations. Con
flict is a most important agent for the establishment of 
full ego identity and autonomy, i.e., for full differentia
tion of the personality from the outside world. Once they 
can justify their actions and thoughts, and develop their 
identity, they are likely to be more ardent and· devoted 
peace activists . 

There seems to be difference of the proportion of this po
larization, between 'red' and 'green' type of peace organi
zations. In 'red' type of organizations, which has solid 
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· structure, many of the rank and files tend to be able to de
fend and develop their identity in face of conflicts between 
peace organizations. In 'green' type of organizations, how
ever, many of the rank and files tend to fail to develop the 
identity and lose enthusiasm in peace movements in general. 
Due to loose affiliation of rank and files to 'green' type 
of peace organizations, many of them choose to be away from 
the conflicts, rather than to justify their actions and 
ideas, and to become ardent activists. In my observation, 
'green' type of organizations are more seriously damaged by 
the conflicts between peace organizations than 'red' type of 
peace organizations. 

ON LEADERS: Most of the leaders are able to, and are forced 
to, confirm their rightness in their actions and ideas. Con
flicts with other peace organizations even discipline the 
leaders. Leaders of the organizations in conflict are re
quired to devote themselves to their organizations more ar
dently. 

To sum up, peace movements are likely to be isolated from 
the public, radicalized, refined and disciplined as the con
flicts between peace organizations go on. In my opinion, 
this is what is happening in Japan and to a lesser degree in 
Denmark. 
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ALTERNATIVE SECURITY AND PEACE MOVEMENTS 
--IN THE CASE OF JAPAN (ABSTRACTS). 

Ohtori KURlNU 

For most of the peacP. movements in Japan in the post~war period, 
the cause, basic principle or motivation has been very clear. The 
~onstitution of Japan of 1947 has been understood as offering 
1t; or, as all of the Japanese scholars of constitutional law say 
the said Constitution contains, as one of the three principal ' 
norms or principles, the principle on peace. Article 9 of the 
Constitution is widely known for its provisions which renounce 
war and war potential. But, in my view, some sentences in Preamble 
should be understood as such norms or principles that form basic 
criteria to be applied in interpreting the provisions of Article 9. 
I may further state that the norms or principles contained in the 
said article and Preamble as.a whole will constitute a complex of 
norms and principles, which I may call "the Peace Principle" of 
the Constitution of Japan. 

It will sound strange if I consider the above-mentioned Peace 
Principle as an alternative, or as the cause and guideline for 
an alternative security. An alternative will normally mean what 
does not exist at present but be pursued and realized in ~uture; 
while in Japan most of the peace movements have considered the 
peace principles of the Constitution as existing or having been 
given, and they will not, or should not, pursue any alternativ.e. 
But, what has happened in Japan since about 1950, a few years 
after the Constitution came into force, has almost been contrary 
to these norms or principles, and especially to the Peace Principle. 
If we look at the actual features in Japan regarding peace and 
security, we must admit that Japan is not different from some of 
the NATO member states in that regard. Japan now possesses the 
armed forces ranking at number one in Asia and spending annually 
for the military expenditures the amount of the budget, which 
will be no less than that of the NATO member state except the USA. 
With the USA, one of the super-powers, Japan has been the partner·. 
of a military alliance, and it seems from the recent moves and 
events concerning the military affairs, that Japan is ready to 
implement the joint military operation plans already concluded 
between Japan and the US, either in East Asia or in West Pacific, 
even in such a case that war will break out between the super
powers, regardless of whether Japan itself is not the target of 
military attacks in the early stage of the war. 

The above-mentioned discrepancies between the norms or Peace 
Principle of the Constitution and the realities will disclose 
the facts that most of the peace movements in Japan have not 
been successfu-l in their efforts, and have failed in achieving 
their objectives, during the period of about 40 years since 1947. 
I feel that such evaluations may not be unfair for the peace 
movements in Japan, although I have stronger sentiments critical 
to those powers which have brought such situations. In any case, 
it should be necessary to analyze the main reasons for such 
failures on the part of the peace movements in Japan. I may try 
this in the present paper. 

Then, I may propose that the Peace Principle will be taken . 
up again by the peace movements in Japan, this time as an alternatlve 
or the cause and guideline for an alternative security. I feel, 
by doing so the peace movements in Japan may place themselves in 
more objective positions and take better advantage of the Peace 
Principle itself. 



ALT2RNATIVE SECURI'IY AND EACE MOVEMENTS --IN- THE CASE OF JAPAN 

Ohtori KURINO 

Reference; Excerpts from ·the Constitution of Japan 
(came into force on 3 May 1947) 

Preamble 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(The second paragraph) 

We, the Japanese people, desire peace for all time and are 
deeply conscious of the high ideals controlling human relationship, 
and we have determined to preserve our security and existence, 
trusting in t~e justice and faith of the peace-loving peoples of 
the world. ·.'ie desire to occupy an honored place in an international 
society striving for the preservation of peace, and the banishment 
of tyranny and slavery, oppression and intolerance for all time 
from the earth. We recognize that all peoples of the world have 
the right to live in peace, free from fear and want. 

(The third Paragraph) 

·Ne believe that no nation is responsible to itself alone, nut 
that laws of political morality are universal; and that obedience 
to such laws is incumbent upon all nations who would sustain their 
own sovereignty and justify their sovereign relationship with 
other nations. 

(The fourth paragraph) 

Ne, the Japanese people, pledge our national honor to accomplish 
these high ideals and purposes with all our resources. 

Article 9. Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on 
justice and order, the Japanese people forever renounce war as a 
sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of force as 
means of settling international disputes. 

In order to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, 
sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential, will never be 
maintained. The· right of belligerency of the state will not be 
recognized. 

'Article 98. This Constitution shall be the supreme law of the nation 
and no law, ordinance, imperial rescript or other act of government, 
or part thereof, contrary to the provisions hereof, shall have legal 
force or validity. 

The treaties concluded. by Japan and established laws of nations 
shall be faithfully observed. 

Article 99. The Emperor or the Regent as well as Ministers of State, 
members of the Diet, judges, and all other public officials have the 
obligation to respect and uphold this Constitution. 



1. The Peace Principle 
The Constitution of Japan of 1947 is often called "peace 

constitution" and all the Japanese scholars of constitutional law 
maintain that in the Constitution of Japan there are three most 
important principles of democracy (the sovereign power of the 
people), respect of human- rights, and peace. As a matter of 
course these three principles will fundamentally inter-related. 
But, I will take up only the principle concerning peace. The 
sentences and provisions of the Constitution of Japan, which will 
concern peace and the related matters are as follows. 
In Preamble, the second paragraph will read: 

"We, tiie Ja.panese people, desire peace for all time and are 
deeply conscious of the high ideals controlling human relationship, 
and we have determined to :;reserve our security and existence, 
trusting in the justice and faith of the peace-loving peoples of 
the world. '.Ve desire to occupy an honored pla.ce in an international 
society striving for the preservation of peace, and the banishment 
of tyranny and sla.very, oppression and intolerance for all ti!!le 
from the earth. le recognize that all peoples of the world have 
the right to live in peace, free from fear and want." 
"Article 9. Aspiring :oincerely to an international peace bc;sed on 
justice and order, the Japanese people forever renounce war as 
a sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of force as 
means of settling international disputes. 

In order to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, 
sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential, will never be 
maintained. The right of belligerency of the state will not be 
recognized." 

I may call tile whole of the above principles and norms "the 
Peace Principle' (of the Constitution of Japan·), as it is understood 
that tiley constitute a system or complex. At the bottom, there 
is the universal recognition of the "right to live on peace, free 
from fear and want." This right has been recognized by the General 
Assembly of the United Nations, in one of its resolutions, in 1979. 
In the onstitution of Japan it was recol;nized more than 30 years 
before that. It may be pointed out that the similar concept was 
expressed by the leaders of tile .Allied Powers in 1941, for example 
in Atlantic Charter: "(Sixth) -After the final destruction of the 
Nazi tyra.,ny, they (Churchill and Roosevel t) hoPe to see established 
a peace which will afford to all nations the means of dwelling in 
safety within their own boundaries, and which will afford assurance 
that all the men in all the lands may live out their lives in 
freedom from fear and want." 

At the top of the said complex of peace principles there may 
be placed the consciousness of "t[:e high ideals controlling human 
relationship" ..yhich will allow such understandings that ;;iJ.ese 
ideals may contain whatever norms that the world religions and 
sages have given to the humanity. Then, on the basis of the 
recognition of tile right to live in peace, and under such ideals, 
there is the expression of the desire for peace for all times 
and the determination to preserve the ~rity and existence of 
the Japanese people, trusting in tile justice and faith of the 
peace-loving ;eoples of the world. and, futher, there is the desire 
to occupy an honored place in an international society striving 
for the preservation of peace and other virtues or values. 

It is stressed that the said principles and norms will directly 
relate to the Japanese peoples who have the sovereign power or 
right. Then, it must be only natural that both the Japanese people 
and the state of Japan should be bound by these norms. The uniqueness 
of the Peace Principle of the Constitution of Japan may be_ found in 
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the point as stated above. It is also very important to interpret 
the provision of Article 9 within the light of these riorms which 
are expressed in the second paragraph of Preamble. - -

As to the provisions of Article 9, tile most cont~oversial part 
has been whether the state of Japan should have the right of 
self-defense or not. In the initial interpretation given by the 
government of Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida, during the sessions 
of the parliament, in June 1946, which made deliberations on the 
draft constitution, the state was not allowed to have such right. 
Prime Minister Yoshida clearly rejected the traditional idea that 
states should have the right of self-defense. Then, the second 
paragraph of Article 9, concerning "land, sea, and air forces, as 
well as other war notential" were also internreted as thev were, 
In other words, unaer the initial interpretaiions given b; the 
Japanese government, and in the presen: interpretations given by 
most of the Japanese scholars of constitutional law,. Japan should 
keep the basic policies of "no war (non-belligerency), no arms, and 
non-alignment." The expression "non-alignment" ho.d not been used 
by the scholars until the 1960s when the ideas and move~ents of 
the "non-aligned" group appeared. Before that, most of ;he scholars 
used "neutrality." ,:;ut, now that tne ideas and move.:~ents of t:'le 
non-alignment have been maintained by nearly lOO nations in the 
international society, it will be more correct to describe the 
Peace F·rinciple by such words as "no war, no arms, and non-alignment." 
~esides, the present neutral states are maintaining armallients or 
war potential, in order to carry out self-defense, if necessary, 
under the obligations of the neutrality or otherwise. In any case, 
neutrality will be assuming that war mc,y take place a'!long the 
states around the neutral state, while the Peace Principle will 
direct the government and people _of Japan to such efforts that 
war should not take place among the states "'round Japan. If 
the Peace Principle should be taken in the most positive sense, 
the government and people of Japan should try to eliminate any war 
from tile earth, as all peoples of the world should become the peace
loving peoples and their right to live in peace free from fear 
and want shoul<1 ce "recognized," Here the recognition should not 
remain as an intellectual ?-tti-t·ude·· or ·act·. QU t imply oome- deeQ.s to , 
assure such a right. 

There ar-e a few poinfs to be added here, just for reference. 
One is that the provisions on the renouncement of war had to be 
included in the new Japanese constitution as a means for avoiding 
such situation that the Emperor should be indicted by the Allied 
Powers as to his responsibilities for waging the war. This has 
beeri cited by those who had access to behind-the-scenes events 
between the GHQ, ·scAP and the Japanese government during the 
crucial period immediately after the end of the war. Anc:>ther 
point is that the said provisions or depriving Japan of_~ts_war 
potentials might be one of important schemes of the US ~n v~ew 
of the strategies for the post-war period in the long ~ange,_ . 
mostly in order to assure the security for the US ~n tne Pac~f~c. 
But now that in the orovisions of the Constitution of Japan the 
Emp~ror is a-iven the status as "the symbol of the State and of 
the unity of the people, deriving his position from the wil~ of 
the people with whom resides sovereign power" (Art~cle 1), ;;he 
validity of the provisions of Article 9 should not be affected 
even by the above-mentioned history regarding their birth; and 
the second point has been almost denied by the facts ~nd_events 
concerning the security or defense of Japan, as descr~oea ~n the 
·i"ol:lowing- .ch_a'pt_er. 
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2. "Amendments by internretations" 
The Constitution of ~apan was accepted by most of the Japanese 

people who were feeling that war should not be waged by themselves 
in future, that Janan should not try to become again a power by 
means of military forces, and that in view of such weapons of mass 
destruction as atomic bombs which they experienced in Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki, there sho·uld not occur any more war in the world. 
But, the international situation outside Japan was turning toward 
"cold war" and such changes were affecting the policies of the 
occupation authorities about almost all affairs in Japan. As 
early as the beginning of 1950 General :Olac.~rthur, as Supreme 
Commander of the Allied Powers, expressed that Japan as a state 
should have tne right of self-defense. It was a token of the 
reversal of the major occupation policies of Japan, from the 
policies of demilitarization and de~ocratization to those of 
remilitarization and regimentation of Japan into so-called Free 
camp. 

During t;,e sessions of the parlia~:ent ·,vnich gave deliberations 
on the draft Constitution of Japan, some amenci:<Jents were made to 
tile provisions of Article 9. The phrase "aspiring sincerely to 
an international peace based on justice and order" and "in order 
to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph" were added to 
the first and the second paragraph, respectively. The latter 
phrase was understood just as one to make the ~earrings of the 
second paragraph clearer. But, after above-mentioned statement 
by General NacArthur, some politicians started to use the phrase 
"in order to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph" as 
a sort of proviso in the second paragraph of Article 9. 'l'hat 
amendment was called "Ashida amenq:nent", as it was proposed by 
Hitoshi Ashida who later became Prime ~iinister. It was not certain 
if he had the intention to use that pnrase for such purpose or not, 
when he proposed it. But, he and ob: er politicians maintained 
afterwards that t!1e said amendment was to limit the war to be 
renounced, in order to l~t ·the state of Japan preserve the right 
to wage war of self-defense. In their interpretations the provisions 
of Article 9 should mean that war is renounced as means of settling 
international disputes, and this should be the "aim" of the first 
paragraph, while war of self-defense is excempted and therefore the 
meanings of the second paragraph should also be limited. They say, 
under the provisions of Article 9, Japan can maintain the forces 
to be used for self-defense. 

Of course most of the Japanese scholars of constitutional law 
did not agree to such interpretations of Article 9, in which Japan 
as a state should not be recognized the right of belligerency. 
But, soon after the breakout of the Korean War in June 1950, the 
Japanese government set up "the ~rational Police Reserve" upon the 
order of the GHQ, SCAP, in order to fill the vacuum created by the 
deployment of the US Forces stationing in Japan to Korea. The 
NPR's functions were those of police forces or to be ready to 
the situation necessary for maintaining internal security of Japan. 
But, after Japan regained independence on 28 April 1952, and 
under the US-Japan Security Treaty which came into force at the 
same time, the Japanese government decided to create military 
forces "for self-defense." The NPR was renamed as "the Security 
Forces" and then as "the Self Defense Forces" in 1952 and in 1954, 
respectively. 
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The Self Defense Forces have been gradually strengthened 
since the middle of the 1950s, but its main cause has not been 
the pressure of the conservative or reactionary power in Japan, 
but come from the external pressure, that of the US side, The 
US military has utilized the US-Japan Security Treaty as the lever, 
as the Japanese government was obliged to do so, under the Treaty. 
In such demands of the US side there have al·.vays been strong 
intention or plans to let the Japanese side purchase as many as 
possible weapons made in USA. Apparently, tl1e wishes of the 
military-industrial complex of the US ~ere behind it, 

But, towards the 1960s, among the Japanese politicians 
there were the factions having much nationalistic tendencies 
who disliked the characteristics of the US-Japan Security Treaty 
not putting both partners on the equal footing. Under the Treaty 
the US side had the rights to station their forces and use the 
military bases in Japan, but had no obligations to defend Japan. 
Those politicians wanted to amend the Treaty to become more 
reciprocal and equally binding. The US side first rejected such 
request, but became to accept it, upon the new policy of putting 
Japan in the position more responsible in its defense and in 
cooperating the US strategies in East Asia and tf'!e Pacific. From 
1959 the negotiations were carried out between the two governments, 
while the considerable numbers of tile Japanese people began to 
oppose Japan's being aligned with the US by such a military treaty. 
From 1959 to tile first half of 1960 the anti-"Ampo" (US-Japan 
Security Treaty) movements spread almost nationwide, But, the 
strategies of the opposition parties and political groups were 
not harmonized and the targets of the movements shifted during 
the short period of several months in 1960. The government headed 
by Noousuke Kishi, 7iho was arrested by the GHQ, SCAP, as a war 
criminal suspect but acquitted, took the steps in the National 
Diet, which seemed undemocratic, but succeeded in ratification 
of the draft of the revised Treaty. 'rhe strength of the anti
"Ampo" movements was enough to let Kishi quit the post of Prime 
;,iinister, but could not stop the adoption and ro;tification of the 
Treaty. The reason for Kishi's resignation was that he had to 
request President :;<;isenhawer to cancel the planned visit to Japan, 
due to the situation in Japan that was chaotic and unsafe for 
such a visit. -

The main points contained in the revised Treaty were that 
the US had the obligation to defend Japan, Japan had the obligation 
to defend the US forces within the Japanese territories, Japan's 
obligation to strengthen the Self Defense Forces became clearer, 
both sides should consult when a threat to security in the Far 
East should be felt, both sides would have the consultations in 
advance about_major changes in deployment of the US forces and 
few other cases, and the term of the treaty was for 10 years, 
but it could be exten~ed unless either party request for its 
abolition. The clause for the US involvement in internal 
disturbances in Japan was deleted, but there remained such clause 
that the US forces can stay and use the military facilities and 
bases in Japan "for assuring security in Japan and the Far East." 
Although Okinawa or the Ryukyu Islands had been kept under the 
US rule and occupation, Eisaku Sato, then Prime Minister from 
1965, started the negotiations for achieving the return of Okinawa 
and succeeded in it in 1971. Under the agreement between Japan 
and the US, nuclear weapons were withdrawn from Okinawa, and 
Okinawa was given the same treatment with mainland Japan •nith 
respect to all the affairs, but the military bases in Okinawa 
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were not re·:iuced. In achieving the return of Okinawa, "without 
nuclear weapons and in equal status with mainland Japan" was tile 
slogan sum~rizing the major policies. But, it has been suspected 
by many Japanese intellectuals and oti1ers that mainland Japan 
became Okinawanized, or brought into the same status with Okinawa, 
so far as nuclear weapons' and strategies were concerned. This 
suspicion related to the problem of Three Non-nuclear Principles 
and tl1e system of prior consultations. The Three Non-nuclear 
Principles mean that Japan will not possess, produce, nor permit 
the introduction of nuclear weapons into its territories. But, 
the third principle i1as been made the object of arguments in the 
non-governmental circles in Japan, as it has been disclosed by 
Professor E. ·:1. 2eishauer, former liS A:nbassador to Japan, that 
ti1ere were secret agree~ents between t~e two governments as to 
"introduction" into Japan of tile nuclear weapons, to the effect 
that "introduction" should not include "transit" cases of the US 
warships and war planes carrying nuclear weapons to Japanese ports 
and airbases. ?urther, it was disclosed that the system of prior 
consultation was not reciprocal, namely that the Japanese side 
could not request the US side to have prior consultations. Thus, 
the US has been able to let its warships and war planes visit 
Japanese ports and air bases carrying nuclear weapons, but without 
making it clear to the public, nor fuaking prior consultations with 
the Japanese sovernment. On the other hand, the Japanese government 
has been taking such attitude that it should believe there should 
be no breach of the Three Non-nuclear Principles, even if the US 
warships and war pla.nes usually supposed to carry nuclear weapons 
would visit Japanese ports and air bases, as it had not been 
consulted in advance by the US side. In short, ·the system of 
prior consultation has been used as the means for allowing such 
a loophole in the US-Japan Security Treaty. 

More serious, perhaps for the security of Japan, will be the 
de facto amendments of the US-Japan Security Treaty, which have 
been given since the latter half of the 1970s. During Vietnam War, 
it was felt that the interpretation. of the Article of the US-Japan 
Securit:r Treaty concerning the scope of the Far :oast was extended 
to cov·er ·areas .beyond 1he Far East, or t!Je scope was deliberately 
mad& vague and unclear, so that it could cover Vietnam. Further, 
the Japanese "defense" authorities started the studies on the 
emergency cases in the Far East, while they changed the formula of 
programming the budget and plans of defense. In 1976, the 
government of Prime 1-linister Takeo l1iki decided so-called l percent 
ceiling of. the defense budget (in GNP), along with ti:e first 
programme of defense. On 27 November 1978, "Security Consultation 
Committee", the highest organ under the US-Japan Security Treay 
for making consultations between the two governments, was held and 
it adopted the "Guidelines" for sharing ti;e defense between the 
US and Japan. These "Guidelines" include such points that in case 
Japan should become the target of direct invasion of another country, 
the Self Defense Forces would make deployment for defense in the 
Japanese territories on land, sea and air, the US would support 
these operations and make offensive and controlling operations against 
the aggressi:ve country, and, in order to carry out effectively these 
operations, if nec·essary, "command adjustment organ" should be set up. 
Also in case there should be a situation gravely influencing the 
security of Japan, in the Far East, both sides should. make positive 
consultations. In 1980, after the military interference into 
Afghanistan by the USSR in 1979, the military cooperation between the 
US and Japan have become much bolder and closer. -· 
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In January 1981 the US-Japan Security Co;:imittee decided to start 
the studies on the measures in case a situation gravely affecting 
security or Japan outside of Ja:t:an, in the Far East areas. In 
the sub-con;mi t tee of tne US-Japan Defense Cooperation Committee, 
in Narch 1983, the .actual framework for 1,000 Sea Lanes defense 
was reconfirmed and concrete studies started. Then, toward the end 
of 1984, the two governments signed the joint operation plans. 
Frime ;<linister Yasuhiro 1fakasone assumed the said post in 1982 
and immediately be~an to strengthen the military cooperation with 
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tile US. I'ie declareC. that Japan should beco:;;e a sort of carrler 
unsinkable, and be ready to close the sea streits around Japan, 
in order to contain Soviet warships ln the Sea of Japan. In 1967 
the l percent ceiling of the defense budget was broken, as i'lakasone 
expected from the earlier years. 

Ihe US-Ja-van Security Treaty of 1960 has thus been changed in 
.substance, even if it was not revised in letters. The present 
situation has also been quite different from that in the 1960s, 
under the changed Treaty, so far as the Japanese "defense" position, 
coooeration between the Self Defense Forces and the US Forces, and 
Japan's alignment with the US global strategies should be concerned. 
This alignment is going to expand even to the cooperation with 
the US strategies in outer space under SDI. 

But, I must add further exolanations. about the oresent states 
of affairs in and around Japan-regarding the matter.of security, 
defense forces and other aspects related. As is already recognized 
by most of political and strategic experts in the world, Japan now 
possesses the military strength evaluated as number one in Asia, 
and number three or four in so"-called Free World, with the annual 
budget allocations at tfi.e higher level than the NATO members, due 
to the rising value of yen. In its fundamental strategic stand 
Jap§ln has been a partner to the military alliance with one of the 
super-powers, its defense forces have been taking part in the 
joint military exercises with that power, and it is almost certain 
in being ready for engaging in war in East Asia or the Western 
Pacific, between the super-po·;ters, with the joint operation plans 
which have already been completed between Japan and the US. This 
is not denying that, for example the provisions of Article 9, which 
will renounce war and war potential, in the said constitution, have 
totally lost their normative effects. But, it must be admitted 
that these effects have become very limited, perhaps the only 
remaining aspect will be whether Japanese defense forces can 
engage in war as an implementation of the collective self defense 
in such an area outside of East Asia or \Vest Pacific, although 
ti1e demarkation lines of these areas have already been obscured 
deliberately in "the recent years since the Japanese government 
has committed to the defense of so-called l,OOC miles sea lanes, 
between Japan and the sea areas in the West Pacific. 

Generally speaking the normative effects of the provisions of 
the Constitution, which will concern problems of peace, have worked 
as the restraining power against the remilitarization of Japan, 
as a matter of fact. But, these effects and power have gradually 
been reduced, mostly by the pressures from the US and partly by 
the manoevres carried out.by the internal political elements 
favoring or even taking adnantage of such pressures. The ~hole 
history of the Constitution of Japan in tile post-WW II years may 
be described as a sort of tag of war between the power te achieve 
the remilitarization of Japan basing upon the US-Japan Security 
Treaty ~n~ the pow~r resis~ing to it, which has been based upon 
the paclflst prlnclples of the Constitution. 
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3. Peace·movements in Japan 
During the period from the start of the modernization of Japan 

to the middle of the 1940s, or the final stage of the World War II, 
it is doubtful if there .existed in .Ja.pan: peace movements in the 
sense that the citizens had suontaneously organized some movements 
with the aims of preserving, restoring or creating peace in any 
part of the world. Indeed, in the said period, in Japan there 
were some thinkers or men of religious faith and those of literature, 
who advocated pacifism and policies for peace, and some of them 
tried to organize the masses. But, they had to find themselves 
being isolated from tl:e masses, only small groups of intellectuals 
having supported them, out not having been able to give any effect 
or influence to the tren.d of time, especially in actual states of 
affairs of fOlitics, economy or society. During that period, it. 
must be noticed that such political parties as the communists' and 
the socialists' in the true sense had been nrohibited. In the 
1920s the universal suffrage :vas introduced~ but it was accompanied 
by a new,·very severe law for "maintaining public order." This law 
and the special department of the police, wtich was called "TOKKO" 
(the special secret service police) had been very effective in 
suppressing not only social movements but also most of the movements 
aiming at -::;eace. Since JauG.n started invasion into "Manchuria" 
or North-eastern region of- China, in 1931, ., peace" became a taboo. 

As to the main reason for the abovementioned situation in Japan 
in that period, it must be pointed out that the modernization of 
Japan had not been accompanied by the growth of citizens or 
bourgeoisie. I'he modernization had to some extent :neant the 
growth of capitalism and the related institutions. But, every 
thing was given "from the above." In Japan in the said period 
there were observed distinctive socio-economic claases. The 
ruling class was composed of the Emperor and members of the imperial 
family, the peerage, a few "senior statesmen", big landlords and 
bourgeoisieorcapitalists, high government officials and the top 
echelon of the military. Then, among the ruled, more than two thirds 
were tenant farmers, employed fishermen and other workers in the 
rural areas, who composed the low class and the lower or poorer. 
The conspicuous point was that there was a so-called middle class, 
but its size was very small and it was composed of varieties of 
people, petite bourgeoisie, white colors, intellectuals, etc. 
They were citizens in. the ordinary mean:).ng_of the w9rdJ but such 
category of persons dl4 ~ot·have much slgnlflcance 1n apan. 

After the end of the World War II, and under the occupation, 
Japan had experienced unprecedented changes in political, economic, 
social and ideological aspects, or it may be said that the changes 
reached even the.basic parts of the Japanese society and the hidden, 
unconscious area of the Japanese mentality. But, still these 
changes could not bring a sort of revolution to both the society 
and the mentality of the Japanese people, although they left some 
foundations upon which gradual transformations can be expected. 
Indeed, the old ruling class had to resolve into more modern 
socio-economic classes, and the lower classes too. If I take into 
considerations the rapid economic recovery and the succeeding growth 
in the 1950s and 60s, the general class-formation of Japan has 
become rather ambiguous. In fact, according to some public-opinion 
surveys, more than 80 percent of the total Japanese population 
are feeling that they belon~ to t.he middle, or the upper-middle, 
class, although tne word "class 11 h!'!I'e does not exactly mean a socio
economic class, but may mean something between the upper and the 
lower in the social status. 
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Thus, in the post-war Japan the majority of people are a mixture 
of persons who formerly belonged to various classes. They are 
not regJrded as cit~zens in the Western sense, but still possess 
some elements of such citizens, both in their socio-economic 
positions and in their mentality. If I look at the general 
features and trends of tl::.e peace movements in Japan in tne said 
period, I notice that the above-mentioned character of those 
who have been engaging in the movements is reflected in their 
behaviors and relations with the movements. 

Of course in the post-war Japan, under the new Constitution 
and the guidance of the occupation authorities, Japan has become 
a fully modernized state, not much different from the states in 
the ;vest, in political, legal, institutio!'lal, administrative, 
socio-economic and to some extent cultural aspects. Ihere are 
the Socialist Party, the Communist Farty, and Htl:e Demo era tic e 
Socialist" t'arty, besides others. There are labor unions and 
their movements. The politico-social movements have 'oeen carried 
out by the said parties, and sometimes peace movements. ~ut, 
tnese peace .movements had not been similar to those i~ the ~est. 
Until very recently, most of the peace movements had been planned, 
guided or led ·ay political parties, usually socialists and/or 
co:.,munists. Then, in many cases, the movements ilad to suffer from 
the rivalry of the socialists and tile communists, _n addition 
to overt or covert ilindrances from tile sides of the co~servatives 
and the government authorities, often being supported by the 
rightists' manoeuvres. 

Only very recently, in various fields and areas in Japan, 
there have been emerging a number of grass-root movements. In 
the field of peace, or as to the problems concerning peace, such 
movements have also grown, although their numbers and sizes are 
not yet great. l·:ost of the participants are citizens, in '.:he 
sense '.:hat their motivation is mainly their own judgements, not 
being influenced by political parties or labor unions. The 
interesting phenomenon at present is that the political parties 
Hre trying hard to gain these citizens to their respective sides. 
Of course it may not be necessary or wise to exclude the relations 
with political parties, nor possible to avoid completely the 
influences from them. But, the important point must be that 
the participants of peace movements should maintain their own 
identity and integrity as the citizens in the best meaning of 
the word. If I use another expression, they should act as those 
who believe in the Peace Principle of the Constitution of Japan. 
In fact some such persons are using the expression "KElt:PO-JIN" 
which will mean "constitution-men." 

At the same -time, I feel that the popular peace movements in 
Japan should not under-estimate another handicap with respect to 
the thought, way of thinking, mentality, or intellectuality that 
has been special to the Japanese people in the period since the 
beginning of the modernization even till present. The handicap 
has been that Japan h:.ts imported a lot of schools of the Western 
thought and ideologies, not in accordance with their developments, 
but almost at the same time and in the mixed features. It was 
done once in the early period of the modernization, and again in 
the period after the end ef the '.V\V II, and even during the interim 
periods, almost similar manner had been usual. In a sense this 
might have been a merit or advantageous thing, as comparison was 
easier. nut, its demerits were greater. The Japanese people 
could not have enough time to digest and live on each of the 
imported thought and ideologies. T_hey could not expect natural 
growth of these thought and ideologies. 



It must be oointed out that the draft Constitution of Jafan 
was prepared b/ the GHQ, SCAP and the Japanese government i:ad 
to accept most of it including the provisions of Article 9. 
But, the officers of the GHQ, SCAP had received some other drafts 
from among the Japanese citizens, and at least some points were 
included the GHQ draft. Further, most of the Japanese people 
positively accepted the draft Constitution. Still there has 
remained such important problem that the Constitution was what 
was "given" from outside or above, the Japanese people having no 
:primary initiative in creating most parts of it, particularly 
the provisions of Article. 9, even though they were upon the 
suggestion of i'lr. Kijuro Shidehara, Pri!lle Hinister at that time. 

Almost all through the peace movements in the post-war Japan, 
one of their ·11eaknesses has been that they could not take advantage 
of the Peace Principle of the Constitution, although they have 
had always cited some provisions of it and most of them believed 
in the values of lhe peace principles or provisions in it. -The 
mere fact that there are in the letters of fue Constitution such 
principles cannot become the factor or force that will affect 
the states of affairs concerning the peace problems in Japan. 
If the leaders of the neace movements in Jaoan had deoended mainly 
on fuesaid fact, they should not oe able to utilize the principles 
contained in the Constitution. Their opponents could easily 
outsmart them, just as those high officials of the government and 
conservative politicians have done in resorting to "amendments 
by interpretations." 

The similar phenomena had been observed in the past, for 
example, when Japan imported the Buddhism since the 6th century, 
and when Japan opened the country to the modern powers and tried 
to modernize itself by importing almost all thought and ideas of 
Europe in the 19th century. In the case of the Buddhism, after 
several centuries, it could strongly hold its roots on the Japanese 
soils or in the mids of Japanese believers. But, in the case of 
some of the modern thought and ideas imported from Europe, it 
seems, the re-plantj_ng has not been successful to the extent that 
we can so.fely ju·shfy it. For example, the human rights ho.d .not 
been recognized by ordinary Japanese until the post- WW II period 
or .after the Constitution of Japan started to give effects in 
that regard. 'I'he determination to renounce war and war potential 
is much ne·11er than the case of human rights, where i.t is true· · 
that even in the period before the end of the said war in Japan 
there had been at least some awakened persons and the influences 
of foreign personalities who advocated the respect of human ughts. 
Indeed, the Japanese _1:eople had not been bellicose, except few 
extraordinary cases or under extreme situations. But, it is not 
true that during the period of Tokugawa Shogunate Japanese totally 
abandoned guns, as an American wrote in his book some years ago. 
The fact was that the centralized security system under the Shogunate 
was very effective and the prohibition of possessing guns was very 
strict for the warlords, while warlords too could enjoy peaceful 
years for about two centuries and felt no need for guns. The 
warriors, the highest among t!·.e feudal. classes in Japan, had been 
always keeping their swards and continued trainings in using them. 
Perhaps the case of thci people of Okinawa which had been subordinate 
state under both Japan and China, can be cited as a fine example of 
a nation totally unarmed. 'This is the main reason why they invented 
"Karate" to safeguard themselves. But, the Japanese people had 
-no such tradition as a nation, nor any experience of totally 
unarmed basing upon the determination not to wage war. 



4. Alternative security in line ~ith the Peace Principle 

An alternative or alternatives will mean what does not exist 
at present but is sough_t for. "Alternative security" will be, 
for example, what is described in "Introduction" of the Final 
Document of the Scecial Session of the General Assembly on 
Disarmament (SSD I) of 19.78: "The attainment of the objective 
of security, which is an inseparable element of peace, has always 
been one of the most profound aspirations of humanity. States 
have for a long time sought to maintain their security through the 
possession of arms. Admittedly, their survival has, in certain 
cases, effectively depended on whatever they could count on 
appropriate means of defense. Yet the accumulation of weapons, 
particularly nuclear weapons, today constitutes a threat than 
a protection for the future of mankind. The time has therefore 
come to put an end to this situation, to abandon the use of force 
in international relations and to seek security in disarme:ment, 
that is to say, through a gradual but effective process beginning 
with a reduction in the present level of armaments. The ending 
of the arms race and the-achievement of real disarmament are tasks 
of primary importance and urgency. To meet this historic challenge 
is in the political and economic interests of all the nations 
and peoples of the world as well as in ti.e interests of ensuring 
their genuine security and peaceful future." 

Another example of alternative or alternative security is 
found in t::e .?inal Document of the World Congress on Disarmament 
Educo.tion held by UNESCO in June 1980. The World Congress was 
not an inter-governmental ~onference but that of the representatives 
of so-called disar~ament NGDs • This nature of the conference 
could contribute to produce."Ten Principles for Disarmament 
Education" which might not be possible for inter-governmental 
conferences. The second of "Ten Principles" is "definition 
of disarmament" which includes, as the latter half, such unique 
and significant "definition" as follows: "It may also be understood 
as a process aimed at transforming the current system of armed nation 
states into a new world Ol'der of planned unarmed peace in which 
war is no longer an instrument of national policy and peoples 
determine thrir own future and live in security based on justice 
and solidality." 

If I venture to imagine an alternative security in line with 
what is presented in the above-mentioned documents, I may state 
as t!:e following. There could be such a nation-state that its 
government and people are determined to pursue, in their external 
rel.;;.tions, the following policies: (1) the said state will aim 
at obtaining security, primarily by means of positive activities 
other than resorting to threat or use of force, (2) it will not 
maintain any war potential, nor claim the right of belli~erency 
and (3) it will keep the position of non-alignment and strive f~r 
achieving the international society and the world in which the 
general and complete disarmament is realized and peace is prevailing. 
Ifo! other words, the said state will be carrying out positive peace 
dl:plomacy and keeping the position of "no war, no arms, and non
allgnment", on the government level, being fully supported by its 
people who are also exerting their utmost efforts for achieving 
the transformation of the present world to the human community. 
If such a state can be regarded as one of the oowers of the world 
not for its military strength but for its economic and technologi~al 
capa~ility, the chances of its succeeding in realizing the said 
alternative security, or at least contributing to it, can be 
greater. Of course I am having in my mind Japan as a candidate 
for such a state. 
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But, I must state in a hurry, it should basically depend upon 
ti1e attitude, and especially the determination, of those Japanese 
people who engage in popular peace movements, if the Peace 
Principle of the Constitution of Japan can be taken up as an 
alternative, and ne1•i po"licies and measures in line with it can 
be pursued as an alternative security for Japan. As to this 
point, in view of the pait records and inclinations of those 
engaged in the movements, I cannot be so optimistic. There 
should be something new and decisive enoug!: to bring fortn them 
to·Hards keener awareness and profounder resolution with respect 
to the Peace Principle. It mc,y be said that most of those who 
have engaged in the popular peace movements in Japan have had 
somewhat superficio.l understandings of the Feace Frinciple or 
the Constitution its·elf. i'fo·.v it must be time for them to cho.nge 
such understandings. I feel, if they take up the Peace Frinciple 
newly as an alternative or the norms foranaliErnative security, 
they could obtain profounder understandings and then reacn keener 
awareness and stronger determination. Ey considering what they 
should, or could do, with such an alternative as the new objective, 
it is expected that they 2ould look at the provisions of the 
Constitution and the Peace Frinciple, as well as their relations 
with the peace movements in Japan, much objectively and ir: the 
new light. The :nere fact that such and such. princip:Les are 
written in the Constitution may not render any strength to the 
movements. It is necessary to ~ive strength to the Peace Principle, 
from the side of tne popular peace movements, or to create new 
strength through utilizing the Constitution, and especially the 
Peace Principle, upon the initiatives on tile part of the people 
or individuals . who engage in popular peace movements. 

If I may mention in this regard some of the factors that can 
contribute to the revitalization of the popular peace movements in 
Japan newly attempting to realize such an alternative security, 
I may pick up tlle following two. First, the Japanese scholars of 
constitutional law should try to make their theories on the Peace 
Principle much clearer, and especially to be clearer as to the 
problem of the state's right of self-defense. In my view, tne 
provisions of Article 9 will be interpreted as not recognizing 
such right to the state, 

The second point is that those who engage in the similar peace 
movements in other countries can encourage the Japanese movements, 
by clarifying their opinions and evaluations on the Peace Principle 
of the Constitution of Japan, and perhaps on the roles which Japan 
and the Japanese people can play in furthering peace and security 
of the world. Of course, especially in tne cases of the peace 
movements in the countries in the South, before giving such 
encouragements, 'or along with it, there may be other points which 
should be taken up, not necessarily about peace but about such 
affairs as Japan's economic presense and behaviors of some Japanese 
visiting these countries. 
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Conclusion 
All through its long history Japan has never experienced 

a revolution in the sense that will mean fundamental change in 
the social structure. Perhaps in the future too, the Japanese 
people will do without it, unless the main characteristics of 
them as a nation drastically change, and especially their basic 
inclination towards compromising or harmonious mutual relations. 
This will not be a point which will be taken up as a discouraging 
factor, even as to the fUture of peace movements. Any violence, 
either "direct" or "structural"', had not better play important 
roles in transforming a state or society, as a general rule. 
But, as to the peace movements in Japan, and perhaps in other 
countries, I find some more positive reasons. First of all, 
in the peace movements both the objectives and the means should 
be of peaceful nature, especially if they will have as their cause 
and guideline the Peace Principle as I explained above. Secondly, 
4t the bottom of the Peace Principle there will be the recognition 
of the universal right to live in peace free from fear and want., 
which ~ill warrant the movements to be of peaceful nature. Thirdly, 
so far as the peace movements will be guided by reasonable 
persons who will be motivated by the Peace Principle, the movements 
as a whole can be imbued with creative mood and basic optimism, 
all the participants bein-g·.convinced of their ultimate success. 
Fourthly and finally, at this conference of those who are engaging 
in peace research and especially on peace movements I can feel 
an undeniable force of the world, which will be 1vorking in the 
course of the human acts towards the world worthy of being called 
"the human community." 
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Introduction 

This paper proceeds from the observation that the Western ~~~, 
peace movements generally and the British and Danish movements 
in particular have not experienced the nearly complete demobilization I 
in the period 1983-86 that occurred in the antinuclear peace 
movement two decades earlier. Membership and some kinds of 
activity have undoubtedly declined, but only in relative terms. ~~ 
Active participants are fewer than in 1982, but much greater :.lilt::"~ 
than in 1978. Large scale public demonstrations are fewer and ;pi(~ 'I 
smaller, but by no means extinct. p~ ~"t ' 

This pattern of persistence with only limited decline contra
dicts not only the experience of the 1960s, but also predictions 
from social science theory. In one version--the cycle of protest 
model--the peace movement would be considered part of a larger 
periodic phenomenon in which challenges to the status quo arise 
and decline together. (Tarrow, 1983) Such cycles may be held 
to be governed by personal factors such as the duration of individual 
willingness to devote time and energy to the cause, by boredom, 
fatigue and depression, or by the responses of the system such 
as repression and collptation, or some combination of these. 

Whatever the conceptual approach the conclusion has been 
that social movements have a "natural life span'' that does not 
exceed a few years. At the end of this period, some elements 
may be collpted, others institutionalized, but the great mass 
of the movement simply dis~ipates. 

Other theorists warri of the twin dangers of success and 
failure. (Zald and Ash, 1966:333) A movement which achieve·s 
an important goal may be undermined by the feeling. that no further 
action is needed. The antinuclear movement in the 1960s suffered 
just such an effect after the ratifcation of the partial test 
ban treaty. On the other hand~ failure to achieve important 

.goals can also devestate a movement as members become discouraged, 
cynical, or involved with more' propitious issues. The British 
movement in the 1960s which failed to make any progress toward 
its goal of unilateral nuclear disarmament for Britain~ and 
the contemporaneous movement in Germany against involvement 
with nuclear weapons, both declined in consequence of futility. 

-.t-
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~~v.g ea ~~_!_~~lea. staor ~k:n~t¥o~r riesa n{~~~ 
lU em n · n e a y ag. i 'St i v 1/v<=t~~PtJ 

twi nu bo tle l'ned · c n equ ce o fu li~y. 
The analogy for the 198 s is the failure to stop the NATO 

deployment of the 572 Cruise and Pershing II missiles which 
began in 1983. But the movements which began in 1979, and which 
were highly concerned with this deployment, have not withered 
in its aftermath. Nor has their persistence been based upon ~ 
coilptation or institutionalization. At least, the movements •1 \\lv.~ 

1 

do not seem to be sharply more bureaucratic than they were at -~~ 0 
_ 

their heights, nor have their leaders been awarded government~M~ "" 
positions. Instead, the movements have for the most part retained'l-\,:l-\~'';:)J 
the forms and processes with which they began. In a related C! n 
departure from past patterns and predictions (Young, 1986:211) 
the British movement has not split despite its failure to prevent 

""'"- 'l,o 
the deployment of Cruise and the start up of the Trident program. ~--· 

From these observations arise the questions of how and ~kw.' "" 
why the movements have persisted, and in the Brl. t1.sh case, ma1.nta1.ned ~~~ "" 
unity. The analysis which follows attempts to answer these 
questions by examining comparatively three levels-- the individual, '"')nm~ .. -
the local group, and the national movement. The paper alsof~~~ 
attempts to assess the two movements political strengths and 
weaknesses. For the British case, the analysis is based upon 
interviews with national leaders and staff, with local participants 
in London and two other cities, and a review of movement publica-)~~ 
tions, newspaper articles, etc. In the Danish case, much more ~V~,Q,UM-d} 
detailed information has been gathered. through telephone interviews ~~""' 
conducted in Danish by Danish research assistants with represen- ~~~ 
tativ,es of over 40 local groups. These interviews, completed 
in the summer of 1986, focussed on the history of local groups 
and the experience of the individuals being interviewed . 

In order to put the recent developments in context, brief 
histories of the two movements preceed the analytical sections. 
Because the British movement is generally better known and in 
order to adhere to space limitations, the history of the Danish 
movement is presented in greater detail. There follows a section 
elaborating the information on the Danish movement at the individual 
and group levels, and a section comparing the British movement 
at the same levels. The firial part of the paper concerns the 
roles played by the two movements in national politics, and 
attempts to review comprehensively the factors which -shape these 
relations_, inc 1 uding interna tiona 1 position, national history 
and political culture, and party systems. 

Background 
Iri both countries the 

often influential history. 
peace movement has had a long and 

In Denmark the dominant themes of 
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foreign policy in the early twentieth century were those of 
liberal, pacifist internationalism. The swiftly achieved and 
deeply hated Nazi occupation brought this era to an end; Denmark 
joined NATO at its outset in 1949. In this sit~ation leadership 
of the peace movement shifted to more radical groups such as 
the pacifist, Aldrig Mere Krig, and to communist influenced 
groups such as the Partisans of Peace which was dissolved in 
1959 . 

The British tradition needs little elaboration ·here, except 
to note that the growth of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament 
(CND) in the late 1950s served as an inspiration to a similarly 
oriented Danish mo·vement called the Campaign against Nuclear 
Weapons which was organized in 1960. The movement in Denmark 
suffered from a lack of focus since its main policy proposal, 
no nuclear weapons on Danish soil, was nearly identical to that 
of the dominant parties. 

The Danish movement, notable for its grass roots structure 
which anticipated the movements of the 1980s, disappeared in 
the 1960s. During the same period, the CND, having won and 
lost the support of the Labor Party for its main policy proposal 
of unilateral nuclear disarmament for Britain, and having seen 
its ranks split by a conflict between advocates of direct action 
and advocates of conventional lobbying, dwindled to the status 
of "prophetic minority." 

Recent History 
NATO"s double track decision which combined the deployment 

of 572 Cruise and Pershing II missiles with renewed efforts 
to bargain with the Soviet Union on the issue of internmediate 
range nuclear forces revived the movdements in_·both countries. 
In Denmark the politics were complicated by the creation 1974 
of _the Co~peration Committee for Peace and Security, an organization 
formed by the Danish delegation to the World Peace Council congress 
in Moscow in 1973. This group gained some credibility by its 
role in the anti-neutron bomb campaign in 1977-79, but lost 
ground when it failed to condemn the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan 
and the deployment of the Soviet SS-20 missiles. 

In Great Britain, the CND quickly emerged as the central 
organization in- the resurgent movement, although some activists 
assert that there was an early period of uncertainty, during 
which it appeared that European Nuclear Disarmament might emerge 
as the main arm of the British movement. The CND"s national 
membership--the number of people who formally join the national 
organiation by paying dues--rose very sharply in the early 1980s 
reaching a peak of over 100,000 in 1983._ At the same time many 
other people chose to participate through local peace groups 
or other entities such as the Greenham Common peace camp, without 
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affiliating themselves formally with CND. Most observers estimate 
that about 250,000 people were active members of the movement 
at its height. 

In Denmark the Co5peration, Committee was joined by two 
new groups, Nej til Atomvaben (No to Nuclear WEapons) and . 
Kvinder for Fred (Women for Peace). No to Nuclear Weapons (NtA) 
began at the time of the Danish parliament's ratification of 
the double track decision, and was initiated by veterans of 
the Danlsh campaign against the War in Vietnam and some from 
the old Campaign against Nuclear Weapons. They self consciously 

sought an alternative to the Cooperation .Committee and opted 
for a radically decentralized grass roots structure and for 
a policy stance which closely resembles that of END. 

At about the same time Women for Peace (KfF) developed 
out of a women's petition drive aimed at the United Nations 
Woemn 's Conference held in Copenhagen in 1980. The Danish organizers 
sponsored a newspaper advertisement calling for the establishment 
of a women's peace group and lent their support to local initiatives. 
The women also opted for a radically decentralized grass roots 
structure without formal leaders or membership or national organ
ization. 

Their ideology stresses moral values such as cising money 
now spent on weapons for food for the third world. They often 
oppose the idea of studying or debating the details of nuclear 
strategy or the strategic balance, choosing instead to reject 
the entire intellectual.mode associated with the Cold War. 

By contrast, NtA stressed an intellectual approach, putting 
considerable time and energy into the analysis of nuclear strategy 
and considerable emphasis on the development and defense of 
a correct political line. Their commitment to an analysis which 
condemned both the,Soveit Union and the Western Alliance .and 
their support for the freedom of peace workers in Eastern Europe 
broght them·into sharp, chronic conflict with the Co5peration 
Committee. 

Thus the Danish peace movement's recent past has been charac
terized by the divergence between two ''new social movement'' 
groups on one side and the traditionally organized Cooperation 
Committee on the other. The Co5pera tion Commit tee's tightly 
organized, hierarchical structure and its superior material 
resources and dedicated cadres have given it an advantage· in 
the creation of broad umbrella groups, large conferences, and 
demonstrations. On the other side, NtA's chief resources are 
its independent political stance and superior analytical abiltiies. 
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Because of its extreme decentralization and apolitical appraoch 
women for Peace is not a competitor for intellectual or organi
zational leadership. 

As noted previously the Afghanistan invasion and the f.ail~re 
of the Soviet Union to suspend deployment of the SS-20 m~ss~le 
seriously undermined.the credibility of the Co5peration Committee 
at the time that the new peace movmeents were forming. The 
Committtee remained fairly well isolated during the period from 
1980 to 1982. Since then they have reasserted themselves and 
achieved greater credibility. A national conference which they 
organized in the fall of 1982 attracted a fairly side range 
of organizations and produced the Landskampagnen "Stop Atomraket
terne" (The National Campaign to Stop Nuclear Missiles). This 
broad umbrella style organization was eschewed by NtA but attracted 
quite a braod range of organizations such as labor unions and 
youth organizations and of prominent individuals including the 
Lutheran bishop of Aalborg and the captain of the Danish handball 
·team. It concentrated on immediate, lowest-common-denominator 
issues using rallies and demonstrations as well as large scale 
lbobying campaigns. The latter enabled it to establish some 
contact with the Social Democrats, Denmark's largest single 
party, but one which has never commanded a majority in parliament. 

Despite their strong ideological differences, the Danish 
peace movement organizations have usually managed to unite for 
the purposes of conducting large actions such as the annual 
EAter peace marches. Negotiations to set the terms for such 
actions have consistently been arduous and time consuming with 
disagreements centering on the issues of specific condemnation 
of Soviet action, on the link between peace and freedom, and 
on methods of diplomacy. The Co5peration Committee favors a 
return to detente while NtA argues for a more fundamental change 
in the form of the dissolution of the blocs through detente 
from below. 

In national politics both NtA and the Committee have concen
trated lobbying efforts on the Social Democrats and both claim 
to have gained good access to them. In this competion organizational 
~tyle is a factor along with ideology. Some Social Democrats 
who might otherwise be attracted to NtA's analysis and policy 
stands are put off by its' lack of organization. They may have 
preferred to work with the Co5peration Committee or the Landskam
pagnen for the sake of having clear lines of communication and 
reponsib8ility. The reverse also holds true. Some people may 
simply prefer to work with a more open, less dogmatic organization, 
and certainly some have preferred to avoid any association' with 
the Danish Communist Party. 

Current situation 
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Current situation 

The following descriptions are based on telephone interviews 
conducted in Danish with representatives of local groups in 
the spring and summer of 1986. The interviews averaged about 
45 minutes, but were sometimes as brief as twenty minutes or 
as long as two hours. In two cases the representatives telephoned 
after the initial interview to add information. Representatives 
were asked to report their impressions of rates of participation 
and other subjects. The data are therefore very "soft'' and 
unsuitable for elaborate statistical manipulation and interpreta
tion. On the other hand, they do represent a more nearly compre
hensive portrait of the history of peace movement activity at 
the local level than has usually been available for analysis. 
Moreover since people were being _asked to report on events with 
which they were familiar at first hand, the results are likely 
to be reliable. 

Representatives from thirteen Women for Peace groups were 
interviewed; all the interviews are included in this analysis. 
Twenty-three No to Nuclear Weapons groups were contacted of 
which nineteen interviews have been analyzed and included. 
About a dozen interviews with independent groups remain to be 
coded. Only two local groups associated with the Co5peration 
Committee were contacted, mainly because the national leadership 
refused to co5perate with the study, despite repeated assurances 
that they would. The discussion here will therefore focus on 
the two parts- of the movement for which detailed information 
is ayailable. 

General pattern 

In both movements the general pattern is for local groups 
to begin in the period 1979 to 1981, to peak two to four years 
later and to decline since that time. Still most of the groups 
have continued to function at lower levels of mobilization. 
In both, young people tended to drop out more as the local groups 
declined. Eleven of the thirty-two groups analyzed have ceased 
to function. Eight of these were affiliated with NtA and three 
with Women for Peace. Groups affiliated with No to Nuclear 
weapons also experienced a sharper drop in active members and 
supporters. The following sections present the findings in 
greater detail. 

Women for Peace: Individuals 

To guage the level of involvement, the su~vey asked how 
many people were informed of the group's meetings and how many 
people were active in the group. Summing the figures given 
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for the beginnings of all the groups, we find some 215 people 
informed and 120 active. At the peak 431 people received notices 
and 248 were deemed active. At the time of the survey, spring 
of 1986, 369 people are informed and 133 are considered to be 
active members. 

In attempting to assess the reasons for individual persistence 
and withdrawal, we asked the representatives to give their own 
reasons for remaining active in the m6vement. Among the women 
surveyed, seven provided answers to the this question which 
included reasons of conscience, satisfaction with results, and 
social reasons. Four cited reasons· of conscience or lifestyle, 
two of them saying by way of emphasis, ''I. have four kids:•• 
Another said, "For me the peace question is always burning .. " 

One person noted results at the local level, saying that 
prominent people had joined the peace committee which would 
not have happened two or three years previously. Another emphasized 
the importance of finding-new ways to deal with the issue such 
as people to people exhchanges with Eastern Europe. 

One said that she, ''could not do without the other women." 

Reasons for withdrawal are discussed in the following section. 

Local Groups 

Twelve of the thirteen groups contacted have fewer active 
members and inform fewer people of meetings than they did at 
their peaks. Eleven of the thirteen report a decline in both 
numbers and activities. However, only three of the thirteen 
groups may be described as ina~tive. The rest hold meetings 
either once or twice a month. 

The overall pattern indicates that Women For Peace grew 
from the time of it·s inception to the early 1980s with variations 
among the local groups in time of founding and time of peaking. 
Three of the groups seem to have declined steadily, that is, 
they peaked at their beginnings. Eight groups peaked after 
about three years, and one has maintained a high level of involve
ment. 

We asked the representatives why their groups had declined. 
Some cited putside pressures such as being called a tommunist 
or opposition from husbands, or the difficulty of persisting 
in a conservative area. Some noted simple fatigue and boredom 
with doing the same things. Others noted the appeal of different 
issues or.organizations such as Greenpeace. In some cases weak 
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recruitment and practical problems such as the departure of 
key leaders were cited. 

In an effort to assess the effects of the deployment, we 
asked directly how the deployment had affected the members of 
the group. Nearly all the respondents said they had been disap
pointed, but many added, that they had not expected to win, 
or that they felt compelled to keep protesting. Still the prevalence 
of disappointment and the fact that the missiles ranked as one 
of the four most important issues addressed by these groups 
suggests that there was some impact . 

Deviant case 

One group which defied the general pattern of decline provides 
interesting indications of the sources of persistence. The 
group is relatively small, consisting of ten active members, 
and is located in a small town in a rural area close to a medium 
sized city. Although one member was forced to drop out because 
of conflicts with her husband about her activity, the rest have 
maintained their involvement since the group began in 1981. 
In responding the questions about the causes for the group's 
strength the representative noted that the group was small and 
that agreeement was therefore easier. She stressed the virtues 
of an all womens group saying that women are taught patience 
and that women are the problem solvers in the family. She also 
stressed that the group engaged in a lot of social activities 
inviting each other to birthday parties, arranging theater parties, 
etc. She further stated that the psychological development 
of individual members had been a prominent feature of the group's 
history . 

Persistence 

~his pattern and related comments from individuals in other 
groups lend stron~ support to Nigel Young's argument that the 
strength of peace groups relates to the sense of community within 
the groups. Among the other comments, made in response to. the 
question,"What keeps you in the movement?'' was the statement, 
"I can't do without the other women." 

The point here, of course, is that the same forces which 
made the deviant _group defy the general pattern are at work 
to a lesser extent in the other groups, which have for the most 
part maintained themselves, albeit at diminished levels. 
Additional factors which seem to have sustained the Women for 
Peace groups include the satisfactions gained from activities 
which emphasize the direct expression of moral values and the 
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fact that most groups dealt with several issues rather than 
concentrating on one, such as the NATO missiles. 

NTA patterns 

Most groups began in the period 1980 to 1981 and reached 
their peaks. two to three years later. Summing the data from 
the nineteen questionnaires thus far analyzed produces the following 
figures. When the groups began 196 people were informed of 

·meetiong sand about 135 were active. At their peaks the groups 
had 445 people on their mailing lists and about 280 active members. 
In 1986 when the questionnaires were completed, there were 175 
people on the mailing lists and about lOO were active . 

Eight of the ninteeen groups have gone out of business. 
Queried as to the reasons for their demise, the representatives 
cited a number of different factors includeing life cycle issues, 
boredom, a failure to gain public support, and a lack of active 
members. The most often named factors were conflicts with the 
Cooperation Committee and Disappointment at the deployment of 
the missiles. In four of the eight groups this seems to have 
been the major factor causing the decline, a finding consistent 
with the greater emphasis placed on this issue. The importance 
of conflicts with the Co~peration Committee reflects the greater 
emphasis on political issues and the difficulty of dealing with 
an extremely persistent, well organized adversary. In a couple 
of cases the representatives of the defunct NTA groups spoke 
with great feeling of the weariness and frustration produced 
by having to argue the same issues over and over again at seemingly 
endless meetings . 

Deviant Cases 

Three local groups broke the pattern of decline. In two 
cases avoiding the split with the Co~peration Committee played 
a crucial part. One involves a relatively new group (begun 
in 1984) in the Copenhagen area which was formed specifically 
to escape the influence of the Committee. The representative 
interviewed said that the members of the group enjoyed socializing 
together and added that the newness of the association helped 
keep people interested.. in a second case the local group had 
tried to avoid a split by formally associating itself with both 
the Co~peration Committee ·and No to Nuclear Weapons. The group 
was described as homogeneous and as having enjoyed social events 
such as parties. Its strategy was to devote itself to "general 
peace work,'' ~voiding a focus on· one issue. The third deviant 
case appears to be the result of a particularly favorable situation 
involving a traditionally pacifist area and a teachers college 
one of whose faculty has been the group's leader since its inception. 
The group draws heavily on the students and faculty of the college, 
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The group draws heavily on the students and 
and has received assistance from natinnal 
institutions. 

Individuals 

faculty of the collegP, 
fo"nd-ti,..,ns. ~nd nth~'>r 

In order to assess in greater detail the causes of withdrawal 
we conducted eleven interviews with individuals who had dropped 
out of ten different local groups and compared their responses 
and backgrounds with those of the local representatives we inter
viewed. One interesting result is that perceptions of success 
and failure do not seem to be decisive influences on participation 
in the Danish situation. Four of the dropouts reported dissatis
faction with results, but the majority felt the peace movement 
had made at least some progress. More important to them were 
conflicts within the movement, which they often experienced 
as profoundly discouraging, and dissatisfaction with the ''flat'' 
structure of No to Nuclear Weapons. The other factor most often 
cited was a change in life situation turned their energies in 
other directions. · 

Those who remained active had similar opinions about the 
impact of the movement, .but seemed to have defined their involvement 
either as a matter of duty or an element in their lifestyle. 
That is, working for peace was an existential choice, less influenced 
by outcomes and perhaps more thoroughly integrated into their 
lives . 

Summary 

As noted above, the groups affiliated with the Cooperation 
Committee did not co~perate with the study. Impressions of 
activists and the testimony of one Cooperation Committee leader 
pointed to a pattern of relative stability, of less decline 
in numbers and activities than for the other two elements of 
the Danish peace movement. The Samarbejdskomi teen had continued 
to stress ''traditional" activities such as demonstrations. 
While the numbers involved had certainly declined, the number 
of activ~ members seemed to have declined less than for the 

_other groups. Observers suggested that this was due in part 
to the stronger ideological commitment of members, many of whom 
are also members of the Danish communist party, and in part 
to the appeal of action. In other words, the Co5peration Committee 
would continue to attract those people who wanted to do something 
about the issue regardless of the current political situation. 

For No to Nuclear Weapons and Women for Peace the clear 
-pattern is one of growth and decline over the six to seven year 
period since their inception. With the exceptions noted, such 
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a pattern probably reflects three factors: disappointment at 
the deployment of the NATO missiles which served as a major 
focus for the new groups, conflict with the Co~peration Committee, 
and the problems endemic to any movement--boredom, fatigue, 
shifting political concerns, and changes in the status of members, 
eg. from student to worker. 

Persistence at the personal level is perhaps more difficult 
to explain. As will be suggested in greater detail below, activities 
which provide direct satisfaction are a major factor. For some 
active members for whom the representatives serve as a sort 
of nonrandom sampling, the issue seems to have been ingrained 
as part of a more general life style. The source of this attitude 
is obscure; our questions did not probe this issue. Some may 
have been committed in this way before they joined the movement. 
For others the experience of involvement may have produced the 
attitude. As will be noted below, interviews with activists 
in the British movement illustrate the latter possibility. 

At the group level, persistence seems to be associated 
with several factors. The stronger staying power of the Women's 
groups suggests that the opportunity to express deeply held, 
and perhaps rather simply conceived sentiments and values creates 
a satisfaction that helps to sustain groups. A connected factor 
in the Danish situation is that such an approach avoids debili
tating, discouraging_ political conflicts. The price to be paid 
is the inability to address political issues, and therefore 
to articulate and seek to advance a political position . 

A related point is that groups which deal directly with 
the social' dimensions of organizing and which enjoy the advantages 
of ho'mogenei ty sustain their level of membership and activities 
better than groups which don't. As noted above, this finding 
supports Nigel Young's conclusion as to the importance of a supportive 
community in sustaining peace movements, the difference being 
that in this. case the community is largely self created. The 
dimension of personal development emphasized by one respondent 
is consistent with the theory of democratic political movements 
enunciated by Lawrence Goodwyn (1978) and also with the traditional 
theorists of participatory democracy such as Rousseau. 

The pattern that internecine conflict diminishes activity 
and may eventually contribute to disintegration also supports 
a proposition drawn from the literature. (Dwyer, 1983) 
The debilitating effects of the defeat on deployment confirm 
the idea that groups which diversify their issues and which 
provide members with a variety of means of participating are 
also more likely to persist than those which focus on one issue 
and one or two modes of action. 
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Individuals and Local Groups Within the British Movement 

In part because of the enormously greater size and complexity 
of the British movement, in part because of a lack of resources, 
this part of the analysis rests on impressions gained from interviews 
with various national officers and staff of the CND and other 
British peace organizations and interviews with activists in 
a few local groups. Various documents including the regular 
publications of the national CND and newsletters of local groupshave 
also been reviewed, along with secondary sources . 

The first part of the general pattern, revival of the movement 
in 1979-80, and an upsurge of activity focussed on the Cruise 
and Pershing II deployment, is similar to the pattern in Denmark. 
After deployment, the movement,, 1 ike the movement in Denmark, 
lost focus to some extent. National membership dropped from 
a peak of over 100,00 to around 85,000. Most participants felt 
that activities at the local level had falle~ off. 

However, the pos~ deployment pattern also differs sharply 
from the Danish experience. First and foremost, resistance 
has played a much greater role in the British movement. Even 
before the deployment the Greenham Common Women's peace camp 
played a major mobilizing role, not only in Britain, but throughout 
the world. Since- the deployment and the intensified official 
harassment of the womens camp, the focus of resistance activity 
has shifted to Cruisewatch, the group, begun as a support group 
to the Greenham Common Women, which monitors, follows, and 
harasses Cruise deployment exercizes, sometimes gaining substantial 
publicity. 

In Denmark, resistance has never been more than a minor 
part of the movement, for the simple reason that there are by 
official policy, no nuclear weapons on Danish soil in peacetime. 
There have been a few acts of civil disobedience and a womens 
peace camp, but none of these has had the central significance 
of the Greenham Cominon encampment or cruisewatch. 

Resistance demands an intense commitment because it carries 
the risk of injury, imprisonment and fines, and the certainty 
of inconvenience and sacrifice of time, and in the case of Cruise
watch, sleep. People in Cruisewatch may also make considerable 
material contributions, lending their vehicles, spending-their 
own money for gasoline, etc. Resistance attracts and provides 
an opportunity for those feeling a strong commitment to do something, 
especially something in public, to express their views. Partici
pation in civil disobedience, particularly in civil disobedience 
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organized through affinity groups, may provide the experience 
of democratic participation through which a lifelong commitment 
develops. A number of participants in the British movement 
made this point during ·interviews, saying that the participation 
in affinity groups had given them a chance for individual devel
opment. Often, they emphasized the newly discovered connection 
between their own lives, the form of their participation, and 
the larger issue for which they demonstrated. Cruisewatch members 
often related their powerful reactions to seeing the weapons 
at close range, an experience which intensified their commitments 
at least for the short term. 

The absence of 
movement may deny a 
make a public stand. 
participation through 
their commitments . 

a strong civil disobedience faction in a 
place to those with an urgent desire to 
It also eliminates one form of small group 

which individuals may refine and strengthen 

. On the other side civil disobedience can encourage a kind 
of self righteousness which denigrates any other form of action. 
Such an attitude played a part in the well known split between 
advocates of direct action and others in the CND in the 1960s. 
In addition to ·fomenting divisions, a sone sided commi ttment 
to civil disobedience can complicate attempts to make political 
gains. One considerable accomplishment of the contemporary 
British. movement has been to hold together those advocating 
civil disobedience as a main strategy and those advocating persu
asion. This ~s not to say that the relationship has always 
been smooth, but to emphasize that there has been no serious 
fracture of the movement along this line. 

Another difficulty is that the intense commitment associated 
with resistance "burns out'' participants. There are a number 
of such cases in the Greenham Common situation, and no doubt 
there will be in Cruisewatch as its history moves beyond the 
first few years. Those who stay for the long run may represent 
a minority lifestyle which alienates rather than appealing. 
Such a situation·also provides considerable ammunition for hostile 
media. · 

Any attempt to assess the overall effects of civil disobedience 
on individual and group persistence in the British movement 
must reflect these mixed effects, and the absence of any statistical 
information. I would argue that resistance has provided an 
important focus for groups and individuals in the post deployment 
period. The courage and persistence displayed in Cruisewatch 
and in other actions such as the Molesworth blockade of February 
1986 seems to have impressed· and inspired many within the movement. 
This is reflected in the generally closer relations between 
nvda advocates and the CND leadership, including support for 
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Cruisewatch, and the backing of the Molesworth blockade. It 
may also be signficant that the current chairperson, a comparative 
outsider, won election after a speech which emphasized dramatically 
his participation in civil disobedience. 

Of course, other factors, notably the. events at Chernobyl 
and the attack on Libya by British based American warplans, 
and the prospect of an election victory, also contributed to 
sustaining the movement. But I would not underestimate the 
sustaining contribution of non violent d{rect action, which 
serves both to keep the spotlight on the threat and to provide 
the opportunity for public action. Thus is created the sense 
of engaging the opponent, of moving on the issue, which is 
the essence of a movement, (hence the word, "movement") and 
which is, I think, the most powerful incentive to join one. 

For the Danish movement, a functional equivalent may be 
the efforts at "detente from below" which range from simply 
taking.'one's vacation in Eastern Europe to organizing exchanges, 
creating "sister city" relationships, and making contact with 
the unofficial peace movements. Such activities may provide 
a strong personal experience, which Danes often express in terms 
of breaking down the "enemy pictures" of the Eastern Europeans, 
and learning to iee them as people like oneself. The common 
element is the satisfaction gained from the activity itself; 
the potential common drawback is the lack of a connection to 
a political program . 

National politics 

The radically decentralized structure of the Danish movement 
has been both a help and a hindrance to the movement at the 
national level. By providing individual members with a wide 
range of choices as to modes o{ action, and a vitually open 
oportunity to participate, the movement's structure has helped 
to attract and maintain a base of committed, often creative 
members. On the other hand decentralization has made it very 
difficulty to mobilize a unified constitutncy behind a clear 
program. 

Thus, the peace movement's relation to national politics 
has been rather ambiguous. It has been.difficult for the ~eace 
movement to claim credit for the changes in Danish official 
policy,· despite the fact that the changes favored the peace 
movement's position. As argued above, it has tended to function 
more as a catalyst and legitimator. Thus some of the aptivists 
interviewed felt satisfaction at the changes wrought in Danish 
policy, but few seemed greatly heartened by it. The sense of 
a changed atmosphere and of possibilities opening both as to 
participation in the policy process and as to the substance 
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of the policy were probably much more important in sustaining 
the movement. 

As noted, one important change has been the increased involve
ment of peace activ~sts with the political parties ranging from 
the Social Democrat~ leftward. This change was based precisely 
on the idea that the time was ripe, that the parties might change. 

In Britain, the CND has emerged as partially centralized, 
partially bureaucratized organization which includes a paid 
staff of forty, a sophisticated lobbying opperation in parliament, 
which attempts to function as a broadly based pressure groups 
working with all parties, but which in practice allies itself 
to the Labour Party, and the rather small Liberal Party. The 
CND's greatest political accomplishment has been that the Labour 
Party's, through its annual coriference, has adopted an official 
position favoring unilateral nuclear disarmament (but not withdrawal 
from Nato) for Britian. Yet, this very accomplishment suggests 
the CND's weakness, for the Conservatives and the Social Democrats 
have leapt gleefully on this issue in electoral campaigns, and 
Labour itself has sometimes split sometimes waffled on the com
mitment. 

Analytical Framework 

The pattern just described seems consistent with an analytical 
framework which suggests that by a national peace movement will 
be influenced by the international position of its country, 
the country's political culture, and the party system. More 
specifically, the more closely is the country allied to one 
of the superpowers, the greater the difficulty of the peace 

-movement, especially at the level of influencing policy. The 
greater the tradition of pacifism or neutralism, the easier 
the tasks of the peace movement . 

In both dimensions Denmark is much more fertile terri·tory, 
being a relatively minor member of the Nato alliance and having 
a .very strong internationalist, neutralist tradition, embodied 
in the Social Liberal Party, and probably contributing heavily 
to what Nikloaj P·etersen calls "the peace mood" in Denmark, 
that is, a receptivity to proposals which reflect this tradition, 
and a skepticism about the efficacy of pol~cy based on force, 
especially on nuclear weapons. 

At the level of the party system, the analyis borrows from 
the framework elaborated by Hanspeter Kriesi and Philip van 
Praag, jr. (1986). Their formulation suggests three factors 
which influence the chances of peace movements: the intensity 
of class conflict, the patterns of intermediation in the welfare 
state, and a catch all category including factors such as the 
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electoral system, the degree of centralization etc. 

The first two factors generally work togehter. The more 
intense the class conflict and the more it dominates the institutions 
of mediation, the less likely it is that the demands of the 
peace movement will be taken up .. On the other hand, the more 
the traditional left right conflict has been •pacified by the 
consolidation of the welfare state'' as for example in Sweden, 
the more open are the existing institutions, especially, left 
wing parties to the demands of the peace movement. 

In Britian class conflict has recently been much more intense 
than in Denmark. Further, the welfare state has been much more 
extensively institutionalized in Denmark than in Britain. There 
is a much stronger system of bureaucratized compromise in Denmark, 
as system that has been sustained during the present conservative 
government. Mrs. Thatcher on the other hand has not been nearly 
so inhibited in her assault on the welfare state. The prediction 
then is that the parties will be much more closed to the peace 
movement in Britain than in Denmark. At first glance, the Labour 
Party's commitment to unilateral nuclear disarmament for Britain 
seems to falsify the.prediction. 

However, one could point out that the official policy of 
Denmark has actually changed to oppose the double track decision, 
and therefore argue that the influence of the peace movmeent 
on the existing parties has been greater in Denmark. One should 
also note that the issue of unilateralism has ben highly coritrov
ersial within the Labour Party, helping to produce the defection 
of the Social Democrats in 1981, splitting the party in during 
the general election campaign of 1983, and creating some difficulties 
even in 198.7 when Neil Kinnock felt compelled to hedge the commitment 
to unilateralism during the general election campaign. 

Even so, there i~ something anomalous in the British situation. 
One would not expect that in a major superpower ally with a 
party system dominated by two parties, relatively intense class 
conflict, a relatively weak welfare state and without proportional 
representation, that the peace movement would gain such strong 
influence over one party. 

In elaborating the third' category, I would give particular 
emphasis to the presenceor absence of proportional representation 
in the electoral system. In general, proportional representation 
serves to open the political system to the influence of the 
peace movement. This may happen in two ways. Proportional 
representation may contribute to the success of small parties 
to the left of the social democrats, parties that espouse positions 
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similar to the peace movements, and which act as the political 
representative s of the movement. ·such has been the case in 
Denmark, and to a lesser extent in the Netherlands. Alternately, 
proportional representation may open the way for new parties, 
based in part on the peace movement to organize and to enter 
the system. This has been the case in West Germany. 

The absence of proportional representation inhibits the 
growth of smaller left wing parties, leaving the peace movement 
at the mercy of the established·center left party or parties, 
and throwing the analysis back to the first two factor·s. Thus, 

·in England, the single member district, first-past-the post 
electoral system has helped to prevent the growth of parties 
to the left of the labour party, such as the Greens. The result 
is that the peace movement, given the rigid opposition of the 
Conservatives, (nd its own rigidity, discused below) had no 
serious alternative to concentrating on the Labour Party. This 
meant that the chances of a split in that party were increased 
because there was a direct contest within it. By contrast in 
Denmark, the conflict within the social democrats was muted 
because the peace movement had already established relations 
with the two parties to the left of. the social democrats. It 
was not concentrating so much on capturing the Social Democrats 
as on influencing them. 

Putting the matter slightly differently: In Britain the 
natura·l alliance and natural overlap were between the left wing 
of the Labour Party and the political elements of the peace 
movement. In Denmark the initial natural alliance and overlap 
occurred among the Socialist Peoples Party, the Left Socialists 
and the peace movement. Gradually a relationship developed 
between the movement and the left wing of the Social Democrats. The 
result was that the sd had the opportunity .and the incentive 
to shift its own position without perciptiating a split in its 
ranks . 

In Britain from the beginning the struggle has taken place 
within the Labour Party .. In the 1960s the issue provoked the 
famous struggle between Hugh Gaitskill, the party leader and 
the left wing, a struggle won by Gaitskill. In the early 1980s 
the issue also contributed to the split in the Labour Party 
in which four ex-cabinet ministers left Labour to form the Social 
Democrats. 

Of course, the posture of the movements has also affected 
their relations to the political system. In Britian the unilat
eralist position adopted by CND has pr6ved a major stumbling 
block to easy relations with the parties, contributing to the 
split just mentioned and helping to cripple the Labour campaign 
in the general election of 1983. Again in 1987 th~ issue, although 
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bandied much more smoothly by the Labour leadership, was a problem 
for the Party. The extent of fundamentalism within the movement 
is indicated by the consistent refusal of large majorities at 
annual conferences to change the wording of the Constitution 
from, say, "unilateral nuclear disarmament" to "independent 
nuclear disarmament,'' or to otherwise soften the form of the 
commitment. 

In Denmark by contrast the peace movement has never defined 
a clear position, in part because it has been split, in part 
because of the decentralization of two of its components. There 
has, of course, been agreement on opposition to the NATO missiles, 
and on a Nordic Nuclear Weapon Free zone, but there has never 
been anything like the alternative foreign and military policy 
implied by the unilateralist position of the CND. · The result 
is that the parties, especially the Social Democrats, have much 
greater freedom of maneuver. They can adopt the parts of the 
peace movement position which are most generally acceptable, 
avoding those which are politically most dangerous, such as 
unilateralism. 

The peace movement, or the more politically oriented elements 
in it, also gain freedom to maneuver, selecting and promoting 
those policies which they think will create the strongest pressure 
on the parties. In Denmark, the proposal for a Nordic Nuclear 
Weapons Free Zone, created and promoted by No to Nuclear Weapons 
in collaboration with the independent peace movements of the 
other Nordic countries, would seem to be precisely such an issue. 
It appeals strongly to public opinion on the grounds of self 
interest and also appeals strongly to traditional internation
alism. 

The peace movement, in Britain, or at least the leadership 
of.the CND, attempts to gain similar room to maneuver by stressing 
the most publically palatable issues such as opposition to Cruise 
and downplaying the more controversial such as unilateral nuclear 
disarmament for Britain. Their efforts have been reasonably 
successful within t~e movement and spectacularly unsuccessful 
without. The combination of Conservative Party propaganda, 
skillfully orchestrated by Michael Heseltine during his tenure 
as Defense Minister, and a hostile media, have cr·eated great 
public awareness of and opposition to unilateralism, perhaps 
in part because the public perceives unilateralism as a generally 
defeatist position, rather than a limited unilateral initiative. 

Thus both national movements may be seen to have the defects 
of their virtues. The British movement has undoubtedly gained 
and held supporter~ because of its strong moral commitment. 
It has been able to articulate a clear stance on important issues. 
However, this clear moral stance has damaged its ability to 
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operate in the political system, and has worked to the disadvantage 
of its principal political ally, the Labour Party. 

The Danish movement, divided from its inception, and lacking 
the coherence to frame clear policy alternijtives, has nonetheless 
been able to influence the parties. The absence of a clear 
position has enable both the movement and the parties to maneuver 
on security policy issues, promoting a shift in the direction 
of the peace movement's position. How sincere, solid and how 
lasting the new positions are cannot be known until such time 
as the Social Democrats regain power . 
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THE PEACE MOVEMENT AS A SOCIAL MOVEMENT 

Most social movements consist of several organizations which 
try to mobilize people and other resources. Growth as well 
as decline of a social movement can be very uneven distri
buted among the variety of organizations within a social 
movement. In periods of· growth it is maybe the new organi
zations that are growing more than the traditional organiza
tions within the movement. In periods of decline maybe not 
all organizations are declining, even if the movement as a. 
whole is declining. ~uite often it seems to be the new 
organizations that are.declining in periods of decline, yet 
the traditional organizations can keep their positions and 
even grow. 

The history of a social movement and its organizations is 
determined by several factors. The character of the adver
sary; the balance of power between the movement and the 
adversary, strategy and tactics of the movement and its 
adversary; the policy of the government in the issues of the 
movement, governmental policy towards the movement: support, 
repression, integration; external and internal, national and 
international events relating to the movement; the organiza
tional structure of the movement, competition between 
different organizations of the movement; ideology and policy 
of. the movement; all of them examples of such factors. 

Swedish social movements by the end of the 19th century 

The three large Swedish popular movements of the 19th 
century are the revivalist and/or the free church movement, 
the temperance movement and the labour movement, which at 
the beginning of the 20th century engaged about one third of 
the Swedish population .. The temperance movement had most 
members, then came the revivalist movement, and the labour 
movement was quite small at this time. Its peak came in the 
1930s, when the temperance and free church movements were on 
the decline. The first movement that appeared was the free 
church movement, the second was the temperance movement, and 
the third was the labour movement. Several minor social 
movements have its origin in the 1880s and 1890s, such as 
the universal suffrage movement, the peace movement, and the 
feminist movement. Even the Swedish environmental movement 
has its roots in the late 19th century. 

The three large social movements of the 19th century have 
been crucial elements in the change of the Swedish society. 
All three movements were related to migration. Their strong
holds were the towns, where people came to work in industry. 
For the revival and the temperance movement the countryside 
was also essential, and especially where the land was owned 
by the big forest companies the new movements were success
ful. More women than men engaged in the revival movement as 
well in the temperance movement, but the opposite was the 
case in the labour movement. 
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In agricultural parishes with peasant proprietors there was 
a resistance to the new movements. The farmers had an 
interest in vertical, patriarchal loyalities. The congre
gation, the lodge and the trade union were a threat to such 
relations. The industrial development and the relative 
change of political and economic power from the countryside 
to the towns was not in their interests. They saw the vicar, 
the dean and Luther as a garantee for vertical social 
relations. They had economic interests in the brewery 
industry and the consumption of alcohol. They fought against 
the farm workers- trade union organizations. They did not 
want a change in the rules for suffrage which were in favour 
of the farmers as proprietors. 

Social movements and political parties 

The relation between the social movements and the political 
parties was quite clear. The connection between the indu
strial workers, the labour movement and the social democra
tic party was evident. The party was the political branch of 
the labour movement. The labour movement was established 
like a concern with a systematic division of labour between 
different organizations; organizations that today are 
working in most sectors of the society. In the beginning the 
political competition within the labour movement came from 
anarchists. They were prevented by active social control 
efforts as well as other parties which tried to mobilize 
industrial workers. The temperance and revival movements 
were connected to the Liberal Party, but there was (and is) 
a competition between social democrats and.liberals in the 
temperence movement. Most orgahizations of the revival move
ment were connected to the liberals if any political orga
nization. The temperance and the revival movements could 
cooperate in different ways, especially in the political 
arena. They tried to get members of the parliament connected 
to their movements, and they were successful. 

There were two other influential parties, the Farmer-s Party 
and the Conservative.Party. The Conservatives gathered the 
aristocracy, the state officials, large scale manufacturers 
and to some extent farmers. The Farmer-s Party had a break 
down in the 1900s because of the social changes and the new 
political organizational structure. The party did not manage 
to create a national party organization in stead of the old 
parliamentary organization. The conservatives and the 
liberals began to compete in the countryside. In this race 
the liberals became more conservative (and the conservatives 
more radical), which in turn was used by the social demo
crats to attack the liberals from the left. 

The adversaries of the social movements 

Who was the adversary of the three 1 arge popul a·r movements? 
The answer was quite easy for the revival movement~ It was 
the State Church and what it represented as a monopoly of 
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religious and certain social activities. Luther, the vi
car/dean, the State Church buildings and estates were 
replaced by the Bible solely. You must obey God and His Word 
in the Bible more than the State Church. 

To identify the adversary was more complicated for the 
labour movement. The extension of the ruling class(es) could 
be defined somewhat different, and the enemy could be 
defined more abstract like the capitalist system, but large 
scale manufacturers, the military men, the king, the con
servative government, and the aristocracy were easy to 
identify. But what about small scale manufacturers, farmers, 
the "black-coats", teachers, small state officials, intel
lectuals? This was an object of several disputes within the 
labour movement. 

The temperance movement had a more difficult problem, 
because identifying the enemy was a matter of contradiction 
within the movement. Different parts of the movement pointed 
at the alcohol in itself, at the social conditions (from the 
capitalist system to working place and general living 
conditions), at the moral of men, at the brewery industry 
(and the farmers behind), the large revenues to the state, 
the county councils, the county agricultural societies and 
the local authorities. 

The revival and the temperance movement were indeed no 
revolutionary movements. They believed in the force of the 
argument. Through dialogue, information and education 
instead of confrontation they could obtain results and gain 
respect for their views. By peaceful, non-violent means it 
was possible to change society in the direction of the 
movement. Initially the labour movement was critical to the 
idea of non-violent means. Maybe it was possible for reli
gious and moral change, but not for social and economic 
change. The experience of several organizational campaigns 
and strike movements was that a dialogue was not possible. 
But with the growth of the labour movement organizations and 
the major failure of the general strike in 1909 and the 
conservative reaction in the 1910s, as well as the revolu
tionary movement in 1917-18 which shaken the establishment, 
the idea of a non-violent course and a dialogue became 
essential for the labour movement as well as the manufac
turers. 

The peace movement by the end of the 19th century 

After this little introduction to Swedish social movement 
history, where is the peace movement to be placed? Who was 
the enemy of the peace movement? It was a subject of dispute 
within the peace movement, and it still is. The military (as 
a monopolist of violence), the king (as a monopolist of 
foreign policy), weapons, the war, the nation state, the 
arms industry, the defence spenders in the parliament, the 
capitalist and the feudal system. Here are some parallels to 
the temperance and the revival movements: the church - the 
king as a monopolist of foreign policy and the military as a 
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monopolist of organized external (and with the police forces 
-the internal) violence, alcohol -weapons, drinking- war, 
the brewery industry - the arms industry, etc. The peace 
movement had (and has) another adversary related to defence 
policy, but not to foreign policy, namely the (voluntary) 
defence movement as a popular social movement. The situation 
was similar to the revival movement; also the state church 
had a strong popular support. The temperance movement and 
the labour movement had no competing popular movement · 
supported by the establishment. 

War was defined by the professor of state l.aw in Uppsala, 
Herman Rydin, as a useful drain of the nation and a neces
sary form of justice between nations, and this had for 
quite a long time been the official philosophy. From the 
beginning the peace movement stressed arbitration as the 
necessary form of justice between the nations instead of 
war. The second point was neutrality instead of alliances. 

In 1883 the Swedish Peace and Arbitration Association (SFSF) 
was founded. In the middle of the 1880s the SFSF had 7-8000 
members. The idea of neutrality was a neutrality which 
should be garanteed by other states as was the fact in 
Switzerland since 1815, in Belgium since 1839, and in 
Luxemburg since 1867. If Scandinavia could become a neu
tralized area the defenc~ spending could.be kept down. These 
ideas awakened interest ~ithin the temperance movement and 
the Farmer·s Party. Several MPs (about 70) of the Farmer-s 
Party as well as the Liberal Party joined the SFSF. As 
mentioned above the large social movements had had little 
access to the farmers because of their interests. But they 
had a social and economic interest in the ideas of the peace 
movement, especially because of the organization of the 
Swedish military system. The farmers financed a military man 
in groups of ten farmers. They experienced this system as 
unfair, when the town population did not pay so much for the 
defence. Therefore they were interested in neutralization as 
a mean to reduce the defence expenditures. 

When the system was changed into compulsory military service 
the farmers· interest of the peace movement declined, and 
the peace movement also declined. In the 1890s the peace 
ideas were declared as a feminist issue and the Swedish 
Female Peace Organization was established in 1898. The 
establishment of compulsory military service caused a 
reaction among young industrial workers. Anarchists and 
young-socialists could mobilize on the ideas of anti-mi
litarism. This development caused a diffusion of ideas 
within the peace movement. The leading peace organization, 
SFSF, concentrated on arbitration and neutrality, but the 
young labour movement comprehended these ideas if not 
bourgeois, then at least less relevant as an abstract 
foreign policy, only possible to realize when the kingdom 
and the military establishment were abolished. 
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THE HISTORY OF MOBILIZATION PEAKS AND DECLINES 

First mobilization peak 1883-88 

The first mobilization peak in the 1880s comprised an 
anti-military expenditure movement. The decline after 1887 
was not only caused by the changing distribution of military 
burdens. There was also an organizational factor. The 
leadership of the SFSF was not eager to constitute a lot of 
local groups. On the contrary, the leaders tried to prevent 
the formation of local organizations. However, K P Arnold
son, leader of the SFSF, went to England, where he learnt to 
"handle local organizations in such a fashion that they 
believe that they are independent", But the SFSF was much 
more active in influencing MPs and other important persons 
of the establishment than forming a mass movement. This 
meant a decreasing interest from the popular members of the 
SFSF, and when the Farmer·s party had realized its aims of 
defence policy, they were less interested in the peace 
movement. But other social movements - the temperance 
movement, the free church movement, the feminist movement, 
and the lebour movement, became interested in the peace 
question as a moral issue, a religious issue, a feminist 
issue or an issue of the young industrial worker. 

Second mobilization peak 1895-1905 

The crises of the union between Sweden and Norway became 
strained in 1895, The Norwegians wanted to extend indepence 
also in foreign policy issues. But militarist and conser
vative circles in Sweden agitated for military intervention 
in Norway. This was a signal for mobilization of popular 
movements in Sweden, notably the labour movement and the 
peace movement. The peace movements of Norway and Sweden 
established close cooperation, not only on leadership level, 
but also througri peace tourism, pen-friend-clubs and other 
grass-root activities. 

The union crisis of 1895 was something of a rehearsal for 
the events of 1905. The Norwegian parliament declared in 
June 1905 that it did not accept Swedish royal power. The 
Swedish labour and peace movements supported the Norwegian 
actions. The Swedish government mobilized its military 
forces against Norway. However, the crisis led to arbitra
tion and the union was· abolished without violence. 

The peace movement declined after this sucessful mobili
zation against war with Norway. Because of these events the 
peace movement was radicalized in an anti-militarist fa
shion. At the same time the liberals betame more conser
vative when they competed with the conservatives about 
countryside voters after the breakdown of the Farmer·s 
Party. Some prominent liberals engaged in the peace movement 
moved from the Liberal Party to the Social Demo.cratic Party 
(SAP), and anti-militarism was accepted along with the 
campaign for arbitration and neutrality. The peace movement 
ideas on foreign policy became widely respected in Sweden, 
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even by the king, who invited the participants of the 1910 
world peace congress in Stockholm to a garden party at his 
residence. At the same time the defence movement mobilized 
successfully for a stronger military defence, and it also 
depicted a Russian threat especially in support for Finland. 
·Some prominent peace movement personalities responded that 
Sweden should became a part of Russia. Then the superior 
(and peaceful) Swedish civilization could get a mission in 
changing the Czar and barbarian Russia into a democratic, 
liberal, and civilized nation state. 

The peace movement and the labour movement cooperated closer 
with each other during the period of the union crisis. But 
there were also e l emenfs of confrontation. The peace move
ment gave priority to foreign policy and suggested some kind 
of internationally garanteed law and order. Its anti-mili
tarism was foremost a matter of defence spending. For the 
labour movement the question of peace was less a problem of 
relations between states, and more a question of class 
struggle. Peace was not only a state of non-war, but also a 
change of the capitalist mode of production and the ruling 
means of violence. At the international socialist congress 
in Bruxelles 1891 it was declared that the Second Inter
national and its parties were "the only true peace party" 
and other contexts that socialism was the peace movement. 
The Swedish leader of the labour movement, Hjalmar Branting, 
declared in 1907 that the (non-socialist) peace movement was 
utopian when it believed it possible to fight wars ''without 
any changes in societal power relations''. Other sectors of 
the labour movement accepted the peace movement as a move
ment working in the same direction as the labour movement, 
but also declared that the labour movement was the,vanguard 
of the peace movement. A third standpoint within the labour 
movement was hostile to the peace movement as an anti-mi
litarist movement and suggested the combination of neutra
lity and a strong military defence. 

The peace movement was quite suspicious about the labour 
movement interest in peace question. It, of course, did not 
like the declarations of the labour movement and interpreted 
it as a threat to its independence. The labour movement 
interest was sometimes also understood as purely tactical. 

The other two large popular movements as well as the femi
nist movement comprehended the peace movement in a very 
positive fashion and cooperated with the peace movement in 
several ways. The feminist movement comprehended the peace 
question as an important feminist question, the tempe~ence 
movement viewed the peace question as an .important moral 
question and the.revival movement as an important religious 
question. These movements had peace on its program (with 
reservations for some organizations of the revival movement) 
and engaged peace movement personalities in their activiti
es. 

The general strike in 1909 was a serious setback for the 
Swedish labour movement. This weakening of the labour 
movement also meant a setback for other radical popular 
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movements. The peace movement acted for arbitration in the 
conflict between labour and capital. It was rejected by both 
ahd the peace movement lost some of its prestige in this 
sharpened class struggle. 

Third mobilization peak 1912-18 

Before the First World War, there was a hard struggle 
between Left and Right on the issue of national defence with 
a democratic and republican camp, and a monarchical and 
conservative camp, where the peace movement supported the 
former and the defence movement the latter camp. The "crisis 
of the palace courtyard" of 1914 led to a reinforced monar
chy and the establishment of a constitutional dictatorship,. 
the Hammarskjlild government. 

The SFSF became radicalized, which was expressed in its 
programme of 1910. The ideas of arbitration and neutrality 
were as before. But it also explicitly expressed anti-capi
talism, anti-imperialism, anti-monarchism, anti-militarism 
and anti-christianism (the state church as a tool for 
militarism and capitalism), but it refused socialism. In 
this context the radical pacifist Christians became very 
active within and outside the SFSF. The ''white general'', the 
baptist pastor Albert Wickman, started an anti-war movement 
in 1912. He wore a white un,form (and a big white fur coat), 
he had a big white car, women in white clothes, he called 
himself and his most committed adherent the white army, and 
he was the leader of this white army. He accused the SFSF 
for not enough radicalism (that is not for conscientious 
objection) and he was extremely active in his meetings, and 
speaches all over the country. However, he was imprisoned 
several times after the war outbreak. 

This radicalism of the SFSF in 1910 led to a new peace 
organization, the Swedish Peace Association. The feminist 
peace organization merged with this organization and its 
programme was held in a more moderate style. However, when 
the SFSF rised its membership from 3000 to more than 20.000 
during the war, the Swedish Peace Association lost members 
and consisted of just a few hundred. 

During the war the international labour movement supported 
its national regimes. Several national labour movements, 
notably the the German, but also prominent personalities 
within the Swedish labour movement, had made an exception 
from Russia. If there was a. war with Russia, the lab~ur 
movement would support its national government, which became 
the case in Germany. The labour movement was divided and the 
peace movement was disappointed. The socialist International 
held four different meetings in 1915. Socialists of neutral 
countries congressed in Copenhagen in January, socialists of 
the entente in London in February, socialists of the central 
powers in Vienna in April, and the socialist opposition in 
Zimmerwald in September. There were several contacts and. 
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personal connections between the Zimmerwalder Bewegung and 
the peace movement, but also with the. labour movements of 
the neutral countries. 

The SAP was divided in February 1917. The Socialist Left 
Party was constituted on the ideas of the left opposition 
period of 1911-17. After the October Revolution, the party 
was divided into three parts: humanists (where some promi
nent peace movement personalities were involved), left 
socialists, and communists. Humanists and left socialists 
later joined the SAP, while the communists formed its own 
party in 1921. For the communists the war should be deve
loped into an internal war, and therefore they rejected the 
peace movement as a non-proletarian movement. They also were 
against the Ligue of Nations together with the Conserva
tives. 

The peace movement was disappointed with the bolshevik deve
lopment in Russia. In 1919 the SFSF declared that the 
Russian (October) revolution had brought nothing but a 
spirit of terrorism, death, decay, starvation, murder, civil 
war and lawlessness. 

Fourth mobilization peak 

After the war the peace movement declined. The SFSF de
creased from 20.000 in 1918 to 3.000 in 1921. At the same 
time several new organizations were founded: four christian 
peace organizations, one feminist, and one occupational 
peace organization (female teachers), but they were no large 
organizations. However, each of them had not more than a few 
hundred members, with the exception of the WILPF section, 
which increased from 939 in 1920 to 1623 in 1922. 

During the 1920s several peace movement ideas were realized. 
The religiously motivated conscientious objector got better 
conditions, the education of history was reformed (the 
history of peaceful progress was also given some space), the 
role of the military decreased, and the Swedish neutrality 
was stabilized. 

In 1922 the white general put on his white equipment again 
and began a mobilization campaign that resulted in a SFSF
membership figure of 50.000 and 1.400 local organizations in 
1930. This was a figure that the SFSF has never reached 
again. Also the religious organizations increased from a few 
hundred members to some thousand in most cases. 

The white general campaigned for peace, against war prepara
tions, and a possible second world war. In 1930 the white 
general was accused for embezzlement. It is not known if it 
was correct, but if it was it could not have been especially 
much. The white general held thousands of meetings all over 
the country, and his accounts were never in order .. It became 
known to the public that he was accused for embezzlement, 
and the peace movement was heavily attacked. It is difficult 
to know if the white general was the victim of a conspiracy; 
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anyhow, the traditional peace leaders never liked his 
religious faith, his leadership style, and his success. The 
white general was eliminated as a leading personality, he 
was degraded and they offered him to stick down envelopes. 

In the 1930s the peace movement struggled against the arms 
build-up, arms trade, arms industry, militarism, and war 
preparations as well as for a total and unilateral disarma
ment. Its new 1933 programme was anti-militarist, but the 
other antis of the 1910 programme were abolished. It also 
contained a lot of religious stuff, because the leadership 
of SFSF wanted to keep the new members which the white 
general had mobilized. The MachtUbernahme in Germany made 
the Swedish peace movement pessimistic, the movement de
clined, and its activities were characterized by retirement 
and despair by the late 1930s. The peace movement became a 
part of the anti-fascist movement in the struggle against 
nazism and fascism, and its activities became foremost 
humanitarian. The disaster for the peace movement came when 
soviet Union attacked Finland in 1939 and Germany attacked 
Denmark/Norway in 1940. The peace movement lost all prestige 
and was especially during the Soviet-Finnish war accused for 
treason by the Swedish mass media. During the war the 
SFSF-membership again decreased to a few thousand members. 

The relation between the peace movement and the labour 
movement became strained during the activities of the white 
general. The labour movement was not very happy about his 
activities. But even when he was eliminated, the relations 
were not very good. Against the background of such events as 
Adalen 1931, where five workers were killed by military 
troops, the MachtUbernahme, the struggle between the labour 
movement and the military in Vienna, the fall of the Spanish 
republic, the nazification of the Swedish military were 
important for the Swedish labour movement-s standpoint on 
military affairs. The standpoint of neutrality and a strong 
military defence became dominating within the labour move
ment. The model of parliamentary control over the military 
as in Germany had not succeeded. The model of a party 
militia as in Austria had also failed. The Swedish social 
democratic idea of integration between democratic forces and 
military institutions was formulated by the chairman of the 
Swedish social democratic youth organization, Torsten 
Nil sson. 

The labour movement formed an organization to unite people 
and defence, ''People and Defence''. It was a popular movement 
strategy instead of the strategy of party militia and the 
strategy of parliamentary control. New voluntary defence 
organizations were formed, organizations where the labour 
movement had a decisive role. Torsten Nilsson meant that the 
defence must be integrated into the democratic life of the 
Swedish society. It was a matter of contact, communication, 
and integration between civilian and military institutions 
under democratic forms and control. The military establish
ment was entusiastic. The change in social democratic 
attitude was said to be a ''miracle''. Especially after the 
German cittack on Denmark/Norway April 9th, 1940, the forma-
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tion of new popular defence organizations increased. The 
labour movement started several activities of basic democra
cy in the barracks, which was not opposed by the officers. 

The peace movement was disappointed. The integration of 
people arid defence was interpreted as a militarization of 
the labour movement: the military had conquested the party. 
The peace movement became isolated from other popular 
movement by the end of the 1930s. The free church movement 
was quite divided about the peace movement, but serveral 
personalities and organizations changed to an almost extreme 
militarism. Some of the leading peace personalities of the 
socialist left became prominent campaigners for stronger 
Swedish military committment in Finland and/or Denmark/Nor
way. The temperance movement was on decline, but it also 
followed the signals of national unity. But in one way the 
peace movement succeeded: Sweden was kept out of the war. 

The fifth mobilization peak 1950-56 

Two new peace organizations emerged in the post-war world: 
the World Federalists and the World Peace Movement. The i~ea 
of world federation had been discussed during several 
decades within the peace movement, and it had been a peace 
movement dream: a united world with a world parliament. The 
traditional peace organizations increased a little immedia
tely after the war, but stagnated by the end of the 1940s. 

The world Federalists and the World Citizen Movement started 
1949 and became quite popular in the early 1950s. The World 
Peace Movement was quite strong in the early 1950s, after 
the presentation of the Stockholm Appeal. Stockholm became 
the headquarter of the World Peace Movement. The Swedish 
Communist Party, which had decreased to 4% of the votes from 
around 12% in the middle of the 1940s, concentrated its work 
on peace campaigns to strengthen its prestige in Sweden. The 
traditional peace movement was criticized for elitism and 
bourgeois pacifism. The anti-capitalism and anti-imperialism 
of the SFSF in 1910 disappeared in 1933, and now the Peace 
Committees took over these ideas. Also the World Federalists 
criticized the traditional peace movement for its relatively 
nationalist orientation. 

The non-communist peace movement as a "third force" had very 
little access to the Swedish opinion, where peace and 
communism became connected during the Cold War period. The 
non-communist peace organizations as well as the social 
democratic labour movement rejected the Stockholm Appeal, 
and competed with peace appeals of their own. The non-com
munist peace organizations called themselves ''the democratic 
peace movement" and the Peace Committees were called "the 
communist (or even the stalinist) peace movement". The Peace 
Committees called themselves ''the popular peace movement" 
and th~ non-communist peace movement "the bourgeois peace 
movement''. In the non-socialist political camp·a ''third 
standpoint" was said to be impossible; it was the same as 
communism. This Cold War period made it impossible for the 
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SFSF to mobilize on a third standpoint. Furthermore, the 
Swedish WILPF section, the feminist peace organization, was 
divided on this question. The majority of the board of the 
IKFF did not accept the idea of a third standpoint, which 
was what the WILPF worked for. -This was interpreted as 
communist infiltration, and the majority of the board of the 
Swedish WILPF section left the organization. 

However, the Peace Committees lost most of its prestige when 
the So vi et Union intervened in Hungary in 1956. The World 
Federalists lost their prestige a bit later when they 
supported the Swedish atomic bomb. They claimed that the 
anti-nuclear movement was a too narrow organization. Some 
prominent world federalists supported the idea of nuclear 
weapons as the sole defence system, because it would abolish 
the military. The military would lose control over this mean 
of destruction to scientists. These ideas almost wiped out 
the world federalists from the map of peace organizations in 
Sweden, and they have never been able to come back. 

The sixth mobilization peak: 1958-63 

In the middle of the 1950s it was declared that it was 
possible to produce a Swedish atomic bomb. Then the military 
produce several arguments for the necessity of a Swedish 
atomic bomb. This, in turn, led to an independent anti-nu
clear-weapons organisation, AMSA (The Action Group against a 
Swedish Atomic Bomb). It was organized by about 20 intellec
tuals, many of them were authors, journalists and artists, 
who arranged rallies, debates, demonstrations, easter 
marches and other activities. It was an organization whose 
aim was formulated in two points: against Swedish nuclear 
weapons and to provide a debate about the possibi'l ity of a 
conversion of military resources for constructive aims (for 
instance development aid). 

The activists of the anti-nuclear movement were losely 
organized, very young, and had no connections to the tra
ditional peace movement. The movement was not popular among 
the existing peace organizations. One exception was the 
Peace Committees, but the anti-nuclear movement tried to 
keep them out of the activities. Some persons voluntarily 
left the AMSA so that it could not be accused for communism. 
The anti-nuclear movement of this period was very isolated, 
but it succeeded in breaking the isolation and to stop a 
Swedish atomic bomb. 

The movement was heavily attacked by the SAP. Social demo
cratic newspapers attacked pacifism as an idea as well as 
the unilateralists and pacifists within the party. The SAP 
was divided on the question of an atomic bomb. The party 
wanted to stop the opposition against the Swedish defence. 
There was a political unity between the SAP and the non-so
cialist parties about defence policy, which the SAP did 
not want to break. The party could not stop the- opposition 
against an atomic bomb. Also the liberals and the agrarians 
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became divided on the.issue of an atomic bomb, The change of 
attitude was essential during the period 1957-61 as showed 
in table 1. 

Table 1. Attitude to a Swedish Atomic Bomb, % 

June 1957 
Oct 1959 
March 1961 

For 
40 
29 
21 

Against 
36 
51 
56 

Don·t know 
24 
20 
23 

Swedish nuclear weapons were not·produced. The SAP could 
save the policy of armed neutrality without an atomic bomb. 
The SFSF was able to integrate some activists of the an
ti-nuclear movement in its ranks. One of the initiators of 
the AMSA became chairman of the SFSF in 1963, the famous 
author P A FogelstrHm. However, after the Partial Test Ban 
Treaty in 1963 the anti-nuclear movement disappeared in the 
autumn 1963 as sudden as it had arised in 1958. 

The seventh mobilization peak 1965-75 

After 1963 the peace movement was heavily engaged in Third 
World issues: starvation, development aid, and then in the 
Vietnam war. Some peace organizations condemned both parties 
of the war, some supported guerilla pacification efforts, 
and the SFSF as well as some other organization favoured the 
slogan "Peace in Vietnam'', The SFSF meant that the US should 
have some time for negotiations and retirement. Parts of the 
traditional peace organizations condemned the FNL as a 
violent communist revolutionary movement. 

However, the major part of the Vietnam movement, the Swedish 
FNL-organization, eventually took over the initiative and 
held it for a decade. The FNL-organization never declared 
itself as a peace movement, but it was an anti-imperialist 
war movement. It supported people-s war, it was against 
capitalist militarism and favoured a Swedish guerilla 
defence. The movement was heavily connected to the New Left 
movement, notably the maoists, and several leaders came 
from the anti-nuclear movement 1958-63. 

By the end of the 1960s the New Left movement was divided in 
to two parts, one communist party building and one anti-au
thoritarian movement. The first movement consisted of 5-10 
organizations trying to build the true communist party in a 
complicated pattern of competition and cooperation with each 
other. The other movement became an important base for 
several social movements in the 1970s. The Swedish FNL-or
ganization was a field of struggle between the different old 
and new left organizations. 

The fall of Saigon in 1975 also wiped out the Swedish FNL 
movement, which in turn diminished the party building part 
of the New Left movement. The anti-authoritarian movement 
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formed a pattern of organizations over the whole field of 
societal activities. But after 1975 much of the anti-autho
ritarian movement engaged in the environmental and anti-nu
clear plant movement, which had a tremendous upsurge 1975-
80. After the referendum in 1980, where the environmental 
movement as well as the Christian Democratic Party, The Left 
Party, and the Centre Party represented alternative 3, the 
external activities of the movement almost completely dis
appeared. It was evident that much of the mobilized people 
changed its anti-object from nuclear plants to nuclear 
weapons after 1980. 

The eighth mobilization peak: 1979-84 

The ''new'' peace movement was mobilized by some new organiza
tions like Women for Peace, the END in Sweden as well as 
some 20 new occupational peace organizations, but the old 
SFSF became anyhow the dominating organization; in fact its 
leadership had changed to very young persons mobilized by 
the latest events in armaments development, while the 
leadership of most other new organizations had its base in a 
middle-aged generation with its roots in previous radical 
movements. The most cbncrete demand of the new movement was 
a nuclear free zone in the Nordic countries. And already in 
1981 all Swedish political parties declared themselves in 
favour of a NWFZ. Demonstrations could engage up to 100.000 
participants in 1982, and in June 1982 750.000 signatures 
were collected for a NWFZ. The Swedish peace movement have 
above that supported the Swedish governments in its foreign 
policy and its disarmament initiatives. The Swedish peace 
movement has not been_struggling against its government in 
most international issues. 

The "Swedish model" in these respects could be described as 
a model which includes neutrality, non-alignment, non-im
perialism, and non-nuclear. Most peace movements in Europe 
struggles for these goals, and the Swedish peace movement 
are guarding them and supporting the peace movement acti
vities in the European scene. But at the same time it is 
difficult for the Swedish peace movement to act for concrete 
demands on the Swedish security policy arena. 

The SFSF has campaigned against Swedish weapons export, the 
JAS aeroplane, the conventional defence system, and other 
defence policy issues, but they have not gained much support 
from other peace organizations, especially not from the 
"new" peace organizations. As to defence policy the SFSF has 
only been supported by the communist and the environmenta
list party. All other pal itical parties have been against 
the SFSF. It has not been able for the SFSF to mobilize on 
these questions to the same degree as international 'disar
mament questions. The SFSF campaigned for a unilateral 
Swedish disarmament: "Sweden can begin" as an intermediate 
demand following the demand of a NWFZ, but gained very 
little support. The argument for Swedish unilateralism was 
that Sweden is a vanguard country of peace, and therefore it 
should take the first step. The neutrality need not be 
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armed, but garanteed by its neighbours. Then, according some 
kind of domino theory, the rest of the countries of the 
world would follow. This campaign failed completely; it 
foremost was met by silence. 

Now the Swedish peace movement is on decline. All organiza
tions that increased during the period 1980~84, have de
creased since then, but evidently the new organizations of 
this mobilization peak has been stroke more than the tradi
tional peace organizations. 

The reasons for this decline are not internal; there has 
never been such a good cooperation between Swedish peace 
movements, and its organizational competence has maybe never 
been as good as today. The reasons are to be found in 
external events as the security policy of the US, especially 
the SDI and its consequences for the freeze movement; the 
failure to stop the deployment of new nuclear weapons in 
Europe. The Swedish peace movement has, of course, had no 
say at all in these events, but as it in this mobilization 
period has been so linked to the global peace movement, it 
has also been stroke by the setbacks of other peace move
ments. There has maybe also been some expectations that have 
not been redeemed. For example, one of the leaders of Women 
for Peace declared officially that the world would not exist 
in 1985, if the new nuclear weapons were deployed in 1983. 
Now we have 1987, and unfortunately, the world still exists. 
Above these factors there are the competition between the 
peace movement and the defence movement; the (Soviet) 
submarines mobilized the defence movement as never before. 
The defence policy of the peace organizations (those who 
have one) has not been met with any positive response in the 
Swedish society, where the (heavily) armed neutrality has 
a strong support. 

The relations between the peace movement and other social 
movements 

Since the people and defence strategy of the Swedish labour 
movement there has been something of a triangle drama 
between the labour movement, the peace movement, and the 
defence movement. The Swedish (voluntary) defence movement 
is much stronger than the peace movement. After the sub
marine mobilization peak it counted more than 700.000 
members. Only the Swedish Women's Army Auxiliary Corps has 
about 55.000 members, which could be compared with the pure 
peace organizations and its 25.000 members. The defence 
movement has a much more regular activity, not only as 
propaganda organizations, but also as organizations which 
contribute to the defence, often connected to army organi
zations. 

In terms of social class, the defence movement mobilizes 
entrepreneurs, farmers, the conservative middle class, and 
the working class. The peace movement mobilization is 
limited to the middle class with radical, political, social, 
and cultural traditions. The peace movement has serious 
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problems when it tries to mobilize the working class. The 
working class is in fact engaged in defence contributing 
organizations such as the National, Home Guard. 

The labour movement has a divide and rule position visavi 
the peace and the defence movement. It is keeping the peace 
movement out of the domestic defence policy and channelling 
its efforts into the international arena. It is keeping the 
defence movement out of foreign policy and channelling its 
efforts into the domestic arena. If there are some clash 
between the two movements in defence policy, the labour 
movement will support the defence movement. A consensus on 
the defenci issues and labour movement influence over the 
defence movement have been important features of labour 
movement policy. The peace movement demands for Swedish 
disarmament has always been rejected. It is difficult to see 
why the labour movement would change this dominating posi
tion visavi the peace and defence movements. 

To generalize, the labour movement has been quite negative 
to the peace movement in periods of mobilization. The labour 
movement seems to be afraid of campaigns about Swedish 
defence policy. In the anti-nuclear mobilization period 
1958-63 the labour movement evidently overreacted. When the 
peace movement tries to take the step from international 
engagement to engagement in domestic defence policy, the 
labour movement will counteract the peace movement. The 
labour movement seem to be more positive to the peace 
movement when it is on decline. Maybe it wants to have a 
better balance against the defence movement, but it is also 
quite evident that the peace movement in decline has been 
more dependent on the labour movement. 

The temperance movement and the feminist movement have been 
positive to the peace movement in periods of mobilization, 
but indifferent when the peace movement has been on decline. 
Yet they has been more positive to international oriented 
and more vague peace demands, and indifferent when it is 
about defence questions. The relationship between the free 
church movement as well as the church movement and the peace 
movement is complicated, and need an elaborated study of the 
different churchly organizations as to peace issues. 

There is no scientific study on the Swedish defence move
ment, but my impression is that all peace movement mobili
zations have been followed by defence mov~ment mobiliza
tions, which have been far more successful than the peace 
movement mobilizations.1 Within the Swedish peace movement 
it has been said that it is dangerous to mobilize a mass 
movement, because the reaction of the defence movement will 
be far more greater. 

1with the exception of the mobilization of the Vietnam 
movement, but it was also very internationally .. oriented. 
Then there has been defence movement mobilizations not 
related to the peace movement, but to governmental defence 
policies. 
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The achievments of the Swedish peace movement 

The peace movement has claimed that is has had a crucial 
impact on the events of its mobilization peaks: the defence 
expenditure pattern in the 1880s, the union crisis in 1905, 
the Swedish neutrality of the First World War, Swedish 
disarmament in the 1920s, the rejection of the atomic bomb 
in the late 1950s, and the positive attitude to a NWFZ in 
the 1980s. The peace movement also claims that it has been 
crucial for the spread of ideas of arbitration, neutrality, 
peace, and international solidarity in Sweden. However, 
there are several other candidates that claim their impact 
on these matters. To argue against the peace movement claims 
it could be said that the Farmer's party was more decisive 
for the defence expenditure pattern in the 1880s. The 
liberal and the labour movement claim the same thing as the 
peace movement in the dispute between Norway and Sweden, the 
First World War, the disarmament in the 1920s. The social 
democratic women's association claim their crucial role in 
the actions against the atomic bomb.2 The same is the case 
about arbitration, neutrality, and international solidarity. 
And there are also conservative and communist voices as well 
as some other which wants to share the honour of some of the 
above mentioned achievements. 

These achievments could also be explained in terms of 
different structures instead of actors. The old defence 
system in the 1880s had to be modernized in spite of the 
actions of different organizations. The Swedish neutrality 
in the First World War could be seen as a compromise in 
ruling circles. The liberal branch of the ruling class was 
oriented to Britain, and the conservative was oriented to 
Germany. The compromise became neutrality. The Swedish 
disarmament in the 1920s was a disarmament from a position 
of strength. Sweden was a strong military power in northern 
Europe after the First World War. Swedish disarmament policy 
tried to freeze the armament situation in northern Europe. 

But it is quite obvious that the peace movement played a 
crucial role as an actor in the union crisis in 1905 and in 
the atomic bomb issue in the late 1950s. Even if it is 
difficult to measure, it could also be said that some 
original peace movement ideas like neutrality and arbitra
tion have had at least some importance for the realization 
of neutrality and disarmament. Anyhow, if the peace movement 
has palyed an important role or not, the objectives it has 
set up have often been achieved in one way or another. 

2rt is for exemple declared that prominent women convinced 
important social democratic leaders that the Bomb was not 
necessary. 
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The mobilization and decline pattern of the Swedish peace 
movement 

In tables 2,3, and 4 I have identifyed the relationship 
between mobilization peaks and dominating peace movement 
ideologies (2), between mobilization peaks and dominating 
organization (3) and organization increace when the peace 
movement is on decline (4). It is obvious that the SFSF, a 
multi-ideological organization, has been able to keep 
control and dominate the peace movement arena in Sweden. 

The decline after 1887 was caused by decreasing interest of 
the farmers in the SFSF as well as the organizational 
structure of the movement. The peace movement almost ceased 
to exist. The decline after the successful solution of the 
union crisis was not that dramatic, but was rather a stagna
tion, whose reason might have been the confrontation with 
the defence movement and a certain competition as well as 
some confrontations with the labour movement. The third 
decline after the First World War was more dramatic. All ne1t 
members during the war were lost. One reason was the radica
lization of the left socialist movement and the confronta
tion with the communists. Several objectives had been 
achieved, and the SAP was acting for most of the peace 
movement objectives. Maybe this was another reason. But on 
the other hand it is not a satisfying explanation, because 
the period immediately after the war could have been a 
period of mobilization for positive objectives. Anyhow, such 
a period followed a bit later, but, the real peak was 
reached in the years of 1928-30, years of crisis and unrest, 
especially abroad. 

The decline after 1930 was not dramatic, as caused by the 
elimination of the white general and the external campaign 
against the peace movement. It also was met by repression 
acitivities by the defence movement as well as certain 
fascist groups. The external events of the MachtUbernahme, 
the civil war in Spain also contributed in the peace move
ment decline, but the disaster came with the Soviet attack 
on Finland and the German attack on Denmark/Norway. The 
peace mqvement was back to the position immediately after 
the First \lorld War. The decline of the Peace Committes was 
also caused by an external event: the Soviet intervention in 
Hngary 1956. The World Federalist Movement decline was 
caused by the inopportunity of its own standpoints to 
nuclear weapons. The anti-nuclear movement decline in 1963 
was caused by success; after the partial test ban treaty the 
movement disappeared. The disappearance of the Vietnam 
movement was also caused by success; it disappeared with the 
fall of Saigon in 1975. The decline of the peace movement in 
the 1980s has been caused by several factors: international 
events of governmental security policy as well as failures 
of the international peace movement, the strength of the 
adversary, the partial success and the partial failure of 
the peace movement policy. 
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It is often said that the peace movement in Europe has 
failed and therefore it has declined. It has failed to 
achieve immediate objectives as well as more long term 
objectives. But decline can be caused by several factors, 
which I have mentiQned on p 2. Both success and failure 
could be causes for decline. The Swedish peace movement has 
obviously succeeded and therefore it has declined. It has 
succeeded in achieving its immediate objectives as well as 
some more long term objectives. The problem of Swedish peace 
movement is that it is successful in achieving its immediate 
objectives. After that it is difficult to mobilize support 
for objectives of the intermediate future. The main reason 
for that is the relation to the labour movement. Without the 
support and the initiative of the labour movement it is not 
possible for the peace movement to take the next step to the 
intermediate future. And there is the dilemma of the Swedish 
peace movement. The next step will be a change in Swedish 
defence policy, and it would be a break with the doctrine of 
the armed neutrality, a step that the labour movement will 
not be prepared to take of several reasons; the strength of 
the defence movement; the strong opinion for th~ doctrine; 
the power position of the labour movement visavi the peace 
and defence movements; the political and social base of the 
peace and defence movement in relation to the party; the 
consensus of defence policy, This situation will not be 
changed by pure argument, propaganda and peace movement 
mobilization. Rather the peace movement has been and will be 
met by control efforts and repression. The doctrine and 
reality of armed neutrality will probably not be changed 
without some major change in world politics. 

Table 2. Mobilization peaks and dominating peace movement 
ideologies 

First 
Second 

Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 

Sixth 
Seventh 
Eighth 

1883-87 
1895-05 

1912-18 
1923-30 
1950-56 

1958-63 
1965-75 
1979-84 

Liberal 
Liberal, socialist and feminist anti
militarism 
As in second+ religious pacifism 
As in third 
Communist anti-militarism and 
anti-nuclear, wolrd federalism 
Anti-nuclear 
Anti-war, anti-imperialist 
Anti-nuclear, alternativism 
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Table 3. Mobilization peaks and dominating mobilizing 
organization within the peace movement. 

First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 

Sixth 

1883-87 
1895-05 
1912-18 
1923-30 
1950-56 

1958-63 

Seventh 1965-75 
Eighth 1979-84 

SFSF 
SFSF 
SFSF 
SFSF 
World Peace Movement and World Federalist 
Movement 
AMSA (Action Group against a Swedish Atomic 
Bomb), later the SFSF 
The Swedish FNL movement, 
SFSF 

Table 4. Movement on decline, organization increase within 
the peace movement 

First 1888 None 
Second 1906 Anti-militarist organizations of the labour 

movement 
Third 1918 Feminist peace organizations, religious 

organizations 
Fourth 1931 (Anti-fascist organizations) 
Fifth 1956 Anti-nuclear organizations 
Sixth 1963 (Anti-imperialist organizations) 
Seventh 1975 None 
Eighth 1985 The Swedish WILPF section 
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Prof. Frank Rupprecht 

Peace movement in history and at present 

The tasks of peace research involve the clarification 

and moderniz~ ~ion of such terms as "peace movemen-t 1', 

"peace consciousness" and "peace motive". In this con-
a..G

nection, it is not a matter of defining these terms~ 
.-$tr<:> c:t;e.._y . 
,:j·est:iye~y, in general, applicable to any case. The point 

is to clarify their content most closely connected with 

the real social phenomena reflected by them and with 

the practical task to intensify the efficiency of 

peace movement, peace consciousness and the concrete mo-

tives for actions for peace under most differing social 

and political conditions. 

The history of the conception of that what is peace move-

ment reflects the history of this movement and its vary-

ing composition itself. At the same time, the various de-

finitions show the ideological viewpoint of those who 

are trying to define the character of peace movement,its 

objects and methods. Let me demonstrate this, first of 

all, by an old pacifist definition. In the "Handbuch der 

Friedensbewegung" (Peace movement manual) edited by Al

fred H. Frie·d in 1911 it says: 

"The peace movement wants to bring back the knowledge of 

an organizational process of society conditioned by na-

tural laws to support mankind in reaching the highest 

possible results in its work, as fast as possible, by 

influencing consciously the development to proceed in 

its natural direction." (page 4) Ani continuing: "For mo-
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dern peace movement war is a symptom, the result of a 

deeper cause, It emariates from the relations between 

states which are not yet completely arranged, not yet 

CCHlpletely organized, from the intergovernmental arL.r-

chy still prevailing." (page 8) • 

This view of Fried containing some aspects which are 

of interest still today, basically dating back to the 

pacifist position held by Bertha von Suttner which 

was. influenced by Darwin, Spencer and others and which 

she substantiated in detail in her various publications. 

The view held by Suttner and Fried_was behind the scien-

tific view of the revolutionary social democracy on an 

antimilitaristic and antiimperialistic peace movement 

substantiated by political economy. Yet, in reality the 

practice of the struggle of bourgeois humru1ist circles 

against militarism and war was more advanced than may 

be presumed from the definition mentioned, The growing 

danger of war and the increasing suppression of paci-

fism by militaristic circles made also pacifism to ever 

better understru1d the conditions of an efficient strugg

le for peace. In her ripe years of struggle Bertha van 
·-Suttner herself showed a growing sympathy for the anti-

imperialistic struggle of working class movement. 

After the First World War, with the danger of fascism 

rising, the awareness of the necessity to concentrate 

peace movement on the establishment of a broad alliance 

of all opponents of war has been ever more pervading the 
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the goals of peace movement. In the JO-ies and during· 

the Second World War· peace movement develops into the 

antifascist and anti-Hitler movement. The fight for 

exposing the demagogic use of the peace movement term 

has been already intensified before the Second World 

War, too. 

In the 50-ies and 60-ies various sides equated "peace 

movement" with the movement represented by the World 

Council of Peace which was directed against remili ta

rization in the FRG, against atomic armament and to other 

peaceful aims, though there were also peace movements 

acting more or less independently. The various peace 

movements were in loose contact with each other. Yet, 

undoubtedly the peace movement represented at that time 

by the World.Gouncil of Peace was an effective mass 

movement standing up for the prevention of a third world 

war and for terminating local wars. 

Today quite a few peace researchers are trying to de

termine more exactly the "new peace movement" emerging 

since the late seventies and the early eighties. Thus, 

e.g. DieterS. Lutz from the Institute of peace research 

of the Hamburg University says: 

"What is "peace movement"? By the comprehensive term 

"peace movement" we understand a number of persons, 

groups and organizations standing up for peace. Their 

status is an autonomous and independent one, their col-
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lective attitude. is moulded by cri tics and protest, 

their engagement - though proceeding from various 

motives - aims at fonning public consciousness with 

regard to problems of peace or activities in dealing 

with problems of peace." Lutz is writing about the 

diff.erence between the present peace movement and 

that of the fifties and sixties: "The present move

ment is comparatively much broader comprising all 

strata of society, reaching up to the organizational 

structures of parties, trade unions, churches, par

liaments, anned forces etc. handed down. Yet, it does 

not depend on any of these political and social struc

tures and organizations and is not bound to them, re

spectively, but "moves" on an own widely bra.'"lching net

work of initiatives and groups loosely interconnected 

and united in voluntary, independent coordinating bo

dies," (In: editor: Klaus Gerosa:GroBe Schritte wagen. 

Uber die Zukunft der Friedensbewegung (Taking big steps. 

On the future of peace movement. !Vmnich 1984, page 75/ 

76). 

I would like to call this definition basically a gene

ral sociological definition of peace movement. Yet, it 

renounces the inclusion of the ·ob;j ects of peace move

ment as notably the elimination of mea..11s of mass de

struction. 1'he definition of Lu tz holds absolutely true 

as a sociological descrtption of the present peace move

ment, Also marxist-leninists underline the class over-
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lapping comprehensive character of peace movement, its 

social, political and ideological rnanifoldness. It unites 

·people of the most varying positions and ideological 

views, as regards their efforts made to ensure the survi-

val of mankind and its cultures, to prevent a nuclear in-

ferno, to create a world of secure peace. 

From the vi~wpoint of marxist-leninist philosophy it :is, 

however, necessary to add essential dialectical aspects, 

i.e. partieulariy of the theory of contradiction, to the 
def 1:h1t ion 

sociological _ of peace movement. This involves first-

ly that the decisive contradiction underlying today's 

world-wide movement for safeguarding peace should be 

defined. Today the life interests of peoples and states, 

on the one hand, are in contradiction with the aims of 

a small stratum of especially aggressive and reactionary 

forces of imperialism, on the other hand, directed to 

confrontation, arms build-up and world supremacy. This 

contradiction adopted a global and ontic character. No 

other contradiction existing in our epoch, not that bet-

ween socialism and capitalism either, can be analyzed 

without taking its connection with this contradiction 

and its decisive influcence on a'Il ·social problems into 

account. Secondly marxist philosophy defines as ~eposi

tive side of the contradiction between war and peace the 

interest of mankind in the survival of its genus, the 

general human interest in peace and in solving the prob

lems connected with it as, in particular, disarmament 

and preventing outer space from being militarized. It 
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is pointed to the fact that it concerns a new category 

of world policy forcing objectively all classes and so

cial strata to respond to the question how their inte

rests are related with the interest of mankind in pre

serving peace. The principle that the interests of 

workers• class movement are not in contradiction with 

the interest in peace but correspond to it basically 

holds true for the workers' movement guided by marxism

leninism. Safeguarding peace should be the priority of 

the society forming power of the working class. At the 

same time, the revolutionary workers'movement continues 

to fight for the implementation of specific social 

ideals not shared by other forces, proceeding on the 

basis and on condition that world peace has to be pre

served. 

Thirdly marxism stresses a..l'ld underlines - &'1.d this is 

what is linking the philosophical defiiJ:l.tion of peace 

movement with the sociological definition of Dieters. 

Lutz - that all governmental, non-governmental, all 

social class, political, demographic, ideological and 

religious forces and groups interested in peace and 

disarmament, .the use of mea..l'ls released thereby,should 

be integrated into the broad basic trend to preserve 

peace in the world, being the reason for a cautious, 

sober optimism as regards the problem of peace. 

Fourthly marxism, marxist philosophy emphasizes the de-

mocratic and active · character of the conflicts with 
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the striving for world supremacy and military superiori

ty, with the policy .. of. confrontation and anns build-up, 

with denying peaceful coexistence as the only reasonable 

alternative to sliding into a nuclear inferno. 

Fifthly it is. of decisive importance for marxism that 

it regards socialism, socialist society as a whole, as 

an inseparable and solidary, active participant of the 

world-wide peace movement. It gives continuously impul

ses to establishing a world-wide coalition of common 

sense, realism and goodwill, making peace securer. The 

striving of socialism for peace comes from its socio

economic character and the goals arising from it. In 

socialism there is no class and stratum interested in 

armament, preparing a war and war. 

Thus, I am coming to a second important term the "peace 

consciousness" term. Peace consciousness involves, first 

of all and elementarily, the views, goals and ideals of 

the mass of people and peoples of all continents as a 

whole reflecting their right to a life in peace being 

the first human right and their interest in safeguarding 

peace being the prerequisite and fundamental condition 

for pursuing their social aims. Secondly peace conscious

ness is the reflection of the production relations and 

the social structures based on them, not rousing an in

terest in solving the contradictions and conflicts of 

our time by means of war. These are production relations 

not allowing to make money on armament production, but, 

in their innermost nature, directed to the growing sa-
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tisfaction of the material and intellectual necessities 

of life of the people and to the development of personali

ty. This refers to the socialist production relations. 

Given today's conditions, however, also the economic 

conditions prevailing in the Third World, non-aligned and 

neutral countries in the west, despite all their incon

sistency, arouse, to a growing extent, objective inte

rests in safeguarding peace, and, on its basis, the will 

of the mass of people for peace andthe struggle for dis

armament, against imperialist arms build-up is emerging. 

This fact expresses itself in the policy pursued, Thus, 

the well-known peace initiative launched by the six states 

from four continents should be judged notably in this sense, 

as an expression of objective economic interests of broa

dest strata of these peoples including capitalist circles. 

The fact that peace consciousness has an objective foun

dation in the economic interests of broadest strata of 

the population and of big parts of the bourgeoisie applies 

to developed capitalist countries as well. Notably the in

terests of the military industrial complex counteract it. 

Its economic foundations and reproduction conditions con

tradict the vital interests of mankind. 

As any other consciousness, peace consciousness is struc

tured by something in itself. It does not disprove the fact 

that the various classes and strata develop their class-re

lated views on the causes of wars and the conditions of 

peace. It involves the marxist-leninist philosophy of peace 
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and many variants of the non-marxist ideas of peace, 

i.e. ideologically. differing components which may not 

be intermixed. In this respect, the will, the responsi-

bili ty, the insight that peace and conditions for deve

lopment should be preserved for mankind are overlapping. 

Yet, this is absolutely based on various class ideolo

gies without blurring the differences, "New thinking", 

as regards the problems of peace and security, "uprising 

of the world conscience", "coalition of common sense and 

realism", "security partnership" are perhaps terms aiming 

at developing and consolidating peace consciousness all 
. 

over the world, from various sides and under differing 

aspects. In the socialist society, the peace conscious-

ness of working class, the philosophy of peace and pro-

gress based on marxism- leninism are prevailing. Here, 

peace became the general standard of social consciousness. 

In general, this standard becomes practically effective 

in law, science, culture and education. It pervaded the 

mass consciousness. 

What does now mean keeping peace consciousness at the le-

vel of time ? 

Firstly it is a matter of further extending the knowledge 

of the dangers of arm!? build-up including the dangers of 

militarization of outer space, &~d at the same time, of 

deepening the knowledge about the possibilities ru1d chan-

ces which exist for freeing the world from atomic weapons 

up to the year 2000. At least in this way a break-through 
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would be possible, thus giving new impetus to gradually 

reaching this aim., i.e. the awareness of the dangers 

should be connected with the realization of chances and 

directed to practical activities in supporting the sig

nificant socialist peace initiatives. Secondly it would 

be necessary to combine the long-term orientation more 

closely with that what has to be done as the next step 

on the way to a world without means of mass destruction. 

Thirdly the point is to further develop and deepen the 

discernment of people as to the attitude of the politi

cal forces towards the problems of security and disarma

ment. The cause of the tense situation are not the wea

pons themselves, is not system neutral, is no obscure 

mechanism. ltiankind is uniformly threatend by the danger 

of destructing everything, yet only a certain part which 

is not yet sufficient stands up for the removal of this 

danger. The socialist countries, the majority of the non

aligned and neutral countries, broadest social circles 

are on the side of peace. Ruling circles in NATO coun

tries in Western Europe feel increasingly uncomfortable 

in view of the American course to continue arms build-up 

and militarization of outer space. Fourthly the point is 

to maintain the unity of common sense and emotion, word 

and deed in the struggle for peace to oppose symptoms 

of fatigue, to m~~e the struggle for peace, participating 

in it, the life maxim of each conscious personality, The 

point is to include any knowledge, also technical know

ledge in the propaganda for peace and to demonstrate and 
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confirm over and over again the will for peace by 

showing a civic engagement in practice. 

In the actions of people the question of peace 

consciousness is put into concrete terms to become a 

question for the personal peace motive. As shown by 

sociological investigations carried through in the 

GDR the peace motive in socialism is playing a grow

ing role forthe professional and civic engagement of 

working people. It is one of the most important mo

tives in the ensemble of the ideological driving for

ces of socialism. It becomes effective, depending in

directly as well as directly on a series of conditions 

and on the concrete reference system. In the peace mo

tive the longing for peace and concrete knowledge are 

intensified in a way as to become a motive of action 

in one's ovm sphere of work in support of the socialist 

peace proposals. 

In this way, the peace motive, on its turn, is becoming 

again a driving force to 

a) grasp new knowledge of scientists and politicians 

on the prevention of war and safeguarding peace and 

to extend the own knowledge and realization of prob

lems in many connections; 

b) deepen the knowledge of foreign policy and the 

content of the policy of dialogue of the own socia

list state directed to peace; 
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c) show a civic and social engagement; 

d) intensify the own performance, in conformity with 

the requirements of the peaceful economic and 

cultural development of one's country; 

e) disassociate oneself in public from the forces of 

war, their fatal ideological and political dis-

paraging remarks. This does not least concern the 

thinking in irrational images of the enemy endan-

gering peace. 

This multifarious effect of the peace motive is, of 

course1 dependent on the quality of the actions under

taken by peace movement, the level of clearing up the 

complicated complex of political, military, scienti-

fie a.'l.d sociological questions of safeguarding peace 

on international scale. We peace researchers contribute 

to this, too. 

In conclusion, I would like to inform you that we 

shall be organizing an Olof-Palme march in demonstra-

tion for peace from l - 19 September in the GDR, at 

the same time as that organized in Czechoslovakia and 

the FRG. Thus, we would like to support the proposal 

to·create in Central Europe a nuclear-weapon-free cor

ridor. In the framework of this event, scientific events 

on peace research will be organized as well. 

Prof Dr se phil Frank Rupprecht 
Academy of social sciences of 
the GDR - Berl:i.n 
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Principles of a new .a tt:itude towards in tern a tional affairs 

At the end of the Second World 'liar a revolutionizing 

scientific-technical development also of weapons set in. 

Clearly visible for all, through Hiroshima and 'Nagasaki, 

mru1kind entered the nuclear age. Since the late fifties, 

with the start of the first sputnik, we can speak of the 

nuclear-cosmic age,- Ma.11.kind should become fully aware .of 
I 

the consequences to be drawn from that. 

The nuclear-cosmic age has brought about new technical 
I I 

possibilities for peace and progress but also serious dan-

gers for mankind. Non of these dangers is bigger than that 

of a thermonuclear war whichwould lead to the extinction 

of mankind. Jvianldnd is faced with a new dimension of the 

war-peace problem. 

What does this principally new dimension of the question 

war or peace, which many responsible scientists and poli

ticians are speaking so insistently about, consist in ? 

l. Mankind has not only entered a nu 0lear-cosmic age but 

has thus a difficult choice to make. It will slip in-

to a nuclear abyss or it will recollect itself, make 

all efforts required to prepare the way into a secure 

future. Notably the accumulation of huge quanti ties of 

means of mass destruction has brought about an antic 

situation for all human beings. What has been foreseen 

by individual scientists as Albert Einstein in the 

fourties and has been prognosticated by many people 
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already in the fift;iell_has become a real possibility to

day: Mankind can extinct itself unless it will not learn 

instantly to secure surviving, going practically over to 

it. There is no historical parallel to this situation. 

2.Today science supplies us with comprehensive knowledge, 

1 particularly of the consequences of a thermonuclear war 

, !at aJ,l, which should be take'n absolutelyj serious. We are 
I ~ "! i, 

·forced to acquire these findings and to make them the 
' 

starting point 
I '· I: I . . 
·tiona] issues. 
I 1 •' I• I I 

I ' '; : I 

in considering the solution of.inte:rna-
·. 'I' I . I . : 

Firstly. Already according to cautious 

estimat·es of the US!? of nuclear weapons, approximately 

20 per cent of the weapons available,would be sufficient 

to kill more than a billion of people and to injure mor

tally a further hundred millions of them. Secondly. Re-

sponsible physicians from nearly all countries on earth 

declare that after thermonuclear weapons were used any 

organized and efficient medical assistance would break 

down. Thirdly. Physicists and meteorologists have come 

to the conclusion that, apart from the immense explosive 

and radiation effects atomic weapons have, a meteorolo-

gical effect, 'so far largely underestimated, will be 

added, which is to be classified as "nuclear winter". 

In this connection it applies that even if only the 

lowest estimates of a temporary decline in average tern-

peratures made by responsible scientists will come true 

this will have disastrous effects on the food, heat 

supply of the survivors, and also, in one word, a ther-

. ! 

i .· 
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monuclear warwould.bring forth the trend of deBtroying 

everything. 

J. The constantly rising level of military confrontation, 

the creation of ever new highly intensive military tech-

nologies lead to a growing insecurity, starting with dan-

gerously destabilizing the international si tua.tion, whi eh 

is closely linked with the da..11ger of loo sing control of 

the functions of up-to-date means of military technology. 

4. Arm race growing ever further increases irr@ensely wasting 

of economic resources of mankind, burdening world economy 

as well as nature to an irreparable extent. Such problems 

as famine, poverty, diseases, homelessness, unemployment, 

clependence,due to debts,are aggravated, causing further. 

heavy burdens. 

5. Peace has become the basic prere4uisite of the further de-

velopment of all peoples on earth. r--;aintaining it should 

be the foremost aim of the foreign policy of any country. 

All systems of value, developing under various histoJ:>ical, 

social and spiritual conditions in the world ru1d its re-

gions have to accept that today world peace is the greatest 

good, the most important value for mankind. 

Tre necessity of developing a new political thinking, taking 

the pressure of being threatenedby extermination from mankind 

and paving the way to a secure future is derived from the new 

dimension of the question of peace or war, from the situation 

when mankind·has to make the decision on its future, the lives 
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of the generations. to come. 

How can the landmarks of this new political thinking 

and activities be outlined ? 

1. A nuclear war is no rational means for reaching poli-

tical aims. The means applied would not allow to reach 

any aim, besides self,-destruction. Such a war would 

'not -know neither victors nor vanquished. It could not 
! 

be'limited but would be started "on a limited scale", 

es9ala~ing unavoidably,' deteriorating into a wo:rl d-
1 I 

wide1 inferno. The vanquished v10uld be always the whole 

mankind, all peopies. 

2. Today solving the peace and security question would 

not be possible by means of military-technological 

or technological solutions. Any attempt to obtain se

curity by further turning the armament spiral is 

doomed to failure, leading to an in~ediate retighten

ing in this or that way, and thus to a further, still 

more dangerous increase of nuclear confrontation. 

The-re :Ls only one reliable political solution of the 

peace and sec~rity problem, guided by the joint con

cern and responsibility for peace. 

3.Today security can be ensured only by making joint 

efforts. It may not be ensured by strength. It requires 

maintaining the mili tary-strategj_c balance while simul

taneously lowering its level. Today security should 

be brought about primarily by a comprehensive system 

of international security. Stnving for national securi-
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ty is- justified; however shm1ld not be tried to be 

reached at the expense of the security of others. 

Security should not involve insecurity of others.In 

this case, security would be just a ficticious securi-

ty. This is the logic conclusion from the prerequisite 

of mutual security. 

4. The socio-economic and ideological antagonisms of 

our epoch are a product of history and the unavoidable 

reality of the epoch, One should finally learn to live 

' peacefu~ly with them. As it were suicide to settle 

these antagonism~ by force, there remains only the 

way to find , elaborate and practise principles and 

forms to move the contradictions of the social systems, 

excluding the dan,ser of exterrninnting mankind once and 

for all. 

5. The consequence consist<: prj_marily in the fact that the 

madness of armament n:ust be stopped. Relating to this, 

the most important requirements are to prevent arms 

race in space as a principally new and-extremely un-

stable dimension of danger and its termination on 

earth. Renouncing the preparation of a star war should 

be sealed by concluding a star peace treaty. Further-

more the basic security measures involve: a nuclear 

test stop agreement, reducing and Vii thdrawing rockets 

from certain regions of earth, notably from the over-

loaded region of Europe and creatj_ng zones free of 

atomic and chemicallleapons. These measures could in-
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volve .a series of further measures contributing to gua-

ranteeing a secure world peace. 'l'he aim is and will 

remain to create a world free of means of mass destruc-

tion and ultimately of weapons. 

Yet, the implementation of such a vi tal new way of think-

ing and of reasonable demaDds corresponding to it meets 

a violant resistance. 

Whe;e cibes the "war spirit" of our time consist in, how 

are we confronted with it, what are its suppositions and 

idea:i3 p.angerous to mankind ? 

This is firstly that the qualitatively new character 

war has adopted in the nuclear-cosmic age is denied,its 

consequences are more or less clearly minimized. This in

volves secondly denying peace as the greatest good of ma.'l-

kind. It is claimed that there are higher goods and it 

could and might be fought for them applying force. This 

involves thirdly the dangerous illusion that it were 

possible to win arms race and try.ing to reach strategic 

superiority should be continued, Fourthly, the aggressive 

"deterrent doctrine" is maintained and the "right" to a 

nuclear first strike is pleaded for. This is also practi

cally prepared by building up a first-strike capacity and 

notably by militarizing space. Fifthly, war spirit finds 

expression in the irrational and adventurous speculations 

that it is possible to limit, wage, control and win a 

thermonuclear war. 
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To sum it up, the war spirit of today is declining 

peaceful coexistence in favour of and for the purpose 

of a military conflict between the two world systems 

of our time. It is a dangerous illusion to assume 

that there were an alternative to peaceful coexistence. 

This is tried by distorting the essence of peaceful eo-

existence. To clear up the essence of peaceful coexi

stenc~ is therefore a prerequisite of the intellectual 
i 

fight for peace and security. 

In r~ality, there is no reasonable alternative to the 
.I ., ; 

i 

peaceful coexistenee of states of various orders and, 

after all, the two social systems of our epoch. Peace

ful coexistence does not eliminate the contracliction 

between the two social systems, it is its very own pro-

duct. It does not change the legal relationship con-

cerning property, the characte:c of the state and the 

ideologies prevailing and spread in the systems. Yet, 

it excludes war as a means for solving issues arising 

between the states, creating the prerequisite and the 

framework for the mutually beneficial competition bet-

ween the systems in economy, science and culture as 

well as for cooperation in solving problems of mutual 

interest.Peaceful coexistence does not mean a one-way 

street, a tactics, disguised revolutionary strategy, 

deceit of the opponent, veil or network to catch gullible 

persons. It is simply and clearlytointerpret: firstly, 

peaceful coexistence is a principle of establishing re-
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lations between ·sfates of various orders. It is second-

ly a concrete policy involving peaceful rivalty and eo-

operation in solving important s;lobal international 

problems. As a. result of such a. policy, it is thirdly 

a sustained peaceful state for peoples. Philosophically 

speaking, it is· the only potential human. form of moving 

the basic contradiction between socialism aDd capitalism 

setting tne character of. our epoch. 

Coexistence between two different social systems does 

ho~ :elimiAate ideological antagonisms. It has been re-

peatedly' claimed that the ideological antagonism bet-

ween the two so basically differing systems of our epoch 

or even - fairly unilaterally - solely marxims-leninism, 

were an obstacle in establishing lasting peace, fully im

plementing peaceful coexistence and security partnership. 

Vfhy is that wrong and a misleading assertion ? 

l. First of all, ideologies are a necessary mental ex-

pression of the interests of social groups, classes and 

socio-economic systems. They serve to substantiate and 
., 

justify the activity of social subjects and forces, iden

tify and delimitate classes and strata and their members 

from other classes, to "localize" them in history etc. 

2. Though in history ideologies helped prepare wars aDd 

justified them they do not cause wa.rs. Conversely, so 

far the "coexistence" of ideologies concealing differen-
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ces or antagonisnis between them has nowhere safe-

guarded peace in history. 

3. Ideological antagonisms as an expression of the an-

tagonism between social systems and class interests 

cannot be simply eliminated. In this field compro-

mises are virtually neither possible nor necessar·y. 

They would be just fictitious compromises and even 
! 

•detrimental, blurring the positions of the forces 
·, 

acting in politics, irrespective of the fact if 

ithey were aliies, partners or opponents,preyenting 

the solution of _problems, reaching genuine and ho-

nest political compromises as required. 

4. Various ideologies can be challenged by the same or 

similar objective tasks ( safeguarciing peace, global 

problems, ecology, scientific-technical progress). 

It is free to any ideolO[';Y to give a specific ans-

wer to it. At the same time,it js possible to deve-

lop concurring principles and maximes of action for 

solving problems of mutual interest. 

5. The commanding necessity ·to safeguard world peace 

challenges today all ideologies, ideological con-

victions, religious confessions etc., irrespective 

of their differences j_n contributing to overcoming 

war doctrines and theories, just:Lfying arms build-

up and militarizat:Lon of space , d:Lrected against 

practical steps towards disannarnent and freeing the 
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world from thE _dQ.nger of a nuclear inferno. 

Solving the problem of peace and security requires to 

establish a world-wide eoali tion of reason and good-

will • Its fundamental task would be to materialize 

the human interest in a lasting peace through disar-

mament ensuring joint security, through peaceful eo-

existence. It is necessary to make all sources accessib-

le for! such a coalition of reason. Our paper is to just 
' I I 

deal with its intellectual foundations and sources in 

greater detail, the most important of which are: 

' ' 

l.:Recol?;ni tion, and _respect of scieb.ce. Today peace policy 

should proceed from absolutely respecting the findings 

of modern sciences. This refers notably to the find-

ings of natural sciences on the consequences of a 

thermonuclear war. This involves the firm will to 

draw all moral conclusions from the findings of the 

natural scientists on the dimensions of the destruc-

iive forces of modern means of mass destruction endan-

gering mankind, their immediate and late consequences. 

Hence follows that such a war is absolutely inadmissib-

le. 

2. Recognition of reason as a decisj_ ve means of politics, 

as the basis of forming the polj_tical will in bring

ing about the solution of conflicts and pro~ms. It 

refers to a maximum of rationality, an attitude free 

of prejudices, irrational fears and abnormal mistrust. 

Reason should be notably applied in assessing war. In 

., 
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the nuclear-cosmic:age war should be no longer a poli

tical means,nei.ther ~ it be a political means as no 

objects are to be obtained rationally, as there would 

be neither victors nor vanquished, but all peoples on 

earth would loose through it.The thesis of Clausewitz 

that war is the continuation of polj_tics proves to be 

out-of-date, invalid as regards sense, ;:mrpose and cal-

culability of the nuclear war. Yet, as to its origin, 

war is, where it breaks out, the continuation of a poli-

cy directed towards starting it. That is why Clausewitz 
i 

teaches us indirectly that it is the task of the peoples 
-

to arrange politics in a way as to not allow a. war to 

be unleashed by it. This requires to renounce any striv-

ing for superiority and to energetj_ cnlly stand up for re-

ducing and eliminating the n:eans which allow a policy 

of force endangering mankind to l>c pursued. 

3. Remembering humanism, genj c problews of mankind, Hum a-

nism requires always to refer to mankind as a whole, and 

to the single human beings, to the individual with its 

unique chance to live. Humanism is connected with a spe-

cific system of values, In history there was much quar-.. 
relled about which is the highest value for man. In view 

of the danger of a nuclear inferno this quarrel should 

be regarded as settled. Today peacE; is the highest value, 

the greatest good, because it is the first human right, 

the right to live. Onl;v peace allows living and only in 

peace life can be organized worth living, a:.r:ld various sys-
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terns of value can ·be implemented. 

4. 'fie have to accept the world as it is, if we would lilce 

to maintain and improve it. Therefore, realism is an 

unrenouncable principle of a policy directed to peace. 

Each generation "inherits" the world anew. No geYJ.era-

tion can choose it. It is the product of preceding de-

velopments and disputes.For now approximately 70 years 

the existence of antagonistic socio-economic and politi

cal syst1ems, with various forms of pro:perty and. ideolo

gi~s prevailing, has been reality in the world of today. 
' 

These systems hav.e. to get along with each other, and they 

can get along with each other. 

The antagonism does not exclude the competition, but 

challenges it. Only in peaceful cornpeti tion the social 

systems can measure their achievements with each other, 

increase them and exchange an appropriate part of them 

or use them jointly. Reason demands .to investigate the 

antagonism of the systems with regard to its driving 

force, rate it not only as rege.rds its "detrimentalness", 

but also its "usefulness" • 
. , 

5.The historical attitude towards conflicts, problems 

and their solutions. Also a certain historism. In the 

centu-ry nearing now the end mankind has gone through 

the biggest process of lean1ing in history so far. It 

has paid dearly the lessons drawn, as it has been 

proved by the two world wars and their victims and other 

facts. Yet, the defeat of fascism ancl the victory of 
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the Anti-Hi tler ·coalition, eliminati.ng of the colonial 

system, driving back cold war and the process of detent 

which was so successful in the seventies are a basic 

and new enrichment of the hi.stori.cal experiences made 

by ma.'lkind. They should be regarded in this way and as 

the ability of li vine; wi. th each other e.lready proved 

form the basis for planning future. 

6. Finally a sober optimi.sn isw concerned either. This is no 

embellishment, no che(lPhoping and waiting. Today opti-

mism is a serious task. Life forces us to seek solutions 

' also for the most complicated problems. This involves 

not least a certain pragmatic attitude, the will to 

make 1J.P one's mind with the next few steps. In this sense 

pragmatism is no opportunism, not giving up one's own 

higher values, no abandonment of bigger improvements 

for the sake of shabby modest aims, but it is the begin

ning of solving the fundEUliental problems depressing us 

today. 

The German D-emocratic Republic fonns alsci part of the forces 

standing up today for a world-~~de coalition of reason. It 

proceeds on the fact that, apart from the exceedingly high 

responsibility which the two big nuclear powers USA and 

USSR hold for safeguarding peace, the tv10 German· states 

hold a .special responsibility- the responsibility for pre-

venting any war to start again from German soil, but peace. 
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Hovl can thj_.s maxiin .corJ~N:ponrl i ne to the longirtl; of the 

' people of the two Ge11nan state:c: for l)E~ace be implemented ? 

l.The question of peace shoulcl. be nncl rm:l(cin the decisive 

question in the relations between the GDH and the :B,RG. 

2.The two German states have to prove their responsibility 

for peace by actively E:tanding up for the continuation 

of the process of detente in Europe. 

J.In this respect the most important means is the con-

structive political dialogue to which there is no alterna

tive. 

4 .Special attention should be paid to the fact that no 

additional burden on Europe· will emc..nate from the 

relations between the two German states but, on the 

contrary, impulses for improving the relations between 

the European peoples. 

5 .The relations between the tHo G:,ruan states should be 

insistently developed on the basis of iEternational law. 

Observing the Basic Treaty between the FHG and the GDR 

and the arrangements and er;reements concluded so far pro

vide good prerequisites of it. 

k'11 o::'~ })~::. se, u.:!il. :r.~·- .n1: .1upf):..'"'echt 
.z1k£v~ Bl!!ie ::.·:5.:~.· -:_:- 3s e ll;:J c;.l.e. f ~- ~~ ·i: . .: FI ens c.l1e.ft en 
bGi.w Zl~ cleJ:> ;SED 
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1. Politic~! and llistorical Background 

The Second World War was not over yet when the rivalry between 

the still allied United States and Soviet Union showed up al

ready. The following years put forward an ever increasing ten

sion between what we call the East and the West. But this is 

not the place to describe the development and to discuss who 

was guilty having triggered off what was and is called the 

"Cold War". 

The last hopes that there might be a chance to revive the war

times cooperation dissolved after the United Stat.es annnounced 

the European Recovery Program ("Harshall Plan'') in June 1947 

and the Communist Information Bureau (COMINFORM) was founded 

in Poland in September 1947. The world became divided into the 

"Free World'' und the "Communist Oppressed Peoples behind the 

Iron Curtain" as Western politicians and medi~ called it. In 

the East the situation was seen in the opposite way. Shdanov 

created a world of the two camps: the "peace-loving socialist 

camp" and the "camp of imperialist warmongers". The last brid

ges between the former allies were torn down, any constructive 

dialogue or cooperation ceased to exist. 

·This was the time when the first initiatives to build a World 

Peace Movement were taken up. Initially it was not the idea of 

the Soviet Union or the COMINFORH to create a tool to over

throw the Western democracies as it is still seen today. In 

the contrary, it was u trial of the Polish Communist Party to

gether with French Communists to have at least one forum 

to bridge the gap between East and West. The Soviet Union un

der Stalin ncccpted th~ project on the first view but did. not 

support the original intension of the initiators. The reason 

for that .,.,tls very simple: an independent forum between the 

Ulocks did not fit into the ideology of the two camps. 

l 
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After the World Peace Congresses in 1948 in HroclaH/Poland 

and in 1949 in Paris/France and Prague/Czechoslovakia the COM

INFORM recognized the potentials that were connected with the que
stion of peace and war. It decided to take over the peace en

terprise.1 From now on it became 11 thc pi.vot of the work" of 

all Communist parties as well as Communist-dominated or strong

ly influenced organisations and movements lika the World PeClce 

Movement led by the World Committee of the Peace Fighters or 

the World Federation of Trade Unions. The main task of the 

movement at that time \v'as to propagate the foreign policy of 

the Soviet Union as a policy of peace. ~nd this was the time 

when in all East European countries - the so-called PeoPle's 

Democracies - a National Peace Council or Committee was found

ed.2 Their main objectives were to ask for the prohibiton of 

nuclear weapons, to protest against the formation of military 

blocks and against any "preparation of a new war" by the Unit

ed States of America. Their petitions, resolutions, and signa

ture campaigns were addressed to the World Public or to the 

"Standing Committee" of the World Peace Movement based at Pa

ris at that time. 

Already in late November 1949 the focus of their activities 

became reoriented. After the last formal COMINFORM-Meeting in 

Novem?er 1949 in Hungary the peace question was closely con

nected with inner-movement and domcatic issues. The Yugoslav 

Communist Party under Tito was dispelled from the COMINFORM 

and the fight against what was called "'l'itoism" became iden

tical with the fight for peace and vice versa. The foreign po

licy purposes stepped back behind Stalin's interest to calm 

down and pacify militant currents in the Hcstcrn Communist 

parties, especially in the CPI and the CPF on the one hand. 

On the other hand it served as an instrument for the follow

ing very rigid Stalinizution campaign in the "People's Demo

cracies". Picking up the old slogan of the identy of peace 

and socialism, i. e. only after imperialism has been destroyed 

i 
J.~. . ) 
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and socialism has taken over the rule over all people we shall 

have peace. Everybody who did not join the new movement and 

their respective national peace council could be accused of 

being an enemy of peace and a supporter of the imperialist or 

even worse the Titoist warmongers with all consequences for 

career, family and his own health and life. 

1\t this point I shall finish this short historical and politic

al survey on the background of the beginning of the political 

existence of the Peace Council of the German Democratic Republic. 

2. 'l'he Peace" Council as a 11 transmission belt" of the Party for 

domestic policy issues 

Almost immediately after the First World Peace Congress in Pa

ris and Prague the "German Committee of Fighters for Peace" 

(Deutsches Komitee der Kampfer fUr den Frieden) was founded 

in Derlin, May 10, 1949. Founding members among others were: 

the writers Dert Brecht, Johannes R. Becher· (later minister 

of cultural affairs and member of the Central Conunittee of 

the SED), Anna Seghers and Arnold Zweig; scientists like Pro

fessor Dr. Walter Friedrich, President of the Academy of Scien

ces, and Professor Dr. JUrgen Kuczynski; among the political 

figures one should mention Otto Nuschke (President of the 

East-CDU and later vice minister president of the GDR) , 

Erich Ilonccker (than head of the youth organization FDJ) and 

Franz Dahlem (member of the Polit-Bureau and Secretary of the 

'Central Committee of the SED for Cadre Questions) who trans

ferred the directions from the SED to the Peace Committee. 

The new Committee \<18S not thought for personal or even mass 

membership but it was a committee of organizations which sent 

u fixed number of representatives. All member organizations of 

the National Pront were represented. The Committee as such 

again was member of the National Front. 
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In the very beginning no distinctive political line existed 

where to go and Hhat to do. The Committee followed the direc

tions that were given by the "\'lorld Committee of Fighters for 

Peace 11 : to further the foreign policy objectives of the USSR. 

At that time the GDR itself was not yet existing and one can 

assume that foreign policy and peace issues were not the major 

points on the agenda of the political leadership of the "East 

Zone". This did not change till the beginning of the·Stalini

zation campaign and the signature campaign for the famous 

"Stockholm Appeal 11 in April 1950. 

Already after the constitution of the GDR in October 1949 and 

the last COMINFORM meeting in November 1949 the Comm~ttee was 

directly linked to the Politbureau of the SED (Sozialistische 

Einheitspartei Deutschlands = Socialist Unity Party of Germany). 

In April 1950 Walter Ulbricht, Secretary General of the SED, 

ordered to take all necessary organizational means to guaran

tee a success of the "Appeal" and he concluded: "It is the 

future task of the Party to organize Peace Committees on the 

level of the states, districts, towns and factories. The lea

dership _of the SED has to be secured. 113 For this purpose, the 

work of the Committee was more or less fully financed by the 

government "because our gov,ernment has the greatest interest 

that the citizens of our rePublic engage themselves aCtively 

for peace" 4 

The organizational work was successful. In September 1950 a 

web Ot 27.708 Peace Committees existed in the GDR accoi"ding 

to an official report. 5 They collected signatures for the 
"Stockholm Appeal", provided the population with information 

about the peaceful policy of State Government and the USSR 

as well a·s the war-triggering policy of the West, especially, 

and this points out the special situation in Germany, of the 

Adenauer government in the FRG. A very important task wa's 

to be fullfilled in the moment '"'hen the discussion about the 
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rearming o£ (Wc:st-)Germnny began. The German Peace Committee, 

as it was renamed in December 1950, had to agitate on the one 

hand against a Wcst-German army as an alleged instrument to 

wage war against the Socialist peace-loving camp. On the other 

hand it had to raise support for the respective plans of its 

government. It tried to gain consent for this project of an 
11 anti-imperialist and anti-militarist 11 army inside the World 

Peace Movement (with little success!) but also inside the popu

lation of the GDR itself. Therefore the German peace movement 

had "to teach the people not only about the dangers of war but 

also the relevance of the Five-Years Plan and the National De

fense for Peace. 116 Nevertheless it remained a very difficult 

task to explain the difference between a "good 11 Eastern and 

a "bad 11 Western army. 

Besides the propaganda· and agitation toward~ and against West 

Germany the most important task of the Peace Committee was 

domestic as we could see already. As we know the Socialist 

Germany was not incepted because of a revolution or a majority 

vote but by the tanks of the Soviet Army. There was no high 

identification of the ordinary German people with this system. 

This was the point around the domestic work of the Peace Commit

tee evolved. The argument was: Because we have a Socialist 

state, all its policy is peace policy per se. Everything that 

is do?e to strengthen Socialism and that meant the GDR, helps 

to strengthen the peace forces and finally helps to secure 

peace. Consequently working more and better, producing higher 

qualities and larger quantities was and still' is part of the 

"battle for peace". As Anna Seghers, the famous GDR writer, de

scribed blatantly in a speech before steelworkers: "Each ton 

of steel is a blow in the face of the warmongers!" and later 

'she added: "Dut we, in the German Democratic Republic, we know 

that we safeguard peace when we follow this s~ogan: The one 

who helps building up his homecountry, helps to build world 

peace," 7 
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To explain this policy axiom of socialism to the very last ci

tizen of the country thousands of peace committees worked, 

tcnthousands of meetings and discussion:J were organized. Nobo

dy was even allowed to sign the Stockholm Appeal without having 

listened to the reasons given by the agitators. a Dut there 
was one important group of the popuLation that kept up at 

least a passive resistance: the Christians and especially the 

clergymen. The situation was very clearly discribed on the 

Second German Peace Congress 1951: "In Thuringia among BOO 

priests we are all together 14 peace-supporters." 9 The in

f+uence of the priests of all churches was seen relevant 

enough to make them to primary targets for political agita

tion by the Peace Council- without too much of success. 

To demonstrate the peaceful implications of a socialist system 

as it was going to be build in the GDR in contrary of that o·f 

capitalism ever so often it was pointed at the different situa

tions of the "peace-fighters" in the two parts of Germany. In 

the GDR the peace movement earnt all possible support of the 

government and the large organizations while in the FRG those 

who engaged themselves in peace work were persecuted and 

jailed. Very typical for.that argument is the following 

citation: 

11 In the capitalist countries the peace-fighters are forced 
to do their honest work only under the persecution by the 
official administrations. ( .•. ) In the Soviet Union and the 
people's democracies peace-fighters may act in the open and 
they enjoy the fullest sympathy and support of their go
vernments." ( 10) 

In pretending to fulfil! a demand of the Norld Peace Congress in 

Warsaw in November 1950 the GDR parliament had passed a "Law in 

Defen~e of Peace" 11 in December 1950 that is still valid today. 

Its alleged function \'rao to support the initiatives of the peucc 

movement to safeguard peace and to have a legal instrument to 

fight war propaganda, But in fact it was especially thought for 

propaganda purposes in the above described sense but also as a 

j 
.: 
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legalized basis to opress all opposition inside the country. 

Because opposition against the socialist government was by 

definition necessarily opposition against peace and therefore 

promotion of imperialism and war that had to be fought. But 

despite of all efforts the leadr.rship was not very satisfied 
with the results of the work because already in late 1951 the 

central Secretariat ordered that each local peace committee 

had to organize one public meeting per month. If unable to 

do so they had to get reorganized by the peace council on the 

next higher (= district) level instantly. 

To summarize the very first period of the existence of the 

German Committee of Peace Fighters (i. e. 1949-1952}: the 

main function was domestic and to a certain degree inner-Ger

man. It was the time where loyalty towards the syStem of the 

Stalinist Pe0ple 1 s Democracies had to be produced, even with 

force. The peace issue l>tas one of the party's tools. For the 

same purpose we can interprete the activities towards West ·:·

Germany. Accusing the Adenauer government as bellicose and 

warmongering, one could describe oneself even better as peace

_loving. 

3. The Re-Organization of the German Peace Council 

Despite all the organizational and financia~ efforts the re

sult of the work could hardly be called successful. Neither 

a higher identification and loyalty with the political syst~m 

in the GDR nor any important influence on the decision-making 

process of the Government or the peace moveme~t in the FRG 
could be presented to the party. Even worse the term .,peace•~ 

in connection with the SED and the Peace CoUncil became dis

credited, More or less this is true till today. 
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After the XIXth Party Convention of the CPSU in October 1952 

on which Stalin called for the Unity Front instead further 

confrontation the Peace Committee followed the line instant

ly. In January 1953 it changed its name again. Now it called 

itself "German Peace Council". It opened the ranks of .the or

ganization for a broader political representation and gave 

up its strict cadre-structure. The presidium Nas broadened to 

25 persons including all parties, mass organisations and also 

non-organized people. The direct link to the SED leadership 

was again guaranteed by Franz Dahlem. President of the German 

·-Peace Council remained Prof. Dr. Walter Friedrich. 12 

The local and regional peace councils should reorganize them

selves accordingly. They should try to involve into their 

peace work those citizens who could not be reached by other 

mass organizations especially medical doctors and still and 

again the clergymen. All the efforts focussed on two subjects: 

Firstly the East-German people should be convinced, nthat the 

German Question can only be solved peacefully by negotiations 

and agreements", i. e. international acceptance of two equal 

German states. And secondly, the peace councils had to explain 

the "consequent peace policy of the USSR" and the government 

of the GDR to its own popul~tion. For that purpose a new in

strument was developed, the ·"Forum of Peace". These were mee

tings were the participants did not st~y with peace questions 

only but had the chance to talk about day-to-day problems. 

During a "Forum of Peace" representatives of the local party 

and state administration took part and had to answer the que

stions. The Journal of ·the Cominform explained the purpose 

of this enterprise. The "Forum of Peace" "helps to explain 

the policy of the government of the German Democratic Repu

blic, enhances the responsibility of the government functio

naries and ·contributes to an active engagement of the popu

lation to solve the most important political and economical 
13 

tasks". In the same way the Peace Council had to contri-

I 
I 

I 
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bute to the prepnrations of elections. ~gain it should ad

dress itself to those people in the GDR who could not be rea

ched by other organizations but possibly by the peace theme. 

It should be demonstrated how the proposals of the Volk.skam

mer (~ parliament) and the policy of the government of the 

GDR contributed and supported the efforts of the peace-lov-

ing people in the whole world. Because of that it should be 

made clear to everybody in the country that 11 the aims of the 

peace movement are identical with those of the state leader

ship".14 The political function of the Peace Council remained 

very much domestic-oriented. Only the tactics had been changed. 

Despite all efforts the results were still not satisfying. One 

reason was seen in the fact that the peace councils had lost 

their own specific political and organizational p~ofile and 

could hardly be distinguished from any other member organiza

tion of the National Front. Also tendencies were criticized 

that not too seldom the work and policy of local organizations 

became too dogmatic, too close to the party line. The conse

quence was that even the number of working peace councils di

minished.15 This points at a serious dilemma all the peace coun

cils in Socialist countries were and still arc confronted with. 

They have to propagate ·the government•s policies without any 

doubt and hesitation. While they also have to keep up the im7 ,._ 

press ion that they are totally independent from any governm~tl~ · 
or .party directives. Nobody believes this the least the knowing" 

functionaries and therefore the acceptance of the peace council 

among non-party affiliates remains very low. But there is no 

chance to overcome this dilemma as long as ~here is no possi

bility of building-up a real critical distance between offi-

cial policy and the policy of the peace council. 
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4. More Re-Organizations 

In the mid-fifties the easiest way to go seemed to leave the 
domestic propaganda to a larga extent to the other member or

ganizations of the National Front. The Peace Council turned 

very much towards the \Vest-propaganda especially towards the 

FRG. It is true that liest-Germany was in the focus of the 

Council's work since ever but till then it never was really 

intensive. 

Not before 1955 the main attention of the work was directed 

towards West-Germany. It was the time of now Soviet proposals 
for the solution of the German question, the time of follow-up 

discussions of the Paris and London treaties, the NATO member
ship of the FRG and the beginning of a new wave of peace acti
vities in West Germany because of plans to arm the FRG army 

(Bundeswehr) with tactical nuclear weapons. The GDR-Peace Figh
ters were ordered to mobilize all their forces to raise sup
port for 11 0Ur brothers and sisters in West Germany" 16 in their 

fight against the military West ingegration. To help th~ new 
political thrust the propaganda slogans of the identiy of pe~ce 
and socialism were no longer valid at least temporarily. 1_

7 The 
"German Congress for Security and Peace" in April 1955 gave 
the new orientation of the .work: Fight against the nuclear ar
maments, for the German reunification after the international 

acknowledgement of the GDR as an independent state. Again this 
program also should help to activate the Christians in the 

GDR for the work of the Peace Council, i.e. to integrate them 

into the political system. All peace-loving people of the GDR 
should help to bring "enlightmcnt about the dangerous situation 

to West-Germany" and to help to enforce the peace movement in 

.the other German state. 

The German members in the 1-lorld Peace Council also tried to 

convince the majority inside the Organization to support the 
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Soviet and East-German initiatives to solve the German que

stion. But neither in the Norld Peace Movement nor in West
Germany they did succeed "Tith their efforts. And on top of 

that the work inside the GDR developed to the worse. Even a 
new organizational reform could not stop this process. 18 The 
situation was rendered even more difficult because of a new 
shift of the official policy. About two years after the 

domestic orientation had to step back it became pulled to the 
forefront again. And also it was decided to stress the identi
ty of the policy of the government with that of the peace move

ment again. The rank and file of the organization became even 
critisized of not being tough enough on the bourgeouis strata 
of the GDR population. But this was not the worsed yet. Besi~es 

not having had any success inside its own populat~on there ~ 

were even voices in the Peace Council itself that had given 
up the demanded loyalty towards the GDR-government and start-· 

ed critisizing its policy. 19 Therefore the order of the day 
became again that of before yesterday: Fight for Socialism, 
work hard on the development of the GDR and its economy, each-·· 

product that was produced extra to the plan would help to se- ·. 
cure peace in the world, because peace and Socialism are iden
tical.20 The reason for this development did, of course, not 
origine inside the Peace Council but in the fact that the Vth 
Party Convention of the SED was forthcoming. The 35th Meeting 
of the Central Committee of the SED in FebrUary 1958 had decid

ed to concentrate its efforts on the strengthening of the na-· 

tional economy. The new aim of the whole society became defin

ed: The GDR ,..-ould have to pass the FRG economical wise within 

the next few years. That meant to activate all organizational 
and political ressources, one of it was the Peace Council. 

Today we know it did not help very much. But the reason for 

that was not so much the little engagement of the 11 Peace Figh
tcrs11, 

·.' 
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So again in late 1958 a re-thinking of the policy and especially 

the organizational capacities and capabilities of the peace move
ment began. A strict reorganization took place. The importance 
o~ the Peace Council for the party leadership was proven again. 
After Paul Wandel had lost his !unction as Secretary of the 

Central Committee of the SED Alfred Nor.den, the Secretary for 
Agitation, became the new rcsponsil.>l,e for the peace movement. 

He engaged himself very heavily in the peac~ movement na-
tional and international-wise. He was appointed member of the 
Presidium of the German Peace Council as well as of the Bureau, 

the most important decision-making body of the World Peace 
Counci1. 21 At the same time the Presidium of the GDR Peace 
Council was remodcled. Besides the representatives of the par

ties and the mass organizations mainly intellectuals, small 
private owners and Christians were elected into this body. 22 

In the following months the whole structure of organization 

and propaganda was reorganized. The grass-root level of the 
Peace Council became more or less dissolved and the county 

and district offices strenghthcned instead. Also the relation
ship with the National Front became intensified to prevent 
double work. But still the main dilemma between domestic and 

foreign orientation of the ~ork was and could not be solved. 

5. The Coming-About 

Finally the Gordian Knot was cut with the decision of the Pre

sidium in May 1959. The published communique declared as highest 
priority the strengthening of the Wcst-German peace movement . 

and the development of friendly relations to all other nation

al peace movements. Parallel to that the image of the peace
loving GDR had to be enforced contrasting to that of the "mi

litarists" in Bonn. 23 . ' 
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The "coming-about" in the work of the Peace Council became 

especially clear in three areas: 

the "l\11-Gcrman Communication" received higher attention; 

tile GDR peace movement should try to organize contacts to 
organizations and movements in those countries with which 
no official governmental relations existed yet to improve 

the image of the GDR, i. e. information and propaganda 

abroad; 

';~ . 

no longer the Peace Council was responsible to organize

major activities directed at a broader public inside the 
country itself. The National Front had to take over this 

task from now on. 24 •:" 
l· ... 

The German Peace Council took over the funct~on of a foreign :. '•' 

relation "Public Relations Agency" to promote the Policy obj·'7~":' '':··.

tives of its government. In addition after the foundation 'at:: ~·~~~·:~; 
a national branch of the Christian Peace Coriferenc~ in 195~:.>< ... ·.:.-.!.::.~~.;~ 
the Peace Council had lost its last unique domestic domciine~\·'' 1 ' •• __ 

Therefore, it could be called obsolete for any major acti~i.:>··>' :-~ 
ties inside the GDR. ·t·· ·" 

Consequently the Peace Council reduced its ~ocietal activit~es 
more and more. And after the construction of the Berlin Wall.· 

there was no longer n necessity for the Pea.ce Council in the.,' 
country. The flight-wave of hundreds of thousands GDR citiz~ns 

had been stopped and the political and economical situation ... 

became more or less stabilized. For producing loyalty in th~{: .... · 

country the Peace Council was finally replac;ed by the mass·!: . .-~:·· 
organizations and the "National Front" itself. The alleged : . 

still 20.000 local peace councils were transmitted to the r~-'. :' . . ) 

spcctive organizational level of 

1962. 25 1\lthough they kept their 

responsibility for their work by 

the National Front in April . 
! < •• • 

name there was no longer any 
the central Peace Council::' .. · 

Instead they received the directives from the National Front. 

It took still more than another ten years till the decision 

' ' 
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was made to dissolve the formally kept grassroot organization

al structures in the mid-seventies. Since then the Peace Coun

cil consisted only of a single central office with a profes
sional staff. based in Bcrli11. 

In 1962 the Presidium of the Peace Council described its new 

task as entirely directed at the international scene. With its 

already existing international connections to other pe-:'-cc move

ments it should help to discharge the negative West German pro

paganda against the GDR and its international isolation· (IIall

~tcin doctrine). J\lso it should show that there is o. total 

identity between the peace policy of the GDR government and 
11 the fight of the peace-loving peoples for a world without 

imperialist wars and a truly humanistic world ordcr 11 •
26 All 

activities should be focussed to demonstrate that the GDR is 

a valuable member of the world community. 

Another programmatic step to show the new political dimension 

of its works and the grown sclf-consciou~ness of the GDR took 

place in June 1963. The "German Peace Council" changed its 

name into "Peace Cou~cil of the German Democratic_Republic". 27 

Till 1962, when the last l-Torld Peace Congress took place in 

Moscow it had been the policy of having an "All"-German orien

tation. The ·delegations from" the GDR and the FRG were always 

melted into a single one for the time of tl1c COJlfcrenco. In 

this way the identity of their interests and views was tried 

to show. After 1963 we should not only have two separate Ger

man delegations but also a third German delegation coming from 

the "Special Political Unity of West-B~~lin". 28 
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6. The New International Orientation of the GDR Peace Council 

During the sixties the Peace Council followed closely the for

eign policy of its government. This policy was very much deter

mined by the difficult rclutionship with the FRG. The "Ncue 

Ostpolitik" of the FRG government since 1966 showed that there 

might be a development against the interests of the GDR. Con

sequently the GDR started its own offensive for a solution 

of the German Question in its sense. The Peace Council was 

one of the media to transmit it internationally. During the 

plenary session of the World Peace Council in Geneva in June 

1966 Alfred Norden presented what was called a "Magna Charta- .. ' 
of European Security". 29 Ue tried to bind the WPC to this po-··' ); 1 

licy in the interest of the GDR. This had the con":'equence that 
there could not be any political development"towards a system" 

of European security without a diplomatic acceptance of the 

GDR as a fully sovereign state besides the FRG. Against the .... · " .. ·.·. 
reluctance of Vlestern delegates and peace committees which 
preferred a policy for Europe 1norc independen"tly fr~m the in:..:'·:'-./.:-······ 

terests of the GDR the delegates of the GDR Peace.Council sue-· 

ceeded, 1\.ftcr a one year discussion the PreSidium of the WPC 

decided on a policy-line for Europe that followed that of 

the GDR. It demanded: "'l'hc FRG government ( .•• ) has to reco-

gnize the German Democratic Republic". 30 Till late 1970 the 

Peace Council could keep the WPC to this extreme position even 

against heavy opposition by Wcst-German, West-European and 

also some Polish and Hungarian members. 

We can say that the WPC was the forum for propaganda and the 

main place for activities of the Peace Council of the GDR till. ~_.;. 

1973, In 1969 not yet a year after the military occupatio_n 

of the CSSR by the Warsaw Pact countries had happened the' Peace 

Council organized a new Horld Peace Congress for the WPC in. 

Berlin. It was seen as a good chance to present the policy 

objectives of the GDR leadership to an international audita-
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rium. It also showed the grown self-consciousness of the GDR 

leadership to pre!.>cnt themselves to the expectable criticism 

of the CSSR policy by a number of Western pacifists and auto

nomous peaceniks. The h~gh value of the Peace Council for the 

tactical moves of the SED was demonstrutcd by the fact that 

hardly any ·international ,meeting of the WPC took place without 

the participation of Alfred Norden, member of the SED Polit

Bureau who was also member of the Presidium of the Peace Coun

cil. Ever so often participating at WPC meetings all over the 

world, especially in Africa, GDR delegations took the chance 

.~o combine their stay in the respective countries with visits, 

talks and meetings with local governmental and party politi

cians. 

This is the function of the Peace Council eyer since. After 

Walter Ulbricht had been replaced by Erich Honecker as First 

Secretary of the SED and Hea'd of the State Council it continu

ed in the same way. It only changed its policy according to 

that of the new leadership. 

The WPC lost its importance as an international stage for the 

promotion of the GDR intereDts after 1973 when the GDR had 

become member of the United Nations. The relevance of the WPC 

was further diminished aftei it had reoriented its main thrust 

towards the new independent statos of the Third World. The 

Peace Council of the GDR developod its own foreign relations. 

It even started critisizing the NPC as a collection of mere 
11 travellers in peace" or in the connection with the Prague 

Peace Assembly in 1983 the WPC became criticized as too bureau

cratic to be a useful instrument to 'influence the new peace 

movement in the ~est. 

Of course, the Peace Council participated in the large World 

Peace Congresses and the international campaigns like e. g. 

the 11 Second .Stockholm Appeal" in 1975
31

, the anti-neutron bomb 

campaign after 1977 or in the last years the campaign against 
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the deployment of the cruise ll\issiles and Pershing 2 in West 

Europe and the FHG. 

But already on behalf of the mentioned last two campaigns the 

Pcuce Council did not trust only on the capability of the WPC 

to mobilize the masses. It worked more or less on its own paral

lel to the World Peace Council. For example it gave the catch

words for a large signature campaign inside the GDR in autumn 

1979 against the forthcoming NATO double-track decision to 

demonstrate to the world the yearning for peace by the GDR 

population. A mass campaign rolled through the country, par

formed by tha parties and mass organizatio~s, and in a few 

weeks more than 14 miillion signatures were collected against 

the NATO plans.
32 

7. The Peace Council Today 

In 1902, after Alfred Norden had stepped out of politics, Her

mann Axen, member of the SED Polit-Bureau and secretary of the 

Central Committee for International Affairs~ became responsible 

for the guidance and cor.trol of the activities of the Peace 

Council. Axen as well as Manfred Feist, member of the Central 

Committee and Head of its International Propaganda Departmen~, 

became member of the Presidium of the Peace Council. Feist 

was appointed member of the Presidium of the WPC also.
33 

In fact we can say the Peace Council today is as much part 

of the foreign policy and propaganda apparatus of the SED as 

it was for domestic propaganda in the fifties. It maintains 

manifold contacts with more than 300 organizations, movements 

and institution in more thnn 130 countries in.the ~orld. In· 

1982 c. g. about 90 international delegations were received 

by representatives of the Peace Council in the GDR and not sel

dom Peace Council delegations took part in international con-
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ferenccs and meetings. Alwuys it is tried to build up contacts 

with non-Communist parties and organizations to open up new 

channels of communication that could not be reached on the 

direct party line. 34 But this must be kept in mind: Any deci

sion on policy or activity of the Peace Council is directed 

in one way or another by the bureau of llermann Axen along the 

line of Manfred Feist. 

There is no chance and even no intention to develop a policy 

or activities which arc not totally conform with the Party 

line. The explanation for that is the same as ever: There is 

an undivisible identity of the peace policy of the GDR govern

ment with the aims of the GDR peace movement. It does not exist 

the necessity to critisize or not to support the activities 

of the government. In the contrary~ there is a large unity 

of the people, the peace movement ~nd the government of the 

GDR in the question of the defense of peace. Therefore is does 

not surprise that on the propaganda level of rhetorics the same 
35 slogans can be found as in the 1950s. 

And in the same strong propaganda sound we can hear it today 

when Prof. GUnthcr Drefahl, president of the Peace Council, 

states: 11 The engagement for,pcace by all working people of 

the GDR is carried out in manifold activities in fulfilling 

the decisions of the XIth Party Convention of the SED day-by

day ." 36 And the best and most important action for peace a 

citiz~n of the GDR can deliver is condensed in the following 

slogan: 11 My working place is my battlefield for peacel 11 Accord

ing to that all the working people try to produce the highest 

quality and largest quantity everyday because a strong and 

productive GDR in connection with the USSR, the other Socia

iist countries and all the peace-loving people in the world 

is the best guarantee for world peace. 

Finally we want to give a few information about the organiza

tional structure and the actual functions of the Peace.Council. 

i 
I 
' 
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This organization is no mass organization. It is based on about 

300 selected members Hho represent all the parties (SED, Na-

tional Democratic Party of Germany = NDPD, Liberal Democratic Party 

of Germany = LDPD, Democratic Farmers of Germany = OBD, Chri-

stian Democratic Union = COU), the mass organizations (e. g. 

I•'ree Democratic Youth = FDJ, Democratic Women's Association 

of Germany = DFD, Free German Trade Unions Association = FDGB) 

or themselves as individuals, as cultural worker, writer and 

artist, as clergyman, scientist or medical doctor. The Peace 

Council sees itself in some ways as an alliance of all different 

political and social forces in the GDR. The Plenary Session 

of the 300 elects the president (Prof. Dr. GUnther Drefahl s~nce 

1969), the First Vice President and Secretary General (~erne~ 

RUmpel since 1966), the other nine Vice Presidents and the 

additional more than 50 members of the Presidium •. 37 

. ' 
Besides the po·licy-bodies there is the Secr~tariate with an· 

unknown number of professional secretaries whose responsibili

ties range from covering geographical areas (e.g. FRG, West7: 

. ··~ 
. } 

:., ' 

Europe and North America, the Socialist countries, the Third' 

World), contacts to international organizations (e.g. UNO and 

UNESCO) and organizational questions as finances and contacts 

to the National Front or the educational organization of the 

GDR (URANIA) . The latter is used as the instrument for domestic 

propaganda which cannot be performed by the Peace Council it
... 
-.!. 

self because of the lack of the grassroot organizational leVel. · :-:,; 
' . '.".. :' .. ~) 

There are three special commissions handling questions .of 
;:.;,·. 

dls-' ,. 
armament, outerspace and the prohibition of.chemical weapon~. 
Each is headed by a famous scientist of the' country. The cam:..., 

missions discuss problems and formulate pro~~sals in accor-
t:. i ,· 

dance to the' party policy and represent the GDR on national 

and international meetings on these subjects. , __ , 
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'l'hc activities allegedly arc financed by contributions of the 

member organizations and voluntary donations by the people. 

Nothing could be found on the total of finances that are spent 

by the organization. The Peace Council does not have a large 

variety of specific publications. Today there is only the month

ly neHsletter "Informationen" printed in German, English, French, 

Italian and Spanish that is distributed free of charge. Aside 

that there are non-frequent publications that are produced 

and become distributed by the GDR International News Agency 

"Panorama". Non of the publications are forums for discussions 

and controversies on peace issues, 'l'hey are mere propaganda 

materials, not very convincing but boring. 

8. Some Final Conclusions 

The Peace Council sees itself independent from any political 

body but always underlines the unity of its political views 

with those of the SED. This identity is not on behalf of any 

directive from above but it is due to the fact that the purty 

performs the one and only right peace policy. In consequence: 

any demand for transferring the activities or the poli~y of 

Western peace movements v1hich are normally in opposition to 

their government is rejected. It is decribed as maybe well

meant but it shows a lack· of understanding of the totally dif

ferent situation in a Socialist society. Therefore the Peace 

Council in connection with the Socialist state organs is fight

ing as allegedly dangerous to peace any initiative inside the 

country itself that formulates an independent view of the po

litical situation or poses autonomous demands like e. g. con

scientious objection as a human right and an individual con

tribution to disarm military power. 

This might change in the next time with the developing 11 pere

stroika11 in the Socialist countries. But- this as some final 

; .... 
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remarks - we do not sec runny chnnccs that there might be a 

fundamental or merely a technocratical reform in the GDR 

Peace Council in the moment. Till today it is the only peace 

council in the Socialist countries in Eastern Europe besides 

Rumania and Bulgaria that still has the same structure, poli

cy-making boclicl'l, behaviour, slogans and even the same leading 

functionaries as in the beginnings of the seventies. The In

terpretation of Kurt llager, Secretary of the Central Committee 

of the SED for Questions of Ideology, is in force also for the 

Peace Council. lie stated that it is not at all necessary to 

remodel one•s own flat only because this is performed by some 

neighbours. 38 The consequence for the Peace Council is not dif

ficult: business as usual. No alliance is possible yet with' 

the independent peace initiatives inside and alsQ outside 

the Protestant church of the GDR. They are not accepted by 

the Peace Council as partners or fellow-peaceworkers but are 

accused as being agents of imperialism. Still today! Instead 

of talking with these people or at least tolerating them they 

become criminali?.ed or even deported to the' FRG. 

As a reflex on the development of the huge international new 

peace movements and the ever increasing engagement of young 

people in the small but active autonomous peace initiatives: 

in the GDR the domestic-orientated peace activities of the 

Peace Council became revived in 1982/83. Its task was obviOus 

immediately. The former peace activities had been performed bu

reaucratically. They did not show any enthusiasm to identify 

with and did not offer any attractive platform for action to 

many people who were motivated to do something for peace by : .... 

the activities of the Western peace movements and the fear. 

of a new round in the arms race. The new or~entation of the> 

Peace Council should integrate these energies in controllable 

ways in the same as they should be used for demonstrative sup

port of the party peace policy. Therefore, large c_ampaigns 

were initiated by the Peace Council and organized by the masS 
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organizations under slogans like "Peace must be armed!" or 

instead of the Pacifist motto '.'Create Peace Y1ithout Weapons 1" 

(Frieden schaffen ohne Waffcn!l it was formulated 11 Create Peace 

against NATO Weapons" (Friedcn schaffcn gegcn NATO- Naffcnl). 

The biblical phrase ''Make swords into ploughsl1arcsl'' is still 

prohibited to wear written on o~inion stickers. By the way, 

it was the Soviet Union that presented a monument to the United 

Nations labeled with this phrase - it still can be seen in 

New York. But in the GDR this slogan became declared illegal. 

As a final conclusion: we remain very sceptical in the poten

tials of an overall East-West alliance of peace movements in

cluding the Peace Council of the GDR. The Peace Council still 

has to be seen as a party's tool, as a part of the whole party 

propaganda mechanism without any important autonomous contribu

tion for the solution of the dangerous confrontation between 

East and Hest. It never was nor will be able to present inde

pendent ideas to the international Peace Hovement. If we for

mulate in a provocative way: The Peace Council of the GDR -

in the condition ns it is today - it should be neglected by 

independent peace movements. Instead they should talk to the 

party itself without any detour if they believe in adrcssing 

themselves to traditional policy-making bodies . 

Petra Kelly and Gert Oastian (members of parliament Die GrU

nen) showed that this strategy might be successful in the ear

ly ei'ghties. They organized their own demonstration in East

Berlin, addressed their questions and demands directly at Erich 

Honecker and became invited to discuss their ideas with him. 

Well, it did not change anything. But hO\oJ much is changed by 

talks 'with the GDR Peace Council? 

Less provocative and directed more by a sense of "Rculpolitik"z 

We have to take into nccount that the Peace Council is the 

official body in the GDR for international contacts on the 
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level of peace movements . Therefore, we cannot avoid any con

tact with it in total. But the peace movement• s arguments should 

be as clear and direct as they are used to do in their own 

countries. Diplomatic politeness should be left to the diplo

muts. 1\s long ns the reprc~cntntivco of the Peace Council fore

most nre loyal to their government, as long as they accept 

military deterrence and the balance of powers as means to se

cure peace they are not the "born partners 11 of Western indepen

dent movements. \'le must know they always shall try to use the 

Western peace movements for their own politic?! purposes as 

they did till late 1983. This must be accepted as legitimnte. 

But on the other side it should be clear that by talking to ::··. 

the Peace Council peace movements shall try to intervene intO·: .. 

the GDR decision-making process to promote their own objecti7'' '. · .. , 
ves. Of course this will be rejected instantly as an illegiti: 

mate intervention into the inner affairs of the GDR. But this· 

should be no reason to step back 

vements do not have any loyalty 

themselves in East and West. 

because autonomous peace mo-·:~ 
'"· to any gove~nment. Only among·' 
: '-~' I 

,· < 

,. 
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SOCIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF HIROSHIMA AND 

THE ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVEMENT 

Shingo Shibata, Hiroshima University, Japan 

' I. Soc·iological Implications of Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

Most people know what happened in Hiroshima and Nagasaki 41 

years ago, but not many have considered its implications for 

sociology and sociologists. In my opinion, the sociological· 

i. 

implications of the nuclear destruction of the two cities can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. Complete Destruction of a Society 

I do not·set out in detail the number of people massacred by 

those two atomic bombs, but more than 200,000 had died by the end 

of that year, 1945, and the greater part of the total society of 

both citi.es was completely destroyedi homes., workplaces, 

markets, hospitals, schools, kindergartens, temples, churches, 

the very community itself. The total milieus for sustaining 

human life, including the regional community and support systems, 

were. totally demolished.1 > It was a crime not only of massive 
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· .... 
genocide but also sociocide.and vandalism. The society itself, 

as an object of sociological research was destroyed, and 

sociologists, themselves actors in sociological study, were wiped 

out. As one of the important concepts of sociology, we think of 

"social disorganization" or "socia~ disintegration." Both these 

terms give the general conception of socio-pathological 

phenomena. About twenty years ago I had an opportunity to do 
.. 

some sociological research about how u.s. military forces 

deliberately forced "social disorganization" on Vietnamese 
' 

society. 2 l It was one of the most . brutal forms of "social 

disorganiz<~:tion" in history. The nuclear destruction of 
, .. :·: . 

Hiroshima and Naga'saki, as another form of. this, should still 

.today be carefully studied~ because it is not merell' an event· of 

the past but a present. possibility. One of.the most urgent tasks 

of sociologists in this nuclear age is to ~tudy 'the soc:iio.logical 

aspects of nuclear disorganization, viz., sociocide. 

In connection with this thesis, I think all will agree that 

the study:of crime has played.:..~·ri· i-~~orta·nt·:i:ole in ·the·-· 

development of sociology. The following sociologists are found 
. ~ --

among famous scholars en~aged in criminal" studies: J.G. ·Tarde, 
"{ -·~· 

E. Durkheim, W.I. Thomas, F.T. TBnnies, A.H. Cantril, F.H • 

Sutherland and others • 
. . 

" ~ ' ' . ' . 
If a small crime or small criminal group 

... 
• F,,'' 

-: ••• --. t -

is a subje.ct of such lmJ;>ortarit studies for sociology,· how ·could 

it be that the more, nay, ·th~'·~:~.s·t evil war arid genocidal crimes' 
. :: ·.,-:.··_,_-·. · ..• ~ ~ . - ... •.:::·:1Q::) l:;,·::.:· : .... ~ . ·-

and the greatest .violence of groups ·such as ·miclear-armed ·force·s 
--·: .. - ..;, --' . - -·, ·: :. ·::_:·.; .5 ?. .:') _; ' ~ .. -: 
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ar~ ·not a subject for sociology? Already we can cite E.A. 

Cohen's 1:uman Behavior in the Concentration Camp (1953) as a 

study of Nazi crimes of genocide; and C.W. Mills' Power Elite 

(1956) and Listen, Yankee (1960) as sociological analyses of U.S. 

crimes of aggression. Two decades ago I also proposed a 

sociology of war crimes, applying it to the u.s. war crimes in 

Vietnam.3 l As already suggested, the war crimes of Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki included all kinds of killing: homicide, infanticide, 

matricide, patricide, genocide, biocide, ecocide and so on. With 

a deep understanding of such a completely new aspect of the 

nuclear age, Prof. John Somerville, one of the really pioneering 

anti-nuclear sociologists and philosophers, proposed the new 

.word, "omnicide". 4l I agree. fully with him and would like to 

propose a new genre of sociology, that is, a sociology of 

omnicide, which could be the most appropriate sociological 

expression of nuclear destruction. 

2. Sociological Implications and Studies of Hibakusha 

The atomic bomb exterminated not only seve_ral "societies" 

and "communi t.ies", ·but was. an instrument of "delayed genocide" of 

the atomic bombed,·.as well as "futurocide"; if I may coin a word 

for it, inflicting suffering upon generations to follow •. ~y the 

end of 1984, i.e., 39 years after the first nuclear omnicide, a 

total of 367,344 persons had been grante~ hibakusha (atomic 

survivors) certificates. (Since some have not received 
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certificates because of possible discrimination in marriage and 

employment, the actual number of hibakusha should be considered 

higher than that. It should als.o be noted that the concept, 

"hibakusha'' consists of three genres as follows: (a) the 

directly atomic bombed, (b) the indirectly atomic bombed ~rho 

suffered radiation from the radioactive black rain, entering bot)l 

cities within a short time after the bombing, helping the 

directly atomic bombed and cremating the dead, and (c) those who 

were children. in the wombs of atomic bomb victim mothers. 
< 

Many of the hibakusha have lost members of their families 

through injuries or sickness caused directly or indirectly.by_ the 

bombing, and have suffered the most serious difficulties in 

earning a livelihood. In addition, most of the hibakusha who 

miraculously survived the nuclear hell, suffered the most serious 

mental shock and its after-effects. They have also suffered from 

discrimination in employment and marriage, and have prematurely 

aged. Their offspring, children and grandchildren, have never 

been ·free of the fear of genetic·. effects and sudden: onset of 

illness. For many hibakusha, the·implication~ of life seemed 

then and still seem to have ·been lost. Most of them \iould say 

they even envy those who died. There are several reports about 

the higher rate of hibakusha suicides. (In this meaning, nuclear 

omnicide includes delayed forced suicides also.) The human 

damage caused by the atomic bombing was not limited to the 

immediate postwar years.·· It ·has ·continued and expanded as time 
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Suc~1 pi:oblems of hibakusha raise some new· tc.sks of resaaLch 

for ~ociologists, suc6 as the following: How a ssciological 

survey about social, h~alth 5nd mental conditions of hibakusha 

can be made? Is it possible to make su:r:ve::rs :tn \;•hich attention 

is· paid to personal .life histoJ~Y c:nd sp:i.;~i·tual _;,istoq' of 1-.he 

hibakusha? Naturally-t such surveys have been impossible ~ithou;c 

the cooperation of the hibakusha themselves, and studies such as 

these were initiated by soc:iologists at IHr:Jshima University and 

' later carried out by researchers in sociology, social policy, and 

social medicine at many universities, ·in combination with the 

hibakusha movement; the studies contributed '•ery much to the 

appeai to the public about the serious damages suf:fered_by 
•..::'. 

hibakusha, thereby strengthening-the movements· :f.or the 

den~nciation of· nuclea-r omnicide as ·well as for. 'i:.he demand ·for 

enactment of a "law for assistance and protection of hibakusha", 

although this is still ignored by the Japanese government. 

3. Socioloqical'·iinplications of Expanded Genres of. Hibakusha 

The damage· suffered by citizens· of Hiroshima and Nagasaki_ 

has not been limited to themselves ·-alone .. · The _first "damag•::" of 

the atom-ic bombing of Japan was totally unnecessary_ from the 

military and pol·itical standpoints. Japan was then at the point 
- . ,i':_. -.:- ' ··: . '.· ~ ,•' -

of surrende-r. Seen from the position'· of: international law, it 

was a totally unjustifiable act of war and crime of genocide. 

.. =-· ~-- .:. • ' 
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The purposes were (1) to test the destructive power of atomic 

' bombs on living human bodies, and· (2) to initiate a blackmall 

policy' against the Soviet Union6 l and other peoples. In this 

context, those two first atomic bombings had· the inevitable 

result of setting going the on-going nuclear arms race. One year 

or several months before it happened Drs. Niels Bohr, Leo 

Szilard, James Franck 'and other top level nucler scientists, with 

deep insight into this inevitability, made desperate efforts to 

urge high u.s: officials to refrain from using the bombs, but in 

vain. 7 l As a result, humanity is now ·in the position these men 
. -

had foreseen. The nuclear omnicide of Hirosh~ma and Nagasaki 

gave impetus to the never-ending series of nuclear tests and the 

arms race, as well as the expansion of the nuclear fuel cycle, 

produCing new genres of hibakusha all _over, the _world. .As I see 

it, the genr.es. of hibakusha can be classified as follows: 

i. Hibakusha (Atomic Bombed) 

(a) Dead victims of Hiroshima and· Nagasaki . 

(b) Living victims -who survived the nuclear .hell 

(c) Hibakusha of the 2nd and 3rd generations 

ii. Hibakusha -(Atomic Radiated) 

'(a) u.s. and British soldiers who were ordered into 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki to dispose of nuclear 

waste, and later were found to be suffering atomic 

diseases 

(b) Atomic citizens - Japanese fishermen as well as 
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.-. -·· ~ 0.• . • 

Pacific and American residents directly affected by 

the nuclear tests. There must also be such hibakusha 

in the Soviet Union, China and other nuclear power 

countries 

(c) Atomic soldiers who-participated in nuclear tests. 

In the_q.s. the number of such hibakusha is estimated 

at ·somewhere .be.tween _250;00Q- and 500,;000.8 ) There ' . . . . - - . 

must'·also· be such':hibakusha .in the Soviet Union, 

~hina and other nuclear sta~es 

(d) Atomic workers exposed to. radiation in the nuclear. 

fuel cycle, which starts·from uranium mining, through 

refining uranium and plutonium as well as manufactur

-ing· 'nuclear -warheads ·~·a:nd 'working·· in nuclear: power.:., 

·plants, arid. in ·dealing. with ·n.uclear.-~aste9l .. :.-. 

(e) Stillbo:r;:n atomic babies who have died because of ·:· 

radioactive fallout from nuclear tests and plants 1 0) 

· · iii~ · Hibakusha· ·(Atomic- Threatened) -.. 

(aj··All !luitlari'-be.ings'who have-been forced to absorb into 

'thEdr'.bodies{ .. ·more or·less, the nuclear ashes of· 

death .,produced arid· diffused by. nuclear .tests. and the 

·nuclear·· fuel cycle:,· .. -:<·:·. . f . .. -- ; ,~. . _. . .. -.- - ',.-

(b) All· human beings who have been. and are threatened::by 

· nucl'ear bla-ckmail arid:-possible :nuclear ·omnicide. 

In summary,-- all':members of-:: human ·society·-:are :now hibakusha. 

ociy 'arid .niglit;- ill are threatened with~'nuclear omnicide., ;It 
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would be no exagge~ation to say that all sociologists and ,<ill · 

schools of sociology have never in their history fac.ed such a 

great danger. 

rr. Sociological Implications of the Anti-nuclear Movement 

1.·Historical.Outline .. of the·Anti-nuclear Movement in.japan 

·In the context.of·the sociological impi.;i.9ations of Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki 'as· outlined above, we . can. well .. unc?erstand the social 

and ·historical· background of the· rise :of; ~!le. a,~tf-:~ucl_ear 

:,,movement.all·oyer··the world ,since around the:year .. 1978, when the - - - . - " - -- - - - -

first ·Special Session on ·Disarmament. (SSDJ:) ):>:J:-the UNO was held~ 

Hi~;tory. since Hir:oshima and Nagasaki has seen the significance of 

nuclear omnicide :being· recogni_zed.·,~:In. Japi;in,_ -the _ _:a,nti7nucJ,ear 

movement ·was .initiated ~by ,·sur.viving _hibakusha who had experienced 
' ' - . - '" ... -- -- - ·-· ·-· . .- .. 

· ~uclear. omnicide;·:! They~~wi tnesse4:.and ._docul]lent;~<:I:J:,hat nuclear _ 

hell, defying the u.s. ·occupa_tion ,fprce.s,,!"hich .refused: to .. permit 
. . " ' .,, -- ......... ,... --·~ ··---- ·-

' ' 

·publication .• o~ i~anycevidence or repor.ts .. ;X:~.co.rd..e4, I?Y.. .• ~~~ ,: hibakusha, 

threatening them ~with ·trial ·bY ,a mili.tary tribu~a,l,,_and 
., 

·imprisonment. ·::.;It c.,was, not. until 1952 ·that :,t;l!~ Japa,!'!ese could 

openly publish documents setting ·OUt::·.the,cf.acts. :W.i_i:;l:lput fear of 

t"'-_,._· •·• ... ~ ;-;:1~---·:.sc;. .: s :·:..;d .: .. :.·-:_ ._ 

·the•'anti-nuclear.movement :in :Japan,· -which .. I.-set out -below:· . - . .. ~ - .. ,_ -- ... . .. " ... - . - _. 

· ··1. -1950: ::'11<.: ·;campaigns in suppc;>J:.t:'"o; l;l]~ '~S,t;pqk}l<;>lJil ~ppea · 

with some 6,450,000 signatures 
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2. 1954-55: Massive protest meetings against u.s. npclear 

tests at the Bikini Atoll in the Pacific as 

... 

well as the first World Conference against A & 

H Bombs and the formation of ~ensuikyo (Japan 

Council ~gainst A & H. Bombs) with, 30,404,980 

si9natures of protest 

3. 1977-78: Temporary Unification of:the anti-nuclear 

4. 1982: 

: ·, . 

movement and the campaign for anti-nuclear 

signatures, with 20,178,453 submitted to SSDI 
. . 

of the·UNO 

Mass meetings in Tokyo, Hiroshima and other 

places as well as the.campaigri for anti-nuclear 
. . ' :·~:-t~t-1! 

signatures totaling more than 29,000,00.0 on the 

occasion of SSDII 

5. 1985-,86: Campaign for anti-nuclear signatures· supporting 

"Appeal from Hiroshima and Nagasaki" with 

20,486;534 signatures by the. end of June 1986, 

as. well as.a campaign. for nuclear-'free 
""·· ):".; 

declarations by local self-governing bodies. 
' ··: ., ,.;~~ ,. 1', • 

. , 
.1 ,023 of the total of. 3,323 such commun'ities 

.. .-•. 
had declared themsel,ves "nuclear.:.fre,e" by the 

• 0 .:. ' ; - •' L ' .:. .:; ', ' ,_,!, 

end of June • 

. . . .' " '. 

·2. SociologicaL. Aspects· of the. Anti-nuclear Movement ., ._ .... , '··'.- .-_, 

.. -._ .: . . / ., .. 

. . ,. 
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social and political background. With this as a preconditio~, it 

seems.to me that the sociological implications of this movement 

can be outlined in the following way: 

First, it 1s not a social movement that originates from 

immediate economic need and demand. In this sense, it is 

different from economic movements such as the labor movement for 

wage increases or employment. 

Second, it. is a political movement, but a political movement 
' 

that does not represent the interests of any special political 

party or organization. The actors in it belong to all social 

groups, including hibakusha, workers, farmers, self-employed, 

intellectuals, religionists; men and women, youth and aged, boys 

and girls, and even soldiers, officers, capitalists and monopoly 

capitalists, but not of course the nuclear military-industrial

complex and its supporters~ it can also embrace all kinds of 

organizations: anti-nuclear·- organizations, political parties, 

trade unions., farmers' co-operatives, organizations of 

professi~nals, intellectuai~; religionists, the youth and ttie 

aged, boys and girls, soldiers and officers, capitalists and even. 

monopoly capita~ists,· except' those of· the nuclear military

industrial-complex and its ·a-ccomplices.· ·It" is a most universal 

and supra-class political movement. 

Third, it is a social movement to replace the old way of 

thinking among people and :I:ioii.tical.leaders, with what Bj,~stein 

-~~11ed "a completely Ii.eJ ·way 'df ·thinking".-· ·In this sense, we can 
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say that it is a culfural;' ethical-~nd.philosophical·moveiJ!ent of 

humankind who want to survive the most serious dariger·iri human 

history. It ca~not exist and function without-the creation and 

diffusion of ari anti-nuclear -~ult_ure, nor without unti'ririg 
:-.-. 

efforts-at anti-nuclear education. 
_'} ;_; :_:' :.._ ., ., 

.. ·'! 

social movement to appeal to' coininori seris~; :r~a'sori< feeling. and 
--~:_·; .••. '. ~ :-·.: •. --C ~:, •• ,.. ~ .r 

human imagination for survi.vaL· . . '.. ~ .. 

·.: / .::, ' :: -~.:: -::.· .:::·; ,- :--. -

Fourth, it cannot but 'be national ;;;.~";;,e'lYa~ 'intefriati6iial, 
• • . I; 

because without ~ational conse~sus'<irid'iilt~rnatio'ital'agreemento 
'~~~r-e'~-~~- b~ n~ ~erspec~ive for the' ~bolition' -of nuclear· w~apons. 

Fifth, it is a hi~tor:i.ci!,l movemerit to r~si~'tany exterm'inist 
-~. :~·-· ·c·· 

attempt to put an end. to liisto:i:-y it~eif~- :·Th~ task.- is' urgent'f~but 
f:r;.;:; "·--·- .... . .I • .. ,,_.,_ . -·· .. _ .• ~--- --.-~-"~-- ::~. -.;;::.·::·.:;;,r-l~:.-~.: ;:··,.-,:·:~:-~·~;-'.;;'·re''~..:; ·.-;-~,--"'l···<· vr- ~- ---
at th~s pres~nt t~me, there ~s no certa~nty tha:·t h~·story wi·l·l'·not 

be ended by nuclear ·o·~~ic:i.de~ -!~ will bikEnk2(ri'y ye'~t:!l !6'~'::-.:z,o•·I · 
.t;·,. _.:_ .. _;, .. ~.:.- . '.· - ... · \ · ... -.--' --- -. ·--~-

humankind to be completely free from this danger<' and I fear that 
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3. Sociological Considerations on the Campaigns 

for Anti-nuclear Signatures 

As I have said, one of the high tides of the campaign for 

anti-nuclear signatures in Japan was from November 1977 throug!'l 

May 1978. On this campaign, Chifuren (National Federation of 

Local Ass'ns of Women) collected 5,323,352 signatures, 26.4% of 
. . ' 

the total of 20,178,453. In 1979, I made a sociological survey 
h" -·: 

about how the local association of women organized the campaign 
.. . 

at ~he level_' of the local_ community in Hiroshima ci ty.11l 
.. •' -

,,Chi_£uren _is consid(:'!red to be the bigge,s;~ independent and neutral 
.... ,) . ·::-: ·: . . 

__ women's organiz~tion in this country. We found that most of its 

. grass-roots lea·d~rs .. were conservative, and the campaign was 
. • .- - . - 1 

mainly organized by women of influence ·in each neighborhood, and 

reportedly .was encouraged by the mass media. 
. - . ~ '' - ;:! . . i -

.. ·. In contrast t9 the campaign .in 1977-78, the campaign of 
.. '·· . . ~ ·_: ": •' ~::.:: :i ·.:,: 

,1 ~85-86 has been independently initiated and organized by 
,~ _- :. :-:·;' 1 

. f .""t 

-~ 

Gensuikyo, which is considered to be Communist-oriented. This 
. .. ,...,, .. ~- -·' 
- _, ~ j , __ -

campaign.has almost been ignored by other anti-nuclear 
·- --· - ", - - . ·_-:-~·:;·:::- .. 

_.orgii_nizati_ons like .the Socialis:t:-oriented Gensuikin as well as 
·:..Jr:.~ ·.:-: . 

neutral organizations like Chifuren •. (The political background 
' 0 L> ' ', • 

0
' ' ;, t , , ': ' • 

0 
:• ' ,: , , :; ;:: -;·; ~-:;' ~ • ', 

to this l:night.be ·explained by a change of policy of the Socialist 
·· . . . .. . :. -· ··- ";,::;·,..·::_::;;! ?r·: J .· ~: :. . . • ~ · 

Party, which, from ·1.!180,. formed an anti-communist agreement with 
. -. --- .. -_·:--....... ' .. _- .. '• -~; __ :: ·-····: J.":~ ?.::"3- ~----- ·: . · .. - . . '::, 

the Komei Party.) The campaign has also been ignored by the mass 
· -·"· ·:.:.2I.nn::::0-:,:t·:_: :.:. · ~ ... 

media other than ttie .organs of the Communist Party and Gensuikyo 

affiliated organizations. 
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The campaign was not a spontaneous move, but was 

purposefully organized •. Gensuikyo· set for itself the goal of 

collecting the signatures of half of the total popuiation, 

nationally and locally. By the end of June ,1986, the number of 

signatures collected amounted to 20,486,534, 3_4.3% of the target 

f-igure. It is noteworthy that such a number of signatures has 

never before 'been collected by only ·one anti-nuclear -

organizatio~. -At 'prefectural -level,: the highest: rate (75~4%_:of: 

half- the population) has been accomplished··in: Kyoto Prefecture. 

The second ( 7 4.1% ,- in- Wakayama Prefec~ure. . At _the level of -

cities, towns and villages, the highest rate.(83.0% of the-whole· 

population) has- been achieved in Kumanogawa town, Wakayama_-. 

Pre-fecture and Chiilo city,-· Nagano- Prefecture;.. -'I: made'_ a .study,-;c;>f 

the locai coinmurti ties -where '-the-- campaign has :been .or'ganize,d.;;:c ~he 

sociological and organizational aspects"· of them can be outlined 
.. , ' ' 

as follows: :: 
.. ·,. 

First~- -Gimsuikyo- and its branches at prefectura,l -and, local 

'revel~ set- :ii~ ind~-peticient -c~mmi ttees' for i.the: signature . campaign,_ 

w'hic'h c~m~'ri~e'd- le~ai'ng -personalities of' trad~ ·unions;-- : .: '"'

org~nization~-- 'of'_- -~~rmhs, 'i'ntellectuals'lo professionals; w.omen :and 

youth ~nd otne'f-· ~o~ieties. . The'' committee :lmmediately: asked m!')_n 

and women of: i~fiti~;:tc;~, :'iricl~diiig ~-a.'mayor _or :town headman, c:to~~

endoi~~' th~ ca'ni-pa'i~n~'' '' 'it 'then: ·spons-ored ·and held many. meetings 
. ; ' - '"· : . .:· -: : • ~ .-~ - . -~ . r -· ··; - . . ' • -· - . ~ ~ .. 

showing anti-nuclear -films o£'-videolii -'at ,-grass-roots ·:level,;-;_-, -I_n_ 

,;this or'gan1i~ti6~iai' 'work~ ·m·e~bers of :-trade<.unions affiliated ~~:ith 
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Toitsurousokon (Communist-oriented· Federation of Trqde Unions for 

Promotion of a United Front) played a leading role. 

Second, after such .preparatory organizational work, each 

committee began the collection of signatures._ The_ campaign was . ' 

first organized vertically through the affiliated organizations 

of the committee. Then, committee~ for the ca~paign were set up 

by school districts, __ the sm,allest _unit .of a _local comm1,1nity. Its 
..... ~ - . ' . ; - - -~ :· .. -,. 

leadirig.personalities-beca~e ~ctivists in the campaign. 
·- ;S . -. '~ .· .. 

In 

cooperation with them, activists of trade,unions and other 
- ' - .. . .. - - - .::: -- ': ' ' ' -. -.... :j . - .. . ·_ ~~ --: 

affiliated ,organizations_ were ,,allo_tted. some sections of each 
·- --- · · -- · - · ·· ·_ •• !;· .. --. •. :.:. - '.b''. -.::.~c·:-.:·.::: '2·~··;_• 

·district. : The campaign w_as -then_ organized .. horizontally, and- the 
•• - - -~-·--:~---~- ' •• -· • J_ --:3--:·.::.. .. 

day of··united action _se_t •. On this day, __ the activists, following 
. - . ·. - --~- ·._: .[;•_;-_~:. :-.;_--:;- ·' -_ : ·. ,--:_--:: 

the map of resident-registration, visited_ea~h.home one by one. 
' . - ': -- ' . -- - ... _, ..: ' . . . . . -

.. Some new i_deas ,were created in order .to ac_hie:v:e the goal. For 
- • ..· . ---- ·. ;:.·J.!.-:: :::-::.:·;-:-,!·----- ... :::.:.-.. ·:..<:.t 

~xample·; ·a' copy of•:the ·"Appeal 'from. Hir.os)lima and Nagasaki" was 
... ~ .. - -~- . -~- :.,,,;·_,:::~-~.:• ·:-.::0: ; . .:.<· .. :•:<~.C:~:::-:::: .. 

delivered to each home the day before the united actions_ day •. By 
. : .. ;. :~.: ;'';·..:. :__ c . .:_ ~ .. 

this means,· .the residents .. were .given time to caref_ully read the 
- .. -.-. . • •-' - -· . . ..--- i;;. "-~ -.:_ -' -. :,_.. ,. ~-- ·.: • __ , •; .:.: ·:: ·:. t -~ 

text• beforehand,· and :discuss,oi_ts .implication.ELW.i tll family m_embers. 
- ---- -·-- __ ,. --· . ''~--<...1;!·.::-·--.::.-.. :·: ~_:: .-;~-~2. .:.:i.::·,.·.s~.r 

Absent families wer_e a.s.kedt_o mal;t_.,e.us_e ,of ,t_he:· copy_ by way of a 
- ~-. __ ., ... _:•·:.. .:.'· .. ).'---~~·--:-· -~:.:::·4..-

',folding letter. addressed ,to. the committeE:J. ____ ~hrough such an 
·• · · '·-- ·· · ' - •. ~ ..... -.=-,,: .. :.·-- - ._.· - :·: · .: - ,. : .!s~:·s .. : 

'expanded· network_ of c. thee commi.ttees -.at .var.ious_ levels, the 
- .. ''"" ____ , ~ -- :;, .,; ·.:· .. -~--::: ~:::..:·. ··;:_. ·- ··.:; -.::.·-_;c.-. 

ca-mpaign· was carried out-.-vertically_and horizontally • 
... ~ ~- !:£r-~~. 0.-:~ 

: ,-,. .I·-Third;•. a .decisive ,factor .. for _the .campaign -was in asking 
-. ~--- !. - • : !: .. ' '~- .;:;::? ..___·,::;--£,:::-::- ···!: _,~ :-;,:--;: ·:-_ :·:-:·;;,:, 

leading".,personalities_ of ,locaL ,c_ommuniti~s, .. especially a ll!ayor, a 
---------- ~- -·!,' .. ~ .. _,:__.~--~--:.:-.-.·~_-, __ , i_·11.:: -:;··.::: 

,- :hea:'dma:ri!of town· .. or. a .village chief .to become an endorser, which 
·· ~- ·· '- ~---' ··--'• ~·,: ~-·~-.i.-. .J~~- .::.r:.F:....::.;l_:::; ·:;._::--;_;.·;·:-·. ;; :.<J 

- 1 4 ... - ;· . 
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.of course made it necessary for activists of the campaign to 

redouble. their efforts to persuade them to become endorsers. But 

success in this gave the campaign prestige at grass-roots levels, 

and made it easier to expand the organizational work. In many 

local communities, the administration itself provided for the 

activists the facilities of its own broadcasting system as well 

as public halls and other buildings. The signature campaig~ 

necessarily led to asking a local assembly to declare itself 
•' 

"nuclear free", a declaration that· in return directly encouraged 

and promoted the ·signature campaign. In so far as the government 

of a local-community abides by such a resolution, it cannot but 

play a support role politically and financially for the anti-

nuclear signature campaign. 

Fourth, Gensuikyo has its own staff, of full time 'office!'rs' as 

well as its building. Most of its prefectural branches also.have 

full time officers and offices. Without such a basis, it' would 

have been impossible to conduct such a campaign, showing how 

important it-is' for the campaign to finance full-time officers· .. 

and even to increase them." 

Fifth, for Gensuikyo and its branches'to w<i.ge this campaign, 
., 

~._·;_ ... -:_·:. - ---. 
communications, ta'p to bottom ·and vi'ce' ~e'rsa~ To do this, it ;,as 

- .•. - -- ': i 

necessary to ~quip the movement with many elec.tron{c 'equip~e~ts, 

incl~ding. compute;~-,'~ facsimile; x~'rox, -pr'ihters, word-proces"fiors 

and, s'o on. The i1r~~~ss of the or9'iibi:i~ti6n 'itself had to l:l~" c 

·- ;' . .:::::. ,• ''. 
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pla.nned and scheduled, and activists are expected to observe the 

scheduled plan and discipline. It can be recalled in this 

connection that.Lenin·emphasized the necessity for the 

revolutionary movement to free itself of amateurishness and 

rebuild the organizational work 'on the principle of a great 

industry.12l To me this Lenin thesis still seems valid 

today for.all kinds o£ democratic social 'movements, including the 

anti-nuclear movement • 

. _, · .,_. II_I. Toward a. Scientific Theory of Social Movement 

For many.years, the social movement has been one of the most 

. important subjects of -so_ciology. The _history of sociology could 

.,.,.even b~ described as the hi!;tory of theories of the social 

movement •. 
- • ": ( ~~ .: ,. '- 1 

.- :~ - . -"-- - . 

\'·One of. the· main trends in these theories might be called an 
·-· -''' 

irrationalist approach which stress~s the emotional aspects of 
. ~-- - - . - . - -- . . - . -

• -- - - • - • 1 • ·_, •• - • • ~-'-.s:.·::-.-c•T: 

the mass and explains the social movement as a mob movement •. , J) 

., .. Another is the Marxist approach which understands social 
··---~ '--"~''·-. -- - - -· ; . ' ._-.,_: . -~,;::. - .. --- .- ~ .. --

., 

m_ovements as forms .of the class struggle, which is said to be 
··-·- '·.· :- -- ·'·-· --~- . ·._ --~-- _.•',•/'. -_ - -- ·::..: ·::::_·." .; 

2 .-.. ,finally .. exp;I.ained by . contradictions between productive forces and 
-~-- -- ··----~--' ........ !.:.•y·,·. '· -_ -._----. ~~- :-·· .' . . :::~----:·,.-."~-~~-

. 2 pr()duction .. relati_qns .• 
' ~ '•· '·':. --· : -·· • . ' • I .··::\ .! •·j 

It is .. true that Marx, in "Capital", made . 
... -- _,,. ~-;:·;.· --'::: ::::-. •. ~;:·_:·_-..'".::..-'{ 

_,.c],ea_r the economic .. laws of capitalist society and in this way 
··-·--"-~···. •; C· .·.!•,;_' ', •.:.•·',,'_;)" ,'' •.. ·~-~ ; ··.•.· '··, .; .. ·:!~···.:'}.:)"'··· 

m a~~: ':.SOI_l_C?Illic~ ,~, ,science. __ .· N;. c::on~_riputi~~cs~ ~an~ot 
overestimated. ·However, can we say that the theory 

- 16 -
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movement has already become a science even from a Marxist, 

standpoint? Are there any sociological surveys about the real 

organizational conditions and process of social movements of 

political parties, trade unions,.peace campaigns and so on from 

the point of view of Marxism? Certainly, there are many 

discussions about "what is to be done", but, as far as I know, 

very few about."what it is". First of all, sociological surveys 

~hould be conducted, and then, based on them, we would be able to 

make the theory of the social movement more scientific. 

With. the above thesis as my premise, I would like to suggest 

some theoretical theses,14 l which.might be considered in our 

efforts to form a scientific theory of the social movement. . . . 

In the first place, such.a theory will have tp include a 
• ._, • "t ' 

theory of the development process of mass groups. Generally 

speaking, this process consists of three stages: (a) a 

spontaneous un-organized and inner-oriented group or a group of 

itself (an .sich, to use H~;!gel's terminology),. (b) an _organ.ized 

but other-oriented group or a group for itself (fur sich) and (c) 

the most organized, self-oriented and i~dependent group or a 
., 

··group of and for itself. (an und fiir .sich). . Most mass groups 

forming the social movement for democratic goals 'develop 

·themselves,, starting from stage (a), through_stage (b), to reach . . ' - - . 

st:age (c) •. A leading group, already. established as stage (c), 
-· ' -~ -- ' 

organiZes and .leads a stage '(a) ·.group _.into .stClge (b_),, aild wi t_h 

'the! help of ·a group at -stage-Jb), seeks to organize the last into 
:...> -. _ • 

- 17 -
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stage (c). To do this, a leading group is always responsible to 

educate and raise the groups at the lower stages to 'the higher 

levels. A leading group can be such and expand its social 

movement only by being like a self-multiplying organism. Any 

' 
democratic social movement can develop if it is organized and led· 

by a leadership which always·tries·to aufheben, to use again 

Hegel 0s terminology, to· rais'e itself. 

Fur-ther, any social movement devetops when such an 

organizational process goes fro·m top to ·grass'-roo_ts, and from, 

national l'o local level.· Perspectives through all :v:erti_cal and 

horizontal levels 'should -be· provided. The conditions and demands 

of the people at grass'-roots 'are important. All sociai 

movements, basing themselves only·on·the:grass-ro6ts people, can 

successfully develop. But this.-does not mean··that .-the grass_.,-_:' 

roots mass can c6.ns{stentiy organize· themselves and: develop the 
. . . .. 

social movement. ·They ·e:aiiriot9 get the perspective. -•Rath~r, the 

initiati,;e, -the approa~h and •:the' perspective givencby _the 
--

leadership are the· decisive i:i6"ints.:' 

Moreover, th.~s-.developmental process of. groups: is at the 

same tiine.ihe pi'ocess of'deveiopment-of _:i,ndividual .personalities 
. ·--·-- ....... - -

that make .up the· gr·oup·s~-. Individual personalities are not 
··,;; ~;. • _.. •c• • . ., • • ,. . ' •• 

developed at ·stage (a). · · Gene'ra1ly ·speaking;·: they,· are: egocentric, 

apolitic-al and apathetic. to' m6st" soCial' and' political problems. 
·: .: •• J ~: - • • • ~ -~- .: •• •• ' • 

At stage (b), tliey ·cannot but''•pay attention:to::the destiny of: 
-.. ·. _. . :: i.: .....:.."' 

others, and 'becc:i"me' mo'rei. cir c'less 'organized and find it necess_ary 

- 18 -
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to observe the principles of the group. At stage (c), the 

members of the group seek to develop their individuality and to 

harmonize their individuality with the common interest of their 

group. They cannot but educate themselves to become all-round 

developed persons. 

It seems to me that we can see such a process taking place 

in the anti-nuclear movement in Japan, especially in areas where 

the signature campaign has been successfully organized. The 

urgent task of the abolition of nu·clear weapons surely requires 

such a pr?cess to. be further developed and accelerated. 

It would be no exaggeration to say·that all schools of 

sociology now need to study the sociological and organizational 

aspects of the anti-nuclear movement, thereby contributing to the 

survival of society and humankind, including sociologists and 

their schools. 

- 19 -
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INTRODUCTION 

BELGIAN PEACE MOUEMENT 
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The last decennium has witnessed a peacetime securit~ debate in 
the northern hemisphere and the Western world, mobilizing hun
dreds of thousands of people to action and to the streets, demon
strating their concern about peace. Belgium was no exception to 
this. The issue in Belgium was apparent!~ the escalation of the 
arms race with the introduction of new nuclear missiles with lon
ger range in Europe. Belgium, a partner in the NATO-alliance, was 
also meant do deploy a share of these missiles, starting 1985. 

The nuclear debate in Belgium started rather late. In fact parlia
ment was holding its first major debate on whether the countr~ 
should or should not participate in the deplo~ment of these new 
weapons while, at NATO-Headquarters, a couple of kilometers to 
the East, its ministers decided in principle to do so. It was 
December 12, 1979. Only that very autumn had Belgian public 
opinion ever heard of LRTNF, SS-20, cruise or Pershing missiles. 
The extent of the resistance against the government decision came 
as a surprise. Not only to the government who has suspended its 
final decision on the missiles until 5 years later. But also to 
the traditional peace organizations who had only very late 
grasped the signs of the times. 

Less, and later perhaps than in other countries, has Belgium been 
palled an these security issues. In this paper we would like to 
review the results of these palls. Our contribution is first of 
all aimed at bringing the available material aver the 1979-1985 
period together. We are not aware that this has been done before 
elsewhere. We are certain we have not achieved the comprehen
siveness we started aut far but an the basis of what could be 
traced some rather interesting conclusions can be drawn. 

It is important to note that Belgium, as a state, is composed of 
two different people, with a different language, with very often 
different approaches and attitudes to common problems. This is 
also the case in this debate. We therefore shall often search far 
the differences and the similarities between the Flemish and the 
Wallaans. We will also mark Brussels' individual responses. 

The ground we will cover consists of the perceptions of war, its 
threat, where the threat is located and how acute it is felt to 
be. We will look into same enemy-images related to the risks of 
war. We will then see haw Belgians feel about military defense 
and haw confident the~ feel about NATO and their American guaran
tor. We will search far some building blacks of that confidence 
(perception of military balance, nuclear weapons, the will to mi
litarily resist an assailant) before we enter the cruise debate. 
We also attempt to portrait the regional differences an these 
matters using the results of a pall taken in 1982. Then our atten
tion goes to the cruise missile debate where we register pro and 
can and look into the variables that may play a role in the atti
tude formation of the opponents of the cruise missiles. What 
would make them change their mind? We find mere negotiations 
could perhaps do sa. We also touch an such aspects as punishment 
and reward far political parties involved in the issue. We con
clude with same results an haw public opinion perceives the peace 
organizations, commonly known as the peace movement itself, and 
leave the question whether Flanders is less violence prone than 
Wallania or Brussels open far further investigation. 
@ LPI INTRODUCTION 



THREAT PERCEPTION 

THREAT OF WORLD WAR 
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The EC has repeatedly polled its member's public opinion on their 
perception of threat and fear of war. It appears that during the 
seventies the Belgians gradually assessed the chances of a world 
war breaking out in the next decade much higher than the 
West-Germans, the Italians, the Danes or even the Dutch did. The 
shift in Belgian public opinion was not only greater. It seems it 
also occured earlier· than in the other EC-countries. 

Table 1. 

HOW DO YOU ASSESS THE CHANCES OF A WORLD WAR 
BREAKING OUT IN THE NEXT TEN YEARS? CBELGIUM) 

war certain or more 
than so-so chance 

so-so chance 

less than so-so 
chance or no risk 

July 1971 October 1977 April 1980 

8 21 33 

9 13 16 

83 66 51 

EEC, Euro 
Commitment 
1981, 131. 

barometre. Cited by Connie De Beer, The Polls: Our 
to World _War III, in Public Opinion Quarterly, Spring 

Six months deep in the INF-missile debate the assessment of the 
risk of a world war had dramatically increased to the point that 
only one Belgian cut of two thought there to be less than a 50-50 
chance that the world would escape another total war. Belgians 
will recall their country was part in both world wars. It would 
be safe to assume· that their notion of a "third world war" would 
imply some sort of armed conflict in Belgium and for most respon
dents it would thus also imp!~ their personal involvement. 

THREATENED BY ANY WAR 

Not only a world war but almost "any" regional sort of war seems 
to have become more likely in the public eye during the latter 
half of the 70ies. In the minds of the Belgians the probability 
of an armed conflict between East and West in general and NATO 
and the Warsawpact in particular during this decade had more than 
doubled (from 18% to 53% and from 20 to 56% respectively), 
between the US and the USSR it had nearly tripled (from 2~% to 
67%). In 1976 some~% of the respondents thought an armed con
flict between the USA and the USSR to be "very probable". In 1980 
their number had increased fivefold, to 21%. CLEUY, P.M.G., 
L'opinion publigue Belge, la defense et son adequation a la 
menace, INUSOP, DSC-KHID, Brussels, December 18 19, 1980, 53.J 

Still, the same survey in September 1980 indicated that one out 
of 5 respondents doesn't believe Belgium to be threatened mili
tarily at all. One cut of two believes the major threats to be 

-··~-·- .......... ~ ...... 'T'.,.,.... ... 
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economical. But here aga~n each listed economic threat was con
sidered to be more serious than in 1976, especially those cate
gories which included an explicit reference to the USSR. They 
showed a mean increase of 22~ (other categories 12~). Only two 
out of five believe the threat is above all military. Neverthe
less 62~ of the population believe Belgium "could" be threatened 
militarily Cflanders 66~, Wallonia and Brussels 60~). 

WHO THREATENS WHO MILITARILY 

The most often cited source of such "military'' threat in 1980 is 
- is it any surprise? the USSR C'±6~) followed by the East ex
cluding the USSR C28~). S~ of the respondents indicated the USA 
as the source of military threat. A surprisingly high of 8~ in 
Flanders would point to the USA as the threat, twice as much as 
in Wallonia or even Brussels. [Levy, '±8J 

How acute is this military threat? Polled in February 1982 on the 
probability of the USSR actually "attacking" Western Europe in 
the S years to come, Belgium scores rather high. A regional 
breakdown though indicates quits some difference. Flanders seems 
to be more in line with the other countries polled. Still one 
should consider the almost 30~ of non-response. 

Table 2. 

HOW PROBABLE, ACCORDING TO YOU. ARE THE CHANCES Of RUSSIA 
ATTACKING WESTERN EUROPE IN THE COMING FIUE YEARS? 

Flanders Wallonia Brussels Belgium FRG UK 

probable/very 16 29.9 30.2 22.S 1S 21 
not/not at all S'±.7 '±1.2 '±8.1 S2.7 81 72 
don't know/n.a. 29.2 18.8 21.7 2'±.7 '± 7 

CBelgen fluiten Amerikanen we! eens uit, De Standaard, March 8, 
1982J 

Higher non-responses are harvested Chigher in Flanders than in 
the FRG, Switserland, Denmark, UK, francs or even Italy) when 
asked about their general opinion of the USA and of the USSR but 
there doesn't seem to be overlap between the sympathies or dis
like and the perception of accuteness of a Soviet attack. 



WHAT is YOUR GENERAL OPINION OF 

Flanders Wallonia 

USA USSR USA USSR 

++ and + 'iS 13 51 9 
- and 23 56 22 66 
'l' and n.a. 32 31 27 25 

CDe Standaard, March 8, 1982J 

BELGIAN PEACE MOUEMENT 
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Table 3. 

THE USA? AND OF THE USSR? 

Brussels Belgium 

USA USSR USA USSR 
82 83• 82 83• 

62 8 'iS 35 11 'i 
15 67 22 12 61 'iO 
23 25 29 53 28 56 

• The 1983 columns mark the results to a similar question from a 
IMR-poll published in Panorama, September 20, 1983. The question: 
What is your opinion on the Americans/the Russians? The category 
"'l' and n.a." is to be read as "neutral" for the • columns. 

When asked one year later, in June 1983, to indicate "which or 
the two", whether the USA or the USSR, poses a greater "threat or 
war" the Belgians seem to have made up their mind. Regional dif
ferences, between the North and the South, remain pronounced, but 
the non-response/don't know category has faded. Another year la
ter though public opinion in the North and that in the South or 
the country tends to meet. 

Table 'i. 

WHO IS THE GREATEST WAR THREAT, DD YOU THINK? 

USSR AND ITS ALLIES 
USA AND ITS ALLIED 
don't know/n.a. 

North 
8306 8'i07 

56 
'il 
.3 

66 
26 

8 

South 
8306 

72 
22 

6 

Belgium 
8'i07 83 

70 
15 
15 

6'i 
32 

'i 

8'i 

67 
22 
11 

CHoe staat de Belq t.o.v. het plaatsen van kernraketten'l', 
CEGDS-MAKRDTEST Cror Panorama), August 198'i.J 

A rather strange shirt took place, it would seem. Firstly, by mid 
1983 the rlemish population is split in two almost equal groups. 
One still believing the USSR to be the maJor threat C56%). The 
other has come to believe the USA is the maJor threat to peace 
C'il%). The french-speaking population stood to its view or a 
Soviet threat (72%). One year later, in 198'i, significantly more 
flemish had began to see a threat in the USSR, or is it that they 
see a lesser threat in the USA? In any case, there is slightly 
more confusion, more non-response in both regions, strangely 
enough more.so in the rrenchspeaking part or the country. At the 
national level this results in but a little more recognition or 
the Soviet threat versus a 10% decrease in the perception or a US 
threat and almost tripling the non-respondents. Cit should be 
noted that this question immediately followed a "key question" in 
rs • .., '"' _, ................. ,., ....... r--. .............. r-. .. 1 
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the poll, namely "whethe~ one was p~o o~ con the deployment of 
nuclea~ missiles in Belgium." Could ~espondents have unde~stood 
the question to ~efe~ to the nation which is most successful in 
''dete~~ence" ?J If the~e is a ~elation to the INF-issue at all it 
would seem that the int~oduction since Novembe~ 1983 of Ame~ican 
INF-missiles in NATO's a~senals doesn't positively affect the 
~espondents view of a th~eat of wa~ emanating f~om the USA. Quite 
to the cont~a~y, the USA seems to be conside~ed a !esse~ th~eat 
since these initial deployments. It is the USSR which is fea~ed 
again. Fo~ its possible ~eaction to Pe~shing II deployments ? 

A USIS-poll in May 198~ indicates that 33~ of ~espondents think 
the USSR may attack Weste~n Eu~ope in the next five yea~s. Up 
f~om 22,5~ in 1982 ... Is this an illust~ation of how an inc~ease 
in ones so-called defenses backfi~es and, because of the need fo~ 
justification, sets the pe~ception of th~eat at a level co~~es
ponding to ones own a~senals? Would ~espondents, me~ely antici
pating deployments, also feel the u~ge fo~ justification th~ough 
th~eat-c~eation? 

Ten months ea~lie~ an inte~national poll taken in 6 Weste~n Eu~o
pean count~ies, sho~tly afte~ the KAL 007-incident CSeptembe~ 
1983) and in the last months leading up to the fi~st deployments 
in the FRG of Pe~shing II missiles, indicated that the Belgians, 
much mo~e than any of the othe~ "deployment count~ies", thought 
that "Soviet milita~y powe~ is o~ will be a Cg~eat) th~eat to 
Weste~n Eu~ope." 

Table 5. 

HOW MUCH OF A 'THREAT DD YOU THINK THAT SOUIET MILITARY POWER 
REPRESENTS TO WESTERN EUROPE NOW AND IN THE FUTURE?. 

Some 0[" a g~eat th~eat little, 0~ no th~eat 

Belgium 8~~ 15~ 

B~itain 76% 1~~ 
Italy 72~ 22~ 
FRG 69~ 1~~ 

CF~ance 61~ 16~) 

Nethe~lands 58~ 38~ 

C"What the people want", in Time, Octobe~ 31, 1983, 32.] 

On the othe~ hand the same poll indicated that Belgians, again 
mo~e than the othe~s, held the "policies" of "both" supe~powe~s 
at fault fo~ th~eatening the peace and stability in the!~ count~y 
and in Weste~n Eu~ope C~~~ blaming both, ~2~ blaming the Soviets 
and 13~ the USA). Rathe~ than having to decide on a dilemma, 
Belgians p~efe~ to indicate that the~e is a dilemma when they a~e 
given the oppo~tunity to do so. 0~ is this just a mo~e elegant 
way out of the "I don't know" shame? It's ha~d to tell when 
looking at the!~ opinion on the policies of · each of the 
supe~powe~s. 

~ . . 
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Table 6. 

HAUE CXl ~OLICIES OF THE LAST YEAR PROMOTED PEACE OR INCREASED 
THE RISK OF WAR ? CDima~so-Gallup, May 198~) 

Inc~eased p~omoted don't know 
risk of' war peace 

X - USA ~0% 31% 29% 
X ~ USSR 55% 16% 29% 

CSondage conf'identiel us ... ' Le Soir, 19 september 198~.J 

THE LOOKS OF THE THREAT ARE THE LOOKS OF WAR 

The source of' the threat CUSSRl, its gene~al cha~acte~ Cmilita~y) 
and its likelihood Csoon) being outlined it is about time one 
tried to identif'y the subjectCsl th~eatened and whethe~ there 
would be any reason to believe in such threat at all. In cont~ast 
with e.g. the Netherlands nothing much seems to have been done at 
this level in Belgium. 

The 1980 CRESUP-INUSOP poll of' mid-1980 had a timid go at the 
problem. The respondent could choose f'rom a closed list what one 
thought would be th~eatened the most, in case of a "milita~y 

threat by a count~y f'rom the East actually occu~ring in Belgium". 
Regional dif'f'e~ences a~e p~onounced. 

Table 7. 

WHAT, ACCORDING TO YOU. WOULD BE MOST THREATENED IF A MILITARY 
MENACE BY A COUNTRY OF THE EAST CAME TO MATERIALIZE IN 

BELGIUM ? C1980) 

Flande~s Wallonia B~ussels Belgium 

life 37 3~ 25 35 
independence 7 1~ 17 10 
standa~d of' living 13 5 10 10 
~ights and libe~ties 30 ~0 39 3~ 

don't know 13 7 9 11 

CLEUY, p.~7J 

Especially the elde~ly fea~ fa~ thei~ life while the younge~ fear 
for their ~ights and libe~ties. Flande~s absolutely doesn't 
bathe~ about the independence catego~y at all. It is life itself 
which is th~eatened fa~ the most. Then comes liberties and 
rights. Wallonia fea~s less fa~ life and B~ussels fears are much 
more balanced. It would seem the inhabitants of the capital don't 
believe in a very destructive wa~. 
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Asked about the likelihood of a nuclear war in Europe the french
speaking Belgians in October 1982 in majority denied it C67~ to 
30), as they denied the likelihood of nuclear world war C31~ yes, 
66~ no). A larger number agreed that such war would occur in 
Europe and within the decade C~O%), About as many respondents 
C39~) thought a nuclear world war, if it occursd at all, should 
be expected within a 50 year period. CINUSDP, October 1983] 
When polled at the end of the summer of 1985 by INUSOP similar 
regional difference would reappear. 

Table B. 

DD YOU BELIEUE IN THE LIKELIHOOD OF A NUCLEAR WAR IN EUROPE? 
Csummsr 1985) 

FLANDERS WALLDNIA BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

YES 
NO 

CINUSOP/UNIDP, nd,J 

so 
so 

~0 

60 
~3 

57 

Have arms control initiatives contributed to the lessening of the 
chances of nuclear war? Responses to this question, explicitly 
asked in February 1986 in a Dimarso-Gallup poll, would indicate 
that people don't perceive these negotiations to harm the peace -
only 7~ indicated that they had increased the chances of nuclear 
war. Respondents however, were split over whether the talks had 
contributed to decreasing the' chances of war or actually made any 
difference at all. Respondents were quits confident that their 
opinion reflected the general opinion in the country be it that 
some thought themselves to be somewhat more optimistic or 
"believing" than their countrymen. 

DO YOU THINK SUCH ARMS CONTROL TALKS BETWEEN THE US AND THE SU 
HAUE INCREASED OR DECREASED THE CHANCE OF A NUCLEAR WAR? 

OR DOES IT MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE? 

NOT COUNTING YOUR OWN IDEAS ABOUT THIS, DD YOU THINK THAT MOST 
PEOPLE IN OUR COUNTRY FEEL THAT THE CHANCE OF NUCLEAR WAR HAS 

INCREASED, DECREASED OR HAS REMAINED THE SAME AS A CDNSE~UENCE 
OF THESE ARMS CONTROL TALKS? (February 1986) 

A. 
B. 

increased 

7~ 

13% 
~2~ 

35~ 

CDIMARSO-GALLUP, February 1986] 

37% 
37~ 

don't know 

15~ 

15~ 
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On the basis or the Eucobacometec cesults ovec the 1980-1986 
peciod following scales can be dcawn ro• the dec•ease in 
assessment or a wocld wa• in the next decennium. 

Tables 10 & 11 

A WORLD WAR IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS 
TELL ME HOW YOU ASSESS THE CHANCE OF 

4.5 --+- BELGIUlll 

-B- GBRr.lANY 

__._ IT...U.Y 

+-~~~~----~----4------+----~~--~ -.- HO~ 
-.- UNITED KINGDOM 

-- BC (10) 

(MEAN SCORE ON A SCALE FROM 1 TO 10) 
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A WORLD WAR IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS 
TELL ME HOW YOU ASSESS T.tiE CHANCE OF 

4.6 .------.----,--------,---,--------,---,--------,----,I f,\\'·J ,," """' 
I t-.\\\l .lJJ::i.Liu.n . .l!)l 

11<XX1 . . I r,Z&i EC (10) 
J&,~~r---~r---_,-----+-----+-----r--~ 

1V60 1961 1982 1Q83 1Q84 1980 1986 
SOLJRCE: EUROBAROMETER ( 1987) 

A r: B ' ' ' ' c ' ' ' ' D ' ' ' ' E ' ' ' ' F ' ' ' ' G ' ' ' ' H 
1:WOULD YOU, WITH 
2:TELL ME HOW YOU 

THIS CARD, 
ASSESS THE CHANCE OF 

3:A WORLD WAR IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS 
4' !MEAN SCORE ON A SCALE FROM 1 TO 10) 
5 SOURCE: EUROBAROMETER 11987) 
6 
7 BELGIUM GERMANY ITALY 
-8 
9 1980 4. 24 .,. 75 .,. 98 -·· ·-·. 

10 1981 4 4 . 1 1 3. 1 1 
11 1982 .,. 23 3. 21 .., 68 ·-·. ~-
12 1983 2. 78 2. 99 .,. -·. 03 
13 1984 2. 8 2. 5 2. 37 
14 1985 2. 1 2. 48 . .., .., 

~ ~ 

15 19e-6 ::. 63 2. 2 2. 42 
16 

HOLLAND UNITED KINGDOM 

3. 66 4. 48 .,. 65 3. 27 ·-· . .,. 43 .., 
73 ·-·. ..::.. .., 91 . ..:;. . 15 ~ . 

2. 67 2. 39 
2 .. 43 1 . 98 
2. 03 2. 12 

17 AVERAGE 3.111429 3.034286 2.827143 2.968571 2.874286 

EC < 10) 

4 . .2 
3.54 
3.01 
3. 15 
2.53 
2.26 
2. ::.2 

3.t)01429 
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Once the USSR has been identified as the main milita•y th•eat the· 
classic "Red a• dead" question doesn't came as a su•p•ise. It has 
been put seve•al times and in diffe•ent ph•asealagy. It would 
appea• that the Na•th and the South of the caunt•y •eact dif
fe•ently to it as they have done sa an the th•eat issue. This 
chapte• will inqui•e not only into the exp•essed willingness to 
defend ones caunt•y milita•ily. Elsewhe•e we will see whethe• a• 
not and if sa to which extent the •espandents feel involved in 
the Cmilita•y) defense policy of the caunt•y. Can the caunt•y be 
defended by milita•y means at all? Mast of the times the palls 
would not ventu•e that fa• along the line and •athe• stick to 
questions such as whethe• the •espandent feels enough ~aney is 
spent an defense a• not. 

P•af. LEVY made a mast inte•esting •epo•t that cave•ed a lot of 
this g•aund in 1980. He also found •ather impo•tant •egianal 
diffe•ences an the issue. 

Table 12. 

~CCORDING TO YOU, WHAT IS DONE FOR THE DEFENSE OF THE COUNTRY 
SEEMS TO BE ... (June 1980) 

FLANDERS WALL ON IA BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

USEFUL 29% 30% 3Lf% 30% 
but insufficient 18% 19% 26""' 19% 
sufficient 9% 9% 8% S% 
but excessive 2% 2% 0% 2% 

USELESS 36% 'f'f% lfS% Lfl% 
to be abandonned 16% 15% 23% 17% 
inevitable 20% 29% 26% 2"!% 

without opinion 35% 26% 17% 29% 

CLEVYJ 

It would seem that Belgiums defense effa•ts are suppo•ted by a 
st•ange coalition in which a majority in all •egians feel these 
effa•ts a•e useless but inevitable and a minority professing they 
a•e useful but insufficient. Levy •egistered some 5% of Brussels 
•espandents who thought the defenses useless but without checking 
the fallow-up questions. They were added to the non-opinion cate
ga•y. ''B•ussels" neve•theless seems p•etty much to have made up 
its mind, one way or the other, while Flande•s is still ve•y much 
in doubt. LEVY found that the group "useful but insufficient" was 
the la•gest amongst the ''political flaate•s", those who had not 
yet decided an which pa•ty to vote fo• at the next elections -
was he implicitly submitting a political fa•ecast? 
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The more scholing one had enjoyed the lesser doubt 
the more one was convinced of the uselessness of 
responses ~eem generally compatible when confronted 
an earlier question, thus relating the defense 
perceived military threat. 

there was and 
it all . These 
with those to 
effort to the 

Table 13. 

~J POSSIBLE TO DEFEND BELGIUM AGAINST SUCH A MILITARY THREAT? 
CSUCH defined by the respondent himself. LEVY 1980) 

POSSIBLE 
IMPOSSIBLE 
DON'T KNOW 

CLEVYJ 

FLANDERS 

17 
60 
23 

WALLONIA 

21 
60 
19 

BRUSSELS 

21 
6'f 
15 

BELGIUM 

19 
61 
20 

Responses to both questions do not however imply that people feel 
completely helpless. Centers of "alternatives" 
just seem to be waiting for the right questions 
We will develop this further later on. First we 
opinions of the ''Belgians" on the framework 
(military defense) evolves. 

NATO FOR LACK OF ALTERNATIVE 

in public opinion 
to be formulated. 
shall explore the 
in which their 

In the June 1980 poll by LEVY, having the choice between a pure 
national, an exclusively Western European, a Western European 
framework but within NATO or the current NATO structure, respon
dents barred the purely national framework and went for the NATO 
structure as it stands and in second instance for the blended 
format (Western European pendant in NATO). Only as a last resort 
a Western European defense was chosen. A quarter of the n-ational 
population wavered its answer. 

The Gallup-Dimarso poll, February 1982, added some clarifying 
language and two possibilities more (withdraw the troops from 
NATO and quit the military NATO-structure but remain in NATO e.g. 
politically, lesser stress on military defense and invest more in 
cooperation with the Soviet Union), Keeping in mind we're dealing 
with non-identical questions nevertheless quite some developments 
seem to have taken place during that year and a half. The most 
spectacular development is the overall increase Cwith a third) of 
non-response. Flanders keeps the lead. All earlier alternatives 
to NATO had lost attraction in all regions - a spectacular drop 
is seen in the support for a Western European role in the 
Alliance except in the capital. At the same time only in Flanders 
the support for continued participation in NATO's military 
alliance drops with a third. It would appear that the earlier 
support for NATO should be differentiated, at least in Flanders, 
into a military support on the one hand and eventually an 
exclusive political support on the other. This however should not 
yet be considered to imply any support for still another military 
defense framework. NATO in 1982, in one way or the other, still 
appeals to 51~ of respondents, just as many as in 1980. 

T PT 



FLANDERS WALLONIA 

80 82 80 82 

national 6 5 10 6 
Wester-n Eur-ope 10 6 23 8 
W.Eur-. in NATO 2'± 16 21 18 
NATO 31 21 2'± 30 
quit NATO - 10 5 
dismantle NATO 
USSR 2 2 
dnk/na 29 39 22 32 
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Table 1'± 

BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

80 B2 80 82 83 

5 1 7 5 '± 
22 '± 16 7 13 
25 31 23 18 
27 27 28 25 53 

1 8 
7 

3 2 
21 33 26 36 23 

The national Figur-es For- 1983 come Fr-om r-esponses to a "similar-" 
question in the PANORAMA-IMR poll taken in june 1983. The thr-ee 
polls r-eFer- to the wishes or- dr-eamland oF the r-espondents given 
the r-estr-ictions oF a "militar-y" deFense Fr-amewor-k and a limited 
set oF alter-natives. However-, when one tur-ns to an evaluation oF 
r-eal-time NATO a lar-ger- major-ity will agr-ee that NATO-member-ship 
has mor-e advantages than disadvantages, is good or- even essential 
For- Belgian secur-ity. 

Table 15. 

DO YOU THINK NATO MEMBERSHIP IS MORE OR LESS ADUANTAGEOUS FOR 
BELGIUM ? CJune 1980) 

MORE ADUANTAGEOUS 
LESS ADUANTAGEOUS 
DON'T KNOW 

CLEUYJ 

FLANDERS WALLONIA BRUSSELS BELGIUM 
1980 1980 1980 1976 1980 

38 
21 
'±1 

32 
32 
36 

'±0 
32 
28 

38% 36% 
19% 26% 
'±3% 38% 

Table 16. 

DO YOU THINK NATO IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE SECURITY OF BELGIUM ? 

YES 
NO 
DnK 

Flander-s 

1985 

58 
21 
21 

Wallonia 

1985 

72 
13 
15 

Br-ussels Belgium 

1985 198'± 1985 

66 
21 
13 

68 
20 
12 

6'± 
18 
18 

[198'± figur-es ar-e fr-om the Dimar-so-USIS poll taken mid-May 198'±. 
1985 figur-es ar-e fr-om the Dimar-so-Centr-um voor- Ur-edesonder-zoek 
poll taken in febr-uar-y-mar-ch 1985, just befor-e initial cr-uise 
deployments in Belgium] 
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Taken in a different wa~ and also attempting to classif~ 
non-responding or doubters categor~ INUSOP inquired whether 
was positive!~ related to Belgians securit~. 

the 
NATO 

Table 17. 

DO YOU THINK IT IS GOOD FOR BELGIUMS SECURITY TO BE PART OF NATO? 

FLANDERS WALL ON IA BRUSSELS FRANCOPHONIA BELGIUM 
85 85 85 83(•) 85 

CERTAINLY YES 'f7 57 'f5 53 50 
PERHAPS YES 37 31 32 29 35 
PERHAPS NOT 5 6 16 8 6 
CERTAINLY NOT 11 6 7 10 9 

C•) Recalculated to total 100%. Original!~ onl~ 'f% non-response. 
[1983 figures from INUSOP, poll taken in the first part of 
October 1983 onl~ involving french-speaking in Belgium. 
The 1985 figures are also from INUSOP, poll taken November 1985J. 

Francophonia h•s shifted to a more positive 
It should be noted, though, that Brussels' 
~es +perhaps not) is remarkabl~ unusual. 
Brussels sees lesser advantage in NATO than 

view on NATO b~ 1985. 
uncertaint~ (perhaps 
So is the fact that 
the other regions. 

Most respondents would tend to positive!~ relate the notion of 
NATO with that of securit~. The securit~ NATO provides however 
remains a quite abstract concept. What if it is peeled down to 
more concrete components, such as its deterrent power, its 
defensive capabilities, trust in US determination to keep up the 
"securit~· umbrella ? 

In 198'f 53% of respondents thought NATO to be able to "prevent" 
an attack on Western Europe, while 3'f% didn't and onl~ 13% 
expressed no opinion. CDimarso-USISJ It seems a slight majorit~ 
trusts NATO's securit~ policies. The~ should be aware that 
(nuclear) deterrence has alwa~s been and still is an important 
component of that polic~. But what if this polic~, and its 
deterrence fails? 

Table 18. 

HOW CONFIDENT ARE YOU IN NATO'S POSSIBILITIES TO DEFEND WESTERN 
EUROPE IN CASE OF ATTACK? (1982) 

FLANDERS WALLONIA BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

A LOT 7.6 7.1 6.6 7.3 
REASONABLY 38.3 33.2 3'f.O 36.0 
NOT MUCH 21.3 27.0 2'f.5 23.7 
NOT AT ALL 5.'f 15.3 10.'f 9.'f 
DON'T KNOW 27.'f 17.'f 2'f.5 23.6 

CDIMARSO-GALLUP poll, Februari 1982, De Standaard, 8 March 1982] 

~--------"L_l__P T 



Brought down to black 
similar question in May 
NATO can defend Western 
don't en 16% don't know. 
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and white figures the responses to a 
198~ CDIMARSO-USIS) indicated ~7% think 
Europe in case deterrence fails, 37% 

How is that? What is the key to the defense of Western Europe? 
What inspires that confidence in NATO, both to prevent attack and 
to defend against attack? Are there objective, material arguments 
one could refer to? The perception of a military lead or even a 
balance could be such a base. But even imbalances could be 
outweighed by certain political guarantees? e.g. Trust in the US 
nuclear umbrella. Lets weigh this first. 

THE US GUARANTEE TO GET INUOLUED 
Table 19. 

IF BELGIAN SECURITY WERE TO BE THREATENED WITH A RUSSIAN ATTACK, 
HOW CONFIDENT ARE YOU THAT THE US WOULD UNDERTAKE NECESSARY 

~CTION TO DEFEND BELGIUM. EUEN IF THIS WOULD IMPLY THE RISK OF A 
DIRECT ATTACK AGAINST THE US ? C1982) 

FLANDERS WALLONIA BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

UERY MUCH 8.7 17.2 7.5 11.6 
CONFIDENT 32.7 33.0 39.6 33.5 
LITTLE 23.5 20.~ 2~.5 22.5 
NONE AT ALL 8.3 13.1 7.5 9.9 
DnK/NA 26.9 16.3 20.8 22.5 

CDe Standaard, March 8th, 1982J 

All regions are confident the US will take risks for the defense 
of Belgium (between 65% and 72%). Confidence is evenly present in 
all age groups. Right CSS%) and Left C~S%) differ only with 10%. 
Flanders is only slightly less confident here than the others, 
but then again with a larger pool of non-response. In Wallonia 
you would find both most confidence alongside the highest non
-confidence score. Two years later C198~) you would still count 
'!6% respondents who believe the •us would use nuclear weapons to 
defend Belgium, even if that means inviting the risk that 
American cities are destroyed•. CDIMARSO-USIS, 198~J 

This "confidence'' in the United States being as it is, and, it 
would appear remaining so, may well be ambiguous. For some it 
could function as a pacifier - they would feel more at ease, more 
secure with than without it. Others could be most distressed by 
these US guarantees and risk-taking. They would fear for the 
"con-sequences" of being defended by the US. Because they believe 
the US willing to defend Belgium - perhaps even to the last 
Belgian? - they would rather not run such risk. Would they rather 
accept Soviet/Russian occupation than resist and fight? The 
classical "red or dead" question. Before getting into that 
however, we should continue our search for the components 
inspiring such trust in the defense of the West. 
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Do Belgians pe"ceive a Weste"n lead ove" the East? Would they 
"ather perceive a balance or would they feel the "othe"s" hold 
the advantage? The question doesn't seem to be asked often. We 
found something like it in the IMR-poll of June 1983. Rather 
vague concepts we"e used, not exclusively referring to military 
potential. Note the high level of non-response. Slightly more 
would perceive a balance. 

Table 20. 

DD YOU FEEL THAT A BALANCE OF.PDWER OR AN IMBALANCE OF POWER 
EXISTS BETWEEN BOTH POWER BLOCKS RIGHT NOW? CJune 1983) 

BALANCE 
IMBALANCE 
DNK/NA 

36,5~ 

32% 
32% 

CBelgen voor een keer eensgezind, in Panorama, 13 September 1983. 

Those perceiving an imbalance were. asked who held the advantage. 
The USSR and its allies register 63.7~ of the answers while the 
othe" third (31.8~) believes the US and their allies have a lead. 
It is the Walloons who believe in the superiority of the East 
C7~.6~) rather than the Flemish (57.2%). The higher social clas
ses would also tend to give the East the advantage C~3.8%) while 
half of the labour class believes NATO is ahead. 

In October '83 the Belgian francophonia was asked by UNIOP-INUSOP 
who of the US or the USSR deployed more missiles in'Eu"ope. The 
concept of the missiles was not defined any fu"ther, and it was 
also the first time it was cited in the questionnaire. One could 
imagine the question meant to refer to the so-called 
"Euro-missiles", but then again ... A fifth C20%) of the respon
dents gave no answe", a tenth C10%) replied both had deployed the 
same number, 15% list the USA, a majority CS~%) refe"s to the 
USSR. Although more specific a question, its vagueness neverthe
less seems to have thrown many back to familiar ground, their 
"usual" view of' balance or imbalance? 

Only in Feb"ua"y-March 1985 the Centrum veer U"edesonde"zoek of' 
Leuven orders a poll containing a double question on the balance 
of' forces in Europe. 
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Table 21. 

l.po YOU T.HINK THAT IN EUROPE, CONCERNING NUCLEAR WEAPONS OF A 
SHORT AND MEDIUM RANGE, Cans~e• •equi•ed bero•e continuing] 

2. AND IN CONUENTI ONAL FORCES, DO YOU TH-INK. . . C Feb•ua•y 1885) 

THE WARSAWPACT HAS AN ADVANTAGE 
NATO HAS AN ADVANTAGE 
A BALANCE EXISTS BETWEEN THE 

WARSCHAUPACT AND NATO 
DON'T KNOW/NO ANSWER 

CREYCHLERJ 

1. 

12% 
9% 

25% 
53% 

2 

23% 
56% 

Looking th•ough the diffe•ent catego•ies of •espondents the uni
fo•mity of •esponse is su•p•ising, The only exception is to be 
found in the catego•y "political pa•ty" (last election vote). 
We'll come back to that in mo•e detail. All othe• catego•ies have 
a non-•esponse sco•e that •uns f•om 37% to 68% fo• the fi•st ques
tion and f•om ~~% to 70% fo• the second. In both cases the high
est non-•esponse comes f•om the lo~e• schooled and the lo~est non
•esponse f•om the highs• schooled. Each or the catego•ies Csex, 
age, education, p•oression, pa•enthood, •egion) ~ould secondly 
sco•e mo•e on the "balance"-option and in thi•d instance most 
catego•ies see the USSR having .the advantage. Ho~eve•, ~omen, 
those ~ith a highs• education and those ~ithout a job ~ould 
indicate NATO as having a lead in the nuclea• ~eapons. Lets take 
a look at the •egional •esponse and at the pa•ty divisions. ~2% 

or the population •eruses to indicate ~hich pa•ty it voted fo• o• 
just doesn't •emember. 

Table 22. 

1.WHO DO YOU THINK HAS THE ADVANTAGE IN SHORT AND MEDIUM RANGE 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN EUROPE? 

2. AND IN CONVENTIONAL FORCES? CFeb•ua•y 1885) 

POLITICAL PARTY Clast election vote) 

CUP PSC PUU PRL SP PS uu Othe• 
• • • • 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

WTO 11 1~ 13 28 2~ 22 ~7 ~0 10 11 ~ 13 7 ::! 1~ 17 
NATO 8 8 13 8 20 5 11 § 10 10 8 6 28 13 13 8 
BALANCE 28 2~ 38 28 2~ 28 18 32 26 23 31 18 17 26 21 20 
DnK/NA 52 5~ 36 35 32 ~~ 22 22 5~ 56 57 63 ~3 57 52 5~ 

• party in government 
Non-response fo• the ~ options ~as 10/10, 7/5, 23/22, 60/63. 



FLANDERS WALLONIA 

1 2 1 2 

WTO 10 12 1'± 16 
NATO 10 7 8 7 
BALANCE 22 20 28 26 
Dnk/NA 58 61 so 51 
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Table 23. 

BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

1 2 1 2 

18 19 12 1'± 
8 6 9 7 

31 28 25 23 
'±3 '±7 5'± 56 

-~~~~--~~~--~~------~~--~~~~~~~----~ CL.Reychler, Opiniepeiling over defensiebeleid, Studierapport, 
DIMARSO-GALLUP Centrum voor Uredesonderzo~k, April 1985.] 

Remarkably high non-responses for both socialist parties in 
opposition, the SP and the PS in particular. While voters for all 
parties, except for the PRL (french radical liberals), ~ill opt 
for a non-response and only then for a balance in both cases, the 
voters of the parties actually in government ~ill then consider 
the Warsaw Treaty to have more nuclear missiles. Uoters for the 
parties in opposition will rather see NATO leading in the nuclear 
~eapons. A similar pattern can be found on the conventional 
forces except that all opposition parties ~ill eventually see the 
USSR leading there, too. One exception for the UU CUolksunie, 
flemish nationalists). 

It ~ould seem that the perceptio"n of balance or imbalance in 
po~er and force relations is ultimately linked to political party 

preferences and views. 

HOW WELL DO WE KNOW ABOUT BALANCES ... IF WE KNOW AT ALL 

REYCHLER also asked ~hether one thought to be informed enough on 
the military power of the Soviet Union and ~hether one had more 
or less information on the military po~er and security policy of 
NATO. Only 19~ of the population thought it ~as informed ~ell 

enough "to be able to express a reasonable judgement on the mili
tary po~er and security policy of the Soviet Union." C69~ did not 
and 17~ didn't kno~). In other ~ords, a majority, never falling 
under 5'±.3~, and straight through all categories, unmistakenly 
considers itself "unfit" to give a "reasonable judgement" on the 
Soviet end of a possible military balance. The older one gets and 
the higher the education the more one ~ould consider oneself to 
be informed. Again though the french liberals and the flemish 
nationalists consider themselves rather ~ell informed. Respecti-. 
vely 37.5~ and 28.3~ versus CUP only 12.2~. Most respondents 
~ould indicate they have about as much information on the US and 
NATO policies. Especially the voters of the t~o liberal parties, 
PUU and PRL, seem to be confident to kno~ as much or more on NATO 
and US security policy as they kno~ on that of the USSR CPRL 86~. 
PUU 78%). Most non-response is on the side of CUP-voters C27.1%), 
PS- C17.7%) and PUU-voters C17.1~). 
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Table 2'±. 

1. go YOU THINK YOU ARE INFORMED WELL ENOUGH TO BE ABLE TO REASON 
eBLY JUDGE OF THE MILITARY POWER EN THE SECURITY POLICY OF THE 
~OVIET UNION ? CFebruar~ 1985) 

YE:S 
NO 
DON'T KNOW 

FLANDERS 

1'±.'± 
67.2 
18.'± 

WALLONIA 

23.5 
5'±.'± 
22.1 

BRUSSELS 

2'±.3 
7'±.1 

1.6 

BELGIUM 

18.7 
63.8 
17.5 

2. DO YOU POSSESS LESS/AS MUCH/MORE/MUCH MORE INFORMATION CONCER
NING THE MILITARY POWER AND THE SECURITY POLICY OF THE UNITED 
STATES AND NATO ? 

FLANDERS WALL ON IA BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

LESS 7.1 9.6 16.'± 9.1 
AS MUCH '±0.2 '±5.6 '±3.9 '±2.5 
MORE 26.6 20.3 28.0 2'±.7 
MUCH MORE 2.6 1.'± 3.7 2.3 
DON'T KNOW 23.5 23.1 7.9 21.'± 

CREYCHLER.J 

It doesn't look like a burst of confidence here. But then again 
the question doesn't seem to have been to investigate whether or 
not there existed a knowledgeable "defense cammunit~ or public 
opinion" but whether or not the perception of a balance or 
imbalance between the West/USA/NATO and the East/USSR/WTO had an~ 
influence.an the "matter of the da~", the depla~ment of the new 
nuclear missiles in Belgium. Mare in particular one explored 
whether the perception of a militaril~ more powerful Soviet Union 
could persuade the opponents of cruise depla~ments in Belgium to 
change their mind. The results show that 2/3 of all cruise
-opponents C67%) remain apposed, 20% changes its mind and 13% 
doesn't know an~ more. There were other, more convincing and 
recuperating arguments than the militar~ balance, though. It 
would be saee to conclude here that at this paint the military 
balance had relatively little bearing on the matter ... but leaves 
room to move. 
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Nuclear weapons have played an important role in the post war 
balance in Europe. Whether people liked it or not these weapons 
also played an important role in the minds of people. How much do 
people like nuclear weapons or not? Do they prefer conventional 
weapons? Or is a mixture more to the liking? The answers to the 
enquiry by LEUY, held in June-July 1980, show no enthusiasm for 
nuclear weapons alone. The (responding) population was divided in 
two equal groups over whether or not one should return to only 
conventional weapons or whether one should hold on to the combina
tion of both conventional and nuclear weapons. Remark here that 
all opponents of a military defense had already been filtered 
away, reducing the population to less than half its original size 
(from 1785 down to 8~5). Nevertheless, non-response to this 
question was as high as 55% in Flanders, 52% in Wallonia and ~8% 
of the Brussels sample. 

Table 25. 

SHOULD THE DEFENSE OF THE COUNTRY BE GUARANTEED WITH: 
(June-July 1980) ECN-8~8) LEUYJ 

FLANDERS WALLDNIA BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS ONLY 8':: lf':: Y:~ 6~ 
CONUENTIDNAL ONLY Y:6% ~2% ~1% ~3% 
BOTH lf6% 5~% 55% 51% 

Why these large numbers of non-respondents and surprisingly low 
supporters of nuclear weapons as such? Why do people feei uncom
fortable about it? Do they think that the deployment of American 
nuclear weapons in Western Europe increases the odds of being 
attacked? Remark that Belgium has had American nuclear weapons on 
its territory for years now. 

Table 26. 

1. DD YOU THINK THAT THE DEPLOYMENT OF AMERICAN NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
IN WESTERN EUROPE INCREASES THE ODDS OF AN ATTACK AGAINST THOSE 
COUNTRIES OR DOES THE DEPLOYMENT PROUIDE MORE SECURITY AGAINST 
SUCH AN ATTACK, OR DOESN'T THE DEPLOYMENT HAUE ANY EFFECT? 
2. DD YOU THINK THAT THE FACT THAT AMERICAN NUCLEAR WEAPONS ARE 
DEPLOYED IN BELGIUM INCREASES THE ODDS OF AN ATTACK AGAINST OUR 
COUNTRY. OR DOES IT PRDUIDE MORE PROTECTION AGAINST SUCH AN 
ATTACK, OR DOESN'T IT HAUE ANY EFFECT? (February 1982) 

FLANDERS WALLONIA BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. 

ATTACK 23 23 29 21 13 15 2~ 22 
SAFER 2~ 22 22 25 ~2 ~1 25 2~ 

NO EFFECT 19 26 22 29 23 27 21 27 
DNJ</NA 3~ 29 27 25 22 17 30 27 

Belgen fluiten Amerikanen wel eens uit, De Standaard, 8 March 82. 
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First of all remark the high non-response and non-effect scores, 
especial!~ in Flanders. Also remark that the wording of the 
questions·leaves room for interpretation. The first question Con 
Western Europe) would refer rather to the perceived effect of the 
''aura-missiles'', whereas the second question would refer more to 
those old nuclear weapons deplo~ed in Belgium_alread~. One could 
also have understood both questions to refer to the new 
neuro-missiles". 

Onl~ in Wallonia does the difference seem to matter somewhat. 
Elsewhere it onl~ increases the "no effect'' categor~ while decrea
sing the "real" non-responses. Indeed, people have learned to 
live with those "old'' weapons, so the~ would "know" that all re
mains the same as long as no change occurs. Flanders is complete
!~ divided on the issue, on whether or not American nuclear arms 
provide more safet~. In Wallonia but a little more respondents 
think that such deplo~ment does indeed increase the odds of an 
attack against the countr~ on whose ter~itor~ the weapons are 
deplo~ed ... except in the case of Belgium. In Brussels about 3 to 
1 of those who believe it does make a difference, think it is 
safer to have the deterrent around. 

The SCOPE-TIME poll indicated however that, at least as far as 
Belgium is concerned, a majorit~, 55% to ~3%, could not agree 
with the rational for deterrence that "in the hands of respon
sible governments, nuclear weapons help maintain a balance of 
power and ensure peace." 

Table 27. 

CDO YOU AGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING) IN THE HANDS Of RESPONSIBLE 
GOVERNMENTS, NUCLEAR WEAPONS HELP MAINTAIN A BALANCE Of POWER AND 

ENSURE PEACE. (September 1983) 

YES 
NO 

BELGIUM 

~3 
55 

FRG 

ss 
~3 

ITALY 

~2 
55 

UK 

68 
25 

CWhat the people want, Time, October 31, 1983, pp. 32.J 

The same poll also showed "clear majorities" in Belgium, the 
Netherlands and Ital~ rejecting the idea that "the best insurance 
against war is for the West to have mcre.and better nuclear wea
pons". On the other hand, Belgian respondents don't agree CS?% to 
~2%) with unilaterally destroying the nuclear forces of the West 
"in order to prevent nuclear war at all cost". CSCOPE-TIMEJ 

Nevertheless, for some it could feel safer to have nuclear wea
pons around. To be able to deter, to punish with their use. The~ 
would agree with the "burden-sharing'' of deterrence. Others, even 
while feeling a necessity fer mixed conventional nuclear forces, 
would rather rid Europe from the deterrent. 

~ LPI NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
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Table 28. 

IF YOU "EXPECT TO USE NUCLEAR WEAPONS WOULD THEY HAUE TO BE 
DEPLOYEDCJune-July 1980) 

ONLY IN THE USA 

IN THE USA AND EUROPE 
BUT NOT IN BELGIUM 

IN THE USA AND EUROPE, 
INCLUDING BELGIUM 

FLANDERS WALLONIA BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

2'±% 1'±% 17::-.: 20% 

21% 20% 22 21 

55% 66% 61% 59% 

CLEUY, p.'±'±. CN~768 down rrom 1.785, non-response on the issue 
not given)] 

LEUY's sample had dwindled down rrom 1785 to 768, excluding all 
opponents or military derense and opponents to nuclear weapons. 
In Flanders he round most resistance against deployment in 
Europe, and, in second instance in Belgium. In Wallonia and 
Brussels resistance against deployment in Belgium would preceed 
resistance against deployment in Europe. 

This type of response is also round 18 months later on the 
question whether or not the US should withdraw its nuclear 
weapons and its troops rrom Western Europe. 

Table 29. 

DO YOU WISH THE US TO WITHDRAW ITS TROOPS AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
FROM WESTERN EUROPE ? CFebruary 1982) 

YES 
NO 
DON'T KNOW 

FLANDERS WALLONIA BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

'±1.7 
39.1 
19.2 

'±3.7 
'±8.5 

7.8 

19.7 
78.9 

1.'± 

39.6 
'±7.7 
12.7 

CBelgen rluiten amerikanen we! eens uit, De Standaard, March 8, 
1982, p.7. CDimarso-Gallup)J 

Flanders is least eager to keep the American troops and their 
nukes. Only 39% or the Flemish respondents don't want them to 
leave. Brussels wants them badly to stay on (twice as much as 
Flanders). For· one reason or other this question scored the 
lowest non-response of the whole series. 

NUCLEAR WEAP[]NS 
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It seems clear that a let af peaple want the weapans physically 
remaved. That daesn't mean they wauld necessarily give them up. 
They trust the USA wauld intervene and even risk its sanctuary 
for Western Eurape in case it were attacked. The Dimarsa-Gallup 
poll that was leaked ta the press in September 198~ caunted ~6~ 
af respondents in Belgium believing this. What are the scenarios 
under which they wauld agree ta the use af CUS?) nuclear weapons? 
The questian daesn't seem ta have been put that aften. The same 
natianal pall by DIMARSO far USIS caunts 35% appasing all use 
whatever the circumstances. Anather third cauld agree ta their 
use in case of a Soviet nuclear attack. Only 1~% cauld agree ta 
the intraductian by NATO af nuclear weapans - a first use - in 
case its canventianal defenses were averrun. Ne results are 
available an whether subgroups wauld favaur "an eye far an eye" 
strategy aver ''massive retaliation". 

It seems safe ta say that a vast majarity rejects the nuclear 
deterrent all tagether. A minarity halds an ta its deterrent 
value only but prefer net ta have them in as risky a place as the 
frantline between East and West. Surely they dan't cansider the 
bamb a war-fighting weapan. Net in the sense af its passible use 
under the uncertainties af NATO's flexible respanse dactrine. 

~ I PT NUC AR WEAPONS 
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Being a rather supportive member of the NATO-alliance and being 
rather convinced of the US's risky guarantee how should Belgium 
respond in the event it were actually attacked? Should one resist 
militarily? Under any circumstance? Should nuclear weapons be 
brought into the picture? When? Are there other options than 
military resistance? 

Table 30 

la. IF BELGIUM WERE ATTACKED WITH CONUENTIDNAL - THAT IS NON 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS - DO YOU THINK WE SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT RESIST 

MILITARILY? CUSIA, October 1981) 

lb. IF BELGIUM WERE ATTACKED BY THE SU WITH NUCLEAR WEAPONS DO 
YOU THINK WE SHOULD RESIST MILITARILY? CUSIA, October 1981) 

2.SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT WAR IS NOW SO HORRIBLE THAT IT IS BETTER 
ID ACCEPT RUSSIAN DOMINATION THAN TO RISK WAR. OTHERS SAY THAT IT 

WOULD BE BETTER TO FIGHT IN DEFENSE OF BELGIUM THAN TO 
ACCEPT RUSSIAN DOMINATION. WHICH OPINION IS CLOSER TO YOUR OWN ? 

(BETTER TO FIGHT ~ YES AND ACCEPT RUSSIAM DOMINATION ~ NO) 

la lb 2 

BELGIUM FLANDERS WALLDNIA BRUSSELS CH F DK I FRG 

YES 57~ ~2% ~5.2 33 5~.8 75.5 77 57 51 ~8 7~ 
NO 3~~ ~5~ 1~ 19.9 7.6 5.7 8 13 17 17 19 
DNK S% 13~ ~0.8 ~7.1 37.6 18.9 15 30 32 35 7 

CDimarso-Gallup, February 1982] 

In October 1981 it was clear to a majority in Belgium that 
(undefined, non-nuclear) military aggression should be met with 
military resistance. Nuclear attack by the Soviet Union however 
is a different thing altogether, it seems. A slight majority C~5~ 
versus ~2~ and 13~ doubters) would not resist militarily. When 
however the horrors of war - and Belgian citizens have known some 
- are strung together with the acceptance of Russian domination, 
and the defense of Belgium ... At the national level the number of 
those willing to put up a fight (~5~ of the population or 3 out 
of ~ expressing an opinion) is in line with earlier findings in 
Belgium, but way at the end of the line compared to the other 
countries polled. On the other hand, those who would explicitly 
prefer domination by the Russians number not that much out of 
tune with the Federal Republic (19~), Denmark C17~), France C13~) 
or even Great Britain (12~). Only an astonishing ~0~ doesn't 
quite know. Again the higher score. 
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How to explain this pattern o~ response? The general pro~ile runs 
~airly undisturbed through all categories of respondents Cage, 
sex, political orientation). The largest di~~erence with the 
national totals lies with those who have had a personal 
experience with war Cdi~~erence is 9.3%). They remain more 
combative CS'-±.5%) than those without C'-±1.1%) and less prone to 
submission (10.3% versus 15.8%) . 

Table 31. 

2. 
Man Woman 15-2'1 2S-3S 3S-5'1 SS+ Le~t N Right War NoWar 

ACCEPT 1S 13 lS 18 13 12 1'1 1S lS 10 16 
FIGHT '19 '12 '19 '"IS '17 '11 51 '11 S'"± 55 '11 
DnK/NA 36 '"IS 37 37 '10 '17 35 '"±'± 32 3S '±3 

CDimarso-Gallup, February 1982J 

Belgiums bizarre response does mask extreme regional di~~erences. 
Francophonia surprises with its almost absolute rejection o~ 

accepting CRussian) domination. Brussels would put up a ~ight in 
the same order as the Swiss or the Germans. Wallonia would 
perform not much worse than (nuclear armed) France. Flanders 
however re~lects a di~~erent picture all. together. Only a third 
o~f all interviewees Cbut 2 out o~ each 3 expressing an opinion) 
would consider it a better idea to de~end Belgium under the 
"horrors of war", while a ~ifth - as much as in Germa~y - would 
prefer to surrender. Almost hal~ o~ the Flemish population, 
'±7.1%, has no views to speak of. 

Why, these sharp regional di~~erences? Is it a question o~ 
identi~ication with the political entity, Belgium, which appeals 
only slightly more to the Flemish than Russian domination is 
repellent? None of both alternatives really fit the Flemish ~rams 
o~ mind? In other words, a "bad" question? Flanders consistently 
scores the highest regional "don't know I non-response" through
out this poll, in the same company as the categories women, those 
aged 55+, and those who claim to be politically neutral. COn the 
12 questions an average non-response of 33.2% is counted). 
Brussels' expressed pugnacity on the other hand, remains rather 
cheap, as long as it isn't put to the test. Or are we con~ronted 
here with other ~undamentals? 

I~ one cuts away those who will not or can not express an 
opinion, in other words sometimes reducing the population to less 

. than hal~, some sort o~ consistency could be distiled o~ the 
particular positions taken by the regions. 

........... ........... ..... ............. 
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FLANDERS likes the US. It dislikes the USSR more. On the other 
hand not 1 in ~ believes a Soviet attack is on hand. If it would 
ever come to that however, the Flemish onl~ marginall~ feel 
confident about the US risking their sanctuar~ for the dsfsnss of 
(Western) Europe. Nevertheless the~ are confident, two to one, 
that NATO could successful!~ defend Western Europe in case of an 
attack. Under these circumstances Flanders would rather fight 
than give in to USSR domination. Onl~ marginall~ trusting US' 
handling of world affairs the Flemish population is split in half 
over whether or not the introduction of new American missiles in 
Western Europe, be the~ dsplo~sd in Belgium or elsewhere, is 
provocative - and ma~ be to the detriment of the sscurit~ Western 
Europe has snjo~sd - or actuall~ contributes to its safeguarding. 
This is considered to be so vital a matter that half of the 
population ma~ think the~ were better of b~ sending the Yankees 
home, their nukss and troops alike. Natural!~ one should stick to 
the alliance in one form or another. 

The WALLOONS and the BRUSSELERS carr~ the US even closer to the 
heart and dislike the Soviet Union proportionate!~. One in three 
fears a Soviet attack in the coming five ~ears and neither the 
Walloons nor the Brussslsrs are rsall~ confident that NATO could 
stand up to such aggression. It is a vsr~ frustrating experience. 
It is dealt with in different wa~s. Uocall~: b~ heralding 9 to 1 
the~ would rather go through the horrors of war than to succumb 
under Soviet pressure. Institutional!~: in calling for adding a 
new CEuropsan) dsfsnss structure, which not onl~ ·is expected to 
bring a new d~namic, but also would promise more decision-making 
power on this side of the Atlantic ... The~ trust US world 
politics slightl~ more than Flanders but onl~ as much as the~ 
believe the US would take risks for Europe. Brussels feels all 
the more safe with US troops and new American missiles around but 
Wallonia thinks some of these missiles which are to be dsplo~sd 
in Western Europe could well be too provocative Cths Psrshings?). 
Although the dsplo~msnt of US nuclear missiles in Belgium is 
quits divisive for Wallonia too, a slight majorit~ would feel 
safer with than without them. As in Flanders, those opposing the 
missiles also waive the troops. 
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CRUISE MISSILES 

The only question that has been put to the palls ma~e often 
~ega~ds ones opinion an the deployment of new nuclea~ missiles an 
Belgian te~~ita~y. Pe~haps it hasn't been submitted as often as 
this has been the case in athe~ caunt~ies. Neve~theless, it is 
quite a luxu~y to have the same a~ a ve~y simila~ question 
~epeated a dozen times between 1979 and 1985. We have gathe~ed 
only those questions which, in au~ opinion, ~esembled each athe~ 
close enough. Thus we kept questions such as: 

Do you accept the deployment of Ame~ican missiles in Belgium? 
- Do you favau~ o~ oppose having new nuclea~ missiles that can 

~each the Soviet Union stationed in Belgium? 
- Do you favou~ or oppose the deployment of nuclea~ weapons in 

Belgium? 
- Do you favau~ o~ oppose the deployment of missiles in Belgium 

Cin Fla~ennes)? 
- A~e you fa~ o~ against the deployment of the missiles? 

Also we have "simplified" ce~tain questions a~tificially by 
~educing qualified answe~s Ce.g. pe~haps yes, ~athe~ negative) to 
get at thei~ closest ~oat fa~m Cyes a~ no). We a~e awa~e that 
objections could be made to the selection and ce~tain t~eatments 
of the data. Still one should canside~ that the basic mate~ial an 
Belgium is ext~emely sca~ce and that au~ selection has ~educed it 
still fu~the~. e.g. the~e is no ent~y fa~ 1982, a c~ucial yea~ as 
it lies in the hea~t of the pe~iad ~eviewed. We a~e confident 
neve~theless that same useful conclusions can be d~awn f~am this 
collection. 

Table 32. 

CARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE MISSILES) 
(Belgium 1979-1985) 

7911 8009 8109 8110 8110 8110 8306 8310 8'±05 8'±06 8502 8S02 
UNIOP UNIOP IAO USICA SOB IMR MU USIA CEGOS CUD UNIDP 

y 20.2 25.8 25.9 18.5 1'± 8.2 16.9 2'± 31 19.0 26.5 31 
N 6'±.1 '±1. 7 50.2 65.9 8'± 88.9 78.8 58 ss 76.1 59.6 6'± 
? 15.8 32.5 23.9 15.6 1 2.9 '±.3 18 10 '±.9 1'±.0 3 

(Recalculated P~c+Ccn-100%) 

y 23.9 38.2 3'±.0 21.9 1'±.2 8.'± 17.6 29.2 3'±.'± 19.9 30.7 32.6 
N 76.0 61.7 65.9 78.0 85.7 91.5 82.3 70.7 65.5 80.0 69.2 67.3 

CAve~aged an calende~-yea~ basis) 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 198'± 1985 

y 23.96 38.22 19.67 23.'±6 27.21 31.7 
N 76.0'± 61.78 80.33 76.53 72.79 68.3 
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Averaging the results of those polls which were held in the same 
''time-frame" C~ polls in September-October 1981 and 2 in 
Februar~-March 1985) natural!~ increases the relative importance 
of the results of single polls during a whole ~ear. 

Some observations on these national results. The proponents of 
cruise deplo~ment in Belgium never number less than 8.2% and 
never more than 31% of the total population, respective!~ 8.~% 
and 3~.~% when recalculated after elimination of non-respondents. 
CA median of 21.~% and an average figure of 25.~7~). The 
opponents number at least ~1.7~ and at most 88.9~. CWhen 
recalculated respective!~ 61.8% and 91.6%. A median of 76.7% and 
an average figure of 7~.53~). Non-response runs from 1~ C?) to 
32% CMedian 16.5 and average 12.16%). The lowest number of 
proponents occurs together with the highest number of opponents, 
but the lowest number of opponents occurs when non-respondents 
are the highest. After an initial period of fairl~ high levels of 
non-response and proponents of deplo~ment both categories wear 
down b~ the autumn of 1981 onl~ for the proponents to gradual!~ 
climb back up again. to their earlier strength and more. Dividing 
the 1979-1985 period in two, with 1982 as a pivotal ~ear, and 
averiging out the ~earl~ results, we conclude that the relation 
between opponents and- proponents has remained unchanged. Whatever 
had happened in the first period, had happened again in the 
second. 

PRO 
CON 

1979-1981 

27.28 
72.72 

Table 33. 

1983-1985 

27.~5 
72.5~ 

It means that non-respondents made up their mind (average 
non-respondents number 15.28~ in the first period and 9.03% in 
the second, a 60~ reduction) and joined the ranks of both pro and 
con according to their relative strength. Whether this is the 
result of "educational" efforts b~ different interest groups at 
different times is difficult to prove. Could one presume that 
this relationship will remain as it was now that initial deplo~
ments have taken place? Or will this especial!~ discourage oppo
nents into non-responses or even make some join the proponents 
after all? We could so far not trace an~ follow-up results that 
could tell us of the current situation. 
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Sometimes the question an deployment in ''Belgium'' had been 
preceded or followed by a similar question an the deployment of 
these missiles in "Europe". Usually, these questions would lead 
to very similar results, be it that deployment in Europe would 
usually encounter somewhat lesser opponents. One example is the 
SOBEMAP-pall, October 1981. 

Table 3'±. 

1.ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST DEPLOYMENT OF MISSILES IN EUROPE, BOTH 
IN THE EAST AS IN THE WEST? 

2. WOULD YOU ALSO ACCEPT THE DEPLOYMENT OF SUCH MISSILES ON 
BELGIAN TERRITORY? COctaber 1981) 

PRO DEPLOYMENT IN 
EUROPE BELGIUM 

10.9 8.2 

CONTRA DEPLOYMENT 
EUROPE BELGIUM 

87.2 88.9 

NON~ RESPONSE 
EUROPE BELGIUM 

1.9 2.9 

CEuramissiles: les Belges ... , l'Evenement, December 3, 1981J 

The regional differences are considerable. Mast proponents of 
deployment in Europe would be found in Brussels (17.3%). Most 
proponents of deployment in Belgium are to be found in Wallania 
C12.1%). In bath cases, least proponents are found in Flanders 
(respectively 7.0% and S.S%). When you add threat or balance 
considerations Brussels and Wallania would shift place an the 
following particular questions from the same pall. 

Table 35. 

1. IF MISSILES ARE DEPLOYED IN EASTERN EUROPE DO YOU FAUOUR 
E~UIUALENT MISSILES IN WESTERN EUROPE? 

2. DD YOU ALSO FAUOUR DEPLOYMENT OF SUCH MISSILES IN BELGIUM? 

PRO DEPLOYMENT 
EUROPE BELGIUM 

so 3'±.1 

CON DEPLOYMENT 
EUROPE BELGIUM 

'±3.5 57.8 

NON-RESPONSE 
EUROPE BELGIUM 

6.5 8.1 

CEuramissiles: les Belges ... , l'Evenement, December 3, 1981.] 

Brussels and Wallonia appeal for a "tit for tat• on the European 
level (respectively 59.5% and 60.'±%) but are less enthusiast for 
such approach involving a deployment in Belgium (respectively 
'±6.'±% and '±1% pro). In Flanders the majority is against in bath 
instances C'±2% pro against 51% apposed, and only 27% pro in the 
case of deployment in Belgium). 
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Which we•e the va•iables that would seem to influence the •espon
se or the population? In the above a reference to Eastern Europe 
Cthreat and underlying enemy images) and "equivalence" (appealing 
or a sense for military balance) sharply reduced opposition. The 
following question by SCOPE (September/October 1983) for Time 
Magazine (October 31, 1983) reduced opponents to 33% while propo
nents rose to 66%. But what dan be deduced from such a complex 
statement to which one adhe•es or not? 

"THE COUNTRIES OF WESTERN EUROPE AND NATO ARE GENERALLY ON THE 
RIGHT COURSE NOW, TRYING TO NEGOTIATE ARMS REDUCTION IN GENEVA, 
BUT ALSO PLANNING TO DEPLOY PERSHING !Is AND CRUISE MISSILES IF 
THE USSR DOES NOT REDUCE ITS OWN NUCLEAR THREAT." 

What motivates opponents in their own view? A majority opposes 
any form or nuclear armament. CIMR-poll, June 1983: 81%. 
DIMARSO-poll, May 198~: 82%) Therefore opponents against 
deployment or missiles in Belgium would also oppose them being 
deployed elsewhere in Europe. Opposition is less if they were to 
be deployed outside Europe. A majority or opponents believes all 
nuclear weapons should be abolished. But often they seem to be 
open to discussion in which case their opposition is oriented not 
towards all nuclear weapons but only to the new ones. New weapons 
are superfluous since there are too many nuclear bombs already. 
Fear these will escalate the arms race or provoke a limited 
nuclear war in Europe also remains an important motivation. 

Table 36. 

WHY DD YOU OPPOSE DEPLOYMENT OF NEW NUCLEAR MISSILES IN BELGIUM? 
CMAY 198~) 

All nuclear weapons should be abolished 82% 
There are already too many nuclear weapons in the wo•ld Si% 
Deployment will escalate the arms race 38% 
Deployment could lead to a nuclear war limited to Europe 36% 
Deployment may provoke a Soviet attack 3~% 

CDIMARSD-USIS, May 198~.] 

The results suggest opposition could to a certain extent be 
influenced by e.g. a time factor Cthe non-occurance or a Soviet 
attack even after initial deployments), guarantees that a nuclear 
war could not be limited to Europe, convincing arms •eductions 
and even more by credible nuclear disarmament postures, negotia
tions, p•oposals. 
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Howeve•, unilate•al nuclea• disa•mament, a postu•e not taken by 
the peace o•ganizations in Belgium, was not favou•ed. 57~ would 
''jettison" the idea that "nuclea• weapons a•e so dange•ous and 
immo•al that the West should unilate•ally disa•m and dest•oy all 
its nuclear fo•ces in o•de• to p•evant nuclaa• wa• at all cost." 
CTime, Octobe• 31, 1983). The June 1983 IMR-poll found no suppo•t 
fo• unilata•al disa•mamant whatsoeva•. Complete disa•mament, in 
o•de• to maintain o• •again a balance of powe•, would be suppo•
ted by ~5% if it we•e mutual. The c•eation of a nuclea• f•ee zone 
in Eu•ope gathe•ed as much suppo•t as the ze•o-option C7%). We 
will •etu•n to the ze•o-option fu•the• on. 

Reducing the numbs• of missiles to be deployed could have an an 
impo•tant impact on public opinion in Belgium. The Belgian 
gove•nments position - a wait and see what comes out of the nego
tiations befo•e we decide on doing less than what we al•eady 
p•omised at NATO - had made an explicit •efa•ence to a possible 
"inte•im solution". The state of negotiations allowing, Belgium 
could eventually decide not to deploy the whole lot of missiles 
o•iginally planned C~B c•uise missiles). Deploying a thi•d, o• 
two thi•ds of that numbs• would than suffice. The app•oach also 
had the advantage that it was quite compatible with NATO's deploy
ment schedule. Polls would look into public attitudes on such 
''inte•im'' deployments. It was said that the maJo•ity of •aspen
dents did not ca•e much about the actual numbe• but •athe• 
whethe• missiles would be deployed o• not. CPano•ama, Septembe• 
13, 1983). 

Table 37. 

IS SUBSTITUTING THE PLANNED ~8 MISSILES IN THE NETHERLANDS AND ~8 

IN BELGIUM BY 32 MISSILES AN ACCEPTABLE COMPROMISE? CJune 1983) 

YES 
NO 
NO ANSWER 

3~% 

60% 
6% 

De houding van de Belgische bevolking ten aanzien van de bewape
ningswedloop en de plaatsing van ke•nwapens op Belgisch g•ond
gebied, IMR & Associates, Juni 1983, p.B. 

In this poll the "NO's" could also include those who absolutely 
want the ~8, and none less, to be deployed. A •athe• su•p•ising 
3~~ Ca thi•d of the sample) would go fo• lass than ~8 missiles. 
This scena•io doubles the numbs• of p•oponents Cthey numbe•ed 
16.9% in this poll). The question was •epeated one yea• late• 
with a simila• •esult, i.e. a doubling of the Cthen 19%) numbs• 
of p•oponents of deployment. Opposition would not be that much a 
matte• of p•inciples afte• all? 
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Table 38 

RIG~J NOW THE DEPLOYMENT OF ~8 MISSILES IN THE NETHERLANDS AND ~8 

MISSILES IN BELGIUM IS CONSIDERED. IF THE BELGIAN GOVERNMENT WERE 
TO SUCCEED IN REDUCING THE NUMBER TO 32 WOULD THAT MEET YOUR 

SATISFACTION? (July 188~) 

YES 
NO 
NO ANSWER 

~1.8% 

52.8% 
5.2~ 

CHoe staat de Belg t.o.v. het plaatsen van kernraketten? Omnibus
onderzoek, CEGOS-MAKROTEST, Augustus 188~.] 

Table 38. 

WOULD YOU CHANGE YOUR MIND: (February 1885) 

I. Ir the USSR disposed or stronger 
military rorces in Europe 

2. Ir not the Americans but the 
Europeans were to deploy these missiles 

3. Ir non-deployment would weaken the 
cohesion or the Atlantic Alliance 

~. Ir deployment would positively inrluence 
East-West negotiations 

5. Ir deployment would reduce the risks or 
war in Europe 

6. Ir Belgium would dispose or submarines 
and would deploy cruise missiles on 
submarines instead or on land 

YES NO DNK/NA 

20 67 13 

16 72 12 

15 68 16 

ss 16 

36 52 12 

10 76 1~ 

CL.REYCHLER, Opiniepeiling over derensiebeleid, studierapport, 
April 1885.] 

Opponents were also asked about other conditions that could 
convince them to change their mind. What is the prorile or those 
willing to change their mind? Men more orten than women agree to 
any or these alternatives. A positive relationship exists between 
the C~ given) levels or education and the willingness to suppo~t 
Cany) or the alternatives. Dirrerences could be very important. 
Up to 50% or higher educated would opt ror deployment ir it 
reduced the risks or war, ~~% if the negotiations were better ofr 
with deployment. Those least inclined to give up opposition can 
be round amongst the lower educated Conly alternative #6 disturbs 
this). This seems conrirmed in that or all proressional 
categories labourers, usually they have enjoyed less scholing, 
are indeed least inclined to give up their opposition, while 
employees are most inclined to give in. People with children 
would slightly more orten go ror the alternative than people 
without. More orten though they would also maintain a stronger 
opposition, too. Exception made ror alternative #5. 
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Opposition in Flanders varies but only once does it fall under 
66% (alternative #5: 52%), This poll indicated only ~3.5% 
opposing deployment in Wallonia tq start with. Any alternative, 
except the Belgian nuclear submarines! is good enough an argument 
to let go and to further disintegrate opposition. It doesn't 
raise above 56.2% and falls under ~0% for alternative #5. There 
is also a lot of hesitation and non-response. The least 
hesitation is found in Brussels where both opposition remains 
lower than in Flanders though higher than in Wallonia and where 
proponents for the given alternatives usually number the most. 
The average of the willingness for change Cchange - yes + dnk) in 
Flanders is 28.3%, in Brussels 3~.7% and in Wallonia ~9.5%. 

NEGOTIATION POWER 

The promise of genuine and credible arms reduction negotiations 
and disarmament are probably one of the most powerful levers to 
be pulled on a ''disarmament" movement. In the cruise missile 
debate in Belgium it has also been tested on a "non-armament'' 
movement. Even before the American president had really launched 
his zero-option proposal it was sounded out, also in Belgium. 

A SOBEMAP-poll in October 1981 gets a reading of 85.9% in favour 
of "the complete elimination of these missiles in Europe, both in 
the East and in the West, as proposed by the president of the 
United States.• 10.7% were against and only 3.~% fail.an answer. 
Unanimous readings in Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels. The simple 
message: zero- none appeals to a large majority. But when the 
same people were asked whether they thought this proposal was 
anything more than simple propaganda it became obvious that it 
wasn't all that clear. 

Table ~0. 

DO YOU THINK THAT THIS PROPOSAL BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES IS SIMPLE PROPAGANDA ? COCTOBER 1981) 

YES 
NO 
DNK/NA 

BELGIUM 

33.3 
3~.7 

32.0 

FLANDERS 

31.2 
32.6 
36.3 

WALLONIA BRUSSELS 

36.7 
3S.~ 

27.9 

33.7 
~3.7 

22.6 

CEuromissiles: les Belges disent oui a Reagan, l'Evenement, 
December 3, 1981, S.J 
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The zero-option nevertheless continued to attract a lot of suppor
ters although these related the proposal exclusively to the sura
missile debate. Indeed, when asked for alternatives to the 
current Cim)balance of "power", a more general framework, only 7% 
mark the zero-option when it is suggested to them. CIMR, June 
1983). The zero-option is preferred over the deployment of new 
missiles even if three quarters of the respondents don't believe 
the Soviets would live up to their part of such a deal. In fact a 
majority believes the Soviets simply will refuse to reduce its 
SS-20 sura-missiles. (Opinions des francophones a l'egard des 
euromissiles en Europe de l'Ouest, UNIOP, October 1983), 

In May 198~ some 67% of respondents would not blindly trust the 
Soviets to respect possible arms control agreements CSondage 
confidential US, in Le Soir, September 19, 198~). 

The USIA in February 1985, when US-USSR negotiations took up 
again, counted as much respondents who thought the "US was indeed 
making a genuine effort to reach a serious arms reduction 
agreement with the USSR" as that it counted respondents who 
thought it was not the case (~1% pro, ~2% con, 17% dnk). 
Respondents then thought less still of the USSR efforts C23% 
genuine, 58% not, 19% dnk). This would now be much less clear it 
appears. Two thirds of interested respondents thought the resumed 
negotiations were unlikely to result in an agreement to reduce 
nuclear weapons. A quarter of the respondents even volunteered to 
answer that the US and the USSR would "never" reach such an 
agreement. 11% would tended to give the US the blame, 28% the 
USSR, but. 61% would not know w~o was to blame if no agreement 
could be reached between the two. 

The UNIOP-poll in February 1985 showed that "conditional'' 
opponents of deployment of cruise were reduced to less than two 
thirds if only the negotiations "continued". More than two thirds 
of "conditional proponents" of deployment would definitely join 
proponents ranks if the negotiations would break down. The mere 
existence of arms reduction negotiations thus made a difference 
of some 20% in the support for missile deployment. Although 
conditional respondents were found more amongst the parties in 
government, the relative effect of the mere negotiations would be 
much larger on the parties in the opposition. 

The summit meeting between the president of the US and the 
secretary-general of the USSR have attracted wide attention, also 
in Belgium. A majority of respondents believes an early arms 
control treaty between the superpowers is "very" important, and 
although 37% of respondents believe the arms control talks have 
made no difference at all on the chances of a nuclear war, ~2% 
think it has decreased them. CDIMARSO, February 1986J 
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THE MISSILES AND POLITICAL·PARTIES 

The last category to be discussed here is the political party Con 
the basis of last vote). Lets first see how people respond on the 
question about their last vote. 

Table 'fl. 

DO YOU FAUOR OR OPPOSE DEPLOYMENT OF THE MISSILES CFEBRUARY 1985) 

CUP PSC PUU PRL CPB SP PS uu FDF OTHERS DNK/NA 

PRO 17 57 S'f 6'f 37 9 38 22 'f 23 23 
CON 70 33 'f6 25 37 80 51 69 87 67 59 
DNK 13 10 0 11 25 11 10 9 9 10 18 

CL.REYCHLER, Opiniepeiling over defensiebeleid.J 

Uoters for the christian parties CCUP and PSC) are split on the 
issue, along regional lines. Consensus in the liberal family is 
safe. In the opposition consensus is less safe between both 
socialist parties CSP and PS) although those against deployment 
hold a majority still. In the regional-nationalist parties, UU 
and FDF, opposition is clear. 

Those amongst the voters for the Flemish christian democrats 
CCUP) and opposing deployment reach their lowest level C58.1%) 
for alternative #5. Nevertheless, they then number more than 
those opposing deployment amongst the voters of the SP CFlemish 
socialists) or the UU. They even number more than the SP, which 
is the main party in opposition, or the UU under alternative #'f. 
(negotiations). PUU CFlemish liberals) opposition is surprisingly 
radical. PRL (french-speaking radical liberals) opposition melts 
for any alternative which could present itself. PSC opposition 
less so, but then those voters seem to be less burdened with 
doubt. Both the PS and FDF gather tough resistance against the 
alternatives. 

Asked whether one would vote for the same party next time if it 
would agree with a deployment it seems that in general the 
relative reward is greater than .the punishment. But punishment 
there is. Over 30% of men, active population, employee and those 
with a higher scholing threaten ,to change parties. Most reward 
(voters still vote for the same party even if it agrees with 
deployment) and least punishment Cvoters vote for another party) 
is certain in Wallonia. Reward and punishment break even in 
Brussels and Flanders with a slight preference for reward in 
Brussels and the opposite in Flanders. 
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In order oE the "certain punishment" Eorecasted: 
SP, UU, FDF, PS, PSC, CUP, CPB, PUU, PRL. 

In order of the "certain reward" Eorecasted: 
PRL, CPB, PUU, PSC, PS, UU, CUP, FDF, SP. 

It is clear that the liberals barely suEEer. The SP, that had 
been the strongest opponent aE the missiles, even while in govern
ment, would suEEer at all ends. The CUP suEEers less but is the 
party with mast aE its earlier voters undecided. To sum this up: 
the only parties which could definitely loose through whatever 
hesitation an their part in this matter are those who invested 
the most in an opposition against the missiles. The parties to 
potentially loose mast voters in this matter ARE ALLREADY IN THE 
OPPOSITION ! ! ! 

These general conclusions also seem to be confirmed by the 
UNIOP-poll, held in the same period oE February-March 1985. 
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BELGIAN PEACE MOUEMENT ANa PUBLIC OPINION 

The Belgian peace movement, that is society in gene•al in its 
g•owing awa•eness, debate of and stand en secu•ity and peace 
•elated issues, has been polled and weighed to its political 
impact. Much less attention went to how.the population viewed the 
t•aditicnal c• even the new peace c•ganisaticns. 

F•cm the June 1983 IMR-pcll we lea•n that the "c•ganized peace 
movement", which most will knew unde• the te•m of "peace 
movement§." itself, is known by 78% .of •espcndents, which is a 
•athe• high numbe•. Indeed, the MAKROTEST-poll one yea• late• 
finds that the peace movements have "slipped away". Only 56% is 
still awa•e of its activities in the spring of 198~. Women less 
then men. Highe• class mc•e than !ewe•. The peace movements a•e 
also bette• known in the la•ger towns and canters than in the 
smalle• villages and en the.ccunt•yside. 

Table ~2. 

TO WHICH EXTENT DO YOU AGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING: 

1. Peace movements are a positive contribution 
to peace and stability/balance 

2. Peace movements play in the hand of those 
who want to upset the balance or who want 
to preserve their supe•io•ity 

3. Peace movements lead to an increasing aware
ness of the population 

~. Peace movements have a real influence on the 
decisions of the (national) government 

5. Peace movements have a real influence on 
powe• holders at the international level 

6. Peace movements can influence the cur~ent 
negotiations 

7. Whatever you do the nuclear missiles are 
su•e to come anyway 

CPanc•ama, Septembe• 20, 1983, p.30.J 

1983 198~ 
++/+ 1-5 

63.2 ~6.6 3.3 

11.5 2~.7 2.7 

~3.~ 51.3 3.'± 

11.8 20.3 2.7 

1~.3 18.7 2.6 

8.9 22.1 2. 7 

61 3.6 

CHoe staat de Belg t.o.v. het plaatsen van kern•aketten? 
Omnibuscnderzcek, Cegos Makrotest & Pano•ama, August 198~.] 

Most •espondents (81.6% in 1983) have never participated in any 
action of the peace movements. 18% in 1983 says they have. A 
UNIOP-poll held in Octcbe• 1983 amongst french-speaking Belgians 
found that although 78% didn't disapprove of the then planned 
Octcbe• •ally in Brussels, and 71% thought it a rather geed 
thing, still 6~% thought it net useful. Only 12% planned to 
pa•ticipate in the rally, of which half were really su•e. They 
didn't come, .. 
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Taking a closer look ~o the above 198~ results one notes a lower
ing belief in the peace movement with age, only to increase again 
with the oldest group Cthe parents and their children?). This 
also goes for those who reject a partiality of the peace movement 
in the balance-game. The higher the social class of the 
respondent the less uncertainty and the more recognition of the 
educational Cand polarizing) function of the peace movement. 
There is little doubt about the limited influence of the peace 
movement. Only some 20% of respondents feel they have influence 
to bear at the national level, a third thinks they don't and the 
rest doesn't know what to think. The lower middel class sees them 
having some impact. Those aged 35-~~. the age group counting most 
proponents of the cruise deployment, are least impressed by the 
alleged influence of the peace movements, but they are also the 
category which the least of all denies their influence. 
Especially the youngest are most desperate, and if not desperate 
the most doubtful, about the influence of the peace movement. The 
direct conclusion though should be drawn from the responses to 
the last phrase presented. The hopelessness expressed by a large 
majority that "whatever one does, the missiles are sure to come 
anyway" ! ! ! 

The lower the class the more doubt and the less rejection of it. 
Rejection of the phrase is thrice the size in the highest versus 
the lowest class. Similarily 50% of the highest class believe 
that the intervention of smaller countries, such as Belgium C?), 
could contribute to non-deployment of nuclear weapons. Only 8 % 
of the lowest class would agree to this. 

This pattern continues straight through a more mobilising phrase: 
"If all opponents of nuclear weapons would campaign thi~ would 
influence the negotiations on the nuclear weapons." The phrase 
actually reflects the trust in the decisive role of majorities in 
the democratic political decision making process, extended to 
foreign policy as well. This trust is safe for over three 
quarters of respondents agree in one way or another. The trust is 
stronger amongst women, highest and lower middle class and 
younger generations. It is in the same categories that the 
stronger opposition against the deployment of cruise missiles 
could be located. They would use the democratic structures to 
press their goals. And when they don't succeed there is a fair 
chance they will blame it on themselves not being able to have 
rallied enough support for the cause. But in fact the fight had 
already long been fought since of all categories most involved, 
~. but the highest class which is the lowest in number, really 
believed their case to meet success in the end. 

HOPE STILL 

It is interesting, in closing up this paper to return to some 
earlier background results. They have to do with the different 
attitudes between the Flemish and the french-speaking in the 
country. Poll-results throughout these war & peace, security, 
defense and disarmament issues seem to have indicated that the 
regions in Belgium are going through different phases of aware
ness on the general peace issue. They seem to imply that the 
Flemish would be less predisposed to use of violence. Not only in 
their choice of the defensive means for the country in peacetime 
but also in the forms of resistance against an occupant 
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Table '13. 

1. SHOULD THE DEFENSE OF THE COUNTRY BE SECURED BY MILITARY MEANS 
OR SOLELY BY NONVIOLENT MEANS? CJune-July 1980) 

MILITARY MEANS 
NONVIOLENT 

MEANS ONLY 

Flandel:'s 

53% 
Lf7% 

Wallonia 

55% 
'15% 

BI:'ussels 

58% 
'12% 

Belgium 

SS% 
'15% 

2. WHATEVER YOUR ANSWER TO THE PREVIOUS ~UESTIONS, WOULD YOU 
FAVOUR ARMED RESISTANCE OR A RESISTANCE WITH EXCLUSIVELY NON
VIOLENT MEANS, IN CASE OF FOREIGN OCCUPATION OF THE COUNTRY? 

ARMED RESISTANCE 
NONVIOLENT 

RESISTANCE 

C LEVY, p. '10-'±lJ 

Flandei:'S 

37 
63 

Wallonia 

5'± 
'16 

BI:'ussels 

5'± 
'±6 

Belgium 

'±5 
55 

A lal:'ge numbel:' or the population opts rot' the nonviolent alte•
native. It is not cleat' howevel:' if the ril:'st question was undel:'
stood as an inquil:'y into the "ethical no•m" vel:'sus a dirre•ent 
mate•ial •eality. No• whethet' the I:'espondents have any rul:'thel:' 
idea or what "nonviolent means only" could mean. Nevet'theless, 
LEVY combined the I:'esults to both questions and round a cci:'I:'ela
ticn between the rcl:'m or •esistance Cviclent cl:' nonviolent) one 
would use against an extel:'nal enemy . and against ann occupant 
within the countl:'y. He rinds Flandel:'s less violence pt'one, 
B•ussels most violence pl:'one. 

DEFENSE 
ASSURED BY 
MEANS OF 

RESISTANCE TO 

FLANDERS WALLONIA 

Table '±'±. 

FOREIGN OCCUPATION 

BRUSSELS BELGIUM 

VIOL NONVIOL VIOL NONVIOL VIOL NONVIOL VIOL NONVIOL 

MILITARY 31 
NONVIOLENCE 6 

22 
'11 

'±'± 
10 

11 
35 

50 
'± 

8 
38 

38 
7 

17 
38 

What could this possibly mean? Why this attitude? Is it still 
thet'e? Is it a one time coi:'I:'elaticn? How deep does it go? Is it 
conditional to othel:' attitudes? To which and to which extent? Can 
it be developped? To what? 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Or all secu•ity issues in this pel:'icd 
most divisive one. It would appeal:' as 
@ LPI 
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developed, the debate into which ever more people were drawn and 
eventually took a stand on, came about in a sort of war-scare and 
was accompanied by a gradual decrease of the fear that a world 
war is immanent. 

The debate, which perhaps had an educational impact surely had a 
polarizing effect. It also pacified worst fears. The regional 
differences in Belgium, which are present in general politics, 
are also evidenced in these matters. Confidence in NATD's ability 
to deter aggression or to fend off an attack was not the issue. 
Nor was it the perception of a military · balance which seems to 
have been linked to ones political party preferences much more 
than to ones own possible insights. Nuclear weapons are impopu
lar, are not related to balances, more is not better for peace. 
In the heat of the cruise debate Flanders would have had the 
American nuclear weapons sent to where they came from and the 
American troops along with them. Even those in favour of nuclear 
weapons are quite reluctant to a first-use policy, crossing the 
nuclear threshold in case the conventional defenses are overrun. 
Half of the Flemish population doesn't tell whether it would 
fight or live through foreign domination. 

We found that, in the periods we reviewed, 
non-~espondents had diminished to add to the 
opponents of deployment, proportionate to the 
those already enjoyed. 

the number of 
proponents and 
support each of 

We have searched for the variables that may have played a role in 
the minds of those opposing the deployment of these weapons and 
which arguments could have induced them to change their minds. 
The prospect of further reducing the risk of war and the positive 
impact of an eventual deployment on what people still perceive as 
disarmament negotiations could. So could perhaps''time" and 
Armageddon holding off after all. 

We've also looked at how political parties, through their 
respective voters, had faced up to the ultimate deployment 
decision of March 1985. We found that, although many opponents of 
deployment were located in government parties, only the 
opposition were sure to loose their base if they dared to give 
in. The relative reward for a deployment decision was larger than 
that of punishment, at least far those in government at that 
time. 

We hav~ found broad sympathies far the peace movement 
organizations but limited to mere vocal support, hardly any 
belief in their influence an decision making and a tragic 
hopelessness that one could effectively counter the missiles by 
any action whatsoever. 

We dare to end this review calling attention again to the 
regional differences that could be observed throughout the period 
covered and would hope this could be investigated further. 
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Some .:;uestior.s of Peace and 'liar in the Publ.ic 

Opini~n j~ t~e CSSR 
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Institu'e, Fra.c:ue, CSS.:t 

'J:ne of tr.s tasks of toCey 's soc·j ·Jlo~~;y J.s t:J stuC:y relatj Jr:.s 

bet·1e~~ p~ece ~oveme~t and ''new ~hinking''. ~e would like to 

make some remarks e~aut social and polit:cal consequences of 
-1) 

in tr.e soclliist c'Juntr:i es. 

Let us start by reme=tbering the ima~~e of peace f-"Jrces as it 

wgs ~r~sentad in the socialist count~ies a~~ oftsn also am~~g 

the fri~nfly orientate~ pe8ple 1n t~e ~est f~r a lo~£ tjme : 

in the ~est peace f~rces were set e~ual to peace mJv=~~nt ~f 

~lai~ ~9Jpls a~Rinst tts n~~fessjonal p~ljticians. conngcted 

·~ith the military-industrial complex while in the ~est peace 

forc,:;s !!fere i:Jent.ifj sd with officj al governo::;r.t s p.Jlic-=.: 

express1np in ~eneral f~rm the will of natiJns. It c~ul~ be 

the reason ~hy s~me peopl: in the ~est ju~~e there 1s no peace 

move~ent in the socialist cJuntries at all. 

According to the "new thinking" it is necessary to· change. 

this image and to activate the masses on bath sides. It means 

in the ~est the activation of all groups of copulation that 

have adequate social and oolitical preoo·siti'JI1S and w!:ose 

interests do not C':lntradict disarmament, incl~ding sbme 

capitalists and o·st of middle-classes. In t~e East sue~ 

activatj Jn m9ans to pass fr)m hif:h, but rathe~ pass1v~ agreement 

with ' the ~~v~rnr~ent s n)licy to ~e~v S?ontane~us peace activjt:ies. 

Sven this is ~hat is called "t==> Jverc'JJ1~ tt!?. 

stere~tyne :>f nuclear 'Neap"Jn era". Jne of' t.h~ i!np·Jrtatnt tasks· 
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of sociJl::>g~t is t::> a!'lal;;se the situati:m in the s.)det.v, t.icat 

means t~analyse the suopositiJ!'lS for such a change ::>f thin~ing. 

i~porta!'lt to rsflect not ::>nly 

objective factor~ but also to look after subjective ~ispositions 

This ~s important not ::>nly because 

thi~king i~f~ences be.havior ~eeol~ but also because social 

Such an analysis shouldn't be organised only in one 

cJuntries. Up t::> n::r·,· ·.·fe can 2o no =nore ttan supple:1·r:t the 

situati8n in pu~:ic ooini~n 1n Czechosl~vekia, ~ut ~e join 

the iniciative proposed during "2nd Symposium "Sociology and 

Peace "/Linowsee, GDR 1987/ to create an international team 
to study cooperatively the opinion in several countries of 

both political systems 

It was many times 
stressea t~at researcn 1n. the field of p~ace move~e~t 

and kee~ir.g peacs psrso::-ctives were on·:= of t!:e ~fL·St important 

tasks of every social science, . 1 . 1 ~ 0 1" ill8ln ~~- S::>Cl:J OEY• 'ur Fuh JC 

Jpini.)n .2essarcl: Insti • ue in PrazLle took this tBsk w:i th all 

respm~si bility. In the t·No an~ a half elapsed years we condue<tsd 

four surveys concerning the ::>robl9ms of peace and tu.rnin~ off 

war. All our results were passed to leading political bo~ies 

in Czechoslovakia. We would like to let y1u know in short 

•he main results. 

Fund~mantal importance ha~ the opinion on ~he ~angar 

of starting off a new ~orl~ war an~ of the possibility of 

deflecting this danger. Our surveys show ttat ~ince 1980 

the percsnta£e of population who rea!ise this danger fro~s 

slowly fro'll 8] to 90 percent. Dominatir:r;\ a:r!Jng these people 

is the belief that ~er can be turned off ~ only 8% of 
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Czechoelovak po~ulation say it ca~nost ~e deflected. That 

means tte fatalistic ten~encies are rat~er rare in CSS2, 

··.~hi eh can alsa be d:;:n:J!:streted by anJther result : :1nly 4% 

of the po~ulatiJn think there ~ust be a w~rl1 war bit·7eeen 

socialis~ and capitaJis~ soon~r or later. 55% believe in 

long c~a2e coexist2~ce and 22% find such a war probable. 

L9t ~s say ~tet 3S to tte pJssible restllts of t~e ev~ntual 

nuclsar warld ''18!' ... h-?. public O':)ini~n in Czech·Jslovakj 9 f.oes!1 ": 

we ·~ent a littla bit f·~rtter. 

~ of Cz~ctoslavak ~~a~l~ ' . 

countries are to win in such a case, 4% named capitalist 

cJuntrie·· as a ?robabl~ ·~1~n~r and 46% exoresse~ tte ~pjni~n 

that bJth sides have e1ual chance. We are convi~csd that "he 

idea of oossible winning a. ~on-nuclear ~orld ···ar is a re:ict 

of ths nuclear "!reap on era t-Jo, a ver,y danger Jus Jne, a ne' it 

dem:nstrates fr~m s~other ?~int of visl~ t~at the sjcial 

tfuinking is really outstan~ing. Here we see another area f~r 

cooperation between peace anj ecological m~v~msnti. It's 

obvious that most people, at least in Czachoslovakj~ do not 

realize tha: today's results of a non-nuclear and e~en non-

chemical world war ~ould be totally different from those 

of World ::Jar I ar..d even of World "!.'ar II. Several catastrophes 

of chemical fact?ries·such as in So~eto, UniJn Carbide in 

India and of course catastrophes of nuclear po-~er stations 
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11. k~ Tsche.,nob,·l or Throe '·'i, ~s Isl~nr' s>-o··1 t"·at th., "~" ·~ • ... .. ..r ..., hl. .L ·~ c;-,..o •• • • • • • ·-· ...... ,;:) -

of' classical ·veapnns on such objects c:JL:ld have nearl.y th2 

same effects as t!"!e use of' nuclear '.'leaaons. Anybody c.)uld 

imagine the consequences of an ef~ective attac on the systei 

of da~s in Holland, fo~ example. 

All this to:ether with i~eolofical reasJns undsrlinas 

the necessi i;r not t::> bau'1d our eff'art on ~uestians of l'!Ucl"ar 

disarma:ne:1t only. ~!":at is 'Nhy we feel the sec.Jnc Sci"".mict-Sc!:r·:arz 
. 3/ ~ . . .. 11 tr.esls ~g.l:.1s::r:g ~:"'lr~::!lpla_ .... y 8!1Y ~ind of war as a "?3Y ~f 

solvi~F- intn~ra~ian~ 1 c~n~lictQ to be ccn•~al ooint in th~ ·-~ .... , .. .._. ... -· 1,. ... ,_.,..L. ....... ... ..._ ...... L.- . ·- - ~ 

11 1.- • • • 11 new tr,l n!Clr...g • 

Our res~lts sho~ als~ ~hat Czechoslovak ~~p~lsti~~ ~id 

not suffer from the tendencies of the certain te~~ora~y crisis 

Of noaca m~··~~ant t>-at ~~ul~ bo obsc~vo~ 1'n savonal CJ'lntrl'as ~"..., - "I•...; V ·- '•• - ' • • ..... -.J '--' ..., ""'... .._. '- • - - .._ - • ..,... 

after t!"!e deoloyment of' US Euromissiles. On the other hand 

we have to a-~~it that a non-ignorable part of peJple in t~e 

CSSR - 52% do believe that the destr~ying power of nuclear 

·,•;ea:10ns is a sufficient safer'Jar0 a~a:inst nuclear war. T~is 

is p~obably a~other one of the relicts of nuclea~ weap1n sra, 

which does not correspond to t~day's reality. In conng±iJn 

with "perestro.yka" of thinking in international rele"':ions 

it is necessary to-show people, includirig the politician~ 

that such opinion is the part of the past. The danger of 

starting off' a nuclear '::orld war is now too high beca'..lse of 

the growing probability of technical mistakes, people's 

failure or even people's misuse with uncontrollable consequences. 

But let's come back to the results of our InsU•t.<"t? .• 

Together wi ti:: the o:::ini )n of new world war canger ··,•e surveyed 

where - according to ·respaneent s ocinion - this danger cJmes 

from. Dom:natlng in the CSSR is the ocinion that m~2t ~angerous 

for peace is the actual DJlitical ·Jrientation ,Jf tr.e USA /4f"'U 
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o-:> of the USA toP"sther 'l!itr. t:,eir partners in NATO /18%/. 

Rele•iv?ly often, in 22% of the cases, was in this c•nnection 

mentioned the Fe~eral Henubiic Germany, orobably ~ue to the 

,. . . ~ . ~ ~·1 d 'h ·1 star1c .::xperleEce or our !18tl0!1S. nemar .. ~a::-; .... y ecrease·:· t ... e 

anxiousness of China as a possibl~ source of world ~ar danger. 

'lsry lo··: is the percents~;e 0f' ans••1ers in::icatj !'lg USSR as the 

m::>st ~ange~ous o~~er - it is l~ss tte!1 one jn a tun~reC. 

A o:. t ::1:::>£'8 f:-::: ::L~.-s!:t. 1 3 :!':e :)1J.inis!1 "'CIT1a~"'+ii"'\:::O 
.......... ...1.- ... ~,. .. - ·o t=-:e -:r:eJr:y 

,..,!n 1 • I 
o:j eeao.. ~~nlt.' :J f' b·ot" · t!SS" a~-' ·u·s' 'ou+ "V"'n +"1'" ~t""l" - .......... .:1 l.;t_. li.' .. - ._ ·-· .... ;:::, ._..,, ..... 

b~lo~ lC~. For 1957 ···o .. - ;Jre?3re a !1 e 1.'l S'lrV':~/ Jn t~ese ~uestions 

a~~ in c~~nectiQ~ with the latest s~viet p~ace inici.ativ~s 

f' . ... -f' . . • .,...,c:..-. . . . we ?res~Ie a urtner ~ec~ease a_ opJ~Jo~ t~at 0~~~ m1~~t ~e 

a sJ~~c~ of new world ·~ar ~anger. 

p,.,"V8i linr- C )nv' c• i Jr. +ha• t"o D::JliC" o"' Uc', a~" '··~~' - ... ••. . .l ... • ... '· .;..:...... ~ . ,.· . .I.. .:,)."":, .!·.... ..· ••• .!.-' 

i~ a·---r-s:ivc cJu,--1 hp ...:;:J"'I"fficntQto; ......_, tr-.~ on:ini:Jn :~n - :::.t.: c - ..1.'-" ............ • .... {!~ ... _. ..... ~~- •• -=.. ·"'- l 

-:':::::10~/!:' .. ~~t Gf' us Eu:-Jr::.:i ::si les anr~ ')~ tb.-s r7.8C ... :i .J!; ·:>f tr:e 

·.varsa·J,' ?act. Fi:-ast ·.ve siu!J.lC m=nti::an a fact' that sur;;r:iser~ us 

. 't Al - ,..:~ .. be ...... - Ti---o~ ·c~.1 ., :-!1 '() ... ~-· u-- . Q jl ~ ..... -::..:r ... :,... __ a Dl • r~a .. ,y .• Lor~ -··- a_ -~o.;,ce .. c 0;- ;:, illl .• S "'~" . ·~ c .. ~ 

c a~to-10·8~ -- -lo aali "+t<>'r dan·•o'l"•"it z ....... . · ... ., ..... \i \. . .r:-.-:J ... __ r_ .... z ............... l .:_ .... --- ..... y in t.te sa::-te 

Q t t C' _ ...... t:~ ... r.. ii.o'""''~ "! ....... c t r.A f'"-~V'I t.,...,... A.:::--"' 'H...,..""./'0"" --f .... x en a~ 8..1. ._r ~,; ... ls ~-: ... -:JJ . .., ... n. a.1 ..... a L·- ... .. ::: ...... _:--.10._1""·=--L. . .~ 

corresnonding S:>viet :r,issiles in the CSSR anc GDR. Nea-:"ly 

90% of the people feel Pershing and Cruise in Eur0pe as 

~ang~rous f~r peace and only 6% express the onposite onini~n. 

This may bs the reason why 75% of 0ur population found the 

reacUon of the 'Narsa··; ?act, na!llely the c2nloymer.t of SS 20 

in the CSSR an.d GDR t0 be necJssary. 6% of .;ur people C:o•.1bted 

wt~tter the USSR missil9s in CSSR were r.eceesary and ::>nl"l 4% 

refuse~ t~is ''ensw~r'' of Jur gav~rnment /14-~ CiC!'l ... t 'kn-J''! 

or had no opinion/. F-:"J~ the 3:JcjJ1Jcical p;jnt of view 

it is very important that the acceptance of these m•asuree 

•:1as ;..-.;O"hC!"r' .... u~--- by both yJun.g people and oeonl~ with ~jgh an-:=: ' 
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/o '""r 80°' 1. n '"')+"- '""·os- ~~o"ns/ "- /C _ l; • .... :1 (,I;._. ~ C ... · U.i-J • Of course 

ttjs does nJt change the fact tha~ the pr~po3al tQ drav back 

the SS 20 from ~SS:rl and GDR tog~ther ·11ith Pershings and Cruise ! .-
from Western Eur8pe was acc9pte~ with greater pleasure then 

their ~eployment. 

What we stated above about ~a~~A~ bw"a~ accontancc "f . • c.-- • ~- .. _,_, .. - ·J 

the Jf the ·~e~eaw. Pact 

should. bs 2entioned in connection with one of the failures of 

t "' . - . - . r:.e psyc;,Qj_0?1C8J.. ~.•;ar 8f81!1St JUr country, na!"i'lsl:y the f'ailD.re 

the CSS:rl. In 

:r:.Jv ~:n..::: .- t 

that it became tr~ly nati~n-~vide an~ 

people Sl~ce, which can in a 15 milli~n in~abi~ants 8ountry 

hardl,y b~ th-s: express1on of a !!lass :n'Jvsr:le:·t :;:;~a·i nst its 
,· . . gov er !!!!!enc. 

M~ntioned fin~ings cjnfir~ the fact disc~ssec in Linowsee 

already in the 1st Sy;nnosi urn in th12 spe:>cf: of prof .Kui:r·L:;: 

peace move!!lent in the s8cjalist cou~tries ~a~s differ frJm 

. -. . b) "'f . . cavlta.=._lst cJunt!'les. :...~ course 1~ 1s !!-Jt 

the diffe~ence in strategic aims but uneoubtedly jn the c~ncrete 

objectives, m~thods and ways of struegle. We are sure that 

mainly the latest peace iniciatives oft~~ socia}ist countries 

sho··1 clearl.y that it V/::>uld be sens9less to tr:y tJ .;risntate 

here masses again:oct their governemer.ts. By the ~.,ay, public 

opinion in th9 CSSR considers the ~ain fea+ure in the foreign 

policy of th12 USSR to b2 the effort to keep osace and r2ach 

. - g~"' f ' th . ,. . t . d1sar·m.am.ent ana :f;''.J o Jur ~eop1.e ~!lnK 1 1s important 
\ 

for Czechoslova~ia to sup~rt actively Soviet foreign policy. 
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Nevertheless - ' this coesn t ~~an that the peac~ m~vement 

in CzechJslovakia co'Jldn't b': less offidal and offic:bus. 

mh h , d b - - - -J.~ ere sJ.#O!.l1. !3 rn·Jre s.pontan~J.t.:y, me>re actlvatlng~actlo~s 

for y mnc7. p2ople esoscia: 1:.', ~lanifs+ati ons, rock-for-peace 

CJ!1csrts etc. 

Anot~er i.~p~rtant topic of the surv~ys of ~ 1Jr Instit;~ 

~ 1 "Y' i '"' r n + ... J..- at ::.. ·•• ••_;. G '-' '< .; "" tt e social :i st c )'.l.nt~ i-:: s 

sha•.;.ld use· to turn off u-,e danger of a new world war. I·f:any 

thsori~s and nractical ~easures are known : an ideo nrJp~sed 

,..,., • ~:;:J ....,1.11. ta,....q -i ...... ~ ~ c::• Y'l. al c o-n ..... l ax U.J 1..•-·-- .• 1 ... •Y --~· ..... _. . ._.,__ a .• J- .... that tt~ ~ost reliable 

d~~ence a~ai~st ·var a~e still m~rs accJ~olis~e~ and·m~re 

e~ui li bri Ul!l at any ste~:: of t!-:is :;r:)csss, that mear:s -rhey 

SUDDOrt tte ~.'!8Y pr :J::' )Sed by SJC i 8 l j S t C :J:Jrltri ~ S. 1 4% fhj !':'k 

it ,_.,.ould ·be "--be, t ta,.,+ ·"'1"sar"'a'"o ·t pJ-.....o::~l -~ J s. ·- ... ·~ .... ;L •• !J... by d~str~ying a~.l 

~eapons on our sids first. Other opinions are vsry_rars, 

for exanpls 2% of our p~opls s~i~ it woul? be correct in 

an approp:·iate mament to destroy tr:e snem,y - t!:is ws· CJnsicer 

as an expression of militaristic way of thinking, another 

~elict of the oast. But th~ lo~ freauency of this JoJnion 

shows it is not so bad with peoole in Czect~slovakia. 

Even this shows that the attem>ts to cJnstitu<.> an 

''Oooosite oeac! movem9nt'' in Czechoslovakia are entirely 

senseless. S~ch a moveme~t could ~a~~ly finf a s~ci~l 

personalities ack~owle~~e anc supoort the peaceful orientation , 
~f the fJrel~n po~icy of ~ur gav~rn~msnt. s~on atter th~ ~orld 
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Asse~bly for ?ea~e, a ,- . ...-: ~t ~~·! .. 1 c '\• p~ ,_ ,a1..~ t."c __ ar .. ar, _a"ue 198] 

declared a sumcit ~f di&nitarie~, cle~i~els a~d t~~Jlogians 

of all religjons in Czechosljvakia : "";',re suooort our govemmen t . . ' 

that expresses tt2 will of our people and in.foreign policy 

pleads fJr peaceful c::J:nm~n life of c::Juntries"~ 
No important response a~ake1 among Czechoslovak p~3nle 

the ce--:--:-;;3J £:-1 ·Jri s:-:tater: a~~aginst 11 r3.ising mili ter.y exp;,:~8i tures 

in s:lc.ialis"": C)~lnt.rie~", that should, accOrding tO some 

p~·ool~ in :.he ·.·iest, Drc::are ths ;:;r.Jund f:Jr ef'.fecti ve 

functjonin~ of tha concecti::Jns of econo~ic exhaustion. 

stan1ar~ ~~ livi~~··, so that s~cialist countrie3 CJ~l~ sne~~ 

of the population ''. 

We do not ~ant to say that the jnhabitants of the CSSR 

welc::>me t!:le forcec raising ·of· mili tar:Y ex:;enses by clapping 

hands, but a 1985-aurvey shoYed, that about two thir~ of 

secure the defence of Czecho?lJvakia even at hi~her expPncitures, 

only 25~ have the op6osite ocinion~ People find economic g~owth 

to be :>ne of t[·,g r.nst imo·Jrtant ways to defens JUr republic. 

Aft ~r 811, "!hs:-1 ~a.re a~keC res~ondents ~'-'heth.er an~ hO'lJ tt.e;y 

contribute t:) keening peace, 95% answered :"I·co it b_y nzy 

good w::Jrk". In tr.is place we. should menti·Jn that ln the 

discussi•ons in the 1st ·symo?.sium in Lino-.vse_;;.,-1984, i.l ·was 

often atressed 

of exist~r:ce 

that the substantial diffsr~nce betwten the ways 

/' • /.h.· .• ·\ · 1 · t n car> .. l· taJ i st o:f p'2acymovsment 19-'t ,e soc1a~1 s an_ 
/ 
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countries 1s intG '·.rhat ext.e::t ar;d ll1. ,_,,hat mann;gr it ir.cluCes 

~ark as crsatio~ of material values on Jne hand anc p0litical 

oanifestati~n- both suppartiv~ an~ or·J. testi~~ --on_ the other 
- '--' -

hand. 

So~e different aspects as to h~w the peJple can fight 

for ?eace in :qell ~evelooed socialist en~ c·:~italist c~unt~ies 

c9n D~~it ·J~ly that ~en, ~ha ~oes n~t in a~vance a~~ in soite 

of any ar;:.cJ.::'?r:tau.on see in ti':e socia:List c mntri es "tl:e s~pir': 

cJtJ~trics ~a~t .pc82e anf firht ~~r it. Tte peJoJ.e in CSSR 

p eece 1s ~Jt kept. 
'-'" 

·:!arsa·N Jact a!":~ NATO. ,J:f several pJssi bili tes of ans~~.~ers 1n 

our s~rvey 73% of res~ondents choose t~at on~ ~xnressi~~ 

that the activity of narsaw Pact cbntributes to keening peace 

and +.hat :Jf NA'l'O ::'oes not. llnly 6% judge 

At the seme time steadily gro·us the 

that none of these 
-to % .,lt_<r/~ aA--< 

peac: e 1 ~u.e-/~;-«f /-<"e-e ~cl ,, 
4 °to JP)< ~ IJ7f'f! :,..0 1 IVIJ7tl {)-'./ ' 
nercehta~e of ~e~ple 

Pact a!"--:! NATJ /frJm 48\1'- in 1965 to 57% in 1985/ an," l::r"ers 

the 9erc~ntage cf the opinion that sccialis~ cJuntries ~ave 
. ~) 

more wea:Jons and sol'lier$ tf'r )ffi 29% in 1 9'55 to 119[, in 1985/. 

Graph 1 :Cevslcp-n~nt of :: :>•.·te r· 

between s:Jcialist and capitalist cJuntries 

/Czechosl:Jvak populaU on 15 years and ol::":er in %/ 

, 
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Lo~' t k:::ov: 

57% of -:he Czscb..oslova~population express the opinion; 

that there exist an e1uilibrium. This fact has been supported 

also by some studies of several research institues from both 

Western and Eastern c:nntries. Tb..e resul tc: of our surveys 

show that in our co·.mtry have doubt about the equilibrium 

mostldp" ople •Jd th t.l:e lowest. grace of education, ·r.-l:i eh is 

probablJ the case in other count~ies,t.oo. 

But what we want is n::>t an e-:j\.dlicrium- we "'ar:t ·no -,ar 

anf no weapons in the future. T~is tendgncy forms th~ foundation 

of the Soviet peace iniciative€ of the latest years and we 

think that any man i!". Czech:>slovakia •.-nuld say he accepts it. 

If the peace movement succeeds to force also the g:>vernments 

in the Rest-Euroo_.ean countries and USA to ju~~e in a similarly - ~ 

reasonebls way, we could really live to suhstantial changen, 
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more quiet an~ security within a measur~ble space of ~im~. 

Sut it is nscessar:y to convi nee each other still more thorou.'·i;l~' 

.of the oass cha~acte~ of ·filling peace, of ·its reality, 

to convince each other that ·;.~hat one says are not or:ly 

sayings_and slogans. So to say, it is necessary to react 

RB:;ublic of 8erna!ly, f'Jr instance, that 8zect anC Slovak ~-·::>ple 

st-.311 r:=:ver ell·y•! a~y8:Jd:V :>f t~.:: !Ja·,.rks t0 press t~e v=::ry 

but to~. 

contac~s ~f Jr~inery ?qoule, ~ainl~· youth.·· We m~an 

the real knowle~ge of life an~ tti~king of a Czec~ ~~v~k 

.p 'l 1;' 1' h s . ' ~ . ' ~amJ y, _ng Js. ~Jtns, ~rencn family of D>bois or Elot, 

At pr-o sent, -.. e try to sup:)ort in CzechJslov•;kia 'the idea that 

:for su.ch l<:a!'~inf' t.h'= few-~Jay trips are insuff'id e!'l.t. Young 

pe~~l~ stoul~ learn ~ach ~tter in c~mmon ·qork, visit the 

families, learn the life conditions an~ objectives, systems 

of values ane aspirations. Viewing shop ~indo·~s, sightseeing 

and visiting entertainments could be at the first si.~t most 

attractive, but also highly ~isleading. 

We thi~k this does apply for young p"ople from tr.e 

whole world, not only for the youngsters from the East. 

Accor:':ing to our '=xperience the same nr:Jblem of the misleading 

character of t~o short turistic trips d~es apply for the 

young pe~ple fr~m the ~est. 
\ 
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Should sCJc i ::Jlogy say a ~::Jrd to t~is oroblsm ? Ws t~ink 

it s~0uld,,q~ think thsre are even new possibilities f~r 

sociology to contribut·'OJ to the st!'ugg-1'2 for peace, p::Jssibilities 

closely c:Jnnected ·:1i th the struggle against social pessimis:n, 

against doubting the possibility of disarmament. 

· Soc i olog_y sf:ould stlpp:Jrt the exc!:.ange of infort:~ati on 

about th9 life in other countries, supplement ·these inforiation 

with the scientii'ic .facts ab.::Jut traditions, actual Ccnditi:>ns 

of life, about the ~ay of +lol"nk-1·,~ ai"'S .._ ___ .. _ .. ·-~' ..L:..l~ , 

But ~e 70ul~ like t::J stress and underline ~h- "IO~As ''~~~pntl",,o 1,..c 1 _._~. vv . .,~-- v ...... 

sci.~ntific inf~r~at ~an''. ~e ere not talking about t~e exc~anf~ 

0 ~ l·n~or~atl"Jn 8~~UQteA f~r n~ona-an~a a~~u~+eA .. t~ +.~. 0• ".>.:~~-~.a-~ ~ .~ · •• · "" ~- ·~ u ,.,. • to: - ·• , _ ~ - - - ~ ·- • - ·- u 

which tries tCJ misuse s:JciologicaY ob~ective-like infor~ation. 

Yet ~e see this task - t~ su~port and S'Jpplem·nt ths ~xchan~~ 

of objaxive ir:.for:nation about real life of olain p;;ople as 

a very important on'Ol. It is one of the ways the ''n'Olw thinking'' 

could be8ame a real force. 

, 
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What is 'peace movement' 

It seems that most often the term 'peace movement', whether 

referring to the old or new one, is used to refer to various 

salient activities intended to promote peace or some related 

cause, against nuclear weapons, atomic tests, wars, interventions, 

etc. The rises and falls of 'peace movements' then often seem 

to reflect the developments of international atmosphere; 

when there are some alarming tendencies (Vietnam war, neutron 

bomb, double-track decision), peace movements rise, mass 

demonstrations mobilize people and peace organizations get 

new members, etc. When the critical situation is over, peace 

movements seem to lose their momentum, participants, members, etc. 

This wave-like motion of mobilization and demobilization is 

considered to be the 'peace movement' bo~by mass media and by 

researchers. I would prefer to call that phenomenon as a 

situationally conditioned or oriented peace movement. It is 

important that such mobilization takes place at critical times, 

because then peace movement can really exert pressure on decision

makers on the particular issues. However, there is another layer 

llin peace movement which one might call structurally oriented. 

Its activities may not be as salient as marches and demonstrations, 
\are . . 

but there\act1ons go1ng on all time and taking various forms and 

the participants feel that their action promotes peace, inter

national understanding, etc. Some part of this permanent activity 

takes place in the peace organizations proper, but also else~here. 

And this kind of peace actions are needed as long as there are 

wars, oppression and wrongs in the world, as Bertrand Russell 

stated. 
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And finally there is a third layer, also part of peace movement, 

although on many occasions latent, and that is the general over

all will for peace. This is, I believe in most societies wide

spread though often ambig•ous, but it creates the basis for 

the mobilization of public opinion in critical situations. 

From this perspective, peace movement should not be equated 

with organizations or the most salient manifestations, but rather -

as a Finnish activist Ilkka Taipale often says - peace movement 

should be seen as 'a movement of consciousness'. It is channelled 

through very many organizations and form~ of actions. Perhaps 

this conceptualization of 'peace mov'eme.nt' could be visualized 

by the following scheme: 

situationally 

mobilized 

structurally oriented \. \ 

movement, core activists 
~~--~--,-~~--~--~~~--~---

,• ./ / ./ / / I .// ,/// / 
will for peace, 

latent support, 

sympathy, etc. 

2. Finnish data 

.
/// ///' /// ./ 

.' ,/ 
/ 

/ 
./ // 

/ ____________ __L/_· -----------------------

Two years ago TAPRI carried out a nation-wide survey by mail, 

exploring the peace thinking of Finns, through a representative 

sample of the population. One •section dealt with values, wishes 

and fears, one with peace conceptions mainly with the same 

questions that were used in the Images of the world in the year 

2000 study fifteen years ago, one with attitudes towards peace 

movement and finally one section with information related to 

peace issues. Finnish public opinion is mainly described here 

with these data. There is not much time-series data available, 

except on some single aspects. 
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The starting point is that 'peace' ranks highest among hopes 

concerning the world measured with an open-ended question) 

and among personal values (measured with structured question, 

providing twelve values in alphabetical order). The distance 

to the second hope and value is considerable. (See Tables land 2). 

On the other hand, among the factors threatening the future of 

mankind, war, armaments and nuclear weapons particularly were 

considered as the most serious riks, again the second danger 

(pollution) mentioned in an open-ended question less than half 

as often.(Table 3). The probability of nuclear war by the year 

2000 was considered more than fifty-fifty by a notable part 

of population (Table 4) and the possibility of Finland remaining 

outside of a great power war as non-existent by the majority 

(Table 5). 

This baruground of a will for peace, and fear of war then cnea~es 

background for the question, explicitly put in the survey, hoK 

the respondents feel the security of citizens can best be improved .. 

Twelve ptbposals picked from public discussion were given 

in alphabetical order, each with four alternatives. Table 6 

gives the results, the proposals ranked according to their 

popularity. It is significant that immediately after 'active 

foreign policy' (state level behaviour) come activities in the 

friendship associations and citizens peace action (i.e. level 

of popular, non-governmental, individual). Civilian-type alter

natives enjoy wide-spread support, whereas militarily-flavoured 

activities are fairly unpopular as means of improving securit~. 

In another survey, conducted in Helsinki last year, there was 

a question as to what degree various organizations promote peace; 

ten alternatives were given. Red Cross, friendship associations, 

Amnesty International and peace organizations - in this order 

enjoyed greatest support, political parties the least. Very 

clearly, Finns do think that peace is promoted by a variety of 

different organizations and activities, and not only by the 

peace organizations in the narrow sense. (Table 7) 
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The overall peace thinking of Finns, analyzed by the same 25 

question battery as in the Images of the year 2000, plus three 

new ones (the influence of neutral and non-aligned countries 

to be increased; more peace research; demonstrations against 

arms race) is given in Tables 8.1-8.30, but not analyzed here 

in detail. The new proposals rank all fairly high: peace research 

as the eight, neutrality and non-alignment as the eleventh and 

demonstrations as the fourteenth (Table 8.29), peace research 

being regarded by six per cent as the most important single 

proposal (Table 8.30). A notable feature is- although the 

populations studied were not directly comparable as the Image 

2000 data (collected in 1968) consisted only of those aged 15-40 -

the unchangeability of the rank of popularity of peace proposals 

(Spearmans rank correlation 0.89, when proposals ranked according 

to share of 'agree'-answers). 

As comes to public opinion about the peace demonstrations, 

about a tenth of respondents tell they have participated themselves 

and a third that they are ready to participate in principle.The 

most common attitude seems to be some kind of benevolent indiffer

ence (may be necessary, but not willing to participate oneself), 

whereas an openly negative attitude is rather low - but for men, 

double the share of those who have participated. (Table 9.1). 

Most Finns believe that it is possible to influence by peace 

marches and demonstrations on arms reductions: one out of ten 

considers the potential influence as significant, but about 

two out of three ~e less optimistic, yet positive (Table 9.2). 

A series of questiorn (five negatively, five positively formulated 

statements) were given and the respondents were asked to 

express either their agreement or disagreement with the statements. 

Very briefly summarized I think the distributions of answers 

reflect a fairly positive attitude towards peace movement. The 

openly negative evaluations are shared by a very clear minority, 

but there are still manifestations of scepticism in some issues. 

(Tables 10.1.-10.10.) 

As sources of information about peace issues and peace movement, 

TV and newspapers are mentioned most frequently (and their 
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performance has in other studies pointed out to be less than 

satisfactory). Yet, people seem to have received quite a lot of 

information quite recently and they also say to have thought and 

discussed these issued quite often (though there are lots of 

those who do not say to have discussed them .at all<). It is 

remarkable that there are more of those who never discuss 

peace activities than those who never discuss the possibility of 

war. (Tables 11.1-11.5.) 

3. Conclusions 

According to this survey there is a strong popular will for 

peace in Finland, a fairly positive attitude towards peace 

movement, quite a lot of readiness to participate in its 

activities, but some scepticism and negative opinions as well. 

In principle, one could say there is much potential for peace 

mobilization but at the same time one should note that Finns 
' 

do consider very many different types of organizations and 

activities as peace-promoting (and that they undoubtedly also 

participate in these) so all of the potential energy is not 

and will not be channelled through the 'peace ovganizations proper' 

only • 



APPENDICES 

Table L What kind of a world ten years from now. HoEes by 
sex (open ended question) 

Women Men All N 

peace, no war 78 73 76 (713) 

no hunger 37 25 32 (297) 

equality, just distribution of 
income, no underdevelopment 23 21 22 (207) 

states in friendship 

• and in co-operation 16 17 16 (154) 

no pollution 15 ll 13 (126) 

disarmament, no nuclear 
weapons, less armaments 10 10 10 (97) 

more love, understanding, 
trust, friendship between human 
beings 9 5 8 (71) 

general welfare 7 7 7 (64) 

no unemployment 8 4 6 (57) 

a general wish concerning 
political affairs in the world 3 5 4 (35) 

population problem solved 2 2 2 (20) 

illnesses overcome 2 2 2 (20) 

no social problems (drugs, crime, 
violence, terrorism) 2 1 2 (18) 

a wish related to technology I 
science 2 2 2 (17) 

sufficient energy resources 1 1 1 (8) 
• 

a wish related to culture/arts 1 1 1 (7) 

N = 529 409 938 



Table 2. The most important and the least important values 

The most important The least important 
value value 

Value Women Men All Women Men All 
% % % % % % 

7. Peace 38 30 3lf 0 0 

10. Health 18 2lf 21 0 0 0 

5. Independence of our 
country 10 16 13 0 0 0 

8. Saving one's soul 12 6 9 26 37 31 

3. Positive human relations 5 6 5 0 0 

6. Abolishing hunger from 
the world 5 5 5 I I I 

2. Good standard of living 3 If If 8 6 7 

If. Unpolluted nature 2 3 2 I I I 

12. Freedom I 3 2 I 0 I 

I!. Full employment I I 1 2 2 2 

9. Equality between all 
human beings I I I 5 

I. To accomplish something 
significant I I I 58 46 53 

lOO 100 
N = 1079 N = 1008 



Table 3. Factors threatening the future of mankind 

Women Men All N 

war, armaments, nuclear 
weapons &4 73 79 (&15) 

pollution 39 34 37 (379) 

international conflicts, great 
power relations 11 I& 14 ( 143) 

problems of the developing 
countries, hunger poverty 11 10 !I (Ill) 

human characteristics (jealousy, 
greed, immorality) 11 9 10 (106) 

end of natural resources 6 5 6 (57) 

the qualities of leaders 
(lust for power, bad politicians) 5 6 5 (56) 

overpopulation 4 4 4 (41) 

oppression, exploitation, 
imperialism, inequality 3 3 3 ( 32) 

problems of modern 
society 3 2 3 ( 29) 

social problems 2 1 2 (19) 

socialism 0 3 2 (19) 

unempoloyment I 2 2 (16) 

diseases 2 I (12) 

' capitalism 1 1 1 (10) 

N = 572 461 1033 



Table 4. The probability of nuclear war by the year 2000. 

Women Men All 

quite improbable 10 16 12 

rather improbable 42 48 45 

fifty- fifty 3lf 21 28 

rather probable !If 14 14 

certain I I I 

100 lOO lOO 
N = 590 lf78 1068 

15- 20- 30- lfO - 50- GO- 70-
19 29 39 lf9 59 69 7lf All 

quite improbable 9 5 6 15 20 18 24 12 

rather improbable lfO lfO 52 46 41 48 lfO 44 

fifty-fifty 34 37 30 23 23 19 21 28 

rather probable 16 15 11 16 15 13 9 !If 

certain 2 I 1 1 6 I 

lOO 100 100 100 100 lOO 100 100 
N = 122 213 203 163 168 134 63 1066 

periphery middle center All 

quite improbable 13 12 12 12 

rather improbable 38 lf5 52 lf5 

fifty-fifty 31 27 24 28 

rather probable 16 14 11 !If 

certain 2 1 I 

lOO 100 lOO 100 
N = 309 579 180 1068 



Table 5. Is it Eossible for Finland to remain outside of a 
great Eower war 

Women Men All 

no 51 53 52 

yes 23 30 26 

VK 26 17 22 

lOO lOO 100 
N = 599 1!85 1084 

15 - 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 1!9 59 69 71! All 

no 63 61 58 52 41 36 37 52 

yes 17 17 23 30 36 30 36 26 

VK 20 21 19 17 23 34 27 22 

lOO lOO lOO lOO lOO lOO 100 100 
N = 122 214 207 161! 172 139 64 1082 

periphery middle cent er All 

no 43 55 56 52 

yes 27 25 28 26 
! 

VK 29 20 17 22 

lOO 100 100 100 
N = 317 586 181 1084 



Table 6 • How to improve citi·Zens' security 

very some- not at rather the 
much what all opposite way 

Active foreign policy 63 33 3 I 

Friendship societies 40 48 11 I 

Peace action of citizens 36 50 13 I 

Increase women's share 
in decisionmaking 33 117 18 2 

Improve civil defence 35 45 17 3 

Start disarmament 44 28 17 ll 

---------
Activity of the reservists 10 41 41 8 

Increase defence spending ll 33 41 15 

To put more emphasis on 
non-military resistance 9 28 51 12 

---------
To lengthen conscripts 
service time 5 19 66 lO 

Womens conscription 2 13 64 21 

To join a military 
alliance 2 9 41 48 



Table 7. The impact of some organizations, associations and 
groupings on peace promotion (Helsinki 1986) (%) 

Impact on peace promotion 

1 2 3 

Harmful No impact Promotes 
to some 
degree 

Red Cross 

Friendship 
associations 

Amnesty Inter
national 

Peace organi
zations 

Defence 
organizations 5 

Church and 
religious 
groupings 4 

Ecological 
organizations 

Trade union 
movement 

Se-called 
%-movement 

Parties 

N = 248 

6 

5 

5 

3 

5 

18 

20 

26 

31 

28 

44 

39 

41 

43 

44 

49 

57 

54 

53 

43 
36 

4 DK, 
Promotes no 
very much answer 

56 

51 

46 

49 

23 

1 6 

1 2 

1 0 

8 

7 

3 

7 

2 

5 

2 

7 

5 

21 

7 

- (1-4) 
X 

3. 51 

3.48 

3.45 

3.44 

2. 9 3 

2.87 

2. 84 

2. 7 5 

2.75 

2.49 



Table 8.1. People should become more religious all over the world 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 26 27 47 100 561 

Men 17 25 58 100 470 

15-19 8 28 64 lOO 121 

20-29 10 27 63 100 210 

30-39 8 27 65 100 200 

AGE 40-119 25 211 51 100 160 

50-59 37 21 112 100 1611 

60-69 38 35 27 100 123 

70-74 55 18 27 100 51 

periphery 311 30 36 100 288 
SOCIAL middle 19 26 55 lOO 5611 
POSITION cent er 10 22 68 100 179 

All 22 26 52 lOO 1031 

Table 8.2. Start with the individual and make him less aggressive 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 71 18 11 lOO 555 

Men 66 22 12 100 462 

15-19 115 33 22 lOO 121 

20-29 63 21 15 lOO 210 

30-39 67 17 17 100 199 

AGE 40-119 78 15 8 lOO 157 

50-59 76 18 6 100 !58 

60-69 76 20 4 100 122 

70-74 88 10 2 100 lf8 

periphery 67 21 12 100 277 
SOCIAL middle 69 19 11 lOO 562 
POSITION cent er 70 17 12 100 178 

All 69 19 12 100 1017 



Table 8.3. Create more l:'eaceful relations in the family, at school and at 
work 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 90 7 2 100 568 

Men 84 11 5 100 467 

15-19 76 17 . 7 lOO 120 

20-29 88 9 3 100 212 

30-39 86 9 5 100 199 

AGE 40-49 89 9 2 100 161 

50-59 89 8 3 100 158 

60-69 92 7 1 100 131 

70-74 96 2 2 100 52 

periphery 89 8 2 100 289 
SOCIAL middle 88 9 3 100 568 
POSITION cent er 83 12 5 100 178 

All 88 9 3 100 1035 

Table 8.4. The colonial system should be abolished all over the world 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 49 44 7 100 537 

Men 57 32 10 100 457 

15-19 42 50 8 100 118 

20-29 lf7 42 !I 100 203 

30-39 53 38 9 100 199 

AGE 40-49 57 36 7 100 !55 

50-59 59 34 7 100 155 

60-69 63 31 6 100 119 

70-74 56 35 9 100 43 

periphery 48 46 6 100 268 
SOCIAL middle 53 38 8 100 549 
POSITION cent er 60 28 12 100 177 

All 53 38 9 100 994 



Table 8.5. Hunger and poverty should be abolished all over the world 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 83 13 4 lOO 556 

Men 80 15 5 100 466 

15-19 81 9 10 lOO 120 

20-29 79 15 6 lOO 209 

30-39 83 Ill 3 100 200 

AGE 40-49 83 12 5 lOO 157 

50-59 83 15 2 100 159 

60-69 84 14 2 lOO 126 

70-74 82 16 2 100 49 

periphery 84 12 4 100 284 
SOCIAL middle 82 14 4 100 562 
POSITION cent er 79 14 7 100 176 

All 82 13 5 100 1022 

Table 8.6. It should be possible for people 
governments all over the world 

free1i: to choose their 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 75 20 5 100 556 

Men 84 13 3 100 472 

15-19 64 27 9 100 119 

20-29 76 20 4 100 210 

30-39 82 15 3 100 200 

AGE 40-49 82 14 4 100 158 

50-59 83 15 2 100 162 

60-69 86 12 2 100 129 

70-74 77 23 lOO 48 

periphery 73 22 5 lOO 283 
SOCIAL middle 82 15 3 lOO 566 
POSITION cent er 79 16 5 lOO 179 

All 79 17 4 lOO 1028 



Table 8.7. All countries should stoE comEletely intervening in the internal 
affairs of other countries 

agree uncertain disagree .N 

SEX Women 81J. 12 lj. 100 568 

Men 86 9 5 100 IJ.73 

15-19 71J. 19 7 100 121 

20-29 80 I I 9 100 210 

30-39 83 I I 6 100 201 

AGE IJ.O-IJ.9 87 12 I 100 !59 

50-59 90 7 3 100 163 

60-69 95 5 100 132 

70-71J. 91J. 2 lj. lOO 53 

periphery 86 10 lj. 100 289 
SOCIAL middle 81J. II 5 100 571J. 
POSITION cent er 86 10 lj. 100 178 

All 85 10 5 100 IOIJ.l 

Table 8.8. Countries should Eolitically, economically and socially be more 
similar to each other than today 

agree uncertain disargree N 

SEX Women 26 35 39 100 51J.2 

Men 30 31 39 100 IJ.59 

15-19 19 36 IJ.5 100 121 

20-29 22 37 IJ.l 100 206 

30-39 26 28 IJ.6 100 200 

AGE IJ.O-IJ.9 30 28 IJ.2 100 !56 

50-59 31J. 33 33 100 !56 

60-69 38 38 21J. 100 IIIJ. 

70-71J. 37 IJ.l 22 100 IJ.6 

periphery 30 39 31 100 268 
SOCIAL middle 28 33 39 100 557 
POSITION cent er 21J. 21J. 52 100 176 

All 28 33 39 100 1001 



Table 8.9. An econom:t: based mainly on f>rivate ownershif> should be 
introduced all over the world 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 23 41 36 lOO 543 

Men 29 36 35 lOO 462 

15-19 16 45 39 100 117 

20-29 21 40 39 lOO 208 

30-39 19 37 44 100 199 

AGE 40-49 25 39 36 100 154 

50-59 34 34 31 lOO 157 

60-69 35 42 23 lOO 119 

70-74 43 33 24 lOO 49 

periphery 33 36 31 100 273 
SOCIAL middle 23 41 36 lOO 555 
POSITION center 23 34 43 100 177 

All 25 39 36 100 1005 

Table 8.10. Develof>ed countries should give more technical assistance to 
develof>ing countries than they do today 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 80 16 4 100 552 

Men 81 15 4 100 471 

15-19 78 15 7 lOO 120 

20-29 76 18 6 lOO 209 

30-39 80 16 4 lOO 202 

AGE 40-49 85 10 5 lOO 156 

50-59 80 18 2 lOO 160 

60-69 81 18 1 lOO 123 

70-74 88 8 4 100 51 

periphery 84 14 2 lOO 2Sl! 
SOCIAL middle 79 16 5 lOO 560 
POSITION cent er 80 17 3 lOO 179 

All 80 16 4 100 1023 



Table 8.11. An economy based mainly ~ublic ownershi~ should be introduced 
all over the world 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 12 38 50 lOO 51!3 

Men 16 33 51 100 1!52 

15-19 16 1!5 39 100 118 

20-29 11 31! 55 100 201! 

30-39 9 27 61! 100 200 

AGE l!O-lf9 10 38 52 100 15lf 

50-59 16 lf3 lfl 100 153 

60-69 23 39 38 100 118 

70-71! 22 28 50 lOO 46 

periphery 21 39 40 100 271 
SOCIAL middle 13 37 50 lOO 547 
POSITION cent er 6 29 65 100 177 

All 1lf 36 50 100 995 

Table 8.12. The gap between ~oor and rich countries should disappear 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 79 18 3 100 545 

Men 7lf 20 6 100 460 

15-19 80 11 9 100 121 

20-29 78 18 4 100 208 

30-39 78 18 lf 100 199 

AGE 1!0-1!9 75 21 lf 100 158 

50-59 76 21 3 100 155 

60-69 76 22 2 100 118 

70-74 70 25 5 lOO 44 

periphery 76 21 3 100 276 
SOCIAL 

middle 79 17 4 100 551! 
POSITION center 72 22 6 100 175 

All 77 19 lf 100 1005 



Table &.13. An economy based on a mixture of [lrivate and [lUb!ic ownershi[l 
should be introduced all over the world 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 37 44 19 100 533 

Men 3& 40 22 100 451 

15-19 35 47 I& . lOO 117 

20-29 33 47 20 lOO 204 

30-39 32 43 25 100 199 

AGE 40-49 37 42 21 lOO 151 

i 50-59 3& 40 22 100 150 

60-69 46 41 13 lOO 118 

70-74 58 21 21 lOO 43 

periphery 41 43 16 100 268 
SOCIAL middle 35 44 21 100 541 
POSITION cent er 38 39 23 100 175 

All 37 43 20 100 984 

Table 8.14. Countries should be members of military alliances so that no 
country or grou[l of countries dare attack others 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 20 31 49 100 541 

Men 15 19 66 100 459 

15-19 9 23 68 100 118 

20-29 11 26 63 lOO 205 

30-39 7 23 70 100 199 

AGE 40-49 21 21 58 100 155 

50-59 26 29 45 lOO 151! 

60-69 34 3lf 33 100 122 

70-74 35 27 38 lOO 45 

periphery 26 29 lf5 100 270 
SOCIAL 

middle 16 26 58 lOO 554 
POSITION center 10 20 70 100 176 

All 18 25 57 100 1000 



Table 8.15. We should have general and comelete disarmament as soon as 
eossible 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 81 14 5 lOO 555 

Men 74 19 7 lOO 464 

15-19 82 12 6 100 119 

20-29 80 13 7 100 210 

30-39 77 18 5 100 199 

AGE 40-49 77 16 7 100 158 

' 50-59 76 20 4 100 158 

60-69 77 20 3 lOO 123 

70-74 72 20 8 lOO 50 

periphery 81 15 4 lOO 282 
SOCIAL middle 78 16 6 lOO 561 
POSITION center 73 19 8 100 176 

All 78 16 6 100 1019 

' 
Table 8.16. Countries should withdraw from military alliances 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 41 47 12 lOO 529 

Men 45 39 16 100 453 

15-19 42 40 18 100 120 

20-29 41 41 18 100 205 

30-39 45 42 13 100 199 

AGE 40-49 42 44 14- 100 154 

50-59 45 4-6 9 100 14-7 

60-69 lj.lj. 4-9 7 100 110 

70-74- 47 4-0 13 100 4-5 

periphery 39 4-9 12 100 261 
SOCIAL 

middle lj.lj. 4-2 14 100 54-8 
POSITION cent er 4-5 39 16 lOO 173 

All 4-3 4-3 14 lOO 982 



Table 8.17. Countries should keep national armies 

agree uncertain disagree N 
·--~ 

SEX Women 46 38 16 lOO 533 
Men 56 27 17 lOO 448 

15-19 43 34 23 lOO 121 

20-29 37 39 24 100 202 

30-39 50 33 17 lOO 199 
AGE 40-49 53 33 14 100 153 

50-59 64 25 11 lOO 149 

' 60-69 57 33 10 100 115 
70-74 65 23 12 lOO 40 

periphery 49 37 !If lOO 266 
SOCIAL 

middle lf9 33 18 lOO 51fl 
POSITION 

center 56 28 16 lOO 171f 

All 50 33 17 lOO 981 

Table 8.18. Countries should have less to do with each other and become 
more self-sufficient 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 10 18 72 lOO 51f0 
Men 9 !If 77 100 If 53 

15-19 8 15 77 lOO 119 

20-29 9 !If 77 lOO 207 
' 30-39 5 !If 81 lOO 200 

AGE 40-49 10 13 77 lOO 155 
50-59 13 19 69 100 150 
60-69 10 24 66 100 115 

70-74 22 22 56 100 45 

periphery 10 22 68 100 263 
SOCIAL 

middle 11 15 74 100 551 
POSITION 

center If 10 86 100 179 

All 9 16 75 lOO 993 



Table 8.19. We should have increased trade, exchange and COOJ:>eration, also 
between countries that are not on friendly terms 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 88 10 2 100 550 

Men 89 10 1 100 1;65 

15-19 82 17 1 100 119 

20-29 89 10 1 100 209 

30-39 91 7 2 100 201 

AGE lt0-lt9 89 9 2 100 157 

50-59 87 11 2 100 159 

60-69 89 10 1 100 123 

70-71; 91 7 2 lOO 1;5 

periphery 86 13 1 100 273 
SOCIAL middle 89 9 2 100 563 
POSITION center 90 8 2 100 179 

All 88 10 2 100 1015 

Table 8.20. Poor countries should unite to obtain a bigger share of the 
wealth of the world 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 35 1;7 18 100 51;1; 

Men 36 1;3 21 100 1;56 

15-19 25 1;8 27 100 120 

20-29 29 1;9 22 100 208 

30-39 31 I; I; 25 100 198 

AGE 1;0-1;9 33 I; I; 23 100 153 

50-59 1;8 1;0 12 100 157 

60-69 I; I; 1;9 7 100 115 

70-71; 53 31; 13 100 1;7 

periphery 38 1;3 19 100 270 
SOCIAL middle 37 1;5 18 lOO 556 
POSITION cent er 26 1;7 27 lOO 171; 

All 35 1;5 20 100 1000 



Table 8.21. Small countries all over the world should unite to have more 
influence on the affairs of the world 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 1+7 37 16 100 51+1 

Men I+ I+ 31+ 22 100 1+60 

15-19 27 1+0 33 100 117 

20-29 1+0 1+0 19 100 208 

30-39 1+2 31+ 21+ 100 198 

AGE 1+0-1+9 1+7 35 18 100 151+ 

50-59 55 33 12 100 157 

60-69 61 31 8 lOO 119 

70-71+ 51+ 37 9 100 1+6 

periphery 1+5 36 19 100 272 
SOCIAL middle 1+7 36 17 100 552 
POSITION center 1+3 31+ 23 100 177 

All 1+6 36 18 100 1001 

Table 8.22. We should improve the United Nations so as to make it more 
efficient than it is todey 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 90 9 1 100 557 

Men 90 9 1 100 1+64 

15-19 85 13 2 100 120 

20-29 89 10 1 100 209 

30-39 90 9 1 100 199 

AGE 1+0-1+9 89 8 3 lOO 156 

50-59 90 9 1 lOO 161 

60-69 91+ 6 lOO 121+ 

70-71+ 90 10 lOO 50 

periphery 89 10 1 100 277 
SOCIAL middle 90 9 1 100 561+ 
POSITION center 90 8 2 100 180 

All 90 9 1 100 1021 



Table 8.23. A world language that can be understood in all countries should 
be adopted all over the world 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 1!0 31 29 100 547 

Men 32 30 38 100 459 

15-19 25 26 49 lOO 121 

20-29 25 32 43 100 206 

30-39 30 32 38 100 199 

AGE 40-49 43 28 29 100 157 

50-59 49 27 24 100 157 

60-69 50 36 14 100 115 

70-74 45 39 16 100 49 

periphery 38 32 30 100 271 
SOCIAL middle 37 33 30 100 557 
POSITION center 32 20 48 lOO 178 

All 36 31 33 lOO 1006 

Table 8.24. We should have a strong international peacekeeping force that 
can stop aggression from any country or group of countries 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 1!8 36 16 100 551 

Men 49 29 22 100 463 

15-19 45 34 21 100 119 

20-29 44 34 22 100 207 

30-39 42 35 23 100 199 

AGE 40-49 46 35 19 100 156 

50-59 56 27 17 100 157 

60-69 54 36 10 100 123 

70-74 69 21 10 100 51 

periphery 54 31 15 100 278 
SOCIAL middle 48 33 19 lOO 558 
POSITION cent er 41 35 24 100 178 

All 48 33 19 100 1014 



Table &.25. The influence of neutral and non-aligned countries on world 
affairs should be increased 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 70 26 4 lOO 550 

Men 75 21 4 lOO 470 

15-19 61 30 9 100 121 

20-29 67 27 6 100 207 

30-39 75 21 4 100 201 

AGE 40-49 75 19 6 100 15& 

50-59 70 29 I 100 157 

60-69 78 21 1 100 125 

70-74 90 10 100 49 

periphery 70 26 4 lOO 278 
SOCIAL middle 71 25 4 lOO 564 
POSITION cent er 78 1& 4 100 17& 

All 72 24 4 100 1020 

Table &.26. We should have a world state with disa[>pearance of national 
borders and with an efficient world government 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 8 31 61 100 547 

Men 9 27 64 100 458 

15-19 11 30 59 100 121 

20-29 & 29 63 lOO 207 
•' 

30-39 4 24 72 100 201 

AGE 1!0-49 9 24 67 lOO 157 

50-59 5 32 63 lOO 155 

60-69 12 37 51 100 116 

70-74 15 35 50 100 1!6 

periphery 11 36 53 100 273 
SOCIAL middle 9 28 63 100 553 
POSITION centre 1 21 78 lOO 179 

All 8 29 63 lOO 1005 



Table 8.27. There should be more peace research all over the world 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 79 17 If 100 51f7 

Men 77 17 6 lOO lf70 

15-19 73 16 11 100 121 

20-29 78 17 5 lOO 209 

30-39 78 16 6 lOO 203 

AGE lf0-lf9 78 18 If lOO 156 

50-59 76 19 5 100 !59 

60-69 83 15 2 lOO 119 
' 

70-7/f 85 !5 100 lf8 

periphery 82 13 5 100 276 
SOCIAL 

middle 77 18 If lOO 561 
POSITION center 75 18 7 lOO 180 

All 78 17 5 100 1017 

Table 8.28. PeoEle over the wor Id should EarticiEate in demonstrations 
against arms race 

agree uncertain disagree N 

SEX Women 51f 29 17 lOO 550 

Men 50 26 21f 100 If 61f 

15-19 lf7 26 26 100 121 

20-29 51 21f 25 lOO 209 

30-39 lf8 31 21 100 201 

AGE lf0-lf9 55 28 17 lOO 156 

50-59 57 27 16 lOO 158 

60-69 53 32 15 100 123 

70-llf 55 25 20 lOO lflj 

periphery 51f 28 18 lOO 276 
SOCIAL middle 52 27 21 100 560 
POSITION cent er lf9 28 23 100 178 

All 52 28 20 100 1014 



Table 8.29. Ranking of peace proposals according to their populariiy 

agree net support 

I. Improve United Nations +90 +89 

2. Increased international interaction +88 +87 

3. Peace in family, school, work +87 +8~ 

~- Non-intervention +85 +80 

5. Abolish hunger and poverty +82 +77 

6. More development aid +80 +76 

7. Free choice of government +79 +75 

8. More peace research +78 +73 

9. General and complete disarmament +78 +72 

10. Reduce poor-rich gap +77 +73 

11. Neutral and non-aligned +72 +68 

12. Less aggressive individuals +69 +57 

13. Abolish colonialism +53 +~5 

1~. Peace demonstrations +52 +32 

15. Keep national armies +50 +33 

16. Intern at. peace-keeping force +~8 +29 

17. Small countries, unite +~6 +28 

18. With draw from mil. alliances +~3 +30 

19. Private and public ownership +37 +17 

20. World language +36 +3 

21 Poor countries, unite +35 +15 

22. Nations more similar +28 -11 
23. Private ownership +26 -10 

2~. More religiotls +22 -30 

25. Military alliances +18 -39 

26. Public ownership +I~ -36 

27. Countries self-sufficient +9 -65 

28. World government +8 -55 



Table 8.30. Proposals considered to be the most important 

1. General and complete disarmament 25% 

2. Non-intervention 14-% 

3. Less aggressive individuals 8% 

4-. Improve United Nations 7% 

5. Neutrals' and non-aligned influence 6% 

6. More peace research 6% 

N = 916 



i 

Table 9.1. Readiness to participate in and attitude towards 

peace marches and demonstrations 

has participated 

ready to participate 
in principle 

may be necessary, but not 
willing to participate 

negative opinion 

Women 

1 4 

33 

43 

1 0 

1 0 0 
N= 586 

Men 

8 

34 

41 

1 7 

1 0 0 
474 

All 

11 

34 

42 

1 3 

1 0 0 
1060 

15- 20- 30- 40- 50- 60 70- All 
19 29 39 49 59 69 74 

has participated 13 19 11 8 9 

ready to participate 
in principle 45 35 

may be necessary, but not 
willing to participate 36 35 

negative opinion 6 11 

40 36 32 

37 43 42 

13 13 17 

8 3 

22 12 

54 65 
16 20 

11 

34 

42 

1 3 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

N= 121 209 206 165 168 129 60 1058 

peri
phery 

has participated 9 

ready to participate 
in principle 30 

may be necessary, but not 
willing to participate 50 

negative opinion 10 

N= 

1 0 0 

302 

middle 

1 2 

35 

40 

1 3 

100 
578 

center all 

1 1 1 1 

33 34 

36 42 
2 0 13 

1 0 0 

180 

1 0 0 

1060 



--------------------------

Table _9. 2. 

significantly 

to some degree 

not at all 

significantly 

to some degree 

not at all 

significantly 

to some degree 

not at all 

Is it possible to exert influence through peace 
marches and demonstrations for arms reductions 

Women Men All 

8 10 9 

65 58 62 

7 32 29 

lOO lOO lOO 
N = 580 lf80 1060 

15- 20- 30- lfO - 50- 60-
19 29 39 lf9 59 69 

6 4 7 10 13 14 

69 71 66 61 56 50 

25 21f 27 29 31 36 

lOO lOO 100 100 100 100 
N = 119 211 207 163 167 132 

peri- middle cent er 
phery 

6 10 8 

65 61 59 

29 28 33 

lOO 100 100 
N = 303 577 180 

70-
71f All 

7 9 

lf7 62 

46 29 

100 100 
59 1058 

All 

9 

62 

29 

lOO 
1060 



Table 10.1. 

"Peace movement decreases the possibility of war" 

Women Men All 

very much 27 25 26 

somewhat 57 55 56 

not at all 16 20 18 

lOO lOO 100 
N = 501 11114 945 

15- 20- 30- 110 - 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 119 59 69 74 All 

very much 21 15 21 33 34 37 42 26 

somewhat 59 70 60 47 52 46 44 56 

not at all 19 15 19 22 14 17 13 18 

lOO lOO 100 100 100 100 lOO lOO 
N = 116 195 194 148 142 103 45 943 

periphery middle cent er All 

very much 28 27 20 26 

somewhat 56 56 57 56 

not at all 15 17 23 18 

lOO 100 lOO lOO 
N = 249 5211 172 945 



Table 10.2. 

"Peace movement increases discord among population" 

Women Men All 

very much 5 8 7 

somewhat 37 41 39 

not at all 58 51 55 

lOO lOO 100 
N ~ 475 417 892 

15- 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 49 59 69 74 All 

very much 6 6 5 9 5 7 14 7 

somewhat 40 Ill 33 34 43 Ill 43 39 

not at all 54 52 62 56 52 52 43 55 

100 100 lOO 100 100 lOO 100 100 
N ~ 115 188 190 140 128 95 35 891 

periphery middle cent er All 

very much 6 6 7 7 

somewhat 36 39 40 39 

not at all 57 54 53 55 

lOO lOO 100 100 
N ~ 230 492 170 892 



Table 10.3. 

"Peace movement brings nations closer to each other" 

Women Men All 

very much 46 33 lfO 

somewhat 49 54 51 

not at all 6 12 9 

lOO lOO lOO 
N = 500 435 935 

15 - 20- 30- lfO - 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 49 59 69 ?If All 

very much 39 33 35 42 48 lflf 49 lfO 

somewhat 51 59 57 52 lflf If! 39 51 

not at all 9 8 8 5 8 !If 12 9 

100 100 100 100 lOO lOO lOO lOO 
N = 117 195 192 145 139 104 If! 933 

periphery middle cent er All 

very much 42 41 34 lfO 

somewhat 48 51 57 51 

not at all 10 8 9 9 

lOO lOO lOO lOO 
N = 246 516 173 935 



Table 10.4. 

"Peace movement represents a small minority" 

Women Men All 

very much 30 32 31 

somewhat 47 43 45 

not at all 23 24 24 

lOO lOO 100 
N = 468 412 880 

15 - 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 49 59 69 74 All 

very much 22 27 28 34 39 38 39 31 

somewhat 53 43 45 43 44 42 42 45 

not at all 25 29 26 23 17 20 18 24 

lOO lOO 100 lOO lOO 100 100 100 
N = 113 187 183 136 134 92 33 878 

periphery middle cent er All 

very much 28 32 32 31 

somewhat 48 42 48 45 

not at all 23 25 20 24 

100 lOO lOO 100 
N 231 487 162 880 



Table 10.5. 

"Peace movement encourages governments to peaceful deeds" 

Women Men All 

very much 32 27 30 

somewhat 57 57 57 

not at all 11 16 13 

100 lOO lOO 
N = 485 430 915 

15- 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 49 59 69 74 All 

very much 36 27 20 32 35 36 35 30 

somewhat 58 61 63 54 53 49 55 57 

not at all 6 12 17 14 13 15 10 13 

100 100 lOO lOO lOO 100 lOO 100 
N = 115 194 189 141 133 101 40 913 

peri- middle center 
phery All 

very much 32 33 18 30 

somewhat 59 54 62 57 

not at all 9 13 20 13 

lOO 100 lOO lOO 
N = 244 503 168 915 



Table 10.6. 

"Peace movement misleads people" 

Women Men All 

very much 6 9 7 

somewhat 21 32 26 

not at all 73 60 67 

100 lOO lOO 
N = 1166 1120 886 

15- 20- 30- 110 - 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 49 59 69 74 All 

very much 5 5 7 7 9 8 22 7 

somewhat 22 29 26 25 24 31 22 26 

not at all 73 66 67 68 67 61 56 67 

100 100 100 100 100 lOO lOO 100 
N = 115 189 185 138 135 90 32 884 

peri- middle cent er 
phery All 

very much 8 7 6 7 

somewhat 21 26 32 26 

not at all 70 67 62 67 

lOO 100 100 lOO 
N = 228 492 166 886 



Table 10.7. 

"Peace movement unites various groups in society" 

Women Men All 

very much lf5 31f lfO 

somewhat lf7 51f 50 

not at all 8 12 10 

lOO lOO 100 
N = lf83 lf31 9llf 

15- 20- 30- lfO - 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 lf9 59 69 71f All 

---· 

very much If! 3 36 lf5 lflf 38 35 lfO 

somewhat IfS 51f 53 lf7 lflf 51 51 50 

not at all 10 6 11 8 11 11 13 10 

100 lOO 100 lOO 100 100 100 100 
N = 116 190 188 llf3 137 101 37 912 

peri- middle cent er 
phery All 

very much lf2 lfO 37 lfO 

somewhat lf7 51 51 50 

not at all !I 9 !I 10 

lOO lOO 100 100 
N = 238 505 171 9111 



Table 10.8. 

"Peace movement is in conflict with national defence" 

Women Men All. 

very much 12 19 16 
somewhat 43 41 42 

not at all 45 40 42 

lOO lOO lOO 
N = 463 426 889 

15 - 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 49 59 69 74 All 

very much 18 20 11 10 15 13 41 16 

somewhat 53 44 48 41 40 41 29 42 

not at all 29 36 51 49 45 45 29 42 

lOO lOO 100 lOO lOO lOO 100 lOO 
N = ll3 183 188 141 132 97 34 888 

peri- middle- cent er 
phery All 

very much 15 16 llf 16 

somewhat lf6 lfl 39 42 

not at all lfO lf2 lf7 42 

lOO lOO lOO lOO 
N = 230 lf9l 168 S89 



Table 10.9. 

"Peace movement supports peaceful foreign policy" 

Women Men All 

very much 53 lflf lf9 

somewhat If! lf5 lf3 

not at all 6 II 8 

~ lOO lOO lOO 
N = lf91f lf38 932 

15- 20- 30- lfO - 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 lf9 59 69 71f All 

very much 50 lf9 lf2 lf5 51f 51f 52 49 

somewhat 46 43 47 46 39 37 32 43 

not at all 3 8 10 9 7 9 15 8 

lOO lOO lOO 100 lOO 100 100 lOO 
N = 114 195 192 146 140 103 40 930 

peri- middJec cent er 
phery All. 

very much 50 50 41 49 

somewhat 44 42 44 43 

not at all 6 8 Ill 8 

lOO lOO lOO 100 
N = 246 515 171 932 



\, 

Table 10.10. 

"Peace movement increases conflicts between states" 

Women Men All 

very much 3 4 3 

somewhat 19 30 24 

not at all 77 66 72 

' 100 100 100 
N = lf76 lf27 903 

15- 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 49 59 69 74 All 

very much 3 2 2 3 7 4 6 3 

somewhat 27 23 23 20 24 27 46 24 

not at all 70 75 75 78 68 68 49 72 

100 lOO lOO lOO lOO lOO 100 100 
N = 115 191 186 147 135 92 35 901 

peri- middle cent er 
phery All 

very much 3 3 5 3 

somewhat 25 24 25 24 

not at all 71 73 70 72 

lOO 100 100 100 
N = 235 496 172 903 



Table 11.1 . Received information about peace movements 

Women Men All 

today or yesterday 17 17 17 

a few days ago 31 35 32 

one-two weeks ago 26 26 26 

about a month ago 15 12 13 

a few months ago 9 7 8 

- half a year ago 2 2 2 

100 lOO 100 
N = 509 437 946 

15- 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 49 59 69 7/t All 

today or yesterday 18 18 19 16 16 20 10 17 

a few days ago 34 33 30 32 32 32 42 32 

one-two weeks ago 27 28 28 24 24 25 22 26 

about a mo·.r. t b ago 11 11 15 16 12 15 15 lit 

a few mon.ths ago 7 7 7 10 12 8 7 8 

more than half a year ago 4 3 2 2 3 2 2 

lOO 100 lOO lOO lOO lOO 100 100 
N = 113 198 188 155 140 110 40 94/t 

periphery middle cent er All 

today or yesterday 13 17 25 17 

a few days ago 35 31 33 32 

one-two weeks ago 2lf 28 21 26 

about a mo:nth ago 16 13 10 13 

a few mo rths ago 9 8 9 8 

more than half a year ago 2 2 2 2 

lOO 100 00 100 
N = 2lf7 526 173 9lf6 



Table 11.:2. Source where received information about peace movement 

Women Men All 

TV 54 52 53 

newspaper 36 39 37 

radio 20 18 19 

public meeting 6 6 6 

b:ook, maga.zine 2 1 1 

job/school 1 1 1 

source not mentioned 6 7 6 

N = 946 

15 - 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 49 59 69 74 All 

TV 50 42 56 60 60 51 57 53 

newspaper 33 40 43 41 31 34 32 37 

radio 16 13 17 19 26 25 22 19 

public meeting 4 6 2 6 8 12 10 6 

book, magazine 3 1 0 1 2 1 

job/school 3 1 2 1 

source not mentioned 7 7 5 3 6 14 7 7 

N = 944 

periphery middle cent er All 

TV 49 55 53 53 

newspaper 28 38 48 37 

radio 

public meeting 10 5 5 6 

book, maga.Zine 2 2 1 

job/school 2 0 2 1 

source not mentioned 8 6 5 6 

N = 946 



Table 11 • 3 • How often one thinks of war 

Women Men All 

almost every day 12 I I 12 

one-two times a week 15 15 15 

one-two times a mooth 21 19 20 

more rarely 1!5 1!6 1!5 

never 7 9 8 

100 lOO 100 
N = 583 1!83 1066 

15- 20- 30- 1!0 - 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 1!9 59 69 71! All 

almost every day 5 7 7 15 13 22 22 12 

one-two times a week 19 19 13 15 11! 12 !I! 15 

one-two times a month 26 24 25 18 11! 13 15 20 

more rarely ill! 51 1!5 1!9 1!3 27 1!5 

never 6 6 5 7 11 10 22 8 

100 100 lOO 100 lOO 100 100 100 
N = 121 210 207 165 169 133 59 I 061! 

., 

periphery middle center All 

almost every day 15 12 5 12 

one-two times a week 16 15 13 15 

one-two times a month 16 21 22 20 

more rarely ill! 53 1!5 

never 9 8 7 8 

lOO lOO 100 100 
N = 303 581 182 1066 



Table .U • 4. Discussed the risk of war with friends or neighbours 

Women Men All 

today or yesterday 6 5 5 

a few days ago 16 19 17 

one-two weeks ago 15 18 16 

about a mo•r;th ago 10 15 12 

more than mot.th ago 30 22 26 
- not at all 23 22 22 . 

lOO 100 lOO 
N = 583 ~81 106~ 

15 - 20- 30- ~0- 50- 60- 70-
19 29 39 ~9 59 69 7~ All 

today or yesterday 3 9 2 3 6 9 3 5 

a few days ago 16 15 18 18 18 17 21 17 

one-two weeks ago 26 16 19 15 11 1~ 9 16 

about a month ago 9 1~ 11 15 1~ 12 10 12 

more than month ago 26 28 33 29 21 18 17 26 

not at all 19 18 16 19 30 29 ~0 22 

lOO lOO lOO lOO lOO 100 100 lOO 
N = 121 212 206 16~ 169 132 58 1062 

periphery middle cent er All 

. today or yesterday 7 ~ 7 5 

a few days ago 1~ 19 16 17 

one-two weeks ago 16 16 17 16 

about a mo•r;th ago 11 13 12 12 

more than month ago 23 26 32 26 

not at all 28 22 16 22 

100 lOO 100 lOO 
N = 30~ 578 182 106~ 



< 

Table . 11 · S •. Discussed action needed to maintain peace, with 
friends or neighbours 

Women Men All 

today or yesterday 7 If 6 

a few days ago 13 15 llf 

one-two weeks ago 11 16 13 

about a mo·nth ago 9 9 9 

more than a month ago 20 15 17 

not at all If! lfO lfl 

lOO lOO lOO 
N = 576 lf73 101f9 

15- 20- 30- lfO - 50- 60-
19 29 39 lf9 59 69 

today or yesterday 5 6 3 3 9 9 

a few days ago 9 !I 16 15 17 10 

one-two weeks ago 16 16 16 11 8 16 

about a month ago 7 9 6 13 12 8 

more than a month ago 23 17 19 20 12 13 

not at all 39 lf2 lfO 37 lf2 lflf 

lOO lOO lOO lOO 100 lOO 
N = 120 211 205 162 168 126 

periphery middle center 

today or yesterday 5 6 5 

a few days ago 9 16 !If 

one-two weeks ago 13 13 15 

about a mo·nth ago 10 8 11 

more than a month ago 17 19 12 

not at all lf5 38 lf2 

100 lOO 100 
N = 294. 577 178 

70-
71f All 

7 6 

18 !If 

9 13 

7 9 

16 17 

lf2 If! 

lOO 100 
55 101f7 

All 

6 

H 

13 

9 

17 

41 

100 
1049 

1.5 
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POLITICS OF MOVEMENT 
A contribution to Political Theory on and in Peace Movements 

1. Introduction. Political Theories. 

This paper will ponder a number of fundamental--some might . 
say shopworn--questions relating to the notion of politics. 
This is done with a double aim. First to locate some 
important questions to ask when investigating peace 
movements--some questions about their self-image, image of 
others, their approach to politics, their political 
location. Secondly this clarification might serve as a 
criticism of some views widely held in at least several of 
the peace movements I am familiar with. This could 
contribute to a probably already ongoing process of 
rethinking and .refashioning of reality in the movements. 

Though some of the 
focussed discussions 
exclusively deal with 
more or less democratic 

issues will be highly general, the 
of peace movements will almost 
Western, industrialized, capitalist, 
societies. (Chapter 3.) 

- 0 -

It is important to take a non-institutional and 
non-reductionist view of politics. Politics has a lot to do 
with influencing and settling authoritative decisions in and 
for a society. However, an institutional understanding of 
politics misses the crucial questions related to the 
character of political relations, processes and dynamics. In 
a context as the present it is of particular importance to 
avoid reducing politics simply to "ruling" or 
"administra'tion". Politics implies a certain necessity of 
unity but built on the state as essentially a plurality. <2> 
Politics is thus situated in this space where the gap between 
the dispersed individuals is constantly (attempted) bridged 
for limited questions or periods--a constant process of 
forming and grouping of people oriented towards consequences 
at the general level of the political unit in case. Politics 
is among people, it is in a way between people.<3> This 
in-between is essentially an open space: the public realm. 
It is this in-between which makes it possible for individuals 
and groups to act, to get involved with other people, to 
engage in practices changing the situation. Precisely this 
openness is given by the nature of the political space; and 
thereby is created a tension between this openness and all 
the given structures of social life, including the given 
structures of political insititutions, languages, etc. 
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Hence "political" questions are not necessarily questions for 
direct, collective decision or involved with processes of 
decisions. They are however, embedded in the broader, 
societal processes of setting equivalences and differences, 
of giving meaning to the social.<4> And this includes 
constitution of the identities themselves. Thus, politics is 
neither synonymous with the mere aggregation of given 
individual preferences, nor is it the expression of general 
dynamics through the individuals.<5> Political activities are 
practices which partially fix the meaning of the social in an 
organized system of differences. In this way politics 
consist of temporary structurings of social practices. And 
politics--and the adjective "political"--relates not only to 
decisions as such. The whole process of setting and 
struggling over goals is just as much a part of it as 
deciding on--and struggling over--the means of achieving the 
goals. 

Politics, of course, cannot be studied 
is embedded in the broader 'processes 
the political cannot be· deduced from 
the definite form of the impact from 
the political sphere., 

in isolation, since it 
of society. However, 
these processes. And 
outside is decided in 

This was a short summary of the conception of politics 
involved in this paper. A few, even more captious 
distinctions are still needed. To make it short it will done 
with explicit reference to a few theoreticians, who will be 
followed quite closely. Then any unclear, unsatisfactorily 
short sections can easily be clarified by reference to the 
mentioned works. (Busy readers can immediately proceed to 
chapter 3 where the peace movements enter.) 

2. The Moment of Politics. Aristotle, Machiavelli, Laclau and 
Mouffe, but mainly Arendt. 

In The Human Condition Hannah Arendt attempts to save action, 
speech and politics from their devaluation in relation to 
contemplation on the one side and work (Homo Faber) on the 
other side. This is done mainly be taking--fhe terms and 
their relationships back to their Aristotelian--and on core 
questions: pre-Socratic--and sometimes Roman meaning. If 
this might sound idealistic and irrelevant the book 
proves--at least to me--something else. The discussion with 
its carefull distinctions and apt formulations are highly 
inspiring. In general it gives a broadly covering 
description of "the Human Condition" without falling into 
arguments about "human nature". (The theme of the book is 
"to think what we are doing"(!) p.5.) Specifically it 
follows the twists and turns through European thinking of the 
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meaning of privatejpublic, of work and action, etc. Thereby 
it establishes the conditions for a functioning public realm 
and thereby characterizes the nature of politics. 

The first distinction is between labor, work and action 
relating each to one of the basic conditions of life on 
earth. Labor corrresponds to the biological process of the 
human body ("the human condition of labor is life itself"; 
work to the "unnaturalness", the provision of the 
"artificial" world of things inside which each individual 
life is housed, while this world itself is meant to outlast 
and transcend these lives (so that the human condition of 
work is worldliness) ; and action which goes on directly 
between men "corresponds to the human condition of plurality" 
(p.7). Plurality means "we are all the same, that is human, 
in such a way that nobody is ever the same as anyone else who 
has ever lived, lives, or will live". 

When a large part of philososphy has taken mortality as a 
central condition of human life, Hannah Arendt considers the 
specific consequences of natality as well (p.9f and 177ff). 
Every birth is a new beginning "because the newcomer 
possesses the capacity of beginning something anew, that is, 
of acting." 

Hannah Arendt notes how, beginning with Plato and 
Aristotle--for specific reasons--and continuing through the 
Middle Ages there has been a downgrading of action in 
relation to contemplation. Action was originally seen as not 
belonging to the necessities of life, and therefore placed 
(as Vita Activa) above labor and work. Gradually Vita Activa 
came~ denote all three activities--and all three were 
placed below contemplation. 

Originally politics--or action--was the sphere for "the doer 
of great deeds and the speaker of great words"(Homer- cf. 
p.25). The political sphere is radically different from the 
natural association of household life (p.27, 30, etc.). The 
driving force of the household sphere was life itself--wants 
and needs, necessity. "The realm of the Polis on the 
contrary, was the sphere of freedom." Ruling belonged to the 
private sphere, the polis knew only equals. What is at the 
core of politics in original Greek thinking, in Machiavelli 
and in Arendt is the virtue of courage as an elemental 
political attitude leading one from the sheltered life in the 
household to "the merciless exposure of the polis (p.35). The 
polis was created (p.l97 f) as a sphere for the unfolding and 
recording (remembrance) of attempts (in the Homerian spirit) 
to show unique deeds or achievements, to enable the 
indviduals to distinguish themselves--the "place where men 
could show who they really and inexchangeably were" (p.41). 
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Excellence (arete, virtus) belongs to the public realm. And 
it is by appearing in the public that something becomes 
reality to us,<6> and the individual can here disclose 
itself. The public realm is the common meeting ground where 
we all still have different locations: "Being seen and bedng 
heard by others derive their significance from the fact that 
everybody sees and hears from a different position" (p.57). 

This political realm has been swallowed by the social realm 
by the gradual destruction of the dinstinction between the 
public and the private realm (p.28ff). And the tension came 
to be between an all-embracing "society" and privacy in the 
modern form of "intimacy" (Rousseau). In modern mass society 
behavior has replaced action (p.47), and rare deeds and 
events retire leaving history to the laws of statistics. 

Through speech and action "men distinguish themselves instead 
of being.merely distinct" (p.176). Thereby life is "lived 
among men", thereby it is human. The specific argument can 
not be explained here, but Hannah Arendt 
argues--convincingly--the need for a public realm as the 
sphere where the human potential for initiative (the 
principle of beginning) can unfold itself and where each can 
disclose himself in deed and word, willing to risk the 
disclosure. This implies togetherness, it can not be done 
purely for all men ("the doer of good works, who must be 
without self and preserve complete anonymity"), nor against 
all men ("the criminal who must hide himself from others") 
(p.180). In warfare where "action" serve only to achive 
certain objectives for ones own side, and speech become "mere 
talk", there· is no disclosure of the agent and mere 
productive activity is no more transcended. 

The meaning of politics is not to be found in some external 
aims which it serve; "politics is never for the sake of life" 
(p.37). Politics in not legislative: in classical Greece the 
law is not the content of political action but its 
precondition having its roots elsewhere (p.63, 194f). The 
public realm is the in-between which gather together, which 
relates and seperates. 

Action relates· to the "web" of human relationships. 

"The disclosure of the "who" through speech, and 
the setting of a new beginning through action, 
always fall into an already esisting web where 
their immediate consequences can be felt. Together 
they start a new process which eventually emerges 
as the unique life story of the newcomer, affecting 
uniquely the life stories of all those with whom he 
comes into contact. It is because of this already 
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existing web of human relationships, with its 
innumerable , conflicting wills and intentions, 
that action almost never achieves its purpose; but 
it is also because of this medium, in which action 
alone is real, that it "produces" stories with or 
without intention as naturally as fabrication 
produces tangible things." (p.184) 

Accordingly history is not "made" by men. They act into the 
world, and thereby they create unpredictable consequences and 
the story-teller can afterwards establish the full meaning of 
an action (p.192). 

As men are not "making" history it is a misleading thought 
figure that has taken hold of political thinking, the one 
that think in "ruling", where the beginning is made by a 
single individual and many join by finishing the enterprise 
(p.l89). This isolated ruler is in conflict with the reality 
of an open field of human acts influencing each other in 
unpredictable and indecisive ways. Action is boundless in 
the sense that every reaction becomes a chain reaction: 
"Since action acts on beings who are capable of their own 
actions, reactions, apart from being a response, is always a 
new action that strikes out on its own and affects others." 
Therefore, one of the political virtues par excellence is the 
old virtue of moderation! And the political temptation par 
excellence is hubris. 

Following this understanding of processes created by action 
as necessarily an interplay of many we come to focus on the 
ability to act in the condition of plurality in stead of the 
traditional figure of getting "to the power" and then "making 
history". "Power" in Hannah Arendt is understood as what 
keeps the public realm--always close at falling apart if not 
used (properly)--in existence (p.200). 

"Strength" can be accumulated by the individual (or the 
group) in isolation (188f and 200ff), "Power springs up 
between men when they act together and vanishes the moment 
they disperse. Violence can destroy power but not become a 
substitute for it, whereas strength can cope with 
violence--for instance by withdrawal from the world.<7> This 
is mainly to be seen in contrast to the widespread view where 
making is substituted for acting, and the concept of rule 
takes the central place. In a way this can be seen as the 
constant attempt of political philosophy of escaping politics 
altogether (p. 222) .. There the essence of politics is how to 
rule. In her attempt at avoiding this conclusion Arendt 
emphasizes strongly that action are not judged according to 
moral standards but only by the criterion of greatness, 
"because it is in its nature to break thorugh the common 
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·place accepted and into the extraordinary" (p.205). The 
meaning lies in the performance and neither in its motivation 
or its achievements. She wants to exclude totally the 
category of means and ends. The problems hereby created I 
will return to below. 

Shortly I want to end this presentation by the concept of 
politics in Hannah Arendt with the specific faculties (very 
far from core-concepts in traditional theories of politics} 
she points to in her action-oriented understanding of 
politics: the faculty of forgiving and the faculty to make 
and keep promises. 

The irreversinbility and unpredictability of the process 
started by acting makes these remedies necessary. And their 
roots are in plurality itself, they depend on no new spheres 
or factors but still on the presence and acting of others, so 
we avoid the continuing displacement which happened from the 
problems of labor to the solutions of work and the problems 
of work to the solutions of action. Being forgiven is the 
only way of avoiding the dominance of our lives by the first 
deed which in principle will have ongoing, unwanted effects. 
Binding ourselves to the fullfillment of promises helps to 
keep our own identities. 

It seems to be a problem that she carries the argument about 
ends and means so far as she does. She insists on the 
meaning of politics as purely performative in a way which 
makes quite a lot of political questions incomprehensible. 
The most common criticism of Hannah Arendt is exactly this. 
In a paradoxical way her theory ends up as curiously 
un-political, as aesthetic or something else. But politics 
is really about nothing in her theory. <8> 

In our lives we all have a disposition to look for meaning. 
The question might be absurd. And it might be interesting 
(for French Philosophers} to track it in various contexts and 
show how it lie hidden deep in theories, works of art, 
etc--and how it from its position in there structures a 
universe and thereby keep it bound to "the Western 
Metaphysics" (Derrida). Meaning, presence, identity, 
logos--these ever returning themes might prevent a lot of 
thinkers from openly accepting diff~rAnce and nothing more, 
just a track of setting-differences. Still, when the 
question keeps doing so it is important to include this 
highly effecient--probably absurd--question in a theory of 
human action, like for instance a political theory. 

In the political theory of 
the human drive towards 
world. This drive is 

Hermann Broch a crucial point is 
consistent understandings of the 

at the same time recognized--even 
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shared--by Broch and it is seen as the dangerous source of 
the closed systems, hypertrophy, mass aberration. 

So in the present political theory politics is a specific 
sphere, not following from human nature as such but 
introduced in one historical and cultural tradition, the 
European one, by the specific Greek experience, entering into 
interaction with some questions and problems raised in human 
mental history. Some questions of meaning--meaning of 
personal life, meaning of social life--have shown an 
adhesiveness that makes it reasonable to conclude today, that 
they will remain real and relevant dynamics whatever happens 
to society and the forms of the political sphere. People 
have individual motives for entering the political sphere, 
but in this sphere there will be some common aims and 
references. These are not standards in the sense that they 
can speak on their own an judge anything. They just give a 
form for at type of questions which then take on historically 
specific forms at different times. What is good and right 
and just has changed a lot. But some kind of legitimation of 
political activity by the case of "the good society" (and the 
good life) has been relatively constant. And the political 
battle--whatever might be the individual motives, whatever 
might be the mean techniques employed--is fought in the name 
of these questions. The fight takes on the form of 
struggling over a hierarchy of ends and means (cf 
Aristotle<9>). This dimension has consequences for the forms 
the political processes can take. It is necessary to take 
into consideration when trying to understand the specific 
dynamics in the political sphere. 

(On this essential point I do not follow Hannah Arendt. Here 
I am even more idealistic and more Aristotelian than she is! 
-By the way, even she has some scattered formulations around 
"The Human Condition" and especially "The Origins of 
Totalitarianism" indicating this more "moral" meaning of 
politics".<lO>) 

The political is a specific sphere where human activities to 
a large extent 1s motivated by personal attempts at 
distinguishing oneself, at inserting oneself in the unfolding 
of history, at doing great deeds (partly as a compnsation for 
the disapperance of war from everyday experience) and at. the 
same time it is the sphere for a collective attempt at 
finding or creating meaning in the social, in making the 
right policy. 

What is then happening in this 
mechanisms? First it should be 
politics is here attempted freed 
anti-political political philosophy 
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Arendt nor me--seen as isolated from other spheres. Arendt 
stresses politics as constantly conditioned by all the other 
dimensions of the human world. Never totally conditioned, 
nor totally unaffected. 

If Aristotle could sometimes m~ke a slightly naive impression 
of the strivings of people J.n the good state for the good 
life this is obviously corrected by Machiavelli pointing to 
the power-logics of politics forcing upon the actors a 
reversal of the relationship between morality and 
technique.<11> 

Where Hobbes attempts to construct a political Science 
inspired by the natural sciences and believes he can solve 
the problem of "the commonwealth" that way, Machiavelli is 
much more like acting into a continuing process of 
unpredictable politics. In Leviathan it seems to be the idea 
that if people understand this theory--and thereby the 
necessity of obediance--we will have order and centralized 
power, and then the unpredictability will be gone. 

Hobbes is just as cynical as Machiavelli in denouncing the 
possiblity of abstract morality outside the framework of a 
specific power relationship.<12> Law or morality is rather 
"empirical". But this is here turned into the foundations of 
an exact science leading to a solution of the problem of 
politics. Power can be centralized enough to solve the 
problem. In a way it is right the contrary with Machiavelli. 
Partly because Machiavelli links national and international 
politics as essentially one field, there are never any final 
solutions. You can never accumulate enough power to be 
secure. There will always be someone trying something 
against yoy--either from within or from the outside--or most 
likely or most dangerously as a combination. <13> 

In matters of power there is accordingly no bottom line. You 
can never "have" it and then be safe (as it seems to be the 
case in Hobbes). You will have to keep manoevring, because 
there will always e enough potentialities inside as well as 
outside your state--and especially if they combine--to 
detronize you. <14> In a way he then reintroduces an 
Aristotelian--or even pre-socratic--theme in political 
philosophy. Power is located in the social, in the human 
in-between, inthe way people relate to each other. There is 
no chance of just "making" the world from the priviliged 
position. You will have to keep taking the others into 
account. And with the marked inter-connection made by 
Machiavelli of national and international politics it is 
extra obvious that power is something floating around in 
quite unpredictable ways. (This theme ought to be expanded 
by a discussion of the concept of "Fortuna" in Machiavelli.) 
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Shortly mentioning some other types of conditioning: 

International politics have--according to the traditional, 
realist theories--a certain logic of its own which is not 
easily dispensed with.<15> This might give certain external 
and relatively absolute claims on the security policy of a 
state. <16> Though of major importance in relation to peace 
movements, this aspect will not be dealt with hear. 

People have (been) demobilized in contrast 
ideal of the polis--and of the Revolution and 
"Councils". 

to the Arendt 
the Soviets or 

Capitalism as a socio-economic system has a tendency .to. 
allocate specific functions to the state to fulfil!. And it 
defines certain limits for what the state should not see as 
its field. This has been investigated most carefully by 
several variations of marxist "state-theories". <17> Even if 
these theories have serious weaknesses as political 
philosophy they have pointed out numerous strong implications 
for political processes stemming from the "economic" sphere 
in its broad sense. 

Politics is influenced by several dynamics other than what 
here is presented as its "core" or "origin". In what sense do 
I imply that this original, Aristotelian meaning of politics 
still has a role to play today? Because a specific sphere 
has been opened up (in Greek antiquity) and some very 
fundamenmtal understandings of rights and possibilities have 
installed themselves as ideological realities. 

A search for the good life has been introduced into European 
culture as a question that keeps reintroducing itself. In a 
way this is fundamentally the question of meaning as it 
operates on the individual level. It is a reality also in 
the social. Therefore this potential field between people 
will be recreated again and again, and in it people will act 
and interact in the way we know as politics. Though politics 
as such are these actions, they will take the form of a 
struggle about setting aims and defining means for the 
collective. Accordingly, the interpretations of the social 
and its meaning will be at the centre. So the field has been 
opened and it will constantly be filled with a hierarchy of 
questions from the most philosophical (teoria) to mere 
technical questions of "how". Thus politics is defined 
neither by a given substance nor given institutions. The 
starting point is~ field (a space, a sphere). The level of 
organization defining the institutions is then an open 
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question, most often highly influenced by other--not strictly 
political--structurings of the social. The specific 
questions are also decided by the people acting into this 
sphere. In their praxis they define the meaning of the 
social and thereby also the questions deemed relevant. But 
somehow the political discourse is forced into talking about 
"the common good". Irrespective of the "real" interest 
behind any action it will have to deliver some simple formula 
explaining why there has to be unity domestically, what is 
the meaning of the game among states, and what is the meaning 
of the present activities in the political sphere. In a way 
politics in Aristotle is stretched between nature and God, 
between oikos and the discourse of the philosophers.<l8> The 
latter part has--as it is often said--been taken over by the 
psychological dynamics of the quest for subjectivity and by 
the impossible, existential questions of human life. That 
surely does not make for the disappearence of this pole of 
the tension defining the political. 

Several transformations have happened since the Greek polis. 
Politics have been loaded with other dynamics: the interplay 
of power-strategies, economic dynamics of society, the 
dynamics of international politics, etc. Still it has at its 
core a specific type of sphere and a specific form of 
discourse. So far so good; but what is it then that goes on 
in this sphere? What are the mechanisms, what are the form 
of the processes. It is important--yet, impossible for this 
paper--to develop a theory to understand political moves, the 
acts of politics. These acts are what have an impact on ones 
own group, on others, and the sturcture of the relationship, 
sometimes fundamentally changing the landscape. 

The specific moves are exactly what has been excluded by all 
the theories trying to get rid of politics. These theories 
have linked the political inputs and output to other spheres 
(or to highly abstact categories) and thereby defined their 
way through the· strictly political relations. To catch the 
micro-dynamics of politics it is necessary to include some 
element of "political psychology" or "political 
sociology".<l9> (This is found in the mentioned theories 
dealing with Masse (Canetti and Broch)<20> but also in 
Machiavelli, a political psychology being the essential 
dynamic in large parts of "The Prince".) But important 
elements can also be found in theories dealing exclusively 
with strategies and counter-strategies without reference to 
any deciding factors from outside this game. This does not 
have to involve psychology or sociology, there is also an 
element of game as such--of strategic moves against s,trategic 
moves in a super-rational sense. <21> 

Even when politics as such can not be understood only on the 
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personal level, since . the state has a logic of its own, the 
logic of these moves often build on fundamental human acts or 
faculties.· As Hannah Arendt rightly notes, "It has been in 
the nature of our tradition of political thought ( ... )to be 
highly selective and to exclude from articulate 
conceptualization a great variety of authentic political 
experiences, among which we need not be surprised to find 
some of an even elementary nature 11 .<22> Concepts and gestures 
that have their origin in for instance the religious sphere 
or the economic sphere might have been overlooked even if 
they are important shifters in current political processes. 

I can not develop such a theory here, but in the next (and 
last) chapter, some elements will--in a somewhat speculative 
form--be formulated in relation to the political activities 
of peace movements. At this place I will just present some 
general concepts and theoretical elements to this 
understanding of the logic of current politics by referring 
to the important book by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, 
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy. Towards a Radical Democratic 
Politics (Verso, London 1985). 

The main reason--which will in this paper be the minor 
theme--for the importance of this book is its convincing way 
of arguing the relationship (or in fact the fundamental 
"autonomy") of the political sphere from all kinds of social 
structures which might contain large political potentials but 
never carry automatic politcal implications independent of 
the way they are articulated in the discourses. They 
conceptualize this fundamental nature of the social as 
discoursively constituted in a way which live up to on the 
one hand the humanist and socialist tradition of action and 
responsibility and on the other hand the post-structuralist 
("french") development of an awareness of the decisive 
importance of language, the non-necessary relationship to 
"reality", etc. This carefull balance is extremely important 
in light of the overwhelming danger of the first tradition 
falling into naivete and the second into passivity.<23> 

The specific conceptualizations of political dynamics focus 
on the role of equivalence which constitutes antagonisms (by 
so to speak lining up several elements as the same, focussing 
all tensions into one point) and difference which construct 
"positivity" ("differentiated objectivity"), that is complex 
meaning. <24> The latter tends in the direction of 
constructing "society" as the total building where all 
subjects and all issues have their specific location, meaning 
and relation to other questions ·(pp.129ff, 137, etc). ·That 
however remains an illusion as there is 

"no single underlying principle finxing--and hence 
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constituing--the whole field of differences. The 
irresoluble interiorityjexteriority tension is the 
condition of any social practice : necessity only 
exists as a·partial limitaiton of the field of 
contingency. It is in this terrain, where neither 
a total interiroity nor a total exteriority is 
possible, that the social is constituted. For the 
same reason that the social cannot be reduced to 
the interiority of a fixed system of differences, 
pure exteriority is also impossible. In order to 
be totally external to each other, the entities 
would have to be totally internal with regard to 
themselves: that is to have a fully constituted 
identity which is not subverted by any exterior. 
But this is precisely what we have just rejected. 
This field of identities which never manage to be 
fully fixed, is the field of overdetermination." 
(p .111) 

In relation to any discourse (as a system of meaning, of 
differential entities), there will always be a "surplus of 
meaning" which subverts it. This" exactly constitutes the 
open nature of the process, the possiblity of moves. There is 
a general field of discoursivity where different discourses 
attempt to dominate the field, "to arrest the flow of 
differences" (p.ll2). The central concept is "articulation", 
the process inserting different "elements" as "moments" in a 
signifying chain, a discourse. However the elements are 
"floating signifiers" incapable of being wholly articulated 
to a discoursive chain. The different issues have no 
necessary relationship to different actors or programmes, 
they can be inserted in the general sphere of meaning in 
different ways, and this process will never be 
definitive--there will always remain the possibility for new 
attempts at partial fixations of meaning. The discourses 
constantly overflow each other. One can never completely 
achieve "suture", which means something like finishing the 
picture. (The theory surely is more complex than this and 
several core-concepts have not been introduced, but this may 
suffice to give an impression of this kind of understanding 
of politics.) 

More specifically the theory of political 
constructed 1n relation to the concepts of 
difference, antagonism<25>, and hegemony. 

processes is 
equivalence, 

Hegemony means the operation where one uses this openness. 
One has--acording to Laclau and Mouffe--to use the logic of 
equivalence to construct a formation shaped as a totality 
which necessitates a border, thus equivalence (antagonism). 
But to be a hegemonic articulation and not just any 
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antagonism it has to display "a continuous redefinition of 
the social and political spaces and ( ... ) constant processes 
of displacment of the limits constructing social division" 
(p.144). Thus it is a process of making more theoretical 
elements and more people join a social struggle. 

Essential is the argument distinguishing Laclau and Mouffe 
from the original marxist concept of hegemony: in this 
process the articualting force is changed itself. Thus, we 
can not think in terms of a clever group, tactically 
mobilizing other social groups or other cases around itself 
man~uvring other groups towards its hidden aims. In the end 
the intitator is itself produced by its chosen theme (pp.7-92 
and 139). This brings us back to the underlining by Broch and 
Arendt of the concrete and direct nature of politics. There 
are definite limits to big tactics in politics. To a large 
extent it is what one is doing--especially doing with 
words.<26> 

However, it should be noted how Laclau and Mouffe link 
hegemonic politics to the logic of antagonism. Equivalence 
tends to destabilize "society" by signifying the limit of the 
social, by deconstructing the positional space created by the 
distinctions of difference. Equivalence constructs antagonism 
and pictures the social in two camps. This is in their 
theory seen as a necessary part of the logic of hegemony as 
argued above. 

They stress the need to "decouple" the different struggles, 
because the total equivalence is impossible--there is not one 
natural socialist case--with a core actor--unifying all 
social struggles. However, they keep the necessity of 
antagonism for political (hegemonic) action. This is a 
consequence of the kind of politics they are interested in. 
Politics to Laclau and Mouffe has to do with the big 
system-like questions of general principles and relations of 
dominance in society. All the minor questions which take the 
central place for instance in the theory of Hannah Arendt, is 
not really politics in the view of Laclau and Mouffe. These 
"daily" questions are seen as operating insinde the 
"differences" and thereby simply as part of the stabilizing 
of a pseudo-harmonious "society". This seem to be one marxist 
adjorned game they have not taken up.<27> 

In a way the book is to be seen as a further development of 
the progress achieved by Gramsci when he achieved a certain 
"demilitarization of war" by pointing to the distinction 
between "war of manoevre" and "war of position". "War of 
manoevre" is simple military thinking applied to politics--a 
fight between two political armies. "'War of position' 
involves the progressive disaggregation of a civilization and 
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the constitution of another around a new class core" (p.70). 
It thinks the frontier as internal to the social. Moves can 
be made on the ambiguities of the social whereas war of 
manoevre is build on a concept of the social as clearly 
divided into two fixed camps. 

I would add that this thinking--and of course the terms--need 
not only to be partly demilitarized, there is also a need for 
a repolitization in the form of a distinct "politics of 
movement" . 

And this is the limitation of 
understanding of the dynamics 
competition and interplay 
difference. 

Laclau and Mouffe. They lack an 
of operations mainly involving 
of different systems of 

One important component might here be what I have elsewhere 
labelled "the Dialectics of Detente",<28> where a dynamic 
process is only possible when the actors engage in some 
amount of mutual stabilization and reassurance. One has to 
stabilize in order to change. (Cf. the logic of German 
Ostpolitik!) It is important to affirm central elements of 
present reality to ensure an amount of stability and to 
remove fear-based blockings in core actors relating to their 
main anxieties. 

(To a certain extent 
detente are found in 
the actors in European 
radicalization of 
consequently about the 
would force Laclau and 
idea of hegemony. 

the reasons for the dialectics of 
the specific limitiations forced upon 
Security. However, this seems to be a 
a general mechanism.) Thinking 
problem of how to make things move 
Mouffe beyond their rather stereotyped 

In a way this whole presentation adds up to an argument, that 
one aspect of politics is that it is still a variation on 
discussion among people. Then some among the readers of this 
paper must now be shouting "Habermas!" and be preparing for 
criticism of my view for naive premises of "ideal 
speechsituations", "powerfree (or "nondistorted") 
communication", etc. But the present theory has avoided any 
use of the ideal. It has used something that might sound 
ideal to explain the origins of a specific sphere, and it has 
shortly mentioned some of its transformations, and it then 
tries to understand the logics of moves in this sphere. 
These moves are in no way meant as attempt to meet some high 
standard for ideal politics. Still the ideal might be 
present as an implicit political reality and therefore a real 
dynamic in politics. 

In the present view of politics discourse is never "free", 
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motives never pure - individuals always have individual 
motives (like honour) for social actions, not purely social, 
collective motives. <29> 

Crucial elements collected in this investigation are: Total 
political victory is not possible (Arendt) and not preferable 
(Broch). There are no definitive social categories of 
self-evidence--like for instance "the people". In reality 
politics--also of "peace movements"--take place on several 
levels: "people" against elite as ·well as among different 
elite groups. 

Therefore one should not accept easy identities as given 
absolutes. For instance Werner Kaltefleiter in a (critical) 
book on peace movements construct a model for the interaction 
of peace movements and environment (society), and write: 
"International co-operation seems to be an important variable 
for both peace movements and societies. In the case of 
societies, the Western Alliance offers a framework for this 
co-operation ( ... ). In the case of the peace movement 
( ••• ) 11 .<30> In this way he installs a fundamental identity 
between NATO and Society, as given outside the question of 
specific political debates. Political organizations might 
need this technique. In a way it is what politics is about. 
Thus the peace movement will have to operate with figures of 
the movement = people versus the state = traditionalism, 
etc. But researchers should not accept these articulations 
as absolutes. We should look carefully into the textual work 
by which the meaning is constituted and look out .for the 
black spots thereby inserted in the different discourses.<31> 

Neither the peace movement nor the establishment has a 
natural, priviliged relationship to "the people". No 
specific policy is by its origin raison d'etat--nor is any 
for this reason peace policy. Not that one policy might not 
have better chances than others of achieving certain aims, 
but none of these have an. identity per se. One will have to 
watch their specific articulation in a given discourse. And 
the consequences of a policy is never known before it has 
been involved with the other actors. Here is a task for 
research on peace movements. And the peace movements 
themselves might be wise keeping some awareness of these 
different levels--of the duality of operating for instance in 
the figures of peoplejmovementjpeace versus statejdanger and 
at the same time being one political elite group among many 
moving in the field of political action. 

3.Peace Movements. Political Mass Movements? 

In the peace movements one 
first might look like just 

often 
what 
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strategy understanding and accepting the necessity of diverse 
and tendentially contradictory activities on different levels 
of society and in different political forms, condensed in a 
formula like "lobbying and mobilizing people!". But let us 
look more carefully at the terms and what they might mean in 
a peace movement. (And even if some movements might use 
other terms I will here claim that the dominating 
understanding follows the lines here presented. This, 
however, I have no possibility of substantiating in the 
present paper. We might here have a theme for comparative 
use of the different national papers of the conference.) 

"Lobbying" equals pressure, influence that relates to 
specific decisions, which is something altogether different 
from organic processes involving oneself and the others. 
"Lobbying" implies an actor carrying a fixed message to 
another actor supposed to be unable to agree to it--but able 
to be convinced about the rationality of supporting it right 
now. This kind of activity is not changing the patterns of 
thinking or any other more permanent parts of the political 
structure. 

There is no radical (Gandhian) belief in the possibility of 
the other changing. True non-violence is build on the idea 
that in the end the other should decide himself for the 
change, without being forced to it.<32> The attitude to 
lobbying is mostly far from this level of "optimism". 

This at least most often goes for the "leaders" or 
"intellectuals" of the movements. A majority of the 
"ordinary" members might think in terms of eye-opening in 
relation to politicians. The strategists of the movements 
are more prone to be suspicious about this possibility and in 
stead think in more narrow "lobbying" meaning manoevring on 
specific issues trying to operationalize the "strength" of 
the movement (generated by its mass mobilizations) and to use 
the skill and knowledge of the leaders in influencing the 
decision. 

"Mobilizing" is to a certain extent the basis for both of 
these approaches to "political influence". Making the 
politicians understand either a short term political calculus 
(lobbying) or the world (eye-opening), both depends in the 
eyes of its practioners on the strength--or "power"--of the 
movement. still these activities are not the only and maybe 
often not the main motives for "mobilizing" people. 
Mobilizing is also meant as a way of approaching still more 
people and thereby mobilizing further. What is really the 
meaning of this is often somewhat obscure but for some it 
will open the eyes of the politicians, for other it will 
force limitations on politicians in specific instances, and 
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to quite a lot it is supposed to end up as some kind of 
direct politics--somehow taking over. Inherent in all these 
variations is an idea of mobilizing strength (or power) 
around a given core. Strength is generated from inside, so 
to speak. It is generated by the addition of still more of 
the same, and it is done basically isolated from the 
opponent. 

An implicit premise for this strategy must be the idea of 
political processes divided into on the one side power 
struggles and on the other "ruling" or "executing". That is: 
politics is supposed to be made by actors who have 
accumulated sufficient strength or control to be in the 
position to decide. In the terminology of Hannah Arendt this 
is mirrored in a confusion of "strength" and "power". 
"Strength" can be build in isolation, from inside. Power is 
fundamentally dependent on engagement with the others. 

In the "mobilization"-view one is thinking of history as the 
wanted developments forced through by those who gained access 
to the cockpit. If one alternatively think of history as the 
constant interplay where no one is able to get his plan 
totally carried thorugh, it becomes necessary to think of 
power as something in the political, in the in-between. 
Power is consituted by the interplay of the conflicting 
groups, by their ability to create some common functioning 
enabling a public realm and some common action. 

In the words of Hannah 
think politics in terms 
that is as work when it 

Arendt the fundamental mistake is to 
of "producing" in stead of "acting", 
is action. 

Thinking of power as located in-between people of diverging 
opinions and thinking of politics as the always partly 
unintended outcome of different actions means to put the 
interplay with other political forces at the centre of ones 
analysis and strategy. Accordingly one will have to invest 
ones own position as movable. It is not possible to think in 
terms of a fixed position, identity and core group of ones 
own engaging in a process of articulating the floating 
signifiers of the general political sphere (in an attempt at 
structuring the meaning of the social for other groups) 
without changing the understanding and the identity of 
oneself - this is the core argument of the book by Laclau and 
Mouffe. 

"Mobilizing" means exactly to think of the positions as fixed 
and only the individuals as floating.<33> 

This is the reason for the unremitting endeavours--on the 
side of especially WPC-oriented peace movements--to establish 
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a clearly located and stable core of the problem. In the 
Danish case (with a relatively strong and intellectually 
relatively flexible WPC-oriented peace movement) it has been 
obvious that the most important was not where to locate the 
problem but to have it located at all. Words like 
imperialism or even United States have not been decisive 
needs - certain core reactionary circles in the West can 
do.<34> Formulations like that ask for broad coalitions 
against these minor groups. The well known logic of "popular 
fronts" etc. 

This is one--probably the major--reason for the potentially 
radical importance of the famous E.P.Thompson-essay on 
"Exterminism".<35> Here the problem is a complex structure 
with no core, no specific proponents, not totally 
identifiable with a specific social base today. Exterminism 
has an origin and a history--but now it is just a reality, it 
doesn't necessarily have a meaning.<36> 

Still the problem according to the theory of exterminism is 
one and it has a name. It is one and only one--and we know 
the name and what it belongs to. It is supposed to~ 
relatively easy to decide what (and who) is part of the 
problem and what (and who) is part of the solution. But the 
first radical step is taken by cutting the problem loose from 
a social, economic and personal base and locating it at least 
partly in the ~olitical sphere of complex processes of 
actions and intereactions generating still new products, more 
or less wanted and more or less unwanted by the different 
actors. (Of course-it is no aim to forget the relationships 
with economic and other interests. But it is necessary to 
understand the dynamic on its own premises.) 

The identification of specific social forces and nations with 
the problem is exactly the logic of equivalence (Laclau & 
Mouffe)--the logic of antagonism. In a field like peace with 
its existential potentials such an antagonism necessarily 
takes on more than a modest mark of totalizing (in difference 
to the Laclau & Mouffe strategy of partial ("issue-specific") 
antagonisms.) It will signal the necessity of total victory 
for our own side (cf the Arendt discussion above) and thereby 
it posits an existential threat to some other political 
actors (not only those--if they exist--who really want arms 
race and tension but those who are deemed so by the peace 
movements.) And these thereby become rather inflexible in 
relation to the peace-movement--and no politics can arise. 

Does this then lead 
activities as the 
researcher and the 
critical and involved 

us back 
only ones 
only ones 
individual? 
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and "simplistic" slogans have no role to play? Obviously 
they have. The universe of European security politics is 
radically changed today compared to ten years ago. The peace 
movement became an important reality by the mass events of 
1982-83 and it is an important reality today constantly 
influencing single decisions by its sheer latent activities. 
(Cf. for instance the arguments among conservatives in the 
Federal Republic of Germany· in relation to the double-zero 
solution on INF-missiles where it was obvious that some 
right-wingers by instinct started to think about new common 
upper limits in specific new grey zones implying possible new 
deployments of these weapons on the western side. These 
people where told by fellow conservatives (like CDU General 
Secretary Heiner Geissler) that it was absolutely out of the 
question starting to ask for any new deployments of any kind 
of nuclear weapons in the Federal Republic. <37> The peace 
movement was obviously part of the political processes in 
this case without "doing" anything.) The peace movements 
have had even more fundamental effects than this: the arena 
for security policy has changed. It is--relatively 
speaking--more open, .it has got new actors, new experts, 
etc. And some fundamental components of the·establishment 
understadning has been changed, for instance in relation to 
the stability and durability of deterrence, and of the 
relationship between Europe, division and confrontation. 
These effects can not be seen as simple transferrings of 
peace movement understandings to the establishment. ·often 
the new views are strongly contradictory to the 
understandings in the peace movements, but still something 
has changed. And this whole process can not be understood 
without including the mass events of the early eighties and 
the often very problematic arguments about nuclear war around 
the corner, about first strike strategy, about the people 
raising against the establishments administrating the 
collective suicide, etc. It did all have some--often 
constructive--effects. What is the logic of this, and what 
is the relationship between the mass events and the different 
kinds of more articulated political activities? 

I will here restrict the discussion to the somewhat 
simplified scheme--later to be slightly refined--of two types 
of peace movement activities: on the one hand the 
mobilization and display of the "mass movement" as such, 
including relatively simple stereotyped arguments and an 
alternative quite impossible to the established political 
elite. On the other hand arguments, analyses and actions 
operating in. a relatively complex unlverse with partial 
overlaps between established views and those articualted by 
the spokesmen of the movement. 

The function of the mass mobilizations as a partly 
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self-generating, self-reinforcing dynamic is--besides being 
its own purpose--to build some kind of equivocal threat. To 
the established political elites it must be threatening to 
see growing masses joining around arguments which seem to 
those spectators irrational and dangerous. There will be 
some worry about the not likely but still possible option of 
some kind of more fundamental loss of legitimacy or at least 
the fear of being put in a position--like it was imagined in 
Autumn 1983--where all kind of opposition from ,(the?) people 
will take dimensions where one is checkmate because the 
people is not able to detronize the elite, but the elite is 
not able to carry through the act they want (in case 
deploying INF) because this would imply destroying by their 
own acts the legitimacy in the people. This direct use of 
force from the people is very seldom but its possibility is 
nevertheless a political reality of some relevance. 

These radical perspectives are in one way or the other the 
starting point for all kinds of more refined political 
activities by the movements because without the invocation of 
these perspectives the movements would be politically 
,invisible. In our modern media society the dramatic, the 
unexpected, the terrifying, the big, etc is what is needed in 
order to enter the political reality as it is defined. The 
political parties are defined into it--based on at standard 
fee called votes. And they share it with some persons and 
organizations generally accepted as relevant, as part of the 
public realm as it functions in its present form in the 
Western societies here dealt with. 

New groups 
Especially 

-something 
definition 

are not able to just enter by speaking 
themes that are not accepted as problems 

spectacular necessary in order, to change 
of reality. 

up. 
make 
this 

What is needed here as the first move when something is 
totally excluded from the political universe is exactly the 
opposite of what has been argued above. The comprehensible, 
the specific restructerings and recombinations involving 
known components as usually practiced among the competing 
discourses has no chance of entering from outside, no chance 
of establishing a new actor as an actor (and more generally 
no chance of establishing a new discourse as a relevant part 
of the general political field). It is then necessary to put 
the wrong questions at the wrong time, to say the 
incomprehensible and act on the basis of the illegitimate. 
Ola Tunander has coined the apt term "the Strategy of 
Madness" for this process where some radical, "unrealistic" 
views are put forward which at first fall outside "the 
general opinion" but these views are eventually absorbed and 
modified by the massmedia--or more generally the political 
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sphere--"by being woven into the 'generel opinion' as 
something normal." The 'general opinion' is thereby 
displaced. This is an explanation (build mainly on the 
workings of the media system) of how seemingly impossible 
opinions become possible. How some political force can 
"forward a debate outside the political scale, far beyond any 
'realist' alternative'. Madness has been put on the agenda 
and gush forth as a cold wind, as something to be reckoned 
with." <38> The integrating mechanism stems from the 
function of massmedia in our societies as "the father figure 
and scientific authority". The medi,a furthers some extreme 
positions but on the other hand it tends to integrate them. 
And it makes necessary the extreme positions because every 
important position in the end has to look like a compromise 
and therefore needs something more extreme than itself. Mass 
media does not stimulate clearcut polarization--it has a need 
to appear as the stabil, unifying core of society. Therefore 
there will always be an important "centre" which at the same 
time as it legitimizes its own dominating role makes the 
extremes tolerable and in doing so: integrated. 

The analysis of Laclau and Mouffe is correct in pointing to 
the importance of the floating signifiers of different 
elements of conflictuality which can be articulated by 
different--often antagonistic--discourses. However, this is 
only the very abstract form. In our specific media society 
this dynamic of extremism, integration and "compromise" is 
important to take into account in its specificity. 

In this process the central part is played by an interplay 
between a force outside the established political universe, 
changing the border of the possible (and thereby establishing 
new themes), and a more traditional political actor operating 
with equivalences and differences in the usual way and 
thereby interacting in partly conflicting partly attracting 
ways with other political forces. The latter carry the 
bruden of partly restructering the meaning of the social 
since the first remains incomprehensible though disturbing 
and thereby relevant. <39> 

Going back to the case of mass demonstrations; they can put 
an issue on the agenda but not carry a programme through, not 
move anything anywhere. They can just make the poltical 
sphere tremble--not move. It opens up a possible entrance to 
the public realm of some other force articulating the issue 
inside "the meaningful!". In case of the peacemovements and 
their two sides: the mass events opens up for the entrance of 
the movement into the public realm. (In some other cases it 
is not at all two forces that closely related who play the 
two roles--as in the case of the radical left and the left 
social democrats.) Now the peace movement has gained access 
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to the public realm--it is understood as relevant. What is 
it then to do? It is then thorn between the logic of the 
mass movement and the logic of the political sphere itself. 
The first would lead it to make its "inside politics" a 
continuation of the mass movement outside and thereby 
conducting pure "power politics" in relation to other 
political forces. The second would lead it to start making 
its programme more complex absorbing other positions and 
issues, trying to articulate floating signifiers and change 
the thinking of others--not necessarily make the others think 
the same, but still changing it. That is: start the 
political inter-action. 

By the strategy of madness an issue is put on the agenda, but 
it is not decided how it should be settled. By the strategy 
of madness developments are not moved in the wanted 
direction. It has made the whole sphere tremble and that 
might make some moves possible. But at first the most likely 
force will be a counter pressure. If a move in the wanted 
direction should be achieved, it will rely on some "other" 
political force operating in the new situation inside the 
existing political universe. But this force will have a 
complicated relationship to the logic of the movement 
creating the initial shock. And the politically acting 
movement will probably waver between pure power politics with 
a logic of strict antagonism and a strategy of arguments 
thinking in terms of "alternative security", etc. The 
conditions leading the movement into this situation is 
closely related to the modern media society, and exactly this 
condition opens the possibility for a third (but necessarily 
secondary) strategy of dropping the right information at the 
right time as it has recently been practiced quite 
succesfully by the Swedish Peace and Arbitration Society, the 
major Swedish peace movement. Hereby the peace movement is 
transformed into a "collective journalist".<40> 

The justification of resorting to the strategy of madness can 
be seen as a parallel to the argument for non-violent 
resistance. In situations where an issue is excluded it can 
be seen as a necessary step to engage in logics seen by 
others as threatening. 

But the core of the problem is the necessary tension between 
on one side the logic of mass implying pressure (direct 
power) built on numbers and the potential ability to block 
deployments, etc; and on the other side particapation in the 
public realm. Because ususally you can't participate there 
if you pose a fundamental threat to someone elses life (or 
life form). <41> (The public realm is constituted when it is 
made clear that violent means will not be applied among its 
members.<42> And an ideology can be in its logic violent 
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towards others.) At the same time as "outdoor politics" 
disable well functioning "indoor politics", it enables it as 
well. First by opening up the entrance and then by (through 
the logic of the mass media) translating these extreme 
politics into arguments for its more modest versions (cf. the 
presentation above of the logic in the strategy of madness). 
This often functions in the way that the insiders can point 
to the extremists and use them as an argument for the 
necessity of some (but moderate) steps in their direction. 
Sometimes the argument of potential loss of control is even 
used explicitly by politicians in bargaining with others (and 
as it is known from Schelling this is the most effecient 
threat of all since the problem of credibility is solved by 
the fact that one simply does not have the capacity of 
control.) For instance in the "Deployment debate" in the 
West German Bundestaq (November 1983), Helmut schmidt 
explicitly criticized Kansler Kohl for not using this kind of 
threats against the Americans in order to influence their 
position in the negotiations!<43> (Usually this effect is of 
course not deliberate on the side of "the extreme". But on 
the other hand, it has been argued above that in a way the 
ignorance aabout consequnces of ones own actions goes for all 
political actors.<44>) It should be noted that this illogical 
constructive connection between the two activities is to a 
large extent a product of the specific logics of the media 
system; its soothing dramatization.<45> 

The negative effect is clearly seen in some of the countries 
where "the peace movement" is split--and especially where it 
is split into two eqully big movements. When split between a 
WPC and and END like movement they will on different 
dimensions block each others ability to persue politics of 
movement. The two fundamentally different logics might make 
it hard to quiet in others the worries preventing change. 
The WPC-movement look for power and want to accumulate it in 
the movement. The END-movement might (as in Denmark) not be 
willing to--or not good at--accumulating power in the simple 
sense explained above. And the END-movment can't get things 
moving because they are blocked by the fears and stereotypes 
unleashed by the other movement. And on other levels the 
split in relation to the established political universe does 
not follow the dividing line between the organizations--or at 
least not this line. The END-like movement is likely to be 
the more anti-statist building on an alternativist ideology. 

Some readers might wonder why I totally exclude one potential 
route of influence for the peace movements which have--in the 
movements--been seen by many as the central one: movement 
activities influencing "public opinion" and thereby voters, 
which are then taken into account by the politicians. But 
even if this played some role in the early eighties I am 
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quite sure It will be of minor importance in the future, 
simply because it does not seem to function. People do not 
translate these issues and opinions into votes. And the 

-whole question of public opinion is--as especially Philip 
Everts has shown--markedly more complex than implied in this 
figure. 

After having emphazised this essential conflict between the 
two logics necessary for the movement when operating at the 
two different levels (and the destructive as well as the 
constructive effects resulting from this) it should be noted 
that some activities to a certain extent circumvent this 
problem. For instance the whole area of detente from below 
is in a way a call for "do it yourself security". This can 
be presented in a way where it is higly threatening to 
established politics, but it can also be presented and 
practiced as at least partly compatible with the continuation 
of traditional diplomacy. 

(This last question is clearly underresearched as most 
researchers also choose one "favorite actor"--state or 
movement--and then see the solution intrinsically connected 
to this one actor. The possible good and bad interplays 
between the different levels of diplomacy and detente is 
therefore surprisingly seldom researched.<46>) 

This dilemma I have experienced myself. As some kind of 
theoretician of the Danish independent peace movement, "No to 
Nuclear Weapons", I had in the early 1980s participated in 
developping an intellectually more sustainable understanding 
of the value of nuclear weapon free zones. I felt we were 
rather succesfull in transcending the then dominating 
arguments in favor of such arrangements. But when it came to 
convincing the social democrats about the value of taking 
over these views, it was felt as something of a problem that 
our new, alternative view was essemitially build on a 
dynamics and a vision where parties where replaced by 
movements! 

It might be possible to overcome this dilemma by thinking 
about the relationship between relationships and the complex 
and non-linear effects of movements acting directly out into 
international politics. (Here we ought to take up James 
N.Rosenaus theory of "Cascading Interdependence". <47> 
Thereby one could avoid the simple conflict between 
state-diplomacy and peoples-diplomacy. After all they do 
interact in the international reality. And that is not 
necessarily bad. 

Partly related 
importance of 

to this one should be aware of 
different levels in society, 
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respective international roles. In reality, in the positive 
effects of peace movements (but not always adequately 
reflected in the thinking of the movements), a crucial role 
is often played by the· levels between "people"jmovementjlocal 
groups and traditional politics. The policy of the movement 
is often channelled through the diverse world of 
organizations. It is translated through the interaction 
between the peace movement and other organizations and 
through the exchange of persons among these. I am here 
thinking not only--not even mainly--of political parties but 
of churches, scouts, peoples-exchange organizations, etc. 
These play an important role in the relations with the other 
side in the East-West dialogue (d~tente from below). To 
understand these dynamics it is important to remember that 
the peace movement has a double identity as at one level 
claiming an identity with "the people", operating at an 
anti-organization level, and on another level it is exactly 
one organization among many others. To understand its own 
functioning in this world of organizational politics the 
peace movements will need to be able to think outside its own 
picture of natural identity between the people and the 
movement. 

A few more words on the dynamics involved in the mass 
movement as such: The Necessity of Mass has as well an inner 
and an outer dimension. As to the outside it has been argued 
above that it is necessary in order to gain acces to the 
public realm independently of whether one wants there to do 
"power politics" or continuation politics. As to the inside, 
the logic of mass is necessary to generate the amount of 
particiapation. This statement is not a tautology since one 
could think of the possibility of gathering lots of people 
(literally or just in opinions visible· in polls) without 
employing the specific dynamics of the mass as it is known 
from canetti, Broch, Ortega y Gasset and others; and as it is 
dealt with in theories of social movements under names like 
"ressource mobilization" and "redemptive organizations". 
<48> 

It is no specific trait in movements that irrational 
dimensions are involved. That goes for all political 
activities, as they always have a personal motive and 
therefore have some relation to the total self 'including the 
necessary inrrational dimensions. (It is a common mistake 
<49> to . contrast supposedly purely political 
organizations--parties for instance--to organizations 
fullfilling psychological functions to the members. In all 
organizations one will find both elements. Motivations is 
inevitably personal, at the same time as the activities of 
the peace movement are about something (peace)--and one must 
have some original political idea for choosing this 
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activity. So the peace movement is of course highly 
political even if most traditional analysis of it choose to 
picture the peace movement as psychologically motivated, naiv 
in fundamental security analysis, and highly skilled in 
political tactics.) When using high numbers of collectively 
visible people as entrance fee to the public realm it is 
necessary to involve some specific irrational dynamics which 
have to do with "the reversal of the fear of being touched" 
into a relief in the density of a crowd where everyone feel 
himself pressed against himself, <50> and with playing on the 
panic reactions of people on experiences of "ego contraction" 
leading to disposition toward inclusion in a "mass soul" 
building on a value system which is "closed". <51> "Man when 
in twilight state is prepared to submit to mass all the more 
as his feeling of absolute loneliness drives him toward 
irrational values as implied in the feeling of mass 
fellowship." <52> 

Involving these dynamics means to involve a certain 
incompatability with the traditional functioning of the 
public realm and the political processes as it necessarily 
leads to an uncompromising and selfsufficient attitude. 

(This experience of belonging to some metaphysic community 
does not necessarily have to be a "rationality loss" 
(according to Broch). Since the irrational is a necessary 
part of human life it should in principle be possible to 
articulate the irrational with the rational in a way which 
makes them "additional values"--they can be an "irrationality 
gain", without creating a "rationality loss 11 .<53> However, 
the dilemma is always close at hand.) 

Summing up--and oversimplifying--one aspect of the last part 
of the paper, it can be seen as a tension between 2 aspects 
of peace movement: mass with simplicity and participation in 
the public realm with complexity. (Participation does not 
equal participation in the formal political system. I talk 
about the public realm, the common stage, in the specific 
forms it might take in a given society.) Between the two 
aspects there are two different and even contradictory 
relationships: mass undermining--in the public 
realm--politics of moving social meaning and mass-activities 
being necessary to awaken the total mass and thereby break 
into the public realm, where it--because of the crucial role 
of media--is even possible to a certain extent to operate 
with the effects of mass. 

In a way this is fundamentally a tension between two 
crowd-logics or two types of masses: 1) the narrowrninded, 
closed system destroying political systems (cf. Broch, Arendt 
in Origins~, etc); 2) the implosion of meaning in the 
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media integrating everything into pseudo-harmonious, 
non-articulated in-difference, pure surface without any 
depth--the "atomized, nuclearized, molecularized mass 11 <54> 
which reject meaning and opt for fascination instead, thereby 
"turning the system's logic back on itself by duplicating it, 
reflecting meaning, as in a mirror, without absorbing 
it."<55> This latter form is, according to Baudrillard, the 
only possible resistance strategy of the masses today. 
However, at the same time it must necessarily be seen as an 
obstacle by any intitiave following an aim in a more 
traditional, political sense. 

To simplify even further (and to introduce 
illogical and ugly terms) one could see all 
conflict between modern, late-modern and 
realities (especially in relation to the problem 

a few more 
this as a 
post-modern 

of the mass): 

The·modern figure (still crucial to the peace movement itself): 
Enlightenment, progress, the people <---> Tradition, 

MEANING irrationality. 

The Late-modern conflict {Elliott, 
The Mass, .simplification <----> 

(anti-political intimacy) 

Post-modern tension (Baudrillard): 
Mass: silent indifference <----> 

fascination and surface 

Ortega y Gasett, Canetti, Broc 
Complex elite-understandings 

MEANING 

Elite: FUTILE MEANING and 
moralizing. 

Here the mass-movement--a contra
diction in terms--enters as some 
kind of media strategy of some 
part of the elite using it to make 
some moves in hyper-reality--moves 
against other elites and with the 
real masses as spectators and 
feared but fictive judges. 

Modern mass action favours meaning, late-modern mass 
destructs meaning and in post-modernity some mass activity 
might be a way of attempting to fix maeaning for a moment by 
acting though the act should mainly be seen as performance. 

As real conclusion I offer a broad and a narrow one. Broadly 
this paper point to the importance of looking out in any 
specific, empirical analysis for these diverse dynamics here 
discussed in a relatively abstract sense. This could be a 
way of unveiling the politics of a movement and the place of 
a movement in national and international politics. The more 
specific core-argument of the paper is to look out for the 
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definition by the actors in relation to "security" and 
"peace". The way a specific actor conceptualizes politics in 
general and the field of prime relevance in particular is a 
factor--and probably not the least important one--in placing 
oneself in (or maybe outside) the political landscape in this 
field. Is the political space dichotomized, and if so who 
are set as identical with the movement and who as identical 
with insecurity? If not, how is political space then 
constructed? By which operations are differences set, and 
where does that locate the movement itself--and what is then 
the concept of politics. How is the relationship to other 
actors pictured: as for or against or with. What is 
essentially ones own role? As the essense of the people 
(where all other must feel threatened by being pictured as 
unnecessary, as misunderstandings) andjor as a part of the 
political game (at least as one dimension of ones self)? So, 
my essential argument is, that researchers analyzing peace 
movements should look at the deep structures of their world 
view and the implicit operations in their language. By 
understanding this, one can find out where the movement 
locates itself in--or outside--the political universe. And 
this is likely to be decisive for the type of activities, the 
structure and the fate of the movement in case. 

Accordingly, the question might also be of some importance to 
the movements themselves. 

1. The quotations on the frontpage are from The Human 
Condition, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago 1958, 
p.52, and from The Prince - here quoted from The Prince and 
Other Political writings, selected and translated by Bruce 
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3. Hannah Arendt, "On Humanity in Dark Times: Thoughts 
Lessing" (1959), reprinted in: Men in Dark Times, New 
1968, Middlesex 1973 edition, pp.11-38. 
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4. Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist 
Strategy. Towards ~ Radical Democratic Politics, London 1985. 

5. Neither the individuals nor "society" have a given meaning 
or a fixed identit~. Cf. LaclaujMouffe 1985, pp.104, 111, 
192. Cf. also Norbert Elias The Court Society, Oxford 1983, 
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is explained in the pages 50ff and 157ff. 

7. ibid, p.203, and "Thoughts on Lessing", p.19ff. 

8. Cf. JO.rgen Habermas, "Hannah Arendt's communications 
Concept of Power" in Social Research, 1977/1, p. 3-24 
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IN T A.D DUCT ID N 

In the world Peace Year , over twenty years after the founding of the Inter~ational 

. Peace REsearch Association and efiter over fifty years of peace research activity '(from 

the emergence of Richardson, Sorokin, Wrigh·t, Southoul and Deutsch) the establishing of 

a.world order capable of preventing war, at any leve1,was as far away as ever. 

Ar 111.., s races flourish along. with· the trade they create, wars of all types (as well as 

new methods) are on the increase, more refugees than ever crowd into camps all over the 

third world where greater disparities within countries and with the North (or West) become 

moer evident daily. 

In general , de1:1pite a few areas such as medieal care and emergency relief, the inter

national system appears to be chaotic and war seems out of control. 

Western culture and its civilizations are rapidly spreading their influence throughout 

the world. Not least the long tradition of endemic war has spread, first through colonial

ization and then in the pos~ colonial proeess of :secession and , more reeently, to small 

territorial and non territorial groups by terrorism : which in turn ,.threatens to disrupt .life 

in the former colonialist countries .as well as in the new· eountries. 

This paper is an attempt to trace the growth and spread of militarism and war frm their 

animal and primitive human roots , tlhrough the European civflizations to the modern global 

system. It is also an attempt to analyze, by using recent~data,as well as earlier findings, 

the causes and other factors which generate war and violent eonfliet. 

Particular attention has been paid to the value dimension among faetors of war, and 

it is postulated that the examination of this vital dimension has , at a very high cost, been 

grossly neglected. It is contended that unless researchers find new methods of incorpor

ating· value factors, both as instruments of researeh (consulting DPIN IONS· of experts in ease 

studies, ete,) anti ,as independent or reciprocal variables in their equations,the science 

of peaee will remain at the ,pre-take-off level of development. 

Finally, ·attention is given·to the viability . of the institutions associated with 

peace resear~h, education and preservation to point out their ineffeetiveness in dealing 

with their professed basic task. There """Y "'ell be ·a tine limit in whieh these organiz-

ations have to \fDk before the whole process of a stable world order beeomes the orerogative 

of the. superpowers ,·thereby putting an end to the rational proeess for ·whieh WE.are work

ing. Even in the next deeade Superpower military crises may end only by nuclear terrorist fear. 

Peace researchers and PP. ace educators must be·ar some responsibili tv for t_his situation, 

especially for their inability or unwillingness to discriminate between concepts such as 

'peace' 'and 'freedom~ and 'justice' and 'order; and for the lack of any scaling of prior-

'.ities in objectives. 1~ short,there is little to distinguish the process of war from the 

processses of pe~ce research, peace education and peace movements 1~ our t~rne. 

At the present stage jn global social structural development ~eace ~ducation must be re

garded as a political pressure lobby campaigning for stabilizing· eulturai reforms. Much of . - . 

what is designated Peaee Education is , however, doubtfully stabilizing and therefore it is 
I 

, necessary to re-examine the aims and content of the subject before the costly business of a 

i campaign, university studies, teaeher-training and text-book publication is undertaken. 
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WAR fACTORS IN PRE-INDUSTRIAL WESTERN CULTURE 

Western ~ulture has , from primitive times, been among the most ~er-like in the world 

(aom~ African culiurea being· equal!~ subject to as high a frequency, if not to as .high a 

magnitude). 

Whilst the Imperial wars of Ancient Greece·and Rome stand out significantly, many 

a.ttempts at empire-building contributed to length and severity parameters. 

Quincy Wright ( 1942·, 196B) Usts eight such attempts and successes : Hellenistic wars 

(from 4th century BC), ·Ro·man imperialism (from .c. 300 BC), Attila (4th _century AD), Muh

ammad (after AD 622),Charleri~agne (8th cent·ury AD), The V_iking invasions (from erly 9th 

to mid -·11th ce~turies, the.Chri~tian Crusades against Islam ~nd Orthodox Byzantine,( AD 

1095-121270),England against France'(1337-1453), 

An analysis of these wars shows that the PD_LITICAL factor (the will to gain power over 

others and to:acquire territory a'nd prestige for ones domain as well as glory forc.omis self) 

was foremost in seveh o'r .the eight wars, whilst the LEGAL ·.factor (justification cif. bellig·

erency in terms of moral, religious or· conventional consei)Sus; since no formal international 
law existed outside bi-lateral treaties) fe.atured in six 'cases.· The IDEOLOGICAL '(relig-. 

ious··and nationalistic) :and ·ECONOMIC factors were present each in five wars. Some PSYCH-. . . 
OLOGICAL motivations _were distinguishable in most of the wars, but mainly at the deeper ana

lytical levels poll tical and ideological elements "such. as '"'the.;iJr'giis· to ,dominate. acquire 
' 

. protect, etc. and the need:-. 'for prestige, glory, security, justification .and:· honour. 

THE SETTING OF THE· FOUNDATIONS OF THE PARTz'CULAR CHARACTERISTI.C FACTORS OF WESTERN WAR 

The Rennaissance ,_ stemming from the TurkiSh capture of Constantinple in 1453",.k.nd ·leading 

to a revival of classical European learning in the subsequent_centuries, was the most 
.. ~. 

important event in W7s.tern cultural destiny. Humanism re surged to weaken religiou·s belief 

and, therefore, to stimulate science, world exploration and new moral and social values, 

uniqu,e .·to Western B.Jrope in the first place, but later to spread througjout Europe and to 

tlie greater part of the world. 

Natural scientific investfgation brpught : Explosive weapons (gunpowdwr and metal cas-
' . 

ings. as well as propelling d!;!vicea) and navigational al'ds, the Printing press (which , in 

turn, helped .,·'.:the· development of study among a wirder public, educational' expans.ion and 

the spread of non~scriptural knowledge and values • As the new ideas took root the polit

ical -power of the Church dwindled and ita spiritual power was weakened by reformism; net-. 

ional and ethnic groups were able to clai~ status as sovereign territorial states ·and, 

under the influence of the new :Secular philosophy, PJillfary_power (not religious sanction) 

.became the basis of political authority. 

Between the Reformation in 1520 and 1646 (peace of Westphalia) wars were overreliglous 

and·politlcal 1ssues and resulted In the principle of th~ Secular stet~ and subsequently 

in the development of the .two basic elemen.ta in Western .ideology : Individual 1lbrty (secul-

ar rights of pe,rsons) and collective liberty ( rlghte of equality , etc. of clas_~es, 

sexes Bnd natlo~.i) , ttie·<. moti'ves of the American, Fr~nch and Russian. Revolutions. 



SURVH ANDr ANAYSIS OF RESEARCH ON CAUSES OF WAR 

ll!.'THODCLOGICAL_Cl!AgT_ OF' ~lAIN lfAR_-:F~CTOR AHEAS AND TYPES OF' VARIABLES UNCLVED 

D) 

S) 1 

I) 2 

3 

4 

5 
. -
6 

it 
9 

WAR 
A 

CONFLICT (N) , .. 
(Macro/Micro) 

CONTENTION 

Goal diffs. 

8 

ORGANIZED (N) 

Parties 
Decision-making 

Gov't,/Oppos./ Foreign 

Pers./Ethn/Ideol/Helir;. 

c 
AR~IEO Wl 

We8pons 

D E 

TERHITORY(Nl SOVEREIGNTY (N) 

Heg.ion Extern" I nnternal 
Country De~olution 

Dependenc,y'/ 

Internvt Hegenomy Rhetoric/Pro-paganda ~lanuf/Improv • 
Goal Hedia influence . Capabilities 
d'ff Arms 1ndust. 

law 

1 erences .P'I-; S . 1/ ,, Arms Race o • oc1a ~con. 

distress Indust capsc. 
Intercist diffs. . 

Demograpk •. presss. 
Background · GNP /l·Iil. Exp. · 

of . Govt· system 
Milit •. histor~' 

Geo~er /Geol • 
climatic 

constitut. 
stet us 

constit. 
history 

10 
coneilintion 
attempts Historical events 

11 Cul ttiral
a:D.d 

Ed background uc. Psrticular and local psychological traits 

12 General anthropologies! and Psycholgical trats 
Va.lue system 

During the last twenty tears much research has been carried out in the field of War

Causes (referred to here as Belligeretics). Comparatively little reference has, however been 

made to the ''founding fsthers'of Peace and Conflict Research ; Sorokin, Richardson and 

Weight. Although empirical and methodological progr~ss ha been made during the t;me since 

they wrote, there is an;obvious and serious lack of any general theoretical structure in the 

f-indings of contemporary researchers. Belligeretica has a key role to play in Peace and 

Conflict Research', since ~ delineation cif 'Peace' depends on what we think and know about 

"'er, .osnd not least, what we know sbot its. causes and escalation. 

The above chart is an attempt to sytemetize the methodology and analysis of Belligeretics 

y locating the different classes of variables and , consequently, the aeouence or .inter-re!.;._: 

tionsh~ps of the many factors suggested by empil:ical research. Although this method is ·far 

.'rom satisfactory, it has many obvious advantages over the random •and piecemeal aproaches in 

ur.l'ent use and which: have led to little .more than bewiderment, frustration, ·apathy and a res

rt, in the wider field of Peace. Research, to met'aphysical, idealistic and SP.eculat_ive theo
ies of war and peace. 

The framework for ttie survey_ ha been constructed from data gollected from 230 conflicts 

which were on-going during the last six years,. 'but some of which extend far back into the 

last century. 

War is delineated as DRGANIZEEl , ARMED CONFLICT OVER THE SOVEREIGNTY OF TERRITORY, and 

then the Sufficient causal vsriabl~s c· coilectively 'S'), each one singly being a Neces

sary causal variable-(N) are arrangegoao ss to optmalize interrelatuionships between the 

various Independent v·ariables (I) and between the latter and the Dependent vari;,bles (D), 

which are also collectively the Sufficient c·ausal variables. Reciprocity of some Independ

ent v~riables will reveal new Dependency relationships at later stages of research. 

Proximity locations in the 

on the respec'tive axes or 
chart are. indicated by 

\ 
hypothetical cont:l.nl!'. 

the A-E (latitude) and 1-12 (longitude) $ 

,· . I -~ .. 
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Analysis starts rrom_ ·the top, left (Genus-) CONFLICT column and proceeds through the (spe-

cies) ORGANIZED, ARMED, TERRITORY and SOVEREIGNTY columns down to the various independent var

iables. 

Not all the Findings, cited from the liter~ture are significant statistically_ (at or aba 

ove r=.3 or explain9% of the varianc_e) at the .05 level, but most are statisticcally inter

esting (indicated respectively by r 
and (i)). Lack of Significance, at this stage, is 

due more to packing too many varibles together or usung long periods rather than to substant ~ 

ive lack of cbrrelation. 

A 1 - CONFLICT 

Wright (1942) Changes in relationships leading to disequilibrium. Same factor may be a 

Peacee variable (disarmament, 1945) or a Ear variable (Sept. 1939) at other time. 

Ruchardson (1960) Violent conflict between dyads is partly a function of their foregoing 

interactions. The shorter the period of peace, the greater the possibility 

of resumed conflict (r 2) 

Starr (1974,(r }Enemies in a previos war have a greater possibility of being -so in later war~. 

East ( 1972) · .... Systemic Status Inconsistency (rh GNP-Diplomat. staus) generates violence ( r ·) 

81 - ORGANIZED 

~i~g!:_r_&_S~a.!_l_( 1972) Most of the war in the system has been accounted for by a small frac

tion of nations, most of whish would be found near the ·top of any. hierarchybased on._,piplomatic 

status, military-industrial capability or related indicators. (i) 

The percentage of nations in any alliance and in defence pacts is.correlated with nation 

months of war in the international system (r ). Haas ( 1974) Correlates Multipoles and . .hlaJ:-; .. ----
~a.!_l~c!:. i1~7~) War is more probable both at very low and very high levels of polarization.,r·~ 

£e_Me~~iYa7(1975) Tightnes changes in bi-polar systems prduce high war'month rates (r ). 

fo~eL(i125~)_Conflict with out-groups increase internal cohesion (i) 

CE_l.!_i!!s_(_1923l Revolutions correlate with (ext) military violence((r). 

correlates with (external) number killed.(r). 

Domestic suppression 

C1 - Afi~•E:D (~. Manufactured) 

Richardson ( 1960) Found an association between Defence expe.niture (per capita) and War Deaths 

(r) ' 

Stuskey·& Singer (1973 ) Correlated (total) national military expenditure with War experiences 

(war frequence, war dead and months involved) (r). 

D1··- TERRITORY 

Richardson (1960) Contiguity •. Borders,like other external symbols of identity (ifeology, 
flags, etc.) establish points of contact with the external .-environment • 

. Richardson found a high correlation between the number of wars experien~. 

ced (1820-1945 AD) 

eign states. (r). 

thirty-three states end then number of bordering for-

Starr & Moat (1977) Point to the time-dependent element in contiguity, since borders change 

Wesley ( 1969) 

their ~ and significance over time. They found- that by exeminung 

post-W.W. 2 colonial border situations a different strength was obtained 

frir yhe correlation corfficient, producing en even clearer~ associetion.~r 

Suggests that 'Geographical !Jpportuni ty'.for war is a more appropriate and 
accurate measure.: he uses length of fronyirB combined with population .r. 
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Wright, Q. (19~2) The right to make war, creating discipline .within and fear of the_enemy 

without, has been" th~ most importa_nt sociological context il) which the le-

9al conception of sovereignty has developed • • • • 

Richardso ( 1960) The decisions of so-called 'free, sovereign and independent' states are 

statistically independent. (i). 

Summary of the Survey 

Although far from complete ·(only the maiB , Sufficient cause, _categories have been sup

plied here) ,-some obvious weaknesses in research methods and theory cons'truction are discerned: 

1 The overwhelming research literature in Caues of War is in English,: mostly by ·.Am

erican students. There· is a distinctly Western , especially USA, political assumptions bias. 

2 Both theoretical and methodological approaches ere dominated by a political science 
frame of reference; ie. Attributes of states, Political power bases. balances,~tc. 

3 Too lit~le ·attention is given to the work of 'the foundung fathers' (extra w~ight 

has been given to them hre) including the non-Ango-saxons. Should be required readung. 

~ Study is spasmodic and influenced by general public assumptions on warimmanence • .... 
5' Methods of analysis are too restrictive and conservative (scientific -status -infer·

iority complex'?) 

(a) Quantitative Analysis : 

Necessary (Tests of significance foi validation of hypotheses, but in

hibiting if used as criteria for exci!Jding soft data factors from pre--theory. 

Relationships between variables is often too mehanical (simple) • A 

two~way (reciprocal) relationship should not be ignored [Dep-Indep Dep) nor 

should mul ti-variate a'nalysis. . . 
(b) Qualitative Analysis 

Above all , there is a great lack of imaginative qualitative ·work. 

A new s<::ience which ignores the search for new- categories. is doomed to fail-. :1 

ure • Numbers d.o not prevent bias (which com'es in when making choices at veri_,, 

ous stages , mentioned above) - they simply disguise it. 

Quantitative methods are no more synonymous with objectivity than are 

qualitative methods. Indeed, there are many instances of researchers using 

mathematical methods-as a cover for their obvious bias in data selection and 

prgect choice.This has its parallel in Peace Education, where 'research' 

is often associ~ted with strong ideological motives and weak methods. 

The gretest need is for the id•ntification of potentially peace-~ele

vamt variables by a systematic pro7ess involving both qualitative and' quantjt

ative appro~ches.· The methodology set ot in this paper is an attempt to init-

ia.te such a process 

(6) All too often many variables are lumped together, even though they are·obviously 

hrterogeneous categories; Different sorts of.Depende~t variablrs (wars; both 

micro level and macro level, ancient and modern; Indicatorsdo not represent the 

sam~ qualities globally, nor historically and may represent eo-responses to a ~qom-

mon stimulus. 

B new start, extend(?) Generally, the state of 8elligeretica is moribund and requires 
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i~g its resource area both backwards and forward in time; history can teach us much abcut Q 

dynamic processes, futurology can show possible and improbable developments ahead, but above 

all the discipline needs a less parochial focus (notwithstanding the spread of Westen c~ture 

and war mentality to most parts of the modern world). 

TOWARDS A NEW METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 

Present work on a new approach i~ ~ppended tri this paper and: it is .not yet far advanced, 

but some new insights gained during the six years of work on the project are not out of 

place here. 

One of the main reasons for the failure of belligeretics , to date, has been the lack of 

adequate data on contemporary conflicts, especially micro confkicts and macro conflicts (in

ter-stae wars at lower levels of magnitude,: even methods of producing variance between 

different levels and types of armed conflict has been inhibited by lack of suuficient case 

study data and subsequent disability to de~elop viable con~eptual categories for testing •. 

Most sciences, at take off, acquire what is known as a 'critical mass' , , this is a 

significant assembly of relevant data activated to produce its own dVnamic development by 

one or severalytic agentsworking toward~a breaking up of the basic elementA,of a body or mass, 

allowing for meanigfull reconstitution of the elements-in such a way that a new process is 

facilitated. · '"' 

A probable catalytic agent in belligeretics would be some kind of medium or 'method 

which could facilitate a critical change b9 identifying human cognitive ·and volitive proces· 

ses w~th dynamic (indrprndent and activuariables in the formation and'escalation of armed· 

conflict. We would need to know how the many correlates of war; .social, cultural, political;· 

economic, juridical and military, etc. became fun~tions of human action and how human 

thought prm::esses interact (stimulate an·d respond) to roles and institutins correlated with 

armed conflict. 

In short ·we need to tackle the functioning of our value systems in the war-i:::reating pro

cess, in a .way which· .,..ehave ·.never done before ; it will- be necessary· to OBJECTIFY'·what we 

now regard as SUBJECTUVE values, judjements and attitudes. This is of course what· science 

and -new knowledge have been doing all along in other fields (all the local remidies for many 

common diseases hav.i given way to modern anti epidemic immunization ·, etc.) Yet, in fields 

which.are considered harmless to culture,· s'ociety os health a large area of freedom of· 

thought and action remains, and indeed, has been able to expand. 

For the Mass itself to be significant we need *~ 

1 Fill in the many glaring gaps in ourempirical data and empirically motivated hyp

otheses (most of our present hypotheses and anti-theses are motivated by tradi ti.:nal 

!proverbial) wisdom or by current cultural {or sub-cultural; vogue or fads) • Gaps: 

2 -

3 

(a) Hard data gaps Territorial and Soereignty factors 

(b) 'Soft' data : ~alues and belief systems as d~namic factors. 

Systematize and integrate new and old data (as illustrated in schema above) 

In order to activate the mass ·to a critical take-off stage it will require new, or 

vastly improved methods of acqiring and processing qualitative data 

(a) 

(b) 

Techniques of interviewing and questionnairi~g case·experts. 

Techniques of computing soft data (r.,nked·, uneven or partly ·-. quantifiable). 
intrinsic Once the point of take-off is reached. and dynamic variables- identified, then 

hypothesizing will be posiible and extraneous theririe~· · (ideolo~les. etc.) lea~ influential. 
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THEORETICAL CONCLUSUONS 

Any serious ·study of the jnhtrumental and causative f6les of individual, social and cul-

.tural values has, so far, been grossly neglected in Peace and conflict researc. Vet, nearly_ 

a!l the o~tstanding researchers have pointed to their causative significance ; Sorokin, 

( Normsccf civilizations), Benedict War as a culturally selected trait), Wright (spread of 

ideologies; 'national in.terest'), Hichardson ( Religion and war), Gal tung, 1971 ( Ideational

ism and sensatism), Druckman 1973 (broader Issues), Sulliv·an, 1972, 1976, 1979 (Symbolic 

commitment), Suedfeld & Tetlock, 1977 (Integrative complexity) ~nd Pool, 1970 (Ideologi~al • 

symbols), 

It is little surprise that the problem of vaues has been otherwise swept under the carpet, 

since they are methodologically intangible ~t prese~t; yet they are theoretically indispes~ ---~ble since the future viability of Peace Research and Peace Education rests upon solvinq 

the enigma of war-generating value systems 

War, as we have seen in this paper, is present in most cultures of both· animals and men, 

but it is normally stristly controlled in the stimulus-response sequence of animal socirties 

and, less sucFessfully,.by social custom, habit, etc., in primitive human socirty. In ancient 

civilizations wars were periodic and unrest cyclicle, due to significant, and often inbuilt) 

forces and institutions (decay - revival). Most of these p~tterns are discernable in modern 

(industrial) Western culture, but the rate of SOCIAL and CULTURAL CHANGE is the significant 

characteristic difference in our time ( a fact emphasized by many researchers mentioned above) ... 

This combination ( or sequence) of CHANGE and VALUE SYSTEMS has-resulted in our lossing 

control over war and violence used for political power. In earlier times this would not have 

been catastrophic, but the changes have simultaneously given us supreme means of mutual dis

ruction, whilst the problems roexplained above are preventing solutions to the war issue. 

If Peace research fails, then it will not be the first science to do so; Phrenology 

(the science of character typing from hed shape) flourished in the mid-'· 19th century, but 

produced no valid methods or theories· for prediction,: IT WAS MORIBUND BV THc,E EARLY 20th 

CENTURY. 

The continued arms races and increase of war at various levels does put a theoretical 

time limit· on the viability of Peac~ re.search.: Since tiie end of detente in the late 1970' '?, 

the number of Orgsnized, Armed Conflicts over the Sovereignty of Territory has been •teadily 

rising : 81 (1979, 97 (1980, 108 (1981), 96 (1982), 115 (1983), 120 (1984) ·and c. 130 (.1985). 

Of these totals, the proportion of Macro (inter-state) wars has increased over the whole six 

ye~r period from 10 per cent to 15 per cent. 

:Surveys to identify the fa.ctors behind the formation and escalation of these conficts 

(see appendices) show the issues of value ( nationaiism, ideology, Par~y policy, religion 

ithnic staus and various forms of Rights) dearest to the belligerent groups to be prominent 

factors, Jf not interrelated variables. These are among the subjects' considered at IPRA 

conferences,_ but (especially in PES) these issues have become. policy rather than being s•en 

as the pillars of war,they, in effect; are~ Since the respeCtiv~ commissins (IPRA), like the 

U.N. and. it~ charter support national and ethnic struggl~s , to that extent must they too be 

perpetuating war,~ at least until an adequate system of international law and order emerges. 
. Can Peace Research achieve ita goal in these circumstances ?, Hardly,: it .is moreprob-

. d 1 er terrorism) will force a that only bitter experience (repeated Cube-type crises an nuc e 
upon. the world a. new order based upon the hegemony of superpowers rather than on reason~ 



'"·IL 1!1(1!-.,\ILD AJ'p,_..iC/.DON OF ltESL,Utl:ll L\TO THE CAUSES OF\iAH (BELLlGEltETJCS) 

'THE SEAHCH FOR ,\ CmL'ION GOAL 

As .the General Structural Fnune~>ork of research- tqeory develops an increase in the prac

. tical application (iricludiilg prediction) of the findings vill be possible. In the present, 

early stages of general theory the hypotheses and tentative theorems will have to be test

ed by experience and, vhere possible, by eA~eriment. Potential subjects ·for eA~erimental 

treatment are not only the Pe.ace Education and Activist .Movements, but also the U.N, its sub-

:" :sidiary bodies and even the conflicting parties themselves. However, the weight of the dis-

. cuss ion in this paper will be c!irected tm;ard the peace movements; Peace Education will be 

here considered as an activist r;:c·vcmcnt since the analysis below will distingish it from 

Peace Study in respect of the fo1-::1er' s tendency to claim· to !mm; the causes of 1<ar or the 

conditions (requirements) for peace rather than to be searching for them or researching them 

lvhat is known as the 'Peace Novemcnt' is now composed of a number of organizations l>"ith a 

an increasingly converging common philosophy of life. Earlier each organization stood for 

some particular cause; pacifism, nuclear disarmament, world government, natural-life, femin-

ism, various .. degrees of socialism or anarchy, etc. Apart from the g~venment supported peace

organizationa of Eastern Europe and associated countries the contemporary , global movenent 

adheres to a socio-political ideology which resembles a slightly deviant sub-culture ~f \vest

ern liberal thought and sentiment; being essentially middle class European in both leade~ 

ship and aspirations, even when practiced or expressed in other parts of the vorld. 

Most of the Movements tenets are derived from the European Romantic and humanitarian Rat

ionalist philosophies, but also draw from Christiamity ( maimly Prpotestantism), Hindu-

ism and Buddhim selectively and to a limited extent. Its doctrines tend to be dogmatic rath

er than empirica~, but are held sincerely from a commitment to · thr 'right' of a cause rath

er than to its efficacy. In this latter respect many of its tennerts may be conpared to 

the 'folk- cures' of historical medicine which, though grouhded in the best possible exp

erience of .a_given time or the availability of medicants in a given place, lack the univ

ersal potency of researched medicine. Peace Study and· Research, on the other hand, being 

concerned primarily with efficacy of means to peace,will provide, where possiblP, many alter

native means to peace from w~ich a pr~ctitioner.may choose according to conscience or 

circumstance. In addition to yhe choice of the remedy researgh has, more importantly, to 

identify the· cause of the malady; this me.ans. distinguishing the essence or germ of the 

disease from the symptons it produces. In respect of diagnosis the Peace Movement (along 

with the U.N. and. the parties to conflicts) scores even worse than do the folk- cures in 

the medicinal world; and with more tragic effect (since much folk medicine is harmless). 

Symptoms are easier to perceive than causal factors ;.sometimes symptons .are mistaken for 

causes, more rarely causes are mistaken for symptons~ but the syndrome of war is concealed 

.by the enormous legacy of doctrine which has been bequeathed to us from political philo-

sophy, ideology and peace thought 

In the first sections of this paper an attempt was made to delineate the concept of 

war, since the concept of 'peace' is the central focus of Prace. Movements and the appli

ers or practitioners of peace research then it vill be even more important to delineate 

that concept in the subsequent sections. 

Concepts of the real woeld are based on our system of values and since these vary in time 

and between different cultures , societies and rcgllnes, \VC nrrd toexam:inc· their character~ 
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; HE OIUGIJ( AND CHAHACTER 0)' HUHAN VALUE SYSTEHS 

ln an earlier section· we noted that wae was an exclusively hwnan phenomcmom and that' 

lihilst being ubiquitous ·and· savage in primitive societies, it was somewhat rarer in, and 

between those societies 1;hich had the simplest divisional and hierarchical struccircs . 

These observations lead us to enquire into the role that society plays in moulding or 

modifying innate human traits, or what is vaguely conceived of as 'hwnan nature= 

Homo-sapiens (humans) are the single species of the genus 'Homo: It is open to speculat

ion why humans_ became the omly s.:rvivers of the genus, but examination of the nearest surv·

iving genus groups (chimpanzees, apes, etc.) indicate that size and complexity of the 

brain must have been similar to that of the human brain. Homo sapiens (or 'the wise spe

cies of the genus homo') have the unioue characteristics of dexterity and speech; the for-, . 
mer allows us to make tools and weapons and the latter facilitates not only communication 

of abstract concepts (the killer whale can also do this thruough a non- biological language, 

or dialect), but individual preferences and established or dev-uniquely, values (selective 

iant patterns of thought and behaviour). 

Man's physical characteristics do not present any signs of, or .apparent reasons for, his j 
warlike behavioir; his anatomy is non-lethal , his sexual and racial divisions give no nat-1' 

ural grounds for eliminative struggle or cmpetition,, indeed such biological mutations , 

allowing reproductive specialization arid climatic adaptability, give greater need for. co

operation. Although man's p·sychological character is determined to some extent by basic 

bio-chemical processes:and such traits as aggressiveness, hatred and prejudice are are prob

ably developed by the inevitable early relations of child with parents or guardians. Later, 

the child is exposed to the procrss of socialization and has to internalize the norms and 

values of society. It is at this stage of psycho-social developmemt that we most clearly 

discern the forming of attitudes, values and reaction:t in the individual, which prepare him 

for participation in conflict and war behaviour ,,•hen social and political conditions ·are 

set in a particular pattern of belligerency or contention • 

Vaues are, however, not merely rational opinions; (Eysenck, 19~4, 1955), sometimes 

they are bound up with feelings and emotions via the reflex conditioning learning pro-

cess. Values become rmotive when we learn them by associating them with positive (pleasant) 

Or negative (disturbing or paiful) stimuli (war= death, poverty= hunger, etc). Other 

vaues are forr.;ed via the instr~ental learning process which teaches us value by pwnisn

ment and reward (Ifi vote for party 'A'I will have my tax reduced! etc.) It is the combin

ation of these two learning processec which gives us our range of values and determines 

whether we react in a hard or mild way (emotionally) or in a radical or conservative way 

(rational) way to various social and political problems. 

Man, being a social animal, needs society; ·his values must therefore in some way be connec-

,,ted wiyh the norms or standards set by the group in which he lives. Out of the strggle bet

ween the young, chid's survival instincts (id, according to Freud) and the parents' ef

forts to'tach him simple skills and manners.comes theinevitable frustrations and consequ

ent aggressiveness, fear, hatred and prejudices, etc., but as the consciosness develops,the 

infant is soon aware of his dependency on others and that to obtain what he wants he must 
behave in certain patterns. By eliciting desired responses from the Child( .via both learn

ing prucccsses) rudimentary social values (those of the parents ) arc instilled, but, as 
<!; 
!; 



th..: foi'nwtion uf a cuns..:i..:nc..: (suprt"""">!'' , in Freudian psychology) rcquil·cs a sense c'l 

self-respect, l'hich involves the individual rcalhing that society expects from him the 

integrity that he ell:pects of others; it is based more in the associative learning 'pruc,,ss, 

with l'armth and love as agents, than in instrumental reward, but usually only matures after 

puberty and in association ~<il:h peer and other wider groups. Sometimes, a person's consc:

i..:ncc is so wwell developed that it brings him into direct conflict ~<ith the values cf his 

society and even at the cost of him suffering negative sanctions.Such a conflict may arise 

... ·hen the person derives some of his values from sources outside his group or society ; for 

instance from the broader culture into which he was born • 

. Homo-sapienslike some species of animals, isthen a creature of society, but, due to their 

enbowmrnt with the characteristics of dexcerity and eloquence, they are also creatures of 

culture; they produce both artifacts and abstract ions. Values, though essentially cultural, 

arc Jevelopcci and uscrt in a, usually particular, social contexc. In the ancient world val

ues spread mor~ SJ.<.-1.ly than they do today and , therefore culture and society (or civilizat

ion) we.--e usually synonymous tenns. The relative isolation of each ancient tribe, city or civ , . 
. ·ilization al.(owed each gn'l :: ,,, d..:vclop its culture slowly and with little influemcc from 

outside; values tendcd to remain comparatively stable over time. 

Wiyh the development of better means of communication, ideas and values have bee~ able 

to spread from v11c culturt! to another and have influenced the pattrns of thought and sys

tems of values in each to the excent that changes to social roles and institutions have 

been brought about and new groupings fanned. Through a historic process ov devolution and 

convolution of social groups, societies have developed each their o·.•n sub-culture and spec

ific set of values within the wider culture. Other socio-cultural groups, which have not 

been part of any large civilization, have also received excernal c;ultural influences; most 

significantlyin the past from other religions and in modern times from science and technil

ogy. These cross-cultural currents have brought about the partial separation of society f·om 

distinctive culture and have brought into existence the multi-cultural society. 

Since man is both a social and cultural being, each human grouo must have a minimal sys

tem of~~ values, concepts and aims. Although culture is derived from human society, the 

complex needs of dexterous, eloquent homo-sapiens are dependent upon it for their survival. 

From birth the human being is dependent on society and has therefore, to accept some curt

ailing of his impulses and desires. The indivudual finds both an identity and security in 

his social groups : family, peer, party, sex, rac~, sect, class, city, nation, empire, etc. 

have each been at some period social sancturi~s for the dependent individual and each group 

has elicited emotional and rational loyalcy from i'ts members. Decause of the differences 

in aptitude, ability and skills of the individual members and since they have often other 

allegencies than solely that group, the need for leadership arises-and an investment of pow

er has to be made. Whatsoever the hierarchical structure of the power investment, it has 

to be sanctioned and legitimized by its identification with some authority ~·hich exceeds 

that of any individual, section or even sum collectivity (majority, consensus, etc. of the 

p;l·oup. Traditionally, this authority would be super-natural (a diety or God) or a totem 

(animal claimed as ancestral root of clan or individual), u1· by allcgcancc with a magician 

or with magic itself. IYith the growth of popular learning, scicmce and humanism the legitim

i~ation authorization) of the power of decision-making and ~·~rding group vaues had to be 



invested in more 'rational' authority.: objects, institions, concepts or basic comrm'n bas-i 

values accepted at the tinrc as being paramowlt or vital to social and cultural survivaL 

The psychologist C.G. Jung (1921, 1959) suggested that certain tmconscious (biological} 

experiences 'archetypes' are common inheritance to human-beings (at leas1: ~<i1:hin th;o grou\!' 

which have shal:'ed a common culture for many centuries), and that these products of the 'o\'r 

lective unconscious' mind are sometinres expressed in dreams and in our creative imaginati<."r 

via symbolic images; water, fish, kings, saviours, magic~~r;z and S)onbois of unity. These 

imaces appear to match the kinds of authoriy behind both ancient and modern lvestern socie~' 

and would account for the strong emotional force behind them, 1;hich is am important factor 

in elicitin'g the will to self- sacrifice. Jung' s concept of the shade~<' ~<hich we carry in 

our minds fr'om experiences of childhoof guilt supports the evidence that leaders are easil!~· 

able to crea1:e 'stereotypes ' of potential enrmies (negative) or of desired friends (posit:"

ive). Leaders are also able to influence the emotive values of their follm<ers by the use 

'scapegoats' which are cosely identified with our infant emotions attached to the blame 

we bestow upon our parents when they frustrate our primitive desires; though, in the par

ental home tne frustration is usually tempered by warmth and love, hence. a love- hate situ~ 

ation, which does not obtain in the world of social and political power struggles. 

Some values do , however, appear to have an existence independent of any particular mir 

ieu or society; they belong to the broader area of human culture, which we still call 

a 'civilization' although it now consists of many different societies •. These values are 

referred to by anthropologists as 'core norms' meaning that they are the basis of all 

other values and the main dynamic forces within the various societies of the civilization. 

They appear to originate from re- constituted historical religions and philosophies and 

they develop and change very slowly over time. Fundamentally, core.norms tend to represent 

over time a continuum of stages between the extreme social control (by moality) of the 

basic humandrives (moral inhibition) and the mininal moral social control of basic drives 

and desires.Our present Western civilization, starting from the early Hiddle Ages gradually 

moved from the core noms of (inhibitive) 'other-worldliness; self-rejection and deference 

to authority to the present low inhibitive core norms of 'maximization of ma·;erial well

being' and 'maximization of individual (and group) liberty~·.core norms are· a part of what 

may b.e .called our 'super-conscious' mind in that most of us normallytake them for given; 

they areseldom identified as entities, yet they ar~ ir;r;)licit in our hopes, decisions and 

actions. 

Sorokin (1837) identifies three types of core norms :· 'ideational' (relidion- oriented ~ 

'sensate' (secular, human:.stic and materialistically-oriented) and 'idealistic' (intrmedia te 

brtween ideational and s<nsate, or mixed). He shows not only how vrious historical sects 

and communities adopted and practiced one or other of these sets of norms, but also how 

whole cultures and civilizations fluctuate over time between these normative systems. West

ern culture has shown a s·teady tendency from Hagna Carta (i3th centuryl England) through 

the u.s constitution, the post revolutionary French Constitution and the Soviet Constitution 

to the U.N. Charter, developed along the imperatives of Sensate core morms. 

The particular set ofdynamics which hs been gene:·ated by the sensate core norms of lves1:

ern culture have proved to be exceptionally durable and viable; the growth of science, tech

nology and,above all, communications has provided the possibility of continuous expansion 
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' ' of the geographical bow1ds and, thus the c:,.-tcntion of the nm of the dynamics themscvcs .,'One 

' 
would othcruise ·expect these principal dynamics to lose strength , fade away and be replaced 

by dynamics workirig-in other directions and, ultimately a charL·e in core norms. As \iestern 

culture spreads its norms throughout the world ; areas of traditional culture(ustially with 

'ideational' or 'idealistic 'normative systems) become involved in its wiys of life, of-~en cau

sing conflict but always causing change. It is therefore necassary for us to examine more 

closely om· ~!estern concepts of peace' and 'change~ 

THE CONCEPT OF PEACE IN IVESTERN CULTURE 

AS we have already noted, the basic human need satisfied by society is that of security; 

·this condition is brought about in different ways according to the particular needs of peo

ple and the m~ms available at the til~e .Needs, in themselves, depend to some extent upon 

values, so such ,'needs'as peace, freedom and stability vary with time and place. 

In traditional societies stability 1;as identified with ·'no change' (la tin : 11 stare 11 = 

-to stand), whilst today it tends to mean balanced change, since we live in a dynamic age.Most 

ancients felt insecure in the presence of change since their roles and institutions were 

by tradition and custom. Similarly, ireedom' was not bound up with political considerations, 
• 

but with personal relationships and internal moods of relaxation and exhilaration or spirit·,., 

ual escape from the material bonds. Peace was, for the indivdual, a state of mind nay a 

mind of State!. For the state itself, peace was simply 1 the keeping of the rule of law' 

(e.g. Pax Romana); the sense in which most leaders see the concept today. 

Today, peace and freedom are among the most value- charged words ·in our vocabulary bee 

cause of their diverse interpretation and, therefore, (as with 'change'in a static society, 

they arouse strong feelings of insec'!I'ity. These divergent concepts of peace and freedom 

arise from the very fact that our culture is in a rapid state of flux without any adequate 

stabilizing agents. 

The underlying caue of instability in contemporary domestic, .ational and international 

relations is the rapid cultural , and consequent social, change which is taking place in 

all areas influenced by the sensate core norms pervading Western cukture. Dynamics, generated 

by these norms , cause the impact and subsequent effects of chane to vary widely between the 

different families, s-ocial classes, races, ·nations and areas .of the world. 

Perhaps the most alarming characyeristic of our present culture is that it lacks viable 

dynamics which produce stability (balance and order iri '"the process of change) • Its core 

norms of Welfare (maxitl'um poss.ible material well-being, living standard, etc.) and Liberty 

( maximum, not optimu~, free~om demanded by and often for, each individual and group ; fam

ily,community, sect, sex, race, nation and region of the world). In the pursuit of these 

~"plicit vales tjere have arisen eA~licit goal- oriented lieologies:·Party (of the politico

economic system), Quai-;celi.1;i0 n of the socio-cultural~ ·stem, but having strong politico

implications), Nationism ( of the over-riding allegiance of citizens to the sovereign, nation 

state) and Racism. (of the inherent value of a particular biologically, linguistically or 

ethnically (cultural traditio-n) determined and exclusively composed group). 

In Ideational culture the core norms and their dynamic products found expression through 

r;eligious insitutions and therigid hierarchies of estates and kingdoms or empires, but 

infast changing socially and geographically mobie Sensatecultu re the institutions of soc-
ial control are often closely assoc<ated w<th the t. f · 1 h h h s ~ ~ agen s o soc1.a c ange, t us, t e tate 
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Has its laws and its constitution, but it also has it::; particular mixtun: of idcoJogy d~rivc,! 

from the dynamic products of the core norms and some traditional (inertia). renmants of earl

ier norms and institutions; political parties, pressure lobbies, rlections, etc.- In the 

lomger run the laws and even the constitution are subject to change because of the,d)'namic 

products of the norms and resulting ideologies. If the former do not change in pace with 

dynamic developments, then cataclysmic ·change may occur, but if they change too rapidly soc

ial and political unrest are likely to develop 

SENSATE CULTURE 

CO?.E NOitlolS : 

DYNAMICS Science, 

IDEOLOGICAL TYPES : 

SOCIALINSTITUTIONS : 

Material :·1 elf are · Liberty 

Industrialization, Urbanization, class formaC:i.<cll, popular awareness. 

Party (Pol-Econ. systems) National Racial Quasi-religious 

Harket organization, Trades Unions, conscription, Education ,Secular.·Lit; 

Pol. parties, pressure gps. Nat.sovereignty, etnic and sectarian power 
movements. 

Thus, Norms give rise to dymamics and dynamic social movements bring about social ant 

economic change~, which, in t~rn open up new opportunities , but at the s<~e time create 

diversities such as classes, sects, sex role incompatibilities, racial and ethnic minority 

groupir..:;s and sectional l..nterest groups. This correspondence of opportunities uith divers·· 

iities is the main source of coni'lict and war in Sensate. \lestern culture, which , by virtue 

of their ideologies,, must incude societies as divergent from each other as the USSR, the 

USA, South Africa, Israe: .L _:lgypt, China a vd Iran. 

lihilst the incidence and varying magnitude of an"{ given coni'lict will vary wiyh the 

·several othr factors mentioned in the earlier sections of this paper, the underlying value 

systems provide the basic MOTIVATIONAL CAUSES of contemporary coni'licts. 

It becomes obvious that if. ideologies differ widelt in their conceptions of the peace

ful society (or world), then diversities arise out of social and political changes, both in 

their. societies and in others. According to_ opportunity being available, and other factors 

supporting, moststates desire to ini'luence others in the way of their own values; much of 

the influence goes throigh economic and diplomatic channels, but should influencl..ng involve 

violence the leaders invariably appeal to the need for national security; a value which is 

in our culture widely accepted and which is emotionally tied to the basic psychological soc

ial need of all human beings •. 

However, not all individuals and groups in Sensate Western society interprate'security' 

in the same way. Leaders of both state s and insurgent groups are almost exclusively from 

the industrial middle-class or have absorbed the values of that class. In get•"ral, the basic 

core norm .r.iotivating the industrial (dynamic) middle .classes is not that of Haterial \~cl

fare, but. due to their· relative material satisfaction, that of Liberty • Even though inthe 

minority of the total population in most industrialized countries, and ir. asmaller minority 

in less developed countries, this· so~ial clas, by virtue of their superior education, skills 

and income, form not only the effective leadership, but also the intellectual sub=5 roups 

which produce all the altermative policies and articulate •wl-.at they believe to be the inter

ests of the broad mass of the population. 

Evidence of the paramount place the lesers give to the core norm of Liberty: (in one or 

more of its derivative ideological forms :justice, freedom, Human rights, dignity,'liberat. 
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iob: national lntt::n.::st, etc. fills t~.c f'ront, cditL'ria.l and for(!ign nc,.s pagl...!.s of ou1· ne,,·~-

pap~rs, where 110 may also learn of the enormous price in luunan lives anJ naterial Jeprivation 

that the conunon people pay for their leaders' pursuit of such -'-Jc.:>l.<'>;i =cd values. 

Ideology is the secular age's equivalent of GoJ in that it is used to lei;.i.tir.1ize and ~ivc 

authority to the leader; firstly to his position of pm; er, but also to leg:~_timize prepara t;--

ion for war and, when opportune, for legitimizing belligerency or, in the case of the re b-

el, insurgengy). 

A state or a particular party usually takes on a policy derived from several types of ide-

ology; the USA mixes Party (of the individualistic, free enterprise, private capital alterna

tive,the Nation (patriotism, cultural pride, devotion to own citizens, principle of the 

inherent right of the existence of the national, sovereign state) ar.dQuasi-n:ligious ideology 

(politicized religious sectarianism), its Racial ideological component has weakened gradually 
' 

in favour of the Party ideological type's civil rights content. Im the Ussr the Party tn.~ 

ideology clearly dominates, since national groups are relatively strong, yet the Russian eth

no- hegenomy is still dominant, In South Africa Racial ideology is dominant, with, original

strong support from Quasi-religion, but Party (socio-economic free- enterprise, etc) is in 

close support. In Nazi Germany there was a similar ideological pattern, although ·the partic

economic circumstances of the time_ influenced the more centralizei control of the economy (in 

the Party ideology). 

Althoughtheseveral composite ideological systems are dirived J.; rg ely from the dominant 

core norms of our time, they differ so greatly in selectivity ( leading.to diversification) 

that the diversity is constantly causing friction as changes generate new~ ;o tunities for 

some. In soine areas of the world ideologies are sufficiently compatible -.:o ;>,:.:2_')>1 close pol

itical co-operation, e.g. USA- \vesten Europe, and in other cases op_p: ·tmlities h: ·.-e led to 

political and economic integration (\vestern Europe and Eastern Europe, respectively). Yet, 

closely associated with these respective opportunities are the diversification prcesses 

(due largely to new opportunities created in the aftermath of world-war 2) is the cold-war 

situation which has dominated world politics for nearly half a century and which has led to 

the biggest arms racr the world has ever experienced. 

In addition to conflicts between the super-power blocs the increasing instabiliy in rel

ations brtween the super-power states and smaller adersaries and between the smaller states 

.. themselves, as well as in their internal situations , witmis·s"'to the domi nant role of ide

ological values in conflict fo_rmation and es::alation; territory , once a geographic2.:!. or 

economic concept, has become. increasingly endowed with emotionally charged values such as 

'motherland' fiome of the free; until it is an is an almost pure ideological entity;~ 

recently, ideology has become a\~d of non-physical territory; ground for which life and 

welfare have to be sacrificed. 

Behind ideology are the core norms, their dynamics, change in values and institutions 

and subsequentlj: new opportunities and divergencies; workers, women s and racial movements 

emancipation arise basically from new opnortuhitie"s (power generated by the. incresed econom-
,::ic: and social need f·;P .]he:i.f labour or yote) So ideo.lllgical influence is only one, allbejt 

•:he most vale chargee!; product: of the norms leading to conflict. In i t:s moral equivalent in 

ideational gult:ure religion was successful in facilitating social control over the less social 

instincts and habits but in our 
' sensate ideo]oujes we have to -- _ - use economic sanctions or pryys~ 
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ic: j it enforced .l.ah· to ma:U1tain order. \d1crc no system of cnforcablc _lilh' exists, as L~th'Ccn 

states in our-..tim<; then. resort to violence is a constant danger. ~ven ~<ithin states, ~<here 

such lm; exists, difficulties arise out of utside support for rebels and insurgents. 

In these circwnstances we need to look more closely. at the vaues behind our concepts of 

peace; each ideological system provides , sometimes only by implication, its own concept ''of 

peace. So divergent are some conc..,pts that they become the issues of conflicts and , ~;her1t±. 

means of mediation or la~; exists,cnd in war. 

Host of us ~;ould agree that an international system of enforcable law would be an import" 

ant step. on the way to world peaxe , especially if it was effective in preventing help rea-

ching armed insurgents and terrorist, besides preventing war berueen states. However, since 

it is inconcevable that enforcement could.be totally effective in preventing armed violcnc 

(as it is not totally effective ~;ithin states which have law systems) the some people advo~ 

cate measures at other levels of social life; hence we find theories concened with prevem~t

ing frustration, persecution and suffering which might lead to aggression and violence. 

For some psychologists and pedagogists (Fromm, Hilgram, Feiere) believe that if chid-
.· 

ren are reare in 1;ays so that they do not experience frustration violence or authoritarian 

social relations, they will grow up xo be peaceful and society would eventually become free 

from hatred, aggressivenes., selfishness, etc •• For many such thinkers society and culture 

are where we learn our negative,- war·producing traits; they usually have a Jacobean (from 

Rousseau) concept of hwnan natute where we are seen, at birth, to have a blank-slate mind 

on which all our characteristics of behaviour, learnt from society, are later impressed, •. 

Some thinkers would go eurther and claim we were born only with . 'po"sitive'traits, but they 

would reach the same conclusions that 1 man is basically peaceful' therefore the less· 

interference from society , the better for peace •. ' 

On the other hand, some thinkers like the English philosopher Hobbes, believe man is bas

ically competitive treagherous and aggressive, therefore needs to be subjected to constant 

restraints and pressires, hence a peaceful society is one .having strict surveillance, harsh 

laws and effective punishment and sanctions. The latter would seem to describe the more 

general concept of peace accepted today, but in any case, in the dynanic context of our sen

-sa:te cultural norms, the propositions are academic, only. \ve know that Rousseau:'s philos-.. 

ophical writings were swiftly followed by the revolutions in .America and France and that 

the consti.tutions .. ()f .. thoe coUI?-tries andnow, of the U.N. contain much· abo)lt the'''.);i.cobian idea 

of the need for man to be free, but Rousseau was just as much a part of the dynamic forces 

already in our culture as are those constitutions and the Hunan Rights treaties of today. 

Maexist ideas of peace are also a part of the same dynanic cultural change, its philosophical 

base differd from those of the other philosophies of change in that it referred to the 

freedom of a particular group,: the working- class of the industrial era. Its impact on 

has.since been modified by the particular historical and geographical location (Russia) 

of its application. All these have developed into ideologies with different concepts of peace 

1:md- in turn influence not omly the respective leaders and policies of government, but also 

determine opposituon movement and concepts of peace supported.by unattached movements. In 

so much as the varios concepts of peace contain elements of the ideologies, they must be 

considered as potential agents of ,;ar in the ab.sence of any factors limiting value- copflict 

escalation. 

·-. 
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THE FAT~ GAPS 
:I 

It is obvious that_, in our time, the general· public, the press, media anf leaders hold 

widely disprate concepts of peaceaccording to the particular ideology under whosw influence 

they are.All the the various regions of the workd are, to some extent, now receiving some inf 
' . 

luence from Western norms, but aven· in the geographical West itself, sub-cultural ideologies 

are to be found with cross culttiral no:r:ms (ie. holding elements of ideational cultural 

norms or weker ideological convictions. 

l~hilst menbers of the Peace Hovements and the PeaceResearch community often regard them

selves as separate from the forces driving towards war, or the first citizens of a peaceful 

global societY) they are unwittingly often contributing to conflict and violence. True, 

some of the traditional goals and neans of the prace movement; non-violence, universalism, 

brotherhood, tolerence, asceticism, charitable love, rtc. were from other (ideational and ide 

alistical) norms, but most of ·contenporary peaceniks are basically sensate in their norms, 

although mixing or trunkating ideology. 

Current theories in Peace REsearch and education give witness to this sensate conviction: 

concern with varios sorts of freedom, emancipation; national liberation, devolution of power, 

ecological balance, economic and social development, etc. With the possible exceptions of 

economic welfare andecology ihe concem is motivated by the powerful core norm of Liberty, 

which, as nited earlier, is clcsely associated with the middle-classes ;.even ecology is a 

lib~rtarian norm off-shoot despite its association with naterial phenomena and welfare. 

As menti.oned in an earlier section, due to the rather piecemeal andvalue -loaded develop

ment of peace Research, some very serious gaps of knowledge (including data,.merhos and the

ory). By far the most inhibiting gap is the lack of method and empirical data on the role o~ 

human motivating values in the formation of conflicts and escalation to various levels of 

war. 

Other gaps of. a methodological character concem multiple ralationships between variabies 

especially involving continui and variance between war and non-war situations, however in 

segtion interest will be concentrated Qn gaps involving the role of values. 

One of the most typical theories of Peace Reswarch is that of STRUCTURAL VIOLEI>0E, 

(Galtung, J., J.P.R., 1968 No. 3); it has proved to be e'xtremely popular bot within the 

Peace movement and in the wider sphere of international, social relations; it has had a 

great influence on the concept~ of peace and war in our time, ho,;ever, it is a potentilly 

dangerous theory in that it tends to further the ·very norms, dynamics and ifeological con

tention. described in 'this paper. Although a logical construct, not based on empirical data, 

it is quite convincing, especially to those in the sub-cul1:yx-al groups mentioned above. 

The concepts of Peace and.Yiolence are extended thus: 

violence 

direct indirect (structural) 

no_direct viol. no structural viol 

= NEGATIVE PEACE (Disociative) = POSITI·VE Pli:.C!J: .(Associative) 

Structural violence is injustice; c~ated in the context of e:i.ther a state system or in 

te context of multinational economic systems.; it is calculated by tge measure of life-years 

lost by comparing actual death-rates with those expected·froni c~/hat are assumed to be) norm
.• ai life expectangy f'i:ilures • 



These '~c:r)uthetical deaths are claimed to compare badly with wae deaths in revolutions , et( 

in the same region and, presumably, for the cause of ending the injustice \{hich caused the 

high.death rates. 

Apart from the methodological and data collecting problems.; the danger of using such 

vaue-loaded concept~ as Structural violence and Negative Peace is obvious. They both broaden 

their respective common usages rather than delimiting them,.as is usual in scientific analys-

is. 

Furthermore, 'justice' (which alredy , except in concrete legal contexts) is ar. emotive 

wordlike 'peace'meaning all things to all mem, and some things to some women; it is in 

instance, as in many others, juxtopposed to absence of direct violence, which is really a 

very low level of conflict when compered to most wars. The potentially most fatal gap here 

is the implicit dichotomy between Posjtive Peace and Negative Peace; we need to know much 

more about what happens in between • i continuum as below helps to solve the problem , 

POS. PEACE I social 
. · . · · I external Devpt a:i,dl 
l.lnpJrov./econ. mprov. 

Restriction of ext. exploit-

a'cion (by mult~ationals I relaxat. of debt charges I Ext appeals for limited ch_angesiN::i:G.P. 

A similar continuum is also necessary to cover stages of conflict higer than Negative Peace, 

between ~states. 

A very serios danger with both the demand for ending structural violence and demands for 

Rights is that these demands may, and certainly.do, sometimes transfer desires and other 

sensate cultural elememts from the industrial West to cultures not alredy inclined to such 

value.s.We.":·•eed to examine much closer the relationship between Human Rights and other ide

ological rhetoric and the inciddence. and esgalation of tension, ams races and war. 
Gal tung' s 'associative/disociative' development· concept dichotomizes that ;:j!lrocess, too. 

'Hu111an Rights,' even shed of their recent power-political rhetoric; are essentially 

Western; sensate; middle-class values; not meeting themore economic needs of the over-
- -···- ----

whe.lming majority of the world' s population. As power-political issues the "blanket" 

[complete packet) demands foe universal enforcement ) are certainly conflict-provoking. 

T.he diverging ideologies of West, East; North and South assure differeces in interpret

ation and priorities of Rights; piecemeal; selective· application of the principles 

would help reduce the ieological gaps and related tension. 

Conceptual gaps exist between "development" as perceived by Northern, developed 

economic :: countries and leaders of developing states in respect to the asymetric 
! .. .J ~,,~! ... : 

terms of trade and finance , whilst between the leaders and masses of the developing 

tensions arise because of unfulfilled promises of higher living-standards after liber

ation or independence; the U.N. 's_aspiration to create self-determination for all nat

ional groups did not account for the a syr.1metric global conditions (climatic, geograph

ic, demographic and economic, etcl, which produce great .instability. The number of arm

ed ;onflicts has risen, duding the lastforty years, in proportion to· new states formed.-

Dther dichotemic illusions ,befogging peace vaurs and concepts are: National soverei

gnty- (regionalism/federalism)- World authority and Marxism-(postindustrialsm)-Capital. 



THE CRITICAL CHOICE 

·This paper has stressed th~ importance of human values, especially highly ·emotive ones; 

the study of war and peace, but values ned vehicles or carriers:; leaders at all levels 

are_ potent carriers of values, but in there positions of power, they also exploit them. In 

sensate societies there is more licence for the biological drives to e:>.:ercise themselves; 

in the absence of overvriding laws or sanctions power and freedom often give 

for envy, competition possessiveness to break out in conflict. Almost all major conflicts 

and wars have a power struggle at the crucial point of formation. Yet, the leaders' conce-

pts of power are-themselves derived from values; their' basic social function is to give sec

urity to their followers, but often they misuse their authority. In an age of infinite 

destructive power and relatively high licentiousness , we need to be assured that whatever 

decisions are taken -=e the ones which will produce the most security. 

Pe'ace Researchers and Educators at the. present time are not :in any valid position to 

advise or res~ain or encourage decision-makers. Authority to advise must rest on the viab

ility_ of their theories, such viability demands success in applying_ their work. At pres-

ent such theories are sketchy or non-existent because there is lack of. a sense of direction 

due to their goal Peace' being a diffuse concept. Basically, we need to· prioritize our 

goals. In this paper stress has been put on values as causative factors in peace.and war; 

we must decide whether such interests as justice, in ts legal meaning, is prior to Human

rights or vice-versa, whether women's emancipation and rights are more important goals and_ 

means than disarmament at various levels, and what ·place ecology has in a peaceful world or 

ending war, above all we must decide whether and which elements of'peace'are necessary to 

achieve which level of conflict resolution. Unless we caan clarify these questions and 

give some satisfactory answers, we will remain impotent in the face of increasing war. 

Some broad criteria are suggested here : 

. a Priority to search for solutions to most threatening conflicts in global terms. 
(l)East-1vest conflict: results in Nuclear arms-race 

: affects North's relations with South 

(2) Unconnected regional or local wars having probability of-spreading 

(b) Urgency ,Conflicts req~iring immediate attention because of available opportunity. 

(c) Measures that will secure a visible degree of stability 

(d) Long term peace-building measures : 
.(1) • permanent security system U. N.) 

(2) .Reduction of state~ right to belligerency and sovereignty (UN,) 

f3) .Heduce idrological rhetoric ( UN, Churches, monitoring orgs. 

_(4). STudy relation of Rights and Justice to conflict and war 

(5) Relationship· of biology and early care' to aggressiveness and war 
N.B. Measures 01 - 04 will necessitate replacing ·-·arbitrary action by world law. 

Although priority, here, is given to ~ymptomatic condi~ions of conflict,a study of 

the underlying causes of arms build-ups and military blocs will (lo~giludinally) 

ocsur simultaneously~ whilst ~onditions less threa~8ning tu peaGe are (latJ ex~ludsC. 
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fh8 pcior·i tizHd cr·i teria; sct1emotized alJove, are based on the delineati.ng princi'n-

lc5 or lu) fh<1t the goal•pcace: is a limftable object u-f study. l b 1· that some 
. ' 

kincl of activity 01· behav'iou!' constitutes the condition sought. (c) That there ar-e 

oLJseh:'alJlc . VLlryin!; du,:nH3S of _that behaviour. ( d} That the degrees and types 6f 

l;ompa1·.Jblr~. 

Peoce is 1 imi.. t:t-~C to 
'no violent coonflict' ·------------- (thereby excluding Rights. just-

ice and freedom issues not involving violeuce and also Developmental. ecological.· 

and general conditions causung numan'suffering afld death to the extent'. that they do 

not cause or con tribute to physically violent conflict. ( Al ternatuve cdncepts; appen .61 

Conflict is observable and measurable to some degree ; therefore, its contribut

ory factors may be identified by registering the extent of their pesence at the 

formation and escalation of conflicts. According to thEdegrsR to which a. factor's 

(variable's) influence on a conflict is measured, the factor is regarded as contri

butory. These are the basic principles of selecting fac~ors leading to conditions 

of various stages of conflict. 

The absence of any given factor from a conflict situation does not ; of course, 

mean that it is a necessary condition for peace; since a state of peace consists of 

countless elements, most of which have no significance at all to the problem of con

flict or non-conflict .. For this reason every claimant ': peace " factor needs to 

be verified by factorization analysis.: Most of the declared peace aims in both power 

.political and Peace Movement policoes would not qualify as contributory ingredir 

ents (necessary factors) of peace if tested against present research findings. 

Aims such as 'democracy' .. 'national security;,"" r.ights' (various);. ecology and 'hum

an dignity', etc. are ideological; and sometimes utop~an. aspirations not necessary 

factors of peace; they are preferences for a peaceful future.,. but they can, and o.ften 

do •... cause confHct and war. Tt1is confusion arises through identifying WHAT IS PREF

ERRED with WHAT IT IS NECESSARY TO AVOID: e.g women's lib. prefer a just future for 

women and consequently claim that present injustice by men is part of the war soc

iety; since the movemrnt have defined 'peace' in terms of equality,etc, irrespect -

ive of any conflict relationship to the aim. 

All the major world quarrels contain an element of this falllacy; it is a basic 

factor in the ideo·! ogic.al gaps and. therefore a key to solving some of the most ser

ious problems of our time. In Peace research and education it means grading down or 

out some of the present aims,such as those mentioned above.The present • indiscrim~ 

inately broad concept of pece has led to its present deflated value .in terms of en

hanced value of struggle and conflict,and has also actually in~reased conflict (see 

appendices 1 to 3 for indicators of ideological va~es in recent conflicts). 

By replacing ideological elements and reducing the latitudinal dimension of the 

concept of peace. we can give more opportunity to the study and development .of the 
. · tJ th the more verifiable and the longi tudunal dimension and the study in depth of 0 

· 

f t f O <sa~mament is a central problem; seen more directly cc~related ac ors o pece. ~ • 

longitudinally we must look at ,<![!Us races, cold wars, tension· d i · T 
~ re uc n2. ideolo'gica . 

rhetoric and -mass psychosis; social and · ) biological needs .and drives. <>tc, (append<. 5 
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PEACE EDUCATION, ACTIVISM AND THE CAUSES OF W1fi 

Contemporary Peace Education has little to do with education in the generally accepl:ed 

sense and even less to do with peace. 

Il: the Latin sour':'e (educ.ore) of the English word 'education' there is the. connotation of 

'bringing up by drawing out' and may European venaculars take the same meaning , but have other 

words for ·'LEARNING KNOWLEDGE; instruction'and training .skills; etc.Even some non-European 

languages use the connotation 'up-bringing' or 'nurturing' as the general term for education. 

In English, the addition of the connotation of ~procuring knowledge' took place during 

the Enlightenment and the word 'training'became current in the early industrial era to des

cribe the teaching of specific skills. 
' 

Even if we take the current brod definition of education as : The devrlopment of know-ledge, 

understanding and skills' ( 'development' implying also'bringing up: or'nurturimg' at all 

ages) We are still faced with'the ethical and social problems of - wo is to be tayght about 

what and by whom.-? It is obvious that the broader the definition- of the field of education, 

the geater significance these value decisions. become and the more difficult they are to make. 

In order to· come to terms with this prblem we will need social functional definition of 

educ tion which explains why certain facts, ideas and values are included and why othrs are ex

cluded either from all or part of the scheme. 

Two of the basic social principles of contemporary education are ; That the indivfddual 

should have the opportunity to realize his/her highest potential personal development and that 

1 minimum standard of social, cultural and economic behaviour and activity be attained in the 

>ociety as a whole in order that the group shall continue to survive and develop. 

Since the role of formal education in modern society is deemed, by rulers and ruled alike, 

:o be of such vital importance to all;the-education system is.not allowed to be fully autonom~ 

lus, but is,subjec~ to guidance and restriction by central and/or local governments. Normally 

lne of the governing bodies is a national or federal state and its interests are at some point 

lecisive if not paramount. Furthermore, through the mass-madia and intermegiate opinion leaders, 

:he current values of the culture are constantly impinging upon educational institutions 'and 

,ducal:ionisl:s. Yel:, "the conl:emporay nol:ion of. Peace Educal:ion epil:omizes all l:hal: is anathemal:h 

:o established aul:horil:ies, including · those of mosl: small sl:al:es as well as "those of "the ma.jor 

.owers. Disarmamenl: plans eil:her disrupt car~fully worked oul: defence sl:rategies or threal:en 

.rms industries, developmenl:ment'means eil:her ~ompetil:ion for markel:s and losss of revenue (for 

.eveloped counl:ries; or oul:side inl:erference (for developing counl:ries)·, jusl:ice, human-

·ighl:s and nal:ional liberal:ion are all viewd differently by every sl:al:e despite widespread ack

owledgement of "the principles behind them •. Environmenl:al protecl:ion and nature-conserval:ion 

ean higher producl:ion 

qualil:y of opporl:unil:y 

costs or increased "taxes to~many heavy industrial states, policies of 

and reduction of poverty (except in very prosperous countries) usually 

rouse sl:rong political opposil:ion and sancl:ions from privileged sections, womens' movements 

re an embarrassment l:o most 'governmenl:s'(moally, socially, legally and economically. Furl:her

ore, the school reforms demanded by Peace Educators often too radical to be absorbed by thr 

resent institutions of mass education. 

Peace Education,as conc.eived of in its present form, would not meet the current requirelll-;-... 

1ts Of most existing :;o.'cial systems and is :to be , at this stage:,regarded as a social movemen· 



·" ,. ' 
t1wever. even as an activist movement, Pe~ce Education has achieved varving der:r·ees 

of integration in some national systems; Broadly through four strategies : 

1 Assimilation ; wh~re a liberal system accepts many new subjects in difuse arr~y. 

~Limited cooperation; where only one or two (UNESCO) peace studies/reforms are 'ound. 

3 Partial (localized districts J acceptence with general (central government J t,,,/·oo. 

4 Para-system activity; where the Movement organizes grass-roots activities;courses. 

Only the second strategy is really dynamic in the sense that it is not only practicing 

P.E(writing out nationalist bias from text books~but it is also a part of a new; glob

al education system. The first strategy (as practiced in Sweden) has the weaknsss~es of 

being nationalistically value-loaded (pacifism; N.V.etc; are taught in the context of 

national-security policy having a particular potential enemy; in Scandinavian countries) 

and;like strategies three and four; the concept of peace becomes weakened by including 

various ' rights' demands; women' s subjects; ecology and aspects of development (Third 

t·Jorldl, which not only reflect Westwrn preoccupation with libertarianism; but are a dan

ger to stabil~ty in those countries; 

It becomes obvious that the question of values is paramount not only for promoting; 

maki!}g_ ac.ceptable. and legitimizing P. E. ; but also; as with P .R.; for determining what it 

is all about and clarifying the goals. 
e Hence; the need for delimiting criteria 

A The goal (study objective) is a dynamic need rather than an inert utopian concept 

B 

Appendio:es illustrate provisional data from studies of actual ; contemporary co

nflict situations; ( 1; 2 · and3); whilst appendix 4 illustrates the whole range of 

claimed ' Peace' goals.; many of ani.nert (derived from tradition; philosophy; 

sectarian conviction and other a-priapi sources ) character. 

Urgency and immediacy of situation studied Full-scaie war; (ABC weapons)j 

limited; conventional war; conflict situations involving impovised weapons; 

threat situations with nuclear arms races; conventional arms build up; Unstable 
" negative" or " minimal" peace. situations; grades 11 negative'' peace; stable · 

of " Positive" peace (ending of some Uuman Rights inringements which provoke 

violence and war; ending of H;R. inringements which generate hatred or frustra

tion; ending of economic exploitation and " structural violence"; especially 

im the third world ; where great loss of life and health is threatened; etc. 

Priority. here .. is according to relationship to to conflict and war rather 
' ' than to general human concern, since the latter would be a wider category of 

interest and would involve many mope people institutions; states and resources 

than are available or manageable in any reasonably defined study of peace. 

C 'Geographical extent and demographic density of problem area ; Global Hemispher

ical. regional(devse); regicinal (sparseli Sub-continental (dense) f sparse; nat-' 

ional(O/S); local (0/S'; interpersonal, personal. 

Peace is, then, seen to be a dynamic process; of filling dichotemic gaps by extend

ing continua; not ·conflict-provoking 'total surrender', blanket 'human rights' d"mands 

or complete economic; social and political 'development at one revolutionary sweep. 

Peace Education should alsobe viewed as developing multi-dimensional continua : 

·world Studies (inter+ intra states) ,Futures (Oevpt. rights;environ. J, _Peace studies,P.E. 

·UNESCO ·, IJniversities Teacher trng. ~Study Orgs. Higher schools LowP.r c:.r.hnnl~ 
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GENERAL UNDERLYING 

CONO ['I IONS FOR 

PEACE AND CONFLICT 

Sequenced 

~· .. -""--", --u, L..UI<IHL.ULA; LEADING TO PEACE EDUCATION 

Biological factors 
Natural environment Social environment 

r.ore Norms 
Dynamics 

Rapid socio~cultural change 
Socio~cultiral instability 

Techno~economic development Socio-cultural development 
U b 1 ti Industrialization· Global trade 

longitudinally , ran. za onRapid communication Ideological Systems (Pol-econ., Nationism,Racial,Ouasi-r~l 
\ Geo-politics Techno-politics Econo-politics Real-poli'tics Ideal-politics 
I 

---------tBiologrcaif=--r8r;~naiity-difference5-f-acaui5iti.ven855:-greed:-daminanc8/~ubmi85iv8ne55~-aggre~5iv~n855~-hate~gui1 
GENERAL OPERATIVE : needs ~-- Human physical dji'fferences (race; sexm age) 
FACTORS 1 G h · 1 di ff ce 'E'con, Social and political differences 

cLongitudinaJJ _____ _l _____________ ~~~f[;;!;t~~9J.UJ!3;;~~!3~~-==~::~~~!!J~n;~~~~=~:~~~~~~::~~:~-~~~.:-:~~-~~:~.:-~~:.:-~::_~~! 111 • 
I • 

'Basic resourcP-s (food, shelter,rawt-materials) · ·.. .. . Lamd reform 

SPECIFIC FACTORS 

OPERATING IN 

PEACE AND 

CONFLICT SITUATIONS 

Longitudinally & , 

Hunger. • starvation Oivis: of labour Exploitation of labour 
Food and shelter Strict hierarchy 

Colonialism 
Agricultural development 

Racial types and groupings Racial discrimination and s~gregation 
Demogrgraphic movements /fluctuations Population pre~sures,cbntiguity 
Acquis~tiveness, greed Charisnatic leadership Mass psychosis 

Capital-labour relations 
~lternative indusErial society 

Race relations rRform 
Birth control •. family planning 

Authoritarian /liberal,child-rearing 
Flight, migration, refuge Inate aggressiveness, dominance/submissiveness Convolution(devolution of power 
Ecological inbalance, erosion Technological competition Arns industry AltRrnative technology 
Navigational access Control of waterways, ports , vantage points Contiguity Ra~ism Ethnic/Racial equal. 

3pproximately, Lat- TErrutorial division3 Economic regions Sovereign state units Nationaliam Federal and Global integration 
\ o~velo;:oment s'ti:-ul.l, Lriter/i tra state tens. Ideological rl1etoric Arms races Quasi-religion Propag. Ecumenism, ·Humanis 

itudinally ~:~~:~~:~~----6~~~~-~f-~~~~e~~~~~-!~~Q~eE~~~!~!~~~~~~~~~B~gb!_Qf_~~~~!g~~~~~~~~~~f~~~~~~!~~!;!Q~--~~~~~!~~9-~~!!~~~~~-~Q~,g~£ 
• 1 WORLD ·STUDIES \ . PEACE STUDIES ALTERNATIVE FUTURES 

THREE ASSOCIATED 

:URRICULA AREAS 

:VOLVING TOviARO 

'EACE EDUCATION 

:sectioned latitud

:nally, sequenced 

.ongi tudinallyl 

PROSPECTIVE' PEACE' 0 

EDUCATION 

Basic human .characteristics\ 
. I 

Homo sapiens;tools,weaponsl. 
Human types & Needs _ 
Physiological,ps~olog. 

Natural Environme~t & Needs 
1 

Climate/Geog./~cology/Ener~ 
Global Economic Patterns 

Prod. Trade,Communic. 

Human nature & Society Theories of Human Evolution & Oevpt. 
Aggr<?.9Si veness/Oominance/acqui tiv ./hatred Chld psychology and fostering habits 

Physiological Differences, Conflict/Co-op. Early social life,socializ:.interna,,z 
Geographical & Climatical Sources of Confl · Archetypes; stereotypes, scapegoat~, 
Culture, History; Conflict and Cooperation Education i'CJr orderly change ( re~orml · ,\, 

Values and definitions of 'War' & 'Peac~' 
Norms, Social systems and Goals; Ideology Family. school and society 
Western/~astern/Northern/Southern Interests hierarchy. discipline; 

Contemporary evidence of the Causes of War Comparative Normative Systems Human Suffering 
Natural Disasters 
Man-made Suffering 

Power; Leadership ; Security and Decisions Historical,regional. changing 
Cross-cultural co-operation & peace 

1 Predispositions to War (Econ/POl./nemogr/Rel. 
Changing roles; Gender,age. race 

World Education/Comminic \catalysts of War ' Rhetoric,threats,Ultimata. Mi 't . h . . t 
~~='='"-"':":":.=::77~~__: 1 • • • . non. y groups 1n c ang1ng soc1e y 
lQ!:~ational Insts. 'Strategic d?ctrines, Secunty pohcie.s.Neutral. Social control in Dynamic society ~ 

------------=~·=·--------"Conflict management, peacemaking insts; UN P.tc ·: Custom; law. duties, justice, rights 
u'nderlined items provisional p R h d ti d li ti n I ---- ----Peace Educational subjects eac 3 esearc ,e ~ea on an a pp ·ea 0 1 Post-industrial socie'Cy; leis11rP ;, ·nrk 

(All Peace Studies form PRaCR Frllln,t.innl • 
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SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF CONCEPTS OF ':IAR AND PEACE 

T~d concepts included in the continuum thesis of this paper are mutually complementary; they 
lre more or less broader than each other, but mot contradicwry as are some of the non-continuuo·, 
dichotemic and paradoxical) concepts and theories, whilst they are progressi •Je (toward peace) 

·ather "han regressive as are some apocalyptic concepts. 
Of tne most general concepts, that of the cultural anthropologist R.Benedict is most basic.: 

WAR IS A CULTURALLY SELECTED TRAIT .. \~ar is not only 'in the minds of mRr.' (UNESCO); but 
1lso in the institutions of society and in traditions of culture;it ls chosen at some point(s). 

Social anthropology gives us the concept of A (macro-social) Fight(not a game, ~lil:h rules) 
D THE DEATH. This implies that the important componen1:s of peace are stability, rules and law 

-In this present thesis the· theoretical goal of research is to dete~mine the nscessary means. 
r ENDING VIOLENT CONFLICT; ultimately at all levels, but more immediately at the most threaten· 
ng (armed) level, hence the need for an empirically operational,delimited, definition of war ; 

ORGANIZED, ARMED CONFLICT OVER .THE GOVERNMENT OF TERRITORY ( se~:J appendix 3, Rankin~). 
Thus, the theoretical concept of peace (Absence of violent conflict) is , at presemt, beyond 

he scope of the operational cancept(Absence of Armed Vioiencel the actual conditions necessary 
or a non-violent world are left op=0 to speculation pending the findings of research at the 
arious levels Of violent conflict. Peace is,therefore, seen to be a progressive, open-ended 
ontinuum moving towards a more stable and less conflict-ridden world ; the actual content of 
he staoility. ( the satisfaction of other needs, desires and fears, .etc., whilst being a part of 
1e·suojecc matter of the causes of instability, is considered to be both outside of and partly 
ependemt upon the seaarch far less conflicful, less ~ialent and more stable human relations. 

Indeed,it is the inclusuon of other gals in concepts of peace which is preventing continuou~. 
inear progress toward stability and is producing the other situations illustrated :C.elow: 

CONTINUUM OF LINEAR PROGRESS fOWA"U REDUCED CONFLICT LEVELS . no 
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'igure 2 LOW STABILITY CULTURAL VALUES 
nmposite of continua,showing 
~ Progressive stability 
b Regressive stability 
c Digressive (milit,) paradox 
~Digressive (libertarian) gap 
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Libertarian Gap .. "'1 t '. "-e.-<;"'l 
•.Ji th incrP"'S8d demands for ' ;,.>-' c,o+ 
change· .in liberal!ian, ·)''c <$' <i'e. 
human rignts and political 
development, in the name of 
peace,the instability-stability gap widens, 

b 

' I)-
I' 

Military Paradox 
By increasing defence invest

ment, to increase national security, 

security is ·diminished by the inst
ability of general arms adjustments. 

.ny movement away from stability values (toward mare free action,, miltary power, fatalism,etc; 
•ill tend to swing the continua out of horizontal plane and towarrl <:he (regre,sive) vertical 
<is. Military strength increase 1•ill swing the continuum (cl:: in the direction of "W ( instab
lity) by virtue of the 'Paradox' '·partial dichotomy, whilst the libertarian concinuum (d) is 
Jved , by virtue of its gap, in thj same direction. Fatalists and apccalyptic fundamentalists 
,presen;ed by (b)may digress to _s1;comenius (1592) believed the faithful should educate for 
lllennial peace whilst accepting the inevitability of Armageddon. 
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:aiPARATIVE PEACE PARADIGHS 
The paradigm of Linear Peace expressed in this paper is based on the concept of increasing (progrcssiye) stability. Stability 

is here defined in a dynamic conte.xt as ORDERLY CHANCE and is a condition much undervaued in Weste~n Industrial Cuhure .,·hero! .,·ar 

i5 endemic. 

\riar is fundamentally generated by the cultural values held by a '30cietyj although most primitive and ancient societies pract

iced war, the exceptions show us that it is not a nacessary condition of man, but is basically the product of the simple fact that 

a society (or civiliization) finds 1 at a given time, the value of the condition of"nowar to be less desirable than th~ condit

ion of \lar.as envisaged at that time. Such conditions considered to be of a higb.;r value than peace (or an indisp<!nsable part of 

~he peace) were in primitive and ancient societies usually associated with supernatur~l phenomena :magic, totems, dieties, etc., 

but in contemporary societies philosophical (moral), ideological or poli.tical phenomena provide the highest and most dynamic motiv

ation for war (when they are considered threatened in a condition of no-war) •. Most contemporary armed conflicts a"re ostensibly 

or apparently over terrhory, ethnicity, race, party, class or sect (religious party), but ~hese entities have no im::rinsic value; 

tbe v~lue (emotive and cognitive) we attach to them is exxrinsically derived from the pervading cultural core norms and their dy

namic products. Po.,·er struggles over national sovereignty 1 racial equality, human rights ,etc. are often implicit in peace para-

digms and "therefore such· paradigms possess a high destabilizing potential. Furthermore, all peace paradigms are, in practical ap

llcation subjec~ ~o Lateral Pressures which-, being generated by the dynamics of the social structure, accOW"lt for the discre~ncies 

between the declared aims and the ac~ual manifested policy, ac~ions and conseequences of a paradi~. This raises a viability problem. 

In order to assess the different stability and viabili~y potential of the various peace paradigms it will be necessary to ap

ly ~hree ~ypes (two s~ages) of logical a.n.alysi.!l: (a) Hypotherical Logici~y; establishes an associative connection benoeen ~he main 

i.ndependent variables (cause.s) and the dependent variabie (peace or reduced conflict), (b). Empirical Logicity,; dteennines a serirs of 

fac~ua.l (experiential) relationships between independent, reciprocal ~d ~Cpendent variables {c) Quantitative (statistical) Logicity: 

es~ablishes discretely measurable correlatiohs of yariables. For our purposes b and c are combined into ~he analy1:ical ca~egory of 

Mini.l!la.l Digression from Stability (HD) 1 whilst Hyporhetical Logicity for-ms Minimal Rge;ression from Stability (HR) and the normati\-e 

category of Hi.ninimal Aggression (HA) emb"races the Lov E}umty Values Accelerator (Li.N.-1) and the Lo .... Unsanctioned Physical Hostility 

category (~PH). Identification of Independent/ Dependent variables is coded : I and. D. A tentative scale 0-3 (4 p•.'ints) is used. 

CLASSIFICATION OF PEACE PARADD!S ACCORDING TO srABILITI PROOOCING POTEN!IAL AND PRACTICAL VIABILITI 

PARADIGM MAIN V .UUABLES MINDIAL OEGRESSION HIND!AL DIGRESSION HIND!AL AGGRESSIOH 

Linear Peace I);a Progr. stabilty·(milit.disengag'mt. Anns reduct. 
policy compa~ibility, ~orld la .... , jus~ice, rights. 

r~ Reduct of Ideolog.rhetoric, propaganda,~rea'ts. 

World Govt. (UN) IP Prevention of Inter-state ::..ar, Global justice 
I• Mainu.ining sovereign equa.li"ty of states, Hwn.digni~y 

Providing fonun, mediation, polici.ng, monitors 

World Federalism D= World Federal State 
I~ Convolution/devolution of Hat. sovereignty/econ. 

Pacifism D= Abolish war, reduce violence 
I= War resistance (milt refusal), N.V. action 

Regional Fed:m. D= Regional federal Union 
I~ Reduct. of Nat sover'gty.ftrade barri~rs 

Developmen~ (3 Wd) D= New-, :equitable world order 

Positive Peace 

Women's Lib. 

. I= End econ. exploit'n. Aid local enterprise 

D=> No Structural Violence, no Jlirect Violence 
I= End endemic exploi~ation 1 introd.justice. 

D= Pe"aceful World under D.lal-gender gov't. 
I= Equallty of sta~us/opportun. End d..iscrimin. 

Environmentalism D= Green Peace- Survival of biological world 
la Cre~te vi.ll ~o survive, conserve,presen--e life 

Human Rigb~s 1)'1 Establishment of global,funda.mental justice 
I= Promoting rughts concepts, moni~oring digressions 

Hiliuy Alliance 1)'1 Collective Security against a ~tack 
In Combining forces/resources, com.strateg. 1 ·incr.capa.b. 

National /Pop.Lib. JP. Global ccmmwUty of self-detennined states 
lP Overthrow of colonial/hegemonic/central pc.,.er 

Mil. Deterrence JP Security by maintaining overpowering threat 
I= Balance of terror, M.A.D., op~imum capabilities 

Arm:~ Race JP Security in overaU·mi.Uta.ry superiority 
I=- Maxilnum military capabilities, incr. arms expend. 

LEVA LUPH 

3 2 3 J 

3 2 2 

2 3 3 

J 2 3 

2 2 2 2 

3 2 

3 1 2 

3 0 3 

3 0 2 2 

2 3 

1 

1 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

Basically, the prOblem of peace paradigms is ~ha.~ of matching prgressive stability with viability. Here s~atic stability is 

boeh undesirable and probably unat'tainable in dynamic cultural periods, bu~ in this paper some sutges~ions have been indicated as to 

whi~ factors may be both stability-prcmodng and viable. An open-ended paradigm (l.iaving ultimate values and goals aside J?f pol.i1:ic::s 

and allowing ~he dynamic products of the.dominan~ norms to ~ake ~heir course) is the mos~ prudent ·in our age of mass destructi\~ power. 
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The Danish Peace Movements and the Political DeveloDmen t 

na.tionally and internationallY. 

Judith Viinther 

De"!TTark 

To understand the peace movements of a certain country and their influence 

on the political development it is not enough to look at them as national 

units inside the borders of this country. They are national in so far as 

they react upon the national aspects of an international problem, but they 

are international in so far as it is evident that it is only possible to 

solve this problem internationally. They are national in so far as it is the 

politicians of their own country whom they try to influence on the as,;unption 

that each country can and must mal<:e its contribution to the solution, but 

they are international in so far as they have to admit that even the national 

effect of the peace movements of a country is based on the simultaneous 

existence of an internationally. expanded peace movement. However strong the 

peace movement of a certain country may be it is the knowledge of the 

politicians that it is not only the question of an isolated phenomenon in 

their own country but that a similar breakthrough in positions of the 

populations is ffOing on in the neighbouring countries which is decisive. 

Each of the national movements therefore plays a dual role. For the 

politicians of their own country they endow the international movement vri th 

the necessary national aspect and for the politicians of the other countries 

they serve as a pr.vof of the existance of an international movement. Most 

peace movements in the course of time have been international, but they 

havn 1 t had the same reciprocal effect between the countries as what we see 

now. Their start has usually been as an international organization which 

afterwards has established subsections in different countries. For the "new" 

peace movement of the eighties (with "new" I mean the broad peace 

commitment which started in Europe in the end of the 7oes the beginning of 

the Boes and which consists of both already existing ffrOUps and new ones) 

it has usually been the opposite wayo They have started nationally and then 

they have found together with groups from other countries in an acknowledge

ment of the necessity of an international cooperation. The cooperation 

gives to each movement a better comprehension of the many diverse aspects 

of the same problem and it can give a broader scope to their own actions" 
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It may seem unnecessary to emphasize this fact. However, there are too 

martY instances which show that it hasn't been clearly understood, and it 

can therfore not be considered an obisous knowledge. On one hand many 

descirptions of the peace movements concentrate on the national movements 

as defined units, and if'they do get to the subject of the intern&.tional 

aspect they usually treat it merely as a supplement to the national 

activity , not as an integrated and indispensable part of the work of the 

movements. On the other hand this view results in a muc'h too simplified 

search for a direct way of influence from the national <movements to the 

politicians of the country, an influence which of course exists in some 

concrete matters, but which usually is insufficient as an explanation. 

There are several descriptions of the peace movements 'in Denmark, among 

others hlichael A. Krasner, The Poltical Influence of the New Danish Peace 

Movement 1979-1986. 1986. As a supplement to this I will look at the 

international connections which the Danish peace movements enter into. 

This viewpoint may also better than their daily work describe the 

destinc'ti"*haracter of each movement. 

At the same time I will also emphasize another aspect which is chara

teristic of the peace work of the eighties in many countries. It is true 

that since actual peace movements arose in the last half of the 19. 

century you could describe the peace work by describing a few big 

organizations and their work. But to-day it is important also to consider 

the way in which the peaoe work has been integrated into .the daily function 

of the society itself by specially professional groups which link the 

peace work to their own function in society and which consider the armament 

from the special aspect of their professional knowledge. The peace work thus 

becomes a public matter in a quite new way. 

Finally I will go through the relation between the "new peace movement" 

and the political development and in this cooenction look at the development 

which has been going on inside the peace movement and which may point to 

future ways of work and influence. 

The League of Peace and Freedom was the first Danish peace movement 

which was established as the section of an international organization, 

WILPF (Womens International League for Peace and Freedom). Danish women 

took part in the first conference arranged by women from many countries in 

the Hague 1915 in protest against the ongoing war. Already in 1917 the 

League in Denmark had more than 1.7oo members. It was, and it is still in 

ma"\Y countries, only for women, and i.t functions as a l\GO by the UN. As a 

UN related organization it has stressed the connection between the peace 



work a'1d the 3. world problems and at the moment it commits itself aniong 

others to the work with refugees. The League has a yearly international 

executiye meeting in which representatives from all member countries take 

part and several international seminars and conferences. 

Aldrig Mere Krig (MilK) started in 1926 as the Danish section of War 

Resisters International (l'fHI). AMK is the most pacifist of the Danish 

peace movements. It considers military defence conflict-creating~ 

itself, and it attachroimportance to the work with conscientious objection 

and non-violence. To reach a result it stresses the need of a simultaneous 

change in many places, and it considers equality, tolerance, cooperation 

and decentralization as a first condition to svoid conflicts. Besides 

getting the international newsletter of WRI the Danish AMK is not so 

active intei"YJationally at the moment. 

In 1882 the Assiciation for .Janish Neutrality/Danish Peace Association 

was established by a former first lieutenant from the Danish-German war 

in 1864. The association grew quickly and about the turn of the century 

more than lo.ooo people subsribed to its periodical. The Danish Peace 

Association was a national organization, but the founder of the organization, 

Frederik Bajer, was one of the originators to the foundation of the World 

Peace Office in Rome, whose first president he was. 

After eespectively the l. and the 2. world war the Association changed 

first to an association of the League of Nations and then to an association 

of the United Nations. In l97o it combined with two other associations 

connected with the UN, Een Verden and Dansk Samrad for FN, thereby 

affiliating to IVAWF, World Association of World Feder·alist, and WFUNA, 

World Federation of United Nations Association who both are NGOs. It took 

the name of the Danish Association of UN. The association is on the 

fina'1cial Budget and with a board where alle poltical parties are represen

ted you can-harly call it a popular movement. However1 it often works 

together with other peace movements. 

Except a short period about 196o where protests and marches against the 

nuclear armament took place in many West European countries including 

Denmark it wasn't before the l97o.es and especially the l9Bo.es that an 

actual renewal took place. The old peace groups began to grow and new ones 

sprang up. 

1974 the Liaison Committee (formerly fuoperation Committee) of Peace 

and Security was established by delegates to a world peace confernce 

in Moscou in 1973. 'rhe Committee became an umbrella organization of all the 

existing peace orga~izations. The Committee has always mai~tained its 



independence og the Moscou oriented World Peace Council, and it is not 

a member of this Council. It takes however part in its meetings and it is 

always informed about its plannings, After the Soviet invasion of 

Afghanistan and the establishment of martial law in Poland the Danish 

Association of UN left the formal cooperation, and in 1982 also the Inter

national League and the M1~ withdr.w. Cooperation between the peace 

movements about different arrangements however go on. The Committee has 

replaced the earlier member organizations by loQal groups ~nd sections 

of trade unions. 

No to Nuclear Weapons and Women fol' Peace were established in the 

beginning of l98o. Both started as national movements, and both started on 

the background of signature campaigns in connection with the double track 

decision of NATO. 

After a period of consolidation No to Nuclear Weapons (Nej til Atom

vaben, NTA) found its interna.tional affiliation in the ~:;ND groups, the 

Westeuropean peace groups independent of both blocs and of political parties. 

In September 1981 N'l'A organized a conference in Copenhagen between like

minded peace groups from countries in the Northern part of Western B~rope. 

At this meeting IPCC, International Peace Communication and Coordination 

Network was established, and gradually similar peace groups from all the 

Westeuropean countries except Portugal joined it. Its secretariat is by 

the Interchurch Peace Council (IKV) in the Netherl&nds. The groups from 

the different countries met several times in the year to exchange infor~na

tions and to plan future work. The form of this cooperation remained very 

informal and grassroot-ish without any board or any person who could speak 

on behalf of all the groups, An groups had to endorse any common statement. 

By and by this cooperation was also extended to contacts and cooperation 

with peace and human rights groups in Eastern Europe.and the Soviet Union, 

I! cooperation which becaine of importance for the peace philosophy of many 

of the peace groups. 

Women for Peace movements exist in several of the Vlesteuropean countries, 

and they have been of importance among others in the Netherlands and West 

Germany. But as the Women for Peace movements themselves are characterized 

by being the groups with the most loose structure also their international 

contacts are without any firm structure. There exists cooperation from time 

to time between women from different countries, as they also sometimes 

cooperate with the Womens League .During the last time there has been a 

tendency to engage in the problem of women and the military system. For 

inste.nce a conference about this topic was arranged in Finland in January 
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1987, and the conference will be folle>wei up by a similar, but national 

conference in Copenhagen, October 1987, arranged by the Womens League and 

the Study Group Women and Mili tarization who visited the Helsinki congyess. 

A special gyoup but of importance to the understantiing of the inter

natio~al relations of the Danish peace movements is the Copenhagen Founda

tion against Nuclear Tests. The Foundati0n is not big, but it has got an 

extended net of contacts not least in the Pacific, and it has made a 6reat 

contribution to the knowledge of among others the French tests in Moruroa 

and of the }'rench imperiali&m in the area. Thanks to this Foundation the 

level of information about these matters are ereat in Denmark as well as 

in Sweden, Norway and the Netherlands. T'ne Foupdation was established in 

198o. 

As mentioned before it is important to inolude some of the more 

influential of the many peace groups from different professions or of a 

special character to understand the extent of the peace work in Denmark. 

Many of these groups are also part of an international network. 

Like NTA Christians for Disarmament started with a signature campaign 

against the Double 'frack Decision of NATO in 1979. 'fhe signatures were 

collected in church circles. Through its cooperation with the Danish 

Ecumenical Council Christians for Disarmament have got contact to the 

Churches World Peace CounciL Besides this they have on the Ylesteuropean 

side got contact to the International Fellowship of Reconciliation and on 

the Easteuropean side their contact is with the Christian Peace Conference, 

with its headquarters in Prague. The Christian Peace Conference is the 

Eastern churches' affiliation to the Moscou related World Peace Council. 

Moreover Christians for Disarmament cooperate with sister organizations in 

Sweden and West Germany. 

DaTJish Phy'sicians against Nuclear Weapons was established in 1981-82. 

It is now member of IPPNW, International Physicians for the Prevention of 

Nuclear War, which has got 6o-7o countries as members. IPPNW arr~nges a 

yearly conference with delegates from all the member countries. 

The Psychological Research Group started as a small working group in 198o, 

and it is now establishing a broader pshychological peace group. The group 

has got contact to psychologists working for peace in other countries, but 

there is no fonnal cooperation - yet. Through the related International 

Society of Research in Agression, ISRA, the group takes part in a work about 

enemy pictures. 

Some Danish lawyers have for some time worked with the legal questions 



of the nuclear armament, the International Law etc. In September 1986 

Laywers against Nucle11r Weapons was officially established. The group has 

got contact to the Swedish Lawyers against Nuclear Weapons, they have got 

a special contact to the Greenlandic peace movement, and they have 

appointed a group to establish international contacts and cooperation. 

The Peace Group of •reachers of the Senior Schools started in November 

1983. It take parts in an international cooperation of Teachers for Peace 

about peace education and materials for peace education. 'l'hey also arrange 

exchangeswi th school classes in countries in the East as they are working 

to arrange similarexchanges with 3. world countries. In May 1988 there will 

be the second International 1'eachers for Peace Conference in West Germany. 

Besides this group there also exists Teachers for Peace and High School 

·1'eaohers for Peace in Denmark. 

A special group is the Youth Movement for Peace which was established 

by young people from several of other peace organizations during 1983-84. 

They have got contacts to similar groups in other countries, but without 

any formal cooperation. It was - among others - "Che Youth Movement for 

Peace which started the Next Stop Nevada group which to its visit of protest 

in the Nevada desert had participants from several other countries. The 

contacts had been entered into at the World Peace Conference in Copenhagen 

1986. 

Besides these groups there are several groups who form themselves around 

certain topics for a sporter 

some of the existing groups. 

or longer period. They 

E.g. Next Stop Nevada 

often originate from 

(coming from the Youth 

MOvement for Peace and Liaison Committeee for Peace and Security), and The 

Ravnstrup Women (coming from A.WC and Women for Peace) who made a peace 

camp by the NATO command bunker in Rfvnstrup 1984/85. 

The many smaller a'l.d bigger groups can give a flickering impression 

and make it difficult to estimate the nature and the size of peace move

ments. It may also help especially smaller political groups and parties 

to attain a disproportionate influence without appearing openly. However, 

in the end it will always be a question of who in fact exploits whom, when 

the groups don't identifies themselves. The amount of groups may be 

regarded as a lack of organization, but you may also consider it a sign 

of vitality in the population in the question of peace, a commitment which 

is carried through and making its influence felt on quite another level 

than the big ani spectacular demonstrations. 
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The circumstances about the INF development (or the TNF which was the 

name in the start until the associations of the word "theater" became to~ 

loaded and was replaced by the more factaal sounding "intermediate: range" -

a change which the peace movement unfortunately followed quite orGhodoxly 

without considering the strength of the words) and the role of the peace 

movements has been treated and explored so often that it is well-known 

material to anybody. However, there are some aspects which I think it might 

be valuable to call the attention to. 

Tne fact that it was the IJ\'F question which started the "new" peace 

movement has resulted in a tendency to connect the peace movements solely 

to the development of the INFquestion both in public opinion and by peace 

researchers.· The consequence of this has been that when at least a great par1 

of the peace movments exceeds the INF discussion and other themes strictly 

related to this and have looked for broader views or views alternative 

to the pure weapons question and balance discussion, these views have 

become almost non-existing in the public attention, so non~existing that 

you often may hear complaints of the peace movement being too centered 

around the weapons question •. 

To make this alternative way in the peace movements plain, which I 

consider important because it points to future possibilities, I will 

shortly describe the relevant period dividing it into a number of phases. 

The development is characteristic of movements both in Denmark and in 

other West EUropean countries. The political consequences have been some

what different in Denmark. This I'll mention after this description. 

1. phase. 1979/Bo. ·The "new" peace movement made a symbol of the 572 

intermediate range missiles which NATO planned to deploy in Europe. To 

stop this deployment would be, they said, a turning point and it would 

start a deyelopment· of disarmament. The demands which were raised were 

general and definite, "Stop the armament", "Remove the Nuclear Weapons 

from East and West", "For disarmament and detente" etc. You may object 

that slogans at demonstrations and on leaflets necessarily must be short 

and general. You may also say as Sverre Lodgaard at a small internal 

meeting in the peace movement in Copenhagen in 1981 "No1v we have been 

looking for years to find a solution through weapons restrictions in· one 

way or another, and now the populations come here and raise the old demand 

of a complete disarmament. 'lie have to admit that this may be the way out". 

(cited after memory). 

2 1 uhase. 198o-83. Of course it is not the way to make complete disarmament, 
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but it is a way to force the starting of a discussion. However, the 

reaction from the Defence, the right wing, the majority of the medias and 

a great part of the peace researchers was also to claim more knowledge from 

the peace moveme~ts. How can we take the peace movements seriously when they 

don't know the names a.11d the numbers of the weapons, how can you expect 

them to understa11d the technicalities of the 11egotiations when they don't 

know doctrines nor strategies. They talked condenscendingly about the 

diffuse anxiety. 

And then the peace movements became experts, in Denmark and in other 

countries. They enabled themselves to hold their o1m in writings and in 

talks in public meetings, in schools and whereever they were faced with 

officials from the defence, politicians and others. They learned to point 

out inexactitudes and lacks of logic. Yli th the result that the peace 

movements more than ever were linked to "the 572" in public opinion. 

But the peace movmments have always stressed that the point was to stop 

the armament and to change tension to detente. "The seemingly reasonable 

claims of "reciprocity" and "blance" have proved to be inapplicable because 

of the differences in weapons systems, the geography and the military 

strategies of the super powers. To this comes that the claim of balance is 

absurd, both parts having the capability to exterminate each other for a 

long time," Nej ti Atcmv!ben wrote in 1982. "NTA will therefore contribute 

to detente by keeping the dialogue across the East-West border alive and 

by cooperating with those forces in East and West who work·. ·for the 

possibility of the Iluropean po_pctlations to deei\ie -cheir own future". 

Of course, the"numbe.rs game"can be of some meaning in an actual process 

of disannament. But the "numbers game" can also be used to stop any possi

biliy. ~~erefore the peace movments linked the demand of disarmament to 

the thought of "unilateral steps", which couldn 1 t be especially problematic 

considering. the existing amount of weaponry. And they raised the demand of 

detente. With "dialogue across the borders" and "cooperation between groups 

in East and West who work for the same goals" they had already for some 

time introduced the notion of "dete11 te from below". 

3. phase. 1983. The deployment started, a11d the peace movements "lost". 

They lost an evident and easily mobilizing goal as a starting point. The 

same thing happened to the American peace movements, whose mobilizing claim 

was a freeze. Here Reaga11 with his SDI plan succeeded in tL'lderminig the 

popular support for a freeze. 

But at the same time the peace movements had succeeded in drawing the 

attention -co the lu,atic size of the weapons race, in bringing the whole 



policy of security up fer a discussion, in creating a critical majority 

in the populations .in most of the West :C'uropean countries, in changing/ 

or strel'!gthening the position of many of the political parties to a more 

critical and open one, and, not least, in keeping the situation open and 

mobile so that even if the atmosphere was detiriorated a new cold war as 

in the fifties didn't come through. 

4. uhase. 1984-86. The "void" after the end of the missile claim made some 

people inside the peace movements and most people outside them expect 

that it was necessary to findanother goal you could gather arOQl'\d. Somebody 

c~nsidered the SDI a suitable successor. But the subject was much too 

indefinite. \ihat is the threat of SDI? A real threat the day Reagan 1s dream 

would come through? A fata morgana? Or a new way to hurry up the race in 

weapons technology? Presumably the last, which is serious enough, but not 

of a sufficiently mobilizing effect. A test stop had some interest. V/i th the 

Soviet moratorium a possibility seemd to have arisen. Letters of support 

were send to ~~erican senators advocating a test ban, and Green Peace and the 

Danish Next Stop Nevada made it a subject of their campaigns. 

Psychologically it is of course wrong to expect a repetition of what 

has happened before. Through demonstrations, si5nature campaigns, opinion 

polls etc. great part of the populations had already emphasized-their 

position. Only a coincidence of special and urgent circumst~l'!ces would be 

able to create conditions as in the first years of the eightieso 

Without being able to demonstrate the same popular backing the peace 

movements, who were still more and greater than ever before in history, 

continued their work and new groups started. Fqr the independent END 

movements it was important to increase the work for detente and East-West 

contacts on all levels. E.g. the Helsinki treaty (The final act of the 

Conference on-Security and Cooperation in lurope, Helsinki 1975) and the 

possibilities in it attracted attention. This interest was a direct result 

of promptings from the contacts in Eastern Europe and especially from 

Charta 77, Czechoslovakia. 

"The demand (in the Helsinki treaty) that the governments must fulfil 

all their promises and obligations has not been exploided fully by the 

peace movement. Such binding agreements, ratified by international law, 

form a framework by which the citizens publicly not only can supervise their 

governme<tt, but also devise new ways to loosen stagnating attitudes" (The 

Prague Appeal, 11. March 1985)· 

The independent peace movements co"ltinued. their work for ''detente from 

below" in two ways. On one hand through concacts, exchanges, attempts of 
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joint arrangements (The Freedom and Peace movement - Wolnosc i Pokoj - in 

Poland succeeded in carrying through a seminar in Warsaw the 6.-9. May 

1987 in Vlhich people from many West European countries, USA and Canada 

took part as Vlell as a Yugoslavian and a Czeck, member of the Charta 77. 

There was also a letter from the Moscow Trust Group. Many-fruitful and 

mutual instructive discussions took place) and common statesmen ts as e. g, 

this statement from 1985 worked out and signed by women from the five 

:El.tropean countries where missiles at that time ~<ere deployed: Great Eri tain, 

GDR, BRD, Italy and Czechoslovakia. " (we) are united in the firm 

vdsh of selfdetermination, of the struggle for peace, against uniforms and 

violence, against our children being brought up to soldiers and against 

meaningless waste of ressources. We demand the right of self determination 

of every single person and of all populations - - (we) choose the way to 

take initiatives ourselves from below. This way doesn 1 t go via mili tarization 

of the society, and we therefore reject any involvement in the. preparations 

of war. Neither goes it via launching pads for missiles or the destruction 

of nature and the personal commu'lication between people. Vie neither wish a 

peace which suppress us or a war which <!estroys us". 

The 4, of November 1986 the peace movements published a memorandum in 

Vienna drawn up in a cooperation between independent peace and human rights 

groups from East and West 1urope (from Denmark, No to Nuclear Weapons). It 

says among others: "The Europeans must not any longer restrict themselves 

to expect that the superpowers - and the bloc-to-bloc negotiations - alone 

should be able to afford the solution. They must to a higher degree develope 

their own initiatives and strengthen existing tendencies to a plurality of 

·relations between the countries in East and West". 

In stead of the wide popular support behind the mass de~onstations in the 

earlier years. the peace movements in many West European countries, and not 

least in Denmar~1 now experienced a st~ong support behind this line of peace 

work. It turned out that during the last years there has arisen an amazing 

great interest in the populations to 11 take the initiative themselves". 

Schoolclasses, high schools, unions and single persons and families are 

travelling in "East" and arranging exchanges. It is not the borders people 

are moving, it is the "wall" between the populations, a cle!'r result of the 

intense discussionVthe ongoing armament and the current peace policy during 

the early eighties. 

On the other hand peace move~ents also tried to get cantact with the 

official circles in the Eastern countries, among others the pence committees, 

to discuss the problems and to present their viewpoints. They have arranged 

big conferences between the independent peace moveme!"lts in West and the 
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peace committees from East plus, at the request of the committees the 

West European peace ·committees with which they cooperated. And they have 

arranged visits between movements and comnittees from West and East on a 

bilateral basis. In this way NTA has vi si te:l ar.d has had visits from peace 

committees from DDR, Hungary, Bulgaria and the Soviet Union. 

What the peace movements wanted to achieve by these meetings was to make 

the people from East Europe understand that they are against nuclear weapons 

a,ywhere, in East as in West, that they saw decisive defects also on the 

Eastern side, that the Eastern countries with their ·closed societies supporte 

the arms race, that they considered the freedom of the people a precondition 

for obtaining a peaceful relation between the nations (not that it was a 

claim, but that they considered the freedom the only way to create a lasting 

peace), and that the persecution o~ independent popular groups and movements 

made the atatements of wish for peace untrustworthy. 

Everything seems to point to the fact that these things which were said 

to them by people who didn't consider· them enemies, and who at the same time 

opposed the Western armament as strongfyas they did, has had an effect. At 

these meetings and intercourses one thing became quite clear: the closed 

societies of the Easter!'! bloc were a great constraint to their own compre

hension of what happened in other parts of the world, and that it therefore 

was of importance to them that people who were not their enemies neither 

their parrots talked OP'enly to them. 

"We have stressed (for them) the need of changes and we have said, that 

peace movements must work for social reforms. Now the Sovie~ leaders say 

that there is a connection between peace and reforms. - - The political 

understanding in some parts of the peace movement which argues that we have 

to behave nicely and decently was not good enough. 'l'he Soviet Union and its 

people are worth better. Everybody has the right to see the true face 

of· the persons with whom they speak." (Wim Bartels, IKV, The Netherlands in 

Information 12.6.1987). 

Finally the peace movements have placed "Europe" on ,the progra.cme. The 

first somewhat primitive slogan "The superpowers out of Europe - for a united 

Europe" (END 1982-83) has been substituted by more thorough questions about 

the possibilities of EUrope and about its identity and independent role 

between the two superpowers. This discussion is a disengagement from the 

thoughts left behind by the cold war and its simplified explanations, and 

it makes"peace" something more concrete than an abstract and unpoli tical 

benefit~ 
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5. phase. 1987. The Reykjavik meeting in 1986 created new possibilities 

for a nuclear disarmament in Europe, even if it itself ended v,ithout results. 

The coming time seemed to indicatethat a'< unsolvable question suddenly 

sc;emed to be solvable, and the proposal of a zero solution was even extended 

to a zero ze!'o solution. 

Vfe have returned to the starting point. But the situation is turned 

upside down. No matter what the motives are it is the superpowers who want 

:&a remove the internediate range missiles from -'Urope now. It is the West 

European conservative politicians who are setting up hindrances. A 

development which more than anything shows the necessity of discussing 

Europe and its identity. 

How does the peace movements react? There have been demonstrations in 

most of the deployment countries (when not of the same size and intensity 

as in the early eighties) ' and the independent peace movements have in 

a common statement called upon the governments to carry through the zero 

zero solution, to start immediate unilateral steps in both blocs and to 

prevent a new arms race. "It is therefore important" they say, "that a.n 

initiative of this kind is followed up by a further demilitarization of 

the East-West conflict in EUrope and not revive the old debate about 

balance and deterrence with new weapons of another character" (8-4-1987). 

In Denmark the peace movement is in the particualr situation that the 

Danish parliament the 3o. of April 1987 "imposed upon the government to 

support in NATO and in other relevru1t international organizations a Soviet

American agreement to remove their furopean intermediate range missiles, 

an agreement which moreover will render Europe almost free of 1"Uclear 

weapons." The most remarkable for this statement is that a united parliament 

stands behind it. 

But the Danish solitary approach to the INF question is older, and the 

Danish footnote policy is well-known. However, till now there has only 

b2en a narrow majority behind the Danish decisions on security matters. 

As the Danish experiences accentuate problems for the peace movements and 

for a peace policy in all Western European countries, problems which have 

become especially apparent after the latest INF development, I will shortly 

outline the main features of the Da,-,ish development. 

"''rom ·the start of the INF discussion the Danish government (at that time 

:il. social d.emocratic minority government) has expressed do'-'bts. Foreign 

minister Kjeld Olesen asked at the NATO assembly, 12. ~ecember 1979, for 

a postponement of the decision cor ha.lf a year in order to try to start 
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~egotiations. This was declined so emphatically and/or Kjeld Olesen didn't 

insist SQfficie~tly, so the doubt didn't result in a footnote. 

It can of course be difficult to give a precise answer to the reason 

of this social democratic hesitation. At the NATO asst?mbly in the e2.rly 

summer the same year the Danish government had no objections to the 

deployment plans. In the autumn great signature campaigns against the 

decision were carried through - NTA e.g. brou'ght two full-page advertise

ments with names of protesting people in the biggest news papers. However, 

Lasse Budtz (social democratic spokesman on defence) says "I am the last 

to underestimate the vcluable contribution of the peace movement. But the 

development in the social democratic party was parallel to the work of the 

peace movement". (Poli tiken, ll. June 1987). The question is of no great 

importance. iVhether having exerted influence or support the oommi tment of 

the population in this question was of importance, and during the next 

years the protests, as all know, grew still stronger. 

From the time when the social democratic party came into opposition in 

the late summer 1982 and during the next years the Danish parliament 

manifested itself with a number of statements expressing from doubts to 

direct opposition to the deployment. This position was based upon a 

parliamentary majority against the conservative government, and it was 

this majority which forced the government to an attitude at the HATO 

assemblies which resulted in the footnotes. 

The reason to this change in the attitude of the parliament was exclu

sively due to the changed attitude of the social democratic party. None of 

the other parties, whether they supported or opposed the continued armament, 

had or has changed their attitude. And the ability of the social democratic 

party to catcp so quickly the graving opposition and translate it into 

political a9tion is co"lnectedVthe fact that the party from the time when 

Denmark first joined the North Atlantic •.rreaty Orga~ization has taken care 

that Denmark (as Norway) to a certain degree has follwed an independent 

line within NATO. It was a social democratic foreign minister who in 1949 

ensured that no foreign bases shoald be placed in Denmark. In 1952 a social 

democratic government declined a proposal of deployment of American 

airplanes in Denmark, and some years l2.ter when the thought of nuclear 

weapons in Eu.rope were brought up it was also the social democratic 

gove~ment who decided that there should be no nuclear weapons on Danish 

soil •Tinder the prese~t circumstances" that is when it was peace .. 
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The conservative parties pro,;eeted against each of the decisions, but when 

they had been made ·it became the official policy of the country which every

body could accept. In the 6o.es and the 7o.es the independent Danish line 

was to a high degree replaced by a Danish policy (m0st of the time decided 

by social democratic governments) which complied vti th the NATO decisions. 

"'!he alternative majority" in the ""anish parliament in sec:tri ty matters 

consists of the social democratic party, the socialist peoples party, the 

left socialists and the liberal party "The radical left", and opinion polls 

show that this majority will exist also after the election in the autumn 

1987. 'rhere is a possibility that the social democratic party will come into 

power either alone .as a minority government or together with the socialist 

peoples party, and it is difficult to say for certain what this will mean 

to the alternative majority. There are forces in the social democratic 

party who want to hold on to the present policy, but there are also forces 

who are hesitant or directly against it, and it has been seen before that 

a party has grown mere conservative when in power. This is a serious 

challeng<> to the Danish peace movement. 

A 'mother challenge is the fact that even if we have got a clear political 

majority for a nuclear disarmament policy this majority hasn't succeeded in 

an active political work in international connections for this policy, 

neither has it succeeded to alter the Danish defence policy appreciably.. 

Till now the contribution has been certain restraints in the growth of the 

defence spending. The conclusion of this is that a small majority, even if it 

is democratically founded, is not sufficient to carry through a really 

radical change in a security thinking which has been formed through 

centuries. 

As said by Pelle Voigt from the socialis.t peoples party, it is "necessary 

to create an extraordinary broad majority for an alternative policy in 

security and disarmament matters. It requires that ·we can gain confidence 

in our policy far on the other side of the center. Security policy cann.ot 

in the long run be made with a majority of only 51%". (Infonnation 8-ll-1987) 

To this you may say that according to the opinion polls the majority for 

an alternative security policy is higher than 51%, but in~olitical 

connections it doesn't seem to come throu@t. It is in this connection the 

Danish experience can serve as an accentuation of the problems in Western 

Europe. Here also opinion polls have shown a majority against the current 

security policy and the missile deployment. Allthe same, in political 

connections this opinion is far behind a majority. 
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How is it possible to create a majority strong enough to force the top 

of the conservative parties to consider changes, to accept wholeheartedly 

the removal of nuclear weapons and not to contemj)late a substitute with 

more conve11tional weapons. To be sure that the social democratic parties 

will keep up their present policy and elaborate their current disarmament 

in tensions it will also be necessary with at least a change in some of the 

conservative parties. 

A precondition for a change in broader population circles is a much 

broader understanding of the notion "peace". It has often been stressed 

that "peace is !!lore than the absence of war", a statement most people will 

agree to. However, the words have been short of being given any real 

content. In this connection the work of some peace movements is important -

to enter into contacts about and to work for the improvement and the 

extension of the possibilities for an increasing cooperation on the economi

cal, scientific, ecological, juridical levels as well as in respect to the 

exchange of news and informations 1 and to let these initiatives not onlJI 

remain a decision of the State but also to found it on the participation 

of the civil society in each country. 

The future tasks of the peace I:lovements will thus be to work for detente 

on all possible levels and in a way that measures in one connection •rill be 

o.f support to measures in other co,nections, and to work for a b:!'oader 

political and civil foundation for this dGtente and disarmament policy in 

each country. The work on the first task is already started - and the work 

of the peace movementsgoesparallel to initiatives taken by some of the 

social democratic parties (best known is the proposal of a chemical free 

zone made by SPD from DBR a"ld SED from GDR). The problem, however, is that 

even if these initiatives are considered a measure of detente by the parties 

themselves, they navn 1 t yet succeeded incorporating them into their 

security p~licy, it has till now only been activities involving a few 

persons on top level, and they don't seem to understand the perspective in 

letting initiatives on the party level and on the civil level support each 

other. (For instance in Denmark the party cannot see any reasonableness 

in some public economical support to the rather expensive exchange work 

because of the currency difficulties you norP.Ially will have to pay the 

stay and the travelling expences inside the count~yfor your guests from 

Eastern countries). 

The other task perhaps raises more difficulties because there don't 

exist any traditions to build upon. A way to tackle this task may be to 

consider the attitude to enemy pictures. The traditional enemy picture of 

the Soviet Union has been perforated, and this is an important preco~Qition 
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Soviet threat has left behind a trauma in the mind of the Western popu

lations. This trauma is reflected par,tly in the wa;r many people prefer not 

to make an"' objections at all to the Soviet Union ;it might be unclarified 

remnants of a Soviet fright) and partly - "-t least in some circles - the 

upbuilding of an enemy picture of the USA without shades. 'l'here has bsen 

a tendency to let justified and necessary protests slip into notes of 

hatred and accusations which in many ways resembles the former enemy pic

tures against the Soviet Union and which is absolutely unproductive if you 

want to create reforms. In this way you may say that we lj.avn't yet succeeded 

in disengaging ourselves from the indoctrination of the cold war. 

When an interpretation of the NATO strategy in ~elation to the Soviet 

Union says "Contrary to the Vi est the Soviet Union attach ;;:rea t importance 

to the offensive operations" (my stressing) (Totalforsyar, red. Watt Boolsen, 

Forsvarets Oplysnings- og Velfrerdstjeneste, 1985, p. 31) it is necessary 

to protest. It is the typical way of making enemy pictures, to forget your 

own behaviour and only to look at the adversary. .Also the NATO defence 

strategy is offensive. But when the argumentation has been built upon the 

question of who wants war and who don't want it- as it has been usual in 

many peace circles and even by some peace researchers ., people have 

dissociated themselves in a catastrophic way from the un·:lerstanding of 

own motives of those who support a continued armament, and the possibilities 

of influence is cut off. Nobody wants war. 3verybody want peace. But 

beside this wish there exist a number of other wishes and interests, which 

"by accident" might lead to a war. How many of these wishes and interests 

are they willing to forego in East and in West? 

This must be the most important question of the future. Here it may be 

possible to raise the understanding in broader parts of the populations that 

the q_uestion. of ,peace and war neither is a question o~ only weapons nor a 

question of an unavoidable fate, but a part of our wey to live, which it 

is possible to influence. In this connection it may be. possible to peel off 

the halos of the superpowers and to: come to a discussion of realities. 

It is here tb.at the North-South discussions becomes part of the East-West 

discussion. And finally, it is here that a detente 1rill have to take place. 
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do that a little longer. Rather it is the 
conscious creating of a space for emergent 
relationships that build on what we know is 
possible in human society and indeed is 
expressed at other levels than the state. 

The study of these possibilities for sur
vival, and survival itself is plural - it has 
competing paradigms and· priorities, it 
draws from . different fields and 
backgrounds, it asks different questions. If 
a peace organization asks a peace re
searcher 'do me a study that proves that. .. ' 
such a request is rejected as a request for 
propaganda. Contemporary peace theory is 
less interested in avoiding uncomfortable 
facts or fudging data. Nevertheless, the 
role of wish-fulfillment and anxiety-fulfill
ment is a greater problem when human 
data of such import are examined: the 
subject matter often sears the intellect and 
imagination and the larger the movement 
the more plagued with radically conflicting 
views and definitions of peace it may be. A 
conflict exists in peace-related institutions. 
The sense of urgency of issue and com
mitment for problem-solving leads to deep 
intellectual divisions and heated debate. 
There is not one prescription on offer; it 
may lead to some apprehension of prob
lems of internal division. 

Peace theory in general advocates the 
analyses of key species problems and dis
cusses prescriptions or possible solutions -
and where it reaches tentative conclusions, 
it may advocate the translation of this 
knowledge into specific policy recommen
dations. But the task of translating such 
findings into· policy is the job of other 
bodies, "institutions, or transnational NGOs 
(including peace groups). There is always a 
danger that wishe.s and anxieties will 
overwhelm intell~ctual judgements and 
block understanding: the peace action 
movement is often impatient with the 
peace researcher or educator for not pro
ducing the study 'that shows that'... for 
being too pure, too remote, or for facing 
the realities that peace movements do fail, 
that arms control may lead to spiralling 
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arms races, that (tragically) peace protest 
may in fact prolong war. 

Peace is rightly seen as poised on the 
horns of the classic dilemma between the 
'ethics of responsibility' and the 'ethics of 
ultimate ends' as the great German social 
thinker Max Weber outlined them. A single 
human artifact, the thermonuclear 
warhead, has altered that division between 
responsibility and ultimate ends. If politics 
is the art of the possible, real science may 
be the art of the impossible, or what has 
been perceived as impossible. Kenneth 
Boulding said once that whatever exists or 
has existed is possible. Empowerment, 
transnationalism, transdisciplinarity are all 
related to the attempt to identify those 
realities and their potentiality. 

7. Peace movements and the re
possession of history 
The concern with peace education in a 
number of countries has so far produced 
little of real interest in the revision of 
teaching away from the assumptions and 
parameters of militarism and statism. It is 
true that a more social and historical di
mension in teaching has been stressed, but 
the emphasis on the achievements of milit
ary leaders and the overwhelming force of 
war in history tends to dominate the class
room, especially in more conservative and 
male oriented contexts. At the level of 
higher education, historical versions of the 
evolution of modern society have at least 
been tempered by 'revisionist' and critical 
schools of thought which place more em
phasis on societal developments (culture, 
economy, social stratification and social 
movements) as opposed to the narrow 
history of elites and political/military 
events. The arms races of the past century 
are reflected in the caution with which 
globalist and radical approaches to peace 
and disarmament have been viewed. Peace 
ideas and peace leaders - let alone popular 
peace efforts - have little or no place in 
historical accounts. Even disarmament 
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talks and treaties are given. perfunctory 
treatment, as is the emerg~nce __ of interna
tional organizations, inCluding the UN. 

There is clearly a role for the emergence 
of new texts and teaching materials from 
kindergarten to university which can pro
vide alternative theses and priorities. They 
would present the view of war as barbar
ous as well as heroic, would stress the role 
of cooperation as well as conflict in human 
development, and would counter-pose the 
role of values such as human solidarity, 
compassion, altruism and love, alongside 
force, coercion, violence and domination 
as factors in society's evolution. A 
number of renowned educational idealists 
from Montessori to Illichave implied such 
reorientation and a number have stressed 
the role of peace education, but the actual 
impact on formal educational systems has 
been slight. The power of local and national 
prejudices and vested interests makes such 
changes highly difficult - where changes 
have come they have come from the pressure 
of local and popular struggle as much as 
the enlightenment of educational e!ites. 

The role of armaments and nuclear de
terrence has been to narrow the agenda 
and the concept of security and defence 
and establish limited parameters of debate 
(for and against deterrence, the national 
interest, the threat from outside etc.), 
rather than placing global peace issues and 
the interpenetration of war, repression and 
maldevelopment at the global level. Peace 
studies in a very real sense have to be 
global studies which can root themselves in 
local experience and community. Cultural 
and educational exchanges with cities and 
populations targetted by one's own coun
try for destruction Clearly have a role in 
breaking down stereotypes and an un
thinking readiness to destroy the outsider. 

8. Education and the arms race 
Formal systems of education have grown 
up in a world of war and militarism, virul
ent nationalism and racist creeds, political 

repression and economic exploitation. But 
equally, ideals of peace and disarmament, 
of social justice, equality and human rights 
have been strong forces inside and outside 
education. 

Towards the end of the 19th century, as 
the arms race of the industrial countries 
and the imperial expansion to the South 
and East gathered momentum, schools and 
communities in many countries were con
cerned over how far the education system 
could inculcate loyalty to the state, na
tional chauvinism (often racist attitudes), 
the glories of military service, justifications 
for colonialism, and crude stereotypes of 
the alien, or more humane, universalistic 
values proclaimed by some liberal and 
socialist educators, and also from some 
religious standpoints. During the Boer War 
in Britain, a fierce debate raged over 
whether military drill and other activities 
should be introduced for children as op
posed to physical and moral education. 

The current debate over values, or ad
vocacy programmes in education, or the 
normative character of peace studies and 
disarmament education, is nothing new 
therefore. As in the past, those who defend 
the values will accuse the critics, the in
novators of normative bias, of a lack of 
objectivity. This ideological attack is 
clearly related to the power structures and 

. their need to defend their authority by both 
force and fraud - or more kindly - coercion 
and persuasion. The highly armed modern 
state needs its captive education system 
much as mediaeval feudatories needed the 
church. 

But now, as then, the legitimating in
stitutions may -not be hermetic or 
monolithic; both formal and informal edu
cation reflects the needs and values of 
society and community - not just the state. 
Even the most regimented system of 
learning stumbles across truths which be
come bases of reappraisal. Movements of 

·parents, teachers - even students - create 
dialogue whether the sponsors or paymas
ters like it or no. In some societies one can 
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talk of a new peace education movement, 
stimulated by public concern over the arms 
race. Local authorities (like Greater Lon
don and Milwaukee) as well as head
teachers and educational unions and as
sociations, even government inspectors, 
have endorsed teaching on disarmament 
along the lines suggested by UNESCO and 
other globalist bodies. · 

Not all this informal peace education is 
using high technology - the recreation of 
the art of banner-making especially as
sociated with the women's encampments 
at missile bases has been a vital symbolic 
form of cultural statement against the arms 
race. 

9. Assessing the new social move
ments opposing war- future goals 
and effectiveness 
During the past decade peace movements 
have grown again in many countries -
mainly focused on the nuclear arms race. 
These are recognized by press, politicians 
and political analysis as a significant social 
and political factor. Similar movements 
have arisen in aligned and non-aligned 
countries, East and West, and significant 
movements have also arisen in other parts 
of the world (e.g. North America and Au
stralia). To many observers these appear to 
be new movements, and the largest of their 
kind to have ever arisen on the disarma
ment issue (this assessment may, however, 
be factually wrong given the size of the 
movements prior to World War I and 
World War II). They are probably more 
extensive than the nuclear disarmament 
movements of 1957--63, and comparable 
with the surge of protests in the USA dur
ing the second Indq~hina Wars 1965-72. 
Many analysts now predict their decline, 
as such movements have declined previ
ously, given their failure after seven_ years 
achieve certain stated specific objectives. 
However there is no certain evidence that 
overall a permanent decline has yet set in, 
or any guarantee that it will not soon re-
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gain momentum. 
What the above statement reveals is the 

paucity which exists of systematic know
ledge and analysis of the peace movement 
- its history, social character, political 
strategies and ideologies, and social base. 
In other words, there is a profound lacuna 
of social scientific studies on peace and 
disarmament movements. The only discip
line which can claim some adequacy of 
coverage is history, and ·even here much is 
left unstudied, and most of the work so far 
produced lacks rigorous social and political 
analysis or the application tools of social 
theory. This is in part because of a lack of 
appropriate theory to the study of peace 
movements such as that developed in so
cial movement theory and political 
sociology. Even here, however, attempts 
to apply social stratification theory or 
theories of sect-development or collective 
behaviour theory have proved less than 
successful. In each of these examples there 
was a failure to compare movements over 
time and across national boundaries. 
Clearly there may be a need to apply 
existing social theories of the rise and de
cline, the successes and failures of social 
movements, including peace movements, 
and also to develop new ones. Even in the 
realm of peace research there is a little to 
help here, except in analysing the 
strategies and goals of peace movements 
there has been some modest attempt to see 
peace movements in terms of Marxian and 
Weberian frameworks - or in the social 
dynamics model of Sorokin. 

Two approaches may have some rele
vance to the present project. In the first 
place a model of transnational and com
munal perspectives in analysing the opera
tion of war resistance (individual resisters 
and communities of resisters) to the State 
(in particular to the modern centralized 
nation-state). However, this model appears 
less salient to the study of peace move
ments which contain war resisters as one 
small (if critical and important) strain 
within them. 
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The second approach is typological, at
tempting to break down the peace move
ment into its constituent elements which 
have developed over the past 170 years 
(and some which proceed the first modern· 
peace movements.). 'Ideal-typical' clusters 
of ideas and strategies which emerged 
sequentially with differing goals and 
methods and varying degrees of salience 
and influence, both within and beyond the 
peace movement, can be identified. 

Some such traditions or stands would 
claim to have achieved some of their stated 
goals, most have not. These traditions 
which have become crystallized in certain 
sects or organizational forms, have often 
worked alone but at certain periods have 
worked within broad coalitions ('The Peace 
Movement'), and the traditions have often 
fused and interpenetrated one another. 
When the mass-base falls away, however, 
there is a tendency (Europe in 1914, 1939, 
1963, 1970) for sectarianism and fragmen
tation to occur and the traditions to be 
maintained by small groups - 'prophetic 
minorities' until the next surge of mass 
support. One factor to be born in mind is 
that the number of these strands has in
creased since the nineteenth century, add
ing to the extensiveness of the peace 
movement's programme and the inner 
contradictions within its coalitions over 
strategy, goals and methods. 

The peace movement has had two souls 
since it first developed as a mass response 
to the scourge of militarism and war in the 
19th century. On the one hand a pragmatic, 
secular and short-term approach has de
veloped in relation to .th~. development of 
modern states and the inter-nation system. 
On the other hand -·deriving from longer
term, religious roots- a spiritually guided, 
Principled and more visionary approach 
has characterized the prophetic minorities 
working within the peace movements, but 
often outside the state. These two dimen
sions, not. unlike Weber's famous 'ideal 
types', co-exist in the current debates ab
out strategy, alternative-defence, civil dis-

obedience and various approaches to dis
armament. The same division arises in the 
Gandhian movement. The tension can be 
creative or destructive. The tension is also 
between symbolism and actuality; self-in
terest and altruism; it raises the issue of 
ethics in socialism; and of conscience in 
modern liberalism. The nuclear deterrent 
sharpens the dilemma for the Churches and 
the politician. 

These two sides of the peace movement 
are reflected in its current character and its 
six key dimensions: the idea of uni
lateralism; the principle of direct action; 
the stress on communalism; the activation 
of affinities; the stress on autonomism and 
non-alignment, and finally the emphasis on 
a transnationalist or globalist approach. 
They are reflected in a slogan like 'Think 
globally, act locally'. It is argued that these 
six dimensions represent a new program
matic morality in the peace movement that 
transcends its previous theory and action 
and achieves a new ethical synthesis, and 
with it a new strategy for societal trans
formation. 

10. Why do peace movements fail? 
From preliminary work on the sociology 
and history of peace movements in various 
countries over time, one can outline a 
number of general explanations of why so
cial movements in general may fail, and a 
list of independent reasons why peace 
movements in partic1flar fail, given their 
unique character. 

We know that peace movement support 
has been cyclical - achieving mass follow
ing at different times since the 19th century 
- and then losing it. Even within these 
cycles there are significant variations in the 
level of support, and some peace move
ments which- have developed into social 
change movements (and vice versa). There 
needs to be some causal explanation for 
these cycles and trends. 

10.1. Some explanations 
What follows are some reasons drawn from 
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the sociological literature on social move
ments: 
- The dynamics which create such move

ments may reverse/be reversed. 
- The social constituency from which the 

movement sprang may disappear. 
- The structural context may be such that 

it objectively prevents success. 
- Successes are latent rather than man

ifest. 
- Social movements are based on political 

generations and as such cannot trans
cend the limitations of that generational 
experience. 

- The social base of many movements has 
been too narrow - or it has been indi
vidualistic ('petit bourgeois'). It has 
never involved the 'broad masses' ex
cept on issues such as conscription. 

- The movement's programme is too 
broad to appeal to all sections of any 
society. 

- The movement's aims are too narrow to 
sustain a long term growth or comitt
ment. 

- Social movements may be 'expressive' 
rather than 'instrumental' - they do not 
fundamentally desire to make political or 
social change. 

- The social movement outside the state 
may be isolated and repressed, but entry 
into the state may lead to incorporation, 
coaptation and the compromise of fun
damental goals. 

- A movement may become in-
stitutionalized when it is more concerned 
with its survival than with achievement 
of its goals. . 

- Broad s'ocial coalitions may fall apart in 
the fa_ce of failure·and repression; failure 
to achieve stated goals may lead to a 
sense of fatalism, impotence and de
spair. 

10.2. Some reasons that may be specific to 
peace movements 
- The differing peace traditions carry with 

them fundamental contradictions about 
the goals and methods of peace move-
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ments and their relations with states and 
nations and the deployment of violence 
and war as methods. 

- The sectarian character of the prophetic 
minorities means that those members re
cruited from outside those traditions, 
may be alienated - or the peace move
ment may be seen as internally incon
sistent by allies and opponents. 

- The peace movements may have largely 
state-centric and nationally bounded at
titudes which contradict global and uni
versalistic goals and strategies. 

- Most peace movements have lacked 
strong sustainable roots in the com
munity (e.g. amongst workers and peas
ants) at the local level. 

- Peace movements have lacked any coh
erent intellectual analysis and strategy 
(e.g. in comparison with conservative or 
socialist/marxist movements), 

- Some peace movements have been ob
sessed with specific wars or weapons 
and cannot sustain themselves by these 
targets. 

- Peace movements have rarely been able 
to. build effective transnational linkages, 
and when they have, these have been 
easily ruptured in wartime. 

- National mobilizations for wars of de
fence have usually gained greater popu
lar support than peace movements who 
oppose them (this then needs a further 
analysis of the strength of national al
legiances). 

- The lack of an alternative political/social 
programme (e.g. on defence or foreign 
policy) in comparison with an existing 
government, represents a weakness. 

- Many peace movements have put great 
faith in a single strategy or tactic ( disar
mament talks, non-violent direct action, 
conscientious objection, the interna
tional general strike against war, the 
peaceful programme of a given state or 
party) to the exclusion of others. 
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]0.3. Some tentative hypotheses or ques
tions stated in terms of contradictions 
_ Unilateral proposals may be important in 

creating a basis for peace protest and 
initiative, but difficult to sustain within a 
political system or on a mass basis (an 
inbuilt limitation factor) 

_ A broad programme may be essential for 
the long-term growth of peace move
ments, but in the short term may alienate 
those concerned only with short-term 
common denominator aims. Even those 
who have a 'hidden agenda' may oppose 
more programmatic visions. Others may 
leave peace organizations because they 
Jack alternative vision or programme for 
the long term. 

- Realists argue that a peace movement 
only makes sense if it is directing its 
pressure within or on a particular state 
or on a particular party or institution 
within a state. Others may argue that the 
peace movement will only succeed as an 
autonomous force acting beyond parties 
and national states. 

- The ethics of 'responsibility' (preventing 
World War III) and of 'ultimate ends' 
(creating a society in which nuclear 
weapons will not be deployed) may not 
easily be resolved, or made compatible. 

- The moral arguments against war and 
nuclear weapons do. not sit easily with 
pragmatic arguments about the use of 
war and weapons or the interim accep
tance of arms limitation, 'no first use', 
stabilized deterrence, 'just war', war of 
liberation, 'progressive' or people's war, 
or other policies which accept a limited 
degree of state violence as. inevitable in 
the foreseeable future. 

Some of these contradictions may be 
translated into questions for peace move
ments and peace study. 

10.4. Other hypotheses 
- It can be argued that the fall and rise of 

Peace movements is related to internal 
factors as much as external factors or 
the shift of public attitudes (i.e. it is to 

some extent a process independent of 
public opinion changes, government 
policy and international events/de
velopment) and this can be shown to 
some extent by quantitative indicators 
and chronological sequences. 

- If this is the case, effectiveness can be 
partly measured by public opinion shift, 
government policy shift as a reaction to 
the mobilization of public or political 
pressure by the peace movement(s). 

- Those in government are unable to pre
dict with certainty the strength, effec
tiveness or longevity of protests over 
specific policies or mobilization on 
longer term issues. Equally there can be 
overreaction to insignificant events or 
organizations. 

11. The contemporary context 
Great powers with nuclear weapons and 
their dominant ideologues seem to fear the 
ending of a monopoly on truth and imagi
nation; much of the media and the inher
ited 'value neutral' disciplines mimic them. 
To bomb a little protest ship and kill an 
unarmed civilian in the harbour of a small 
country miles away, as in New Zealand, 
has been seriously described not as an act 
of war or terrorism but an act of legitimate 
national security. Such concepts of sec
urity which may lead us to Armageddon, 
and which peace movements question, 
demand alternatives. 

Barbara Ward once talked of the beauty 
of planet Earth viewed from space, blue 
and small; Car! Sagan has given us a dif
ferent, bleak vision of a planet enshrouded 
in a post-nuclear winter blanket of dark 
cloud and dust. The greatest danger in 
political life or in the academy is self
serving introversion and self-satisfaction; 
one must work at one's globalism in local, 
intellectual activity and take that activity 
to the larger world. The media does not 
provide us with a ready window on the 
world; movements have to break that 
themselves by work and exchanges, 
courses of study, international NGOs and 
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international perspectives. Drawing on the 
experiences of !958/75, the Western peace 
movement used media in their existing 
forms more adroitly in adjusting to the 
various roles, functions and levels within 
the communication system, and using the 
new forms (e.g. video) as well as more 
traditional methods. In 1968 the media had 
questioned its loyal role (in the USA on 
Vietnam). In the 1980's in Britain whilst 
the media remained 'loyal' on the Falkland 
issue, they broke with the 'consensus' on 
nuclear weapons, and on Libya, reflecting 
a tide of public concern .. Within the move
ment the role of communications was to 
make more sophisticated connections be
tween the arms race and the global issues 
of human rights and maldevelopment. 

This vision sees the extension of the 
critical debate itself as part of the peace 
process; an autonomous Peace Research 
Institute in Hungary is perhaps the first 
such institution created in Eastern Europe; 
it may herald further developments in the 
future. It is natural that the new ideas of 
peace are just as delicate and controversial 
an issue in Socialist states as they are in 
non-Socialist ones. Reciprocal confidence 
building, graduated tension reduction, and 
other models of international de-escalation 
depend as much or more on transnational/ 
communal linkages than on the efforts of 
formal diplomacy, and state negotiations. 
This clearly has relevance to contemporary 
policy and the distribution of resources to 
obtain security from a nuclear war. The 
new political model suggests that non-gov
ernmental inputs have much to enlighten 
and advance policy formation in every or
ganization (including government). 

There is further evidence on global 
communications since Angell, Alger and 
Rosenau's work· (i.e. empirical evidence 
gathered in the 1970's) emphasized the in
creasing role of transnationalism in state 
policy formation: communal and popular 
initiatives, non-governmentalism (espe
cially vis-a-vis the UN), cross frontier in
itiatives of the peace groups are becoming 
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increasingly significant. Building on previ
ous work on nationalism and trans
nationalism and on popular responses 
(especially non-parliamentary) to war 
mobilization, conscription and recruitment, 
and on concurrent and continuing study of 
other aspects of military force and political 
power, represents an attempt to break new 
ground in examining the role of non-gov
ernmental, transnational ·initiatives and 
linkages in breaking the·.arms spiral and in 
particular their role (if any) in decreasing 
tensions which might lead to limited or 
all-out nuclear war. The political impor
tance, intellectual challenge, policy rele
vance and indeed moral imperative of such 
work in the preparation for a life in peace 
seems self-evident. 

To this end it is necessary to develop a 
refined concept of transnationalism - im
plying (along the lines of the work of James 
Rosenau) those linkage relationships be
tween human beings or social groups 
which transcend or are independent of na
tional, territorial, military or political 
boundaries or frontiers - and are distinct 
from inter-national, i.e. relations between 
national groups or governments; the focus 
will be on social categories that divide the 
species by sex, occupation, ethnicity, in
terest, etc. that are independent of national 
states: professionals, workers, women, 
students are such constituencies. Robert 
Angell questions: 'Are· these necessarily a 
force for peace' or detente? Chadwick 
Alger' s linkages of transnationalism to 
communalism - i.e. the identification of 
people with living groups at lesser/smaller 
levels than that of the state and the linkage 
between such communities (e.g. twinning, 
communications, cultural and academic 
exchange) suggests they are. The prob
lematic relationship of the multi-national 
corporation or regional integration to such 
patterns, and to global attitudes, cross
frontier contacts, and non-governmental 
organizations (NGO's) in relation to the 
United Nations and other world bodies are 
key issues. So is .the role of new media 



technology. But one thing emerges from 
the peace movement agenda of the 80's. 
The modern state cannot any longer be 
regarded as simply a helpful stepping stone 
to globalism, and indeed the history of 
states shows that they tend to destroy 
community life. They create the category 
(and phenomenon) of 'displaced people'; 
they make wars and multiply the related 
pollution; they threaten human rights. 

We lack a fully developed theoretical 
scheme for looking at the evolution from a 
world system of national states towards a 
global society of communities. Elements in 
contemporary society point to the trans
ition from national to transnational iden
tities - challenging the idea· of a series of 
progressive stages of which the national 
states is the 'highest' yet achieved. 

Some of the scourges of violence arise 
from non-governmental action too; it is 
accepted that a peaceful world society 
necessitates a strong sense of local or re
gional community, and communal respon
sibilities, on the size and type (in terms of 
authority structure) of communities which 
are desirable; how decisions would be 
made in federations of them; and how the 
economy could be organized, with or with
out large scale industrial centres. 

Kenneth Bou!ding's optimistic dictum 
('what has existed is possible') is relevant 
on the ground of emotional and political 
loyalty; it has been possible to be a citizen 
of Carthage and of the Roman Empire (or 
the known world) without the need for a 
'state' in between, yet there· are doubts 
whether global loyalty is yet emotionally 
feasible. What kind of chiltlhood upbring
ing or education would facilitate this? The 
importance of fostering cultural differences 
as a means to integrity was seen to be 
vital, and it was realized that, for example, 
black peoples, or industrialists or certain 
religious communities at present attained 
their identity as a kind of counterpart to 
loyalty to the state. 

In this connection it was seen that a 
diminution of national sovereignty could 

lead to a plurality of allegiances, which 
implies the overlapping of functional 
groups and the federation of societies, 
rather than the notion of world govern
ment. 

Some of the key questions of the last 
decade have been: Do transnational re
lationships increase the liklihood of peace 
- and are they growing? How can one 
move from national 'belonging' to global 
'belonging'? It is not a question of moving 
from nationalism to globalism, or from na
tion state to world state, but linking com
munalism to globalism. First of all that 
community has to be strengthened as a 
source of identity. Transnational links be
tween communities have to be fostered. 
The idea of evolutionary stages and the 
territorial view of issues and relationships 
have to be challenged. The state has to be 
put in its historical place, and cross fron
tier categories of people re-emphasized, 
that is our social relations as species beings 
on a single planet. 

Here again, the themes of trans
nationalism and transdisciplinarity and 
empowering approaches ·to problems be
come fundamental. In the 1980s, Euro
peans and the USA encounter a sense of 
how the relations and understandings be
tween those two regions have changed and 
been distanced over the past two decades. 
The world is seen differently by both sides 
than it was even ten years ago. The Euro
peans feel more caught between two great 
highly-armed machines - perhaps more 
menaced by war itself than by either of 
them and less bound by interest to the 
perceived interests of the US on the USSR 
Soviet Union. The need for understanding 
and contact is greater than ever. This is 
one of the reasons why, in internationaliz
ing and transnationalizing, we need a 
greater exchange of professionals, scho
lars, students and others. 

One has to emphasize here the shaping 
of the European experience of war and 
peace from the humanism of Erasmus to 
the memorials to the mass bombing of 
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Rotterdam; from the Anne Frank House to 
the peace research institutes in the great 
German universities; from the mass graves 
of the So m me or Paschendae!e to the Me
nin Gate, or the Palais des Nations to 
Checkpoint Charlie; from the Imperial War 
Museum to the Peace Palace at the Hague. 
The work of the centres of peace education 
and study in Europe needs to be synth
esized and analyzed. In the 1980s, when 
public concern about the dangers of nuc
lear war and the need for peaceful resol
utions of conflict is stronger than ever, in a 
number of countries, more resources have 
become available for peace programme de
velopment, e.g. on non-violent sanctions. 

12. Peace and the future 
Today one can view the preparation for 
peace as enjoying a period of renewed 
synthesis and growth, having survived the 
period of deep intellectual crisis in the 
early 1970s. As well as peace groups, more 
journals, institutes, associations and uni
versity peace research programmes and 
departments exist than ever before, many 
of them focusing on positive futures, and 
constructive analysis. 

Many ·of the old debates over conflict, 
peace and violence have been superseded 
by more refined categories than those of 
positive or negative peace or direct or 
mediated violence. The interest in non
violent actions is one such example. The 
focus on transnationalism and the role of 
non-governmental contributions in the field 
of disarmament, development, human 
rights and conflict is more obvious. Link-· 
ing North and South, and East/West issues 
in global-perspectives gives peace research 
a stronger base than pre.viously for its 
claim to be a major contribution to human 
knowledge and understanding in the sec
ond half of the twentieth century. In par
ticular, peace research has helped contex
tualize our analysis of interstate conflict in 
terms of the larger 'true worlds' of conflict 
and cooperation beyond them. Transna
tional cooperation in peace and conflict 
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study has flourished in the 1980s with a 
number of new national and international 
networks; peace researchers, scholars and 
institutions around the world aspire to 
achieve an intellectual synthesis and prac
tical interpenetration of these issues. Peace 
organizations can respond where govern
ments and traditional university depart
ments have often failed to provide work of 
relevance. 

Peace research in its spread, is marked 
by its internationalism, its linkage of key 
areas, and its autonomy. Like other trans
national NGOs it stands outside nations/ 
states and governments and attempts to 
serve the original UN aim of expressing 
and meeting the needs of 'we the peoples' 
in a research and policy oriented environ
ment; whilst plural, it is also engaged in its 
orientation. 

Alongside the burgeoning peace and 
anti-nuclear movements of the past years, 
has emerged another parallel, but distinct 
movement, less publicized, but perhaps of 
almost equal significance, and thiit is the 
Peace education movement, i.e. teaching 
for peace, formally and informally, ·at all 
levels. As an aspect of preparing the planet 
for a more peaceful species existence, 
Peace education as a movement spreading 
globally - at every level - is now a public 
issue in many countries, e.g., where peace 
studies have been adopted officially or un
officially (locally, as in Britain or Sweden, 
or nationally, as in Finland or Greece). 
Many of the peace research institutions 
have maintained contact with this educa
tional movement over many years, and 
have contributed to its debates and with its 
publications. Peace Education is now on 
the agenda almost everywhere, and re
search and dissemination, ·e.g., through the 
Journal of Peace Research and Bulletin of 
Peace Proposals, have played an impor
tant role in this and in maintaining the 
integrity and intellectual standards in the 
debates of peace educators world wide. 
Informally, in the arts and media, peace 
education is developing new forms partly 
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through the inspiration of peace action. 
The work of peace historians has only 

really developed in earnest again since the 
1960s and lacks overall schema and 
analysis- but there are increasing numbers 

'of monographs, and detailed descriptive 
studies. What is needed is some attempt to 
look at the whole picture to gain strength 
from the knowledge of the variety and 
richness of the peace movement traditions. 
Peace research in history has grown as 
widespread consciousness of the threat of 
nuclear war and of the destructive recurr
ence of hundreds of Third World conflicts 
proliferates. The terrible scourge of con
ventional war persists outside Europe: es
timates of a million casualties in the cur
rent Iran-Iraq war alone have been 
suggested. 

For the first time, the beginnings of a 
globa{ peace movement that transcends 
political frontiers, military boundaries and 
ideological divides and bloc confronta
tions, have become a real possibility, both 
at the governmental and non,governmental 
level. The 'new peace movement' of the 
last seven years has thrown up a host of 
new problems and issues for intellectual 
inquiry and linking issues that much Peace 
theory has long seen as inseparable; the 
relation between the East/West issue and 
the North/South problem, development 
and disarmament; the arms trade and milit
ary repression; the linkage between the 
issue of human rights (including conscien
tious objection), and the right to act for 
survival (peace rights, as well as the right 
to organize peace research, ~eace educa
tion and peace movements freely). The 
role of the new social movements in de
veloping non-viofence in the community, in 
conflict resolution, and in issues other than 
nuclear weapons, point towards alternative 
security concepts such as non-military de
fence of values and communities. 

13. Towards a strategy for the new 
peace movement 
The peace action movement in Europe 
may have reached a political plateau at 
present, but it offers new ways at looking 
at the role of popular, non-governmental 
initiatives in relation to disarmament, and 
in the process -break down some of the 
conven!ional wisdoms of both the re
searcher and the political disarmer. The 
reasons for this are the new dimensions 
added by these ideas· and movements, 
which have contributed much more con
cretely expressions of transnational lin
kage, cross-boundary reciprocity, and a 
strong and communal basis for anti
militarist activity. 

The continuation of the global arms 
races and the failures of the interstate 
negotiations are part of the reason why the 
peace movement has needed to translate 
such activity into regional and local efforts. 
But there are other reasons: the 'mir' and 
the 'pueblo' are world_s in microcosm. 
Ideas of security, equity, identity, and 
well-being must finally be grounded and 
defended in the local community and here 
non-violence and linkage make far more 
sense than deterrence and conventional 
military strategy. In other words, alterna
tive security concepts include the peace 
movement as part of the functional need of 
communities to discover alternative means 
to defend people, beliefs, and values. 

The other part of the equation is cross 
border linkage; interdependence with other 
communities. This is the practical popular 
expression of 'one worldism' and ecologi
cal, nuclear and other pressures for global 
and local claims against national 
sovereignty continually reinforce this. One 
world imageries are strong in the feminist 
and youth movements as well as the more 
traditional religious and political imageries. 
The image of statespersons as self-serving 
or chauvinistic may be unfair but it runs 
strong amongst such groups. 

Indeed, these are much more than ideas, 
they have been actualized in specific 
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As I come frcm Italy, I imagine you are all expecting me to speak on the 
founding, develo!Jilent and crisis of the Italian peace movements. This will only 
be partially true, since I believe that it is much better to go and read up on 
this sort of thing. Printed information enters and remains in our brains much 
more easily, whereas conferences and meetings of this kind should be used to 
provoke and offer stimuli for further work. I <!Ould like to refer her-e to two 
article.s that. I hav'e written on 'the subj_ect: one is in Itcil-ian and can be found 
iri issue. No. 1,/1987 of the ~talian journa:i on intSr<pational politics Poli'tica 
Internazi,onale •. The other appeared ·r-ecently- in a West German volume which ruJ.ght 
be of interest tlo all participants hez:-e since it is, all- far as I know, one of
the few m or~ recent compa,ra tive studies on pea·ce movement's in Western and 
Eastern -Europe and the US; Legrand/Janning/Zander: 11 Friedensbewegungen, 
Entwicklung und Folgen in der Bundesrepublik Oeutschland, Europe . 
und den USA'', Verlag Wissenschaft und Politik, K~ln, 1987. 

As for the structure of my paper, I would like, on the one hand, to 
briefly summarize the results of my research on Italian peace movements in 
recent years, and on the other, compare them with other develo!Jilents in Western 
Europe. A few general, and in my opinion generalizable, remarks with regard to 
the develo!Jilents and the possibilities of peace movements and their assessment 
by peace research conclude the paper. 

(I) PEACE MOVEMENTS IN ITALY 
(a) Emergence I Height I Crisis I Latest trends 

Let• s start with a short rundown of the most important events involving 
the Italian peace movements. As is well known, in 1979, the NATO double-track 
decision provided for the installation of 112 Cruise missiles on Italian soil. 
This new military decision was the ea taly st for the first Italian mass 
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tn1obil iza tions: -se·tween 1981 and 1983, there were demonstrations and marches all 
·over Italy, cw.minating in the demonstration in October 1983, which brought 
around one million people into the streets of Rcme to protest against the 
installation of new missiles and for peace. This first phase of general protest 
was interrupted in March 1984 by the beginning of the installation of the first 
Cruise missiles at Comiso (in Sicily). This event dealt a serious blow to the 
Italian peace movements, as its main demand -namely to prevent the installation 
of the new missiles- was suddenly swept aside. A new phase of disappointment 
and frustration, but also of self-analysis and a search for new perspectives 
set in. Several peace groups continued their work and delved more thoroughly 
into questions scmewhat neglected up to that time such as Italian weapons 
exports and defense spendings. But this second phase (1984-1985) no longer 
witnessed the mass mobilizations that had taken place between 1981 and 1983. 
Finally, the last two years have marked a new third phase in Italian 
mobilizations for peace, constituting scmething of a compromise between the 
first phase, based mainly on quantity (great mass demonstrations), and the 
second phase, directed mainly at quality (more thorough examination of several 
subjects). Above all, three occurrences took place in 1986 which characterized 
this new phase: the US attack on Libya in April was a direct cause for anti-war 
demonstrations all over Italy; several hundred thousand people protested 
against the US attack and against Italian military involvement in the conflict. 
Not much later -in May of the same year- the Chernobyl disaster took place, 
giving rise to a demonstration in Rome with about 100,000 participants; peace 
and ecological movements took to the streets together in protest against the 
military and civilian use of nuclear energy. Lastly, in October, the peace 
movement mobilized about 400,000 people in Rome.in a multiple demonstration 
against weapon exports, defense spendings, the American SDI project and for a 
positive conclusion of the arms control talks between the US and the Soviet 
Union taking place at the same time in Reykjavik. 

(b) Italy's foreign and security policy and the peace movements 

Let's stick with analysis of the contents and the aims of the Italian 
peace movements. The main aim between 1981 and 1983 was to prevent NATO• s 
rearmament, whereas the subjects taken up thereafter (weapon exports, military 
spendings, nuclear energy, etc.) were not able to draw on the same mass support 
from the population. The situation becomes even shakier when we consider that 
national foreign and security policy matters were only partially dealt with by 
some peace groups, while most of the Italian peace activists remained silent 
and did not develop its own stance in this respect. Among these priori ties, 
especially in view of Italy's geostrategic position in the Mediterranean, are: 
Italy's participation in NATO, perceived as militarily threatening by numerous 
Mediterranean countries; Italy's military peace-keeping endeavours in same 
crisis regions (Sinai penisula, Lebanon, Suez Canal); the new phenomenon of 
international terrorism; Italy's relatively ambiguous position with regard to 
Israel and the Palestinian question, as well as Italy's colonial past, i.e. in 
Libya and Ethiopia. These and other matters inherent to the Italian situation 
were practically ignored during the mass demonstrations of the past years and I 
am rather skeptical that important changes will come out in the near future. 

You may ask for the reasons of this skepticism. Well, the developnents of 
the last years have evidenced that peace movements' quantity and quality were 
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not able to grow reciprocally at the same time and with the same dinamism. With 
this, I don't want to say that there is an inverse proportionality, in sense 
that the more quantity a movement has, the less quality it contains, and 
viceversa. But in my opinion there are limits, beyond them no further growings 
are possible without losses on the one or the other side. For this reason, I 
think that several authors emphasizing the movements' lack of contents are 
illusory, overestimating the relations between public opinion and foreign 
policy in general and therefore not recognizing the whole dimension of the 
problem. 

(c) Effects of the Italian peace movements 

Let's try to answer the question whether and to what extent the Italian 
peace demonstrations in recent years achieved something. In this case, I am 
taking into consideration mainly the anti-rearmament demonstrations, as much 
general consensus focus sed on this one point and brought the 1 argest number of 
people into the streets. If we ask the question about the direct short-term 
effects, the answer is devastating. The installation of Cruise missiles in 
Sicily made it evident that political decision-makers were not impressed enough 
by mass demonstrations to change their politics. 

But skepticism is also recommended in answer to the middle and long-term 
effects of the mobilizations of those years. Let• s take a look at the political 
situation in Italy at the time. '!be Italian parliamentary elections held in 
June 1987 only changed the political balance of power very slighUy. The 
goverr:ment coalition, which already in 1979 agreed to the NATO double-track 
decision and declared its readiness to install the new missiles, still holds 
the reins of power. Thus, continuity in foreign and security policy is ensured 
for the next fe,., years, while the opposition parties, which opposed rearmament, 
were not particularly re.-~arded during the elections. In example Italy's biggest 
opposition party, the Communist Party, which had been in the forefront of most 
peace demonstrations, actually suffered a considerable loss percent of its 
electorate (the Communists lost about 2,5 percent of votes). 

In this context, I want to emphasize that we had similar evol utions in 
several other Western European countries, as in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, in Belgium, in the Netherlands and (last but not least?) in Great 
Britain. Frequently there was a gap between the mass-demonstrations for peace 
on the one side and the electoral results on the other. Also for this reason, 
in my opinion peace movements' activities and possible results have been 
overestimated by several of us. 

(II) PEACE MOVEMENTS IN ITALY AND WESTERN ElJRDPE 
(a) A comparison of Italian and Western European develoJlllents 

Let's now come to a comparison of Italian and Western European 
develoJlllents. Here I would like to consider, above all, if there is a 
North-South fall in Western Europe with regard to start and evolution of peace 
movements. Certainly, in order to be able to deal with the matter thoroughly, 
we should examine more closely the various ·develoJlllents in the different 
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countries and analyze comparable data category by category. Yet, this is very 
difficult, since, in the publications I am aware of, information about each 
country is set up in aidifferent way. 

too 

Nevertheless, in order to give a provisional answer to the question, the 
distinctions in quantity and. quality may be of help. In other words, on the one 
hand we can see how many people could be mobilized for peace demonstrations in 
several European countries during a specific period of time, and on the other 
we can look at the platforms and aims of the single Western European peace 
movements. 

Let's start with quantity: the first large demonstrations took place in 
Italy in September 1981, approximately one month after the Italian goverment• s 
decision to accept the installation of 112 Cruise missiles in Sicily. In 
October we had the first of the so-called "hot autumns", both in Italy as in 
several countries of Western Europe. In Rome, from 300,000 to 500,000 people 
demonstrated for peace, followed by around 170,000 people in Florence in 
November and about 200,000 people in Milan in April 1982 (just to mention the 
most important). Therefore, I would say that as far as mass participation is 
concerned, the Italian demonstrations were on a par with similar events in 
other countries. So there was no North-South fall at this level, at least as 
far as Italy is concerned; unfortunately, I have found little information about 
these matters for other southern European countries such as Spain, Portugal and 
Greece. 

As for quality - besides the common denominator of the protest against 
rearmament, which was a basis for consensus in all Western European peace 
movements - the Italian peace movements have given little consideration to the 
problems of national foreign and security policy. I know that sane peace 
movements in other countries dealt more with these national priorities: for 
example, in the German Federal Republic, questions of East-~lest relations were 
examined more closely; in Austria, there was discussion about Austrian 
neutral! ty and the CSCE; Spain's entry into NATO and NATO bases were crucial 
queries. With respect to contents, Italian peace movements have not developed 
their independence as much as other countries. Nevertheless, I don't think 
there's any justification for speaking of a North-South situation. First, 
because much self-focussed discussion has taken place in some southern European 
countries and second. because there is still too little data available for an 
accurate comparison. 

(b) '1structural Heterogenei ty'1 

That brings me to my next point dealing with the problem of making 
international comparisons. In analyzing a subject, I feel that social research 
should differentiate before moving on to formulating general conclusions. To 
that end, the concept of Structural Heterogeneity, conceived within critical 
development the.or-y discussions at the end of the Seventies and used in 
different ways by various others since them, seems particularly sui table. 
Structural Heterogeneity could serve as a theoretical basis for future 
comparative work on our subject, since it points out both national and 
international structural differences on the various social interaction axes -
"underdogs-underdogs 11 , "underdogs- topdogs 11 and "topdogs- topdogs 11 - while taking 
into consideration quantitative as well as qualitative factors. 
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Structural Heterogeneity can be found at three levels: the first is 

concerned mainly with the structural quantitative and qualitative differences 
within the movements themselves. The second deals with the structural 
relationship of the peace movements in a country with the existing political 
and cultural institutions and political decision-makers, while the third refers 
to the international dimension of peace movements and to their structural 
differences (sea table I, page 7). 

(1) The first level highlights the differences between peace movements in 
a given country. The people who protested for peace after the NATO double-track 
decision were of mixed social, political and cultural background brought 
together as individuals belonging to different trade unions, parties, 
religions, etc .. This mixed composition had a strong impact on the movements' 
composition and platform. 

As far as the heterogeneous composition of the peace movements in any 
given country are concerned, attempts made at setting up a stable and 
efficiently coordinating network among the various groups - to improve poorly 
functioning communication channels and forms of interaction among the often 
isolated local and regional initiatives - were hindered by technical, 
organizational and financial difficulties. With reference to the heterogeneous 
contents, the varied backgrounds of the people active in the peace movements 
led to different evaluations of single matters, with a minimum common consensus 
only about the prevention of the installation of missiles. In Italy, for 
example, Catholic-inspired grass-roots organizations were particularly critical 
on weapons exports, but were unable to find much support for their stance in 
many other peace activists, at the same time members of trade unions, which 
tended to legitimize arms production from an employmental point of view. In the 
same way, it was difficult to reach common and homogeneous appraisals on the 
role and function of NATO, on the possibility of unilateral nuclear disarmament 
as well as on the effectiveness of nuclear and/or conventional defense. 
Differences in the evaluation of the road to peace as well as in the aims of 
peace again and again created internal tensions and polemics, which has been 
evident in the frequent splintering off of several peace-engaged groups and 
institutions. 

(2) The second level deals with the relationship of peace movements to the 
existing social institutions and political decision-makers in each country. 
Here again, the fact mentioned above concerning the mixed social, political and 
cultural background of the people engaged in the peace movements plays an 
important role. The individuals persons, working for peace carried out a: double 
social function, in that they were active not only within the peace movements, 
but also at the same time participants in various political, social and 
cultural institutions (as parties, trade unions, churches etc. l. This affected 
the structure and the platform of the peace movements, on the one hand, and 
parallelly forced the political, social and cultural institutions to take up 
positions with respect to the peace movements activities. 

(3) The third level concerns the structural differences in foreign and 
security policy among Western European countries and their repercussions on the 
peace movements• activities. In this context, we can distinguish between form 
and content. 

As far as form is concerned, the national heterogenei ties are also 
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reflected in a canparison at a Western European level. Above and beyond the 
quantitatively and qualitatively different peace movements, likewise the 
various social institutions and political decision-makers built up 
communication channels varying in strength within and between countries. This 
brings us to the contents. On account of the Western European states' 
particular gee-strategic location- above and beyond common factors such as 
NATO, the EEC or the OECD - different stances were worked out in foreign and 
security policy. Thus, for example, Italy's special role in NATO's southern 
flank, Austria's guaranteed neutrality and the German Federal Republic's 
particular relations with the German Democratic Republic, etc., reflect their 
uniqueness. These different national considerations in foreign and security 
policy are not only reflected in the platforms and aims of the political 
decision-makers and other social institutions, but also in the programmes and 
goals of the existing respective peace movements, albeit to different degrees; 
sane stronger, sane weaker (the Italians, as mentioned, weaker). 

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize once more that the concept of 
Structural Heterogeneity can be of use in discovering gaps in research carried 
out on peace movements during the eighties, and in moving away fran superficial 
generalizations towards more thorough and differentiated analyses. Just as the 
term 'new peace movement' has been insufficient to accurately describe the mass 
mobilizations that have taken place, we should start today to realize that it 
is also not enough to say that the 'new• peace movement has 'aged'. 

Relating to peace movements• activities, we had several articles and books 
published by peace researchers in the last years. But many of them have been 
too naive, optimistic and superficially, overestimating the new ~Denanenon of 
the mass-demonstrations against NATO-rearmament and - beyond this very specific 
kind of discussion- the relationship between public opinion and foreign paUcy 
in general, believing in their euphorism that a new and permanent social actor 
has arised into political life. I don't agree with this point of view, and 
fortunately there have been also some more realistic and impartial researchers 
who warned of unnecessary hang-over. I think that we should use our concluding 
session also for some more self-critical reflections into this direction. 
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table I "STRUCTURAL HETEROGENEITY" 

Structural Heterogeneity appears on 3 levels: 

UJ within peace movements: 

single 
activists 

lll) within single states: 

groups 

social institutions political leadership 

t ! t 
(feace movements~ 

(lll.) between states: 

state 1 s policy 4.4-----11> state 1 s policy ..;41------~11. state 1 s policy 

I I 
peace movements ~~J-----~•~peace movements~•~------~••peace movements 
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